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PREFACE 

The Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) is 
a revision of the 1971 Occupational Classification 
Manual and is designed for use in statistical surveys, 
including the 1981 Census of Population and I-lousing. 
The classification is revised to take account of changes in 
the occupational composition of the labour force resulting 
from industrial and technological developments. On the 
other hand, stability in the classification structure is 
desirable to preserve the statistical continuity required for 
analysis of time series. Obviously, a middle course must 
be set to meet these objectives and the present revision 
continues the pattern whereby the major revisions of the 
SOC occur decennially. 

In revising the SOC, considerable attention was 
given to future revisions contemplated for the Canadian 
Classification and Dictionary of Occupations (CC DO) 
prepared by Employment and Immigration Canada in 
order to minimize the differences between the two 
classifications. This has important consequences in that it 
brings occupational distributions of survey data into a 
system that includes such related statistics as those 
derived from immigration records, employment place-
ment programs, vocational education and training pro-
grams and the like. 

In revising this classification, a number of national 
and international classifications were consulted and 
certain concepts, definitions and approaches to coding, 
where applicable to the Canadian situation, were 
adopted. The major classifications used were the Austra-
lian Bureau of Statistics Classification and Classified List 
of Occupations: the International Labour Office Interna-
tional Standard Classification of Occupations: the United 
Kingdom Classification of Occupations and Directory of 
Occupational Titles; and the United States of America 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and their Standard 
Occupational Classification Manual. 

The present revision was carried out under the 
direction of Mr. Jean M. Leger and project manager Mrs. 
Alice Latrémoujlle. Other members of the Standards 
Division contributing to this work were: Messrs. Carl 
Kritsch, Rodger 0. Lee, Guy St-Pierre and Michael P.E. 
Webber and Mesdames Claudette Bourque, Elizabeth M. 
Habgood, Lois E.T. Leahy, Joanne Maisonncuvc and Lyn 
M. Wilson. The valuable assistance of members of the 
Bureau's Technical Committee and of others both within 
and outside of Statistics Canada is gratefully ac-
knowledged although responsibility for the form and 
content of the Manual rests with Statistics Canada. 
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the 1980 Standard Occupational Classification 
tSO( )s a revision of the 1971 Occupational Classifica-
tion Manual (0CM) and is designed as a classification 
manual for use in statistical surveys and other purposes. It 
provides a systematic classification structure to identify 
atid categorize the entire range of occupational activity in 
( miada. 

An occupation is defined as a collection of jobs 
uiieicntIy similar in their main tasks to be grouped 

tinder a common title for classification purposes. A job, in 
tu:n, encompasses all the tasks carried out by a particular 

orkcr to complete her/his duties. 

I he basic principle of classification in the SOC is 
I h it oF kind of work performed. Occupations are therefore 
identified and grouped primarily in terms of the work 
usually performed, this being determined by the tasks, 
duties, and responsibilities of the occupation. Factors 
such as the materials processed or used, the industrial 
processes used, the equipment used, the degree of 
rcponsibility and complexity of work, the products made 
.trd services provided, have been taken as indicators of the 

irk performed when combining jobs into occupations 
aid occupations into groups. 

rhus, within each group the occupations are almost 
utiipc and related to each other by similarity of kind of 
work performed. This approach to the grouping of 
oLcupations ensures a certain homogeneity within groups 
itid rermits a distinction between groups. 

At the highest level of aggregation of occupations 
termed "Major Groups", very broad fields of work are 
represented rather than specific types of work performed. 
Some major aspects of the SOC are discussed below. 

[ART A - Related Classifications 

For statistical purposes, the classification of occu-
l1,it1ns does not stand alone but must be understood as 
heing related to the classifications of industries and that 
o class of worker namely, as self-employed, employee, or 
unpaid family worker. Each of the aforementioned 
c ossifications supplements the SOC in presenting a 
rounded picture of' the nature of a person's job. 

More specifically, the industrial designation which 
accompanies each occupational title: 

Indicates the type of economic activity with which 
the job is usually associated. It is important to note 
that the assignment of an industry designation does 
not necessarily limit a job to that industry. These 
designations are merely indicative of the possible 
areas of activity in which the job may be found. 

Permits the assignment of similar occupational 
titles to different occupation groups where tc 
duties vary as between industries e.g., 8296 
Examiner - Tobacco Products Industry compared 
with 8566 Examiner 	Footwear Industry. 

Aids in defining the specific occupations and helps 
the coder grasp the underlying principles of this 
classification. 

The industry in which the individual is employed is 
determined by the principal kind of economic activity of 
the establishment. The establishment is usually a factory, 
mine, farm, store, other place of business or an institution 
capable of providing data on a number of basic production 
variables. 

It is important to note the difference in concept 
between an industry classification and an occupation 
classification. An establishment can employ individuals 
performing completely different occupations, and these 
are classified to appropriate occupational groups, but the 
industrial classification of each individual employed in the 
establishment should be the same and is determined by 
the nature of the product made or service rendered. In 
other words, the nature of the factory, business or service 
in which the person is employed does not determine the 
classification of the occupation, except to the extent that it 
enables the nature of the duties to be more clearly defined. 

Also, an individual's employment relationship to 
the business in which the person is engaged, i.e., class of 
worker, provides another means of describing the wo-k. 
This is usually indicated by the form of remuneration the 
worker receives. The self-employed depend upon a 
residual return in the form of profit while employees are 
paid wages or salaries and unpaid family workers receive 
no set remuneration. In the 1990 SOC, the class of worker 



classification is not identified separately for each occupa-
tion since many occupations can be assigned to more than 
one category (i.e., working for wages, salary, tips or 
commission; working without pay in a family business or 
farm; self-employed without paid help; and self-employed 
with paid help). However, a general rule has been 
established for coding purposes (refer to Part F). 

PART B - The Canadian Classification and 
Dictionary of Occupations 
(CCDO) 

The CCDO provides a multipurpose instrument for 
use in manpower research, formulation of manpower 
policies, support of employment and educational pro-
grams and for such operational activities as employment 
placement, employment counselling, immigration and 
other programs which facilitate the mobility of workers 
within the country. 

The CCDO was initially published in 1971 by the 
Manpower and Immigration Department (now Employ-
ment and Immigration Canada). It is a systematic and 
comprehensive arrangement of occupational descriptions, 
reflecting the work performed by Canadians. These 
descriptions represent a summary of the significant 
activities of a number of similar jobs found in different 
establishments or industries. The significant duties, or the 
kind of work performed, act as the basic principle for 
classifying occupations as in the SOC. 

The classification structure consists of four levels of 
occupational categories instead of the three levels in the 
SOC, each providing successively finer detail: 

The major group 
The minor group 
The unit group 
The individual occupations 

Several minor differences exist between the major, 
minor and unit group structures of the CCDO and the 
SOC. 

At the major group level, occupations in sports and 
recreation form a major group in the CCDO and a 
minor group in the SOC. Persons not classifiable by 
occupation such as students and retired persons 
forni a major group in the SOC and are not covered 
in the CC DO. 
At the minor group level, farm management occupa-
tions are treated as part of farming in the CCDO 
and as part of managerial and administrative 
occupations in the SOC. 

At the unit group level, additional groups have been 
provided in the SOC for occupations in engineering, 
architecture, nursing, therapy and dentistry. On the 
other hand, more detail is provided in the CCDO 
for livestock and crop farm workers, for occupations 
related to the operation of stationary engines and 
utilities equipment, and for laundering and dry 
cleaning occupations. 

Another feature unique to the CCDO is provision of 
the following data with each occupational definition: a 
unique code number; digits and letters covering environ-
mental conditions, physical activities, training time, and 
worker functions in relation to data-people-things; and 
alternate and related titles where applicable. 

The qualifiers used in the CCDO to indicate 
industry or industrial process and shown after each 
occupational title differ from those used in the SOC. The 
CCDO list of "industrial designations" representing some 
ninety-six industries is more aggregative than the list of 
industries in the SOC. 

The world of work, however, does not remain static 
and the degree of change since the first publication of the 
CCDO has brought about a progressive revision. A new 
CCDO booklet to update Major Group 87 with new and 
revised occupational descriptions was released in August 
1978. By autumn 1980 a total of four revision booklets 
will have been published: 
- 	Construction Occupations 	Major Group 87 
- 	Primary Products Occupations 	Major Groups 

71,73,75 and 77 
- 	Service Occupations - Major Group 61 
- 	Occupations in Social Sciences, Religion, Teach- 

ing, and Medicine and Health Major Groups 23, 
25,27 and 31 

This approach contrasts sharply with the decennial 
revision of the SOC required by Statistics Canada for 
statistical purposes. In conjunction with these revisions a 
working group, established in 1977 with representatives 
from both Employment and Immigration Canada and 
Statistics Canada, has attempted to minimize the dillcr-
ences between the CCDO and the SOC. 

12 



PART C - Explanatory Notes 

CI Structure 

The Standard Occupational Classification manual 
contains the classification structure and definitions for the 
major, minor and unit groups as well as two separate 
indices. A classified index lists individual occupational 
titles arranged alphabetically within their respective unit 
groups. An alphabetical index presents the occupational 
titles in alphabetical order, irrespective of group 
association. 

The occupational groupings are such that, within 
each major group, one or more minor groups are identified 
and within each minor group, one or more unit groups. A 
functional relationship is reinforced by means of the 
coding system. 

For example: 
21 	Major Group - Occupations in Natural 

Sciences, Engineering and Mathematics 
211 Minor Group - Occupations in Physical 

Sciences 
2111 Unit Group — Chemists 
2112 Unit Group — Geologists 
2113 Unit Group - Physicists 
2114 Unit Group— Meteorologists 
2117 Unit Group - Physical Sciences Technolo-

gists and Technicians 
2119 Unit Group - Occupations in Physical 

Sciences, n.e.c. 

It should be noted that the major group code is 
repeated at all levels and the minor group code is repeated 
at the unit group level. 

Within relevant minor groups, provision has been 
made, whenever possible, to assign a distinct code number 
to particular occupational groups; i.e., Foremen/Women 
or Supervisors); Inspectors, Testers. Graders and Sam-

plers; Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental 
Work; and Occupations Not Elsewhere Classified. 

For example: 
6120 Supervisors: Food and Beverage Preparation 

and Related Service Occupations 
8110 Foremen/Women: Mineral Ore Treating 

Occupations 
8116 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 

Occupations: Mineral Ore Treating 
8118 Occupations in Labouring and Other Ele-

mental Work: Mineral Ore Treating 

8119 Mineral Ore Treating Occupations, n.e.c. 

As a general rule, the final digit of the four-digit 
code identifies each of these types of occupational groups. 
Thus a 0 signifies a category of supervisor or forcman/ 
woman; 6 usually signifies an inspector, tester, grader or 
sampler; 8 a labourer; and 9 a residual category to denote 
occupations not elsewhere classified within the minor 
group or major group. 

In LABOURER/ELEMENTAL WORKER occu-
pations, the title LABOURER is used for certain 
occupations which require application of common-sense 
understanding to carry out simple one or two-step 
instructions, with little or no training required for 
satisfactory performance on the job. EL.EMENTAL 
WORKER may be used to describe occupations that are 
not, according to custom, referred to as LABOURERS; 
e.g., Checkroom Attendant. 

C.2 Abbreviations 

A list of abbreviations used in this manual is given 
in a separate section. Particular attention, howe%.cr, 
should be given to the abbreviation n.e.c. (not elsewhere 
classified). As an occupational qualifier, n.e.c. is used in 
many titles of major, minor and unit groups to refer to 
occupations not elsewhere classified; e.g., 7519 Forestry 
and Logging Occcupations, n.e.c. As an industrial 
designation, n.e.c. refers to industries not identilied 
elsewhere for a specific occupation. 

For example: 

8785 Painter - Construction Industries 

8295 Painter - Leather Tanneries 

8595 Painter - n.e.c. 

In the example above, "Painter - n.e.c." refers to 
the occupation "painter" in all other industries except 
leather tanneries and construction. 

The industrial designation, Any Lndustry, is used 
when an occupation is found common to four or more 
industries and is classified to only one unit group: 
otherwise the industries are listed separately. The 
occupational title appears only once in the SOC when 
given the industrial designation "Any Industry", and 
therefore, is given only one code; e.g., 4131 Accounting 
Clerk - Any Ind. 

13 



C.3 Language 

The 1980 soc is published separately in both 
official languages. It is important to note that the French 
version includes only titles commonly used in French and 
proper to the milieu and therefore these are not normally 
translations of the English titles. The classification 
structure is the same in both versions. 

C.4 Alphabetical Arrangement in the Indices 

Each word in a title is taken separately for purposes 
of alphabetical arrangement. The following titles will be 
found in this order in the index: 

car dealer 
Car painter 
Car washer 
Card grinder 
Carder 
Caretaker 
Carpenter 
Carton wrapper 

Hyphenated occupations are listed in the following 
manner: 

Pipe liner 
Pipe-Line Manager 
Pipeline Inspector 

Where the same occupational title is listed more 
than once, the alphabetical order of the industry designa-
tion prevails: 

Grader - Footwear Industry 

1971 

Major Group 00 - Occupations Not Stated 

Grader - Furniture and Fixture Industries 
Grader - Highways, Streets and Bridges 
Grader - Hosiery Industry 

PART D - Relating the 1980 Standard 
Occupational Classification (SOC) 
to the 1971 Occupational 
Classification Manual (0CM) 

The pace of technological change in the years since 
the classification was completed in 1971 has rendered a 
number of occupational titles obsolete while creating a 
demand for new occupational groups and titles. Experi-
ence in using the classification in the collection and 
analysis of occupational data has also revealed a necd for 
new occupational titles and changes to occupational 
groups, in addition to a number of incorrectly coded 
occupational titles. For these reasons, the 1980 revision 
represents an updating of the classification and attempts 
to reflect more accurately the occupational situation 
forecast for the 1980s.   

D.I Structural Changes at the Major Group Level 

The only change introduced at this level was to 
extend coverage of the 1971 Occupations Not Stated 
group to include persons for which an occupation is not an 
applicable variable in a survey; e.g., students, retired 
persons. As in 1971, this major group includes those 
respondents not reporting any occupation or reporting 
insufficient information to permit determining an occupa-
tion; e.g., "driving". These categories are reflected at the 
major group level in the detail below. 

1980 

Major Group 00 - Persons Not Classifiable by 
Occupation 

D.2 Structural Changes at the Minor Group Level 

The most apparent change at this level is the 
transfer of farm management occupations from Major 
Group 71 - Farming, Horticultural and Animal [-lus-
bandry Occupations to Major Group 11 - Managerial, 

1971 

Minor Group 214/215 - Architects and Engineers 

Administrative and Related Occupations in order to 
introduce more consistency to the classification. The other 
changes are revisions to titles of minor groups e.g., 
architects, engineers and community planners, or to the 
numbering system because of new unit groups; e.g., sports 
and recreation. See the changes below: 

1980 

Minor Group 214/215 - Architects, Engineers and 
Community Planners 

14 



Minor Group 315 - Other Occupations in Medicine Minor Group 3151316 	Other Occupations in 
and Health Medicine and Health 

Minor Group 337 - Occupations in Sports and Minor Group 336/337 - Occupations in Sports and 
Recreation Recreation 

Minor Group 713 - Farm Management Occupations Unit Group 1146 - Farm Management Occupations 

Minor Group 000 - Occupations Not Stated Minor Group 001 	Workers Reporting Unidentifiable 
or Inadequately Described 
Occupations (Not 
Codeable) 

Minor Group 002 	Workers Not Reporting Any 
Occupation 

Minor Group 003 - Other Persons, n.e.c. 

D.3 Structural Changes at the Unit Group Level 

These structural modifications involve three main 
kinds of changes: splitting of unit groups, combining of 
unit groups and mixing of parts of unit groups. Unit 
groups may be split to reduce the disparity of skill levels 
within groups or to recognize the increasing importance of 
particular occupations in the economy. Among the groups 
listed below that belong to this category are: organization 
and methods analysts, split from industrial engineers; 
architectural versus engineering occupations; orderlies 
versus nursing attendants, etc. 

Unit groups may be combined either because the 
distinction between groups is beyond the capacity of 
general surveys including occupational questions or 
because the distinction between them is of little use to 

1971 

Unit Group 2145 	Industrial Engineers 

Unit Group 2157 - Nuclear Engineers 

occupational statistics analysts. Examples are commodity 
salespersons and sales clerks, which have been combined 
in the 1980 revision. 

The mixing of parts of unit groups which may result 
in new unit groups takes place where a significant purpose 
may be shown; such as, to reduce the importance of 
residual groups of occupations (e.g., agricultural engi-
neers, supervisors and operators of amuscment and 
recreation facilities, housekeepers and servants, parcel 
carriers) or to correct wrongly assigned occupations to 
certain groups. 

In addition to these changes, other unit groups were 
modified to facilitate overall coding; e.g., managers of 
hotel and motel accommodations are now part of manage-
rial and administrative occupations instead of service 
occupations. Unit group changes for the 1980 revision are 
shown below. 

1980 

Unit Group 1173 - Organization and Methods 
Analysts 

Unit Group 2145 - Industrial Engineers 

Unit Group 2156 - Nuclear Engineers 

Unit Group 2159 - Architects and Engineers, n.e.c. 	Unit Group 2146 - Agricultural Engineers 

Unit Group 2157— Community Planners 

15 



Unit Group 2159 Professional Engineers, n.e.c. 

Unit Group 2165 - Architectural and Engineering Unit Group 2164 - Architectural Technologists and 
Technologists and Technicians 
Technicians 

Unit Group 2165 Engineering Technologists and 
Technicians 

Unit Group 3131 - Nurses, Graduate, Except 
Supervisors 

Unit Group 3133 - Nurses-in-training Unit Group 3131 Nurses, Registered. Graduate and 
Nurses-in-Training 

Unit Group 3135 - Nursing Aides and Orderlies Unit Group 3132 - Orderlies 

Unit Group 3135 Nursing Attendants 

Unit Group 3137 - Physiotherapists, Occupational and Unit Group 3136 - Audio and Speech Therapists 
Other Therapists 

Unit Group 3137 - Physiotherapists 

Unit Group 3138 Occupational Therapists 

Unit Group 3157 - Dental Hygienists, Assistants and Unit Group 3157 - Denturists 
Technicians 

Unit Group 3158 - Dental Hygienists and Dental 
Assistants 

Unit Group 3161 - Dental Laboratory Technicians 

Unit Group 3159— Other Occupations in Medicine Unit Group 3162 - Respiratory Technicians 
and Health, n.e.c. 

Unit Group 3169 - Other Occupations in Medicine 
and Health, n.e.c. 

Unit Group 3332 - Musicians 	 Unit Group 3331 - Conductors, Composers and 
Arrangers 

Unit Group 3332 - Musicians and Singers 

Unit Group 3333 - Occupations Related to Music and 
Musical Entertainment, 
n.e.c. 

Unit Group 3333 - Dancers and Choreographers 	Unit Group 3334 - Dancers and Choreographers 

Unit Group 3352 - Writers and Editors 	 Unit Group 3351 - Writers and Editors 

16 



Unit Group 3370 - Coaches, Trainers Instructors and 	Unit Group 3360 - Supervisors: Sports and Recreation 
Managers, Sports and 
Recreation 

Unit Group 3370 - Coaches, Trainers and Instructors, 
Sports and Recreation 

Unit Group 5135 - Salesmen and Salespersons, 
Commodities n.e.c. 

Unit Group 5137 - Sales Clerks, Commodities Unit Group 5135 - Sales Clerks and Salespersons, 
Commodities, n.e.c. 

Unit Group 6131 - Managers: Hotel, Motel and Other Unit Group 1142— Services Management Occupations 
Accommodation 

Unit Group 6149 - Personal Service Occupations, Unit Group 6142 - Housekeepers, Servants and 
n.e.c. Related Occupations 

Unit Group 6149 - Personal Service Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

Unit Group 7112— Farmers Unit Group 7113— Livestock Farmers 

Unit Group 7115— Crop Farmers 

Unit Group 7119 - Farmers, n.e.c. 

Unit Group 7182 - Farm Workers Unit Group 7183 - Livestock Farm Workers 

Unit Group 7185 - Crop Farm Workers 

Unit Group 7197 - Farm Machinery Operators and Unit Group 7197 - Farm Machinery Operators 
Custom Operators 

Unit Group 7199 - Other Farming, Horticultural and Unit Group 7196 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading, and 
Animal Husbandry Sampling Occupations: 
Occupations, n.e.c. Other Farming, 

Horticultural and Animal 
Husbandry 

Unit Group 7199 - Other Farming, Horticultural and 
Animal Husbandry 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

Unit Group 9918 - Occupations in Labouring and Unit Group 9314 - Parcel Carriers, n.e.c. 
Other Elemental Work, 
n.e.c. 

17 



Unit Group 9918 	Occupations in Labouring and 
Other Elemental Work, 
n.e.c. 

Unit Group 0000 - Occupations Not Stated 	 Unit Group 0011 - Workers Reporting Unidentifiable 
or Inadequately Described 
Occupations (Not 
Codeable) 

Unit Group 0021 	Workers Not Reporting Any 
Occupation 

Unit Group 0031 - Other Persons, n.e.c. 

D.4 Structural Changes at the Occupational Level 

Modifications introduced at this level result from 
attempts to simplify the use of the occupational classifi-
cation, to eliminate sexist terminology, to standardize 
industrial designations of occupations and to update 
occupational titles through analysis of occupations 
reported on various surveys. These are: 

A reduction in occupations listed; i.e., alternate and 
related titles, in conformity with the notion that a 
classification manual as opposed to a coding manual 
establishes the structure for coding and provides a 
list of occupations which can be used as guidelines 
during the coding exercise. 
An updating of occupational titles. New occupa-
tions have been inserted and obsolete terms, terms 
rarely used, misleading terms and synonyms have 
been deleted. 
Inverted titles (e.g., Parking Attendant and Attend-
ant, Parking) have been eliminated from the 
alphabetical index. 

Changes to occupational titles to eliminate sexual 
biases (e.g., Set-Up Man becomes Machine Setter, 
Corset Seamstress becomes Corset Sewer). 
Cross-referencing of occupational titles (e.g., C hief 
Steward - see Steward) is also eliminated. The 
titles affected have been given their own code and 
industrial designation. 
Industrial designations are taken from the 1980 
Standard Industrial Classification' at the one, two, 
three, or four digit level. For SOC purposes, two 

Statistics Canada, Standard Industrial Classification - 
1980, Ottawa, Supply and Services Canada. 1980 (Cat. 
12-501 E) 

others have been added: namely, "Not Elsewhere 
Classified" and "Any Industry" 

The abbreviations N.O.R. (not otherwise reported), 

N.E.S. (not elsewhere specified), N.S. (not stated 
or not specified) and Any Except (any industry 
except those listed) are no longer used. 

Class of worker designations such as OA (self-

employed without paid help), E (self-employed with 

paid help), W (working for wages, salary, tips or 

commission), and NP (working without pay on a 

family farm or in a business) are no longer 

appended to specific titles but a more general rule 

has been established (refer to Part F). Those 

occupations whose main functions are taken to be 

either supervisory or purely administrative are 
classified in the appropriate unit groups, that is, 

most unit groups with the four-digit code ending in 

0 or Major Group II; others are classified in the 

profession, service or craft occupations performed. 

Departmental managers and managers of retail 

chain stores and of supermarket stores are now 

coded to Unit Group 1137 - Sales and Advertising 

Management Occupations, instead of Unit Group 

5130 - Supervisors: Sales Occupations, Commodi-
ties, as in 1971. 

A number of titles classified in Major Group 99 in 

1971 have been recoded to other major groups by 

adding a more specific industry designation. This 
reduces the importance of this "catch all" category. 

For more detail refer to comparison tables 1980 

SOC to 1971 0CM and 1971 0CM to 1980S0C. 
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PART E - Procedures in Coding an 
Occupation 

As explained earlier, the SOC, as a classification 
manual, provides an overall structure for classifying 
occupations according to kind of work performed. When 
used as a coding manual, the classified and alphabetical 
indices are merely indicative of the types of occupations 
that fit within specific unit groups. The list of occupational 
titles is not exhaustive nor is it intended to be. 

When coding an occupation, obtain all the relevant 
facts about the job and its environment. These include the 
kind of work performed, the most important activities or 
duties, the job title, the kind of business, industry or 
service, and the class of worker described earlier. The 
more complete and comprehensive information the coder 
is able to assemble about the tasks performed by a worker 
on a particular job, the easier it will be to determine the 
appropriate classification. 

To code an occupation, one can start with either the 
classified index or the alphabetical index. 

E.1 ToUse theClassifled Index 
Find the major group occupational category which 
seems most likely to contain the job. This is done by 
reading carefully the definition of each major 
group. If an occupation is so described that it might 
be assigned to any of two or more major groups 
(usually due to lack of specificity) then it is assigned 
to Major Group 99. This major group serves a dual 
purpose: first as a residual for occupations that 
cannot, for some reason, be included in any one of 
the Major Groups II to 95; and second to accom-
modate situations where more than one major 
group is involved. Before classifying an occupation 
to Major Group 99, every effort should be made to 
assign it to a more specific major group. Major 
group 99 is a last resort when an occupation is 
classifiable, and should not be confused with Major 
(iroup 00 which relates to persons not classifiable 
by occupation. This caution applies to all levels of 
residual groups. 
Find the most appropriate minor group within the 
major group selected. Again the definition of each 
minor group should be read carefully. If the 
situation should arise where an occupation could 
conceivably be coded in two or more minor groups 
within one major group, then the occupation will be 
assigned to the residual minor group within that 

major group. For example, Button Maker -- Other 
Manufactured Products Industries could be coded 
in more than one minor group in Major Group 85 

Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Occupations and must be classified in the residual 
minor group (859). 

(c) Find the most appropriate unit group within the 
minor group selected. As before, read the definition 
carefully before deciding if this unit group oIlers 
the best possible classification, If it does not 
correspond closely with the information collected, 
repeat steps (a) to (c) to find the most appropriate 
classification. An occupation is classified in the 
residual (n.e.c.) unit group of its relevant minor 
group if it cannot be ascertained that it belongs in 
any particular unit group. For example, "Carpet 
Layer - Retail Trade; Construction", cannot be 
classified in any of the specific unit groups within 
Minor Group 878/879 - Other Construction 
Trades Occupations, and must therefore, be classi-
fied in Unit Group 8799 Other Construction 
Trades Occupations, n.e.c., 

E.2 ToUse the Alphabetical index 

(a) Find the occupation in the alphabetical index of the 
occupational classification. After locating the title 
and its four-digit code, check to ensure that the title 
is listed only once in the alphabetical index. If so, 
note the corresponding four-digit code. If listed 
more than once, check the corresponding industrial 
designations and select the one which relates most 
closely to the one stated by the respondent. Using 
this code as a guide, find the definition for the unit 
group to which this title belongs in the classified 
index. Read the entire definition before deciding 
whether it is the most appropriate classification and 
check in the classified index for final verification 
and commonality of job title. 

(b) 	If you cannot find the title or if the definition 
appears inappropriate, look for another title. Some 
clues are: 
(I) look for the noun form: answering the phone 

will be Receptionist or Telephone Clerk 
shorten the title: Electronic Data Processor to 
Data Processor 
find a synonym: Aircraft Mechanic for Jet 
Mechanic 
consider such factors as: 
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Job location 	Tunnel Worker; Bridge 
Keeper 
Kind of machines used - Cement-Mixer 
Operator; Hydraulic Riveter 
Materials used 	Concrete Mason; Leather 
Handbag Maker 
Subject matter 	Music Cataloguer; Press 
Clipper 
Activity performed - Locomotive Inspector; 
Bodyshop Foreman/Woman 
Job skills - Surgical-Instrument Repairer; 
Tool Machinist 

PART F - Coding Instructions 

To facilitate as well as to introduce more consist-
ency in the coding of occupations, a list of coding 
instructions has been prepared for users at large. These 
instructions provide the classification accorded to individ-
ual occupations or groups of occupations resulting from 
problem cases uncovered during the coding of various 
surveys. 

It must be emphasized that, as a basis for classifi-
cation by occupation, the performance of particular 
duties and tasks takes precedence over possession of 
formal qualifications. However, the use of qualifications 
or trade training at professional, trade or other certificate 
levels can be of considerable value in bringing precision to 
certain occupational coding. 

Class of Worker 

Occupations involved with the supervision of em-
ployees or as self-employed with paid employees are 
classified in the appropriate unit groups designating 
supervisors and foremen/women, while workers engaged 
in occupations as self-employed without paid employees 
or working for wages, salaries or for no set remuneration 
are classified as members of the relevant trade, craft or 
profession. Where no supervisory or foreman/woman 
group has been provided in the appropriate minor group, 
the code of the occupation supervised is used (e.g., 
Supervisor Forestry Services Industry is classified in 
Unit Group 2131 - Agriculturists and Related 
Scientists). 

Apprentices 

Apprentices are classified according to the occupa-
tion being learned. The titles "learners" and "trainees" 
are often used as synonyms for apprentices. For example,  

an apprentice plumber is classified as a plumber, an 
apprentice draughter is classified as a draughter. 

Owners! Proprietors 

Proprietors are classified in the occupational unit 
groups associated with the particular business or industry 
concerned, either as supervisors (a proprietor with paid 
employees) or as members of the relevant trade, craft or 
profession (a proprietor without paid employees). This 
rule also applies to the occupation "owner". 

Presidents and Managers 

Occupational descriptions referring to President or 
Manager are classified to Major Group II - Manage-
rial, Administrative and Related Occupations. 

Helpers 

Helpers are classified either with the trades or other 
occupations they support or they are classified with 
labourers, in the appropriate unit groups entitled Occupa-
ions in Labouring and Other Elemental Work, that is, 

unit groups ending with the digit 8. The determining 
factors are the most important duties performed. The 
occupation "Helper" is not identified separately in the 
SOC. 

Machine Set-Up Operators 

Machinery set-up occupations are classified in the 
same unit groups as operators or tenders of the machine 
(e.g., 8313 - Machine Tool Set-Up Operator 
Fabricated Metal Products Industries). 

Two or More Occupations 

Where two or more occupations are reported in 
reply to a question on occupation, the first one mentioned 
is coded unless there is additional information to suggest 
otherwise. 

Assistant, Deputy, Junior, Senior, Vice, Executive 

Generally the addition of such words as deputy, 
junior, senior, are ignored in determining the appropriate 
occupation code. However, care must be exercised in 
determining the code to be used when a person is 
described as an "assistant to". A worker who performs 
duties closely related to those of the worker assisted and 
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who on occasion assumes the authority and responsibili-
ties of the worker assisted should be assigned the same 
code as the worker assisted. For example, Assistant 
Director, Assistant Foreman/Woman, Assistant Profes-
sor should be classified respectively with Director, 
Foreman/Woman and Professor. 

However, when duties performed by an assistant 
are clearly subordinate to and different from those of the 
worker assisted, the job is that of supporter. For example, 
Engineer's Assistant would be classified as Engineering 
Technician. 

Foremen! Women 

Persons who report the term Foreman or Fore-
woman in an occupation description are classified in the 
appropriate unit groups designating supervisors and 
foremen/women (most four-digit codes ending in 0) 
irrespective of the time spent performing these duties. If 
no supervisory or foreman/woman group has been 
provided in the appropriate minor group, code to the 
occupation supervised unless there are other indications 
that the person should be classified in the managerial and 
administrative major group. 

Members of Armed Forces 

All personnel in the armed forces are classified in 
either Unit Group 6116 - Commissioned Officers, 
Armed Forces or in Unit Group 6117 Other Ranks, 
Armed Forces. These unit groups exclude civilian em-
ployees at the National Defence department who are 
classified according to kind of work performed. 

Repairers 

Repairers are classified in the same groups as 
workers who assemble, make or build the article in 
question. 

Members of Religious Orders 

Members of religious communities or orders who 
are primarily engaged in occupations other than those in 
Major Group 25 - Occupations in Religion (e.g., in 
teaching, nursing, social welfare work, sewing, bookbind-
ing, cooking or farming) are classified in accordance with 
the kind of work performed. Major Group 25 is intended 
to include only those primarily engaged in performing 
religious functions. 

Teachers and Instructors 
Persons engaged in the teaching profession, 

whether as professors, school teachers, or instructors in 
other types of institutions, are classified in Major Group 
27. This group excludes physical education instructors, 
not in educational institutions, who are classified in Unit 
Group 3370 - Coaches, Trainers, and Instructors, 
Sports and Recreation. 

Persons primarily engaged in giving training, 
whether on-the-job training or otherwise, are considered 
to be distinct from foremen/women and supervisors and 
are, therefore, classified in an appropriate unit group 
within Minor Group 279 Other Teaching and Related 
Occupations. 

Presidents, deans, assistant deans, associate dcans, 
vice-deans and directors of faculties in universities, as 
well as principals in all types of schools, including 
business colleges, are considered to be administrators and 
are classified in Unit Group 1133 Administrators in 
Teaching and Related Fields. 

PART G - Sample Questions for Obtaining 
Occupation Information 

The following questions indicate the type of infor 
mation and the format one could use to obtain the facts 
necessary to classify an occupation. 

For whom did you work? 
Name of firm, government agency. etc. 
Department, branch, division, section or plant 
What kind of business, industry or service was this? 
Give full description; for example, paper box 
manufacturing, road construction, retail shoe store, 
secondary school, dairy farm. 
What kind of work were you doing? 
Give full description; for example, accounting cterk. 
sales representative, civil engineer, secondary 
teacher, garage forema n/woman, metal worker. 
In this work, what were your most important 
activities or duties? 
For example, verifying invoices, selling clectrica 
tools, managing the research department, teaching 
mathematics, supervising auto mechanics. operat. 
ing lathe. (If in the armed forces, give rank.) 
In this job were you mainly: 
Working for wages, salary, tips or commission? 
Working without pay on a family farm or in a 
business' 
Self-employed without paid help? 
Self-employed with paid help? 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

& - and Elev. - Elevator 

Access. Accessories Equip. Equipment 

Accom. - Accommodation Exc. - Except 

Admin. - Administration Fab. Fabricated 

Agen. - Agencies Fer. - Ferrous 

Agric. - Agricultural Fil. - Filament 

Air-condit. - Air-conditioning Fin. Finance 

Amuse. - Amusement Frat. - Fraternal 

Appi. - Appliance Furn. - Furniture 

Assoc. - Associations Govt. - Government 

Auto. - Automobile Hhld. Household 

Bev. - Beverage High. - Highway 

Bind. - Bindery ImpI. - Implement 

Bldg. - Building Incid. Incidental 

Broadcast. - Broadcasting md. - Industry 

Bus. Business lnsce. Insurance 

Can. - Canned Intermed. - Intermediaries 

Cast. - Casting Jewel. - Jewellery 

Chem. - Chemical Lab. - Laboratories 

Coat. - Coated Mach. Machinery 

Comb. Combined Main. - Maintenance 

Comm. - Commercial Mfg. - Manufactured 

Commun. - Communication Mi 	- Mineral 

Conserv. - Conservation Nat. - Natural 

Const. - Construction N.E.C. - Not Elsewhere Classified 

Consum. - Consumer Off. - Offices 

Contr. - Contracting Org. - Organizations 

Cut. - Cutlery Pers. - Personal 

Devpt. - Development Petrol. - Petroleum 

Devprs. - Developers Pharm. - Pharmaceutical 

Educ. - Education Pie. - Picture 

Elec. - Electric Plan. - Planing 

Electron. - Electronic 	 * Platemakg. - Platemaking 



ABBREVIATIONS 

Press. - Pressed 
Presv. - Preserved 
Print. - Printing 
Process. - Processing 
Prod. - Products, Production 
Prof. Professional 
Pub. - Publishing 

Rec. - Recreation 

Refin. - Refining 
Refrig. - Refrigeration 
Rel. - Related 
Sci. - Scientific 
Sec. - Secondary 
Serv. - Service 
Smelt. - Smelting 

Soc. - Social 
Struct. - Structural 
St. Street 
Supp. - Supplies 
Syn. - Synthetic 
Syst. - Systems 
T.V. - Television 

Tech. - Technical 

Telecom. - Telecommunication 
Trans. - Transportation 
Type. - Typesetting 
Univ. - University 
Veg. - Vegetables 
Veh. - Vehicle 
Whise. - Wholesale 
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CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE 

LIST OF MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

MAJOR GROUP 11 - MANAGERIAL, 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND RELATED 
OCCUPATIONS 

111 - Officials and Administrators Unique to 
Government 

till Members of Legislative Bodies 

1113 Government Administrators 

1115 Post Office Management Occupations 

1116 Inspectors and Regulatory Officers, Government 

1119 Oflicials and Administrators Unique to Government, 
n.e.c. 

113/114 - Other Managers and 
Administrators 

1130 General Managers and Other Senior Officials 

1131 Management Occupations, Natural Sciences and 
Engineering 

1132 Management Occupations. Social Sciences and Related 
Fields 

1133 Administrators in Teaching and Related Fields 

1134 Administrators in Medicine and Health 

1135 Financial Management Occupations 

1136 Personnel and Industrial Relations Management 
Occupations 

1137 Sales and Advertising Management Occupations 

1141 Purchasing Management Occupations 

1142 Services Management Occupations 

1143 Production Management Occupations 

1145 Management Occupations, Construction Operations 

1146 Farm Management Occupations 

1147 Management Occupations, Transport and 
Communications Operations 

1149 Other Managers and Administrators, n.e.c. 

117— Occupations Related to Management 
and Administration 

1171 Accountants, Auditors and Other Financial Officers 

1173 Organization and Methods Analysts 

1174 Personnel and Related Officers 

1175 Purchasing Officers and Buyers, Except Wholesale and 
Retail Trade 

1176 Inspectors and Regulatory Officers. n.e.c. 

1179 Occupations Related to Management and 
Administration, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 21 - OCCUPATIONS IN 
NATURAL SCIENCES, ENGINEERING 
AND MATHEMATICS 

211 - Occupations in Physical Sciences 

2111 Chemists 

2112 Geologists 

2113 Physicists 

2114 Meteorologists 

2117 Physical Sciences Technologists and Technicians 

2119 Occupations in Physical Sciences, n.e.c. 

213 - Occupations in Life Sciences 

2 13 1 Agriculturists and Related Scientists 

2133 Biologists and Related Scientists 

2135 Life Sciences Technologists and Technicians 

2139 Occupations in Life Sciences. n.e.c. 



LIST OF MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

214/215 - Architects, Engineers and 
Community Planners 

2141 Architects 

2142 Chemical Engineers 

2143 Civil Engineers 

2144 Electrical Engineers 

2145 Industrial Engineers 

2146 Agricultural Engineers 

2147 Mechanical Engineers 

2151 Metallurgical Engineers 

2153 Mining Engineers 

2154 Petroleum Engineers 

2155 Aerospace Engineers 

2156 Nuclear Engineers 

2157 Community Planners 

2159 Professional Engineers, n.e.c. 

216 - Other Occupations in Architecture and 
Engineering 

2160 Supervisors: Other Occupations in Architecture and 
Engineering 

2161 Surveyors 

2163 Draughting Occupations 

2164 Architectural Technologists and Technicians 

2165 Engineering Technologists and Technicians 

2169 Other Occupations in Architecture and Engineering, 
n.e.c. 

218 - Occupations in Mathematics, Statistics, 
Systems Analysis and Related Fields 

2181 Mathematicians, Statisticians and Actuaries 

2183 Systems Analysts, Computer Programmers and Related 
Occupations 

2189 Occupations in Mathematics, Statistics, Systems 
Analysis and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 23—OCCUPATIONS IN 
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND RELATED 
FIELDS 

231 - Occupations in Social Sciences 

2311 Economists 

2313 Sociologists. Anthropologists and Related Social 
Scientists 

2315 Psychologists 

2319 Occupations in Social Sciences. n.e.c. 

233 - Occupations in Social Work and 
Related Fields 

2331 Social Workers 

2333 Occupations in Welfare and Community Services 

2339 Occupations in Social Work and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

234 - Occupations in Law and Jurisprudence 

2341 Judges and Magistrates 

2343 Lawyers and Notaries 

2349 Occupations in Law and Jurisprudence. n.e.c. 

235 - Occupations in Library, Museum and 
Archival Sciences 

2350 Supervisors: Occupations in Library, Museum and 
Archival Sciences 

2351 Librarians, Archivists and Conservators 

2353 Technicians in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences 

2359 Occupations in Library, Museum and Archival 
Sciences, n.e.c. 

239 - Other Occupations in Social Sciences 
and Related Fields 

2391 Educational and Vocational Counsellors 
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LIST OF MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

2399 other Occupations in Social Sciences and Related 
Fields, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 25 OCCUPATIONS IN 
RELIGION 

251 - Occupations in Religion 

2511 Ministers of Religion 

2513 Nuns and Brothers 

2519 Occupations in Religion, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 27 - TEACHING AND 
RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

271 - University Teaching and Related 
Occupations 

2711 University Teachers 

2719 University Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

273 - Elementary and Secondary School 
Teaching and Related Occupations 

2731 Elementary and Kindergarten Teachers 

2733 Secondary School Teachers 

2739 Elementary and Secondary School Teaching and 
Related Occupations. n.e.c. 

279 - Other Teaching and Related 
Occupations 

2791 Community College and Vocational School Teachers 

2792 Fine Arts Teachers, n.e.c. 

2793 Post-secondary School Teachers, n.e.c. 

2795 Teachers of Exceptional Students, n.e.c. 

2797 Instructors and Training Officers, n.e.c. 

2799 Other Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c.  

MAJOR GROUP 31 - OCCUPATIONS IN 
MEDICINE AND HEALTH 

311 - Health Diagnosing and Treating 
Occupations 

3111 Physicians and Surgeons 

3113 Dentists 

3115 Veterinarians 

3117 Osteopaths and Chiropractors 

3119 Health Diagnosing and Treating Occupations, n.e.c. 

313 - Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting 
Occupations 

3130 Supervisors: Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting 
Occupations 

3131 Nurses, Registered, Graduate and Nurses-in-Training 

3132 Orderlies 

3134 Registered Nursing Assistants 

3135 Nursing Attendants 

3136 Audio and Speech Therapists 

3137 Physiotherapists 

3138 Occupational Therapists 

3139 Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

315/316 - Other Occupations in Medicine 
and Health 

3151 Pharmacists 

3152 Dietitians and Nutritionists 

3153 Optometrists 

3154 Dispensing Opticians 

3155 Radiological Technologists and Technicians 

3156 Medical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians 

3157 Denturists 

3158 Dental Hygienists and Dental Assistants 
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LIST OF MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

3161 Dental Laboratory Technicians 	 336/337 - Occupations in Sports and 
3162 Respiratory Technicians 	

Recreation 

3169 Other Occupations in Medicine and Health, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 33— ARTISTIC, LITERARY, 
RECREATIONAL AND RELATED 
OCCUPATIONS 

331 - Occupations in Fine and Commercial 
Art, Photography and Related Fields 

3311 Painters, Sculptors and Related Artists 

3313 Product and Interior Designers 

3314 Advertising and Illustrating Artists 

3315 Photographers and Camera Operators 

3319 Occupations in Fine and Commercial Art, Photography 
and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

333 - Occupations in Performing and Audio-
visual Arts 

3330 Producers and Directors, Performing and Audio-visual 
Arts 

3331 Conductors, Composers and Arrangers 

3332 Musicians and Singers 

3333 Occupations Related to Music and Musical 
Entertainment. n.e.c. 

3334 Dancers and Choreographers 

3335 Actors/Actresses 

3337 Radio and Television Announcers 

3339 Occupations in Performing and Audio-visual Arts, n.e.c. 

335 - Occupations in Writing 

3351 Writers and Editors 

3355 Translators and Interpreters 

3359 Occupations in Writing, n.e.c. 

3360 Supervisors: Occupations in Sports and Recreation 

3370 Coaches, Trainers and Instructors, Sports and 
Recreation 

3371 Referees and Related Officials 

3373 Athletes 

3375 Attendants, Sports and Recreation 

3379 Occupations in Sports and Recreation, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 41 - CLERICAL AND 
RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

411 - Stenographic and Typing Occupations 

4110 Supervisors: Stenographic and Typing Occupations 

4111 Secretaries and Stenographers 

4113 Typists and Clerk-typists 

413 - Bookkeeping, Account-recording and 
Related Occupations 

4130 Supervisors: Bookkeeping, Account-recording and 
Related Occupations 

4131 Bookkeepers and Accounting Clerks 

4133 Cashiers and Tellers 

4135 Insurance, Bank and Other Finance Clerks 

4137 Statistical Clerks 

4139 Bookkeeping, Account-recording and Related 
Occupations. n.e.c. 

414 - Office Machine and Electronic Data-
processing Equipment Operators 

4140 Supervisors: Office Machine and Electronic Data-
processing Equipment Operators 

4141 Office Machine Operators 

4143 Electronic Data-processing Equipment Operators 
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LIST OF MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

415 - Material Recording, Scheduling and 
Distributing Occupations 

4150 Supervisors: Material Recording, Scheduling and 
Distributing Occupations 

4151 Production Clerks 

4153 Shipping and Receiving Clerks 

4155 Stock Clerks and Related Occupations 

4157 Weighers 

4159 Material Recording. Scheduling and Distributing 
Occupations, nec. 

416 - Library, File and Correspondence 
Clerks and Related Occupations 

4160 Supervisors: Library, File and Correspondence Clerks 
and Related Occupations 

4161 Library and File Clerks 

4169 Library, File and Correspondence Clerks and Related 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

417 - Reception, Information, Mail and 
Message Distribution Occupations 

4170 Supervisors: Reception, Information, Mail and Message 
l)istribution Occupations 

4171 Receptionists and Information Clerks 

4172 Mail Carriers 

4173 Mail and Postal Clerks 

4175 Telephone Operators 

4177 Messengers 

4179 Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

419 - Other Clerical and Related Occupations 

4190 Supervisors: Other Clerical and Related Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

4191 Collectors 

4193 Travel Clerks, Ticket, Station and Freight Agents 

4194 Hotel Clerks 

4195 Personnel Clerks 

4197 General Office Clerks 

4199 Other Clerical and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 51 - SALES OCCUPATIONS 

513/514 - Sales Occupations, Commodities 

5130 Supervisors: Sales Occupations, Commodities 

5131 Technical Sales Occupations and Related Advisers 

5133 Commercial Travellers 

5135 Sales Clerks and Salespersons, Commodities, n.e.c. 

5141 Street Vendors and Door-to-door Sales Occupations 

5143 Newspaper Carriers and Vendors 

5145 Service Station Attendants 

5149 Sales Occupations: Commodities, n.e.c. 

517 - Sales Occupations, Services 

5170 Supervisors: Sales Occupations, Services 

5171 Insurance Sales Occupations 

5172 Real Estate Sales Occupations 

5173 Sales Agents and Traders, Securities 

5174 Advertising Sales Occupations 

5177 Business Services Sales Occupations 

5179 Sales Occupations: Services, n.e.c. 

519 - Other Sales Occupations 

5190 Supervisors: Other Sales Occupations 

5191 Buyers, Wholesale and Retail Trade 

5193 Route Drivers 

4192 Claim Adjusters 	 5199 Other Sales Occupations, n.e.c. 
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LIST OF MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

MAJOR GROUP 61 - SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONS 

611 - Protective Service Occupations 

6111 Fire-fighting Occupations 

6112 Police Officers and Detectives, Government 

6113 Police Agents and Investigators, Private 

6115 Guards and Related Security Occupations 

6116 Commissioned Officers, Armed Forces 

6117 Other Ranks, Armed Forces 

6119 Protective Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

612 - Food and Beverage Preparation and 
Related Service Occupations 

6120 Supervisors: Food and Beverage Preparation and 
Related Service Occupations 

6121 Chefs and Cooks 

6123 Bartenders 

6125 Food and Beverage Serving Occupations 

6129 Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

613 - Occupations in Lodging and Other 
Accommodation 

6130 Supervisors: Occupations in Lodging and Other 
Accommodation 

6133 Lodging Cleaners, Except Private Household 

6135 Sleeping-car and Baggage Porters 

6139 Occupations in Lodging and Other Accommodation, 
n.e.c. 

614 - Personal Service Occupations 

6141 Funeral Directors, Embalmers and Related Occupations 

6142 Housekeepers, Servants and Related Occupations 

6143 Barbers, Hairdressers and Related Occupations 

6144 Guides 

6145 Travel and Related Attendants, Except Food and 
Beverage 

6147 Child-care Occupations 

6149 Personal Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

616 - Apparel and Furnishings Service 
Occupations 

6160 Supervisors: Apparel and Furnishings Service 
Occupations 

6162 Laundering and Dry Cleaning Occupations 

6165 Pressing Occupations 

6169 Apparel and Furnishings Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

619 - Other Service Occupations 

6190 Supervisors: Other Service Occupations 

6191 Janitors, Charworkers and Cleaners 

6193 Elevator-operating Occupations 

6198 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Other Services 

6199 Other Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 71 - FARMING, 
HORTICULTURAL AND ANIMAL 
HUSBANDRY OCCUPATIONS 

711 - Farmers 

7113 Livestock Farmers 

7115 Crop Farmers 

7119 Farmers, n.e.c. 

718/719 - Other Farming, Horticultural and 
Animal Husbandry Occupations 

7180 Foremen/women: Other Farming, Horticultural and 
Animal Husbandry Occupations 

7183 Livestock Farm Workers 

7185 Crop Farm Workers 

7195 Nursery and Related Workers 
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LIST OF MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

7196 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal 
Husbandry 

7197 Farm Machinery Operators 

7199 Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal Husbandry 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 73 - FISHING, TRAPPING 
AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

731 - Fishing, Trapping and Related 
Occupations 

7311 Captains and Other Officers, Fishing Vessels 

7313 Net, Trap and Line Fishing Occupations 

7315 Trapping and Related Occupations 

7319 Fishing, Trapping and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 75 - FORESTRY AND 
LOGGING OCCUPATIONS 

751 - Forestry and Logging Occupations 

7510 Foremen/women: Forestry and Logging Occupations 

7511 Forestry Conservation Occupations 

7513 Timber Cutting and Related Occupations 

7516 Log Inspecting, Grading, Scaling and Related 
Occupations 

7517 Log Hoisting, Sorting, Moving and Related Occupations 

7518 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Forestry and Logging 

7519 Forestry and Logging Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 77 - MINING AND 
QUARRYING INCLUDING OIL AND GAS 
FIELD OCCUPATIONS 

771 - Mining and Quarrying Including Oil 
and Gas Field Occupations 

7710 Foremen/women: Mining and Quarrying Including Oil 
and Gas Field Occupations 

7711 Rotary Well-drilling and Related Occupations 

7713 Rock and Soil Drilling Occupations 

7715 Blasting Occupations 

7717 Mining and Quarrying: Cutting. Handling and Loading 
Occupations 

7718 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas Fields 

7719 Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas Field 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 81/82 - PROCESSING 
OCCUPATIONS 

811 - Mineral Ore Treating Occupations 

8110 Foremen/women: Mineral Ore Treating Occupations 

8111 Crushing and Grinding Occupations, Mineral Ores 

8113 Mixing, Separating, Filtering and Related Occupations, 
Mineral Ores 

8115 Melting and Roasting Occupations, Mineral Ores 

8116 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Mineral Ore Treating 

8118 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Mineral Ore Treating 

8119 Mineral Ore Treating Occupations, n.e.c. 

813/8 14 - Metal Processing and Related 
Occupations 

8130 Foremen/women: Metal Processing and Related 
Occupations 

8131 Metal Smelting, Converting and Refining Occupations 
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8133 Metal Heat-treating Occupations 

8135 Metal Rolling Occupations 

8137 Moulding, Coremaking and Metal Casting Occupations 

8141 Metal Extruding and Drawing Occupations 

8143 Plating, Metal Spraying and Related Occupations 

8146 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Metal Processing 

8148 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Metal Processing 

8149 Metal Processing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

815 - Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, 
Forming and Related Occupations 

8150 Foremen/women: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, 
Forming and Related Occupations 

8151 Furnace and Kiln Workers: Clay, Glass and Stone 

8153 Separating, Grinding, Crushing and Mixing 
Occupations: Clay, Glass and Stone 

8155 Forming Occupations, Clay, Glass and Stone 

8156 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing and 
Forming 

8158 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Clay, Glass and Stone Processing and Forming 

8159 Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, Forming and Related 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

816/817 - Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, 
Plastic and Related Materials 
Processing Occupations 

8160 Foremen/women: Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, 
Plastic and Related Materials Processing Occupations 

8161 Mixing and Blending Occupations, Chemicals and 
Related Materials 

8163 Filtering, Straining and Separating Occupations, 
Chemicals and Related Materials 

8165 Distilling, Subliming and Carbonizing Occupations, 
Chemicals and Related Materials 

8167 Roasting, Cooking and Drying Occupations. Chemicals 
and Related Materials 

8171 Crushing and Grinding Occupations, Chemicals and 
Related Materials 

8173 Coating and Calendering Occupations, Chemicals and 
Related Materials 

8176 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Chemicals, Petroleum. Rubber. Plastic 
and Related Materials Processing 

8178 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Materials Processing 

8179 Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Materials Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 

821/822 - Food, Beverage and Related 
Processing Occupations 

8210 Foremen/women: Food, Beverage and Related 
Processing Occupations 

8211 Flour and Grain Milling Occupations 

8213 Baking, Confectionery Making and Related 
Occupations 

8215 Slaughtering and Meat Cutting, Canning, Curing and 
Packing Occupations 

8217 Fish Canning, Curing and Packing Occupations 

8221 Fruit and Vegetable Canning. Preserving and Packing 
Occupations 

8223 Milk Processing and Related Occupations 

8225 Sugar Processing and Related Occupations 

8226 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Food. Beverage and Related Processing 

8227 Beverage Processing and Related Occupations 

8228 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Food, Beverage and Related Processing 

8229 Food. Beverage and Related Processing Occupations, 
n.e.c. 
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823 - Wood Processing Occupations, Except 
Pulp and Papermaking 

8230 Foremen/women: Wood Processing Occupations, Except 
Pulp and Papermaking 

8231 Sawmill Sawyers and Related Occupations 

8233 Plywood Making and Related Occupations 

8235 Wood Treating Occupations 

8236 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Wood Processing, Except Pulp and 
Papermaking 

8238 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Wood Processing, Except Pulp and Papermaking 

8239 Wood Processing Occupations, Except Pulp and 
Papermaking, n.e.c. 

825 - Pulp and Papermaking and Related 
Occupations 

8250 Foremen/women: Pulp and l'apermaking and Related 
Occupations 

8251 Cellulose Pulp Preparing Occupations 

8253 Papermaking and Finishing Occupations 

8256 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
occupations: Pulp and Papermaking. 

8258 occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Pulp and Papermaking. 

8259 Putp and Papermaking and Related Occupations. n.e.c 

826/827 - Textile Processing Occupations 

8260 Frernen/women: Textile Processing Occupations 

8261 Textile Fibre Preparing Occupations 

263 Textile Spinning and Twisting Occupations 

265 Textile Winding and Reeling Occupations 

8267 Textile Weaving Occupations 

8271 Knitting Occupations 

8273 Textile Bleaching and Dyeing Occupations 

8275 Textile Finishing and Calendering Occupations 

8276 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Textile Processing 

8278 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Textile Processing 

8279 Textile Processing Occupations. n.e.c. 

829 - Other Processing Occupations 

8290 Foremen/women: Other Processing Occupations 

8293 Tobacco Processing Occupations 

8295 I-tide and Pelt Processing Occupations 

8296 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Other Processing 

8298 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Other Processing 

8299 Other Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 83— MACHINING AND 
RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

831 - Metal Machining Occupations 

8310 Foremen/women: Metal Machining Occupations 

8311 Tool and Die Making Occupations 

8313 Machinist and Machine Tool Setting-up Occupations 

8315 Machine Tool Operating Occupations 

8316 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Metal Machining 

8319 Metal Machining Occupations, n.e.c. 

833 - Metal Shaping and Forming 
Occupations, Except Machining 

8330 Foremen/women: Metal Shaping and Forming 
Occupations, Except Machining 

8331 Forging Occupations 

8333 Sheet Metal Workers 

8334 Metalworking-machine Operators, n.e.c. 

8335 Welding and Flame Cutting Occupations 
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8336 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Metal Shaping and Forming, Except 

Machining 

8337 Boilermakers, Platers and Structural Metal Workers 

8339 Metal Shaping and Forming Occupations, Except 
Machining. n.e.c. 

835 - Wood Machining Occupations 

8350 Foremen/women: Wood Machining Occupations 

8351 Wood Patternmaking Occupations 

8353 Wood Sawing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8355 Planing, Turning, Shaping and Related Wood 
Machining Occupations 

8356 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Wood Machining 

8357 Wood Sanding Occupations 

8359 Wood Machining Occupations, n.e.c. 

837 - Clay, Glass, Stone and Related 
Materials Machining Occupations 

8370 Foremen/women: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related 
Materials Machining Occupations 

8371 Cutting and Shaping Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone 
and Related Materials. 

8373 Abrading and Polishing Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone 

and Related Materials 

8376 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials 

Machining 

8379 Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials Machining 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

839 - Other Machining and Related 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

8390 Foremen/women: Other Machining and Related 

Occupations, n.e.c. 

8391 Engravers, Etchers and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8393 Filing, Grinding, Buffing, Cleaning and Polishing 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

8395 Patternmakers and Mouldmakers, n.e.c. 

8396 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Other Machining and Related 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

8399 Other Machining and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 85 - PRODUCT 
FABRICATING, ASSEMBLING AND 
REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS 

851/852 - Fabricating and Assembling 
Occupations: Metal Products, N.E.C. 

8510 Foremen/women: Fabricating and Assembling 
Occupations: Metal Products. n.e.c. 

8511 Engine and Related Equipment Fabricating and 
Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

8513 Motor Vehicle Fabricating and Assembling 
Occupations. n.e.c. 

8515 Aircraft Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

8523 Industrial, Farm, Construction and Other Mechanized 
Equipment and Machinery Fabricating and Assembling 

Occupations, n.e.c. 

8525 Business and Commercial Machines Fabricating and 
Assembling Occupations. n.e.c. 

8526 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Fabricating and Assembling Metal 
Products, n.e.c. 

8527 Precision Instruments and Related Equipment 
Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

8528 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Fabricating and Assembling Metal Products, n.e.c. 

8529 Other Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal 
Products, n.e.c. 
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853 - Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and 
Repairing Occupations: Electrical, 
Electronic and Related Equipment 

8530 Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling, Installing 
and Repairing Occupations; Electrical, Electronic and 
Related Equipment 

8531 Electrical and Related Equipment Fabricating and 
Assembling Occupations 

8533 Electrical and Related Equipment Installing and 
Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 

8534 Electronic and Related Equipment Fabricating and 
Assembling Occupations 

8535 Electronic and Related Equipment Installing and 
Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 

8536 Inspecting, Testing. Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and 
Repairing Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment 

8537 Radio and Television Repairers 

8538 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing 
Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment 

8539 Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing 
Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related 
Equipment, n.e.c. 

854 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Occupations: Wood Products 

8540 Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing Occupations: Wood Products 

8541 Cabinet and Wood Furniture Makers 

8546 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Wood Products 

8548 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Wood Products 

8549 Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: 
Wood Products, n.e.c. 

855/856 - Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur 
and Leather Products 

8550 Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather 
Products 

8551 Patternmaking, Marking and Cutting Occupations: 
Textile, Fur and Leather Products 

8553 Tailors and Dressmakers 

8555 Furriers 

8557 Milliners, Hat and Cap Makers 

8561 Shoemaking and Repairing Occupations 

8562 Upholsterers 

8563 Sewing Machine Operators, Textile and Similar 
Materials 

8566 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Textile, Fur and Leather Products 

8568 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Textile, Fur and 
Leather Products 

8569 Fabricating. Assembling and Repairing Occupations: 
Textile, Fur and Leather Products, n.e.c. 

857 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and 
Related Products 

8570 Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Products 

8571 Bonding and Cementing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic 
and Related Products 

8573 Moulding Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Products 

8575 Cutting and Finishing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and 
Related Products 

8576 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Rubber, Plastic and Related Products 
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8578 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Rubber, Plastic 
and Related Products 

8579 Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: 
Rubber, Plastic and Related Products, n.e.c. 

858 - Mechanics and Repairers, n.e.c. 

8580 Foremen/women: Mechanics and Repairers, n.e.c. 

8581 Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers 

8582 Aircraft Mechanics and Repairers 

8583 Rail Transport Equipment Mechanics and Repairers 

8584 Industrial, Farm and Construction Machinery 
Mechanics and Repairers 

8585 Business and Commercial Machine Mechanics and 
Repairers 

8586 Inspecting, Testing. Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Equipment Repair. n.e.c. 

8587 Watch and Clock Repairers 

8588 Precision Instrument Mechanics and Repairers 

8589 Other Mechanics and Repairers, n.e.c. 

859 - Other Product Fabricating, Assembling 
and Repairing Occupations 

8590 Foremen/women: Other Product Fabricating, 
Assembling and Repairing Occupations 

8591 Jewellery and Silverware Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing Occupations 

8592 Marine Craft Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Occupations 

8593 Paper Product Fabricating and Assembling Occupations 

8595 Painting and Decorating Occupations, n.e.c. 

8596 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Other Product Fabricating, Assembling 
and Repairing 

8598 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 

8599 Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Occupations. n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 87 - CONSTRUCTION 
TRADES OCCUPATIONS 

871 - Excavating, Grading, Paving and 
Related Occupations 

8710 Foremen/women: Excavating, Grading, Paving and 

Related Occupations 

8711 Excavating, Grading and Related Occupations 

8713 Paving, Surfacing and Related Occupations 

8715 Railway Section and Track Workers 

8718 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Activities 

8719 Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Occupations, 

n.e.c. 

873 - Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire 
Communications Equipment Erecting, 
Installing and Repairing Occ'ations 

8730 Foremen/women: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire 
Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and 
Repairing Occupations 

8731 Electrical Power Line Workers and Related 
Occupations 

8733 Construction Electricians and Repairers 

8735 Wire Communications and Related Equipment 
Installing and Repairing Occupations 

8736 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire 
Communications Equipment Erecting. Installing and 
Repairing 

8738 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire Communications 
Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 

8739 Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire Communications 
Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 

Occupations. n.e.c. 
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878/879 - Other Construction Trades 
Occupations 

8780 Foremen/women: Other Construction Trades 
Occupations 

8781 Carpenters and Related Occupations 

8782 Brick and Stone Masons and Tile Setters 

8783 Concrete Finishing and Related Occupations 

8784 Plasterers and Related Occupations 

8785 Painters, Paperhangers and Related Occupations 

8786 Insulating Occupations, Construction 

8787 Roofing, Waterproofing and Related Occupations 

8791 Pipefitting, Plumbing and Related Occupations 

8793 Structural Metal Erectors 

8795 Glaziers 

8796 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: Other Construction Trades 

8798 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Other Construction Trades 

8799 Other Construction Trades Occupations, n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 91 - TRANSPORT 
EQUIPMENT OPERATING 
OCCUPATIONS 

911 - Air Transport Operating Occupations 

9110 Foremen/women: Air Transport Operating Occupations 

9111 Air Pilots, Navigators and Flight Engineers 

9113 Air Transport Operating Support Occupations 

9119 Air Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

913 - Railway Transport Operating 
Occupations 

9130 Foremen/women: Railway Transport Operating 
Occupations 

9131 Locomotive Operating Occupations 

9133 Conductors and Brake Workers, Railway 

9135 Railway Transport Operating Support Occupations 

9139 Railway Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

915 - Water Transport Operating 
Occupations 

915i Deck Officers 

9153 Engineering Officers, Ship 

9155 Deck Crew, Ship 

9157 Engine and Boiler-room Crew, Ship 

9159 Water Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

917 - Motor Transport Operating 
Occupations 

9170 Foremen/women: Motor Transport Operating 
Occupations 

9171 Bus Drivers 

9173 Taxi Drivers and Chauffeurs 

9175 Truck Drivers 

9179 Motor Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

919 - Other Transport Equipment Operating 
Occupations 

9190 Foremen/women: Other Transport Equipment 
Operating Occupations 

9191 Subway and Street Railway Operating Occupations 

9193 Rail Vehicle Operators, Except Rail Transport 

9199 Other Transport Equipment Operating Occupations. 
n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 93 - MATERIAL HANDLING 
AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C. 

931 - Material Handling and Related 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

9310 Foremen/women: Material Handling and Related 
Occupations, n.e.c. 
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9311 Hoisting Occupations, n.e.c. 

9313 Longshore Workers, Stevedores and Freight Handlers 

9314 Parcel Carriers, n.e.c. 

9315 Material Handling Equipment Operators, n.e.c. 

9317 Packaging Occupations, n.e.c. 

9318 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Material Handling and Related Activities, n.e.c. 

9319 Other Material Handling and Related Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 95 - OTHER CRAFTS AND 
EQUIPMENT OPERATING 
OCCUPATIONS 

951 - Printing and Related Occupations 

9510 Foremen/women: Printing and Related Occupations 

9511 Typesetting and Composing Occupations 

9512 Printing Press Occupations 

9513 Stereotyping and Electrotyping Occupations 

9514 Printing Engraving, Except Photoengraving, 
Occupations 

9515 Photoengraving and Related Occupations 

9517 Bookbinding and Related Occupations 

9518 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
Printing and Related Activities 

9519 Printing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

953 - Stationary Engine and Utilities 
Equipment Operating and Related 
Occupations 

0530 Foremen/women: Stationary Engine and Utilities 
Equipment Operating and Related Occupations 

0S3 I Power Station Operators 

39 Stationary Engine and Utilities Equipment Operating 
ad Rci,oed ticcup,oi n, n .c.. 

955 - Electronic and Related 
Communications Equipment Operating 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

9550 Foremen/women: Electronic and Related 
Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

9551 Radio and Television Broadcasting Equipment 
Operators 

9553 Telegraph Operators 

9555 Sound and Video Recording and Reproduction 
Equipment Operators 

9557 Motion Picture Projectionists 

9559 Other Electronic and Related Communications 
Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

959 - Other Crafts and Equipment Operating 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

9590 Foremen/women: Other Crafts and Equipment 
Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

9591 Photographic Processing Occupations 

9599 Other Crafts and Equipment Operating Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 99— OCCUPATIONS NOT 
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

991 - Occupations not Elsewhere Classified 

9910 Supervisors and Foremen/women: n.e.c. 

9916 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling 
Occupations: n.e.c. 

9918 Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: 
n.e.c. 

9919 Other Occupations, n.e.c. 
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MAJOR GROUP 00 - PERSONS NOT 	 002 - Workers not Reporting any Occupation 
CLASSIFIABLE BY OCCUPATION 

0021 Workers Not Reporting Any Occupation 

001 - Workers Reporting Unidentifiable or 	
003 - Other Persons, n.e.c. Inadequately Described Occupations 

(Not Codeable) 	
0031 Other persons, n.e.c. 

0011 Workers Reporting Unidentifiable or Inadequately 
Described Occupations (Not Codeable) 
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MAJOR GROUP 11 

MANAGERIAL, ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with managerial and administrative activities such as: planning, 
organizing, coordinating, directing, controlling, staffing and formulating, implementing or enforcing policy in 
government, industry and other organizations. Middle management occupations, managers of chains of establishments, 
managers of hotel, motel and other accommodation, and occupations closely related to management and adrninistratioi 
are included in this major group. Excluded from this major group are the following: working proprietors of wholesale and 
retail businesses, classified in Major Group 51 - Sales Occupations; working proprietors of catering and lodging 
establishments classified in Major Group 61 	Service Occupations; police chiefs, and some supervisory ranks in the 
protective services, classified with the workers they supervise in Minor Group 611 	Protective Service Occupations; 
farmers classified in Major Group 71 	Farming. Horticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations; and supervisoN 
and foremen/women classified in other appropriate major, minor and unit groups. Managerial. Administrative and 
Related Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

111 	Officials and Administrators Unique to Government 
113/114 	Other Managers and Administrators 

117 	Occupations Related to Management and Administration 

111 - OFFICIALS AND ADMINISTRATORS UNIQUE TO GOVERNMENT 

This minor group includes occupations unique to government, concerned with developing laws, rules and regulations 
for society. Workers in these occupations may be elected or appointed and work in federal, provincial and local 
legislatures, departments or agencies. Activities include formulating, implementing or enforcing laws, rules and 
regulations related to their particular area of government. Managerial and administrative occupations which are common 
to both government and other organizations, including autonomous crown corporations, are in Minor Group 113/114 - 
Other Managers and Administrators, or in Minor Group 117 Occupations Related to Management and 
Administration. Officials and Administrators Unique to Government are classified in the following unit groups: 

liii 	Members of Legislative Bodies 

1113 	Government Administrators 
1115 	Post Office Management Occupations 

1116 	Inspectors and Regulatory Officers, Government 

1119 	Officials and Administrators Unique to Government, n.e.c. 

1111 - Members of Legislative Bodies 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with developing laws, rules and regulations for society. Activities 

include participating in, or exercising the executive power of legislative bodies of federal, provincial, territorial or local 
governments, working within the constitutional framework which specifies their authority and areas ofjurisdiction. 

City alderperson - executive & legislative admin. 	 Councillor - local govt. serv. md . 
City controller - local govt. serv. md . 	 Legislator - govt. serv. md . 
City councilman/woman - local govt. serv. md . 



MAJOR GROUP 11 
1111 (cont'd) 

Lieutenant Governor - provincial & territorial govt. serv. 
md. 

Mayor - local govt. serv. md . 
Member of Legislative Assembly - provincial & territorial 

govt. serv. md . 

Member of Parliament - federal govt. serv. md . 
Minister - govt. serv. md . 
Politician - other serv. n.e.c. 
Senator - federal govt. serv. md . 

1113 - Government Administrators 
This unit group includes occupations, unique to government, concerned with carrying out senior and middle 

managerial and administrative activities, with responsibility for implementing government policy in areas of jurisdiction 
such as health, education, finance or labour legislation and administration of justice. Administrators common to 
government, industrial, commercial and other organizations are in Unit Group 1130 General Managers and Other 

Senior Officials. Judges and Magistrates are in Unit Group 2341. 

Assessor- taxation admin. 
Chief passport officer - govt. serv. md . 
Chief Statistician - govt. serv. md . 
City clerk - local govt. serv. md . 
City manager - local govt. serv. md . 
City superintendent - local govt. serv. md . 
City supervisor ,  local govt. serv. md . 
City tax collector - local govt. serv. md . 
Civil service examiner - federal govt. serv. md . 
Clerk of the House of Commons - govt. serv. md . 
Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police - govt 

serv. md. 
Comptroller General of Canada - govt. serv. md . 
Consul - govt. serv. md . 
County clerk - local govt. serv. md . 
County official - local govt. serv. md . 
Deed recorder - govt. serv. md . 
Deed registrar - govt. serv. md . 
Deputy minister - federal govt. serv. md . 
Diplomat - federal govt. serv. md . 
Director of fire department - any md. 
Director of police department - any md. 
Examiner - govt. serv. md . 
External activities co-ordinator - govt. serv. md . 
Fire marshal - firefighting serv. 
Foreign service officer - federal govt. serv. md . 
Government commissioner - govt. serv. md . 
Governor - correctional serv. 
Grain commissioner - govt. serv. md . 
Health director - govt. serv. md .  

Highway commissioner - govt. serv. md . 
Income tax assessor - taxation admin. 
Income tax collector - taxation admin. 
Indian agent - govt. serv. md . 
Municipal clerk - taxation admin. 
National Parks officer - rec. & culture admin. 
Northern service officer - govt. serv. md . 
Official - educ. admin.; health admin. 
Penitentiary director - correctional serv. 
Police commissioner - police serv. 
President. Canadian Transport Commission - govt. serv. 

md. 
President. National Research Council - govt. serv. md . 
Prison warden - correctional serv. 
Provincial-Municipal Aflairs Secretariat director - govt. 

scrv. md. 
Public Works superintendent - govt. serv. md . 
Recorder of deeds - govt. serv. md . 
Recorder of wills - govt. serv. md . 
Registrar of deeds - govt. serv. md . 
Registrar of wills - govt. serv. md . 
Revenue officer - federal govt. serv. md . 
School commissioner - educ. admin. 
School director - educ. admin. 
Tax collector - taxation admin. 
Tax recovery officer - taxation admin. 
Township clerk - local govt. serv. md . 
Township supervisor - local govt. serv. md . 
Under-secretary of State - govt. serv. md . 
Vice Consul - federal govt. scrv. md . 
Village clerk - local govt. serv. md . 

1115 - Post Office Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with carrying out managerial and administrative activities in post 

offices. Postmasters who operate a post office in conjunction with another business are in this unit group only if the post 
office operation is their principal activity. Supervisors of mail sorters, carriers and clerks are classified in Unit Group 4170 
- Supervisors: Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution Occupations. 
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Postal Offices manager - govt. serv. md . 	 Postmaster - postal serv. md. 

1116 - Inspectors and Regulatory Officers, Government 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with enforcing and advising on health, safety and other regulations, 

such as those pertaining to people, animals, plant life, products and establishments, in the capacity of local, provincial and 
federal inspectors or regulatory officers. Non-government inspectors, testers, graders and samplers in the fields of 
processing materials, machining, fabricating and assembling goods or products are classified in their appropriate major, 
minor, and unit groups. 

Assessor - n.e.c. 
Baggage inspector - regulatory serv. 
Boiler inspector - govt. serv. md . 
Bread inspector - regulatory serv. 
Building inspector - regulatory serv. 
Censor - regulatory serv. 
City Assessor - local govt. serv. md . 
Coal inspector - resource conscrv. & industrial devpt. 

admin. 
Coffee sampler - regulatory serv. 
Coroner - govt. serv. md . 
Customs Appraiser - federal govt. serv. md . 
Customs collector - federal govt. serv. md . 
Customs examiner - federal govt. scrv. md . 
Customs excise officer - federal govt. serv. md . 
Customs excise superintendent - federal govt. serv. md . 
Customs officer - federal govt. serv. md . 
Customs sampler - federal govt. serv. md . 
Dairy inspector - regulatory serv. 
Driver inspector - govt. serv. md . 
Driver's licence examiner - regulatory serv. 
L)rug inspector - regulatory serv. 
Dry goods inspector - regulatory serv. 
Engineering inspector - resource conserv. & industrial 

devpt. admin. 
Excise agent - federal govt. serv. md . 
Excise examiner - federal govt. serv. md . 
Field inspector - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 

admin. 
Fish inspector - govt. serv. md . 
Fl igh t-operat ions inspector- trans. & commun. admin. 
Flood damage inspector - govt. serv. md . 
Flour inspector - regulatory serv. 
Food inspector- regulatory serv. 
Fur grader - regulatory serv. 
Health inspector - health admin. 
Hog inspector - regulatory serv. 
Immigration agent - immigration serv. 
Immigration investigator - immigration serv. 

Immigration officer - immigration scrv. 
Inspecting engineer - govt. serv. md . 
Inspector - educ. serv. md .; health admin. 
Inspector - regulatory serv. 
License inspector - regulatory serv. 
Livestock inspector - regulatory serv. 
Meat inspector - regulatory serv. 
Merchandise examiner - regulatory serv. 
Mine inspector - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 

admin. 
Motor vehicle inspector - regulatory serv. 
Oil gauger - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. admin. 
Oil inspector - resource conscrv. & industrial devpt. 

admin. 
Patent examiner - regulatory serv. 
Pension examiner - federal govt. serv. md . 
Postal inspector - postal serv. md. 
Poultry inspector - regulatory serv. 
Produce inspector - regulatory serv. 
Public health officer - health admin. 
Public works inspector - federal govt. serv. md . 
Quarantine officer - health admin. 
Rating officer - regulatory serv. 
Restaurant inspector - govt. serv. md . 
Safety inspector- regulatory serv. 
Sanitary inspector - environment admin. 
School attendance officer - educ. serv. md . 
School inspector - educ. serv. md . 
Sealer of weights and measures - regulatory serv. 
Sewer inspector - environment admin. 
Smoke inspector - firefighting serv. 
Sugar sampler - regulatory serv. 
Tax assessor, except income tax - taxation admin. 
Truant officer - educ. serv. md . 
Vegetable inspector - regulatory serv. 
Veterinary inspector - regulatory serv. 
Water inspector - environment admin. 
Weed inspector - regulatory serv. 
Weights and measures inspector - regulatory serv. 
Weights and measures superintendent - regulatory serv. 
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1119 - Officials and Administrators Unique to Government, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with administering a wide variety of 

activities unique to government in such fields as public housing administration, public health, labour arbitration, civil 
rights, welfare and compensation. 

Arbitrator - govt. serv. md . 
Attache - federal govt. serv. md . 
Attorney General - courts of law 
Bilingual service co-ordinator - govt. serv. md . 
City official - local govt. serv. md . 
Claims adjudicator - govt. serv. md . 
Conciliator - govt. serv. md . 
Housing project interviewer - housing admin. 
Labour conciliator - govt. scrv. md . 
Mediator - govt. serv. md . 

Medical health officer - health admin. 
Ombudsman - regulatory serv. 
Park superintendent - govt. scrv. md . 
Public assistance advisor - govt. serv. md . 
Public official - govt. serv. md . 
Public trustee - govt. serv. md . 
Unemployment-insurance appeals referee - govt. serv. md . 
Unemployment-insurance claims investigator - govt, serv. 

md. 
Welfare and compensation officer - govt. serv. md . 

113/114 - OTHER MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with carrying out senior and middle-management activities 
common to governmental, industrial, commercial and other organizations. Functions include: planning, organizing, 
directing and controlling activities in the fields of natural science and engineering, social science, teaching, medicine, 
finance, personnel and industrial relations, sales and advertising, purchasing, services, production, farming, transport, 
construction and other areas of the economy. Other Managers and Administrators are classified in the following unit 
groups: 

1130 	General Managers and Other Senior Officials 

1131 	Management Occupations, Natural Sciences and Engineering 

1132 	Management Occupations, Social Sciences and Related Fields 

1133 	Administrators in Teaching and Related Fields 

1134 	Administrators in Medicine and Health 

1135 	Financial Management Occupations 

1136 	Personnel and Industrial Relations Management Occupations 

1137 	Sales and Advertising Management Occupations 

1141 	Purchasing Management Occupations 

1142 	Services Management Occupations 

1143 	Production Management Occupations 

1145 	Management Occupations, Construction Operations 

1146 	Farm Management Occupations 

1147 	Management Occupations, Transport and Communications Operations 

1149 	Other Managers and Administrators, n.e.c. 
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1130 - General Managers and Other Senior Officials 
This unit group includes occupations in the senior levels of managerial and administrative work concerned with 

planning, organizing, directing and controlling on owners' or own behalf, an industrial, commercial, governmental, or 
other enterprise, establishment or organization. Included are senior officials of components of enterprises, establishments 
and organizations. Officials senior to the GENERAL MANAGER are also included. Middle management occupations 
are classified in the appropriate unit groups of Minor Group 113/114 - Other Managers and Administrators. 
Administrators unique to government are in Unit Group 1113— Government Administrators. 

Chairperson - any md. 
Chief- any md. 
Director - n.e.c. 
l)ivision head - any md. 
Executive - any md. 
Executive director - any md. 

General sales manager - mfg. md 
trade md. 

Managing director - any md. 
President - fin. & insce. md. 
Program manager - any md. 
Study director - any md. 

whlse. trade md.; retail 

1131 - Management Occupations, Natural Sciences and Engineering 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with carrying out managerial and administrative activities in such 

fields as physical sciences, life sciences, architecture and engineering, mathematics, statistics, systems analysis and 
computer programming. Occupations in this unit group are engaged in managerial and administrative activities related to 
Major Group 21 - Occupations in Natural Sciences, Engineering and Mathematics. 

Architectural services manager - any md. 
Change control environment manager - any md. 
Data processing and systems analysis manager - any md. 
Director of research - mining md. 
Engineering manager - any md. 
Experimental Farm superintendent - other serv. incid. to 

agric. n.e.c. 
Geochemical manager - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Geological manager- petrol. & nat. gas md. 

Geophysical laboratory director - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Geophysical laboratory supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Geophysical manager - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Manager, science and engineering - off. of engineers; other 

sci. & tech. serv. 
Mathematical services manager - any md. 
Research manager - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Statistical services director - any md. 
Zoo director - any md. 

1132 - Management Occupations, Social Sciences and Related Fields 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with carrying out managerial and administrative activities in such 

fields as economics, sociology, psychology, social and welfare work; law and jurisprudence; library, museum and archival 
sciences; and educational, vocational counselling and community services. Chief librarians and directors of museums and 
art galleries are classified in this unit group. Occupations in this unit group are engaged in managerial and administrative 
activities related to Major Group 23— Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields. 

Art gallery director - museums & archives 
Art gallery manager - museums & archives 
Chief librarian - library serv. 
Community centre director - health & soc. serv. md . 
Director - health & soc. serv. md . 
Library director - library serv. 
Municipal recreation executive - rec. & culture admin. 
Museum director - museums & archives 

Public welfare director - any md. 
Scout commissioner - civic & frat. org . 
Social service director - any md. 
Superintendent - health & soc. serv. md . 
Welfare agency official - any md. 
Welfare manager - any md. 
Welfare organization manager - health & soc. serv. irid. 
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1133 - Administrators in Teaching and Related Fields 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with carrying out managerial and administrative activities in 

universities; elementary and secondary schools; technological, trade, vocational and fine arts schools: and training and 
instructional organizations in government, industry, private business and other agencies. Occupations in this unit group 
are engaged in managerial and administrative activities related to Major Group 27 Teaching and Related Occupations. 
Directors of athletics in an educational institution are classified in Unit Group 3370 - Coaches, Trainers and Instructors, 
Sports and Recreation. 

Business college manager- post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Business college president - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Business College principal - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
College chancellor - educ. serv. md . 
Dean - post-sec. non-univ. educ.; univ. educ. 
Educational director - any md. 
Educational organizer - any md. 
Elementary or secondary school principal - elementary & 

sec. educ. 
Extension work director - post-sec. non-univ. educ.; univ. 

educ. 
Headmaster - elementary & sec. educ. 
Health education director - any md. 
Indian school community principal - educ. serv. md . 

Principal - elementary & sec. educ. 
Proprietor, business college - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Proprietor, private school - educ. serv. md . 
Provost, college - educ. serv. md . 
Rector .. educ. serv. md . 
Registrar - post-sec. non-univ. educ.: univ. educ. 
School superintendent - elementary & sec. educ.; post-sec. 

non-univ. educ. 
Superintendent, Board of Education - educ. serv. md . 
Teachers' training college principal - post-sec. non-univ. 

educ. 
University department head - univ. educ. 
University or college president - post-sec. non-univ. educ.: 

univ. educ. 
Vocational school director - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

1134 - Administrators in Medicine and Health 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with carrying out managerial and administrative activities in health 

service areas of hospitals, industries, clinics, and similar establishments; and dietetics and volunteer services. Managers in 
federal and provincial governments engaged in health policy making are classified in Unit Group 1113 - Government 
Administrators. Occupations in this unit group are engaged in managerial and administrative activities related to Major 
Group 31 - Occupations in Medicine and Health. 

Administrative medical officer - health & soc. serv. md . 
Clinical director - health & soc. serv. md . 
Dietetics director, non-government - health & soc. serv 

md. 
Director of nurses - hospitals 
Director of occupational therapy - health & soc. serv. md . 
Director of rehabilitation - health & soc. serv. md . 
First aid director - non-institutional health serv. 
Health record administrator - hospitals 

Hospital administrator - hospitals 
Hospital director - hospitals 
Hospital superintendent - hospitals 
Manager - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical director - health & soc. serv. md . 
Nursing director - hospitals 
Nursing superintendent - hospitals 
Nutrition director - any md. 
Superintendent of nurses - hospitals 

1135 - Financial Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with carrying out managerial and administrative activities in banks, 

credit agencies, investment and insurance companies or similar financial institutions; and in departments within 
industrial, commercial, government or other organizations concerned with financial management. Activities include: 
determining or advising other officials of the financial implications of policies; determining and advising on credit and 
investment policies; and negotiating with financial or other institutions on matters affecting the general policy of the 
organization. 
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Accounting-department manager - any md. 
Auditing-firm manager - any md. 
Bank director - banks & other intermed. 
Bank manager - banks & other intermed. 
Branch manager - consum. & bus. fin. intermed. md . 
City treasurer - local govt. serv. md . 
Claims superintendent - insce. & real estate agen. 

Collection manager - any md. 
Finance manager - any md. 
Loan and credit manager - fin. & insce. md. 
Manager - fin. & insce. md. 
Manager, credit agency - other bus. serv. 
Market commissioner - any md. 
Treasurer - any md. 

1136 - Personnel and Industrial Relations Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with carrying out managerial and administrative activities in the 

fields of personnel and industrial relations. Activities include: participating in establishing employee relations policies; 
directing the selection, training and evaluation of employees; administering employee benefit, safety and recreation 
programs; developing wage and salary schedules; co-ordinating collective bargaining activities or other negotiations; and 
advising in the administration of labour agreements. Public relations officers are in Unit Group 1179 - Occupations 
Related to Management and Administration, n.e.c. 

Employee relations manager - any md. Personnel director - any md. 
Employment manager - any md. Personnel manager - any md. 
Industrial relations director - any md. Recreation director - any md. 
Industrial relations manager - any md. Recreation executive - any md. 
Labour relations director - any md. Recreation manager - any md. 
Manager of personnel department - any md. 

1137 - Sales and Advertising Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations in managerial and administrative work concerned with sales and advertising for 

department stores and for chains of retail, wholesale and advertising establishments where promoting the sale of 
commodities and services is of primary importance. Managers in independent agencies who carry out sales and 
advertising activities for retail, wholesale and advertising establishments are in this unit group. Working proprietors of 
stores are in Major Group 51 - Sales Occupations. Public relations directors and managers are in this unit group but 
public relations officers are in Unit Group 1179 - Occupations Related to Management and Administration, n.e.c. 

Advertising and sales manager - any md. 
Advertising director - any md. 
Advertising executive - any md. 
Area manager - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Bulk plant agent - petrol. prod., whlse. 
Bulk plant manager - petrol. prod., whlse. 
Bulk plant operator - petrol. prod., whlse. 
Bulk station agent - petrol, prod., whlse. 
Circulation director - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Circulation manager - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Clothing store manager - any md. 
Commercial acceptance and production representative - 

radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Commercial co-ordinator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Director of information - any md. 
District sates manager - mfg. md.: retail trade md.: whise. 

trade md. 
Export sales manager - any md. 
Manager - service station 

Marketing executive - any md. 
Marketing manager - any md. 
Parts manager - other motor veh. parts & access., whlse; 

tire, battery, parts & access. stores 
Promotion manager - any md. 
Public information director - any md. 
Public relations director - any md. 
Public relations manager - any md. 
Publicity director - any md. 
Publicity manager - any md. 
Retail department manager - retail trade 
Sales co-ordinator - any md. 
Sales director - any md. 
Sales manager - any md. 
Store manager - retail trade 
Zone manager - retail trade md. 
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1141 - Purchasing Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations in managerial and administrative work concerned with purchasing for resale 

materials, products or services in government, industry, business and other agencies. Purchasing officers and purchasing 
agents who do not buy for resale are in Unit Group 1175 Purchasing Officers and Buyers, Except Wholesale and Retail 
Trade. Buyers are in Unit Group 5191 	Buyers. Wholesale and Retail Trade. 

Agent - grain dcv. md. 	 Purchasing director - any md. 
Elevator agent - grain dcv. i. 	 Purchasing manager - any md. 
Field manager - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md.; plastic 	Purchasing materials manager - any md. 

prod. md. 	 Purveyor - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Purchasing agent - any md. 	 Railroad purchasing agent - railway trans. serv, md. 

1142 - Services Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations in managerial and administrative activities in organizations which provide 

private protective services, lodging and other accommodation, food and beverage, apparel and furnishing, building and 
cleaning, and other services. Occupations in this unit group are engaged in managerial and administrative activities 
related to Major Group 61 - Service Occupations. 

Agent, club lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 
Cemetery manager - any md. 
Community Chest officer - civic & frat. org . 
Field director, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 
Field representative, club lodge or society - civic & frat. 

org. 
Governor, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 
Health studio manager - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Hotel keeper - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Hotel manager - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Janitorial services branch manager - other pers. & hhld. 

serv. 
Laundry and dry cleaning area manager - power laundries 

and/or dry cleaners 
Lodge officer - civic & frat. org . 
Lodging house manager - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

Manager - bus. serv. md .; other serv. md. 
Manager of building cleaning establishments - janitorial 

se rv. 
Mission superintendent - any md. 
Motel manager - accom.. food & bcv. serv. md . 
Motel operator - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Organizer - bus. serv. md . 
Organizer, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 
Political organizer - political org. 
Private investigation and security service district manager 

- security & investigation serv. 
Representative, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 
Representative, public administration - govt. serv. md . 
Restaurant manager - any md. 

1143 - Production Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations in managerial and administrative work concerned with directing and 

coordinating production departments, divisions or other organizational units through subordinate managers and 
supervisors, in an industrial, commercial, government or other organization. 

Brewmaster - bev. md. Operation manager - any md. 
Dairy manager - dairy prod. md. Plant superintendent - any md. 
Department head - mfg. md. Production manager - any md. 
Factory superintendent - any md. Production superintendent - any md. 
Field director - mfg. md. Refinery superintendent- any md. 
Mill superintendent - any md. 

1145 - Management Occupations, Construction Operations 
This unit group includes occupations in managerial and administrative activities in organizations which are engaged 

in construction, major alteration, or repair of dwellings, business places, factories and all types of structures for public use 
such as highways, railways, dams, bridges, airports and docks. Activities include: preparing specifications and estimates 
of costs; placing orders for materials; hiring or contracting the employment of workers and machines; overseeing projects 
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to ensure that specifications are met, time schedules maintained, and safety regulations observed; reporting and 
consulting on construction activities. 

Bridge and building master - railway trans. serv. md . 
Building-construction superintendent - any md. 
Construction manager - bldg.. developing & general contr 

md. 
Construction superintendent - any md. 
Division engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

Excavations manager - bldg., developing & general contr. 
md. 

General construction superintendent - bldg., developing & 
general contr. md. 

Railroad construction supervisor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Road commissioner - any md. 
Roadmaster - railway trans. md. 

1146 - Farm Management Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with managing farms or holdings, for an employer, on a paid basis. 

Activities include: conferring with owners on the planning and sequence of farming operations; hiring, training and 
supervising farm workers; ordering equipment and supplies; raising one or a combination of crops, poultry, and livestock; 
preparing produce for marketing; preparing and presenting cost, production and other records. 

Farm manager - agric. md. 	 Superintendent - agric. md. 
Manager - agric. md. 

1147 - Management Occupations, Transport and Communications Operations 
This unit group includes occupations in managerial and administrative work concerned with transporting people or 

goods or transmitting and receiving communications. Transport includes air, highway, water, railway, pipeline or other 
means of transportation and the management of airports, harbours, and railway and busline terminals. Communications 
include telephone, telegraph, radio and television broadcasting or other means of communication. 

Airline manager - air trans. md. 
Airport manager - air trans. md. 
Boat dispatcher - water trans. md. 
Canal superintendent - other serv. md. incid. to water 

trans. 
Co-ordinator of technical services - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Continuity manager - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Copyright manager - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Dial plant superintendent - telecom. carriers md. 
Director of radio operations - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Division officer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Division superintendent - railway trans. serv. md . 
Equipment chief- telecom. carriers md. 
Flight director - air trans. md. 
Flight superintendent - air trans. md. 
Freight manager - any md. 
General freight agent - railway trans, serv. md. 
General passenger agent - railway trans. serv. md . 

General yardmaster - railway trans. md. 
Harbour master - any md. 
Installation superintendent - telecom. carriers i nd. 
Manager - commun. md.; trans. md. 
Marine superintendent - any md. 
Pipe-line manager - any md. 
Plant chief- telecom. carriers md. 
Port captain - water trans. md. 
Port engineer - water trans. md. 
Port manager - water trans. md. 
Port warden - trans. & commun. admin. 
Ship owner - water trans. md. 
Station manager - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Steamship manager - water trans. md. 
Steamship superintendent - water trans. md. 
Superintendent - other serv. md. incid. to water trans. 
Supervising agent - railway trans. serv. md . 
Traffic chief- telecom. carriers md. 
Traffic manager - any md. 

1149 - Other Managers and Administrators, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations in managerial and administrative activities, not elsewhere classified, concerned 

with organizations such as publishing houses, newspaper firms, professional associations, real estate firms, public utilities, 
and warehouse complexes. Executive secretaries are in this unit group. 
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Association manager - any md. 
Band manager - any md. 
Campaign director - any md. 
Chanceltor- federal govt. serv. md . 
Cold storage manager - any md. 
Drilling superintendent - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Elevator manager - grain elev. md. 
Executive secretary - any md. 
Field superintendent - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Grain elevator manager - grain elev. md. 
Gravity manager - petrol. & nat, gas md. 
Irrigation district manager - water syst. md. 
Land manager - mining md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Manager - n.e.c. 
Manager of public utility - elec. power syst. md. 
Mine superintendent - mining md. 
Office manager - any md. 
Power-plant manager - any md. 

Property manager - govt. serv. md .; insce. & real estate 
agen. 

Publisher - pub. md. 
Real estate commissioner - real estate operator in (exc. 

devprs.) 
Real estate manager - any md. 
Registrar - n.e.c. 
Rig superintendent - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Secretary-treasurer - any md. 
Superintendent - elec. power syst. md.; gas distribution 

syst. md.; water syst. md. 
Superintendent - serv. incid. to fishing 
Surface superintendent - mining md. 
Textile Association manager - any md. 
Underground superintendent - mining md. 
Warehouse manager - any md. 
Warehouse superintendent - any md. 
Watcrworks superintendent - any md. 
Woods superintendent - logging md. 

117 - OCCUPATIONS RELATED TO MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with activities directly related to management and administration 

such as: examining, analysing and interpreting accounting and other financial records and policies; reviewing and 
analyzing organizational structures, methods, systems and administrative practices; providing consultant services; 
conducting programmes of employee recruitment, selection, training, promotion, welfare, safety, compensation and 
recreation; purchasing goods and materials for internal organizational use; and enforcing and advising on standards of 
performance and adherence to regulations. Occupations Related to Management and Administration are classified in the 
following unit groups: 

1171 	Accountants, Auditors and Other Financial Officers 

1173 	Organization and Methods Analysts 

1174 	Personnel and Related Officers 

1175 	Purchasing Officers and Buyers, Except Wholesale and Retail Trade 

1176 	Inspectors and Regulatory Officers, n.e.c. 

1179 	Occupations Related to Management and Administration, n.e.c. 

1171 - Accountants, Auditors and Other Financial Officers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with planning and administering accounting services, advising on 

accountancy problems and planning and conducting audits of accounts of industrial, governmental, other organizations 
and private persons. It includes occupations concerned with other financial matters such as mortgage approvals, credit 
analyses, and foreign exchange trading. Managerial activities in banks, investment and financial institutions are classified 
to Unit Group 1135— Financial Management Occupations. 

Account auditor - any md. 
Accountant - any md. 
Accounts auditor - any md. 
Accounts supervisor - retail trade md. 
Auditor - any md. 
Automobile underwriter - insce. md.  

Bank accountant - any md. 
Bank inspector - banks & other intermed. 
Bank officer - chartered banks 
Bond underwriter - insce. md. 
Bursar - any md. 
Business administrator - any md. 
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Certified Public Accountant - any md. 
Chartered Accountant - any md. 
Comptroller - any md. 
Cost accountant - any md. 
Cost estimator - any md. 
Departmental accountant - any md. 
Estate administrator - any md. 
Executor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Field auditor - any md. 
Financial accountant - any md. 
Financial agent - any md. 
Financial analyst - fin. & insce. md. 
Foreign exchange trader - banks & other intermed. 
Income tax adjuster - taxation admin.: other accounting & 

bookkeeping serv. 
Income tax adviser - any md. 
Income tax consultant - any md. 
Income tax investigator - taxation admin.; other account-

ing & bookkeeping serv. 
income tax specialist - any md. 
industrial accountant - any md. 
Inspector - fin. & insce. md. 
Insurance underwriter - insce. md. 
investment analyst - fin. & insce. md. 
Liability underwriter - insce. md. 

Liquidator - fin. & insce. md. 
Loan adviser - fin. & insce. md. 
Loan agent - fin. & insce. md. 
Loan analyst - fin. & insce. md. 
Loan counsellor - fin. & insce. md. 
Loan inspector - fin. & insce. md. 
Loan officer - fin. & insce. md. 
Loan supervisor - fin. & insce. md. 
Mortgage consultant - fin. & insce. md. 
Public accountant - accounting & bookkeeping serv. 
Reviewer - govt. serv. md . 
Sales auditor - any md. 
Securities analyst - investment intermed. md.; other 

financial intermed. md. 
Settlement officer - any md. 
Student accountant - any md. 
Student of accounts - off. of chartered & certified 

accountants 
Tax analyst - any md. 
Taxauditor - anyind. 
Tax evaluator - any md. 
Tax examiner - any md. 
Travelling auditor - any md. 
Trust officer - trust companies 
Trustee - any md. 

1173 - Organization and Methods Analysts 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with reviewing, analyzing and improving business and 

organizational systems to assist management to operate with greater efficiency and effectiveness. Activities include: 
conducting organizational studies and evaluations, designing systems and procedures for new work processes, conducting 
work simplification and measurement studies, maintaining a forms and records management program, and preparing and 
maintaining systems and procedures manuals. Industrial engineering occupations are classified in Unit Group 2145 - 
Industrial Engineers. 

File systems analyst - any md. 	 Methods and procedures analyst - any md. 
Forms analyst - any md. 	 Organizational analyst - any md. 
Forms designer - any md. 	 Records management specialist - any md. 
Forms management analyst - any md. 	 Records systems analyst - any md. 
Management analyst - any md. 	 Supervisor, organization and methods analyst - any md. 
Management consultant - any md. 	 Work-study analyst - any md. 
Management engineer - any md. 

1174 - Personnel and Related Officers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with formulating policies relating to the personnel administration, 

and industrial relations of an organization and conducting programmes of recruitment, selection, placement, training, 
promotion, welfare, safety, compensation and separation of employees. Activities include: representing management or 
labour in collective bargaining procedures; preparing job analyses to provide occupational data; and interviewing and 
counselling job seekers to determine their suitability for employment. Occupations related to personnel research and the 
administration of testing and counselling programmes which require a background in psychology, are in Unit Group 2315 
- Psychologists. Personnel and Related Managers are classified to Unit Group 1136. - Personnel and Industrial Relations 
Management Occupations. 
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Employment adviser - any md. 
Employment and claims officer - any md. 
Employment counsellor - any md. 
Employment interviewer - any md. 
Employment service representative - govt. serv. md . 
Employment supervisor - any md. 
Industrial relations officer - any md. 

Job and wage analyst - any md. 
Labour relations representative - any md. 
Personnel counsellor - any md. 
Personnel interviewer - any md. 
Personnel officer - any md. 
Personnel supervisor - any md. 
Staff training officer - any md. 

1175 - Purchasing Officers and Buyers, Except Wholesale and Retail Trade 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with buying goods or materials or business services for internal use or 

for further processing in governmental, industrial, business and other institutions where the items purchased are not for 
resale. Activities include: establishing requirements of the organization; developing and interpreting specifications for 
goods or materials; studying technical publications, documents and advertising material; interviewing suppliers or 
inviting tenders; conducting special buying missions and negotiations for prices; establishing delivery schedules and 
performing other functions directly related to purchasing. Purchasing managers are classified in Unit Group 1141 
Purchasing Management Occupations. Buyers who buy for resale are in Unit Group 5191 - Buyers, Wholesale and 
Retail Trade. 

Buyer - n.e.c. 	 Procurement officer - any md. 
Field agent - n.e.c. 	 Purchasing officer - any md, 
Field contractor - any md. 	 Radio-time buyer - any md. 
Field-contact technician - dairy prod. md. 	 Right-of-way agent - any md. 
Film procurement officer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 	 Right-of-way buyer - any md. 
Pipe-line scout - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline trans. 	 Television-time buyer - any md. 

md. 

1176 - Inspectors and Regulatory Officers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with enforcing adherence to regulations and advising on standards in 

organizations or agencies other than municipal, provincial and federal governments in fields such as safety, quality of 
service in public transportation, and observance of company business policies and procedures in units of chain 
organizations. Excluded are both government and non-government testers, graders and samplers in the fields of 
processing materials, machining, fabricating and assembling goods or products. These are classified in their appropriate 
major, minor and unit groups. Inspectors and Regulatory Officers unique to government are classified in Unit Group 1116. 

Beauty salon inspector - beauty shops 
Boiler inspector - n.e.c. 
Check viewer - mining md. 
Coal-mine inspector - coal mines 
Dining-service inspector - trans. md. 
Driver inspector - n.e.c. 
Examiner - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Express-service inspector - any md. 
Fare inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Film censor - any md. 
Freight-service inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Gas inspector - coal mines 
Humane officer, humane society - other serv. n.e.c. 
Humane Society inspector - other serv. n.e.c. 
Inspecting engineer - n.e.c. 

Inspector - trans. md. 
Insurance inspector - any md. 
Metal-mine inspector - metal mines 
Mine inspector - mining md. 
Motion picture censor - any md. 
Performance controller - any md. 
Railroad inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Refrigerator-service inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Restaurant inspector - n.e.c. 
Safety inspector - mining md.; railway trans. md. 
Service inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Ship inspector - water trans. md. 
Steamship inspector - water trans. md. 
Tariff inspector- railway trans. serv. md . 
Transportation inspector- any ind. 
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1179— Occupations Related to Management and Administration, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with carrying out activities directly related 

to management and administration. It includes occupations such as business agents, public-relations agcnts, sales 
promoters and specialized management consultants. Publicity writers are in Unit Group 3351 Writers and Editors. 
Personnel and industrial relations officers are classified in Unit Group 1174 - Personnel and Related Officers. Public 
relations directors and managers are classified to Unit Group 1137 Sales and Advertising Management Occupations. 

Advance agent - radio & tv. broadcast.; theatrical & other Industrial representative - railway trans. serv. md . 
staged entertainment scrv. Information officer - any md. 

Advertising consultant - advertising serv. Jockey agent - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Advertising counsellor - any i. Labour conciliator - n.e.c. 
Agent - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. Labour representative - labour org. 
Arbitrator - n.e.c. Leaser - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Association secretary manager - other bus. serv. Liaison officer - any md. 
Author's agent - any md. Literary agent - any md. 
Booking agent - theatrical & other staged entertainment Marketing officer - any md. 

serv.; radio & tv. broadcast. Mediator- n.e.c. 
Boxing promoter - any md. Negotiator - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour 
Business agent - any i. org. 
Business consultant - any md. Official - bus. assoc., prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 
Business management consultant - any md. Organizer - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour 
Business manager - any i. org. 
Business representative - bus. assoc.; prof. membership Press agent - any md. 

assoc.; labour org. Public relations counsellor - any md. 
Business representative, club lodge or society - civic & frat. Public relations officer - any md. 

org. Public relations representative - any md. 
Circus agent - amuse. & rec. serv. md . Public relations supervisor - any md. 
Committee member - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.: Publicity agent - any md. 

labour org. Publicity expert - any md. 
Conciliator - n.e.c. Representative - 	bus. assoc.; prof. 	membership assoc.; 
Contract agent - any md. labour org. 
Contract analyst - govt. scrv. md .; labour org. Sales organizer - any md. 
Contract negotiator -any md. Sales promoter - any md. 
l)ealer, relations representative - any md. Sales promotion co-ordinator - mfg. md. 
Director - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. Space officer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Distribution agent - any md. Technical-service consultant - any md. 
Employees representative - bus. assoc.; prof. membership Theatrical agent - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

assoc.: labour org. serv. 
Field representative - n.e.c. Union organizer - bus. assoc.: prof. membership assoc.: 
Industrial agent - railway trans. serv. md . labour org. 

Union representative - bus. assoc.: prof. membership 
assoc.; labour org. 
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OCCUPATIONS IN NATURAL SCIENCES, 
ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with research and the practical application of scientific knowledge 
in the field of physical sciences, including specializations such as chemistry, electricity, electronics, geology, physics, 
mechanics and meteorology; in life sciences, including specializations such as agriculture, biology and pharmacology; in 
architecture, engineering, surveying and draughting; in mathematics, statistics, systems analysis and actuarial sciences; 
and in related technical fields. Managerial occupations in the fields of natural science, engineering and mathematics are in 
Unit Group 1131 - Management Occupations, Natural Sciences and Engineering. Social science occupations are in 
Major Group 23 - Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields. Occupations in Natural Sciences. Engineering 
and Mathematics are classified in the following minor groups: 

211 	Occupations in Physical Sciences 

213 	Occupations in Life Sciences 

2 14/215 	Architects, Engineers and Community Planners 

216 	Other Occupations in Architecture and Engineering 

218 	Occupations in Mathematics, Statistics, Systems Analysis and Related Fields 

211 - OCCUPATIONS IN PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with research in the physical sciences to discover and establish 
scientific principles and laws and apply them to specific scientific problems and situations in such fields as chemistry, 
physics, geology, meteorology and metallurgy. Occupations in Physical Sciences are classified in the following unit 
groups: 

2111 	Chemists 

2112 	Geologists 

2113 	Physicists 

2114 	Meteorologists 

2117 	Physical Sciences Technologists and Technicians 

2119 	Occupations in Physical Sciences, n.e.c. 

2111 —Chemists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with conducting basic research to extend the knowledge of the 

science of chemistry; conducting applied research to develop new or improved materials, compounds and substances; 
developing analytical methodology and techniques; and performing analyses and experiments. Specialization generally 
occurs in one or more branches of chemistry such as organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry and 
analytical chemistry. 

Agricultural chemist - any md. 	 Assay chemist - any md. 
Analytical chemist - any md. 	 Assayer - any md. 
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Ceramic chemist - any md. 
Cereal chemist - any md. 
Chemical analyst - any md. 
Chemical food analyst - any md. 
Chemist - any md. 
Chemist, water purification - water syst. md. 
Chemistry researcher - any md. 
Colour consultant - primary textile md.; textile prod. md 
Colour maker - industrial chem. md. n.e.c. 
Colour matcher - industrial chem, md. n.e.c. 
Control chemist - any md. 
Dairy chemist any md. 
Dye expert - any md. 
Electrochemist - any md. 
Fermentologist - bev. md. 
Food chemist - any md. 
Formulator - paint & varnish md. 
Gold assayer - any md. 

Industrial chemist - any md. 
Inorganic chemist - any md. 
Metallurgical chemist - any md. 
Mix chemist - any md. 
Nutritional chemist - any md. 
Organic chemist - any md. 
Paint chemist - any md. 
Paint formulator - paint & varnish md. 
Pharmaceutical chemist - n.e.c. 
Physical chemist - any md. 
Physiological chemist - any md. 
Plastic chemist - any md. 
Quality control chemist - any md. 
Research chemist - any md. 
Soil chemist - any md. 
Soils and rocks analyst - any md. 
Textile chemist - any md. 
Water chemist - any md. 

2112 - Geologists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with: the investigation of the composition, structure, physical and 

biological history of the earth's crust and the application of this knowledge in such fields as archaeology, mining and 
construction; investigation of the physical nature of the atmosphere and hydrosphere and the distribution, circulation and 
properties of water. Typical specializations include: economic geology, historic geology, mineralogy, mining geology, 
palaeontology, petroleum geology, petrology, physiography, structural geology and sub-surface geology. 

Aeronomist - any md. 
Crystallographer - any md. 
Engineering geologist - any md. 
Exploration geophysicist - any md. 
Geochemist - any md. 
Geodesist - any md. 
Geologist - any md. 
Geomorphologist - any md. 
Geophysical party chief - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Geophysicist - any md. 
Glaciologist - any md. 

Hydrologist - any md. 
Micro- palacontologist - any md. 
Mineralogist - any md. 
Oceanographer - any md. 
Paleontologist - any md. 
Petrographer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Petrologist - any md. 
Seismograph supervisor - any md. 
Seismologist - any md. 
Stratigrapher - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Volcanologist - any md. 

2113— Physicists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with research into phases of physical phenomena to develop theories 

and laws by observation and experiment, and devising methods to apply this knowledge to problems in such fields as 
science, engineering, medicine and production. 

Acoustician - any md. 	 Experimental physicist - any md. 
Aerodynamicist - n.e.c. 	 Fluids physicist - any md. 
Aerophysicist - any md. 	 Health physicist - any md. 
Astronomer - any md. 	 Laser scientist - any md. 
Astrophysicist - any md. 	 Nuclear physicist - any md. 
Atomic and molecular physicist - any md. 	 Optics physicist -any md. 
Biophysicist - any md. 	 Physical aerodynamicist - n.e.c. 
Electronics scientist - any md. 	 Physicist - any md. 
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Rheologist - any md. 	 X-ray physicist - any md. 
rhermal physicist - any md. 

2114 - Meteorologists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with the investigation of atmospheric phenomena to increase the 

body of meteorological knowledge. Typical specializations include: climatology and dynamic, industrial, physical or 
Synoptic meteorology. 

Climatologist - any md. 	 Weather forecaster - any md. 
Meteorologist - any md. 

2117 - Physical Sciences Technologists and Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing specialized tasks in direct support of physical 

scientists to solve practical problems encountered in such fields as chemistry, geology, physics, geophysics, physical 
metallurgy, meteorology and astronomy using a knowledge of scientific and mathematical principles and laboratory 
praclises. Typical functional specializations include design, construction, experimentation, testing and the preparation of 
drawings, specifications and reports. Life Sciences Technologists and Technicians are in Unit Group 2135. Architectural 
Technologists and Technicians are in Unit Group 2164 and Engineering Technologists and Technicians are in tJnit Group 
2165. 

Ballistic expert - any md. 
Ballistic technician - any md. 
Ballistician - any md. 
Biochemistry technician - any md. 
Cement analyst - any md. 
Chemical laboratory analyst - mining md. 
Chemical technician - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Control analyst - any md. 
Decontaminator - any md. 
Dye technician - any md. 
Firearms expert - any md. 
Food technologist - any md. 
Geological technologist - any md. 
Geophysical technician - any md. 
Geophysical trainee - petrol. & nat, gas md. 
Glass technologist - glass & glass prod. md. 
Hydrographer - any md. 
Hydrology technician - any md. 
Metal x-ray operator - any md. 
Metallurgical tester - any md. 

Meteorological technician - any md. 
Microanalyst - any md. 
Microscopist - any md. 
Mineral technologist - any md, 
Paint technician - any md. 
Physical sciences laboratory technician - any md. 
Pollution control technician - any md. 
Research technician, physical sciences - any md. 
Sand technician - any md. 
Smoke tester - any md. 
Spectroscopist - Lab. metal prod. md. 
Technician - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Technician, pulp and paper - any md. 
Textile technician - any md. 
Textile technologist - any md. 
Water-purification technician - water syst. md. 
Weather observer - any md. 
Weather-chart plotter - any md. 
Weather-chart preparer - any md. 
X-ray operator - n.e.c. 
X-ray technician - n.e.c. 

2119 - Occupations in Physical Sciences, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with research in the physical sciences and 

with other physical-science related activities to discover and establish scientific principles and laws and apply them to 
specific scientific problems and situations in such fields as chemistry, physics, geology, meteorology and metallurgy. 
Physical metallurgists are in this unit group. Other metallurgists are in Unit Group 2151 Metallurgical Engineers. 
Occupations concerned with prospecting for minerals are in this unit group. 
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Aerologist - any md. 
Electronics consultant - any md. 
Explorer - serv. md. incid. to mining 
Explorer, geophysical surveys - any md. 
Geiger operator - serv. md. incid. to mining 
Metallographer - any md. 

Optical instrument specialist - any md. 
Physical metallurgical engineer - any md. 
Physical metallurgist - any md. 
Physical sciences laboratory worker - any md. 
Prospector - serv. md. incid. to mining 
Prospector, geophysical surveys - any md. 

213 - OCCUPATIONS IN LIFE SCIENCES 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with research to increase the basic knowledge of all living 
organisms and the practical application of this knowledge in such fields as biology, zoology, bacteriology, pharmacology 
and agricultural science. Occupations in Life Sciences are classified in the following unit groups: 

2131 Agriculturists and Related Scientists 
2133 Biologists and Related Scientists 
2135 Life Sciences Technologists and Technicians 

2139 Occupations in Life Sciences, n.e.c. 

2131 - Agriculturists and Related Scientists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with: conducting research into the growth, genetics and viability of 

plants and animals; investigating the nature and composition of soils and applying the knowledge gained to problems 
related to agriculture and horticulture; developing improved methods in cultivation, processing, handling and storing of 
agricultural products; land conservation practice; pest control; and landscape planning and related activities. Agricultural 
Engineers are included in Unit Group 2146. 

Agricultural adviser - any md. 
Agricultural agent - govt. serv. md . 
Agricultural consultant - any md. 
Agricultural expert - any md. 
Agricultural scientist - any md. 
Agricultural specialist - govt. serv. md . 
Agriculturist - any md. 
Agrologist - any md. 
Agronomist - any md. 
Animal scientist - any md. 
Apiculturist - any md. 
Arboriculturist - any md. 
Arborist - any md. 
Cereal specialist - any md. 
Cerealist - any md. 
County adviser - govt. serv. md . 
County demonstrator - govt. serv. md . 
Dairy scientist - any md. 
District representative, agriculture - govt. serv. md . 
Farm adviser - govt. serv. md . 
Farm agent - govt. serv. md . 

Farm demonstrator - govt. serv. md . 
Farm management specialist - govt. serv. md . 
Field adviser - agric. md. 
Floriculturist - any md. 
Food scientist - any md. 
Horticulturist - any md. 
Instrument man/woman - agric. md. 
Livestock field adviser - agric. md. 
Olericulturist - any md. 
Plant breeder - any md. 
Plant scientist - any md. 
Pomologist - any md. 
Poultry field inspector - any md. 
Poultry scientist - any md. 
Research agriculturist - govt. serv. md . 
Seed processor - whlse. trade md. 
Sericulturist - any md. 
Soil scientist - any md. 
Supervisor - forestry serv. md. 
Technical agriculturist - any md. 
Viticulturist - any md. 
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2133 - Biologists and Related Scientists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with basic and applied research into the reproduction, growth, 

development, structure, life processes, behaviour and classification of all living organisms; the application of findings to 
the prevention and treatment of disease and in the maintenance and promotion of health in plant and animal life. 
Activities include: investigating the economic utilization or harmful aspects of specific plants and animals; research in 
bacteriology and its relation to medicine; and the toxicology and therapeutic value of drugs. 

Algotogist- any md. 
Anatomist - any md. 
Animal anatomist -any md. 
Animal pathologist - any md. 
Aquatic biologist - any md. 
Bacteriologist - any md. 
Bioassayist - any md. 
Biochemist - any md. 
Biological chemist- any md. 
Biological scientist - any md. 
Biologist any md. 
Botanist - any md. 
Bryologist - any md. 
C ytologist - any md. 
Dairy bacteriologist - any md. 
lcoIogist - n.e.c. 
Fmbryologist - any md. 
Entomologist - any md. 
Environmental biologist - any md. 
Etiologist - any md. 
Fish culturist - any md. 
Geneticist - any md. 
Helminthologist - any md. 
Herpetologist - any md. 
I listologist - any md. 
Ichthyologist - any md. 
Immunologist - any md. 
Limnologist - any md. 

Malariologist - any md. 
Mammalogist - any md. 
Marine biologist - any md. 
Microbiologist - any md. 
Microwave health hazard physiologist - any md. 
Mycologist - any md. 
Naturalist - n.e.c. 
Nematologist - any md. 
Ornithologist - any md. 
Osteologist - museums & archives 
Oyster culturist - any md. 
Paleobotanist - any md. 
Parasitologist - any md. 
Pathologist - agric. md.: govt. serv. md . 
Pharmaceutical botanist - any md. 
Pharmacologist - any md. 
Physiologist - any md. 
Phytopathologist - any md. 
Plant anatomist - any md. 
Plant ecologist - any md. 
Plant pathologist - any md. 
Plant physiologist - any md. 
Plant taxonomist - any md. 
Protozoologist - any md. 
Serologist - any ind. 
Taxonomist - any md. 
Toxicologist - any md. 
Virologist - any md. 

2135 - Life Sciences Technologists and Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing specialized tasks in direct support of life scientists 

utilizing theoretical knowledge to solve practical problems encountered in such fields as agriculture, horticulture, forestry, 
botany, zoology, biology and pharmacology. Typical functional specializations include laboratory experimentation, 
operation of special test equipment, and preparation of specifications and reports. These occupations usually require a 
knowledge of scientific and mathematical principles and laboratory practises supplemented by on-the-job training and 
practical work experience. Physical Sciences Technologists and Technicians are in Unit Group 2117 and Engineering 
Technologists and Technicians are in Unit Group 2165. 

Agricultural technician - any md. 
Animal fibre technologist - any md. 
Bacteriology technician - any md. 
Biological technologist - any md. 
Botanical technologist - any md. 
Dairy technologist - any md. 
Forest biology ranger - forestry serv. md. 
Life sciences laboratory technician - any md. 

Research technician, life sciences - any md. 
Seedanalyst - anyind. 
Seed expert - any md. 
Seed tester - any md. 
Soil technologist - any md. 
Wood technologist - any md. 
Wool technologist - any md. 
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2139 - Occupations in Life Sciences, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations,not elsewhere classified, concerned with research in the life sciences and with 

other life science activities such as, studying, developing and controlling forest lands and resources; and conducting 
displays and lectures on historical, natural and scientific features of public parks. 

Demonstrator, biology - any md. 
Ecologist - forestry serv. md. 
Field inspector - agric. md. 
Forest agrologist - forestry serv. md. 
Forest examiner - forestry serv. md. 
Forest pathologist - forestry serv. md. 

Forester - forestry serv. md. 
Life sciences laboratory worker * any md. 
Naturalist - govt. serv. md . 
Record of performance inspector - any md. 
Record of performance tester - any md. 
Silviculturist - any md. 

214/215 - ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND COMMUNITY PLANNERS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with the practical application of physical laws and principles of 
architecture or engineering for the development and utilization of machines, materials, instruments, structures, processes 
and services and with developing comprehensive plans and programs for the utilization of land and physical facilities. 
Typical functional specializations include research, design, construction, testing, production and operations. Architects, 
Engineers and Community Planners are classified in the following unit groups: 

2141 Architects 
2142 Chemical Engineers 
2143 Civil Engineers 

2144 Electrical Engineers 

2145 Industrial Engineers 

2146 Agricultural Engineers 

2147 Mechanical Engineers 

2151 Metallurgical Engineers 

2153 Mining Engineers 

2154 Petroleum Engineers 

2155 Aerospace Engineers 

2156 Nuclear Engineers 
2157 Community Planners 

2159 Professional Engineers, n.e.c. 

2141 - Architects 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with the design and construction of buildings and related structures 

including landscaping according to aesthetic and functional factors. 

Architect - any md. 	 Marine architect - any md. 
Building architect - any md. 	 Naval architect - any irid. 
Landscape architect - any md. 
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2142 - Chemical Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with research. design and development of manufacturing operations 

which involve chemical processes. Typical areas of specializations include oil and metal refining; explosive, medicinal and 
pharmaceutical development; and industrial chemicals, plastics, synthetic textiles, food, rubber products and nuclear 
fuels processing. Chemists are classified in Unit Group 2111. 

Blending coordinator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Chemical engineer - any md. 
Consulting chemical engineer - off. of engineers 
Design engineer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Design engineer - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Explosives engineer - other chem. prod. hid. 
Fertilii.er  product engineer - any md. 
Fuels engineer - any md. 

Monomer recovery supervisor - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Petrochemical process design engineer - any md. 
Plastic engineer - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Poly-area supervisor ,  plastic & syn. resin md. 
Polymerization supervisor - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Process engineer - plastic & syn. resin ind.-, refined petrol. 

prod. md. 
Production chemical engineer - any md. 

2143 - Civil Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with: the planning, design and supervision of the construction, 

maintenance and repair of structures and facilities such as buildings, bridges, dams, tunnels, ports, docks, water-supply 
and sewage systems as well as transportation and other facilities for public, industrial or commercial use; and supervision 
and coordination of the work of technologists, technicians and skilled workers. Typical areas of specialization include 
structural, hydraulic, environmental, irrigation and drainage, harbour, railway, highway, pipeline and tunnel 
engineering. 

Airport engineer - const. md. 
Appraisal engineer - const. md. 
Architectural engineer- any md. 
Bridge engineer - const. md. 
Building construction engineer - any md. 
Cartographic engineer - any md. 
Civil engineer - any md. 
Concrete engineer - any md. 
Condemnation engineer - govt. serv. md . 
Construction engineer - any md. 
Consulting civil engineer - off. of engineers 
Contracting engineer - const. md. 
County engineer - local govt. serv. md . 
Design engineer - const. md. 
District engineer - const. md. 
Drainage engineer - n.e.c. 
Environmental engineer - any md. 
Erecting engineer - n.e.c. 
Field engineer - const. md. 
Foundation engineer - const. md. 
Gas works engineer - gas distribution syst. md.; const. md. 
Geodetic engineer - any md. 
Harbours. docks, marine works engineer - any md. 
Highway research and design engineer - any md. 
Hydraulic engineer - n.e.c. 
Hydrographic engineer - any md. 
Irrigation engineer - any md. 

Land drainage engineer - any md. 
Landscape engineer - any md. 
Maintenance engineer - const. md. 
Mapping engineer - any md. 
Material engineer - const. md. 
Municipal engineer - local govt. serv. md . 
Oil installation construction engineer - any md. 
Photogrammetric engineer - any md. 
Planning engineer - const. md. 
Pollution control engineer - any md. 
Project engineer - const. md. 
Reclamation engineer - any md. 
Resident civil engineer - any md. 
River and canal works engineer - const. md. 
Road engineer - const. md. 
Sanitary civil engineer- any md. 
Sewage disposal engineer - any md. 
Soils engineer - any md. 
Street engineer - const. md. 
Stress engineer - const. md. 
Structural engineer - any md. 
Topographical engineer- any md. 
Traffic engineer - const. md.; railway trans. md. 
Transportation engineer - any md. 
Travelling engineer - any md. 
Tunnel engineer - const. md. 
Waterworks and water supply engineer- const. md. 
Zoning engineer - regional planning & devpt. admin. 
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2144 - Electrical Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with the design, construction and maintenance of equipment which 

produces, transmits, controls or uses electrical energy, such as generators, telecommunications devices and electric 
motors. Occupations concerned with research into electrical and electronic problems, and the application of this 
knowledge to equipment design, are included. A knowledge of the techniques used in mechanical, civil and industrial 
engineering is required. Typical areas of specialization include electric power generation and distribution, electrical and 
electronic equipment manufacturing, communications and electronic computer engineering. 

Acoustical engineer - any md. 
Appraisal engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md. 
Audio engineer - oIl'. of engineers; other sci. & tech. serv. 
Avionics instrumentation design engineer - any md. 
Cable engineer - telecom. carriers md. 
Chief engineer - dec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers 

md.; radio & Lv. broadcast. 
Circuit design engineer - elec. power syst. md. 
Commercial engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast.; telecom. 

carriers md. 
Computer communications traffic engineer - any md. 
Consulting electrical engineer - off. of engineers 
Design engineer - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Design engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom, carriers 

md.; radio & tv. broadcast. 
Dial equipment engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md. 
Digital circuit engineer - any md. 
Distribution engineer - elec. power syst. md. 
District plant engineer - telecom. carriers md. 
Electrical and electronic research engineer - any md. 
Electrical engineer - any md. 
Electrolysis engineer - any md. 
Electronic engineer - any md. 
Electrophonic engineer - any md. 
Equipment engineer - dec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md. 
Facilities engineer - dec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers 

md. 

Field engineer - eke. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md. 
Illuminating engineer - any md. 
Instrumentation and control engineer - elec. power syst. 

md. 
Lighting engineer - any md. 
Line construction engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers ind. 
Maintenance engineer - dec. power syst. md. 
Meter engineer - elec. power syst. md. 
Planning engineer - elec. power syst. md. 
Plant engineer dcc. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers 

md. 
Power systems engineer - any md. 
Professional radio and television engineer - any md. 
Radar engineer - any md. 
Relay engineer - dec. power syst. md. 
Results engineer - eke. power syst. md. 
Rural electrification engineer - dec. power syst. md. 
Service engineer - dec. & electron. prod. md .; dcc. power 

syst. md. 
Signal engineer - any md. 
Sound engineer - any md. 
Telecommunications engineer - any md. 
Telegraph engineer - any md. 
Telephone engineer - any md. 
Testing engineer - off. of engineers 
Traffic circuit engineer - telecom. carriers md. 
Transmission engineer - dec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers ind. 
Wire communications engineer - any md. 

2145 - Industrial Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with design, installation and utilization of integrated systems 

involving personnel, materials, machinery and equipment. Activities include: plant lay-outs, production standards and 
methods, cost control, quality control, safety engineering, management and its work simplification and measurement. 
Electronic data-processing systems analysts are in Unit Group 2183 	Systems Analysts, Computer Programmers and 
Related Occupations. Management consultants are in Unit Group 1179 	Occupations Related to Management and 
Administration, n.e.c. Organization and Methods Analysts are in Unit Group 1173. 

Consulting industrial engineer - off. of engineers 
Cost engineer - any md. 
Efficiency engineer - any md. 
Efficiency managing supervisor - any md. 
Fire prevention engineer- any md. 
Industrial engineer - any md. 

Industrial hygiene engineer - any md. 
Industrial hygienist - any md. 
Industrial methods planner - any md. 
Instrumentation and control engineer - n.e.c. 
Liaison planner - mfg. md. 
Manufacturing engineer - any md. 
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Mechanical co-ordinator - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Medical-safety director - any md. 
Methods engineer - any md. 
Performance analyst - air trans. md. 
Production engineer - any md. 
Production expert - any md. 
Production planner - any md. 
Quality control engineer - mfg. md. 

Safety analyst - any md. 
Safety co-ordinator - rnfg. md. 
Safety director - n.e.c. 
Safety engineer - n.e.c. 
Safety supervisor - mfg. md. 
Time-study analyst - any md. 
Time-study engineer - any md. 
Tool planner - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md. 
Utilization engineer - any md. 

2146 - Agricultural Engineers 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with the application of engineering technology and knowledge of 
biological sciences to agricultural problems. Occupations concerned with design of devices and instrumentation used to 
evaluate and process farm products and to automate agricultural operations are included. 

Agricultural engineer - any md. 	 Drainage engineer - agric. md. 
Consulting agricultural engineer - off. of engineers 	 Irrigation specialist - any md. 
Dairy plant engineer - any ind. 	 Irrigationist - any md. 

2147 - Mechanical Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with applied research in the design, production and maintenance of 

tools and machines, and the generation, transmission and utilization of energy and mechanical power. Typical areas of 
specializations include steam power generation, hydraulics, automotive engineering, heating, refrigeration and 
ventilation, and machine design. 

Air-conditioning engineer - any md. 
Auto research engineer - motor veh. md. 
Automotive engineer - motor veh. md. 
Combustion engineer - any md. 
Consulting mechanical engineer - off. of engineers 
Craft co-ordinator - any md. 
Design engineer - n.e.c. 
Distribution engineer - gas distribution syst. md. 
Dust control engineer - any md. 
Erecting engineer - mfg. md. 
Gas dynamics engineer - any md. 
Heating systems design engineer - any md, 
Hydraulic engineer - mfg. md. 
Internal combustion engineer - any md. 
Lubricating engineer - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Machine designer - any md. 

Machine tool designer - any md. 
Marine design engineer - any md. 
Mechanical engineer - any md. 
Mechanical equipment engineer - any md. 
Mechanical heating engineer - any md. 
Mechanical refrigeration engineer - any md. 
Naval engineer - any md. 
Plant design engineer - any md. 
Pollution control supervisor - environment admin. 
Process engineer - motor veh. parts & access. 
Refrigeration systems design engineer - any md. 
Smoke abatement engineer - any md. 
Solar heating and cooling engineer - any md. 
Tool engineer - any md. 
Ventilating engineer - any md. 
Ventilating expert - any md. 

2151 - Metallurgical Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with studying properties and characteristics of metals; developing 

flotation, melting, electrolytic and other processes used to separate metals from their ores and to determine the most 
efficient methods of producing metals commercially. Extractive metallurgists are in this unit group. Physical 
metallurgists are in Unit Group 2119— Occupations in Physical Sciences, n.e.c. 

Extractive metallurgist - any md. 	 Hydromettalurgical engineer - any md. 
Hydrometallurgist - any md. 	 Refining and metal working engineer - any md. 
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Smelting engineer - any md. 	 Welding engineer - any md. 
Steel engineer - primary metal md.; lab. metal prod. md. 

2153 - Mining Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with collaboration in geological exploration, planning and 

development of mines, advising on the extraction of minerals from the earth, and the supervision and coordination of the 
work of technologists, technicians and other skilled workers. Typical areas of specialization include exploration, planning, 
production, extraction, mine layout and safety. 

Consulting mining engineer - off. of engineers 
Design engineer - mining md. 
Exploration engineer - mining md. 
Mine analyst - any md. 
Mine development engineer - any md. 
Mine exploration engineer - mining md. 

Mine production engineer - mining md. 
Mineral engineer - any md. 
Mining engineer - any md. 
Safety director - mining md. 
Safety engineer - mining md. 

2154 - Petroleum Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with studying geological surveys, earth samples and other data to 

advise on the means of developing oil and gas fields and the equipment to be used in the extraction, storage and initial 
treatment prior to transportation; and the supervision and coordination of the work of technologists, technicians and other 
skilled workers. Typical areas of specialization include exploration, drilling, core and mud analysis, conservation and 
transportation. 

Electrical prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Field Scout - pipeline trans. md.: petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Geological scout - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Gravity prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Magnetic prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Mud engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

Natural gas engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil well engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Petroleum engineer - any md. 
Scout - petrol. & flat. gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 
Seismic prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2155 - Aerospace Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with research, planning, development, manufacture and 

maintenance of aerospace vehicles and equipment for flight in and out of the earth's atmosphere, and preparation of their 
operational specifications. Typical functional specializations include aerodynamic design; flight-testing; structural 
dynamics; thermodynamics; weapons control research and systems; and aero-vehicle maintenance. It also includes 
engineers specializing in air-cushion vehicles. 

Acro engineer - any md. 	 Aircraft weight analyser - any md. 
Aerodynamicist - aircraft & parts md. 	 Chief engineer - aircraft & parts md. 
Aerodynamics engineer - any md. 	 Designer - aircraft & parts md. 
Aeronautical engineer - any md. 	 Flight analyst - aircraft & parts md. 
Aerospace engineer - any md. 	 Physical aerodynamicist - aircraft & parts md. 
Aircraft designer - any md. 	 Stress engineer - aircraft & parts md. 
Aircraft engineer - any md. 	 Test engineer - aircraft & parts md. 
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2156 - Nuclear Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with applying the principles and theory of nuclear science to 

problems concerned with release, control and utilization of nuclear energy for the transmutation of elements, and the 
production capabilities of nuclear reactors. Typical functional specializations include: thermonuclear analysis and 
utilization of radiation; design of reactors and nuclear energy systems; analysis of radiation effects and shielding design 
problems; processing radioactive materials and waste; and radiological safety control. 

Atomic energy reactor supervising engineer - any md. 	 Nuclear engineer - any md. 
Atomic process engineer - any md. 	 Nuclear power plant design engineer - any md. 

2157 - Community Planners 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with developing comprehensive plans and programs for utilization of 

land and physical facilities in rural and urban areas. Occupations in this unit group are engaged in preparing and 
presenting narrative and graphic program plans to municipal and industry authorities and recommending measures 
affecting land use, public utilities, community facilities, housing and transportation to control and guide community 
development and renewal. 

Community planner - any md. 
Consultant planner - any md. 
Environmental planner - any md. 
Land planner - any md. 
Municipal planner -any md. 

Regional planner - any md. 
Rural planner - any md. 
Site planner - any md. 
Subdivision planner - any md. 
Urban planner - any md. 

2159 - Professional Engineers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with the practical application of physical 

laws and principles of engineering for the development and utilization of machines, materials, instruments, structures, 
processes and services. 

Airways engineer - trans. & commun. admin. 
Ceramic engineer - any md. 
City planning engineer - local govt. serv. md . 
Consulting engineer - off. of engineers 
Corrosion engineer - any md. 
Development engineer- any md. 
Distribution engineer - n.e.c. 
Engineering physicist - any md. 
Explorer - serv. md. incid. to crude petrol. & nat. gas 
Factory engineer - any md. 
Forest engineer - logging & forestry md. 
Geological engineer - any md.  

Installation engineer - any md. 
Insulation engineer - any md. 
Oil prospector - contract drilling, oil & gas md. 
Optical designer - sd. & prof. equip. md . 
Optical engineer - any md. 
Ordnance engineer - any md, 
Prospector - serv. md. incid. to crude petrol. & nat. gas 
Salvage engineer - any md. 
Stress engineer - n.e.c. 
Testing engineer - n.e.c. 
Textile engineer - any md. 
Traffic engineer - local govt. serv. md . 

216 OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with surveying, draughting and engineering and architectural 
technology. Other Occupations in Architecture and Engineering are classified in the following unit groups: 

2160 	Supervisors: Other Occupations in Architecture and Engineering 

2161 	Surveyors 

2163 	Draughting Occupations 
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2164 Architectural Technologists and Technicians 

2165 Engineering Technologists and Technicians 

2169 Other Occupations in Architecture and Engineering, n.e.c. 

2160 - Supervisors: Other Occupations in Architecture and Engineering 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of technicians and 

workers engaged in surveying, draughting, engineering and architectural technology. 

Architectural and engineering technologists and techni-
cians supervisor - any md. 

Draughters supervisor - any md. 

Mechanical engineering technologist supervisor - any md. 
Party chief, surveying - other sci. & tech. serv. 

2161 - Surveyors 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with determining boundaries, exact location and measurements of 

points, elevations, lines, areas and contours of the earth's surface to secure data used for construction, map-making, land 
valuation, mining or other purposes. Typical areas of specialization include geodetic surveying, geophysical prospecting, 
hydrographic surveying, land surveying and topographical surveying. 

City surveyor - local govt. serv. md . 
County surveyor - local govt. serv. md . 
Geophysical prospecting surveyor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Hydrographic surveyor - any md. 
Land surveyor - any md. 
Level operator - const. md. 
Marine surveyor - any md. 
Mine surveyor - any md. 

Pipe-line surveyor - any md. 
Plane table operator, surveying - other sci. & tech. serv. 
Port surveyor - trans. & commun. admmn. 
Railroad surveyor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Spud setter - mining md. 
Surveyor - any md. 
Topographic surveyor - any md. 
Transit operator - const. md. 

2163 - Draughting Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing clear, complete and accurate working plans and 

detailed drawings to specified dimensions, from rough or detailed sketches or notes, for purposes such as machinery 
manufacturing or for construction of buildings, bridges, dams, road and other civil engineering projects. Typical areas of 
specialization include architectural draughting, scientific and engineering draughting, topographical engineering and 
commercial draughting. 

Aeronautical draughter - any md. 
Architectural draughter- any md. 
Auto-body design detailer - motor veh. md. 
Blue print tracer - any md. 
Cartographer - any md. 
Cartographic draughter - any md. 
Commercial draughter - any md. 
Design checker - any md. 
Design draughter - any md. 
Detail draughter - any md. 
Detailer - furn. & fixture md.. motor veh. md. 
Draughter - any md. 
Draughting tracer - any md. 
Drawing checker - aircraft & parts md. 

Drawing tracer - any md. 
Electrical draughter - any md. 
Electronic draughter - any md. 
Engineering draughter- any md. 
Furniture reproducer - any md. 
Heating system designer - any md. 
Hull draughter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Map maker - any md. 
Mapper - any md. 
Mechanical draughter - any md. 
Photo cartographer - any md. 
Production illustrator - aircraft & parts md. 
Ship draughter - any md. 
Structural draughter - any md. 
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Technical illustrator - off. of architects; off. of engineers 	 Tracer, drawings - any md. 

2164 - Architectural Technologists and Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing specialized functions in various aspects of 

architecture, primarily in support of design, development, estimation and site supervision. 

Architectural technician - any md. 	 Inspector of plans - govt. serv. md . 
Architectural technologist - any md. 	 Quantity surveyor - any md. 

2165 - Engineering Technologists and Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing specialized tasks in conjunction with, or in direct 

support of, engineers utilizing theoretical knowledge to solve practical problems in such fields as chemical, civil, electrical, 
industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, mining, petroleum, aeronautical and nuclear engineering and surveying. Typic.il 
functional specializations include: design; planning; construction; inspecting and testing; production; methods and 
procedures; cost and quality control; preparation of sketches, specifications and reports; and highly specialized machining 
and applied mechanics. Physical Sciences Technologists and Technicians are in Unit Group 2117 and Life Sciences 
Technologists and Technicians are in Unit Group 2135. 

Core analysis operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Core analyst - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Die designer - any md. 
Electrical technician - any md. 
Electronic technician - n.e.c. 
Engineering technician - any md. 
Engineering technologist - any md. 
Estimator - dec. power syst. md. 
Field observer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Gauge designer - any md. 
Geiger operator - n.e.c. 
Geophysical observer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

Light technician - any md. 
Magnetic observer - any md. 
Mapping technician - off. of engineers 
Observer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Quality control technician - any md. 
Seismic observer - petrol. & flat. gas md. 
Seismograph operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Seismographer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Seismometer technician - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Technical supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Technician - other rolled, cast & extruded non-fer. metal 

prod. md. 
Tool designer - any md. 

2169 - Other Occupations in Architecture and Engineering, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with architecture and engineering. 

Brush cutter, surveying - any md. 
Center locator- coal mines 
Chainman/woman, surveying - any md. 
Chart writer - any md. 
Computer, geodetic survey - other sci. & tech. serv. 
Forest mapper - logging md.; other sci. & tech. serv. 
Geodetic computer - govt. serv. md . 
Geophysical computer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

Jugger, geophysical surveys - other sci. & tech. serv. 
Line surveyor - any md. 
Photogrammetrist - any md. 
Seismic computer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Seismograph computer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Stake driver, surveying - any md. 
Staker, surveying - any md. 
Topographic computer - any md. 

218 - OCCUPATIONS IN MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS, SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND RELATED 
FIELDS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with research in mathematics, statistics and actuarial science; the 
application of original and standardized techniques to solve problems in science, engineering and management; and the 
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programmed mathematical statement of problems to permit solution by electronic data-processing systems. Occupations 
in Mathematics, Statistics, Systems Analysis and Related Fields are classified in the following unit groups: 

2181 	Mathematicians, Statisticians and Actuaries 

2183 	Systems Analysts, Computer Programmers and Related Occupations 

2189 	Occupations in Mathematics, Statistics, Systems Analysis and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

2181 - Mathematicians, Statisticians and Actuaries 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with research in mathematical theory, and the development and 

application of mathematical techniques for solving problems in fields such as science and engineering; with conducting 
universe or sample surveys to compile statistical data and draw valid conclusions; and with applying mathematical and 
statistical methods to calculate premium and benefit payments of financial programmes, such as insurance and annuities. 

Actuarial mathematician - any md. 
Actuary - any md. 
Analytical statistician - any md. 
Biometrician - any md. 
Biostatistician - any md. 
Demographer - any md. 
Insurance actuary - any md. 
Mathematical statistician - any md. 
Mathematician - any md. 

Rate analyst - any md. 
Sales statistician - any md. 
Sampling expert - any md. 
Statistical actuary - any md. 
Statistical analyst - any md. 
Statistical engineer - any md. 
Statistician, business and economics - any md. 
Survey statistician - any md. 
Time-study statistician - any md. 
Traffic analyst - any md. 

2183 - Systems Analysts, Computer Programmers and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with planning, implementing and controlling electronic data-

processing services and the programming of computer systems. Typical areas of specialization include: analysis of 
computer systems; and providing advice on availability and use of electronic data-processing resources, capabilities and 
technological development. Occupations concerned with organizational and methods analysis are classified in Unit (;roup 
1173 - Organization and Methods Analysts. Occupations concerned with the operation of data-processing equipment 
are in Unit Group 4143— Electronic Data Processing Equipment Operators. 

Accounting-methods analyst - any md. 
Computer programmer - any md. 
Computing-systems analyst - any md. 
Data processing consultant - any md. 
Digital-computer programmer - any md. 
Numerical control tool programmer - any md. 

Programmer - any md. 
Simulation systems analyst - any md. 
Software systems programmer - any md. 
Systems analyst - any md. 
Teleprocessing programmer - any md. 

2189 - Occupations in Mathematics, Statistics, Systems Analysis and Related Fields, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with research and development in 

mathematics, statistics, systems analysis and related fields. 

Cipher expert - any md. 	 Cryptographer - any md. 
Cryptanalyst - any md. 	 Statistical technician - any md. 
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OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES AND 
RELATED FIELDS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with assisting individuals, families and groups, to solve thcir social, 
economic and personal problems; planning and conducting social services to meet the needs of persons in a community; 
applying principles relating to statute law and its administration; organizing, developing and maintaining libraries, 
archives, museums and art galleries; counselling individuals and groups; and performing other related duties. Managerial 
occupations of social science and its related fields are in Unit Group 1132 - Management Occupations, Social Sciences 
and Related Fields, Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields are classified in the following minor groups: 

231 	Occupations in Social Sciences 

233 	Occupations in Social Work and Related Fields 

234 	Occupations in Law and Jurisprudence 

235 	Occupations in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences 

239 	Other Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields 

231 - OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with conducting research into, and developing a store of knowlcdc 

relating to social, economic, psychological and political phenomena; applying the theories and principles of various social-
science disciplines; and making recommendations for policy decisions. These occupations are classified in the followirg 
unit groups: 

2311 Economists 

2313 Sociologists, Anthropologists and Related Social Scientists 

2315 Psychologists 

2319 Occupations in Social Sciences, n.e.c. 

2311 - Economists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with conducting research and developing and applying principles ar,d 

theories of economics to formulate plans designed to aid in the solution of economic problems arising from production ard 
distribution of goods and services; conducting research into the mathematical basis of the science of economics: 
developing models to illustrate and forecast economic behaviour and patterns; devising methods for collection ard 
analysis of economic and statistical data and compiling and interpreting such data; preparing reports and compiling ard 
formulating plans based on studies in economic fields and on interpreted and analysed data; conducting demographic 
studies; advising and consulting private industrial concerns or government agencies on matters such as operatirg 
ctliciency, marketing methods and research; and fiscal problems. 

Agricultural economist - any md. 	 Dealer analyst - motor veh. md. 
Business analyst - any md. 	 Development economist - any md. 
Business economist - any hid. 	 Econometrician - any md. 
Business-management analyst - any md. 	 Economic adviser - any md. 
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Economic analyst - any md. 
Economic- resca rch analyst - any md. 
Economist - any md. 
Farm economist - any md. 
Financial economist - any md. 
Fiscal analyst - govt, serv. md. 
Forest economist - any md. 
Industrial analyst - any md. 
Industrial economist - any md. 

Labour economist - any md. 
Market analyst - any md. 
Marketing consultant - any md. 
Price analyst - any md. 
Price economist -any md. 
Sales consultant - bus. serv. md . 
Social economist - any md. 
Tax economist - any md. 
Trade economist - any md. 
Wage analyst - govt. serv. md . 

2313 - Sociologists, Anthropologists and Related Social Scientists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with investigating and tracing the origin, development, evolution, 

way of life and social relationships of groups of human beings; collecting, organizing and interpreting scientific data 
relating to community organizations, social customs, family and other social phenomena, for use by administrators, 
lawmakers, educators and other individuals and organizations engaged in the solution of social problems; comparing 
physical characteristics of fossilized human remains with those of existing racial groups and making classifications 
according to period, origin, and degree of development; conducting research into cultural and social development, 
consulting sources of information such as recorded history, archaeological and ethnological studies, and findings in related 
sciences; and scientific study of human populations. Social Workers are in Unit Group 2331. 

Anthropologist -any md. 	 Penologist - any md. 
Archaeologist - any md. 	 Social ecologist - any md. 
Criminologist - any md. 	 Sociologist - any md. 
Ethnologist - any md. 

2315 - Psychologists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with collecting, interpreting and applying scientific data relating to 

human behaviour and mental processes. Activities include: planning and carrying out experiments and observations on 
human beings and animals; analysing effects of heredity, environment and relationship to social groups and other factors 
on individual thought and behaviour; studying psychological factors involved in diagnosis, treatment and prevention of 
mental illness and emotional and personality disorders; working with psychiatrists, social workers and other persons to 
help maladjusted individuals; conducting interviews to determine causes of maladjustment in individuals, school, 
industry, community life and mental institutions, and to prescribe corrective programmes; developing and administering 
psychological tests, rating scales and other objective tools for measuring psychological traits, such as capacities, abilities, 
aptitudes and physiological reactions, and interpreting and evaluating resulting data, by applying statistical techniques. 
Psychiatrists are classified to Unit Group 3111 - Physicians and Surgeons. 

Child development consultant - any ind. 	 Guidance counsellor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Child psychologist - any md. 	 Industrial psychologist - any md. 
Clinical psychologist - any md. 	 Mental health counsellor - any md. 
Educational psychologist - any md. 	 Mental rehabilitation counsellor - any md. 
Engineering psychologist - any md. 	 Psychologist - any md. 
Graphics psychologist - govt. serv. md . 	 Vocational psychologist - any md. 
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2319 - Occupations in Social Sciences, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with the application of theoretical o 

practical aspects of social sciences. Community planners who plan and design development of land areas are in Unit 
Group 2157 - Community Planners. 1-lome economists engaged in teaching are in Unit Group 2731 -- Elementary and 
Kindergarten Teachers or in Unit Group 2733— Secondary School Teachers. 

Etymologist - any md. 
Genealogist - any md. 
Geographer - any md. 
Historian - any md. 
Home economist - any md. 

Market research worker - any md. 
Philologist - any md. 
Political scientist - any md. 
Social scientist - any md. 

233 - OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL WORK AND RELATED FIELDS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with rendering assistance to individuals and groups with problems, 

such as poverty, illness, family maladjustment, antisocial behaviour, limited recreation opportunities and inadequate 
housing. Occupations in Social Work and Related Fields are classified in the following unit groups: 

2331 	Social Workers 

2333 	Occupations in Welfare and Community Services 

2339 	Occupations in Social Work and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

2331 - Social Workers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with diagnosing and treating social problems and inadequacies and 

providing professional counselling to individuals or groups, and recommending and applying solutions to social problems 
that affect individuals and communities. 

Adoption agent - child welfare serv. 
Case investigator - any md. 
Case supervisor - any md. 
Case worker - any md. 
Child welfare consultant - child welfare ser'.'. 
Counsellor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Court worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Family counsellor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Group social worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Juvenile detention worker - courts of law 

Medical case worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical social consultant - any md. 
Medical social worker- any md. 
Parole director - any md. 
Parole officer - any md. 
Parole supervisor - any md. 
Probation officer - any md. 
Psychiatric social worker - any md. 
Referee, juvenile court - courts of law 
Social worker - any md. 
Welfare case worker - any md. 

2333 - Occupations in Welfare and Community Services 
This unit group includes occupations of a non-professional nature concerned with performing tasks similar to those of 

a social worker but specializing in social welfare work, such as organizing and supervising non-protlt social, recreational 
and educational activities in youth clubs, community centres and similar organizations. 

Activities director - civic & frat. org . 	 Community service worker - any md. 
Camp counsellor - rec. & vacation camps 	 Counsellor - rec. & vacation camps 
Camp director - rec. & vacation camps 	 Counsellor, boy scouts and girl guides - civic & frat. org . 
Charity worker - any md. 	 Department supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Child welfare worker - any md. 	 Director - other amuse. & rec. scrv.: rec. & vacation camps 
Community centre worker - any md. 	 District leader - civic & frat. org . 
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2333 (cont'd) 

Family visitor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Field director - health & soc. serv. md . 
Field secretary - health & soc. Serv. md. 
Field secretary, Boy Scouts and Girl Guides - civic & frat. 

org. 
Field supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Field worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Group leader - health & soc. serv. md . 
Group worker - health & soc. scrv. md . 
Head worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Home visitor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Interviewer - health & soc. serv. md . 
Investigator - health & soc. serv. md . 
Official, Boy Scouts and Girl Guides - civic & frat. org . 
Placement secretary - health & soc. serv. md . 
Play leader - any md. 
Playground instructor - any md. 
Playground sports director - any md. 
Playground supervisor - any md. 
Public welfare worker - any md. 

Recreation leader - any md. 
Recreation supervisor - any md. 
Red Cross worker - any md. 
Relief officer - health & soc. serv. md . 
Scout executive - civic & frat. org . 
Settlement worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Social contact worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Sports instructor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Sports organizer - health & soc. serv. md . 
Sports supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Supervisor - other amuse. & rec. serv. 
Visitor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Welfare agency supervisor - any md. 
Welfare department interviewer - any md. 
Welfare interviewer - any md. 
Welfare investigator - any md. 
Welfare supervisor - any md. 
Welfare visitor - any md. 
Welfare worker - any md. 
Youth Club supervisor - any md. 

2339 - Occupations in Social Work and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities in social work and related 
fields. Occupations concerned with soliciting financial contributions for social work programmes are in this unit group. 

Canvasser for non-profit organization - health & soc. serv. 	Home supervisor - health & soc. serv, md. 
assoc. & agen. 	 Juvenile officer - any md. 

Case aide - any md. 	 Probation worker - any md. 
Contribution solicitor - health & soc. serv. assoc. & agen. 	 Research worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

234 - OCCUPATIONS IN LAW AND JURISPRUDENCE 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with the application of principles relating to statute, common and 
civil law and its administration, such as conducting criminal or civil law suits, drawing up legal documents, giving legal 
advice, presiding over judicial proceedings and performing other legal or paralegal functions. Occupations in Law and 
Jurisprudence are classified in the following unit groups: 

2341 Judges and Magistrates 

2343 Lawyers and Notaries 

2349 Occupations in Law and Jurisprudence, n.e.c. 

2341 - Judges and Magistrates 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with presiding over judicial proceedings and pronouncing 

judgements in courts of justice. Activities include: ruling on procedure in court, weighing and admitting or rejecting the 
evidence presented, determining the rights and obligations of parties involved, instructing juries on points of law, and 
pronouncing judgements. 

County judge - courts of law 	 Justice - courts of law 
Criminal judge - courts of law 	 Justice of the Peace - courts of law 
Judge - courts of law 	 Juvenile court magistrate - courts of law 
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2341 (cont'd) 

Magistrate - courts of law 	 Surrogate - courts of law 
Police judge - courts of law 	 Traffic court magistrate - courts of law 
Police magistrate - courts of law 	 Trial court judge - courts of law 
Probate judge - courts of law 

2343 - Lawyers and Notaries 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with drawing up and authenticating legal documents; taking 

affidavits and administering oaths and affirmations; pleading cases or conducting prosecutions in courts of justice; 
examining circumstances and studying codes, statutes, previous decisions and establishcd regulations to determine 
applicable law; advising clients on the legal aspects of personal and business problems; and representing them in lawsuits. 

Admiralty lawyer - defence serv. 
Advisory counsel - govt. serv. md . 
Advocate - any md. 
Attorney - any md. 
Attorney-at-Law - off. of lawyers & notaries 
Barrister - any md. 
City solicitor - courts of law 
Civil lawyer - off. of lawyers & notaries 
Claim attorney - any md. 
Conveyancer - insce. & real estate agen. 
Corporation counsel - any md. 
Corporation lawyer - any md. 
Counsellor-at-law - any md. 
County attorney - courts of law 
Criminal lawyer - any md. 
Crown prosecutor - courts of law 
Insurance attorney - insce. & real estate agen. 
Law examiner - courts of law 

Lawyer - any md. 
Legal adviser - any md. 
Legal counsel - any md. 
Legal referee - off. of lawyers & notaries 
Notary in Province of Quebec - any md. 
Notary public in Province of British Columbia - any md. 
Patent attorney - any md. 
Patent lawyer - any md. 
Patent solicitor - any md. 
Prosecuting attorney - any md. 
Prosecutor - any md. 
Queen's Counsel - govt. serv, md.; oft. of lawyers & 

notaries 
Real estate lawyer - any md. 
Solicitor - off. of lawyers & notaries 
Tariff counsel - govt. serv. md . 
Tax attorney - govt. serv. md .; off. of lawyers & notaries 
Title attorney - any md. 
Title lawyer - any md. 
Trial examiner - govt. serv. md . 

2349 - Occupations in Law and Jurisprudence, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not clsewhcre classified, concerned with the application of legal principles 

relating to statute and common law and its administration. Patent agents are in this unit group. 

Abstract searcher - any md. 
Abstract writer - any irid. 
Articling clerk - off. of lawyers & notaries 
Brief writer, law - off. of lawyers & notaries 
Contract analyst - n.e.c. 
County ordinary - local govt. serv. md . 
Law clerk - any md. 
Lease and title clerk - pipeline trans. md.; refined petrol 

prod. md. 

Legal administrator - courts of law 
Notary in provinces other than Quebec - any md. 
Notary public in provinces other than British Columbia - 

any md. 
Paralegal - any md. 
Patent agent - any md. 
Patent clerk - any md. 
Student - off. of lawyers & notaries 
Title clerk - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline trans. md. 
Title examiner - insce. & real estate agerl. 

235 - OCCUPATIONS IN LIBRARY, MUSEUM AND ARCHIVAL SCIENCES 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with library, museum and archival sciences, including public and 
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private libraries and archives, and the maintainance of museums, art galleries, and related exhibits. Occupations in 
Library, Museums and Archival Sciences are classified in the following unit groups: 

2350 	Supervisors: Occupations in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences 

2351 	Librarians, Archivists and Conservators 
2353 	Technicians in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences 
2359 	Occupations in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences, n.e.c. 

2350 - Supervisors: Occupations in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

library, museum and archival sciences as well as superintending, preparing and organizing art galleries and similar 
establishments. Curators are in this unit group. Chief librarians and directors of museums and art galleries are in Unit 
Group 1132 - Management Occupations, Social Sciences and Related Fields. 

Chief.display officer - museums & archives 	 Superintendent - library serv. 
Circulation supervisor- library serv. 	 Supervisor, film rental services - any md. 
Curator - any md. 

2351 - Librarians, Archivists and Conservators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with organizing, developing and maintaining systematic collections 

of books and other recorded materials and making them available to users; collecting and preserving permanent records 
and historically valuable documents; and planning and participating in conservation and restoration of antiquities and 
works of art. 

Archivist - any md. 
Bibliographer any md. 
Bookmobile librarian - any md. 
Cataloguer ,  library serv. 
Chemical librarian - any md. 
Classifier - library serv. 
Conservator - any md. 
Film librarian . any md. 

Health record librarian - hospitals 
Hospital librarian - any md. 
Librarian - any md. 
Library consultant - any md. 
Medical librarian - any md. 
Music librarian - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Record librarian - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Reference librarian - any md. 

2353 - Technicians in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing specialized tasks usually in direct support of 

librarians, curators, conservators and archivists. Activities include: assisting in conservation and restoration of antiquities 
and works of art and in research projects; identifying and analysing collections of books, specimens, artifacts and papers; 
preparing exhibitions and displays; and assisting in the preparation of written material or drawings for exhibits or 
displays. 

Anthropology technician - museums & archives 
Archaeology technician museums & archives 
Art restorer - any md. 
Artifact and fossil restorer - any md. 
Bone mechanic - museums & archives 

Conservation and restoration technician - any md. 
Document restorer - any md. 
Paintings restorer - any md. 
Taxidermist - any md. 
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2359 - Occupations in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with designing exhibits for museums, Co.. 

ordinating extension services for museums, developing and conducting museum educational programs, and searching for 
data requested by encyclopedia owners. 

Attendant - library serv. 	 Information service worker, encyclopedia - library serv. 
Exhibit designer - museums & archives 

239 - OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES AND RELATED FIELDS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with educational, vocational and other counselling, and other 

occupations concerned with assisting individuals and groups to solve their social, economic and personal problems. Other 
Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields are classified in the following unit groups: 

2391 	Educational and Vocational Counsellors 

2399 	Other Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

2391 - Educational and Vocational Counsellors 
This unit group includes occupations primarily concerned with counselling individuals and groups on educational, 

vocational and social matters; assisting students or workers in appraising their interests, aptitudes, abilities and 
personality characteristics; and presenting and explaining educational and occupational information to assist individual; 
in career planning. It includes collecting, analysing, developing and interpreting data about the individual's educational 
and vocational environment, and assisting the individual in achieving optimum relationships with others. 

Adviser - other educ. serv. 	 Group development worker - any md. 
Educational adviser - any md. 	 Vocational adviser - any md. 
Educational counsellor - educ. serv. md . 	 Vocational counsellor - any md. 

2399 - Other Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with such activities as counselling 

physically, emotionally, mentally, or socially handicapped individuals in fields of employment or rehabilitation, and 
counselling couples in marital concerns. 

Employment specialist - govt. serv. md . 	 Rehabilitation counsellor - any md. 
Marriage counsellor - any md. 	 Rehabilitation technician - any md. 
Mental retardation counsellor - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Rehabilitation worker - any md. 
Rehabilitation coordinator - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 25 

OCCUPATIONS IN RELIGION 

This major group includes occupations primarily concerned with providing spiritual and moral guidance to members 
of a religious faith or denomination, expounding religious doctrine, and performing other activities associated with the 
practice of religion. Occupations in Religion are classified in the following minor group: 

251 	Occupations in Religion 

251 - OCCUPATIONS IN RELIGION 
This minor group includes occupations primarily concerned with ministering to the spiritual needs of a congregation 

or community of a religious faith. Activities include: conducting services of public worship; administering sacraments: 
providing spiritual and moral motivation and guidance; supervising and conducting religious education, and performing 
other functions directly associated with the practice and exposition of religion. Occupations concerned with the 
performance of non-religious functions in fields such as social service work, teaching, and nursing are classified in the 
major group of the specialization: for example, Major Group 23 - Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields, 
Major Group 27 - Teaching and Related Occupations, and Major Group 31 Occupations in Medicine and health. 
Occupations in Religion are classified in the following unit groups: 

2511 	Ministers of Religion 

2513 	Nuns and Brothers 

2519 	Occupations in Religion, n.e.c. 

2511 - Ministers of Religion 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with providing the motivation, leadership and religious training of a 

congregation or community of a religious faith. Activities include: conducting services of public worship: administering 
sacraments; supervising and conducting individual and family counselling and visits; maintaining religious traditions; 
supervising religious education: and performing other functions associated with the practice and exposition of a religious 
faith. 

Archbishop - religious org. 
Archdeacon - religious org. 
Bishop - religious org. 
Chancellor - religious org. 
(:haplain except Delence service - religious org. 
Clergy member - religious org. 
Curate - religious org. 
Evangelist - religious org. 
Minister - religious org. 
Missionary - religious org. 
Moderator - religious org. 
Monk religious org. 

Parish priest - religious org. 
Pastor - religious org. 
Preacher - religious org. 
Priest - religious org. 
Rabbi - religious org. 
Rector - religious org. 
Reverend - religious org. 
Salvation Army captain - religious org. 
Salvation Army division commander - religious org. 
Salvation Army officer - religious org. 
Vicar - religious org. 
Vicar-general - religious org. 
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2513 - Nuns and Brothers 
This unit group includes nuns and brothers or members of religious orders that are not involved in lay duties. Nuns 

and brothers performing lay duties are classified elsewhere according to their lay work. 

Brother - religious org. 
Lay brother - religious org. 
Mother superior - religious org. 
Novice - religious org. 
Nun - religious org. 

Postulant - religious org. 
Prior/prioress - religious org. 
Sister - religious org. 
Superior - religious org. 

2519 - Occupations in Religion, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with providing direct support to ministers of 

religion in a full-time capacity. Workers classified in this unit group are either members of a religious order or qualified 
laity. Activities include: assisting at services of public worship and religious rites; providing religious education; 
counselling individuals and families; and engaging in faith healing. Religious leaders and teachers of religions other than 
Christianity or Judaism are also classified in this unit group. 

Bible reader - religious org. 
Bible worker - religious org. 
Cantor - religious org. 
Catechist - religious org. 
Christian Science director - religious org. 
Christian Science healer - religious org. 
Christian Science nurse - religious org. 
Christian Science practitioner - religious org. 
Christian Science reader - religious org. 
Church supervisor - religious org. 
Church warden - religious org. 
Church worker - religious org. 
Deacon/deaconess - religious org. 
Divine healer - religious org. 
Elder - religious org. 

Faith healer - religious org. 
Field secretary - religious org. 
Gospel worker- religious org. 
Hazzan - religious org. 
Imam - religious org. 
Mission worker - religious org. 
Mohel - religious org. 
Parish visitor - religious org. 
Pastoral worker - religious org. 
Program director - religious org. 
Religious education director - religious org. 
Religious worker - religious org. 
Sacristan - religious org. 
Salvation Army field worker - religious org. 
Salvationist - religious org. 
Shohet - religious org. 
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MAJOR GROUP 27 

TEACHING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with conducting classes and giving private lessons to instruct 
students at all levels, undertaking research, advising on teaching methods and instructional aids, organizing Leaching 
activities, and performing related duties. School counsellors in educational institutions are in Minor Group 239 - Other 
Occupations in Social Sciences and Related Fields. Administrators in teaching are in Unit Group 1133 - Administrators 
in Teaching and Related Fields. Teaching and Related Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

271 	University Teaching and Related Occupations 

273 	Elementary and Secondary School Teaching and Related Occupations 

279 	Other Teaching and Related Occupations 

271 - UNIVERSITY TEACHING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with teaching and research in universities and degree-granting 
colleges. Athletic and recreation instructors at educational institutions, not engaged in class-room teaching of credit 
subjects, are classified in Unit Group 3370 - Coaches, Trainers and Instructors. Sports and Recreation. University 
Teaching and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

2711 	University Teachers 

2719 	University Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

2711 - University Teachers 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with teaching and research in the various disciplines of universities 
and degree-granting colleges. Activities include: teaching one or more subjects within a prescribed curriculum; preparing 
and delivering lectures to students; conducting seminars or laboratory sessions; preparing and administering 
examinations, and grading papers; directing research programs of graduate students; conducting research in a particular 
field of knowledge and publishing findings; assisting students with the conduct of various scholarly, cultural and political 
clubs or societies: and teaching as required in an adult education or university extension program. University department 
heads are classified in Unit Group 1133- Administrators in Teaching and Related Fields. 

Associate professor - univ. educ. 	 Tutor - univ. educ. 
Lecturer - univ. educ. 	 University proctor. univ. educ. 
Professor - univ. educ. 	 University teacher- univ. educ. 
Teacher - univ. educ. 

2719.. University Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with university teaching and related 
activities. It includes activities such as: assisting staff members in their teaching functions by locating, setting-up and 
using audiovisual aids; demonstrating laboratory techniques; participating in research studies; and instructing students in 
extension work. 
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2719 (cont'd) 

Audio-visual education director - univ. educ. 	 Laboratory assistant - univ. educ. 
Demonstrator, laboratory - univ. educ. 	 Research assistant - univ. educ. 
Extension work instructor - univ. educ. 	 Technician - univ. educ. 
Graduate assistant - univ. educ. 	 University program co-ordinator - univ. educ. 

273 - ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with teaching and instructing, in kindergarten, elementary and 

secondary schools. Elementary and Secondary School Teaching and Related Occupations are classified in the following 
unit groups: 

2731 	Elementary and Kindergarten Teachers 

2733 	Secondary School Teachers 
2739 	Elementary and Secondary School Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

2731 - Elementary and Kindergarten Teachers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with teaching a variety of subjects below the secondary school level. 

Activities include: teaching basic subjects such as reading, writing, arithmetic and home economics in elementary schools; 
teaching songs and games and simple tasks; encouraging self-expression, self-confidence and good relationships; and 
promoting physical, mental and social development of pupils in elementary, kindergarten or nursery schools. 

Day care teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 
Elementary school teacher - elementary educ. 
Kindergarten instructor - elementary educ. 
Kindergarten teacher - elementary educ. 
Manual training teacher - elementary educ. 

Nursery aid teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 
Nursery school teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 
Pre-school teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 
Public school teacher - elementary educ. 

2733 - Secondary School Teachers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with teaching students in junior and senior high school grades 

between the elementary school and university or college levels. It includes all secondary schools whether teaching 
academic, commercial or technical subjects. Activities include teaching a group of related subjects, such as mathematics, 
physics and science, or languages; or teaching single subjects such as history, literature, industrial arts, music or home 
economics. 

Arts teacher - sec. educ. 
Athletic teacher - sec. educ. 
High-school teacher - sec. educ. 
Language teacher - sec. educ. 
Manual training teacher - see. educ. 
Physical education teacher -sec. educ. 

Secondary-school teacher, general - sec. educ. 
Sheet metal instructor - sec. educ. 
Teacher - sec. educ. 
Trade instructor - sec. educ. 
Welding instructor - see. educ. 

2739 - Elementary and Secondary School Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with elementary and secondary school 

teaching. 

Audio-visual aid director - elementary & sec. educ. 	 Teaching consultant - elementary & sec. educ. 
Preceptor/ precept ress - elementary & sec. educ. 	 Visiting teacher - elementary & sec. educ. 
Private school teacher - elementary & sec. educ. 	 Visual education director - elementary & sec. educ. 
Supply teacher - elementary & sec. educ. 
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279 OTHER TEACHING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with teaching and instructing in technical, vocational, fine arts 

schools and community and teachers' colleges. It includes teaching, instructing and training occupations in business, 
industry, government and other teaching institutions. Other Teaching and Related Occupations are classified in the 
following unit groups: 

2791 Community College and Vocational School Teachers 

2792 Fine Arts Teachers, n.e.c. 

2793 Post-secondary School Teachers, n.e.c. 

2795 Teachers of Exceptional Students, n.e.c. 

2797 Instructors and Training Officers, n.e.c. 

2799 Other Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

2791 - Community College and Vocational School Teachers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with teaching vocational and academic subjects in community 

colleges, agricultural colleges, institutes of technology, private or other vocational schools. Teachers in business collcgcs 
are included in this unit group. Secondary school teachers teaching similar subjects are classified in Unit Group 2733 - 
Secondary School Teachers. 

Barber college and beauty school teacher - post-sec. non-
univ. educ. 

Business college instructor. post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Business college teacher post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Commercial art teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Community-college teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Department head - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Embalming teacher - post-sec. non-univ. edue. 
Extension work instructor. post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Instructor, barber college - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

Lecturer - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Sheet metal instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Trade school instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Trade school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Tutor - post.sec. non-univ. educ. 
Vocational school instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Vocational school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. cduc. 
Vocational training teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Welding instructor, vocational school . post-sec. non-univ. 

educ. 

2792 - Fine Arts Teachers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with teaching or instructing individuals or groups in art, music, 

drama or dancing in private homes, studios, academies and similar establishments. Fine arts teachers in educational 
institutions are classified in the following Unit Groups: 2711 . University Teachers: 2731 - Elementary and Kindergarten 
Teachers; 2733 - Secondary School Teachers and 2791 - Community College and Vocational School Teachers. 

Art director - educ. serv. md . 
Art instructor - any ind. 
Art supervisor - any md. 
Arts and crafts teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Arts teacher - n.e.c. 
Band teacher - any md. 
Dancing professor - any md. 
Dancing teacher- any md. 
Drama instructor - any md. 
Dramatic art teacher - any md. 
Dramatic coach - any md. 

Elocution teacher - any md. 
Instructor of scenic art - any md. 
Music professor - any md. 
Music teacher - any md. 
Organ teacher - any md. 
Painting teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Piano teacher - any md. 
Sculpturing teacher - any md. 
Singing teacher - any md. 
Violin teacher - any md. 
Vocal teacher - any md. 
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2793 - Post-secondary School Teachers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with teaching at the post-secondary school 

level, in such institutions as normal schools, nursing schools, teachers colleges and bible training schools. 

Bible school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Normal school instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Normal school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Nursing instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

Nursing teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 
Teacher's training college instructor - post-sec 

educ. 
Teacher's training college teacher - post-sec. 

educ. 

non-univ. 

non-univ. 

2795 - Teachers of Exceptional Students, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with teaching exceptional or handicapped 

students. Activities include: teaching, promoting and motivating the student's development and advancement into higher 
levels of learning and achievement; teaching the blind to read in braille, and to develop a sense of touch: instructing the 
deaf in sign language and lip reading; and instructing mentally retarded, handicapped, exceptionally intelligent and 
problem students. 

Blind instructor - any i. Lipreading instructor - educ. serv. md . 
Blind teacher - any md. Remedial teacher - educ. serv. md . 
Braille teacher - any md. Special education teacher - educ. serv. md . 
Deafand dumb instructor - educ. serv. md . Teacher, mentally handicapped persons - educ. scrv. md . 
Deaf mute teacher - educ. serv. md . Teacher, physically-handicapped persons - educ. serv. md . 
Educational therapist - educ. serv. md . 

2797 - Instructors and Training Officers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with instructing and training in business, 

industry and government. Activities include: instructing student pilots and ground crew in flight procedures and 
techniques, aviation regulations, meteorology and navigation: instructing individuals in proper care and handling of motor 
vehicles, and in highway regulations; and training employees in the operation and maintenance of specified types of 
equipment. 

Airline-pilot instructor - air trans. md. 
Auto driving instructor - other educ. serv. 
Auto driving teacher - other educ. serv. 
Corporate training specialist - educ. serv. md . 
Direct sales instructor - any md. 
Driving school teacher - other educ. serv. 
First aid teacher - any md. 
Flying instructor - air trans. md. 
Flying school teacher - air trans. md. 
Human resources development consultant - educ. serv. md  

Instruction supervisor, telephone education program - 
telecom. carriers md. 

Instructor, telephone education program - telecom. 
carriers md. 

Lecturer - n.e.c. 
Link trainer instructor - air trans. md. 
Sales instructor - any md. 
Sewing teacher - educ. serv. md . 
Sheet metal instructor - n.e.c. 
Telephone system teacher- telecom. carriers md. 
Welding instructor - n.e.c. 

2799 - Other Teaching and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with teaching and related activities. 

Educational technologists and technicians are in this unit group. 

Audio-visual education director - correctional serv. 	 Correspondence school instructor - educ. serv. md . 
Audio-visual specialist - educ. serv. md . 	 Course co-ordinator - educ. serv. md . 
Bridge instructor - any md. 	 Craft demonstrator - educ. serv. md . 
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2799 (cont'd) 

Educationalist- any md. 
Educator, television - educ. serv. md . 
Health education specialist - any md. 
Instructor - correctional serv. 
livigilator - educ. serv. md . 
Reform school supervisor - correctional serv. 

Sewing teacher - correctional serv. 
Sheet metal instructor - correctional scrv. 

Teacher - correctional serv. 
Trade instructor - correctional serv. 
Welding instructor - correctional serv. 
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MAJOR GROUP 31 

OCCUPATIONS IN MEDICINE AND HEALTH 

This major group includes occupations concerned with preventing and diagnosing human and animal ailments, and 
prescribing and giving medical and surgical treatment for diseases and illnesses, including dental disorders; giving 
professional and non-professional nursing care and providing special therapeutic services and providing pharmaceutical, 
dietary, optical and medical support services. Occupations in social work are included in Minor Group 233 - Occupations 
in Social Work and Related Fields. Administrators in medicine and health are in Major Group 11 Managerial, 
Administrative and Related Occupations. Occupations in Medicine and Health are classified in the following minor 
groups: 

311 	Health Diagnosing and Treating Occupations 

313 	Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting Occupations 

315/3 16 	Other Occupations in Medicine and Health 

311 HEALTH DIAGNOSING AND TREATING OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with applying medical knowledge to prevent, diagnose and give 
me(lical and surgical treatment for human and animal illnesses. Activities include: carrying out diagnostic procedures, 
providing therapeutic services, conducting medical research and performing related medical tasks. Health Diagnosing 
and Treating Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

3111 	Physicians and Surgeons 

3113 	Dentists 

3115 	Veterinarians 

3117 	Osteopaths and Chiropractors 

3119 	Health Diagnosing and Treating Occupations, n.e.c. 

3111 - Physicians and Surgeons 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with diagnosing, preventing and treating diseases and illnesses in 

humans, It includes occupations of general practitioners in medicine and surgery; and specialists in medicine such as 
anaesthetists, neuro-surgeons, urologists, cardiologists, gynaecologists, pathologists, psychiatrists and radiologists. 
Interns and resident physicians in hospitals are in this unit group. 

Allergist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Anesthesiologist - any md. 
Anesthetist - any md. 
Cancer specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Cardiologist - health & sac. serv. md . 
Cardiovascular surgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 
Child medicine specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Clinical pathologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Dermatologist - health & Sø. serv. md . 
Diagnostician - hospitals 

Ear specialist - health & soc. serv. i nd. 
Endocrinologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Eye physician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Eye specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Family doctor - health & soc. serv, ind. 
Forensic medicine specialist - health & soc. scrv. md . 
Gastroenterologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
General practitioner - health & soc. serv. md . 
Geriatrist - health & sac. serv. md . 
Gynaecologist - health & soc, serv. md. 



MAJOR GROUP 31 
3111 (cont'd) 

Haematologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Heart specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Intern - hospitals 
Internal medicine specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Internist - health & soc. serv. md . 
lsotopist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical consultant - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical doctor missionary - any md. 
Medical doctor research consultant - health & soc. serv 

md. 
Medical examiner - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical officer - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical pathologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Neonatologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Nerve specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Neurologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Neuropsychiatrist - health & S°. serv. md. 
Neurosurgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 
Obstetrician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Oculist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Ophthalmologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Orthopaedic surgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 

Orthopaedist - health & Sø. serv. md . 
Osteopathic surgeon - any md. 
Otolaryngologist - health & soc. serv, md. 
Otologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Paediatrician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Physician - any md. 
Plastic surgeon - health & SO. serv. md. 
Police surgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 
Post-mortem pathologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Proctologist - health & 5O. serv. md . 
Psychiatrist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Psychoanalyst - any md. 
Public health doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Radiologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Research physician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Resident doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Rhinologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Roentgenologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Skin specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Surgeon, general - health & soc. serv. md . 
Surgical pathologist - health & Sø. serv. md . 
Thoracic surgeon - health & Soc. serv. md . 
Urologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
X-ray physician - health & soc. serv. md . 
X-ray specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3113 - Dentists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with examining, diagnosing, preventing and treating ailments or 

abnormalities of gums and teeth, including oral surgery. Denturists are in Unit Group 3157; Dental Hygienists and Dental 
Assistants are in Unit Group 3158 and Dental Laboratory Technicians are in Unit Group 3161. 

Dental officer - any md. 	 Orthodontist - any md. 
Dental surgeon - any md. 	 Paedodontist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Dentist - any md. 	 Periodontist - any md. 
Doctor of dental surgery - any md. 	 Prosthetic dentist - any md. 
Doctor oldentistry - any md. 	 Prosthodontist - any md. 
Endodontist - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Public health dentist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Exodontist - any md. 	 Radiodontist - any md. 
Oral surgeon - any md. 

3115— Veterinarians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with diagnosing, preventing and treating animal disorders. Activities 

in such fields as animal bacteriology, epidemiology, virology, pathology and pharmacology are in Unit Group 2133 - 
Biologists and Related Scientists. 

Small animal veterinary specialist - any md. 	 Veterinary dentist - any md. 
Veterinarian - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 31 

3117 - Osteopaths and Chiropractors 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with diagnosing and treating, mainly by manipulative methods, 

disorders of bones, muscles, blood vessels and other tissues of the human body, and relieving illness due to pressure upon 
the nervous system. 

Chiropractic doctor - any md. 	 Osteopathic doctor - any md. 
Chiropractor - any md. 	 Osteopathic physician - any md. 
Osteopath any md. 	 Osteopathist - any md. 

3119 - Health Diagnosing and Treating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with health diagnosis and treatment in 

fields such as naturopathic medicine and podiatry. 

Chemotherapist - any md. 	 Logopedist - any md. 
Chiropodist - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Mental health consultant - health & soc. serv. md . 
Corn doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Naturopath - health & soc. serv. md . 
Drugless doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Naturopathic physician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Drugless practitioner - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Pediculist - any md. 
Foot doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Podiatrist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Foot specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Psychotherapist - any ind. 

313 - NURSING, THERAPY AND RELATED ASSISTING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with professional and non-professional nursing care of the sick, 

injured or infirm; providing health services to public; giving health treatment to patients; providing consultative services 
and therapeutic programs to assist in the rehabilitation of patients. Nursing. Therapy and Related Assisting Occupations 
are classified in the following unit groups: 

3130 	Supervisors: Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting Occupations 

3131 	Nurses, Registered, Graduate and Nurses-in-Training 

3132 	Orderlies 

3134 	Registered Nursing Assistants 

3135 	Nursing Attendants 

3136 	Audio and Speech Therapists 

3137 	Physiotherapists 

3138 	Occupational Therapists 

3139 	Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting Occupations, n.e.c. 

3130 - Supervisors: Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of personnel engaged 

in nursing, therapy and related tasks. 

Day nurse supervisor - hospitals 	 Head nurse - hospitals 
Delivery-room supervisor - hospitals 	 Maternity floor supervisor - hospitals 
Evening and night nurse supervisor - hospitals 	 Nurse supervisor - hospitals 
Floor supervisor - hospitals 	 Operating room supervisor - hospitals 
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3130 (cont'd) 

Physiotherapy supervisor - health & soc. serv. i. 	 Surgical ward supervisor - hospitals 
Public health nursing supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Ward supervisor - hospitals 

3131 - Nurses, Registered, Graduate and Nurses-in-Training 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with giving nursing care to the sick, injured and infirm: giving 

nursing advice: assisting physicians: and performing other nursing tasks in establishments: such as, hospitals, clinics, 
schools, industrial plants, private and nursing homes. It includes also student nurses enrolled in diploma schools who are 
paid while doing their training. 

General-duty nurse - any md. 
Graduate nurse - any md. 
Graduate nursing sister - any md. 
Graduate office nurse - oft. of physicians, surgeons & 

dentists, private practice 
Graduate private duty nurse - any md. 
Hospital nurse- hospitals 
Industrial nurse - any md. 
Industrial registered nurse - any md. 
Missionary nurse - any md. 
Nurse - health admin. 
Nurse consultant - non-institutional health serv. 
Nurse practitioner - health & soc. serv. md . 

Nurse-in-training - hospitals 
Occupational health nurse - health & soc. serv, md. 
Outpost nurse - health & soc. serv. md . 
Physical therapy nurse - any md. 
Psychiatric nurse - any md. 
Public health nurse - any md, 
Registered nurse - any md. 
Registered public health nurse - any md. 
School nurse - educ. serv. md . 
Student nurse - hospitals 
Trained nurse - any md. 
Undergraduate nurse - hospitals 
Ward nurse - hospitals 

3132 - Orderlies 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with assisting with care of patients in hospital, extended-care 

facilities, nursing homes and similar establishments. Orderlies bath and shave patients; measure and record patients fluid 
intake and output; give enemas and shave skin area for surgical procedure; take and record temperature, pulse and 
respiration rates; distribute and collect food trays; prepare and accompany body of deceased patient to morgue; assist 
physician in application of plaster casts; and perform other duties as required. 

Nursing orderlies - health & SOC. serv. md . 	 Orderly - health & soc. serv. md . 

3134 - Registered Nursing Assistants 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with giving routine nursing care to patients. Activities include: 

taking and recording temperature, pulse, respiration and blood pressure; administering prescribed medicine under 
supervision; giving baths, shaving patients; serving nourishments, and feeding patients. 

Certified nursing assistant - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Nursing assistant - any md. 
Licensed nursing assistant - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Practical nurse - health & soc. serv. md . 
Midwife - health & soc. serv. md . 

3135 - Nursing Attendants 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with providing auxiliary services in the care of patients. Activities 

include: answering patients' call-bells; serving and collecting food trays; feeding patients; adjusting beds; setting up 
equipment; sitting with patients; and performing other routine tasks. Registered Nursing Assistants are included in 
Unit Group 3134. 
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3135 (cont'd) 

Aide - hospitals 	 NeuropsychiUtric aide - heahh & soc, Nerv. md. 
Attendant - hospitals 	 Nurse aide - any md. 
First-aid nurse - any md. 	 Psychiatric aide - any md. 
First-aid worker- any md. 	 Ward attendant - any md. 
Hospital aide - any md. 

3136 - Audio and Speech Therapists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with diagnosing, treating, and performing research related to 

hearing and speech, language and voice problems. Physiotherapists are in Unit Group 3137. 

Audiologist - any md. 	 Speech clinician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Hearing therapist - any md. 	 Speech pathologist - any md. 
Oral therapist - any md. 	 Speech therapist - any md. 

3137 - Physiotherapists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with planning and carrying out programs of physical treatment, as 

directed by physician, to rehabilitate injured or disabled persons. Activities include: directing and aiding patients 
individually, or in groups, in activities designed to assist in muscle restoration and joint mobility; instructing patients on 
procedures to be continued at home, and keeping records of treatments given, patients response and progress. 

Colon therapist - any md. 	 Hydrotherapist - any md. 
Corrective therapist - any md. 	 Massotherapist - any md. 
Drugless therapist - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Mechanotherapist - any md. 
Electrotherapist - any md. 	 Physical therapist - any md. 
Heliotherapist - any md. 	 Physiotherapist - any md. 

3138 - Occupational Therapists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with planning and carrying out specific treatment programs, on 

medical referral, to rehabilitate physically and mentally disabled persons, using normal activities such as work, education 
and recreation. 

Manual-arts therapist - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Occupational therapist - any md. 
Musical therapist - health & soc. serv. md . 	 Recreational therapist- health & soc. serv. md . 

3139 - Nursing, Therapy and Related Assisting Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with nursing, therapy and related assisting 

occupations. Activities include: assisting surgical team before and during surgical procedures; providing supportive 
services in diagnostic and therapeutic procedures; and assisting as member of an ambulance team. 

Ambulance attendant - health & soc. serv. md . 
Audiometrist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Child-care attendant, school - health & soc. serv. md . 
Doctor's attendant - any md. 
Health aide - health & soc. serv. md . 
Home-health aide - health & soc. serv. md . 
Hospital recreation worker - hospitals 

Nursery-school attendant - health & soc. serv. md . 
Occupational-therapy aide - health & soc. scrv. md . 
Operating-room technician - hospitals 
Physician's attendant - any md. 
Ward aide - any md. 
Ward assistant - any md. 
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315/316 - OTHER OCCUPATIONS IN MEDICINE AND HEALTH 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with compounding and dispensing medicaments and dietetics; 

prescribing and fitting eye-glasses; operating medical x-ray equipment for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes; making, 
fitting and repairing dentures and other dental appliances; and applying technical knowledge in the fields of medicine and 
dentistry for examination and treatment of patients and for research. Other Occupations in Medicine and Health are 
classified in the following unit groups: 

3151 Pharmacists 

3152 Dietitians and Nutritionists 

3153 Optometrists 

3154 Dispensing Opticians 

3155 Radiological Technologists and Technicians 

3156 Medical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians 

3157 Denturists 

3158 Dental Hygienists and Dental Assistants 

3161 Dental Laboratory Technicians 

3162 Respiratory Technicians 

3169 Other Occupations in Medicine and Health, n.e.c. 

3151 - Pharmacists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with compounding and dispensing pharmaceuticals and related 

preparations according to prescriptions or formulas of physicians, dentists and other practitioners. 

Apothecary - any md. 	 Pharmacist - any md. 
Druggist - any md. 	 Prescriptionist - any md. 
Pharmaceutical chemist - whlse. trade md.; retail trade 	Registered pharmacist - any md. 

md. 

3152 - Dietitians and Nutritionists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with applying the principles of nutrition to plan and supervise the 

preparation and serving of meals. Activities include: planning menus and diets for special nutritional requirements, 
participating in research, advising individuals and lecturing to groups on nutrition. 

Diet supervisor - hospitals 	 Nutritionist - any md. 
Diet therapist - any md. 	 Research nutritionist - any md. 
Dietitian - any md. 	 Student dietitian - any md. 
Dietitian-in-training - any md. 

3153 - Optometrists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with examining eyes; prescribing and fitting eyeglasses: and 

recommending physical treatment for eyes, such as exercises and visual training to conserve or improve vision, excluding 
the use of medicine, surgery or drugs. Ophthalmologists are in Unit Group 3111 Physicians and Surgeons. 
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3153 (cont'd) 

Optologist - opticians shops 	 Optometrist - opticians shops 

3154 - Dispensing Opticians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with arranging for the production of spectacle or contact lenses, 

assisting customers to choose frames, mounting lenses in frames, and fitting frames or contact lenses to customer. 
Occupations primarily concerned with edging, grinding and polishing spectacle and contact lenses are in Unit Group 8373 
- Abrading and Polishing Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials. 

Dispensing optician - health & soc. serv. md .; opticians 
shops 

Eyeglass fitter - opticians shops 
Eyeglass maker - opticians shops 

Glass-frame fitter- health & soc. serv. md .; opticians shops 
Ophthalmic dispenser - health & soc. scrv. md.: opticians 

shops 
Optical dispenser - health & soc. serv. md.: opticians shops 
Optician - opticians shops 

3155 - Radiological Technologists and Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with applying roentgen rays and radioactive substances to patients 

for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes under the supervision of a physician. Included are X-Ray machine operators in 
the medical and health field. 

Nuclear medicine technician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Radiographer - health & soc. serv. md . 
Radioisotope technician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Radiological technician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Roentgen technologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

Skiagrapher - health & soc. serv. md . 
X-ray operator - health & soc. serv. md . 
X-ray photographer - health & soc. serv, md. 
X-ray technician - health & soc. serv. md . 

3156 - Medical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing various chemical, microscopic and bacteriologic 

tests to obtain data for use in diagnosis, treatment and control of diseases; and related auxiliary technical tasks, in the field 
of medicine. Activities include: specializing in one particular phase of work such as biochemistry, hematology, histology, 
mycology, parasitology and serology. 

Biochemistry technologists - medical lab. 
Blood bank technician - any md. 
Blood technician - any md. 
Blood typer - any md. 
Cancer research technician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Cardiac catheter laboratory technician - medical lab 
Cytology technician - medical lab. 
Cytotechnologist - medical lab. 
Epidemiology worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Hematology technician - medical lab. 
Histological technician - any md. 
1-lospital technician - hospitals 

Laboratory assistant - health & soc. serv. md . 
Laboratory supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 
Laboratory technician - health & soc. serv, md. 
Laboratory tester - health & soc. serv. md . 
Medical technologist - any md. 
Medical-laboratory technologist - medical lab. 
Microbiology technologist - medical lab. 
Pathological technician - hospitals 
Pharmacy technician - any md. 
Renal technician - medical lab. 
Technician - medical & other health lab. 
Technologist - hospitals 

3157 - Denturists 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with the supervision of dental technicians engaged in the fabrication 
of full and partial dentures and in the repair of dentures and other dental appliances. Activities include: measuring 
patient's gums to determine size and shape of denture, making impressions and moulds of the teeth. 
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3157 (cont'd) 

Denturist - any md. 

3158 - Dental Hygienists and Dental Assistants 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supportive work in the field of dentistry. Activities include: 

carrying out dental prophylactic treatments and instructing groups and individuals in the care of teeth and mouth. Dental 
assistants assist dentists in care and treatment of patients; arrange instruments, materials and medications; keep oral 
operating area clear during dental procedure; and prepare filling materials. 

Chair assistant - any md. 	 Dental-chair assistant - any md. 
Dental assstant - any md. 	 Dentist's assistant - any md. 
Dental hygienist - any md. 	 Hygienist - any md. 
Dental nurse - any md. 	 Oral hygienist - any md. 

3161 - Dental Laboratory Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making, fitting and repairing dentures and other dental devices. 

Activities include: making and repairing artificial teeth; making crowns, inlays and fixed partial dentures; designing metal 
framework and clasps; constructing and repairing appliances for straightening teeth; forming models and moulds from 
dental impressions and models of dentures; and polishing and buffing dentures to obtain natural appearance. 

Caster and moulder, dental ceramics - sci. & prof. equip. 
md. 

Ceramist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Dental ceramist - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Dental laboratory worker - sd. & prof. equip. md . 
Dental mechanic - any md. 
Dental plate maker - any md. 

Dental technician - any md. 
Dental-prosthesis maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Denture finisher - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Denture packer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Orthodontic technician - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Tooth maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

3162 - Respiratory Technicians 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with administering oxygen treatments to patients as prescribed by a 

physician and according to administrative policies. Activities include: setting-up and operating inhalation equipment; 
observing gauges and turning valves to regulate temperature and flow of gases; explaining treatment procedure to 
patients; and use and handling of equipment. 

Cardiopulmonary technician - hospitals 	 Oxygen-therapy technician - hospitals 
Inhalation technician - hospitals 	 Respiratory technologist - hospitals 
Oxygen-equipment technician - hospitals 

3169 - Other Occupations in Medicine and Health, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities in medicine and health; such 

as, operating electrocardiograph and electroencephalograph equipment; infection control; designing, making, assembling 
and fitting prosthetic devices; and preparing baby formulas and special diet menus. 

Anaesthetic technician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Artificial-eye maker - sd. & prof. equip. md . 
Artificial-limb assembler - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Artificial-limb maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Biomedical technician - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Cardiograph operator - any md. 

Cardiographer - any md. 
Craniologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Electrocardiograph technician - hospitals 
Electroencephalograph technician - hospitals 
Encephalographer - hospitals 
Finisher, lens - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
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3169 (cont'd) 

Fitter - ophthalmic goods md. 
Formula-room worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Healer - any md. 
Health-program specialist - any md. 
Heart lung technician - health & soc. serv. md . 
Herbalist - any md. 
Laboratory aide - health & soc. serv. md . 
Laboratory worker - health & soc. serv. md . 
Magnetic healer - any md. 
Medical missionary - health & soc. serv. md . 

Mental healer - any md. 
Orthopedic mechanic - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Orthopedic technologist and technician - sci. & prof. 

equip. md. 
Orthoptist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Prosthetist-orthotist - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Public health analyst - health & soc. serv. md . 
Sanitary technician - hospitals 
Ultrasound technologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
Veterinarian's assistant - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 33 

ARTISTIC, LITERARY, RECREATIONAL AND 
RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with creating and executing artistic works, by sculpturing, 
painting, drawing, engraving, etching; creating designs for product and interior decoration; taking photographs; 
conducting and performing musical works and dances; producing, directing and acting in theatrical, motion picture and 
broadcast production; writing, and other means of informing; entertaining and adding to the pleasure of the public. 
Included are occupations concerned with gainful employment in athletics, sports and recreation. Occupations primarily 
concerned with teaching music, dancing and drama are in Major Group 27 - Teaching and Related Occupations. 
Supervisory and administrative occupations that cannot be classified in this major group according to work performed are 
in Unit Group 1149 - Other Managers and Administrators, n.e.c. Artistic, Literary, Recreational and Related 
Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

331 	Occupations in Fine and Commercial Art, Photography and Related Fields 

333 	Occupations in Performing and Audio-visual Arts 

335 	Occupations in Writing 

336/337 	Occupations in Sports and Recreation 

331 OCCUPATIONS IN FINE AND COMMERCIAL ART, PHOTOGRAPHY AND RELATED FIELDS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with creating and executing artistic works in a personally 

interpreted manner, by painting, sculpturing, drawing, engraving, etching and other methods; applying artistic media for 
illustrative, decorative and sales promotion purposes; and photographing subjects with still or motion picture cameras. 
Supervisory occupations in this minor group are classified in the same unit groups as the workers they supervise. 
Occupations in Fine and Commercial Art, Photography and Related Fields are classified in the following unit groups: 

3311 	Painters, Sculptors and Related Artists 

3313 	Product and Interior Designers 

3314 	Advertising and Illustrating Artists 

3315 	Photographers and Camera Operators 

3319 	Occupations in Fine and Commercial Art, Photography and Related Fields, n.e.c. 

3311 - Painters, Sculptors and Related Artists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with creating and executing artistic works by sculpturing, painting, 

drawing, engraving and etching. Activities include: creating pictures, abstract designs and similar artistic compositions 
employing paints, pencils, pastels, ink or other media; creating three-dimensional decorative and representational forms 
by shaping materials such as wood, stone, clay or metal; drawing caricatures and creating cartoons to depict persons and 
events; and creating original designs and engraving or etching them on metal, wood or other materials for reproduction. 
Occupations concerned with painting, sculpturing, engraving and etching in which work is performed on a production 
basis are classified in other major, minor and unit groups. Occupations concerned with conserving and restoring art works 



MAJOR GROUP 33 
3311 (cont'd) 

are in Minor Group 235 	Occupations in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences. Occupations concerned with 
teaching fine arts are in Unit Group 2792 	Fine Arts Teachers, n.e.c. 

Art-glass designer - any md. 	 Picture copyist, artist - any md. 
Art-statue maker - any md. 	 Portrait painter - any md. 
Artist, not commercial - any md. 	 Printmaker, artist - any md. 
Cartoonist - comb. pub. & print. md. 	 Scenery painter - any md. 
Ceramic artist - any md. 	 Sculptor - any md. 
Editorial artist - comb. pub. & print. md. 	 Sketcher, artist - any md. 
Etcher, artist - any md. 	 Sports cartoonist - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Ice sculptor - any md. 	 Stained glass artist - any md. 
Landscape painter - any md. 	 Stained glass window designer - any irid. 
Memorial designer - any md. 	 Supervisor of scenic painting - theatrical & other staged 
Mural painter - any md. 	 entertainment serv.; t.v. broadcast. md . 
Oil painter - any md. 	 Wood sculptor - any md. 
Painter, artist - any md. 	 Wood-block artist - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3313 - Product and Interior Designers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with creating designs for industrial and commercial products by 

harmonizing aesthetic considerations with technical and other requirements; designing interior decoration; and planning 
furnishing of studios, homes, buildings and other establishments. It includes occupations concerned with designing and 
placing objects artistically in show windows and in similar exhibits and in designing sets for stage, motion picture and 
television productions. 

Bank note designer - comm. print. md . 
Body designer - motor veh. md. 
Bouquet designer - florist shops 
Ceramic designer - any md. 
Ceramic mould designer - any md. 
Clothes designer - any md. 
Clothes stylist - any md. 
Colour consultant - retail trade md. 
Colour expert - retail trade md. 
Commercial designer - any md. 
Costume designer - theatrical & other staged entertain- 

ment serv. 
Creative designer - any md. 
Decorating consultant - retail trade md. 
Decorator - retail trade md.; advertising serv. 
Display artist - retail trade md. 
Display supervisor - retail trade md. 
Dress designer - any md. 
Embroidery designer - any md. 
Exhibition and display designer - any md. 
Fabric designer - any md. 
Fashion co-ordinator - retail trade md. 
Fashion designer - any md. 
Fixture designer - any md. 

Floral designer - any md. 
Fur designer - any md. 
Furniture designer- any md. 
Garment designer - any md. 
Handbag designer - any md. 
Hat designer - any md. 
Home-decorating consultant - retail trade md. 
Industrial designer - any md. 
Interior decorator - bus. serv. md . 
Interior designer - any md. 
Jewellery designer - any md. 
Millinery designer - any md. 
Package designer - any md. 
Rug designer - carpet, mat & rug md. 
Set costume director - any md. 
Set design director - any md. 
Set designer - any md. 
Showcase dresser - any md. 
Stage-scenery designer - any md. 
Textile designer - any md. 
Tile designer - clay prod. md. 
Toy designer - sporting goods & toy md. 
Window decorator - any md. 
Window dresser - any md. 
Wreath designer - any md. 
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3314— Advertising and Illustrating Artists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with creating and executing illustrations and designs for books. 

magazines, posters, roadside billboards, television commercials and for other purposes related to advertising, illustration 
and the distribution of information. Scientific illustrators are in this unit group. Technical illustrators in the fields of 
engineering and architecture are in Unit Group 2163 - Draughting Occupations. 

Advertising art supervisor - any md. 
Advertising artist - any md. 
Advertising designer - any md. 
Art director - other retail stores; comb. pub. & print 
Art lay-out designer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Artist crew leader - any md. 
Catalogue illustrator - any md. 
Colour artist - any md. 
Commercial artist - any md. 
Cover designer - any md. 
Fashion artist - any md. 
Fashion illustrator - any md. 
Free-lance commercial artist - any md. 
Graphic artist - any md. 

Illustrator - any md. 
Medical illustrator - any md. 
Model-set artist - any md. 

md. 	 Newspaper illustrator - any md. 
Pattern illustrator - any md. 
Poster artist - any md. 
Scientific artist - any md. 
Scientific illustrator - any md. 
Show card letterer - any md. 
Show card writer - any md. 
Sign designer - any md. 
Sign letterer - any md. 
Sign painter - any md. 
Sign writer - any md. 
Technical illustrator- n.e.c. 

3315 - Photographers and Camera Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with photographing people, events, scenes, materials and products 

with still, motion picture, television, microscopic, aerial photography and other specialized cameras. Activities include: 
conceiving artistic and special effects, arranging and preparing subject matter and devising and setting up special 
photographic equipment. 

Aerial photographer - any md. 
Camera operator - n.e.c. 
Chief photographer- any md, 
Commercial photographer - any md. 
Finish photographer - other amuse. & rec. scrv. 
Medical photographer - any md. 
News photographer - any md. 
Operator - photographers 

Photographer, general - any md. 
Proprietor - photographers 
Racetrack-finish photographer - other amuse. & rec. serv. 
Scientific photographer - any md. 
Street photographer - photographers 
Supervisor - photographers 
Video camera operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 

3319 - Occupations in Fine and Commercial Art, Photography and Related Fields, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in fine and commercial art, photography and related 

fields concerned with activities such as posing for artists and photographers, and performing routine, essentially non-
creative aspects of art work or photography under the supervision of artists, photographers, camera operators or other 
professionals. Occupations concerned with processing exposed photographic film and making photographic prints are in 
Unit Group 9591 - Photographic Processing Occupations. 

Air brush artist - any ind. 	 Colourist - photographers 
Architectural modeler - any md. 	 Copyist - clothing md. 
Artist's model - any md. 	 Hand painter - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bronzer - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 	Map colourer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

print. md. 	 Miniature-set builder - t.v. broadcast. md .; theatrical & 
China painter - any md. 	 other staged entertainment serv. 
Colourer - comb. pub. & print. md. 	 Model dresser - retail trade md. 
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Photo colourer - any md. 	 Tuscher - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Photographer's model - any md. 

333 OCCUPATIONS IN PERFORMING AND AUDIO-VISUAL ARTS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with composing, adapting, conducting and performing musical 
works and dances; directing, producing, staging and acting in motion picture, broadcast and theatrical productions; 
making broadcast announcements; and performing a variety of amusing, mystifying and spectacular acts for the 
entertainment of audiences. Occupations primarily concerned with teaching the skills necessary for such performances 
are in Major Group 27 	Teaching and Related Occupations. Occupations in Performing and Audio-visual Arts are 
classified in the following unit groups: 

3330 	Producers and Directors, Performing and Audio-visual Arts 

3331 	Conductors, Composers and Arrangers 

3332 	Musicians and Singers 

3333 	Occupations Related to Music and Musical Entertainment, n.e.c. 

3334 	Dancers and Choreographers 

3335 	Actors/Actresses 

3337 	Radio and Television Announcers 

3339 	Occupations in Performing and Audio-visual Arts, n.e.c. 

3330 - Producers and Directors, Performing and Audio-visual Arts 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with producing, directing, supervising and coordinating theatrical 

performances, motion picture productions, programmes for radio and television, and other entertainment and 
instructional programmes. 

Audio-visual co-ordinator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Audio-visual producer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Broadcast director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Casting director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Casting officer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Continuity director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Director - motion pic. & video prod.; theatrical & other 

staged entertainment serv. 
Director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Dramatic director - any md. 
Motion picture producer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

Musical director - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Producer - theatrical & other staged entertainment serv.; 

radio & iv. broadcast.; motion pic. & video prod. 
Program director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Sound-effects supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast.; theatri-

cal & other staged entertainment serv. 
Special events coordinator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Sports director - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Staging director - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv.; tv. broadcast. md. 
Technical director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3331 - Conductors, Composers and Arrangers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with composing, arranging and directing instrumental or vocal 

music. Occupations primarily concerned with teaching music are in Major Group 27 - Teaching and Related 
Occupations. 

Band conductor - any md. 	 Maestro - any md. 
Band leader - any md. 	 Music adapter - any md. 
Choir director - any md. 	 Music arranger - any md. 
Choir master - any md. 	 Music composer - any md. 
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Music conductor - any md. 	 Orchestra leader - any md. 
Music director - any md. 	 Orchestrator - any md. 
Music writer - any md. 	 Song writer - any md. 
Orchestra conductor - any md. 

3332 - Musicians and Singers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing instrumental or vocal music. 

Accompanist - any md. 
	 Instrumentalist - any md. 

Baritone - any md. 	 Musician - any md. 
Bugler - any md. 	 Organist - any md. 
Carillonneur - any md. 	 Pianist - any md. 
Cellist - any md. 	 Recording artist - any md. 
Choir singer - any md. 	 Singer, vocal - any md. 
Chorister - any md. 	 Soloist - any md. 
Church organist - any md. 	 Soprano - any md. 
Concert singer - any md. 	 Trumpeter - any md. 
Guitar player- any md. 	 Violinist - any md. 
Harpist - any md. 	 Vocal artist - any md. 

Vocalist - any md. 

3333 - Occupations Related to Music and Musical Entertainment, n.e.c. 
This group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, related to the field of music or entertainment. 

Entertainer, musical - any md. 	 Musical-program builder - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Music service head - radio & tv. broadcast. 

3334 - Dancers and Choreographers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with composing and performing dances. Activities include: creating 

dances and instructing dancers in their performance, performing dances as a soloist, with a partner or as a member of a 
dancing group. Occupations primarily concerned with teaching dancing are in Major (group 27 - Teaching and Related 
Occupations. 

Choreographer - any md. 	 Dancer - any md. 
Chorus dancer - any md. 	 Tap dancer - any md. 

3335 - Actors/Actresses 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with playing parts in productions, for stage, television, radio, motion 

pictures and other settings to entertain and educate audiences. It includes occupations concerned with telling stories and 
reading literary works. 

Actor/actress - any md. 	 Orator - amuse. & rec, serv. md. 
Comedian - any md. 	 Radio performer - any md. 
Dramatic reader - any md. 	 Santa Claus - any md. 
Elocutionist - any md. 	 Story teller - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Extra - theatrical & other staged entertainment serv. 	 Theatrical performer -any md. 
Impersonator - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv. 
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3337 - Radio and Television Announcers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with announcing radio or television programmes; preparing, reading 

and commenting on news, sports and other broadcast events; and giving commentaries on public address systems at 
sporting and entertainment events. Incumbent must be primarily concerned with announcing rather than editing to be 
classified here. Writers and Editors are classified in Unit Group 3351. 

Announcer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Broadcaster - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Chielannounccr - radio & tv, broadcast. 
Commercial announcer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Disc jockey - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Fashion show commentator - retail trade md.; amuse. & 

rec. serv. md . 

Head announcer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Newscaster - radio & L.v. broadcast. 
Radio and television sportscaster - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Sports announcer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Sportscaster - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3339 - Occupations in Performing and Audio-visual Arts, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes performing and audio-visual arts occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with 

providing production support services such as: stage properties, costuming supervision and special effects; assisting with 
planning and presentation of radio and television programmes: training and presenting animals; and performing 
mystifying, humorous, provocative, thrilling and other acts to entertain audiences. Make-up artists are in Unit Group 
6143 - Barbers, Hairdressers and Related Occupations. Radio and television broadcasting equipment operators, sound 
recording and reproduction equipment operators and motion picture projectionists are in Minor Group 955 Electronic 
and Related Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

Acrobat - any md. 
Animal trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Astrologer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Card reader - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Circus performer - any md. 
Circus rider - any md. 
Clairvoyant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Clown - any md. 
Contortionist - any md. 
Crystal gazer - amuse. & rec. scrv. md . 
Dog trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Entertainer - any md. 
Fortune teller - amuse. & rec. scrv. md . 
(iraphologist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Horse trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Hypnotist - any md. 
Juggler - theatrical & other staged entertainment serv. 
Magician - theatrical & other staged entertainment serv. 
Marionette handler - theatrical & other staged entertain- 

ment serv. 
Mental telepathist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Mind reader - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Organ grinder - any md. 
Palmist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Phrenologist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

Physiognomist - amuse. & rec. scrv. md . 
Prestidigitator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Prompter - theatrical & other staged entertainment scrv. 
Property handler - theatrical & other staged entertain-

ment serv. 
Puppeteer - theatrical & other staged entertainment scrv. 
Ring conductor - other amuse. & rec. serv. 
Scene shifter - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv. 
Seer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Show horse driver - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Show person - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv. 
Sleight-of-hand artist - any md. 
Spotlight operator - comm. spectator sports 
Stage supervisor - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv. 
Stagehand - theatrical & other staged entertainment scrv. 
Studio attendant - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Tea-cup reader - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ventriloquist - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv. 
Wardrobe attendant - theatrical & other staged entertain-

ment scrv. 
Wire walker - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv. 

335 OCCUPATIONS IN WRITING 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with originating and editing written material for publication in 
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printed form and for spoken use, broadcasting, and dramatic presentation: and translating or interpreting written or 
spoken works from one language to another. It includes authors, critics, columnists, editors, reporters, technical writers, 
script writers, continuity writers and others engaged in preparing written material on a free lance basis or as staif 
members of a publishing organization. Occupations in Writing are classified in the following unit groups: 

3351 	Writers and Editors 

3355 	Translators and Interpreters 

3359 	Occupations in Writing, n.e.c. 

3351 - Writers and Editors 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with writing for any form of publication, or for such activities as oral 

or dramatic presentation. It includes the occupations of editor, critic, reporter and those directly supervising the 
preparation of materials for publication, broadcasting or dramatic presentation. Activities include: writing, selecting, 
interpreting and editing news scripts and other materials for information, entertainment, broadcasting, sketches or 
advertising. 

Ad writer - any md. Free-lance writer - any md. 
Advertising copy writer- any md. Ghost writer - any md. 
Advertising editor - any md. Handbook writer - any md. 
Advertising writer - any md. Headline writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Art critic - any md. Humorist - any md. 
Art editor - any md. Information specialist - any md. 
Associate editor - comb. pub. & print. md. Journalist - any md. 
Author/authoress - any md. Law reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Biographer - any md. Lexicographer - any md. 
Book critic - any md. Literary editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Book editor - any md. Literary writer - any md. 
Book reviewer - any md. Magazine editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Columnist - any md. Magazine writer - any md. 
Commentator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; retail trade md. Manuscript editor - any md. 
Commercial writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. Marine reporter - any md. 
Continuity editor - radio & t.v. broadcast. Market editor - any md. 
Continuity reader - radio & t.v. broadcast. Microphone publicity editor - any md. 
Continuity writer 	radio & t.v. broadcast. News analyst - any md. 
Copy editor - any md. News commentator - any ind. 
Copy reader - comb. pub. & print. md. News editor - comb. pub. 	& 	print. 	md.; radio & t.. 
Copy writer - any md. broadcast. 
Correspondent - comb. pub. & print. md. News reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Court reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. News writer - comb. pub. 	& 	print. md.; radio & t.. 
Critic - any md. broadcast. 
Cub reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. Newspaper correspondent - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Drama critic - any md. Newspaper critic - any md. 
Dramatist - any md. Newspaper editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Editor - any md. Newspaper reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Editorial writer - any md. Newspaper writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Feature reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. Novelist - any md. 
Feature writer - comb. pub. & print. md. Photo editor - any md. 
Fiction writer - any md. Playwright - any md. 
Film editor - any md. Poet - any md. 
Financial reporter - any i. Political reporter - radio & t.v. broadcast.: comb. pub. & 
Financial writer - any md. print. md. 
Foreign correspondent - comb, pub. & print. md. Press writer - radio & Lv. broadcast. 
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Program listings editor - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Program writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Publications director - any md. 
Publications editor - any md. 
Publicist - any md. 
Publicity writer - any md. 
Radio editor - radio & tv. broadcast.; comb. pub. & print 

md. 
Reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Reviewer - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Rewriter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Scientific writer - any md. 
Script editor - any md. 
Script reader radio & t.v. broadcast. 

Script supervisor- radio & iv. broadcast. 
Script writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Short-story writer- any md. 
Society editor - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Society reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Specifications writer - any md. 
Sports editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Sportswriter, any md. 
Story writer - any md. 
Technical editor- any md. 
Technical writer - any md. 
Television assignment editor - tv. broadcast. md. 
Television film production editor - tv. broadcast. md. 
Television writer and editor - tv. broadcast. md. 

3355 - Translators and Interpreters 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with translating written or spoken words from one language to 

another. It includes translation of trade, technical, professional or scientific terminology. 

Foreign-broadcast translator - any md. 
Interpreter - any md. 
Linguist - any md. 

Scientific documents translator - any md. 
Translator - any md. 

3359 - Occupations in Writing, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with writing and editing activities for 

broadcasting or for publications. 

Cross word-puzzle maker - comb, pub. & print. md. 
First reader - comb. pub. & print. md. 

Manuscript reader - any md. 
Program research officer - radio & iv. broadcast. 

336/337 - OCCUPATIONS IN SPORTS AND RECREATION 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with selecting, training and directing athletes: giving instruction in 
professional sports; arranging and directing athletic programmes; officiating at games and sports competitions; 
participating in sports and athletics as competitors or players; and providing services directly related to sporting events 
and recreational activities. Occupations concerned with teaching athletics, sports and physical education in cducational 
institutions arc in Major Group 27 Teaching and Related Occupations. Occupations in Sports and Recreation are 
classified in the following unit groups: 

3360 	Supervisors: Occupations in Sports and Recreation 

3370 	Coaches, Trainers and Instructors, Sports and Recreation 

3371 	Referees and Related Officials 

3373 	Athletes 

3375 	Attendants, Sports and Recreation 

3379 	Occupations in Sports and Recreation, n.e.c. 
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3360 - Supervisors: Occupations in Sports and Recreation 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and co-ordinating the activities of personnel 

engaged in providing amusement, recreation and other related activities. Occupations concerned with organizing and 
supervising recreational activities in youth clubs, community centres and similar organizations are in Unit Group 2333 - 
Occupations in Welfare and Community Services. 

Bowling-alley operator - any md. 
Foreman/woman - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Juke-box operator - amuse. & rec. serv, md. 

Operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Supervisor - motion pic., audio & video prod. 
Theatre supervisor - any md. 

3370 - Coaches, Trainers and Instructors, Sports and Recreation 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with coaching, training, instructing and directing athletes for team 

sports; and training and instructing athletes and other individuals in competitive and recreational sport. Activities 
include: negotiating contracts with players, arranging for their participation in sports events, and giving instructions in 
theoretical and practical aspects of sports and recreation to individuals or groups desiring to gain sports skills or to 
increase physical fitness. 

Athletic teacher - n.e.c. 
Athletic trainer - any md. 
Athletics coach - any md. 
Athletics director - any md. 
Football team coach - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Golf instructor -any md. 
Golf professional - any md. 
Gymnasium instructor - any md. 
Hockey team coach - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Hockey trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
lnstructor,Y.M.C.A. - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Judo instructor - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Physical education director - any md. 
Physical education supervisor - any md. 
Physical education teacher - n.e.c. 

Physical training director - any md. 
Physical training instructor - any md. 
Physical training teacher - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Professional sports scout - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Riding instructor - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Riding master - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Roller skating instructor - any md. 
Skating instructor - any md. 
Ski instructor - any md. 
Sports director - n.e.c. 
Sports instructor - n.e.c. 
Sports organizer - n.e.c. 
Sports supervisor - n.e.c. 
Swimming instructor - any md. 
Teacher - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3371 - Referees and Related Officials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with observing and enforcing rules and regulations governing 

sporting events, athletic games and competitions. Activities include: refereeing competitive games; keeping scores and 
other records; judging performances and results in sporting events such as football, hockey, racing, skating and skiing; and 
verifying credentials of animals and persons engaged in sports and other special events. 

Clocker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 	 Referee - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
.Iudge - amuse. & rec. serv, md. 	 Starter - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Patrol judge - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 	 Umpire - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Placing judge - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3373 - Athletes 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with active participation, for monetary gain, in games or sports as 

competitor or player. Players who are mainly engaged in giving instruction in their sport are in Unit Group 3370 - 
Coaches, Trainers and Instructors, Sports and Recreation. 
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Athlete - amuse. & rec, serv. md. 
Auto racer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ball player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Baseball player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Billiard player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Boxer, sports - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Football player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Golfer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

Hockey player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Jockey - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Prize fighter - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Racing-car driver - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Skater - amuse. & rec. serv. irid. 
Sulky driver - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Tennis player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Wrestler - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3375 - Attendants, Sports and Recreation 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with attending to the needs of persons engaged in sports and 

recreational activities. Activities include: providing caddying and other services to golfers; attending to the needs of prize 
fighters; collecting fees; allocating equipment; and serving the participants at sports, recreation and amusement centres. 
Occupations concerned with providing personal services in service establishments are in Unit Group 6149 - Personal 
Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

Alley attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Athletic-equipment custodian - amuse. & rec. serv 
Attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ballracker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Billiard marker - amuse. & rec. serv, md. 
Bowling-alley attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Caddie - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Chair-lift operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ferris-wheel attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ferris-wheel operator - amuse. & rec, serv. md. 
Fun-house operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Golf caddie - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Golf course ranger - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

Merry-go-round operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
md. 	 Park attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

Patroller - amuse. & rec. serv, md. 
Pin setter - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Pool room attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Racker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ride attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ride operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Scoreboard operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Second - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Ski-lift attendant - amuse, & rec. serv. ind. 
Ski-tow operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Table attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Tennis court attendant- amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3379 - Occupations in Sports and Recreation, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with gainful employment in athletics, sports 

and recreation. Hunting, fishing, and mountaineering guides are in this unit group. Travel and establishment guides are in 
Unit Group 6144— Guides. 

Alpine guide - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Animal caretaker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Animal groom - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Announcer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Barker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Boathouse keeper - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

Exerciser - amuse. & rec. scrv. md . 
Fishing guide - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Hunting guide - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Physical culturist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Sportsman/woman - amuse. & rec. scrv. md . 
Trapping guide - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
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CLERICAL AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with recording, transcribing and typing data; composing 
correspondence; classifying and filing publications, correspondence and similar material; organizing and recording 
financial and other data into accounts and quantitative records; paying and receiving money; operating office machines 
and electronic data-processing equipment; storing, distributing and accounting for stores of materials; receiving clients 
and providing information; operating telephone switchboards; distributing mail and delivering messages; and performing 
other clerical activities. Clerical and Related Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

411 	Stenographic and Typing Occupations 

413 	Bookkeeping, Account-recording and Related Occupations 

414 	Office Machine and Electronic Data-processing Equipment Operators 

415 	Material Recording, Scheduling and Distributing Occupations 

416 	Library, File and Correspondence Clerks and Related Occupations 

417 	Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution Occupations 

419 	Other Clerical and Related Occupations 

411 STENOGRAPHIC AND TYPING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with taking dictation, recording, transcribing and typing dictated 

or prepared material and performing minor administrative and related clerical duties. Stenographic and Typing 
Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

4110 	Supervisors: Stenographic and Typing Occupations 

4111 	Secretaries and Stenographers 

4113 	Typists and Clerk-typists 

4110 - Supervisors: Stenographic and Typing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 

in recording, transcribing and typing dictated or prepared material. 

Teletypist supervisor - n.e.c. 	 Typing-pool supervisor - any ind. 
Typing supervisor - any ind. 

4111 - Secretaries and Stenographers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with taking dictation by shorthand writing; transcribing data by 

typewriter from shorthand notes or dictating machine; making appointments; answering telephone calls; and performing 
general office duties. Corporate or executive secretaries are in Unit Group 1149— Other Managers and Administrators, 
n.e.c. 
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Clerk-stenographer- any md. 
Court reporter - n.e.c. 
Departmental secretary - any md. 
Legal secretary - any md. 
Legal stenographer - any md. 
Medical secretary - health & soc. serv. md . 
Private secretary - any md. 
Public stenographer - any md. 

Secretarial stenographer - any md. 
Secretary, clerical - any md. 
Shorthand reporter - any md. 
Stenographer - any md. 
Stenotype operator - any md. 
Stenotype-machine operator - any md. 
Stenotypist - any md. 

4113 - Typists and Clerk-typists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with recording data by typewriter; transmitting or receiving 

messages by telex, teletype and telegraphic typewriter; and performing general office duties most of which involve typing. 
Transmitting and receiving messages by telegraph are in Unit Group 9553— Telegraph Operators. 

Addressing clerk - any md. 
Audiograph operator - any md. 
Automatic-typewriter operator - any md. 
Clerk-typist - any md. 
Communicator - govt. serv. md . 
Copy typist - any md. 
Dictaphone transcriber - any md. 
Dictating-machine operator - any md. 
Ediphone operator - any md. 
Magnetic card typewriter operator - any md. 
Multiplex-machine operator - any md. 

Order typist - any md. 
Telegraphic-typewriter operator - any md. 
Teleprinter - telecom. carriers md. 
Teletype operator - n.e.c. 
Teletypist - n.e.c. 
Telex operator - n.e.c. 
Transcriber operator - any md. 
Transcribing-machine operator - any md. 
Typist - any md. 
Typist-clerk - any md. 
Varitype operator - any md. 
Varitypist - any md. 

413 - BOOKKEEPING, ACCOUNT-RECORDING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with classifying and recording information about monetary 

transactions or activities; transferring these data into accounts and quantitative records; paying and receiving money; 
performing duties of a clerical nature concerning insurance, banking, finance and real estate; and keeping statistical 
records. Accountants are in Unit Group 1171 - Accountants. Auditors and Other Financial Officers. Bookkeeping, 
Account-Recording and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

4130 	Supervisors: Bookkeeping, Account-recording and Related Occupations 

4131 	Bookkeepers and Accounting Clerks 

4133 	Cashiers and Tellers 

4135 	Insurance, Bank and Other Finance Clerks 

4137 	Statistical Clerks 

4139 	Bookkeeping, Account-recording and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

4130 - Supervisors: Bookkeeping, Account-recording and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 

in classifying and recording information about financial transactions or activities, interpreting these data into accounts 
and quantitative records, and paying and receiving money. 
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Bookkeeping supervisor - any md. 	 Paymaster - railway trans. serv. md . 
Cashier supervisor - any md. 	 Self-serve gasoline station supervisor - gasoline serv. 
Head teller - banks & other intermed. 	 stations 

Statistical clerk supervisor - any md. 

4131 - Bookkeepers and Accounting Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with computing, classifying and recording data to keep sets of 

financial records;verifying accuracy of records related to payments, receipts and other transactions; posting entries in 
ledgers: balancing books; and compiling reports. Occupations concerned primarily with operating bookkeeping machines, 
computing machines and account-recording machines are in Unit Group 4141 Office Machine Operators. 

Account checker - any md. 
Accounting clerk - any md. 
Accounts-payable clerk - any md. 
Accounts-receivable clerk - any md. 
Assessing clerk - taxation admin. 
Assessment clerk - govt. serv. md . 
Audit clerk any md. 
Balance clerk - any md. 
Billing clerk - any md. 
Bonus clerk - any md. 
Bookkeeper- any md. 
Bookkeeping clerk - any md. 
Budget clerk - any md. 
C.O.D. audit clerk - any md. 
COD. clerk - any md. 
Car recorder - railway trans. serv. md . 
Cash-coupon clerk - dec. power syst. md. 
Charge-account checker - any md. 
Charge-account clerk - any md. 
Circulation clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Commission clerk - any md. 
Control clerk - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Cost clerk - any md. 
Cost-accounting clerk - any md. 
Deposit clerk - elec. power syst. nd. 

Drapery and upholstery estimator - retail trade md. 
Floor-coverings estimator - retail trade md. 
Food controller - accom., food & hey. scrv. md . 
Food-control clerk - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Fur-repair estimator - fur cleaning, repair & storage 
Furniture-repair estimator - retail trade md. 
General bookkeeper - any md. 
Investigation clerk - elec. power syst. md. 
Invoice checker - any md. 
Invoice clerk - any md. 
Invoice-control clerk - any md. 
Journal clerk - any md. 
Kardex clerk - any md. 
Ledger clerk - any md. 
Ledger keeper - any md. 
Liquor controller - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Margin clerk - security brokers & dealers 
Paymaster - n.e.c. 
Payment-checking clerk - elec. power syst. md. 
Payroll clerk - any md. 
Posting clerk - any md. 
Restaurant clerk - accom., food & hey. serv. md . 
Time checker - any md. 
Time clerk - any md. 
Timekeeper - any md. 
Voucher clerk - any md. 

4133 - Cashiers and Tellers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with receiving and disbursing money in industrial establishments, 

stores, banks, trust companies, credit unions and other financial institutions. Most of these occupations involve the use of 
adding machines, cash registers or change makers. 

Bank teller - banks & other intermed. 
Box-office cashier - theatrical & other staged entertain-

ment serv. 
Cashier - any md. 
Change attendant - retail trade md. 
Collector - high., st. & bridge main. md. 
Disbursement clerk - any md. 
Fare collector - water trans. md. 

Grocery checker - retail trade md. 
Paying and receiving teller - banks & other intermed. 
Self-serve gas bar attendant - gasoline serv. stations 
Teller - banks & other intermed. 
Ticket agent - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv. 
Ticket seller - n.e.c. 
Toll collector - any md. 
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Toll-bridge operator - any md. 	 Tube operator, cashier - retail trade md. 
Toll-gate keeper - any md. 

4135 - Insurance, Bank and Other Finance Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations, of a clerical nature, concerned with insurance, banking, finance and real estate. 

Activities include: reviewing insurance applications; calculating premiums, dividends and cash surrender values; effecting 
policy changes; processing applications for loans and mortgages; checking ledgers, renting safety deposit boxes and 
recording security deposits; and compiling rental, sale or management data related to real estate. 

Annuity-record clerk - insce. & real estate agen. 
Bank clerk - banks & other intermed. 
Bank-deposit clerk - banks & other intermed. 
Brokerage clerk - any md. 
Claims calculator - insce. & real estate agen. 
Coupon clerk - any md. 
Discount clerk - banks & other intermed. 
Foreign exchange clerk - banks & other intermed. 
Insurance clerk - insce. & real estate agen. 
Policy changer - insce. & real estate agen. 
Proof clerk - banks & other intermed. 

Proof teller - deposit accepting intermed. md. 
Rate checker - insce. & real estate agen. 
Remittance-account clerk - banks & other intermed. 
Renewal checker - insce. & real estate agen. 
Safety deposit box attendant - banks & other intermed. 
Safety deposit boxes custodian - any md. 
Securities clerk - banks & other intermed.; investment 

intermed. md. 
Valuation clerk - insce. & real estate agen. 
Vault attendant - banks & other intermed. 
Vault custodian - banks & other intermed. 

4137 - Statistical Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with compiling and tabulating statistics based on routine or special 

information, preparing reports on source material, and supplying factual information to assist in the interpretation of 
statistical studies. 

Actuarial clerk - any md. 	 Factory clerk - any md. 
Advertising clerk - any md. 	 Statistical clerk - any md. 
Census clerk - govt. serv, md. 	 Tabulating clerk - any md. 
Compiler - any md. 	 Traffic checker - any md. 

4139 - Bookkeeping, Account-recording and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with classifying, compiling and recording 

information and transferring this data into accounts and quantitative records. Activities include: measuring advertising 
space and computing cost; checking attendance at amusement centres; preparing contracts; and compiling dcmmurrage, 
freight tonnage and wharfing charges. 

Attendance checker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Coding clerk - any md. 
Coin-machine operator - urban transit syst. md. 
Demurrage clerk - railway trans. serv. md .; water trans. 

md. 
Export clerk - any md. 
Field clerk - any md. 
Foreign clerk - any md. 

Import clerk - any md. 
Registrar - health & soc. serv. md . 
Registrar-clerk - any md. 
Tariff clerk- railway trans. serv. md . 
Telegraph-service rater - telecom. carriers md. 
Tonnage-compilation clerk - water trans. md. 
Traffic chief- radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Traffic worker - trans. md. 
Wharfinger - water trans. md. 
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414 - OFFICE MACHINE AND ELECFRONIC DATA-PROCESSING EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 

This minor group includes occupations primarily concerned with operating office machines and electronic data-
processing equipment for classifying, posting, computing, duplicating and transcribing data; recording, extracting, 
comparing and reporting information; reproducing copies; preparing mail for distribution: and counting, sorting and 
wrapping coins. Office Machine and Electronic Data-Processing Equipment Operators are classified in the following 
groups: 

4140 	Supervisors: Office Machine and Electronic Data-processing Equipment Operators 

4141 	Office Machine Operators 

4143 	Electronic Data-processing Equipment Operators 

4140 - Supervisors: Office Machine and Electronic Data-processing Equipment Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers primarily 

engaged in operating office machines and electronic data-processing equipment for classifying, posting, computing, 
duplicating and transcribing data; recording, extracting, comparing and reporting information: reproducing copies; 
preparing mail for distribution; and counting, wrapping and sorting coins. 

Addressograph supervisor - any md. 	 Supervisor of office-machine operators - any md. 
Tabulating supervisor - any md. 

4141 - Office Machine Operators 
This unit group includes occupations primarily concerned with operating office machines such as bookkeeping, 

billing, adding, calculating, accounting, duplicating, addressing, folding and inserting, coin sorting, counting and 
wrapping machines for recording, computing and classifying data about business transactions or activities: reproducing 
copies; preparing mail for distribution: and performing other general office duties. Occupations concerned with operating 
electronic data-processing equipment are in Unit Group 4143 Electronic Data-processing Equipment Operators. 

Accounting-machine operator - any md. 
Adding-machine operator- any md. 
Addressing-machine operator - any md. 
Addressograph-machine operator - any md. 
Bank proof-machine operator - any md. 
Billing-machine operator - any md. 
Blueprint blocker - any md. 
Blueprint developer - any md. 
Blueprint processor - any md. 
Blueprint reproducer - any md. 
Blueprinter - any md. 
Blueprinting-machine operator - any md. 
Bookkeeping-machine operator - any md. 
Bursting-machine operator - any md. 
Business-machine operator - any md. 
Calculating-machine operator - any md. 
Calculator operator - any md. 
Checking-machine operator - any md. 
Cheque-writing-machine operator - any md. 
Code clerk - any md. 
Collator operator - any md. 
Comptometcr operator - any md. 
Copyflex operator - any md. 

Copyflex-machine operator - any md. 
Cryptographic-machine operator - any md. 
Duplicating-machine operator- any md. 
Embossing-machine operator, clerical - any md. 
Envelope-opener operator - any md. 
Envelope-sealing-machine operator - any md. 
Flexowriter operator - any md. 
Folding-machine operator, clerical - any md. 
Gang-punch operator, clerical - any md. 
Graphotype operator - any md. 
I.B.M. proof- mach ine-opera tor - any md. 
Inserting-machine operator - any md. 
Letter-opener operator - any md. 
Listing-machine operator - any md. 
Mailing-machine operator - any md. 
Microfilm operator - any md. 
Microfilmer - any md. 
Mimeograph operator - any md. 
Multmgraph operator - any md. 
Multilith operator - any md. 
National-cash-machine operator - any md. 
Office appliance operator - any md. 
Office equipment operator - any md. 
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Office-machine operator - any md. 	 Recordak machine operator - any md. 
Pay-roll machine operator - any md. 	 Recordak projector operator - any md. 
Photographic-machine operator - any md. 	 Reproducing machine operator - any md. 
Posting-machine operator - any md. 	 Sorting-machine operator - any md. 

4143 - Electronic Data-processing Equipment Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating electronic and electro-mechanical machines that 

record, store, process and transcribe data to and from punch cards, paper tape, magnetic tape or other sources; solve 
mathematical, engineering or technical problems; and keep records or supply information. Occupations concerned with 
operating bookkeeping and similar machines are in Unit Group 4141 Office Machine Operators. 

Card sorter - any md. 
Card-punch-machine operator - any md. 
Card-tape converter operator - any md. 
Computer operator - any md. 
Console operator - any md. 
Data processor - any md. 
I nterpreting- machine operator - any md. 
Key-punch operator - any md. 

Key-punch-duplicator operator - any md. 
Punched-card equipment operator - any md. 
Punched-card operator - any md. 
Sorting-machine tender - any md. 
Tabulating-machine operator - any md. 
Verifier operator - any md. 
Word-processing machine operator - any md. 

415 - MATERIAL RECORDING, SCHEDULING AND DISTRIBUTING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with examining orders for goods and services; and receiving, 

storing, scheduling, issuing, shipping, requisitioning and accounting for material in store or in use. Activities include: 
assigning locations and space to items; verifying quantity, identity, condition and value; binning, picking, stacking and 
counting; preparing or committing stocks for shipment; taking inventory of stock; replenishing depleted items; filling 
orders; and issuing tools, equipment or material to workers. Material Recording, Scheduling and Distributing 
Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

4150 	Supervisors: Material Recording, Scheduling and Distributing Occupations 

4151 	Production Clerks 

4153 	Shipping and Receiving Clerks 

4155 	Stock Clerks and Related Occupations 

4157 	Weighers 

4159 	Material Recording, Scheduling and Distributing Occupations, n.e.c. 

4150 - Supervisors: Material Recording, Scheduling and Distributing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 

in receiving, storing, scheduling, issuing, shipping, requisitioning and accounting for materials. 

Ammunition foreman/woman - other chem. prod. md . 
I-lead shipper - any md. 
Linen-room supervisor - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Magazine foreman/woman - other chem. prod. md . 
Material clerk supervisor - any md. 
Materials foreman/woman - any md. 
Receiving clerk supervisor - n.e.c. 

Schedule clerk supervisor - motor veh. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

Shipping foreman/woman - any md. 
Stock control supervisor - any md. 
Stock foreman/woman - any md. 
Stock supervisor - n.e.c. 
Stores-and-receiving supervisor - any md. 
Tool clerk foreman/woman - any md. 
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Tool-crib foreman/woman - any md. 	 Tool-keeper foreman/woman - any md. 
Tool-crib supervisor - any md. 

4151 - Production Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with coordinating and expediting the flow of work and materials; 

examining orders for goods and services; routing parts for fabricating or repair operations; scheduling work and delivering 
parts to ensure that time limits are met and that production quotas are maintained; and compiling records and reports. 

Expediter - any md. 	 Production co-ordinator -any md. 
Material checker - n.e.c. 	 Production scheduler - any md. 
Production assistant - any md. 	 Progress clerk - any md. 
Production chaser - any md. 	 Schedule clerk - motor veh. md., comb. pub. & print. md. 
Production checker - any md. 	 Stock chaser - any md. 
Production clerk - any md. 	 Stock tracer - any md. 

4153 - Shipping and Receiving Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with assembling, packing, addressing, stamping, loading and 

shipping goods; and receiving, unpacking, sorting, verifying and recording incoming goods. Occupations primarily 
concerned with storing, distributing, issuing, taking inventory and requisitioning stock are in Unit Group 4155 Stock 
Clerks and Related Occupations. 

Cargo checker - water trans. md. 
l)elivery checker - any md. 
l)elivery clerk - any md. 
I)emurrage clerk - n.e.c. 
l)ispatcher. clerk - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
l)istribution clerk - any md. 
Entry clerk - n.e.c. 
Freight checker - trans. md. 
Freight clerk - any md. 
Freight-receiving clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 
Loading checker - any md. 
Loading clerk - any md. 
Manifest clerk - water trans. md. 
Order and delivery clerk - any md. 
Packing and shipping clerk - any md. 
Railroad-car checker - railway trans. serv, md. 

Rate clerk - any md. 
Receiving checker - n.e.c. 
Receiving clerk - n.e.c. 
Receiving-room clerk - any md. 
Reshipping clerk - any md. 
Route clerk - any md. 
Route-delivery clerk - any md. 
Routing clerk - any md. 
Sheet writer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Shipping agent - any md. 
Shipping checker - any md. 
Shipping clerk - any md. 
Sorter - truck trans. md. 
Stock receiver - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Supercargo clerk - water trans. md. 
Traffic clerk - n.e.c. 
Warehouse receiver - any md. 

4155 - Stock Clerks and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with receiving, storing and distributing supplies, material and 

equipment, usually in a stockroom or warehouse. It includes taking inventories, estimating future requirements, keeping 
records, and pricing and requisitioning stock. 

Ammunition storekeeper - other chem. prod. md . 
Cargo-gear mechanic - water trans. md. 
Central supply clerk - any md. 
(;ommissary clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 
(;ounter - n.e.c. 
Custodian - blood bank lab. 

Gear-room keeper - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 
Inventory clerk - any md. 
Kitchen stock-clerk - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Laboratory clerk - any md. 
Linen keeper - any md. 
Linen-room worker - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
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Linen-supply clerk - any md. 
Lumber checker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Material keeper - any md. 
Parts clerk - n.e.c. 
Properties custodian - motion pic. & video prod.; telecom. 

broadcast. md.; theatrical & other staged entertain-
ment serv. 

Purchasing clerk - any md. 
Reclamation clerk - any md. 
Sample selector - any md. 
Stock checker, clerk - any md. 
Stock clerk - n.e.c. 
Stock control clerk - any md. 
Stock taker - any md. 
Stockkeeper - any md. 
Stockkeeper clerk - any md. 

Stockroom attendant - any md. 
Stockroom clerk - any md. 
Storehouse attendant - railway trans. sei-v. md . 
Storeroom attendant - any md. 
Storeroom keeper - any md. 
Stores-supply clerk - any md. 
Supply-room clerk - any md. 
Tool checker - n.e.c. 
Tool clerk - any md. 
Tool cribber - any md. 
Tool keeper - any md. 
Tool tender - any md. 
Tool-crib attendant - any md. 
Warehouse checker 'any md. 
Warehouse stock-clerk - any md. 
Wine clerk - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

4157 - Weighers 
This unit group includes occupations primarily concerned with weighing materials, products, railway cars and other 

vehicles, and keeping relevant records. 

Check measurer - mining md. 	 Highway-scale operator,  - govt. serv. md . 
Check weigher - mining md. 	 Metal weigher - any md. 
Dock boss - coal mines 	 Scaler - meat & poultry prod. md.; dairy prod. md. 
Fish counter - fishing md.; fish prod. md. 	 Scaler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Gauger - coal mines 	 Weigher - any md. 
Grain weigher - any md. 	 Yarn weigher - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

4159 - Material Recording, Scheduling and Distributing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with receiving, storing, shipping, 

distributing, requisitioning and accounting for stores of equipment or material in use. 

Cloth checker - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 	 Purser - fishing md. 
Order filler - any md. 	 Stock inspector - any md. 
Property recorder - mining md. 	 Warranty clerk - any md. 

416 - LIBRARY, FILE AND CORRESPONDENCE CLERKS AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with classifying and filing publications, correspondence and other 

related data in libraries and offices; composing correspondence and related material to obtain or provide information; and 
making records. Library, File and Correspondence Clerks and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit 
groups: 

4160 	Supervisors: Library, File and Correspondence Clerks and Related Occupations 

4161 	Library and File Clerks 

4169 	Library, File and Correspondence Clerks and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
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4160 - Supervisors: Library, File and Correspondence Clerks and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 

in classifying and filing publications, correspondence and other related data in offices and libraries, and composing 
correspondence and related material to obtain or provide information. 

Correspondence clerk supervisor - any md. 	 Library clerk supervisor - any md. 
File clerk supervisor - any i. 	 Supervisor of records - any md. 

4161 - Library and File Clerks 
This unit group includes clerical occupations concerned with recording, classifying and filing publications. 

correspondence and other material in offices and libraries; lending and issuing books, films, recordings and files; updating 
library catalogues, file indexes and records; and examining, sorting and filing correspondence and other data. Library 
technical assistants are in Unit Group 2353 - Technicians in Library, Museum and Archival Sciences. 

Bill sorter - any md. Health record technician - hospitals 
Bookmobile clerk - any md. Index clerk - any md. 
Card filer - any md. Library attendant - any md. 
Check sorter - any md. Library clerk - any md. 
Classification clerk - any md. Medical-record clerk - hospitals 
Cut-file clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. Morgue keeper - comb. pub. & print. md. 
File clerk - any md. Music cataloguer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Filing clerk - any md. Subscription clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4169 - Library, File and Correspondence Clerks and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with composing correspondence, and 

recording and filing materials such as publications, newspaper advertisements, cancellation lists and other data in offices 
and libraries. 

Clipping marker - any md. 	 Film checker - motion pic., audio & video prod. 
Correspondence clerk - any md. 	 Press clipper - any md. 
Correspondence file clerk - any md. 	 Press reader - any md. 
Correspondent - n.e.c. 	 Sales-correspondence clerk - any md. 

417 - RECEPTION, INFORMATION, MAIL AND MESSAGE DISTRIBUTION OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with receiving clients and customers: making appointments: giving 

information in person and by telephone; distributing mail; delivering messages; and operating telephone switchboards. 
Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

4170 	Supervisors: Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution Occupations 

4171 	Receptionists and Information Clerks 

4172 	Mail Carriers 

4173 	Mail and Postal Clerks 

4175 	Telephone Operators 

4177 	Messengers 

4179 	Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution Occupations, n.e.C. 
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4170 - Supervisors: Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 

in receiving clients and customers; making appointments; giving information in person and by telephone; distributing 
mail; delivering messages; and operating telephone switch boards. 

Branch exchange supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Cable supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Chief telephone operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Desk supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Information supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Letter carrier supervisor - postal serv. md. 
Mail contractor - postal serv. md. 
Mail-room supervisor - any md. 

Mailing supervisor - any md. 
Messenger supervisor - any md. 
Night supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Postal supervisor - postal serv. md. 
Private branch exchange supervisor - any md. 
Receptionist supervisor -any md. 
Senior supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone supervisor - any md. 
Toll supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

4171 - Receptionists and Information Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with receiving clients and customers in offices and establishments, 

making appointments, providing information and answering enquiries by telephone or in person. Hotel Clerks are 
classified in Unit Group 4194, 

Admitting clerk - hospitals 
Admitting officer - hospitals 
Appointment clerk - any md. 
Clerical office assistant - off. 

dentists, private practice 
of physicians, surgeons & 

Information clerk - any md. 
Reception clerk - any md. 
Receptionist - any md. 
Telephone clerk - any md. 

4172 - Mail Carriers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with arranging and delivering mail according to specified route, 

recording delivery of registered mail and collecting money for cash-on-delivery packages. Mail-truck drivers for the Post 
Office are included in this group. Mail-truck drivers for private or courier firms are classified in Unit Group 9179 -. Motor 
Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

Carrier - postal serv. md. 
Chauffeur - postal serv. md. 
Driver - postal serv. md. 
Letter carrier- postal serv. md. 
Mail carrier - postal serv. md. 
Mail collector - postal serv. md. 
Mail deliverer - postal serv. md. 
Mail messenger - postal serv. md. 

Mail porter - postal serv. md. 
Mail-truck driver - postal serv. md. 
Parcel-post carrier - postal serv. md. 
Parcel-post truck driver - postal serv. md. 
Postal carrier - postal serv. md. 
Rural-mail carrier - postal serv. md. 
Special-delivery mail carrier - postal serv. md. 
Special-delivery messenger - postal serv. md. 
Truck driver - postal serv. md. 

4173 - Mail and Postal Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations in government or private business concerned with preparing, sorting and 

bagging mail; computing postal costs; recording daily transactions; selling postage stamps and money orders; and 
registering and insuring mail. 

Express messenger - railway trans serv. md. 	 Mailer - any md. 
Mail clerk - any md. 	 Mailing-room clerk - any md. 
Mail sorter - any md. 	 Parcel-post clerk - any md. 
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Post Office clerk - postal serv. md. 	 Sorter - postal serv. md. 
Postal clerk - any md. 	 Wicket-postal clerk - any md. 

4175 - Telephone Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating public and private telephone switchboards to relay 

incoming, inter-office and outgoing calls; computing toll charges; supplying information; and keeping related records. 

Auxiliary operator- telecom. carriers md. 
Central operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Charge operator telecom. carriers md. 
Complaint operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Control-board operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Desk operator - telecom. carriers md. 
l)irectory-assistance operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Exchange operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Gamewell operator - govt. serv. md . 
Information operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Long-distance operator - telecom. carriers md. 

Private branch exchange operator - any md. 
Relief operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Senior operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Student operator - telecom. carriers md. 

.'Switchboard operator - n.e.c. 
Telephone operator - any md. 
Telephone-answering-service operator - bus. serv. md . 
Telephone-switchboard operator - any md. 
Test operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Toll operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Trouble operator - telecom. carriers md. 

4177 - Messengers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with running errands; sorting, delivering and collecting letters, 

packages and messages. distributing office supplies; and performing similar routine duties. 

Advertisement distributor - any md. 	 Handbill passer - any md. 
Bank messenger - banks & other intermed. 	 Messenger - any md. 
Bank runner - banks & other intermed. 	 Office messenger - any md. 
Bill distributor - any md. 	 Package deliverer - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Cash clerk, messenger - retail trade md. 	 Page - n.e.c. 
Circular distributor - any md. 	 Pamphlet distributor - any md. 
(:ourt messenger - govt. serv. md . 	 Runner - deposit accepting intermed. md. 
l)eliverer - telecom. carriers md. 	 Sample distributor - any md. 
l)elivery-room clerk - hotels & motor hotels 	 Telegraph messenger - any md. 
Distributor, bills or circulars - any md. 	 Telephone messenger - any md. 

4179 - Reception, Information, Mail and Message Distribution Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities related to receiving clients 

and customers, and distributing information, mail and messages. 

Board marker - fin. & insce. md. Order clerk - n.e.c. 
l)irectory clerk - any md. Political worker - political org. 
Envelope stuffer - any md. Price clerk - any md. 
Mail-order clerk - any md. Program schedule clerk - radio & iv. broadcast. 
Maintenance clerk - any md. Telephone service observer - telecom. carriers md. 
Observer - telecom. carriers md. Traffic observer - telecom. carriers md. 

419 - OTHER CLERICAL AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes clerical occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with collecting payments on 

accounts; adjusting and settling claims; arranging itineraries, providing tickets and reserving accommodation for 
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travellers; registering guests in hotels and similar establishments; compiling and maintaining personnel records; 
dispatching workers and equipment; collecting money from meters; reading gas, water and other meters; and performing 
other clerical duties of a general nature. Other clerical and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit 
groups: 

4190 Supervisors: Other Clerical and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

4191 Collectors 

4192 Claim Adjusters 

4193 Travel Clerks, Ticket, Station and Freight Agents 

4194 Hotel Clerks 

4195 Personnel Clerks 

4197 General Office Clerks 

4199 Other Clerical and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

4190 - Supervisors: Other Clerical and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 

in clerical occupations not elsewhere classified. 

Census commissioner - govt. serv. md . 
Chief clerk - hotels & motor hotels 
Claims adjuster supervisor - any md. 
Clerical supervisor - any md. 
Collection clerk supervisor - any md. 
Credit supervisor - any md. 
Hotel clerk supervisor - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

Office supervisor - any md. 
Program supervisor - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Reservations supervisor - air trans. md. 
Signal supervisor - security & investigation serv. 
Supervisory clerk - any md. 
Travel clerk supervisor - any md. 

4191 - Collectors 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with collecting payments on accounts; tracing customers whose 

addresses are unknown; and collecting money. Other collectors are classified according to the items they collect. 

Accounts tracer - any md. 
Advertising collector - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Bill collector - any ind. 
Claims collector - any md. 
Collection agent - any md. 
Collection clerk - any md. 

Collection officer - any md. 
Collector - dec. power syst. md.; gas distribution syst. md. 
Collector - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md.; consum. & 

bus. fin. intermed. md . 
Instalment collector - any md. 
Insurance collector - mnsce. & real estate agen. 

4192 - Claim Adjusters 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with investigating, validating and settling loss, damage or other 

customers' claims or complaints concerning merchandise or services. Insurance claim adjusters are in Unit Group 5171 - 
Insurance Sales Occupations. 

Adjuster- retail trade md. 	 Claim clerk - any md. 
Adjustment clerk - any md. 	 Claim examiner - n.e.c. 
Bill adjuster - any md. 	 Claim inspector - n.e.c. 
Claim adjuster - n.e.c. 	 Claim investigator - n.e.c. 
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Compensation adjuster- n.e.c. 	 Exchange clerk - any md. 
Compensation agent - any md. 	 Freight adjuster - railway trans. serv. md . 
(:omplaint adjuster - any md. 	 Repair clerk - any md. 
Complaint clerk - any md. 	 Tire adjuster - whlse. trade md.: retail trade md. 

4193 - Travel Clerks, Ticket, Station and Freight Agents 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with clerical duties related to travel and transportation such as: 

arranging itineraries; providing tickets and reserving accommodation for travellers; selling airline, bus, railroad and 
steamship tickets; and arranging the movement of passengers and goods. 

Agent - air trans. md.; water trans. md. 
Agent and operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Agent and telegrapher - railway trans. serv. md . 
Baggage agent - trans. md. 
Baggagemaster - trans. md. 
Booking agent - travel serv. 
Cargo agent - air trans. md. 
Depot agent - railway trans. serv. md . 
Express agent - railway trans. serv. md . 
Express clerk - trans. md. 
Flight agent - air trans. md. 
Forwarding agent - any md. 
Freight agent - trans. md. 
(late tender - trans. md. 
I.uggagc checker - trans. md. 
Passenger agent - trans. md. 
Passenger-booking clerk - trans. md. 

Railroad express agent - railway trans. serv. md . 
Railroad-passenger agent - trans. md. 
Railway express clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 
Relief agent - railway trans. serv. md . 
Reservation agent - trans. md. 
Reservation clerk - trans. md. 
Station agent - trans. md. 
Station gate attendant - railway trans. serv. md . 
Steamship agent - water trans. md. 
Ticket agent - trans. md. 
Ticket clerk - trans. md. 
Ticket examiner - railway trans. serv. md . 
Ticket seller - trans. md. 
Tourist agent - travel serv. 
Transportation agent - trans. md. 
Travel agent - travel serv. 
Travel clerk - any md. 
Travel counsellor - travel serv, 

4194 - Hotel Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations in hotels and related establishments concerned with registering guests, renting 

rooms, checking keys and valuables and supplying information. 

Desk clerk - accom. serv. md . 	 Key clerk - accom. serv. md . 
Floor clerk - accom. serv. md . 	 Night clerk - accom. serv. md . 
Front office clerk - accom. serv. md . 	 Reservation clerk - accom. serv. md . 
Hotel clerk - accom. serv. md . 	 Room clerk - accom. serv. md . 

4195 - Personnel Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with activities related to the hiring of personnel and providing 

pertinent information to job seekers; investigating applicants' work history; and compiling and keeping personnel 
information relevant to such activities as recruitment, training, promotion, attendance, retirement and discharge of 
employees. 

Employment clerk - any md. 	 Personnel clerk - any md. 
Identification clerk - any md. 
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4197 - General Office Clerks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing any combination of clerical activities which are too 

general in nature to be classified in any particular unit group. 

Administrative clerk - any md. 	 Hospital clerk - hospitals 
Auction clerk - any md. 	 Office clerk - any md. 
Bill inserter - any md. 	 Order office clerk - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Engineering clerk - any md. 	 Process clerk - any md. 
Forms control clerk - any md. 	 Utility clerk - any md. 
General clerk - any md. 	 Ward clerk - hospitals 

4199 - Other Clerical and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes clerical occupations not elsewhere classified, concerned with receiving and relaying 

messages, reading meters, issuing licences, proof-reading, checking credit applications, collecting coins from meters, and 
performing other clerical functions. 

Airways observer - any md. 
Application clerk - any md. 
Assignment clerk - any md. 
Booking clerk - any md. 
Burglary alarm operator - security & investigation serv 
Car sealer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Catalogue compiler - any md. 
Censor, clerical - any md. 
Census enumerator - govt. serv. md . 
Census representative - govt. serv. md . 
Census taker - govt. serv. md . 
Check clerk - any md. 
Civil Service clerk - govt. serv. md . 
Classified advertising clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Clerical assistant - any md. 
Coin-box collector - telecom. carriers md. 
Contract clerk - any md. 
Copy cutter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Copy holder - any md. 
Counter clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Court clerk - govt. serv. md . 
Credit authorizer - any md. 
Credit clerk - any md. 
Credit investigator - any md. 
Credit-investigation clerk - any md. 
Directory compiler - any md. 
Dispatch clerk - railway trans. serv. md .; air trans. md. 
Drafting clerk - any md. 
Editing clerk - any md. 
Entry examiner - any md. 
Enumerator - any md. 
Fire-alarm operator, except fire fighter - govt. serv. md . 
Floor clerk - laundries & cleaners 
Gas-meter reader - gas distribution syst. md.  

Investigator, credit agency - other bus. serv. 
License clerk - govt. serv. md . 
Lister - n.e.c. 
Log examiner - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Maintenance service clerk - any md. 
Map clerk - any md. 
Marker - retail trade md. 
Meter reader - any md. 
Motor vehicle licenses issuer - any md. 
Music copyist - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Parking-meter collector - local govt. serv. md . 
Price marker - retail trade md. 
Proofreader - any md. 
Rate marker - telecom. carriers md. 
Record clerk - any md. 
Record searcher - insce. & real estate agen. 
Rental clerk - other serv. md. 
Right-of-way clerk - elec. power syst. md. 
Sample clerk - whlse. trade md. 
Schedule clerk - trans. md. 
Schedule marker - trans. md. 
Service clerk - any md. 
Service dispatcher - elec. power syst. md. 
Service representative - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md. 
Signal operator - security & investigation serv. 
Tag clerk - any md. 
Ticket marker - any md. 
Title searcher - insce. & real estate agen. 
Tracer clerk - any md. 
Traffic clerk - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Traffic clerk - telecom. carriers md. 
Train clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 
Transfer clerk - any md. 
Trouble dispatcher - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md. 
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SALFS OCCUPATIONS 
This major group includes occupations concerned with selling commodities and services, buying commodities for 

resale, and with conducting wholesale and retail businesses on their own or owners' behalf or in partnership. Managing 
supervisors of individual chain stores and of departments in stores are in Unit Group 1137 - Sales and Advertising 
Management Occupations. Sales Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

513/514 	Sales Occupations, Commodities 

517 	Sales Occupations, Services 

519 	Other Sales Occupations 

513/514 - SALES OCCUPATIONS, COMMODITIES 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with conducting wholesale or retail businesses which sell 

commodities, on own or owners' behalf or in partnership; supervising and coordinating activities of workers directly and 
indirectly engagcd in selling commodities; selling equipment and providing technical information about its composition, 
utilization and maintenance; selling commodities on a wholesale basis in an allotted geographical area; and selling and 
demonstrating commodities in wholesale and retail trade establishments, in homes, on the street. and from door-to-door. 
Sales managers are in Unit Group 1137 - Sales and Advertising Management Occupations. Sales Occupations, 
Commodities are classified in the following unit groups: 

5130 Supervisors: Sales Occupations, Commodities 

5131 Technical Sales Occupations and Related Advisers 

5133 Commercial Travellers 

5135 Sales Clerks and Salespersons, Commodities, n.e.c. 

5141 Street Vendors and Door-to-door Sales Occupations 

5143 Newspaper Carriers and Vendors 

5145 Service Station Attendants 

5149 Sales Occupations: Commodities, n.e.c. 

5130 - Supervisors: Sales Occupations, Commodities 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with conducting wholesale or retail businesses including buying and 

warehousing merchandise; importing and exporting goods on own or owners' behalf or in partnership; and supervising and 
coordinating the activities of workers engaged in selling commodities. 

Antique collector - any md. 	 Chief canvasser - any md. 
Antique dealer - any md. 	 Coin dealer - coin & stamp dealers 
Buyer supervisor - whise. trade md. 	 Commissary supervisor - any md. 
Canteen operator - any md. 	 Concession supervisor - amuse. & rec. serv. md .; retail 
Car dealer - auto. dealers 

	 trade md. 
(:attle dealer - livestock, whlse. 	 Confectioner - retail trade md. 
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Dealer - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Department head - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Department supervisor - retail trade md. 
District circulator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
District supervisor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Door-to-door salesperson supervisor- retail trade md. 
Drover - livestock, whlse. 
Exporter - whise. trade md. 
Floor supervisor - retail trade md. 
Florist - retail trade md. 
Foreman/woman - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Fur trader - whlse. trade md. 
Grocer - retail trade md. 
Implement agent - farm mach., equip. & supp., whlse, 
Importer - whlse. trade md. 
Jeweller - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Jobber - whlse. trade md. 
Junk collector - other waste materials whlse. 
Lumber dealer - retail trade md. 
Meat supervisor - whlse. trade md., retail trade md. 
Merchant - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
News agent supervisor - retail trade md. 
Numismatist - any md.  

Oil distributor - petrol. prod., whlse. 
Outfitter - retail trade md. 
Partner- retail trade md. 
Pedlar - other waste materials whlse. 
Philatelist - any md. 
Produce buyer supervisor - whlse. trade md. 
Produce shipper supervisor - whlse. trade md. 
Proprietor - prescription drugs & patent medicine stores 
Proprietor art gallery - art galleries & artists supp. stores 
Rag pedlar - other waste materials whlse. 
Retail dealer, merchant - retail trade md. 
Sales supervisor - retail trade md.: whise. trade md. 
Sales-barn operator - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Scrap metal collector - waste materials, whlse. 
Section supervisor - retail trade md. 
Service-station operator - gasoline serv. stations 
Service-station supervisor - gasoline serv. stations 
Stamp collector-dealer - coin & stamp dealers 
Stock supervisor - retail trade md. 
Stockroom supervisor - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Storekeeper - retail trade md. 
Supervisor - retail trade md. 
Tobacconist - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Wholesaler - whlse. trade md. 

5131 - Technical Sales Occupations and Related Advisers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with selling scientific and technical commodities of a chemical, 

mechanical, electrical or electronic nature; and selling light, heat and power and associated services. Activities include: 
providing specialized information to architects, engineers or other potential customers about the composition, installation, 
utilization and maintenance of their product; preparing or arranging for preparation of financial and operational 
estimates to show cost reduction or efficiency increase resulting from proposed changes in materials, machines or 
methods; and drawing up or arranging for the preparation of plans and operating specifications. 

Construction equipment technical salesperson - mach., 
equip. & supp. md., whlse. 

Data processing sales representative - computer & rd. 
serv. 

Electronic equipment technical salesperson - whise. trade 
md. 

Implement salesperson - farm mach., equip. & supp., 
whlse. 

Industrial machinery and equipment technical salesperson 
- whlse. trade md. 

Industrial representative - other utility md. n.e.c.; dec. 
power syst. md. 

Sales engineer - any md. 
Sales representative - dec. power syst. md. 

5133 - Commercial Travellers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with selling commodities on a wholesale basis in an allotted 

geographical area to wholesale, retail, industrial, professional or other establishments. Activities include: soliciting orders 
from established clientele and attempting to secure new customers; showing samples or catalogue illustrations of products 
to prospective buyers and explaining their merit; quoting prices, and credit and discount terms; arranging delivery 
schedules; processing orders to office or warehouse; resolving customer complaints; and keeping abreast of the latest 
market conditions, product innovations and price changes. 

Commercial agent - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. Commercial sales representative - hardware & plumbing, 
heating & air-condit. equip. & supp., whlse. 
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Representative - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 
Road salesperson - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 
Sales agent - mfg. md.: whise. trade md. 
Sales associate - whlse. trade md. 
Sales representative - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 
Salesperson, office machines- whlse. trade md. 
Service representative - whlse. trade md. 
Special representative - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 
Travelling agent - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 
Travelling representative - mfg. md., whlse. trade md. 

Commercial traveller - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 
District representative - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 
Drug representative - drugs & toilet preparations, whlse. 
Footwear salesperson - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 
Fuel salesperson - whlse. trade md. 
Furniture salesperson - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 
Grocery salesperson - whlse. trade md. 
Hardware salesperson - whise. trade md. 
Jewellery salesperson - whlse. trade md. 
Manufacturer's agent - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 
Pharmaceutical representative - mfg. md.; whlse. trade 

md. 

5135 - Sales Clerks and Salespersons, Commodities, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with selling commodities in wholesale and 

retail trade establishments, and applying knowledge of characteristics, quality and merit of items sold. Activities include: 
displaying merchandise or demonstrating article, emphasizing saleable features; advising customer on care and use of 
article; estimating or quoting prices and credit terms, trade-in allowances and delivery date; preparing sales slip or sales 
contract: receiving payment or obtaining credit authorization; preparing inventory of stock; and performing other related 
duties such as wrapping and packing customers' purchases. 

Automobile salesperson - auto. dealers 
Bakery sales clerk - food stores 
Candy bar attendant - any md. 
Cigar clerk - retail trade md. 
Cigarette vendor - retail trade md. 
Corsetier - retail trade md. 
Counter clerk - retail trade md. 
Counter clerk, parts - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Delicatessen clerk - retail trade md. 
Desk salesperson - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
l)rug-store clerk - retail trade md. 
I)ry goods salesperson - retail trade md. 
Fruit-store clerk - retail trade md. 
Furniture salesperson - retail trade md. 
Glove fitter - retail trade md. 
Grocery clerk self-service stores - retail trade md. 
Grocery-store clerk - retail trade md. 
Hardware salesperson - retail trade md. 
l-lat fitter - retail trade md. 

Hearing-aid consultant - retail trade md. 
Hearing-aid fitter - retail trade md. 
Lumber salesperson - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Machinery salesperson - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Meat clerk - retail trade md. 
Newsstand clerk - retail trade md. 
Orthopedic-shoe fitter - retail trade md. 
Parts clerk - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Produce clerk - retail trade md. 
Retail clerk - retail trade md. 
Sales clerk - retail trade md.; whlse. trade md. 
Salesperson - whlse. trade md. 
Salesperson, any store - retail trade md. 
Salesperson. parts - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Shoe clerk - retail trade md. 
Shoe fitter - retail trade md. 
Stock clerk - motor veh. parts & access., whlse.; automo-

tive parts & access. stores 
Store clerk - retail trade md. 
Tobacco clerk - retail trade md. 
Used car salesperson - retail trade md. 

5141 - Street Vendors and Door-to-door Sales Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with selling products such as fruit and vegetables or soliciting orders 

on street or from door-to-door. 

Beauty consultant door-to-door - non-store retail md 
	

Canvassing agent - non-store retail md. 
Beauty counsellor door-to-door - non-store retail md 

	
Door-to-door salesperson - non-store retail md. 

Book agent - non-store retail md. 	 Fish monger - non-store retail md. 
Canvasser - non-store retail md. 	 Fruit pedlar - non-store retail md. 
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Hawker - non-store retail md. 
Hot-dog vendor - non-store retail md. 
House-to-house salesperson - non-store retail md. 
Huckster - non-store retail md. 
Ice-cream vendor - non-store retail md. 
Magazine agent - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Newspaper agent - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Nursery salesperson - non-store retail md. 

Pedlar - n.e.c. 
Popcorn salesperson - non-store retail md. 
Popcorn vendor - non-store retail md. 
Representative - non-store retail md. 
Solicitor, canvasser - non-store retail md. 
Subscription agent - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Tree agent - non-store retail md. 
Vacuum-cleaner salesperson, door-to-door - non-store 

retail md. 

5143 - Newspaper Carriers and Vendors 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with delivering newspapers to regular subscribers and collecting 

money, or selling newspapers on streets or from newspaper stands. 

Carrier - retail trade md. 
Deliverer - comm. print. md . 
News vendor - retail trade md. 
Newspaper carrier - retail trade md. 
Newspaper deliverer- retail trade md. 

Newspaper vendor - retail trade md. 
Paper carrier - retail trade md. 
Paper seller - retail trade md. 
Route carrier - retail trade md. 

5145 - Service Station Attendants 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with selling fuel, lubricants and miscellaneous automotive products 

to customers of a gasoline service station and performing such services as cleaning, lubricating and minor repairs to motor 
vehicles. 

Attendant - gasoline serv. stations 	 Pump attendant - gasoline serv. stations 
Car servicer - gasoline serv. stations 	 Salesperson, service station - gasoline serv. stations 
Filling-station attendant - any md. 	 Service-station attendant - any md. 
Gas-station attendant - any md. 

5149 - Sales Occupations: Commodities, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with selling commodities, such as those who 

sell cigarettes and novelties in night clubs, and programmes and refreshments at fairs or sports and other recreational 
events. Auctioneers and related workers are in this unit group. 

Auctioneer - any md. 
Catalogue agent - any md. 
Cigarette vendor - taverns, bars & night clubs 
Clock operator, tobacco auction - whlse. trade md. 
Cosmetics demonstrator - retail trade md. 

517 - SALES OCCUPATIONS, SERVICES 

Cosmetics distributor - retail trade md. 
Fruit counter arranger - retail trade md. 
Order clerk - retail trade md. 
Plant tour guide - bakery prod. md. 
Telephone solicitor - any md. 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with conducting businesses which sell services such as insurance, 
real estate, securities and advertising on own or owners' behalf or in partnership; supervising and coordinating activities of 
workers directly and indirectly engaged in selling services; selling life, endowment, fire, accident and other types of 
insurance; selling and leasing real estate property such as building lots, houses, apartments and estates buying and selling 
securities such as stocks and bonds; and selling advertising and business services such as credit information, address 
listing, debt collecting, burglary, fire and other protection, cleaning and other business services. Sales managers are in 
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Unit Group 1137 	Sales and Advertising Management Occupations. Sales Occupations. Services are classified in the 
following unit groups: 

5170 Supervisors: Sales Occupations, Services 

5171 Insurance Sales Occupations 

5172 Real Estate Sales Occupations 

5173 Sales Agents and Traders, Securities 

5174 Advertising Sales Occupations 

5177 Business Services Sales Occupations 

5179 Sales Occupations: Services, n.e.c. 

5170 - Supervisors: Sales Occupations, Services 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with conducting businesses on own or owners' behalf or in 

partnership, which sell services such as insurance, securities, real estate and advertising; or supervising and coordinating 
the activities of workers engaged in selling services. 

Advertising sales occupations supervisor - bus. serv. md . 
Agent supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Agent supervisor - security brokers & dealers 
Arbitrager - security brokers & dealers 
Bond broker - security brokers & dealers 
Bond dealer supervisor . security brokers & dealers 
Bond trader supervisor - security brokers & dealers 
Buyer - security brokers & dealers 
Claims supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Commission broker - security brokers & dealers 
Curb broker - security brokers & dealers 
Custom broker - customs brokers 
L)ealer - security brokers & dealers 
Financial broker - security brokers & dealers 
Financier - security brokers & dealers 
Grain broker - commodity brokers 
[lousing-project supervisor - govt. serv. md.: bus. serv. md . 

Insurance broker - insce. md. 
Investment banker- investment intermed. md. 
Investment broker - security brokers & dealers 
Investor - security brokers & dealers 
Land supervisor- any md. 
Life insurance agent supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Loan broker supervisor - security brokers & dealers 
Mine promoter - security brokers & dealers 
Mining broker -security brokers & dealers 
Mortgage broker - security brokers & dealers 
Mutual fund broker - security brokers & dealers 
Oil-lease broker - security brokers & dealers 
Real estate broker - insce. & real estate agen. 
Realtor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Royalty broker - other financial intermed. md. 
Sales agent supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Securities trader - security brokers & dealers 
Stock broker supervisor - security brokers & dealers 

5171 - Insurance Sales Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with selling life, endowment, fire, accident and other types of 
insurance to clients; drafting contracts between insurance agents and insurance companies; determining whether 
applicants are good risks; approving or disapproving insurance applications received from agents; and investigating 
insurance claims and trying to effect settlement. Insurance claim adjusters are classified in this unit group. 

Annuity representative - govt. serv. md . 
Claim adjuster - insce. md. 
Claim agent - insce. & real estate agen.; insce 
Claim examiner - insce. md. 
Claim inspector - insce. md. 
Claim investigator - insce. md. 
Compensation adjuster - insce. md. 

Field agent - insce. md. 
Field representative- insce. md. 

md. 	 Fire adjuster - insce. md. 
Insurance adjuster - any irid. 
Insurance agent - any md. 
Insurance appraiser - any md. 
Insurance investigator - any md, 
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Insurance representative - insce. md. 	 Investigator - insce. md. 
Insurance sales agent - insce. md. 	 Life-insurance agent -any md. 
Insurance solicitor - any md. 	 Loss examiner - insce. md. 
Interviewer - insce. md. 	 Policy writer - insce. md. 

5172 - Real Estate Sales Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with negotiating, on behalf of clients, the renting, buying, selling and 

appraising of real property such as building lots, houses, apartments and estates; advertising property for rent or sale; and 
renting space for outdoor advertising. 

Land appraiser - any md. 
Land dealer - any md. 
Land examiner - n.e.c. 
Land inspector - n.e.c. 
Land salesperson - any md. 
Leasing agent, signs and displays - insce. & real estate 

agen.  

Property supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Real estate agent - insce. & real estate agen. 
Real estate appraiser - any md. 
Real estate officer - insce. & real estate agen. 
Real estate representative - insce. & real estate agen. 
Real estate sales agent - insce. & real estate agen. 
Rental agent - any md. 

5173 - Sales Agents and Traders, Securities 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with buying and selling securities in accordance with customers' 

wishes; and advising and furnishing them with information regarding stocks, bonds, market conditions and history and 
prospects of organization in which investment is contemplated. 

Agent - security brokers & dealers 
Bond dealer - security brokers & dealers 
Bond trader - security brokers & dealers 
Broker's floor representative - security brokers & dealers 
Floor trader - stock exchanges 
Investment counsellor - security brokers & dealers 
Loan broker - security brokers & dealers 

Mutual fund sales agent - security brokers & dealers 
Representative - security brokers & dealers 
Sales agent - security brokers & dealers 
Sales representative - security brokers & dealers 
Securities adviser - security brokers & dealers; banks & 

other intermed. 
Stock dealer - security brokers & dealers 
Trust representative - trust companies 

5174 - Advertising Sales Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with soliciting business for display or classified advertising in 

publications or outdoor advertising; selling art work to advertising agencies or industrial firms for use in composing 
advertising material; and selling advertising time on radio and television programmes. 

Advertising agent - any md. 
Advertising representative - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Advertising solicitor - any md. 
Broker - advertising serv. 
Program-time salesperson - advertising serv. 

Representative - advertising serv. 
Sales representative - advertising serv. 
Servicer - advertising serv. 
Sign and display salesperson - advertising serv. 
Time salesperson - advertising serv. 

5177 - Business Services Sales Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with selling services such as building maintenance, credit reporting, 

bookkeeping, security, printing and telecommunications to industrial, commercial, institutional, professional and other 
enterprises. 
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5177 cont'di 

( 	)Ilcction-agencv salesperson - bus. serv. md . Passenger soitcttor - trans. md. 
redit bureau sales representative - bus, serv. md. Sales representative - trans. md.: ticket & travel agen.; 

I inancial-services salesperson - bus. serv. ind. commun. md. 

reight representative - trans. i. Security services sales representative - bus. serv. md . 

F reight solicitor - trans. i. Traffic agent - trans. md. 

I reight-traflic agent - trans. md. Traffic representative - trans. md. 

I huel services sales reprcsentativc - accom. serv. md . Travelling freight agent - trans. md. 
iravelling passenger agcnt - trans. i nd 

5179 - Sales Occupations: Services, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with selling services such as dance 

instruction and television cable service. 

Agent - truck trans. hid. 
Broker - motion pic.. audio & video prod. 
3roker - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Cable-television representative - cable t.v. md. 
correspondence school agent - educ, serv. md. 
I)ancing instructions salesperson - dance halls, studios & 

schools 
Iilm agent - motion pie., audio & video prod. 

jim booker - motion plc., audio & video prod. 
Freight agent - n.e.c. 
Grain speculator - any md. 
I aundry agent - laundries & cleaners 
Oil speculator - any md. 
Party director - retail trade ind. 

Representative - educ. serv. md . 
Sales representative, correspondence courses - educ. serv. 

md. 
Salesperson - grain elev. md.: truck trans. md.; other 

storage & warehousing md. 
Ship broker - trans. md. 
Supply agent - any md. 
Taxi agent - other trans. md. 
Television cable service sales representative - cable t.v. md. 
Traffic agent - n.e.c. 
Traffic representative - n.e.c. 
Transfer agent - any md. 
Valuator-appraiser - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Vessel broker - trans. md. 
Yacht broker - trans. md. 

519 -- OTHER SALES OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with conducting wholesale or retail trade 

businesses on own or owners' behalf or in partnership; supervising and coordinating activities of workers directly or 
indirectly engaged in other sales occupations; buying commodities for resale in the wholesale and retail trade: driving 
vehicles over established routes to deliver and sell bakery and dairy products and to collect and deliver laundry and dry 
cleaning; selling, renting, and demonstrating goods and services; and appraising commodities. Sales managers are in Unit 
Group 1137 Sales and Advertising Management Occupations. Other Sales Occupations are classified in the following 
unit groups: 

5190 	Supervisors: Other Sales Occupations 

5191 	Buyers, Wholesale and Retail Trade 

5193 	Route Drivers 

5199 	Other Sales Occupations, n.e.c. 

5190 - Supenisors: Other Sales Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with conducting businesses on own or 

owners' behalf or in partnership: or supervising and coordinating workers directly and indirectly engaged in buying 
commodities for resale in wholesale and retail trade: driving vehicles to deliver and sell commodities and services: selling, 
renting and demonstrating goods and services; and appraising commodities. 
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5190 (cont'd) 

Auto rental supervisor - any md. 
Proprietor - caterers 
Route foreman/woman - any md. 

Route inspector - any md. 
Route superintendent - any md. 
Route supervisor - any md. 

5191 - Buyers, Wholesale and Retail Trade 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with buying commodities for resale in wholesale or retail trade 

establishments. The occupations may be designated according to type of establishment or kind of goods purchased. 
Purchasing agents and officers and buyers who buy for internal use or for processing, rather than resale, are classified in 
Unit Group 1175— Purchasing Officers and Buyers, Except Wholesale and Retail Trade. 

Buyer - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Meat buyer - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 

Produce buyer - whlse. trade md.; retail traae md. 
Resident buyer - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

5193 - Route Drivers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with driving trucks or other vehicles over an established route to 

deliver and sell goods such as dairy and bakery products, collect and deliver items such as laundry and dry-cleaned 
garments, or collect coins and refill vending machines. Delivery persons who do no selling but may collect payment for 
goods delivered are in Unit Group 9175— Truck Drivers. 

Amusement-machine route driver - amuse. & rec. serv. 
md. 

Bakery-wagon driver - bakery prod. md. 
Clothes collector - laundries & cleaners 
Coin-vending-machines collector - vending mach. opera-

tors 
Deliverer - bakery prod. ind., dairy prod. md. 
Deliverer - laundries & cleaners 

Driver - laundries & cleaners 
Mobile canteen driver - retail trade md. 
Route driver - any md. 
Sales driver - any md. 
Salesperson - bakery prod. md. 
Salesperson - soft drink md.; dairy prod. md. 
Salesperson-driver - any md. 
Vending-machine attendant - vending mach. operators 
Vending-machine collector - vending mach. operators 

5199 - Other Sales Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities such as selling, renting, and 

demonstrating goods and services and with appraising commodities. 

Appraiser - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Automobile rental clerk - auto. & truck rental & leasing 
Bakery demonstrator - any md. 
Bridal consultant - retail trade md. 
Brush demonstrator - any md. 
Car-rental clerk - auto. & truck rental & leasing 
Comparison shopper - retail trade md. 
Demonstrator - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Dry goods inspector - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Fashion consultant - any md. 
Food demonstrator - retail trade md. 
Goodwill ambassador - bus. serv. md . 

Home demonstrator - retail trade md. 
Mannequin - any md. 
Model - any md. 
Pawn-shop keeper - retail trade md. 
Pawnbroker - retail trade md. 
Permanent-wave demonstrator - any md. 
Personal-service shopper - retail trade md. 
Professional shopper - retail trade md. 
Sewing demonstrator - any md. 
Telephone shopper - retail trade md. 
Television-set rental salesperson - bus. serv. md . 
Welcome-wagon agent - advertising serv. 
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SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with providing protection and help in case of fire, crime, accidents, 
war and other emergencies; providing catering services including cooking, preparing and serving food and beverages; 
providing accommodation services; maintaining cleanliness in establishments such as hotels, moLds, lodging houses, 
apartment and office buildings; escorting guests and handling baggage; preparing sleeping accommodation: providing 
funeral arrangements, embalming and cemetery services; cutting and styling hair, and giving beauty treatments to 
patrons; providing personal services such as caring for children, ushering, and arranging for people's comfort on tours, 
aboard ships and airplanes; washing, cleaning, drying, pressing and dyeing apparel and textile furnishings; cleaning 
building interiors and equipment, operating elevators and performing minor maintenance repairs; and providing other 
related services. Managers of chains of establishments dealing with the above-mentioned services are classified in Unit 
Group 1130 	General Managers and Other Senior Officials. Managers of food and beverage, lodging, apparel and 
furnishings, and of building interior cleaning establishments are classified in Unit Group 1142 	Services Management 
Occupations. Service Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

611 	Protective Service Occupations 

612 	Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service Occupations 

613 	Occupations in Lodging and Other Accommodation 

614 	Personal Service Occupations 

616 	Apparel and Furnishings Service Occupations 

619 	Other Service Occupations 

611 - PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with providing protection and help in case of fire, crime, accidents, 

damage, war and other emergencies, and maintaining custody of prisoners in jails, reformatories or penitentiaries. 
Occupations in the Armed Forces are in this minor group. Supervisors are classified in the same unit group as the workers 
they supervise. Protective Service Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

6111 	Fire-fighting Occupations 

6112 	Police Officers and Detectives, Government 

6113 	Police Agents and Investigators, Private 

6115 	Guards and Related Security Occupations 

6116 	Commissioned Officers, Armed Forces 

6117 	Other Ranks, Armed Forces 

6119 	Protective Service Occupations, n.e.c. 
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6111 - Fire-fighting Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with providing protection and help in case of fire; fire-fighting, 

protecting lives and property; inspecting fire-fighting equipment for serviceability; detecting fire hazards; recommending 
appropriate fire prevention measures; and with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers in fire-fighting 
occupations. Fire Marshalls are classified in Unit Group 1113— Government Administrators. 

Chauffeur - firefighting serv. 
Driver - firefighting serv. 
Fire captain - flrefightingserv. 
Fire chief- any md. 
Fire inspector - n.e.c. 
Fire-alarm operator, fire fighter - firefighting serv. 
Fire-equipment inspector - refined petrol. prod. md  

railwa trans. serv. i nd. 

Fire-equipment worker - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Fire-fighter - any md. 
I-lose handler - fireflghting serv. 
Ladder handler - flreflghting serv. 
Lieutenant - firefighting serv. 
Officer - firefighting serv. 
Truck driver - firefighting serv. 

6112 - Police Officers and Detectives, Government 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with protecting the public; maintaining law and order: detecting and 
preventing crime; directing and controlling traffic; investigating and apprehending suspects in criminal cases; enforcing 
parking regulations; locating lost or missing persons and property; and supervising and coordinating the activities of 
government police officers and detectives. Police Chiefs are classified in this unit group. Police Commissioners are 
classified in Unit Group 1113— Government Administrators. 

Chauffeur - police serv. 
Chief detective - police serv. 
Constable - police serv. 
Court police officer - police serv. 
Court sergeant - police serv. 
Dance-hall inspector - police serv. 
Dance-hall police officer - police serv. 
Desk captain - police serv. 
Desk officer - police serv. 
Desk sergeant - police serv. 
Detective - police serv. 
Detective inspector - police serv. 
Document examiner - police serv. 
Drillmaster - police serv. 
Fingerprint clerk - police serv. 
Fingerprinter - police serv. 
Firearms examiner - police serv. 
Harbour police officer - police serv. 
Identification officer - police serv. 
Inspector - police serv. 
\'leter attendant - police serv. 
\lounted Police constable - govt. serv. md . 
Officer - police serv. 
Parking-control officer - police serv. 

Patrol driver - police serv. 
Patrol officer - police serv. 
Plain-clothes officer - police serv. 
Police cadet - police serv. 
Police captain - police serv. 
Police chief- police serv. 
Police constable - police serv. 
Police corporal - police serv. 
Police inspector - police serv. 
Police lieutenant - police serv. 
Police officer - police serv. 
Police sergeant - police serv. 
Police superintendent - police serv. 
Pool-hall inspector - police serv. 
Radio police officer - police serv. 
Radio-division captain - police serv. 
Safety-patrol officer - police serv. 
Security police officer - police serv. 
Sergeant-at-Arms - police serv. 
Sheriff - police serv. 
Staff inspector, police - police serv. 
Station duty officer - police serv. 
Traffic inspector - police serv. 
Traffic officer - police serv. 
Tratlic sergeant iul ice sers. 
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6113 - Police Agents and Investigators, Private 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with protecting private property against theft and malicious damage; 

maintaining order; investigating irregularities concerning fire, sabotage and intrusions; conducting private investigations; 
conducting polygraph examinations; and supervising and coordinating the activities of private police agents and 
investigators. Managers of private protective service establishments are classified in Unit Group 1142 Services 
Management Occupations. 

Alarm investigator - any md. 
Business establishment investigator - security & investi-

gation serv. 
Constable - security & investigation serv. 
Detective agency supervisor - security & investigation 

serv. 
Floorwalker - retail trade md. 
House detective - security & investigation serv. 
House officer - hotels & motor hotels; security & 

investigation serv. 
Investigator - railway trans. serv. md .; security & 

investigation serv. 
Police agent - bus. serv. md . 
Police constable, railway -security & investigation serv. 

Police officers and private investigators supervisor 
security & investigation serv. 

Polygraph examiner - bus. serv. md.: govt. serv. md . 
Private detective - security & investigation serv. 
Private investigator - security & investigation serv. 
Protective signal operator - security & investigation serv. 
Railroad detective - railway trans. serv. md . 
Right-of-way inspector - security & investigation serv. 
Secret-service investigator - bus. serv. ind. 
Secret-service operator - security & investigation scrv. 
Shopping investigator - security & investigation serv. 
Special agent, railway- railway trans. serv. md . 
Special constable - security & investigation serv. 
Special officer - security & investigation serv. 
Store detective - retail trade md. 

6115 - Guards and Related Security Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with guarding railroad crossings to warn motorists and pedestrians of 

approaching trains; protecting property from illegal entry, fire and theft; ensuring safety of people and property; 
guarding, disciplining and maintaining custody of prisoners in jails, reformatories or penitentiaries; and with supervising 
and coordinating the activities of guards and security officers. Prison Wardens are classified in Unit Group 1113 
Government Administrators. 

Armed guard - any md. 
Armoured-car guard - security & investigation serv. 
Asylum guard - hospitals 
Attendant - museums & archives 
Bouncer- amuse. & rec. serv. ind. food & bev. serv. md . 
Bridge flagger - railway trans. serv. md . 
Commissionaire - security & investigation serv. 
Convict guard - correctional serv. 
Convoy guard - security & investigation serv. 
Correctional officer - correctional serv. 
Correctional officer, women's - any md. 
Correctional officers' supervisor - correctional serv. 
County jailer - correctional serv. 
Crossing attendant foreman/woman - railway trans. serv 

md. 
Crossing tender - railway trans. serv. md . 
Custodian guard - govt. serv. md . 
Flagger - const. md. 
Gate attendant - security & investigation serv. 

Gate keeper - n.e.c. 
Gate tender - n.e.c. 
Government guard - govt. serv. md . 
Guard - any md. 
Institution guard - correctional serv. 
Jail guard - correctional serv. 
Jailer - correctional serv. 
Matron - govt. serv. md . 
Patroller - railway trans. serv. md . 
Penitentiary guard - correctional serv. 
Plant gatekeeper - any md. 
Plant guard - any md. 
Pre-boarding security guard - airport operations md. 
Prison keeper - correctional serv. 
Prison officer - correctional serv. 
Reformatory guard - correctional serv. 
School guard - any md. 
School-crossing guard - any md. 
Security guard - any md. 
Turnkey - correctional serv. 
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6116— Commissioned Officers, Armed Forces 
This unit group includes occupations of commissioned officers of the Armed Forces concerned with preserving the 

peace by supporting collective defence measures to deter military aggression; providing for the surveillance and protection 
of Canadian territory, air space and coastal waters; and providing aid to civil authorities as requested in situations such as 
civil disorder, natural disaster, or other emergencies. 

Admiral - defence serv. 
Brigadier general - defence serv. 
Captain - defence serv. 
Colonel - defence serv. 
Commander - defence serv. 
Commissioned Officer - defence serv. 
Commodore - defence serv. 
General - defence serv. 

Lieutenant - defence serv. 
Lieutenant Colonel - defence serv. 
Lieutenant General - defence serv. 
Major - defence serv. 
Major General - defence serv. 
Officer Cadet - defence serv. 
Rear Admiral - defence serv. 

6117 - Other Ranks, Armed Forces 
This unit group includes occupations of other ranks of the Armed Forces concerned with preserving the peace by 

supporting collective defence measures to deter military aggression; providing for the surveillance and protection of 
Canadian territory, air space and coastal waters; and providing aid to the civil authorities as requested in situations such 
as civil disorder, natural disaster, or other emergencies. 

Bombardier - defence serv. Private - defence serv. 
Chief Warrant Officer - defence serv. Sapper - defence serv. 
Corporal - defence serv, Sergeant - defence serv. 
Fusilier - defence serv. Trooper - defence serv. 
Gunner - defence serv. Warrant Officer - defence serv. 
Master Warrant Officer - defence serv. 

6119 - Protective Service Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with providing protective services such as 

enforcing fish and game regulations and guarding private persons from injury. 

Bailiff- any md. 
Conservation officer - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 

admin. 
Court bailiff- courts of law 
Dog catcher - govt. serv. md . 
Fingerprint expert - any md. 
Fish and game warden - resource conserv. & industrial 

devpt. admin. 

Handwriting expert - any md. 
Humane officer - govt. serv. md . 
Life guard - any md. 
Life saver - any md. 
Park warden - govt. serv. md . 
Poundkeeper - govt. serv. md . 
Radio dispatcher - govt. serv. md . 
Ski patroller - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

612 - FOOD AND BEVERAGE PREPARATION AND RELATED SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with providing food and beverage catering services; cooking and 

preparing food; mixing and dispensing alcoholic drinks; arranging dining accommodation; receiving clients; serving food 
and beverages; and performing other related activities. Food, Beverage and Related Processing Occupations are in Minor 
Group 821/822. Managers of food and beverage establishments are in Unit Group 1142 Services Management 
Occupations. Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

6120 	Supervisors: Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service Occupations 

6121 	Chefs and Cooks 
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6123 	Bartenders 

6125 	Food and Beverage Serving Occupations 

6129 	Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

6120 - Supervisors: Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with providing food and beverage catering services on own or owners' 

behalf, or in partnership; supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged in preparing and serving food and 
beverages; and performing other related activities. Managers of food and beverage establishments are in Unit Group 1142 
- Services Management Occupations. 

Cafeteria supervisor - any md. 
Canteen supervisor- any md. 
Caterer - any md. 
Catering supervisor - any md. 
Chief cook - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Counter supervisor - food & bev. serv. md . 
Diet-kitchen supervisor - hospitals 
Dining-car conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Dining-room supervisor - any md. 
Food services supervisor - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

Head chef - accom., food & hey. serv. md . 
Head waiter/waitress - accom., food & bev. serv, md. 
Kitchen supervisor - any md. 
Lunch-room operator - any md. 
Lunch-room supervisor - any md. 
Lunch-wagon operator - any md. 
Luncheonette operator - any md. 
Maitre d'hôtel - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Soda fountain supervisor - any md. 
Tea-room supervisor - any md. 
Waiter captain - accom., food & bev. scrv. md . 

6121 - Chefs and Cooks 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with planning menus; ordering supplies; and preparing and cooking 

foods in hotels, restaurants, clubs, private households and other non-manufacturing establishments. Bakers and pastry 
cooks are in Unit Group 8213 Baking, Confectionery Making and Related Occupations. 

Banquet chef- accom., food & hey. serv. md . 
Cafeteria cook - a n y md. 
Camp cook - any md. 
Chef- n.e.c. 
Chef patissier - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Cook - hospitals accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Cook - railway trans. serv. md .; water trans. md. 
Diet-kitchen cook - any md. 
Domestic cook - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 

First cook - accom., food & hey. serv. md . 
Grill chef- accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Kitchen chef- accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Pastry helper - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Poissonnier - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Ship's cook - water trans. md. 
Short-order cook - any md. 
Soup chef- accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Specialist chef - accom.. food & bev. serv. md . 
Vegetable cook - n.e.c. 

6123 - Bartenders 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with mixing and dispensing alcoholic drinks and beverages. 

l3arkeeper-anyind. 	 Bartender, tap - accom., food & hey. scrv. md . 
Bartender - any md. 
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6125 - Food and Beverage Serving Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with reserving and arranging dining room tables; greeting and 

seating customers; and serving food and beverages in such places as hotels, clubs, restaurants, cocktail lounges, ships and 
railway dining cars, cafeterias and drive-in restaurants. Travel and Related Attendants, Except Food and Beverage are in 
Unit Group 6145. 

Bus boy/girl - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Cafeteria/buffet attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Car hop - food & bev. serv. md . 
Club attendant - any md. 
Club-car attendant - railway trans. serv. md . 
Cocktail waiter/waitress - accom., food & bev, serv. md. 
Counter attendant - food & bev. serv. md . 
Counter waiter/waitress - food & bev. serv. md . 
Curb attendant - food & bev. serv. md . 
Curb hop - food & bev. serv. md . 
Dining-room attendant - accom., food & bcv. serv. md . 
Dining-room attendant - water trans. md. 
Floor attendant - food & bev. serv. md . 
Food service attendant - any md. 

Fountain dispenser - food & bev. serv. md . 
Fountain server - food & bev. serv. md . 
Host/hostess - accom., food & bev. scrv. md . 
Lounge-car attendant - railway trans. serv. md . 
Mess waiter/waitress - water trans. md. 
Server - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Soda clerk - food & bev. serv. md . 
Soda jerker - food & bev. serv. md . 
Steam-table attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Steward/stewardess - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Still room attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Table attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Waiter/waitress - any md. 
Wine steward/stewardess - accom., food & bev. sent. md . 

6129 - Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with food and beverage preparation and 

related services, such as examining food samples, food service records and other data to determine sales appeal and cost of 
preparing and serving meals and beverages; and assembling or packing food and beverages for serving. 

Cafeteria worker - any md. 
Coffee maker - accom., food & bev. sent. md . 
Cookee - logging md.; const. md. 
Diet-kitchen worker - any md. 
Food and beverage analyst - accom., food & bev. sent. md  
Food assembler - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Food order expediter - food & bev. serv. md . 

Pantry goods maker - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Salad maker - accom., food & bev. sent. md . 
Sandwich maker - accom., food & bev. sent. md . 
Swamper - accom., food & bev. sent. md . 
Tray handler - hospitals 
Water server - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

613 - OCCUPATIONS IN LODGING AND OTHER ACCOMMODATION 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with providing accommodation in hotels, motels, tourist homes, 
lodging houses and office buildings; cleaning and maintaining upkeep of such establishments; escorting guests; handling 
baggage; and preparing sleeping accommodation. Managers of hotels, motels and lodging houses are in tJnit Group 1142 
- Services Management Occupations. Occupations in Lodging and Other Accommodation are classified in the following 
unit groups: 

6130 	Supervisors: Occupations in Lodging and Other Accommodation 
6133 	Lodging Cleaners, Except Private Household 
6135 	Sleeping-car and Baggage Porters 
6139 	Occupations in Lodging and Other Accommodation, n.e.c. 
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6130 - Supervisors: Occupations in Lodging and Other Accommodation 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 

in cleaning and servicing apartment houses, guest rooms in hotels, motels and tourist homes, trailer parks, office buildings 
and other lodging facilities; and in providing related services such as preparing sleeping accommodation on trains and 
handling baggage. Managers of hotels, motels and lodging houses are classified in Unit Group 1142 	Services 
Management Occupations. Housekeepers of private households are in Unit Group 6142 	Housekeepers, Servants and 
Related Occupations. 

Apartment house supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 
Bell captain - hotels & motor hotels 
Boarding-house keeper - lodging houses & residential 

clubs 
Building superintendent - insce. & real estate agen. 
Chief porter - any md. 
Executive housekeeper - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Floor supervisor accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Foreman/woman - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Head baggage handler - hotels & motor hotels 
Head baggage porter - hotels & motor hotels 
I-lead bell hop - hotels & motor hotels 
Head housekeeper - n.e.c. 
Head porter - any md. 
Housekeeper - health & soc. serv. md .; hotels, motels & 

tourist courts 
1-lousekeeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 
Inspector - accom., bed & bev. serv. md . 
Keeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 

Keeper - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist 
homes 

Lodge supervisor - accom., food & bcv. serv. md . 
Managing supervisor - lodging houses & residential clubs 
Managing supervisor - tourist courts & cabins; guest 

houses & tourist homes 
Office building supervisor - serv. to bldg. & dwellings 
Owner - lodging houses & residential clubs 
Owner tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist 

homes 
Proprietor - lodging houses & residential clubs 
Proprietor - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist 

homes 
Rooming-house keeper - lodging houses & residential 

clubs 
Sleeping-car conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Tourist cabin keeper - tourist courts & cabins 
Tourist-camp supervisor - hotels, motels & tourist courts 
Trailer park managing supervisor - accorn., food & bev. 

serv. md. 
Youth hostel supervisor - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

6133 - Lodging Cleaners, Except Private Household 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making beds, replenishing linens, cleaning rooms and halls; 

arranging furniture; and performing related services in hotels, motels, tourist homes and in other lodging facilities. 0111cc 
and building cleaners are in Unit Group 6191 - Janitors, Charworkers and Cleaners. 

House cleaner - hotels, motels & tourist courts Room cleaner - hotels, motels & tourist courts; lodging 
houses & residential clubs 

6135 - Sleeping-car and Baggage Porters 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with handling baggage in trains, at hotels, motels, transport 

terminals and other similar establishments; preparing sleeping berths; escorting guests to rooms; and performing a variety 
of related duties, such as calling taxis, running errands and giving information. 

Baggage porter - trans. md. 
Bellhop - hotels & motor hotels 
Caller - hotels & motor hotels 
Car porter - railway trans. serv. md . 
Luggage attendant - trans. md. 
Luggage porter - trans. md. 

Page - hotels & motor hotels 
Porter - hotels & motor hotels 
Porter - interurban & rural transit syst. md. 
Red cap - railway trans. serv. md . 
Skycap - air trans. md. 
Sleeping-car porter - railway trans. serv. md . 
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6139 - Occupations in Lodging and Other Accommodation, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with providing lodging and related services 

such as housekeeping and maintenance at tourist camps, motels, trailer parks, vacation resorts, lodges or industrial 
campsites. 

Attendant - camping grounds & travel trailer parks 
Bull cook - logging md.; const. md. 
Camp attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Industrial campsite attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. 

i ad 

Lodging facilities attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. 
md . 

Recreational camp attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. 
md . 

lourI\t camp srkcr - iccun fad K bc 	'r\ nd. 

614 - NRSONAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with providing personal services such as: disposing of human 
remains; cutting and styling hair; cleaning and polishing fingernails and applying cosmetics; escorting and looking after 
the comfort of people on trips, sightseeing tours and excursions, on buses, ships and airplanes; caring for children; 
ushering; and other domestic and personal service duties. Working proprietors and supervisors are classified in the same 
unit groups as the workers they supervise. Personal Service Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

6141 Funeral Directors, Embalmers and Related Occupations 
6142 Housekeepers, Servants and Related Occupations 
6143 Barbers, Hairdressers and Related Occupations 
6144 Guides 
6145 Travel and Related Attendants, Except Food and Beverage 
6147 Child- care Occupations 
6149 Personal Senice Occupations, n.e.c. 

6141 - Funeral Directors, Embalmers and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with arranging and directing funerals, cremations and burials; 

embalming and cremating human corpses; and performing other related duties. 

C remator - any md. Funeral director - funeral serv. 
( rematory operator - any md. Mortician - funeral scrv. 
l)irector - funeral serv. Proprietor - funeral serv. 
Embalmer - funeral serv. Thanatologist - funeral serv. 
Foreman/woman - ccmctcries & crematoria Undertaker - funeral scrv. 
Funeral 	oicndant - funeral 	ci 

6142— housekeepers, Servants and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with performing housekeeping duties in private homes; receiving 

guests; attending to personal needs of employer; performing domestic and maintenance duties in employer's house: and 
acting as companion to elderly, handicapped or convalescent persons. 

Butler - pers. & hhld. scrv. md . 
Companion - private households 
l)ay worker - private households 
Domestic - private households 

ic cm pie - private hnii.e}inld 

Domestic servant - private households 
Head housekeeper - private households 
Hired boy/girl - private households 
Hired worker - private househotds 
House servant - private households 
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House worker - private households 	 Personal servant - private households 
Housekeeper - private households 	 Servant - private households 
Housekeeping day worker - private households 	 Valet - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
Personal attendant - private households 

6143 - Barbers, Hairdressers and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with cutting, shampooing, colouring, weaving and styling hair; 

cleaning, shaping and polishing fingernails; applying cosmetics; and rendering other beauty treatments to alter the 
appearance of individuals. It includes owners and managing supervisors of establishments providing these services on 
their own behalf, or in partnership as working proprietors, or supervising these establishments on behalf of others. Make-
up artists are in this unit group. 

Barber - any md. 
Beautician - any md, 
Beauty operator - any md. 
Beauty specialist - any md. 
Boss barber - any md. 
Complexion specialist - any md. 
Cosmetician - any md. 
Cosmetologist - beauty shops 
Electric-needle specialist - any md. 
Electrologist - any md. 
Electrolysis operator - any md. 
Esthetician - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
Facial operator - any md. 
Hair dyer: any md. 

Hair specialist - any md. 
Hair stylist - any md. 
Hair weaver - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
Haircutter - any md. 
Hairdresser - any md. 
Make-up artist - tv. broadcast. md.; theatrical & other 

staged entertainment serv. 
Managing supervisor - barber & beauty shops 
Manicurist - any md. 
Operator - barber & beauty shops 
Permanent waver - any md. 
Proprietor - barber & beauty shops 
Scalpdoctor - anyind. 
Scalp specialist - any md. 
Shampooer - barber & beauty shops 
Tonsorial artist - any md. 

6144 - Guides 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with escorting individuals and groups on sightseeing visits, travel 

tours and excursions and describing points of interest. Mountaineering, hunting and fishing guides are in Unit Group 3379 
- Occupations in Sports and Recreation, n.e.c. 

Establishment guide - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 	 Tourist guide - any md. 
Sightseeing guide - any md. 	 Travel guide - travel serv. 
Tourist booth attendant - any md. 

6145 - Travel and Related Attendants, Except Food and Beverage 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with arranging for recreational activities and attending to the 

comfort and safety of passengers on ships, airplanes, trains, buses and in hotels. 

Deck passenger attendant - water trans. md. 
Flight attendant - air trans. md. 
I-lost/hostess - n.e.c. 

Purser - air trans. md. 
Social director - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
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6147 - Child-care Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with caring for children in private homes, private or government 

institutions, or recreational establishments during the absence of parents or guardians, and with helping parents to care 
for children. 

Baby sitter - any md. 
Child-care attendant - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
Children's nurse, private households - other pers. & hhld 

serv. n.e.c. 
Foster parent - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

Guardian, children - any md. 
House parent - any md. 
Infant day-care worker - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
Nursery attendant - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

6149 - Personal Service Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with providing other personal services; such 

as, tattooing, keeping private homes clean and in good condition, attending locker rooms, ushering, massaging, and 
performing other related duties. 

Bathhouse attendant - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
Bathhouse keeper - any md. 
Blind aide - any md. 
Blind escort - any md. 
Clubhouse attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Dressing-room attendant - any md. 
Drive-in-theatre attendant - outdoor motion pie. theatres 
Factory stallattendant - mfg. md. 
Head usher - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Labourer - private households 

Lobby attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Locker attendant - any md. 
Locker-room attendant - any md. 
Massage operator - any md. 
Masseur/masseuse - any md. 
Matron - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
Rest-room supervisor - any md. 
Tattoo artist - any md. 
Tattooer - any md. 
Theatre attendant - any md. 
Usher/usherette - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

616 - APPAREL AND FURNISHINGS SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations, primarily found in service establishments, concerned with laundering and 
dry cleaning clothes; pressing cloth and other articles; and dyeing apparel and textile furnishings. Managers of apparel 
and furnishings service establishments are in Unit Group 1142 - Services Management Occupations. Apparel and 
Furnishings Service Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

6160 	Supervisors: Apparel and Furnishings Service Occupations 

6162 	Laundering and Dry Cleaning Occupations 

6165 	Pressing Occupations 

6169 	Apparel and Furnishings Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

6160 - Supervisors: Apparel and Furnishings Service Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with providing laundry, dry cleaning, pressing and related services 

on own or owners' behalf or in partnership; and with supervising and coordinating the activitics of workers engaged in 
laundering, dry cleaning, pressing and other related activities. Managers of apparel and furnishings service 
establishments are in Unit Group 1142 - Services Management Occupations. 

Foreman/woman - laundries & cleaners 	 Receiving clerk supervisor - laundries & cleaners 
Head starcher - laundries & cleaners 	 Supervisor - laundries & cleaners 
Managing supervisor - laundries & cleaners 
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6162 - Laundering and Dry Cleaning Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with washing and drying or dry cleaning garments, furs, hats, rugs 

and textile furnishings in commercial service establishments. 

Bag washer - any md. 
Blanket comber - laundries & cleaners 
Blanket finisher - wool yarn & woven cloth md.; laundries 

& cleaners 
Bleacher - laundries & cleaners 
Clothes cleaner - laundries & cleaners 
Clothes drier - laundries & cleaners 
Coin wash attendant - laundries & cleaners 
Curtain cleaner - laundries & cleaners 
Dampener - laundries & cleaners 
Dry cleaner - laundries & cleaners 
Drying-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 
Extractor operator - laundries & cleaners 
Finisher - laundries & cleaners 
Fur blower- laundries & cleaners 

Fur cleaner - clothing stores n.e.c.; fur cleaning, repair & 
storage 

General spotter - laundries & cleaners 
Glove cleaner - laundries & cleaners 
Gray spotter - laundries & cleaners 
I-land washer - laundries & cleaners 
Launderer/laundress - laundries & cleaners 
Laundromat attendant - laundries & cleaners 
Laundry boy/girl - laundries & cleaners 
Machine operator - laundries & cleaners 
Spotter - laundries & cleaners 
Sprinkler - laundries & cleaners 
Stretcher operator - laundries & cleaners 
Tumbler operator - laundries & cleaners 
Washing-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 
Washing-machine tender - laundries & cleaners 

6165 - Pressing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with machine or hand pressing of cloth and other articles by the 

application of tension or pressure using heat or steam. 

Blocker - laundries & cleaners 
Brim presser - other clothing & apparel md. 
Clothes presser - laundries & cleaners 
Crown presser - other clothing & apparel md. 
Cuff presser- laundries & cleaners 
Curtain and drapery presser - laundries & cleaners 
Flatwork finisher - laundries & cleaners 
Fluting-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 
French pleater - laundries & cleaners 
Fur electrifier - laundries & cleaners 
Fur ironer - laundries & cleaners 
Glove finisher - laundries & cleaners: glove md. 
Glove former - laundries & cleaners; glove md. 
Glove presser - laundries & cleaners; glove md. 

Hosiery presser - hosiery md. 
Ironer - clothing md. 
Ironer - laundries & cleaners; men's clothing stores 
Ironer - spun yarn & woven cloth 
Machine ironer - laundries & cleaners 
Mangle operator - laundries & cleaners 
Mangler - hosiery md. 
Pleater - laundries & cleaners 
Presser - laundries & cleaners 
Presser - primary textile md.; clothing md. 
Presser - retail trade md.: hotels & motor hotels 
Silk finisher - laundries & cleaners 
Steam-press operator - hotels & motor hotels 
Velvet steamer - laundries & cleaners 

6169 - Apparel and Furnishings Service Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities such as sorting, ticketing, 

grading, laundering, mending and patching; dyeing rugs, shoes, apparel, and furnishings; blocking and trimming hats; 
and performing other related services. 

Brim blocker - n.e.c. 	 Cleaner and presser - laundries & cleaners; hotels & motor 
Carpet cleaner - any md. 	 hotels 
Carpet renovator - laundries & cleaners 	 Clothes marker - laundries & cleaners 
Checker - laundries & cleaners 	 Counter attendant - laundries & cleaners 
Cleaner and dyer - laundries & cleaners 	 Crown blocker - n.e.c. 

Dyer - laundries & cleaners 
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Entry clerk - laundries & cleaners 
Flat marker - laundries & cleaners 
Flatwork inspector - laundries & cleaners 
Folding-machine feeder - laundries & cleaners 
Fur glazer - laundries & cleaners 
Fur storage attendant - laundries & cleaners 
Furniture cleaner- any md. 
Garment dyer - laundries & cleaners 
Garment marker - laundries & cleaners 
Hat blocker - n.e.c. 
Hat renovator - laundries & cleaners 
Hatter - laundries & cleaners 
Inspector - laundries & cleaners 
Leather sprayer - laundries & cleaners 
Lister - laundries & cleaners 
Marker - laundries & cleaners 
Measurer - laundries & cleaners 
Measuring clerk- laundries & cleaners 

619 - OTHER SERVICE OCCUPATIONS 

Minor repairer - laundries & cleaners 
Moth proofer - laundries & cleaners 
Patcher - laundries & cleaners 
Receiving checker - laundries & cleaners 
Receiving clerk - laundries & cleaners 
Receiving inspector - laundries & cleaners 
Rug cleaner - any md. 
Rug dyer - laundries & cleaners 
Rug inspector - laundries & cleaners 
Rug renovator - laundries & cleaners 
Rug shampooer - laundries & cleaners 
Rug sizer - laundries & cleaners 
Rug steamer - laundries & cleaners 
Rug washer - laundries & cleaners 
Shirt folder - laundries & cleaners 
Sorter - laundries & cleaners 
Starch maker, mixer - primary textile md.; textile prod. 

md. 
Starcher - laundries & cleaners; primary textile md.; 

textile prod. md. 

This minor group includes other service occupations concerned with cleaning building interiors and equipment and 
performing minor repairs; tending heating apparatus; operating elevators; operating cemeteries, exterminating services 
and storage garages; washing and cleaning the interior and exterior of motor vehicles, aircraft and railroad cars; and 
performing other related services. Managers of building cleaning establishments are in Unit Group 1142 - Services 
Management Occupations. Other Service Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

6190 	Supervisors: Other Service Occupations 

6191 	Janitors, Charworkers and Cleaners 

6193 	Elevator-operating Occupations 

6198 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Services 

6199 	Other Service Occupations, n.e.c. 

6190 - Supervisors: Other Service Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating other service establishments on own or owners' 

behalf, or in partnership; supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged in maintenance of buildings; 
cleaning and washing the interior and exterior of motor vehicles, aircraft and railroad cars; and performing other related 
services. Managers of building cleaning establishments are classified in Unit Group 1142 Services Management 
Occupations. 

Building service supervisor - govt. serv. md . 
Car-wash supervisor - car washes 
Char supervisor - any md. 
Elevator dispatcher - any md. 
Elevator supervisor - any md. 

Foreman/woman - health & soc. serv. md . 
Head charworker - any md. 
Parking-lot operator - any md. 
Parking-lot supervisor - any md. 
Supervisor of char service - any md. 
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6191 - Janitors, Charworkers and Cleaners 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with cleaning building interiors, furnishings and equipment; washing 

windows; cleaning chimneys and furnaces; and cleaning and repairing Venetian blinds. 

Caretaker - janitorial serv. 	 Furnace cleaner - any md. 
Change-house attendant- mining md. 	 Janitor/janitress - any md. 
Charworker - any md. 	 Keeper janitor -janitorial serv. 
Chimney cleaner - any md. 	 Office cleaner - any md. 
Chimney sweep - any md. 	 Rest-room attendant - any md. 
Cleaner - n.e.c. 	 Scrubber - n.e.c. 
Cleaning person - any md. 	 Spare hand -janitorial serv. 
Dry-house attendant - mining md. 	 Sweeper - n.e.c. 
Equipment sterilizer - dairy prod. md. 	 Vacuum-cleaner worker - any md. 
Factory cleaner - nifg. md. 	 Venetian blind cleaner and repairer - other serv. hid. 
Floor cleaner - any md. 	 Wall washer - any md. 
Floor polisher - any md. 	 Ward cleaner - any md. 
Floor sweeper - any md. 	 Washroom attendant - any md. 
Floor waxer - any md. 	 Window cleaner - n.e.c. 

Window washer - window cleaning serv. 

6193 - Elevator-operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with transporting passengers and freight between floors in elevators. 

giving information and directions to passengers. 

Elevator attendant - any hid. 	 Elevator starter - any md. 
Elevator operator- n.e.c. 	 Freight elevator operator - any md. 
Elevator runner - any md. 	 Passenger elevator operator - any md. 

6198 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Services 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with performing other service 

activities such as serving clients in checkrooms or shower rooms, shining shoes, washing dishes, cleaning vehicles, and 
folding laundry. 

Aircraft cleaner - any md. 
Auto washer - any md. 
Baggage checker - trans. md. 
Bath attendant - any md. 
Body cleaner - motor veh. md. 
Boot polisher - other pers. & hhld. serv. 
Brass cleaner - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad rolling 

stock md. 
Bus cleaner - any md. 
Car cleaner - n.e.c. 
Car polisher - motor veh. repair shops 
Car sweeper - any md. 
Car washer - any md. 
Checkroom attendant - any md. 
Cleaner - trans. md. 
Coach cleaner- any md. 
Dish scraper - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Dishwasher - n.e.c. 

Dishwashing-machine operator - n.e.c. 
Dishwiper - any md. 
Door tender - hotels & motor hotels 
Doorkeeper - hotels & motor hotels 
Engine cleaner - railway trans. serv. md . 
Engine washer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Feeder - laundries & cleaners 
Flatwork feeder - laundries & cleaners 
Folder - laundries & cleaners 
Headlight cleaner - railway trans. serv. md . 
Hot-room attendant - any md. 
Kitchen worker - any md. 
Laundry labourer - any md. 
Locomotive cleaner - railway trans. serv, md.: railroad 

rolling stock md. 
Parcel checker - any md. 
Polisher- motor veh. repair shops 
Porter - hospitals 
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Porter - mig. md.; banks & other interined. 
Proprietor, shoeshine stand - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
Runner- accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Scavenger - logging md. 
Scrubber - trans. md. 
Scullery attendant - any md. 
Shaker, flatwork - laundries & cleaners 
Ship cleaner - any md. 
Shoe shiner - other pers. & hhld. serv. 

Silverware cleaner - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
Simonizer - motor veh. md.; motor veh. repair shops 
Steam-room attendant - any md. 
Sweeper - trans. md. 
Truck washer - any md. 
Turkish-bath attendant - any md. 
Wheel cleaner - any md. 
Window cleaner - railway trans. serv. md .; motor veh. md. 
Wiper - serv. ind. incid. to railway trans. 

6199 - Other Service Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations not elsewhere classified concerned with providing other services such as 

performing underwater jobs; examining and fumigating buildings to destroy pests; attending parking lots; taking 
admission tickets; and cleaning laboratory equipment. 

Attendant - other serv. n.e.c. 
Attendant - self-serve laundries and/or dry cleaners 
Bin cleaner - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Car jockey - any md. 
Cleaner, laboratory equipment - other serv. md. 
Disinfector - disinfecting & exterminating serv.; govt. serv, 

md. 
Diver - any md. 
Doorkeeper - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Exterminator - disinfecting & exterminating serv.; govt. 

serv. md . 

Fumigator - disinfecting & exterminating serv.; govt. serv. 
md. 

Gate keeper - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Laundry attendant - self-serve laundries and/or dry 

cleaners 
Parking-lot attendant - any md. 
Parking-station attendant - any md. 
Sexton - religious org. 
Skin diver - any md. 

Termite exterminator - disinfecting & exterminating serv. 
Ticket taker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Verger - religious org. 
Vermin exterminator - any md. 
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FARMING, HORTICULTURAL AND ANIMAL 
HUSBANDRY OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with growing and harvesting crops and plants; raising birds and 
animals; landscaping and maintaining parks, gardens and grounds; and providing custom agricultural services to farmers. 
Managers in farming, horticultural and animal husbandry occupations are classified to Unit Group 1146 - Farm 
Management Occupations. Farming, 1-lorticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations are classified in the following 
minor groups: 

711 	Farmers 

718/719 	Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations 

711 - FARMERS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with operating general farms on an ownership, rental or other 

contractual basis to produce a variety of agricultural, horticultural and animal husbandry products: or operating 
specialized farms to produce a particular product. Farmers also perform activities described in Minor Group 718/719 - 
Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations. Occupations concerned with the breeding and 
raising of fish (fish farming) or shellfish for commercial use are classified in Unit Group 7319 - Fishing, Trapping and 
Relaled Occupations, n.e.c. Farmers are classified in the following unit groups: 

7113 	Livestock Farmers 

7115 	Crop Farmers 

7119 	Farmers. n.e.c. 

7113 - Livestock Farmers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating, on an ownership, rental or other contractual basis, 

dairy farms and other farms, such as raising animals, bees or poultry. Activities include: planning farm operations; hiring, 
training and supervising workers; purchasing equipment and supplies: breeding and raising animals or poultry; marketing 
animals and their related products; preparing cost, production and other records: and participating in daily work of farm. 

Apiarist - honey & other apiary prod. farms 
Beef cattle breeder - agric. md. 
Beef cattle farmer - agric. md. 
Beekeeper - honey & other apiary prod. farms 
Bird breeder - agric. md. 
Bird keeper - agric. md. 
Cat breeder - agric. md. 
Cattle farmer - agric. md. 
(:attle raiser - agric. md. 
Chicken farmer - agric. md. 
I)airy cattle breeder - agric. md. 
I)airy farmer - agric. md. 
Dog breeder - other animal specialty farms 

Duck farmer - agric. md, 
Feedlot finisher - agric. md. 
Fcedlot operator - agric. md. 
Fox farmer - furs & skins, ranch 
Fur farmer - furs & skins, ranch 
Goat breeder - agric. md. 
Hog breeder - agric. md. 
Hog farmer - agric. md. 
Hog raiser - agric. md. 
Horse breeder - horse & other equine farms 
Horse worker, show - agric. md. 
Livestock farmer - agric. md. 
Mink rancher - furs & skins, ranch 
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Pheasant breeder - agric. md. 
Pigeon fancier - agric. md. 
Poultry breeder, egg farmer - agric. md. 
Poultry breeder, meat farmer - agric. md. 
Poultry farmer - agric. md. 
Poultry worker, egg farmer - agric. md. 
Poultry worker, meat farmer - agric. md. 
Pregnant-marc urine farmer - agric. md. 

Rabbit breeder - agric. md. 
Rancher - agric. md. 
Rancher, cattle - agric. md. 
Rancher, sheep - agric. md. 
Sheep breeder - agric. md. 
Stock farmer, livestock farming - agric. md. 
Turkey farmer - agric. md. 

7115— Crop Farmers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating, on an ownership, rental or other contractual basis, 

farms involved in growing cereal, fruit, vegetable and other cash crops and horticultural plants. Activities include: 
planning farm operations; hiring, training and supervising workers; purchasing equipment and supplies; planting and 
harvesting crops; marketing crops; preparing cost, production and other records; and participating in daily work of farm. 
Farmers concerned with growing and marketing trees, shrubs and ornamental plants and providing landscaping and 
gardening services are classified in Unit Group 7119 Farmers, n.e.c. 

Apple grower - agric. md. 	 Orchardist - agric. md. 
Barley grower - agric. md. 	 Peach grower - agric. md. 
Bean-sprout grower - agric. md. 	 Pedigreed seed grower - agric. md. 
Beet farmer - agric. md. 	 Potato farmer - agric. md. 
Berry grower - agric. md. 	 Potato grower - agric. md. 
Cherry grower - agric. md. 	 Rose grower - agric. md, 
Corn grower - agric. md. 	 Seed farmer - agric. md. 
Crop farmer - agric. md. 	 Seed grower - agric. md. 
Flower grower - greenhouse prod. 	 Share cropper - agric. md. 
Fruit farmer - agric. md. 	 Sod farmer - agric. md. 
Fruit grower - agric. md. 	 Sugar beet farmer - agric. md. 
Ginseng grower - agric. md. 	 Tobacco farmer - agric. md. 
Grain farmer - agric. md. 	 Tobacco grower - agric. md. 
Greenhouse florist - agric. md. 	 Tomato farmer - agric. md. 
Greenhouse gardener - agric. md. 	 Truck farmer - agric. md. 
Hop grower - agric. md. 	 Tulip grower - agric. md. 
Market gardener - agric. md. 	 Vegetable farmer - agric. md. 
Mushroom grower - agric. md. 	 Vegetable grower - agric. md. 
N u t grower - agric. md. 	 Vine grower - agric. md. 
Onion farmer - agric. md. 	 Wheat farmer - agric. md. 

7119 - Farmers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes farmers not elsewhere classified, concerned with operating, on an ownership, rental, or other 

contractual basis, farms other than livestock and crop. Activities include: growing and marketing trees including 
Christmas trees, shrubs and ornamental plants; providing landscaping and gardening services; producing maple syrup; 
and providing custom-operating services. 

Christmas tree grower - agric. md. 
Custom combining - agric. md. 
Custom grafter - agric. md. 
Custom operator - agric. md. 
Custom pruner - agric. md. 

Custom sprayer - agric. md. 
General farmer - agric. md. 
Maple-syrup maker - agric. md. 
Mixed farmer - agric. md. 
Nursery farmer - agric. md. 
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718,719 - OTHER FARMING, HORTICULTURAL AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with farm supervisors and workers engaged in activities related to 
farming, horticulture and animal husbandry. Activities include: raising crops, plants, poultry and livestock; operating 
farm machinery, spraying crops and livestock to control insects, plant and animal diseases; preparing produce for market; 
providing agricultural services; maintaining public and private grounds, parks, cemeteries, sports fields; and caring for 
animals, birds and marine life in research establishments, zoos, kennels and pounds. Other Farming, Horticultural and 
Animal Husbandry Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

7180 	Foremen/Women: Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations 

7183 	Livestock Farm Workers 

7185 	Crop Farm Workers 
7195 	Nursery and Related Workers 
7196 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal 

Husbandry 
7197 	Farm Machinery Operators 
7199 	Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations, n.e.c. 

7180 - Foremen/women: Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities such as: planting, 

cultivating, spraying, irrigating and harvesting of crops; breeding, raising and caring for poultry and farm, domestic and 
fur-bearing animals; preparing produce for market; and maintaining parks, grounds and sports fields. These foremen/ 
women occasionally perform the activities of the workers supervised. 

Artificial inseminator supervisor - agric. md. 	 Greenhouse managing supervisor - agric. md. 
Chicken hatchery operator - poultry serv. 	 Hatchery operator - poultry serv. 
Corral boss - agric. md. 	 Labour foreman/woman - agric. md. 
E)airy-farm foreman/woman - agric. md. 	 Livery foreman/woman - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Egg grading station operator - poultry serv. 	 Pasture managing supervisor - agric. md. 
Farm boss - agric. md. 	 Poultry technician - poultry serv. 
Farm foreman/woman - agric. md. 	 Ranch foreman/woman - agric. md. 
Farm supervisor - agric. md. 	 Stable boss - agric. md. 
Foreman/woman - agric. md. 	 Stable foreman/woman - agric. md. 
Gang foreman/woman - agric. md. 	 Team foreman/woman - agric. ind. 

7183 - Livestock Farm Workers 
This unit group includes occupations primarily concerned with attending to livestock, such as cattle, horses, sheep, 

hogs and fur-bearing animals. Activities include: feeding and watering animals; breaking, training and exercising 
racehorses and draft horses; shoeing horses; milking cows; cleaning stables, pens and enclosures: cleaning and disinfecting 
milking equipment and milk storage containers; shearing and docking sheep; dehorning and branding cattle; killing and 
skinning fur-bearing animals; caring for poultry; and preparing related produce for market. 

Barn worker - agric. i. 	 Cattle brander - agric. ind. 
Bee farm worker - agric. md. 	 Cattle dehorner - agric. md. 
Breaker, draft horse - agric. md. 	 Cattle driver - agric. md. 
Breaker, harness-racing horse - agric, md.; amuse. & rec. 	Cattle feeder - agric. md. 

serv. md. 	 Cattle ranch worker - agric. md. 
Breaker, saddle-racing horse - amuse. & rec. serv. i. 	 Cowpuncher - agric. md. 
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Dairy farm worker - agric. md. 
Dairy hand - agric. md. 
Driver, livestock - meat prod. md. (exc. poultry): agric. md 
Farm worker, hogs - agric. md. 
Fur-farm worker - agric. md. 
Groom - any md. 
Hatchery worker - agric. md. 
Herder - meat prod. md. (exc. poultry); other serv. md 

incid. to trans. n.e.c.; agric. md. 
Horse breaker - agric. md. 
Incubator tender - poultry serv. 
Livestock caretaker - any md. 
Livestock labourer - agric. md. 
Milking-machine tender - agric. md. 

Mink flesher - agric. md. 
Pheasant farm worker - agric. md. 
Poultry farm worker - agric. md. 
Poultry plucker - n.e.c. 
Poultry worker - agric. md. 
Poultry-yard cleaner - any md. 
Ranch hand - agric. md. 
Ranch worker - agric. md. 
Sheep herder - agric. md. 
Sheep shearer - agric. md. 
Shepherd - agric. md. 
Stable worker - other amuse. & rec. serv. 
Stock herder - any md. 
Stock tender - any md. 

7185 - Crop Farm Workers 
This unit group includes occupations primarily concerned with growing vegetables, mushrooms and field crops such 

as carrots, tomatoes, grain, hops, tobacco and sugar-beets and with growing fruits such as apples, grapes and strawberries. 
Activities include: transplanting seedlings; planting, cultivating, fertilizing, irrigating, spraying and pruning trees, vines, 
shrubs and ground fruit crops; harvesting crops; and preparing produce for market. 

Apple picker - agric. md. 
Berry picker - agric. md. 
Crop farm labourer - agric. md. 
Farm worker, fruit - agric. md. 
Farm worker, grain - agric. md. 
Farm worker, mushroom - agric. md. 
Farm worker, rapeseed - agric. md. 
Farm worker, soybean - agric. md. 
Farm worker, sugar beet - agric. md. 
Farm worker, tobacco - agric. md. 
Farm worker, vegetable - agric. md. 
Fruit picker - agric. md. 
Fruit thinner - agric. md. 
Gardener - agric. md. 
Grafter - frumt & other veg. farms 
Greenhouse labourer - any md. 
Greenhouse worker - any md. 

Harvest hand - agric. md. 
Hothouse worker- any md. 
Mushroom picker-cutter - agric. md. 
Nut gatherer- agric. md. 
Orchard pruner- agric. md. 
Orchard sprayer - agric. md. 
Orchard worker - agric. md. 
Potato harvester - agric. md. 
Potato planter - agric. md. 
Potato shipper - agric. md. 
Sanitation worker - agric. md. 
Silo filler - agric, md. 
Tobacco curer - agric. md. 
Tobacco cutter - agric. md. 
Tobacco stripper - agric. md. 
Tobacco worker - agric. md. 
Vegetable picker - any md. 
Vegetable thinner - any md. 

7195 - Nursery and Related Workers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with growing and marketing trees, shrubs and ornamental plants; 

and providing landscaping, groundskeeping and gardening services. Activities include: preparing soil, planting grass, 
cutting and lifting sod; planting seeds and bulbs; transplanting seedlings; planting, transplanting, pruning and treating 
trees and shrubs; spraying to control insects and plant diseases; and landscaping and maintaining public and private 
grounds, parks, cemeteries and sports fields. 

Bulb planter - any md. 	 Golf course labourer - any md. 
Caretaker - cemeteries & crematoria; other amuse. & rec. 	Grass cutter - any md. 

serv. 	 Grave digger - cemeteries & crematoria 
Flower grower - nursery prod. 	 Greenskeeper - any md. 
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Grounds caretaker - any md. 
Groundskceper - any md. 
Hedge trimmer - any md. 
Labourer - cemeteries & crematoria 
Labourer - golf courses 
Landscape gardener - any md. 
Landscaper - any md. 
Lawn mower - any md. 
Maintenance grounds worker - any md. 
Maintenance worker - cemeteries & crematoria 

Nursery worker - agric. md. 
Park caretaker - govt. serv. md . 
Plant doctor - agric. md. 
Sod layer - nursery prod. 
Sodder - nursery prod. 
Tree budder - nursery prod. 
Tree expert - nursery prod. 
Tree grafter - nursery prod. 
Tree pruner - nursery prod. 
Tree sprayer - nursery prod. 
Tree surgeon - nursery prod. 

7196 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal 
Husbandry 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with inspecting, testing, grading and sampling eggs, field crops, fruit 
and vegetables, livestock and horticultural products. Occupations concerned with inspecting drugs are in Unit Group 8296 
- Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations, Other Processing. Occupations concerned with inspecting 
fruit and vegetable canning are in Unit Group 8226 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Food, 
Beverage and Related Processing. 

Blood tester, poultry - agric. md. Fruit examiner - n.e.c. 
Chicken culler - any md. Fruit grader - n.e.c. 
Chicken sexer - any md. Fruit sorter - n.e.c. 
Egg candler - any md. Grain sampler - any md. 
Egg grader - any md. Poultry culler - any md. 
Egg inspector - any md. Poultry sexer - any md. 
Egg tester - any md. Vegetable grader - n.e.c. 

7197 - Farm Machinery Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating farm machinery such as tractors, tractor-drawn and 

self-propelled equipment such as cultivators, crop-spraying machines, potato diggers and combines. Activities include: 
driving and making minor repairs to farm machinery and equipment. Occupations concerned with providing custom-
operating services are in Unit Group 7119 Farmers, n.e.c. 

Aerial crop duster - agric. md. 
Agricultural machine operator - agric. md. 
Baler - agric. md. 
Baling-machine operator - agric. md. 
Binder operator - agric. md. 
Combine operator - agric. md. 
Crop duster - any md. 
Cropsprayer machine operator - agric. md. 
Farm machinery operator - agric. md. 
Grain cleaner - n.e.c. 

Grain thresher - agric. md. 
Harvester operator - agric. md. 
Harvesting-machine operator - agric. md. 
Hay or straw baler - agric. md. 
Hay or straw presser - agric. md. 
Seed cleaner - any md. 
Sprayer - agric. md. 
Thresher - agric. md. 
Threshing-machine operator - agric. md. 
Tractor operator - agric. md. 
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7199 - Other Farming, Horticultural and Animal Husbandry Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes farm workers, not elsewhere classified, concerned with general farming, horticulture and 

animal husbandry. Activities include: packing eggs, orchard and field crop produce; planting, spraying, pruning and 
harvesting christmas trees; caring for animals, birds and marine life in research establishments and zoos: performing 
agricultural services such as animal breeding; disinfecting and shearing animals; and irrigating farm land. 

Animal caretaker - n.e.c. 
Animal groom - n.e.c. 
Animal trainer- n.e.c. 
Aquarist - agric, md.. amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Artificial breeder - any md. 
Artificial inseminator - any md. 
Caponizer - agric. md. 
Chore hand - agric. md, 
Christmas tree cutter - agric. md. 
Ditch cleaner - agric. md. 
Ditch digger - agric. md. 
Ditch rider - agric. md. 
Ditch tender - agric. md. 
Dog trainer - n.e.c. 
Egg packer - any md. 
Farm hand - agric. md. 
Farm labourer - agric. md. 
Farm worker, general - agric. md. 
Fruit packer - agric. md. 
Fumigator - agric. md. 

Game keeper - any md. 
Hired hand - agric. md. 
Horse trainer - n.e.c. 
Inseminator - serv. ind. incid. to agric. 
Irrigation labourer - water syst. md. 
Irrigation worker - water syst. md. 
Irrigator, sprinkler system - agric. md. 
Irrigator, wheel-line system - agric. md. 
Kennel attendant - agric. md. 
Kennel keeper - other serv. incid. to livestock & animal 

specialties 
Laboratory animal keeper - any md. 
Line rider - water syst. md. 
Pet groomer - agric. md. 
Primer, tobacco - agric. md. 
Riding and boarding stables operator - agric. md. 
Tier, tobacco - agric. md. 
Vegetable packer - agric. md. 
Water tender - water syst. md. 
Weed eradicator - agric. md. 
Zoo caretaker - any md. 
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FISHING, TRAPPING AND RELATED 
OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with harvesting fish and other aquatic life from deep sea, coastal 
and inland waters; breeding and tagging fish; growing oysters; tending lobster pounds; hunting whales and seals; and 
trapping wild animals. Fishing, Trapping and Related Occupations are classified in the following minor group: 

731 	Fishing, Trapping and Related Occupations 

731 -- FISHING, TRAPPING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with fishing in coastal, inland or deep sea waters using nets or lines; 
harvesting shellfish in open water or growing and harvesting them in shallow water; hunting and killing whales and seals; 
gathering seaweed: breeding and tagging fish in a hatchery; tending lobster pounds; growing oysters: repairing nets; and 
trapping wild animals. Fishing, Trapping and Related Occupations arc classified in the following unit groups: 

7311 	Captains and Other Officers, Fishing Vessels 

7313 	Net, Trap and Line Fishing Occupations 

7315 	Trapping and Related Occupations 

7319 	Fishing, Trapping and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

7311 - Captains and Other Officers, Fishing Vessels 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with commanding the crew of a fishing vessel and with supervising 

and coordinating activities of workers engaged in harvesting fish and other aquatic life. 

Boatswain - fishing md. 	 Mate. fishing md. 
Captain - fishing md. 	 Skipper - fishing md, 
Dragger captain - fishing md. 

7313 - Net, Trap and Line Fishing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with catching fish using nets, traps, lines, pots or harpoons and with 

gathering shellfish using traps, pots, dredges or hydraulic harvesters. 
Boat puller - fishing md. 
Chummer - fishing md. 
Clam digger - any md. 
Clam dredger - any md. 
Crab fisherman/woman - any md. 
Danish seine fisherman/woman - fishing md. 
Deckhand - fishing md. 
Dory operator - fishing md. 
Dredger - fishing md. 
Fisherman/woman - any md. 

Gear fisherman/woman - any md. 
Gill netter - fishing md. 
Hoopnetter - fishing md. 
Line fisherman/woman - any md. 
Lobster fisherman/woman - any md. 
Long line fisherman/woman - fishing md. 
Net fisherman/woman - any md. 
Oyster digger - any md. 
Oyster dredger - any md. 
Oyster fisherman/woman - any md. 
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Roller operator - fishing md. 	 Skiff man/woman, purse seine fishing - any md. 
Scallop dredger - any md. 	 Trawl-net fisherman/woman - fishing md. 
Seine fisherman/woman - any md. 	 Troller - fishing md. 
Shell fisherman/woman - any md. 	 Weir fisherman/woman - fishing md. 
Shellfish-harvester operator - fishing md. 

7315 - Trapping and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with trapping wild animals for food, pelts or sale, or exterminating 

unwanted predators. 

Fur trapper - any md. 	 Predatory hunter - any md. 
Game trapper - any md. 	 Trapper - trapping 
Hunter - any md. 

7319 - Fishing, Trapping and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with hunting whales and seals; gathering or 

harvesting seaweed; breeding, raising and tagging fish; repairing nets; growing oysters; tending lobster pounds; and other 
fishing, trapping and related occupations. 

Attendant - fishing md. 	 Irish-moss gatherer - any md. 
Beachcomber - n.e.c. 	 Kelp cutter - any md. 
Fish farm worker - fishing md. 	 Labourer - fishing md. 
Fish hatchery attendant - fishing md. 	 Moss bleacher - any md. 
Fish hatchery foreman/woman - fishing md. 	 Moss gatherer - any md. 
Fish tagger - fishing md. 	 Net mender - fishing md. 
Gear mender - fishing md. 	 Net worker - fishing md. 
Harpooner - fishing md. 	 Oyster grower - fishing md. 
Hatchery attendant - fishing md. 	 Seal hunter - fishing md. 
Hatchery foreman/woman - fishing md. 	 Sealer - fishing md. 
Icer - fishing md. 	 Seaweed harvesting machine operator - fishing md. 
Irish-moss bleacher - any md. 	 Whale fisherman/woman - fishing md. 
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FORESTRY AND LOGGING OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with the protection and conservation of forests, the felling of 
tinihr. and cutting and removing of logs and other products from forests. Forestry and Logging Occupations are 
cIas'ified in the following minor group: 

751 	ForestrY and logging Occupations 

751 -- F RtlR\ AND lOGGING OCC1.Pt11ONS 

his minor group includes occupations concerned with maintaining and protecting forests; cutting and evaluating 
tnihcr. moving logs from logging site to storage or transportation areas; planting trees; and assembling log booms. 
Fotc ,,iry and Logging Occupations are classified in the following: unit groups: 

7 I (1 	Foremen/women: Forestry and Logging Occupations 

7 II 	Forestry Conservation Occupations 

7513 	Timber Cutting and Related Occupations 

7516 	Log Inspecting, Grading, Scaling and Related Occupations 

7517 	Log Hoisting, Sorting, Moving and Related Occupations 

7518 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Forestry and Logging 

7519 	Forestry and Logging Occupations. n.e.c. 

7510 Foremen/women: Forestn and Logging Occupations 

I ns unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 
1niInt:ining and protecting forests; cutting and evaluating timber; moving logs from logging site to storage or 
ranportation areas; planting trees; assembling log booms; and performing other forestry and logging activities. 

Boom foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 
Boom master - logging & forestry md. 
Boss - logging & forestry md. 
Camp boss - togging & forestry md. 
Chief cruiser - logging & forestry md. 
Contractor - logging & forestry md. 
Foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 
Head faller - logging & forestry md. 
Head log sorter - logging & forestry md. 
I lead m ver 	neina & Lre,tr\ ind. 

Hook tender - logging & forestry md. 
Logging boss - logging & forestry md. 
Logging foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 
Overseer - togging & forestry md. 
River boss. logging & forestry md. 
Saw boss- logging & forestry md. 
Scaler supervisor - logging & forestry md. 
Skidder foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 
Timber foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 
'\ ods boss - logging & forestry md. 
'ardcr hn - oggi no & forestry intl. 
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7511 - Forestry Conservation Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with conserving forest areas and woodlots, and protecting them from 

fire, disease and other hazards. Occupations concerned with research and development of forests and wooded areas are 
classified in Unit Group 2139-Occupations in Life Sciences, n.e.c., and in Unit Group 2135— Life Scienceslechnologists 
and Technicians. Occupations concerned with enforcing and advising on governmental regulations are in Unit Group 1116 
- Inspectors and Regulatory Officers, Government. 

Aerial observer - logging & forestry md. 
Fire warden - logging & forestry md. 
Forest fire fighter - logging & forestry md. 
Forest guard - logging & forestry md. 
Forest protection officer - logging & forestry md. 
Lookout tower worker - logging & forestry md. 
Park ranger - logging & forestry md. 

Patroller - logging & forestry md. 
Ranger - logging & forestry md. 
Smoke chaser - logging & forestry md. 
Tower worker - logging & forestry md. 
Tree puller - logging & forestry md. 
Tree spacer - logging & forestry md. 
Warden - logging & forestry md. 

7513 - Timber Cutting and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with marking trees; clearing undergrowth and preparing a wooded 

area for logging operations; felling trees; removing limbs and bark; cutting felled trees into logs; and chipping and 
transporting slashings. Bush-clearing and road-making mobile equipment operators are in Unit Group 8711 - 
Excavating, Grading and Related Occupations. 

Bark fitter - logging md. 
Bark marker - logging md. 
Blazer - logging md. 
Bolt cutter - logging md. 
Bolt maker - logging md. 
Brush cutter - logging md. 
Bucker - logging md. 
Cat swamper - logging md. 
Chain-saw operator - any md. 
Climber - logging md. 
Cordwood cutter - logging md. 
Cutter - logging md. 
Delimber and buncher operator - logging md. 
Dragsaw operator - logging md. 
Faller - logging md. 
Feller - logging md. 
Feller buncher operator - logging md. 
Fitter - logging md. 
Gopher - logging md. 
Knot bumper - logging md. 
Limber - logging md. 
Log cutter - logging md. 
Log maker - logging md. 
Logger - logging md. 
Marker - logging md. 
Picket maker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging md. 
Pole maker - logging md. 
Pole sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging md. 
Post cutter - logging md. 
Power-saw operator - logging md. 

Pulpwood cutter - logging md. 
Pulpwood harvester operator - logging md. 
Railroad tie cutter - logging md. 
Ringer - logging md. 
River - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Rosser - logging md. 
Sawyer - logging md. 
Scalper - logging md. 
Shake cutter - logging md. 
Shingle-bolt cutter - logging md. 
Shortwood harvester operator - logging md. 
Skid adzer - logging md. 
Spotter - logging md. 
Stock cutter - logging md. 
Stumper - logging md. 
Swamper - logging md. 
Telephone-pole cutter - logging md. 
Tie cutter - logging md. 
Tie hacker - logging md. 
Tie maker- logging md. 
Timber cutter - logging md. 
Timber hand - loggingind. 
Topper - logging md. 
Tree faller - logging md. 
Tree harvester operator - logging md. 
Tree marker - logging md. 
Tree trimmer - n.e.c. 
Undercutter - logging md. 
Wood chopper - logging md. 
Wood Cutter - logging md. 
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7516 - Log Inspecting, Grading, Scaling and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with appraising forest areas to estimate timber yield; inspecting and 

grading logs; and estimating their volume and marketable lumber content. 

Bark scaler - logging md. 
Cruiser - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
Culler- logging md. 
Estimator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
Inspector - logging md. 
Inspector cruiser - logging md.; forestry serv. md. 
Land cruiser - forestry serv. md.: logging md. 
Land examiner - forestry serv. md.: logging md. 
Land inspector - forestry serv. md.: logging md. 
Log culler - any md. 

Log grader - any md. 
Log inspecLor - any md. 
Log scaler - any md. 
Timber cruiser - logging md.: forestry serv. md. 
Timber estimator - logging md. 
Timber grader - any md. 
Timber inspector - any md. 
Timber rider - logging md. 
Timber scaler - any md. 
Tree sorter - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Wood scaler - any md. 

7517 - Log Hoisting, Sorting, Moving and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with hoisting cut logs to trucks, skidways or other means of moving 

them from the site of operations; sorting logs at points of assembly; salvaging logs; forming log booms on water; and other 
related activities. Other hoisting occupations are in Unit Group 9311 - Hoisting Occupations, n.e.c. 

Beachcomber logging i nd. 
Boom worker- logging md. 
Bottom loader - logging md. 
Box-car loader - logging md. 
Canter - logging md. 
Cargo-carrier operator - logging md. 
Carrier - logging md. 
Carry-lift operator - logging md. 
Chaser - logging md. 
Chute feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging md. 
Donkey engineer - logging md. 
Dozer-boat operator - logging md. 
Drum operator - logging md. 
First loader - logging md. 
Flagger - logging md. 
Flume runner - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 

md. 
Flume tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging md. 
Grab driver - logging md. 
Grab setter - logging md. 
Grapple-yarder operator - logging md. 
Grappler - logging md. 
Ground loader - logging md. 
Head loader - logging md. 
High climber, logging md. 
High rigger - logging md. 
Hydraulic auger operator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
Jammer operator - logging md. 
Lever operator - logging md. 
Line setter - logging md. 
Loader - logging md. 
Loader engineer - logging md. 

Log driver - logging md. 
Log dumper - logging md. 
Log handler - logging md. 
Log rider - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Log roller - logging md. 
Log salvager - logging md. 
Log skidder - logging md. 
Log-chain feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 

md. 
Log-yard-crane operator - any md. 
Logging-tractor operator - logging md. 
Pick-up worker- logging md. 
Pond worker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging md. 
Raft drifter - logging md. 
Rafter - logging md. 
Rigger - logging md. 
Rigging maker - logging md. 
Rigging slinger - logging md. 
River driver - logging md. 
Roper - logging md. 
Salvager - logging md. 
Second rigger - logging md. 
Signaller - logging md. 
Skid tender - logging md. 
Skidder - logging md. 
Skidder driver - logging md. 
Skidder operator - logging md. 
Skidder rigger - logging md. 
Slip feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Slip tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Spool tender - logging md. 
Stave-block roller - logging md. 
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Steel-spar-machine operator - logging md. 	 Tongs unhooker - logging md. 
Swing engineer - logging md. 	 lop loader - logging md. 
Taller-in - logging md. 	 Trailer - logging md. 
Tie carrier - logging md. 	 Unloader - logging md. 
Timberjack operator - logging md. 	 Yard tender - logging md. 
Toggler - logging md. 	 Yarder engineer - logging md. 
Tonger - logging md. 	 Yarder operator - logging md. 
Tongs hooker - logging md. 	 Yarder puncher - logging md. 

7518 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Forestry and Logging 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with the conservation of forests 

and woodlots, gathering seed cones, and performing other elemental work in forestry and logging. 

Bark peeler - logging md. 
Bark spudder - logging md. 
Barker - logging md. 
Cable hooker - logging md. 
Chain hooker - logging md. 
Chainer - logging md. 
Choke hooker - logging md. 
Choke setter - logging md. 
Choker - logging md. 
Chute greaser - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle 

mills 

Decker - logging md. 
I-looker - logging md. 
Labourer - logging md. 
Log hooker - logging md. 
Mucker - loggingind. 
Post peeler - logging md. 
Seed cone picker - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
Third rigger - logging md. 
Tree planter - forestry serv. md. 

7519 - Forestry and Logging Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities related to forestry and 

logging. 

Cable puller - logging md. 	 Flume inspector - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle 
Cable tender - logging md. 	 mills 
Chain puller - logging md. 	 Jack-ladder operator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
Chain tender - logging i. 	 Lumberjack - logging md. 
Chute builder - logging md. 	 Poler - logging md. 
Chute tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging md. 	 Rider - logging md. 
Dam keeper - logging md. 	 Road builder - logging md. 
Dam tender - logging md. 	 Roadmaker - logging md. 
Deck builder - logging md. 	 Skid-road builder - logging md. 

Woods setter - logging md. 
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This major group includes occupations concerned '. ft extracting mineral ores, crude petroleum. natural gas. %Natcr. 
coal potash, and other minerals from underground or open pit mines, quarries, and oil and natural gas fields. This major 
group also includes occupations concerned with extracting peat moss from peat bogs. Mining and Quarrying Including 
Oil and Gas Field occupations are classified in the following minor group: 

771 	Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas Field Occupations 

771 - MININ(; AND QUARRYING INCLUDING OIL AND GAS FIELD OCCUPATIONS 

'I Ii is minor group includes occupations concerned with drilling to explore for or to extract oil and natural gas, mineral 
ores, v, ater, coal, salt and other minerals. Activities include drilling, blasting, cutting and loading. Mining and Quarrying 
Including Oil and Gas Field Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

7710 	Foremen/women: Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas Field Occupations 

7711 	Rotary Well-drilling and Related Occupations 

7713 	Rock and Soil Drilling Occupations 

7715 	Blasting Occupations 

7717 	Mining and Quarrying: Cutting, Handling and Loading Occupations 

7718 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas 
Fields 

7719 	Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas Field Occupations, n.e.c. 

7710 - Forenien "women: \lining and Quarr\ ing Including Oil and Gas Field Occupations 
1 his unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

opri pit and underground mining and quarrying; oil, natural gas and water well-drilling and servicing; and construction 
dr llliigand tunnelling projects. 

hl;isting foreman/woman - mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

h',,ss miner - mining md. 
hute boss - mining md. 
hute checker - mining md. 
intractor - mining md. 
rew boss - mining md. 

I )redgemaster mining md. 
!)rilling foreman/woman - mining md.; petrol. & nat. gas 

md. 
'ace boss - mining md. 

Foreman/woman - mines, quarries & oil wells 
I lead flat trimmer - mining hid 

Head timber framer - mining md. 
Labour foreman/woman - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Lease foreman/woman - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Level boss - mining md. 
Loader boss- mining md. 
Mine foreman/woman - mining md. 
Outside foreman/woman - mining md. 
Overseer - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Pit foreman/woman - mining md. 
Quarry boss - quarry & sand pit md. 
Room boss - mining md. 
Roustabout foreman/woman - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Saniple foreman/woman - mining md. 



MAJOR GROUP 77 
7710 (cont'd) 

Section foreman/woman - mining md. 
Shift boss - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Shift foreman/woman - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Shift leader - mining md. 
Shot foreman/woman - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Shovel foreman/woman - mining md.; quarry & sand pit 

md. 
Stope foreman/woman - mining md. 
Surface boss mining md. 

Surface foreman/woman - mining md. 
Timber foreman/woman - mining md. 
Time foreman/woman - mining md. 
Tipple foreman/woman - mining md. 
Tool pusher - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Trammer boss - mining md. 
Underground foreman/woman - mining md. 
Underground supervisor - mining md. 
Ventilation boss - mining md. 
Washery foreman/woman - mining md. 

7711 - Rotary Well-drilling and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with sinking deep rotary drill holes into the earth to explore for or to 

extract oil and natural gas. Activities include: assembling, erecting and operating drills to penetrate the earth; lowering 
and raising drill pipes, bits, instruments and casings; treating wells to increase production; and inspecting, testing and 
servicing wells to clean, reactivate or overcome difficulties related to them. Occupations related to oil exploration and 
production which normally require specialized training, and associated technicians, technologists and engineers, are in 
Unit Group 2165 - Engineering Technologists and Technicians, and Unit Group 2153 - Mining Engineers, and Unit 
Group 2154— Petroleum Engineers. 

Acid treater - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Acidizer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Back-up worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Bailer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Cable driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Cable-tool operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Caser - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Casing puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Casing-crew worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Cathead worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Cementer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Cementing-tool operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Dehydrator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Dehydrator operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Derrick worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Down-hole tool operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Driller - petrol. & nat, gas md. 
Gas-well plugger - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Gas-well tender - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Lead-tong worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Mud-cleaning-machine operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

Mud-plant operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil-well cementer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil-well driller - any md. 
Pipe puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Pipe racker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Power-tong operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Rod puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Rotary driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Seismograph driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Service-rig operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Snubbing-unit operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Spud driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Swabber - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Test-hole driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Treater - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Tube puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Well acidizer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Well cementer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Well cleaner - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Well puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7713 - Rock and Soil Drilling Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating a variety of drills to facilitate the use of explosives in 

underground or surface mining, quarries and construction projects; to tap sub-surface water and salt deposits: to obtain 
core samples for analysis of ore, soil or foundation materials; and to break and separate rock. 

Air-drill operator - mining md. 	 Block holer - mining md.: quarry & sand pit md. 
Airtrack driller - mining md.; const. md. 	 Churn driller - mining md. 
Auger operator - mining md. 	 Churn-drill operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Blast-hole driller - mining md. 	 Coal driller - mining md. 
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,\erial trammer - mining md. 
.\erial-tram operator - mining md. 
Battery starter - mining md. 
Block maker - quarry & sand pit md. 
Boom operator - mining md. 
Boom worker - coal mines 
Bottom cager - mining md. 
Bottomer - mining md. 
Boxcar loader - mining md. 
Brusher - mining md. 
Bucket dumper - mining md. 
Cage tender - mining md. 
Cager - mining md. 
Car loader - mining md. 

Channeler runner - quarry & sand pit md. 
Channeling-machine runner - mining md.; quarry & sand 

pit md. 
Coal banker - coal mines 
Coal cager - coal mines 
Coal conveyor - coal mines 
Coal cutter - coal mines 
Coal digger - coal mines 
Coal hauler - coal mines 
Coal loader - coal mines 
Coal-cutting-machine operator - coal mines 
Cobber - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Contractor loader - coal mines 
Conveyor operator - mining md. 
Crew loader - mining md. 

M.4JOR 6RO11, I  V 77 
7713 cuni'dt 

intract driller - mining md. 
( ore driller - const. md.: mining md. 
(ore driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

re-drill operator - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & 
sand pit md. 

l)iimond driller - const. md.; mining md. 
I )iamond-drill runner - const. ind mining md. 
Drift driller - mining md. 
Drifter - const. md. 
I)rill engineer - mining md. 
Drill runner - mining md. 
Driller - mining md.: quarry & sand pit md. 
Jackhammer operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

Jackleg operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit mud. 
Jumper - mining md. 
Plug-drill operator - mining md. 
Raise driller - mining md. 
Rock driller - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 

md. 
Shaft driller - mining md. 
Steam driller - const. md. 
Stope driller - mining md. 
Stoper - mining md. 
Test-hole driller - mining md. 
Wagon-drill operator - const, md. 
Water-well driller - any md. 
Well-drill operator - const. md. 

7715 - Blasting Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing, placing, and detonating explosives to loosen ore, coal 

and other minerals in mines and quarries; to explore for minerals, oil and natural gas; to loosen rocks and stumps; and to 
demolish structures on construction sites. 

Blaster - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
Blaster - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; const. md. 
(hargcr - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Chute blaster - mining md. 
l)vnamiter - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 

md. 
Fuse cutter - mining md. 
(mum perforator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil-well shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Perforator operator - petroL & na I. ga md. 

Seismograph shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Shooter - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Shot charger - mining md. 
Shot firer - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Shot lighter - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 

md. 
Tamper - mining md. 
Torpedo shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Well shooter . petrol. & flat. gas ind.  

7717 - Mining and Quarrying: Cutting, Handling and Loading Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating machines that Cut and remove minerals, peat moss, 

s' aste or similar materials in underground and open pit mines or quarries; loading materials on conveyances for removal to 

r -occssing points or waste depositing locations; and other related support activities. Mine railway equipment and dinky 

car operators are in Unit Group 9193— Rail Vehicle Operators, Except Rail Transport. 
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Cuim loader - mining md. 
Cutter - mining md. 
Cutter operator - mining md. 
Cutting-machine operator - mining md. 
Digger - mining md. 
Drag operator - quarry & sand pit md. 
Dragline engineer - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Dragline operator - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Dragline runner - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Face worker - mining md. 
Foot cager - mining md. 
Hauler - mining md. 
Head tender - mining md. 
Iron miner - iron mines 
Joy loader - mining md. 
Lander - mining md. 
Landing tender - mining md. 
Lead miner - mining md. 
Loader operator - mining md. 
Machine cutter - mining md. 
Machine loader - mining md. 
Machine operator - mining md. 
Machine runner - mining md. 
Machine sumper- mining md. 
Metal miner - metal mines 
Mine slusher - mining md. 
Miner - clay prod. md. 
Miner- mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

On-setter - mining md. 
Open-pit miner - mining md. 
Peat moss cutting machine operator - mining md. 
Peat moss gathering machine operator - mining md. 
Pick miner - mining md. 
Puncher operator - mining md. 
Quarrier - quarry & sand pit md. 
Radial-machine operator - mining md. 
Rake runner - mining md. 
Robber - mining md. 
Rock cutter - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; const. 

md. 
Rock miner - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Salt miner - salt mines 
Scoop tram operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Scraper - salt mines 
Shearer - mining md. 
Shovel operator - mining md. 
Skip loader - mining md. 
Skip miner - mining md. 
Skip tender - mining md. 
Slate blocker - quarry & sand pit md. 
Slusher operator - mining md, 
Starter - mining md. 
Stone cutter - stone quarries 
Top cager - mining md. 
Top lander - mining md. 
Undercutter - mining md. 
Zinc miner - silver-lead-zinc mines 

7718 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas Fields 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work which are concerned with extracting 

minerals from underground or open pit mines and quarries, and drilling wells. 

Asbestos cleaner - any md. Car shifter - mining md. 
Bailer - mining md. Car spotter - mining md. 
Barrow pusher - mining md. Car trimmer - mining md. 
Basket loader - mining md. Chainer - mining md. 
Blocker - mining md. Check puller - mining md. 
Boiler coal feeder - coal mines Chunker- mining md. 
Bottom digger - mining md. Cleaner - mining md. 
Boxcar shoveler - mining md. Clipper - mining md. 
Breaker - quarry & sand pit md. Coal cleaner - coal mines 
Bucker - mining md. Coal handter - coal mines 
Bucket hooker - mining md. Coal picker - coal mines 
Buggy wheeler - mining md. Coal shoveller - coal mines 
Bumper - mining md. Coal trimmer - coal mines 
Car chalker - mining md. Coal wheeler - coal mines 
Car cleaner - mining md. Copper picker - mining md. 
Car hooker - mining md. Deck hand - mining md. 
Car pincher - mining md. Ditch digger - mining md. 
Car puller - mining md. Ditcher - mining md. 
Car pusher - mining md. Door tender - mining md. 
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Door trapper - mining md. 
Fibre cleaner - asbestos mines 
Flagger - mining md. 
Flat trimmer - mining md. 
Gate tender - mining md. 
Gripper - mining md. 
Grizzly worker- mining md.; quarry & sand pit md 
Heap keeper - mining md. 
Kibble filler - mining md. 
Labourer - mining md., quarry & sand pit md. 
Labourer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Lump picker - mining md. 
Machine scraper- mining md. 
Mucker - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Nipper - mining md. 
Open-pit labourer - mining md. 
Ore sorter - mining md. 
Part drawer - mining md. 
Peat digger - mining md. 
Picker - mining md. 
Plate worker - mining md. 
Pusher operator - mining md. 
Ripper - mining md. 
Road cleaner - mining md. 

Road maker - mining md. 
Rock breaker - quarry & sand pit md. 
Rock duster - mining md. 
Rock picker - mining md. 
Roof trimmer - mining md. 
Runner - mining md. 
Rustler - mining md. 
Sand shoveler - mining md. 
Scraper - coal mines 
Shoveler - mining md. 
Slate picker - mining md. 
Sorter - mining md. 
Spotter- mining md. 
Stope scraper - mining md. 
Surface labourer - mining md. 
Tippler - mining md. 
Trapper - mining md. 
Trimmer - quarry & sand pit md. 
Twin keeper - mining md. 
Underground labourer - mining md. 
Waste sweeper - mining md. 
Water bailer - mining md. 
Water hauler - mining md. 
Wheeler - mining md. 

7719 - Mining and Quarrying Including Oil and Gas Field Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with underground construction work to 

provide support for mine roofs and walls; inspecting and testing work for quality control; instituting and enforcing mine 
safety measures; conducting placer and dredge mining; dispatching oil well service crews; and assisting engineers in 

prospecting for oil. 

Air sampler - mining md. 
Battery operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Battery operator, mining - mining md.; quarry & sand pit 

md. 
Brattice builder - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Breaker tender - mining md. 
Canvas ventilation partitioner - mining md. 
Chute topper - mining md. 
Coal grader - mining md. 
Coal inspector - mining md. 
Coal spragger - mining md. 
Coal stripper - mining md. 
Coal tester - mining md. 
Contract miner - mining md. 
Dredge engineer - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Dredge operator - mines, quarries & oil wells 
Drift miner - mining md. 
Entry miner - mining md. 
Fireboss - miningind. 
Fire inspector - mining md. 
Fire patroller - mining md. 
Fire runner - mining md. 

Flume tender - mining md. 
Grader - mining md. 
Grizzly operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Haul-pack driver - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Incline repairer - mining md. 
inspector - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
Inspector - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Lamp cleaner - mining md. 
Lamp inspector - mining md. 
Lamp keeper - mining md. 
Lamp repairer - mining md. 
Mine examiner - mining md. 
Mine operator - mining md. 
Mine rescuer - mining md. 
Mine sampler - mining md. 
Mine timber framer - mining md. 
Mine-fire patroller - mining md. 
Nozzle worker - mining md. 
Oil pipe inspector - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Ore grader - mining md. 
Pack builder - mining md. 
Packer - mining md. 
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Patroller - mining md. 
Pillar builder - mining md. 
Placer miner - mining md. 
Pulley maintainer- mining md. 
Rescuer - mining md. 
Roughneck - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Roustabout - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Safety mining inspector - mining md. 
Sample bucker - mining md. 
Sample picker - mining md. 
Sample taker - mining md. 
Sampler - mining md. 
Sand drier - mining md. 
Shaft mechanic - mining md. 
Shaft repairer - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

Shaft tender - mining md. 
Shifter - mining md. 
Sinker - mining md. 
Sluice tender - mining md. 
Stope leader - mining md. 
Straw-boss - mining md.: quarry & sand pit md. 
Surface worker - mining md. 
Timber framer - mining md. 
Timber packer - mining md. 
Tipple inspector - mining md. 
Track repairer - mining md. 
Tunnel worker - mining md. 
Ventilation controller - mining md. 
Wailer - mining md. 
Well blower - petrol. & flat. gas md. 
Yard worker - mining md. 
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PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS 
This major group includes occupations concerned with refining, mixing, compounding, chemically treating, 

conditioning or similarly working materials such as ores, metals, clay, glass, stone, chemicals, petroleum, rubber, plastic, 
foods, beverages, paper, wood, textile fibres, hides, pelts and tobacco for direct use; or to produce semi-finished materials 
for further machining or fabricating; or to produce finished products such as bricks, tiles, processed food, newsprint, 
lumber, plywood and cloth. Processing Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

811 	Mineral Ore Treating Occupations 

8 13/814 	Metal Processing and Related Occupations 

815 	Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, Forming and Related Occupations 

816/817 	Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related Materials Processing Occupations 

821/822 	Food, Beverage and Related Processing Occupations 

823 	Wood Processing Occupations, Except Pulp and Papermaking 

825 	Pulp and Papermaking and Related Occupations 

826/827 	Textile Processing Occupations 

829 	Other Processing Occupations 

$11 - MINERAL ORE TREATING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with preparing crude mineral ores for direct use or further 

processing, either to finished metals or to any intermediate stage in refining, by such means as crushing, grinding, mixing, 
filtering or melting. Mineral Ore Treating Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

8110 	Foremen/women: Mineral Ore Treating Occupations 

8111 	Crushing and Grinding Occupations, Mineral Ores 

8113 	Mixing, Separating. Filtering and Related Occupations, Mineral Ores 

8115 	Melting and Roasting Occupations, Mineral Ores 

8116 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Mineral Ore Treating 

8118 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Mineral Ore Treating 

8119 	Mineral Ore Treating Occupations, n.e.c. 

8110 - Foremen/women: Mineral Ore Treating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

preparing crude mineral ores for direct use or further processing. 

Alumina-plant foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & 	Ball-mill foreman/woman - mining md. 
refin. 	 Ball-plant foreman/woman - mining md. 
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Breaker boss - coal mines 
Concentrator foreman/woman - mining md. 
Crusher boss - metal mines; primary steel md. 
Crusher foreman/woman - metal mines 
Cyanide foreman/woman - mining md. 
Mill boss - primary metal md. 
Mill foreman/woman - metal mines 
Pot puncher trainer - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

Pot-room foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Reclamation foreman/woman - primary steel md.: non-fer. 

metal smelt. & refin. 
Reduction-plant foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. 

& refin. 
Shift adjuster - primary metal md. 
Tankhouse foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & 

refi n. 

8111 - Crushing and Grinding Occupations, Mineral Ores 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending equipment that reduces minerals and 

ores to a smaller state by compression, smashing, cutting, grinding or a combination of these methods. 
Ball-mill operator- mining md.; primary metal md. 
Battery operator, processing - metal mines 
Crusher - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Crusher control room operator - primary steel md.; non-

fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Crusher operator - metal mines; coal mines; primary metal 

md. 
Crusher tender - metal mines; primary metal md. 

Cutter - primary metal md. 
Grinder-mill operator - mining md.: primary metal md. 
Mill crusher - metal mines; coal mines: primary metal md. 
Mill operator - metal mines; coal mines; primary metal 

md. 
Ore crusher - metal mines; coal mines; primary metal md. 
Ore grinder - metal mines: coal mines; primary metal md. 
Slurry control tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Stamper - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8113 - Mixing, Separating, Filtering and Related Occupations, Mineral Ores 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending equipment that combines mineral ores 

with solvents or amalgams to produce a single mass or compound; or setting apart desirable materials in ore or concentrate 
by such means as forcing or drawing it through filtering devices or screens by suction or pressure, sifting, straining, 
squeezing, centrifugal force, gravity, flotation, leaching, amalgamation, electrolysis, distillation, precipitation or by 
agitating devices. 

Agitator operator - primary metal md. 
Amalgamator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Baghouse attendant - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Clarifier operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Classifier operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Coal screener - coal mines 
Coal washer - coal mines 
Concentrator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Cone tender - mining md.: primary metal md. 
Cottrell operator - primary metal md. 
Cyanide operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Dewaterer operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Dewaterer tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Digester-and-evaporator operator - mining md.; primary 

metal md. 
Filter operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Floater - asbestos mines 
Flotation operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Foot worker - other non-metal mines (cxc. coal) 
Hydrate-thickener operator - mining md.; primary metal 

md. 
Jig runner - mining md.; primary metal md. 

Leacher - mining md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Mill solutioner - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Ore screener - mining md. 
Ore washer - metal mines 
Precipitator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Reagent tender - mining md. 
Red-mud-thickener operator - mining md.; primary metal 

md. 
Refiner - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Screen operator - primary metal md. 
Screener - coal mines 
Shaker operator - coal mines 
Sludge worker - mining md. 
Sludge-mill operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Solution operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Spiral runner - mining md.; primary metal md, 
Stripper - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Table tender - mining md. 
Thickener - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & 

refin. 
Top-precipitator operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
Wet-plant tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
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!iic tank operator rintnp nd .prinar' octal ijI. 

8115 - Melting and Roasting Occupations, Mineral Ores 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending furnaces and kilns that heat mineral ores 

or concentrates to change them from a solid to liquid state for compounding with other materials, or roasting ores and 
concentrates to eliminate impurities or to change their state. 

(alciner - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
K In operator - mining md primary metal md. 
limestone bunter non-nietallir into, prod. md. 

Roaster operator - mining md. 
Sintering-machine operator - primary steel md.: non-fer. 

metal smelt. & relin. 

8116 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Mineral Ore Treating 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with performing 

rom.tine evaluation tests and other quality control activities in mineral ore treating. 

Iron-pellet-hardness tester - primary steel md. 	 Mineral sampler - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md,; 
\lica classifIer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 	 non-metallic mm, prod. md. 
Mill sampler - I 	irs mclii ind. 	 Ore sampler - primars metal 

8118 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Mineral Ore Treating 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or elemental work which are concerned with preparing crude 

mineral ores for direct use or further processing. 

Ball-mill labourer - mining md.; primary metal md. 	 Slime remover - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Bankhead screen tender - coal mines 	 Smelter labourer - any md. 
( rusher feeder - primary metal md. 	 Tailings labourer - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. 
I .ihourer, ore treating - mining ind. 	 & refin. 
\lill labourer - nmning hid : pri1;tr metal ind. 	 'lankhouse labourer - non-icr. macnil - moult & mcliii. 

8119 -- Mineral Ore Treating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with treating of mineral ores. 

.\lumina-recovery equipment operator - primary metal 
md. 

I uminum-briquetting-equipment operator - primary 
metal md. 

\luminum-cell tender - primary metal md. 
\luminum-oxide control operator - primary metal md. 

.tdmium-plant operator - mining md,. primary metal md. 
hiorinator - mining md.; primary metal md. 
irculattir - non-kr. metal smelt. & refin.  

Cleaner jigs operator- primary metal md. 
Drier operator - mining md. 
Mica splitter - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Mica trimmer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Mica-laminating-machine tender - non-metallic mm. prod. 

I nd. 
Mill feeder - primary metal md. 
Piper servicer - primary metal md. 
Pug-mill operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin.: metal 

it Tics 

8I3814 - \ll:I1AL. PRO(FISSIN(, AND REI..V ILL) ()('(t'P..iiON.S 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with processing partially or fully refined metals to make semi-
finished or finished metal stock and products bI, such means as melting, heat-treating. rolling, moulding, east no, drawing. 
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extruding, plating and metal coating. Metal Processing and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit 
groups: 

8130 	Foremen/women: Metal Processing and Related Occupations 
8131 	Metal Smelting, Converting and Refining Occupations 
8133 	Metal Heat-treating Occupations 
8135 	Metal Rolling Occupations 
8137 	Moulding, Coremaking and Metal Casting Occupations 
8141 	Metal Extruding and Drawing Occupations 

8143 	Plating, Metal Spraying and Related Occupations 
8146 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Metal Processing 
8148 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Metal Processing 
8149 	Metal Processing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8130 - Foremen/women: Metal Processing and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

processing metal to make semi-finished or finished metal stock and products. 

Annealing foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Caster foreman/woman -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Casting-room foreman/woman - primary metal md.; lab. 

metal prod. md. 
Core-room foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Coremaker foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Electroplating foreman/woman - stamped, press. & coat. 

metal prod. 
Extruder foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Extrusion-press foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Foundry foreman/woman - any md. 

I-lead pot tender - jewel. & precious metal md.; primary 
metal md. 

Heat-treater foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Metalizing foreman/woman - stamped, press. & coat. 

metal prod. 
Moulder foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Plater foreman/woman - stamped, press. & coat, metal 

prod. 
Rolling-mill foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Smelter foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Solder maker foreman-woman - any md. 
Wire-drawing foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8131 - Metal Smelting, Converting and Refining Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending furnaces in the converting and refining of 

metal; melting metal for casting; and in heating metal for rolling, forging and pressing as a stage in production of semi-
finished or finished metal stock or products. 

Air-furnace operator - iron foundries 
Bar-mill charger - primary metal md. 
Bessemer regulator - primary metal md. 
Bessemer-converter blower - primary metal md. 
Billet heater - primary metal md. 
Blast-furnace blower - primary metal md. 
Blast-furnace keeper - primary metal ind 
Blast-furnace tender - primary metal md. 
Brass melter - primary metal md. 
Car loader - primary metal md. 

Charge feeder - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin, 
Charge-bucket operator - primary metal md. 
Charge-floor feeder - primary metal md. 
Charger - primary metal md. 
Charging machine operator - primary metal md. 
Converter - primary metal md. 
Converter operator - primary metal md. 
Converter skimmer - primary metal md. 
Copper refiner - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Crucible-furnace melter - primary metal md. 
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Crucible-furnace tender - primary metal md. 
Cupola charger - primary metal md. 
Cupola melter - primary metal md. 
Cupola operator - primary metal md. 
Cupola stocker - primary metal md. 
Cupola tender - primary metal md. 
Electric-furnace melter - primary metal md. 
Electric-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Fire regulator - primary metal md. 
First helper - primary steel md. 
Forge heater - primary metal md. 
Furnace charger - primary metal md. 
Furnace filler - primary metal md. 
Furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Furnace puncher - primary metal md. 
Furnace skimmer - primary metal md. 
Furnace tender - primary metal md. 
Gas reverser - primary metal md. 
Head charger - primary metal md. 
Hearth feeder - primary metal md. 
Heat regulator - primary metal md. 
Heater - primary metal md. 
Hot-metal charger - primary metal md. 
Iron melter - primary metal md. 
Iron puddler - primary metal md. 
Kettle skimmer - primary metal md. 
Kettle worker - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Lead refiner - non-fer, metal smelt. & refin. 
Lead-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Melter - paint & varnish md. 
Melter - primary metal md. 
Metal heater - primary metal md. 

Metal melter - any md. 
Metal mixer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Metal roaster - primary metal md. 
Metal smelter - primary metal md. 
Open-hearth-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Pig-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Plunger - primary metal md. 
Pot tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Pot-room tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Puddler - primary metal md. 
Puller out - primary metal md. 
Puncher - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Pusher operator - primary metal md. 
Reduction-furnace operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & 

refin. 
Refiner - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Regulator - iron foundries 
Remelter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Retort cooler - primary metal md. 
Retort-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Reverberatory skimmer - primary metal md. 
Reverberatory-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Roaster - primary metal md. 
Rotary-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Sheet heater- primary metal md. 
Skimmer - primary metal md. 
Slag skimmer - primary metal md. 
Smelter charger - primary metal md. 
Smelter feeder - primary metal md. 
Steel heater - primary metal md. 
Stove tender - primary metal md. 
Tank puller - primary metal md. 
Tilting-furnace operator - iron foundries 
Tube heater - primary metal i nd. 

8133 - Metal Heat-treating Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with altering the physical properties of metals or metal objects by 
heating, cooling or chemically treating to anneal, harden, temper or relieve internal stresses. This designation covers heat-
treating occupations, wherever they occur, except when activities such as annealing, hardening or tempering are only 
incidental tasks. 

Aluminum heater - any md. 
Annealer - jewel. & precious metal md.; primary metal 

md. 
Annealing-furnace tender - primary metal md. 
Annealing-oven operator - primary metal md. 
Blue temperer - primary metal md. 
Bluer - primary metal md. 
Box annealer - primary metal md. 
Brass annealer - any md. 
Carbonizer - primary metal md. 
Carburizing-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Case hardener - primary metal md. 

Cyanide-case hardener - primary metal md. 
Cyanide-furnace operator - primary metal md. 
Cyanide-pot tender - primary metal md. 
Die hardener - primary metal md. 
Draw-fire operator - primary metal md. 
Dural-heat treater - aircraft & parts md. 
Flame hardener - primary metal md. 
Gleason operator - primary metal md. 
Hardener - primary metal md. 
Heat-treat operator - primary metal md. 
Heat-treating furnace tender - primary metal md. 
Lead-pot hardener - any md. 
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%leuil innealer - mv ind,  
Metal hardener - any md. 
Metal quencher - primary metal md. 
Metal treater - any md. 
Muffle operator - primary metal md. 
Normalizer - primary metal md. 
Quenching-machine operator - primary metal md. 
Rivet heat-treater - primary metal md. 
Rivet heater - any md. 

R'et Iicmter, clectrje - rti!road 	 ind. 
Rivet heater, gas - any md. 
Sheet annealer - any md. 
Steel hardener - any md. 
Steel treater - any md. 
Temperer - primary metal md. 
Tool hardener - primary metal md. 
Wire annealer - primary metal md. 
Wire temperer - any ind. 

8135 - Metal Rolling Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with shaping, reducing the cross-sectional area and elongating metal 
pieces by passing them between smooth-surfaced or circumferentially grooved rotating rolls which exert a continuous 
compressive force. It includes occupations concerned with rolling wire from billets and rods. 

Bar catcher - primary metal md. 
Bar mill roller - primary metal md. 
Bar puller - primary metal md. 
Bulldogger - primary metal md. 
Catcher - primary metal md. 
Cold roller - primary metal md. 
Cold-mill feeder - primary metal md. 
Cold-mill operator - primary metal md. 
Cold-reduction operator - primary metal md. 
Cold-reduction roller - primary metal md. 
(old-roll catcher - primary metal md. 
Cold-strip feeder - primary metal md. 
Cold-strip roller - primary metal md. 
f)elivery-table operator - primary metal md. 
Doubler - primary metal md. 
Edger - primary metal md. 
End roller - primary metal md. 
Entry-table operator - primary metal md. 
Finisher - primary metal md. 
First leveler - primary metal md. 
Guide setter - primary metal md. 
Guide tender - primary metal md. 
I lot roller - primary metal md. 
I lot-mill roller - primary metal md. 
I lot-strip finisher - primary metal md. 
Leveler - primary metal md. 
I .eveler operator - primary metal md. 
lever tender - primary metal md. 

Manipulator - primary metal md. 
Metal roller - primary metal md. 
Mill-control operator - primary metal md. 
Piercing-mill operator - primary metal md. 
Plate roller - primary metal md. 
Plugger - primary steel md. 
Pulpit operator - primary metal md. 
Roll catcher - primary metal md. 
Roll setter - primary metal md. 
Roll-table operator - primary metal md. 
Roller -jewel. & precious metal md.; primary metal md. 
Roller leveler - primary metal md. 
Rolling-mill operator - primary metal md. 
Rougher - primary metal md. 
Sheet metal doubler - primary metal md. 
Sheet roller - primary metal md. 
Sheet rougher - primary metal md. 
Skin-pass operator - primary metal md. 
Steel roller - primary metal md. 
Steel rougher - primary metal md. 
Steel straightener - primary metal md. 
Straightener operator - primary metal md. 
Strander - primary metal md. 
Table operator - primary metal md. 
Tandem-mill operator - primary metal md. 
Tin roller - primary metal md. 
Tube roller - primary metal md. 
Wire straightener - wire & wire prmd. intl. 

8137 - Moulding, (oreniaking and Metal Casting Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with moulding, coremaking and pouring or pressing molten or 
powdered metal into moulds to form metal ingots, castings or die-castings of various shapes and sizes. Occupations 
concerned with operating furnaces, kettles, or other equipment to melt metal for casting, when the melting of metal is an 
integral part of the casting operation, are classified in this unit group. Other furnace operators are classified in Unit Group 
8131 - Metal Smelting. Converting and Refining Occupations. 
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Bench moulder - iron foundries 
Billet header - primary metal md. 
Brass caster - any md. 
Brass moulder - any md. 
Bull runner - iron foundries 
Bullet moulder - other chem. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Caster -jewel. & precious metal md.; primary metal md. 
Casting machine operator - fab. metal prod. md.; dec. & 

electron. prod. md . 
Casting moulder - iron foundries 
Casting-wheel operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Copper caster - any md. 
Copper moulder - any md. 
Core baker - iron foundries 
Core blower - iron foundries 
Core drier - iron foundries 
Core finisher - iron foundries 
Core fitter - iron foundries 
Core mounter - iron foundries 
Core setter - motor veh. md.: iron foundries 
Core sticker - iron foundries 
Core-oven tender - iron foundries 
Coremaker - iron foundries 
Cupola tapper - primary metal md. 
Die caster - primary metal md. 
Dry floor worker - primary metal md. 
Dry moulder - iron foundries 
Dry-sand moulder - iron foundries 
Floor moulder - iron foundries 
Furnace tapper - primary metal md. 
Grey-iron moulder - any md. 
Grid caster - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Grid moulder - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Hot moulder - iron foundries 
Ingot header - primary metal md. 
Iron caster- any md. 
Iron moulder - any md. 
Job moulder - iron foundries 
Ladle operator - primary metal md. 
Ladle pourer - primary metal md. 
Ladle tender - primary metal md. 

Ladler - primary metal md. 
Lead caster - primary metal md. 
Lead moulder - any md. 
Lead shot caster - primary metal md. 
Machine moulder - iron foundries 
Metal caster - any md. 
Metal moulder - any md. 
Metal pourer - primary metal md. 
Metal reclaimer - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Mould caster - iron foundries 
Mould closer - iron foundries 
Mould finisher - iron foundries 
Mould maker - primary metal md. 
Mould setter - primary metal md. 
Moulder - aircraft & parts md. 
Moulder - iron foundries 
Moulder - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Moulder, metal - any md. 
Moulding-machine operator - iron foundries 
Pattern moulder - iron foundries 
Pig caster - primary metal md. 
Pig-casting-machine operator - primary metal md. 
Pipe coremaker - iron foundries 
Pit moulder - iron foundries 
Pourer - primary metal md. 
Pourer-off- primary metal md. 
Sand moulder - primary metal md. 
Sand thrower - iron foundries 
Sand-slinger operator - iron foundries 
Shell coremaker- iron foundries 
Shell moulder - iron foundries 
Slag tapper - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Steel moulder - any md. 
Steel pourer - primary metal md. 
Sweep moulder - iron foundries 
Tapper - primary metal md. 
Type caster - primary metal md. 
Typesetter - primary metal md. 
Wheel moulder - iron foundries 
White metal caster - any md. 
Wire bender - iron foundries 

8141 - Metal Extruding and Drawing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with drawing and extruding metal into primary shapes such as wire, 

pipe, tube, bar and various hollow or solid sections by use of dies and machines. It includes occupations concerned with 
applying insulation to wire or tube when it is an integral part of the primary shaping process. 

Cable maker - dec. & electron. prod. md . Metal extruder - primary metal md. 

Extruder operator - primary metal md. Pipe maker - primary metal md. 

Extrusion-machine operator - primary metal ind. Spinner, wire - wire & wire prod. md. 

Extrusion-press operator - primary metal md. Stretcher operator - primary metal md. 

Hydraulic-extrusion-press operator - primary metal i. Tube drawer - primary metal md. 

Metal drawer - primary metal mnd. Wire drawer - n.e.c. 
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Wire finisher - wire & wire prod. md. 	 Wire maker - any md. 

8143 - Plating, Metal Spraying and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with treating the surface of metal stock, materials or products by 

such processes as electrolysis, dipping in molten metal, chemical baths, spraying, anodizing, bluing, tinning, plating, 
galvanizing or metalizing to apply decorative, protective or other coatings. 

Acid dipper, metal cleaner - stamped, press. & coat. metal 
prod. 

Anodizer - aircraft & parts md. 
Brass plater - any md. 
Bronze plater- any md. 
Cadmium plater - any md. 
Casting pickier - iron foundries 
Chrome plater - any md. 
Chromium plater - any md, 
Coater - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Coating-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal 

prod. 
Copper plater - any md. 
Cylinder grinder - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Dipper - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Electric plater - any md. 

Electrogalvanizer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Electroplater - any md. 
Galvanizer - any md. 
Metalizer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Pickier - primary metal md. 
Pickier operator - any md. 
Plater - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Plating-tank operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal 

prod. 
Silver plater - any md. 
Sprayer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Tin plater - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Tinner - any md. 
Wire tinner - any md. 
Wire-tinning-machine tender - any md. 
Zinc galvanizer -stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8146 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Metal Processing 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with the quality 

control activities in metal processing. 

Assorter - primary metal md. 
Casting inspector - primary metal md. 
Casting tester - primary metal md. 
Core checker - primary metal md. 
Core inspector- primary metal md. 
Hardness inspector - primary metal md. 
Hardness tester - primary metal md. 
Metal inspector - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Metallurgical inspector - primary metal md. 

Molten metal sampler - primary metal md. 
Plating inspector - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Pyrometer operator - primary metal md. 
Sampler - primary metal md. 
Sheet steel inspector - any md. 
Steel expert - any md. 
Steel inspector - any md. 
Steel tester - any md. 
Wire inspector - wire & wire prod. md. 

8148 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Metal Processing 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work which are concerned with processing 

partially or fully refined metals to make semi-finished or finished metal stock and products. 

Bell cleaner - primary metal md. 	 Casting wheeler - primary metal md. 
Bin attendant - primary metal md. 	 Cellar operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Bloom runner - primary metal md. 	 Chipper - non-fer. metal smelt. & refmn.: jewel. & precious 
Bloom slinger - primary metal md. 	 metal md. 
Buggy operator - primary metal md. 	 Cinder snapper - primary metal md. 
Buggy puller - primary metal md. 	 Cinder-pit worker - primary metal md. 
Casting cleaner - primary metal md. 	 Clay worker - primary metal md. 
Casting washer - primary metal md. 	 Cleaner - primary metal md. 
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nrc cleaner - 1 ,rli1r\ metal Ind,  
l)elivery-table feeder - primary metal md. 
I )ogger - primary metal md. 
I )oor operator - primary metal md. 
logger - primary metal md. 
(ragger maker - primary metal md. 
Hand trucker- primary metal md. 
Iron carrier - primary metal md. 
Jacket changer - primary metal md. 
labourer - primary metal md. 
\larker - iron foundries 
\lixer slag worker - primary metal md. 
\lould yard scrap worker - primary metal md. 

\lnuld \ard 	orker - prini.ir\ iiietal ird 
l'attcrn carrier - primary metal md. 
Pattern cleaner - primary metal md. 
Racker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Sand cutter - primary metal md. 
Scaler - primary metal md. 
Scrap breaker - primary metal md. 
Shaker-out worker - primary metal md. 
Slag dumper - primary metal md. 
Stocker - primary metal md. 
Stuffer - primary metal md. 
Take-off worker - primary metal md. 
Wire puller - primary metal md. 

8149 - Nietal Processing and Related Occupations. n.e.c. 
ihis unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with metal processing. Activities inctude: 

civering electric wire and cable with protective or insulating material; flattening and straightening uneven surfaces on 
drio.ii or extruded metals; degassing molten steel; making solder; sandblasting metals to clean or impart even finish; 
iii iki jig refractory plugs; and winding wire onto spools or other packages. 

l3ottom maker - primary metal md. 
liraider - dec. & electron, prod. md.; wire & wire prod. 

md. 
Iraider operator - dec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & wire 

prod. md. 
Itraider tender - elec. & electron, prod. md.; wire & wire 

prod. md. 
krass founder - any md. 
lreakcr- primary metal md. 

iNe spooler - dec. & electron, prod. md.; wire & wire 
prod. md. 

Drifter - primary metal md. 
I)ross skimmer - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin.; metal 

mines 
I \trusion-hot-coiler operator - primary metal md. 
I oundry worker- any md. 
I lot bed lever worker - primary metal md. 
I lotbed operator - primary metal md. 
I lotbed worker - primary metal md. 

Iron founder - any md. 
Metal mixer - n.e.c. 
Metal worker - n.e.c. 
Mixer - primary metal md. 
Monitor - primary metal md. 
Picker - primary metal md. 
Pot-liner- non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Sandblaster - n.e.c. 
Scrap sorter and baler - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal 

smelt. & refin. 
Shotblaster - primary metal md. 
Spooler - dec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & wire prod. 

md. 
Spooling-machine operator - dec. & electron, prod. md.; 

wire & wire prod. md. 
Steel maker - primary metal md. 
Steel worker - primary metal md. 
Wire braider - elec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & wire 

prod. md. 

15 - CLAY, GLASS AND STONE PROCESSING, FORMING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with preparing raw materials such as clay, glass, stone and 

- uscellaneous non-metallic minerals, abrasives and asbestos for use in a semi-finished or finished state, by means such as 
grinding, mixing, separating, melting, baking, drying, heating, impregnating, coating, glazing and forming or moulding 
I iaterials into stock shapes, parts or products. Occupations concerned with grinding, polishing and finishing precious and 
cmi-precious stones are in Unit Group 8591 - Jewellery and Silverware Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 

occupations. Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, Forming and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit 
r:r')u ps: 

$150 	Foremen/women: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, Forming and Related Occupations 

8151 	Furnace and kiln \'orkers: (la. Glass and Stone 
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8153 	Separating, Grinding, Crushing and Mixing Occupations: Clay, Glass and Stone 

8155 	Forming Occupations: Clay, Glass and Stone 

8156 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing and Forming 

8158 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing and Forming 
8159 	Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, Forming and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8150 - Foremen/women: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, Forming and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

preparing raw materials such as clay, glass, stone and miscellaneous non-metallic minerals, abrasives and asbestos for use 
in semi-finished or finished state. 

Burning foreman/woman -clay prod. md. 
Crusher boss - non-metal mines (cxc. coal); const. md.; 

quarry & sand pit md. 
Crusher foreman/woman - quarry & sand pit md.; const. 

md.; non-metal mines (exc. coal) 

Foreman/woman, processing - clay prod. md.; glass & 
glass prod. md.; other non-metallic min. prod. 

Glass furnace foreman/woman - glass & glass prod. md. 
Mixing plant foreman/woman - any md. 
Rock crusher foreman/woman - non-metal mines (cxc. 

coal); const. md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

8151 - Furnace and Kiln Workers: Clay, Glass and Stone 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending furnaces, kilns, ovens, curing chambers 

and autoclaves to affect the physical composition and facilitate further processing of clay, glass, stone and related 
materials. It includes activities such as melting, glazing, firing or baking ingredients to produce glass, ceramics, bricks and 
tiles; and heating, curing and melting to dry materials, relieve internal stresses or affect hardness. 

Annealer - glass & glass prod. md. 
Baker - clay prod. md. 
Bedder - clay prod. md. 
Bisque placer - clay prod. md. 
Bisque-kiln drawer - clay prod md. 
Brick baker - clay prod. md. 
Brick setter - clay prod. md. 
Brickkiln burner - clay prod. md. 
Burner - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Burner - lime md.; hydraulic cement md. 
Charger - glass & glass prod. md. 
Cylinder tender - clay prod. md. 
Dipper - clay prod. md. 
Drawer - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Drier - asbestos mines 
Drier operator - hydraulic cement md. 
Dry-kiln burner - clay prod. md. 
Dry-kiln operator - clay prod. md. 
Drying-tunnel operator - clay prod. md. 
Enamel burner - clay prod. md. 
Flattener - glass & glass prod. md. 
Furnace charger - glass & glass prod. md. 
Furnace tender - glass & glass prod. md. 
Glazer - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Heater - clay prod. md. 

Heater - hydraulic cement md.; lime md.; glass & glass 
prod. md. 

Kiln burner - clay prod. md. 
Kiln charger - lime md. 
Kiln drawer - glass & glass prod. md. 
Kiln firer - clay prod. md. 
Kiln hand - clay prod. md. 
Kiln placer - clay prod. md. 
Kiln setter - clay prod. md. 
Kiln tender - hydraulic cement md.; lime md. 
Kilnworker - hydraulic cement md.; lime md. 
Lehr operator - glass & glass prod. md. 
Lehr tender - glass & glass prod. md. 
Lens hardener - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lime-kiln operator - lime md. 
Melter - glass & glass prod. md. 
Oven tender - glass & glass prod. md. 
Paint baker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Pottery glazer - any md. 
Pourer - glass & glass prod. md. 
Roaster - hydraulic cement md. 
Rotary-kiln operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Setter - clay prod. md. 
Teaser - glass & glass prod. md. 
Temperer - glass & glass prod. md. 
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Tile burner - clay prod. md. 	 Tunnel-kiln operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Tile setter - clay prod. md. 

8153 - Separating, Grinding, Crushing and Mixing Occupations: Clay, Glass and Stone 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending machinery and equipment that separates 

clay, glass, stone, abrasives, asbestos and related non-metallic materials by filtering, screening, squeezing, precipitating or 
agitating; reducing materials to smaller particles by compressing, cutting or smashing: and combining or mingling 
materials to produce a blended mass. Occupations concerned with mixing concrete and asphalt are in Unit Group 8799 --
Other Construction Trades Occupations, n.e.c. 

Abrasive mixer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Asbestos crusher - any md. 
Asbestos mixer - any md. 
Batch mixer - clay prod. md.: glass & glass prod. lad. 
Cement mixer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Clay maker - clay prod. md. 
Clay mixer - clay prod. md. 
Clay temperer - clay prod. md. 
Clay-slip mixer- non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Compounder - abrasives md. 
Core-sand mixer - iron foundries 
Crusher - clay prod. md.; abrasives md. 
Crusher operator - clay prod. md. 
Crusher operator - coast. lad.; non-metal mines (cxc. coal); 

quarry & sand pit md. 
Crusher tender - non-metal mines (exc. coal): quarry & 

sand pit md.; coast. md. 
Dry-pan charger - clay prod. md. 
Dry-pan operator - clay prod. md. 
Feeder - asbestos mines 
Gravel screener - const. md. 
Grinder - asbestos mines 
Hydrator operator - other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 
Lime slaker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Mill crusher - non-metal mines (cxc. coal); const. md.; 

quarry & sand pit md. 
Mill operator - const. md.; quarry & sand pit md.; non-

metal mines (cxc. coal) 
Miller - hydraulic cement md. 

Mixer - abrasives md. 
Mixer - asbestos mines 
Mixer - glass & glass prod. md.; clay prod. md. 
Mixer operator - lime md. 
Ore crusher - quarry & sand pit md.; coast. md.; non-metal 

mines (cxc, coal) 
Ore grinder - non-metal mines (cxc. coal); quarry & sand 

pit ind.;const. md. 
Pug miller - clay prod. md. 
Pug-mill operator - clay prod. md. 
Pulveriier - lime md. 
Rock crusher - non-metal mines (cxc. coal): const. md.; 

quarry & sand pit md. 
Rock-crusher operator - quarry & sand pit md.; const. md.; 

non-metal mines (cxc. coal) 
Sagger preparer - clay prod. lad. 
Sand conditioner - primary metal md. 
Sand mixer - primary metal md, 
Sand screener - any md. 
Sand-cutter operator - primary metal md. 
Sand-mill operator - primary metal md. 
Screen tender - clay prod. md.; hydraulic cement md. 
Screener - clay prod. md. 
Scrubber tender - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Stone breaker - non-metal mines (cxc. coal): quarry & 

sand pit md.; const. md. 
Stone crusher - const. md.: quarry & sand pit md.; non-

metal mines (cxc. coal) 
Tapper- hydraulic cement md. 

8155 - Forming Occupations, Clay, Glass and Stone 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with shaping clay, glass, stone, abrasives, asbestos and related non-

metallic materials by pouring, injecting, blowing, bending, pressing, moulding or by such means as forcing, pulling or 
drawing it through dies or rollers. It includes occupations concerned with cutting, bending and forming, laminating and 
pressing, baking, drying and cooling of formed materials when these activities are part of the forming process. 

Abrasive-wheel moulder - non-metallic mm. prod. md 
Asbestos-shingle maker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Auger press operator - clay prod. lad. 
Ball maker - clay prod. md. 
Batter - clay prod. md. 
Batter-out - clay prod. md. 

Block maker - concrete prod. md. 
Block-making-machine operator - concrete prod. md. 
Blower - glass & glass prod. md. 
Bottle blower - any md. 
Bottle maker - glass & glass prod. md. 
Branch maker - clay prod. md. 
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Brick and tile making machine operator - non-metallic 
mm. prod. md. 

Brick moulder - clay prod. md. 
Brick presser - clay prod. md. 
Brick-machine operator- clay prod. md. 
Brick-press-feeder - clay prod. md. 
Brickmaker - clay prod. md. 
Caster - clay prod. md. 
Cement-block moulder - any md. 
Chimney blower - glass & glass prod. md. 
Chimney maker - glass & glass prod. md. 
China mender - any md. 
China repairer - any md. 
Cinder-block-machine operator - any md. 
Concrete-block-machine operator - concrete prod. md. 
Cup maker - clay prod. md. 
Cut-off machine operator - clay prod. md. 
Cut-off worker - clay prod. md. 
Dish maker - clay prod. md. 
Drawing-machine operator - glass & glass prod. md. 
Drier - glass & glass prod. md. 
Former - clay prod. md. 

Glass bender - any md. 
Glass blower - any md. 
Glass moulder - glass & glass prod. md.; sci. & prof. equip. 

md. 
Gyproc maker - gypsum prod. md. 
Jigger operator - clay prod. md. 
Jollier - clay prod. md. 
Junction maker - clay prod. md. 
Lens moulder - ophthalmic goods md.; glass & glass prod. 

md. 
Machine operator - concrete prod. md. 
Moulder - clay prod. md. 
Moulder - glass & glass prod. md.; sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Potter - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Precast moulder - concrete prod. md. 
Press operator - glass & glass prod. md. 
Presser - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Ram-press-operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Sagger maker - clay prod. md. 
Stopper maker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Tile maker - clay prod. md. 
Tile moulder - clay prod. md. 
Ware former - clay prod. md. 

8156 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing and Forming 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in clay, glass, stone, abrasives, asbestos and related non-metallic minerals. 

Asbestos grader - any md. 
Asbestos-shingle inspector - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Bottle inspector - glass & glass prod. md. 
Brick and tile sorter - clay prod. md. 
Brick and tile tester - clay prod. md. 
Brick shader - clay prod. md. 
Cement tester - hydraulic cement md. 
Classifier - asbestos prod. md.; clay prod. md. 
Fibre inspector - asbestos prod. md. 
Fibre tester - asbestos prod. md. 

Fibreglass tester - man-made fibre & flu, yarn md. 
Grader - clay prod. md. 
Inspector - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Pottery-and-porcelain ware inspector - non-metallic mm. 

prod. md. 
Selector - glass & glass prod. md. 
Sizer - clay prod. md. 
Sorter - glass & glass prod. md. 
Tester - glass & glass prod, md. 
Tile sizer - clay prod. md. 

8158 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Clay, Glass and Stone Processing and Forming 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work which are concerned with preparing clay, 

glass, stone, abrasives, asbestos and related non-metallic minerals for use in semi-finished or finished state. 

Bank cleaner - clay prod. md. 
Board runner - clay prod. md. 
Brick off-bearer - clay prod. md. 
Brusher - clay prod. md. 
Casting trimmer - clay prod. md. 
Clay carrier - clay prod. md. 
Drier feeder - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Drier tender - clay prod. md. 

Enamel-oven feeder - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Floor worker - clay prod. md. 
Glass cleaner - glass & glass prod. md. 
Glassware finisher - glass & glass prod. md. 
Kiln cleaner - clay prod. md.; lime md. 
Kiln labourer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Kilnworker - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Labourer - clay prod. md.: glass & glass prod. md.: other 

non-metallic mm. prod. 
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Mould stripper - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Off-bearer - clay prod. md. 
Pan tender - clay prod. md. 
Pin cleaner - clay prod. md. 
Placer - clay prod. md. 
Sand sprinkler - clay prod. md. 
Smoother - glass & glass prod. md. 

Transferer - clay prod. md. 
Trimmer - clay prod. md. 
Turner, brick and tile - clay prod. md. 
Ware carrier - clay prod. md. 
Ware cleaner - clay prod. md. 
Ware washer - clay prod. md. 

8159 - Clay, Glass and Stone Processing, Forming and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with processing, forming and finishing clay, 

glass, stone, abrasives, asbestos and other non-metallic minerals. 

Asbestos splitter - asbestos prod. md. 
Asbestos worker - asbestos prod. md. 
Beater - asbestos prod. md. 
Bobbin-winder - glass & glass prod. md. 
Brake-lining finisher - asbestos prod. md. 
Brick worker - clay prod. md. 
Cutter - other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 
Drawer - lime ind. 
Fettler - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
Glass finisher - glass & glass prod. md. 
Glass worker - glass & glass prod. md. 

Kiln drawer - lime md.; hydraulic cement md. 
Machine operator - abrasives md. 
Machine operator - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Mould polisher - glass & glass prod. md. 
Paster - clay prod. md. 
Press charger - clay prod. md. 
Press feeder - clay prod. md. 
Rock-wool operator . asbestos prod. md. 
Shingle stiffener - asbestos prod. md. 
Stiffener - asbestos prod. md. 
Tile paster - clay prod. md. 

816/817 - CHEMICALS, PETROLEUM, RUBBER, PLASTIC AND RELATED MATERIALS 
PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with refining, processing or preparing chemicals, petroleum, coal, 
rubber, plastic and related materials for subsequent use by means such as mixing, separating, distilling, subliming, 
carbonizing, heat treating, crushing, calendering and coating. Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Materials Processing Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

8160 	Foremen/women: Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related Materials Processing Occupations 

8161 	Mixing and Blending Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 

8163 	Filtering, Straining and Separating Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 

8165 	Distilling, Subliming and Carbonizing Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 

8167 	Roasting, Cooking and Drying Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 

8171 	Crushing and Grinding Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 

8173 	Coating and Calendering Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 

8176 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and 
Related Materials Processing 

8178 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and 
Related Materials Processing 

8179 	Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related Materials Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 
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8160 - Foremen/women: Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related Materials Processing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

refining, processing and preparing petroleum, coal, chemicals, rubber, plastic and related materials for subsequent use. 

Calendering foreman/woman - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Chemical processing supervisor - pharm. & medicine md.; 

toilet preparations md. 
Clarification foreman/woman - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Fertilizer-plant operator - any md. 

Foreman/woman - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Process foreman/woman - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Soap processing foreman/woman - soap & cleaning 

compounds md. 

8161 - Mixing and Blending Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending equipment that combines and mingles 

chemicals and related materials to produce a single mass or compound or to achieve quality, texture, colour or similar 
characteristics. 

Acid blower - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Acid mixer - any md. 
Banbury-mixer operator - plastic & syn. resin md.; 

industrial chem. md. n.e.c. 
Bark boiler - leather tanneries 
Batch mixer - paint & varnish md. 
Bath maker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Bath mixer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bath solution maker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Bleacher - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Bleacher operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Blender - paint & varnish md. 
Blender - plastic & syn. resin md.; other chem. prod. md .; 

refined petrol. prod. md . 
Blender operator - other chem. prod. md .; plastic & syn. 

resin md. 
Break-down worker - rubber prod. md. 
Carbonate-plant operator - pulp & paper md. 
Carter operator - paint & varnish md. 
Catalyst operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Caustic mixer - primary textile md. 
Caustic-liquor maker - pulp & paper md. 
Causticiser - chem. & chem. prod. md .; pulp & paper md. 
Chlorinator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Churn operator - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Clay mixer - pulp & paper md. 
Coagulator - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Colour matcher - leather tanneries; paint & varnish md. 
Colour mixer - other chem. prod. md . 
Colour shader - paint & varnish md. 
Colourist - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Composition mixer - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 
Compounder - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md.; 

rubber prod. md. 
Compounder - plastic & syn. resin md.; refined petrol. 

prod. md.; soap & cleaning compounds md. 
Cosmetic maker - any md. 
Devulcanizer - rubber prod. md. 

Digester charger - rubber prod. md. 
Dope mixer, chemicals - plastic & syn. resin md.; leather 

tanneries 
Dye maker - other chem. prod. md . 
Dye mixer - other chem. prod. md . 
Enamel blender - paint & varnish md. 
Enamel maker - paint & varnish md. 
Ethyl blender - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Explosive mixer - any md. 
Extractor - leather tanneries 
Glaze maker - clay prod. md. 
Glazing operator - other chem. prod. md . 
Glue blender - adhesives md. 
Glue mixer - any md. 
Grease maker - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Grease worker - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Ink maker - any md. 
Ink mixer - any md. 
Kettle operator, mixer or blender - chem. & chem. prod. 

md. 
Lacquer blender - paint & varnish md. 
Lacquer maker - paint & varnish md. 
Leacher - leather tanneries 
Lead mixer - paint & varnish md. 
Liquor maker - leather tanneries 
Liquor maker - pulp & paper md. 
Liquor mixer - leather tanneries 
Master dyer- plastic & syn. resin md. 
Masticator - rubber prod. md. 
Mill mixer - rubber prod. md. 
Mill operator - rubber prod. md. 
Miller - paint & varnish md. 
Millroom worker - rubber prod. md. 
Mixer - chem. & chem. prod. md .; rubber prod. md. 
Mixer - leather tanneries; man-made fibre & flu, yarn md. 
Mixer operator - chem. & chem. prod. md .; man-made 

fibre & fil. yarn md. 
MVA-reactor operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
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Neutralizer - soap & cleaning compounds 
chem. prod. md . 

Nitratc operator - other chem. prod. md . 
Nitrator - plastic & syn. resin md.; other chem. 
Oil blender - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Oil compounder - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Oxidizer - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 
Paint maker paint & varnish md. 
Paint miller- paint & varnish md. 
Paint mixer - paint & varnish md. 
Paint thinner - paint & varnish md. 
Paste maker - adhesives md. 
Perfume maker- any md. 
Plasticator - rubber prod. md. 
Polish maker - any md. 
Powder blender - other chem. prod. md . 
Powder mixer - other chem. prod. md . 
Putty maker- paint & varnish md. 
Reclaimer - rubber prod. md. 

md.; other 	Reducer - paint & varnish md. 
Rouge maker - any md. 
Rubber compounder - rubber prod. md. 

prod. md. 	 Rubber mixer - rubber prod. md. 
Rubber-cement mixer - rubber prod. md. 
Shader - paint & varnish md. 
Shellac maker - paint & varnish md. 
Size maker - pulp & paper md. 
Soap maker - soap & cleaning compounds md. 
Soap mixer - soap & cleaning compounds md. 
Solution maker - man-made fibre & flu, yarn md. 
Solution mixer - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Solution mixer - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Solution mixer - primary textile md. 
Solvent mixer - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Stain maker - paint & varnish md. 
Tankroom tender - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Thinner - paint & varnish md. 
Tinter - paint & varnish md. 
Varnish mixer - paint & varnish md. 

8163 Filtering, Straining and Separating Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending equipment that treats chemicals or 

related materials by means of filtering, straining, sifting, squeezing, centrifugal force or agitating devices. 

Benzene washer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. 
md.; chem. & chem. prod. md . 

Boiling-tub tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Brine-equipment tender- chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Centrifugal drier operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Centrifuge operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Centrifuge operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Chiller operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Coke screener - any md. 
Compound sifter - rubber prod. md. 
Crude-oil treater - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Dehydrating press tender - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Desulphurizer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 
Filter operator - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. 

prod. md.; man-made fibre & fil. yarn mnd. 
Filterer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Filterer - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Filtration operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Fourdrinicr operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Leacher - pulp & paper md. 

Linseed-oil refiner - any md. 
Lye treater - any md. 
Oil reclaimer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Poacher operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Press operator, filter-press - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Purification operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Purifier - water syst. md. 
Recovery operator - pulp & paper md. 
Recovery-equipment operator - soap & cleaning com-

pounds md. 
Refiner - meat & poultry prod. md.; veg. oil mills (cxc. corn 

oil) 
Screen operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Screener - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Separator operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Soda dialyzer - man-made fibre & Ill, yarn md. 
Strainer tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Sweater operator - refined petrol, prod. md. 
Varnish filterer - paint & varnish md. 
Wax maker - any md. 
Wax pumper - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Wringer operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
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8165 - Distilling, Subliming and Carbonizing Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending equipment that heats mixtures to 

vapourize and separate volatile substances; cooling, condensing and precipitating to produce refined substances; 
liquefying and distilling natural, manufactured or industrial gases; and removing or obtaining gases, condensations or 
residues in stills, ovens or retorts. Occupations concerned with processing alcohols for human consumption are in Unit 
Group 8227 - Beverage Processing and Related Occupations. 

Absorption-plant operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Acetylene-plant attendant - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Alum evaporator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Ammonia distiller - any md. 
Chamber walker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Chioroprene operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Clay-plant treater - refined petrol, prod. md. 
Compressor operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Control operator - refined petrol. prod, md. 
Crystallizer tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Dehydrogenation operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Deodorizer operator - veg. oil mills (exc. corn oil); meat & 

poultry prod. md. 
Distiller - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Distiller, turpentine and rosin manufacturing - chem. & 

chem. prod. md . 
Distiller, wood distillation and charcoal - chem. & chem. 

prod. md. 
Extraction operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Gas treater - any md. 
Gas worker - chem. & chem. prod. md .  

Gas-plant engineer - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Gas-plant operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Gas-recovery operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Heater - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Liquefier - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Oil refiner - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Petroleum refiner - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Process refiner - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Purification operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Reactor operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Recovery-plant operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Rectifier operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Refinery operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Retort operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Stabilizer operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Still operator - chem. & chern. prod. md . 
Still tender - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Styrcne operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Temperature-controller - chem. & chcm. prod. md  
Tower operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Turpentine distiller - any md. 
Turpentine maker - any md. 

8167 - Roasting, Cooking and Drying Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending equipment which subjects chemicals and 

related materials to heat, air, vacuum or desiccants to melt, dry, char, purify, concentrate, liquefy, polymerize, atomize or 
change chemical composition. 

Acid-plant attendant - rubber prod. md. 
Autoclave operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Boiler - paint & varnish md.; soap & cleaning compounds 

md. 
Bone cooker - adhesives md. 
Bone drier operator - adhesives md.; feed md. 
Burner - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Burner operator - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. 

prod. md. 
Calcine operator - elec, & electron. prod. md . 
Charcoal burner - any md. 
Charger - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Coke burner - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Coke-oven operator - coal mines 
Cooker - paint & varnish md.; adhesives md.; soap & 

cleaning compounds md. 
Debubblizer - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Digester operator - paint & varnish md. 

Drier - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Drier operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Drying-room operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Evaporator operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Furnace operator - chem. & chem. prod. ind. 
Furnace tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Gas tender - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Glue cooker - adhesives md. 
Glue maker - any md. 
Hide cooker - adhesives md. 
Incinerator operator - pulp & paper md. 
Kettle operator, roaster or dryer - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Kettle tender - paint & varnish md. 
Lead burner - paint & varnish hid. 
Linseed-oil boiler - paint & varnish md, 
Litharge burner - paint & varnish md. 
Oven tender - other elec. prod. md . 
Oven tender - plastic & syn. resin md. 
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Oxidizer - paint & varnish md. 
Polymerization-kettle operator - chem. & chem. prod. md  
Precipitator operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Recovery operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 

Vacuum-pan operator - chem. & chem. prod. md .; salt 
mines 

Varnish maker - paint & varnish md. 
Varnish melter - paint & varnish md. 

8171 - Crushing and Grinding Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending machines that reduce chemicals and 

related materials to smaller particles by any combination of chipping, crushing, cutting, grinding or pulverizing action. 

Beater - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Bone crusher - adhesives md. 
Breaker tender - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 
Colour grinder - textile prod. md. 
Cracker - rubber prod. md. 
Crusher operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Crusher tender - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 
Cutter - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Cutting-machine operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Digester operator - other chem. prod. md . 
Graining operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Grinder - chem. & chem. prod. md .; salt mines 
Grinder - rubber prod. md. 
Grinder operator - paint & varnish md. 

Grinder tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Lead grinder - paint & varnish md. 
Mill operator - paint & varnish md. 
Miller - salt mines; industrial chem. md. n.e.c.; mixed 

fertilizer md. 
Oil grinder - paint & varnish md. 
Pigment grinder - paint & varnish md. 
Plastic cutter - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Pulverizer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 
Refiner mill tender - rubber prod. md. 
Roller-mill operator - paint & varnish md. 
Shredder operator - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Stone-mill tender - paint & varnish md. 
White-lead grinder - paint & varnish md. 
White-lead maker - paint & varnish md. 

8173 - Coating and Calendering Occupations, Chemicals and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with imparting a desired surface finish or insuring uniform thickness 

in materials such as plastic, synthetic or rubber stock by applying pressure with rollers; forming or pressing materials into 
thin sheets or layers and then adding them to other materials; and covering materials with a layer of another material for 
such purpose as preserving or decorating. 

Back tender - asphalt roofing md. 	 Dipper - plastic prod. md. 
Calender operator - rubber prod. md. 	 Press operator - plastic prod. md. 
Caustic operator - plastic prod. md. 	 Roll operator - plastic prod. md. 
Coater - pharm. & medicine md. 	 Rubber coater - rubber prod. md. 
Coater operator - plastic prod. md. 	 Saturator tender - asphalt roofing md.; floor tile, linoleum 
Coating tender - asphalt roofing md. 	 & coat. fabric md. 

Spreader operator - rubber prod. md. 

8176 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and 
Related Materials Processing 

This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 
control activities in chemical, petroleum, rubber, plastic and related materials processing. Occupations concerned with 
inspecting drugs are in Unit Group 8296— Inspecting, Testing. Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Processing 

Acid tester - refined petrol. prod. md . 	 Column operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Cellophane tester - any md. 	 Crude tester - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Chemical inspector- any md. 	 Cylinder inspector - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Chemical tester - rubber prod. md. 	 Dry-colour tester - paint & varnish md. 
Colour tester - paint & varnish md. 	 Gas inspector - refined petrol. prod. md . 
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Gas tester - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. prod. 
md. 

Inspector - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Materials analyst - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Oil tester - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Paint inspector - paint & varnish md. 
Pharmaceutical inspector - pharm. & medicine md. 
Polymer tester - plastic & syn. resin md. 

Process inspector - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Pump tester - man-made fibre & Ill, yarn md. 
Sampler - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. prod. 

md. 
Soda tester - pulp & paper md. 
Sorter - plastic & syn. resin md. 
Tester - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Tester - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 

8178 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and 
Related Materials Processing 

This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work which are concerned with feeding, 
offbearing and handling activities in the processing of petroleum, chemicals, rubber, plastic and related materials. 

Aging-room worker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Charger - gas distribution syst. md. 
Coating-machine feeder - any md. 
Coke drawer - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Coke puller - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Drum operator - plastic prod. md. 
Feeder - adhesives md. 
Filter cleaner - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Labourer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Lithopone leacher - paint & varnish md. 

Mill charger - paint & varnish md. 
Mould stripper - plastic prod. md. 
Paint pourer - other mfg. prod. md . 
Salt lifter - salt mines 
Slabber - soap & cleaning compounds md. 
Soap chipper - soap & cleaning compounds md. 
Still cleaner - mfg. md. 
Tanker - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Thresher - paint & varnish md. 
Tower worker - pulp & paper md. 

8179 - Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber, Plastic and Related Materials Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with processing chemicals, petroleum, coal, 

rubber, plastic and related materials. 

Acid maker - any md. 
Alkylation plant operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. md 
Ampoule filler - pharm. & medicine md. 
Ampoule sealer - pharm. & medicine md. 
Block-press operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Blow-off worker - chem. & chem. prod. md .; petrol. & flat 

gas md. 
Briquette operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Cake press operator - plastic prod. md. 
Camphor refiner - any md. 
Capsule filler - pharm. & medicine md. 
Capsule maker - pharm. & medicine md. 
Capsule-machine operator - pharm. & medicine md. 
Casting-room operator - plastic prod. md. 
Cell tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Cellophane finisher - any md. 
Chemical operator - any md. 
Converter operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Cylinder filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Drug maker - pharm. & medicine md. 
Drum filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Dry-house attendant - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

Explosive maker - any md. 
Extruder operator - man-made fibre & III. yarn md. 
Extruder operator - plastic prod, md.; rubber prod. md. 
Filler, processing - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Finisher - paint & varnish md. 
Finisher, processing - plastic prod. md. 
Funnel worker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Jet handler - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Lipstick moulder - toilet preparations md. 
Machine operator - asphalt roofing md.; refined petrol. & 

coal prod. md. 
Machine operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Mandrel cleaner - plastic prod. md. 
Mill worker - rubber prod. md. 
Moulder - soap & cleaning compounds md.; toilet 

preparations md. 
Oil processor - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Oil treater - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Pellet machine operator - plastic prod. md. 
Pelletizer - plastic prod. md. 
Pharmaceutical worker - pharm. & medicine md. 
Pill maker - any md. 
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Pilling-machine operator, plastics - chem. & chem. prod. 
md. 

Poly operator- plastic prod. md. 
Polymerizer - plastic prod. md. 
Powder cutter - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Powder maker - any md. 
Press feeder - soap & cleaning compounds md. 
Press operator - mixed fertilizer md.; other chem. prod. 

md. n.e.c. 
Press operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Presser - chem. & chem. prod. md .; salt mines 
Process operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Process worker - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Processor - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. prod. 

md. 
Purification operator - plastic prod. md. 
Reeler - asphalt roofing md. 
Reeler operator - plastic prod. md. 
Refiner - chem. & chem. prod. md .; salt mines 
Refiner - rubber prod. md. 
Roller - rubber prod. md. 
Roper operator - plastic prod. md. 

Salt processor - any md. 
Salt refiner - any md. 
Saturator - asphalt roofing md. 
Slitter - asphalt roofing md. 
Soap cutter and stamper - soap & cleaning compounds md. 
Soda maker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Spinneret cleaner - man-made fibre & flu, yarn md. 
Spinning-bath patroller - man-made fibre & flu, yarn md. 
Spinning-room worker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
Steamer- chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Sterilizer - pharm. & medicine md. 
Tablet maker - pharm. & medicine md. 
Tapper - chem. & chern. prod. md . 
Temperature-control inspector - man-made fibre & Ill. 

yarn md. 
Thiokol operator - plastic prod. md. 
Tuber-machine operator - rubber prod. md.; plastic prod. 

md. 
Vapourizer - plastic prod. md. 
Vat operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Washer - plastic prod. md. 
Winder - asphalt roofing md. 

821/822 - FOOD, BEVERAGE AND RELATED PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with preparing food and related products for human or animal 

consumption. It includes all processing phases after harvesting and prior to marketing; such as, flour and grain milling and 
baking; slaughtering and meat cutting: meat and fish canning, curing and packing; fruit and vegetable preserving; milk, 
sugar and beverage processing; preparation of pie-cooked foods, meals or ingredients; and marking and packaging when it 
is part of the production process. Food, Beverage and Related Processing Occupations arc classified in the following unit 
groups: 

8210 	Foremen/women: Food, Beverage and Related Processing Occupations 

8211 	Flour and Grain Milling Occupations 

8213 	Baking, Confectionery Making and Related Occupations 

8215 	Slaughtering and Meat Cutting, Canning, Curing and Packing Occupations 

8217 	Fish Canning, Curing and Packing Occupations 

8221 	Fruit and Vegetable Canning, Preserving and Packing Occupations 

8223 	Milk Processing and Related Occupations 

8225 	Sugar Processing and Related Occupations 

8226 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Food, Beverage and Related Processing 

8227 	Beverage Processing and Related Occupations 

8228 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Food, Beverage and Related Processing 

8229 	Food, Beverage and Related Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 
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8210 - Foremen/women: Food, Beverage and Related Processing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

preparing food and related products for commercial or domestic use. 

Candy making foreman/woman - sugar & chocolate 
confectionery md. 

CelIa rmaster - wine md. 
Coffee roasting foreman/woman - bev. md. 
Distilling foreman/woman - bev. md. 
Fish freezing and storage foreman/woman - fish prod. md. 

Foreman/woman - food md.; bev. md. 
Head baker - bakery prod. md. 
Head miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Head mixer - bakery prod. md. 
Milk production foreman/woman - dairy prod. md. 

8211 - Flour and Grain Milling Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with cleaning, crushing, grinding, blending, filtering and otherwise 

processing grains, corn and oil seed to make flour, vegetable oils, and related products including animal feeds. 

Blender - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Bolter - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Burr Miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Corn miller - any md. 
Custom grinder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Custom miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Feed miller - any md. 
Flake miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Flour blender - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Flour miller - any md. 
Grain cleaner - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Grain miller - any md. 
Grain mixer - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Grain-drier operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Grinder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

Gristmill operator - feed md. 
Gristmiller - feed md. 
Hand grinder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Machine operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Meal miller - any md. 
Merchant miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Mill operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Miller - distillery prod. md.; brewery prod. md. 
Miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Pellet machine operator - feed md. 
Purifier - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Roll tender - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Separator operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Sifter operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Smutter - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Vegetable-oil extractor - veg. oil mills (cxc. corn oil); 

Other food prod. md. 

8213 - Baking, Confectionery Making and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes oocupations concerned with making food and products such as bread, pastries, macaroni, 

cooked cereals, chocolate and cocoa confectionery products, candies, salted and roasted nuts, chewing gum and popcorn. 
It includes activities such as mixing, kneading, blending, rolling, shaping, drying, cooking, baking, roasting, coating and 
decorating. Chefs andCooks are in Unit Group 6121. 

Baker - bakery prod. md.; accom., food & bev. serv. md .; 
hospitals 

Baker - water trans. md. 
Batter mixer - bakery prod. md. 
Bench hand - bakery prod. md. 
Bench worker - bakery prod. md. 
Biscuit maker - bakery prod. md. 
Blender - bakery prod. md. 
Boiler - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Bread baker - any md. 
Cake baker - any md. 
Cake decorator - bakery prod. md. 

Cake finisher - bakery prod. md. 
Cake icer - bakery prod. md. 
Cake mixer - bakery prod. md. 
Candy baker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy boiler - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy coater - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy dipper - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy mixer - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy puller - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy roller - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Candy spreader - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
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Caramel maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Cereal cooker operator - flour, cereal food & feed md, 
Cereal maker - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
C hef- bakery prod. md. 
C hewing-gum machine tender - chewing gum md. 
C hocolate coater - sugar & chocolate confectionery irid. 
Chocolate dipper - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Chocolate maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
(hocolate moulder - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
C one maker - bakery prod. md. 

rnfectioner - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
C ook - sugar & chocolate confectionery md.; bakery prod. 

md.; flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Cutting-machine operator - bakery prod. md.; sugar & 

chocolate confectionery md. 
Decorator - food md. 
Dipper - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Divider - bakery prod. md. 
Dividing-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 
Dough feeder - bakery prod. md. 
Dough kneader - bakery prod. md. 
Dough maker - bakery prod. md. 
l)ough twister - bakery prod. md. 
Doughnut baker - bakery prod. md. 
Doughnut maker - bakery prod. md. 
I)oughnut raiser - bakery prod. md. 
l)uughnut-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 
Flaking-roll operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
hour sifter- bakery prod. md. 
French pastry cook - bakery prod. md. 
F roster - bakery prod. md. 
I rusting maker - bakery prod. md. 
(urn maker - chewing gum md. 
(,unner - food irid.: bev. md. 
kr - bakery prod. md.; sugar & chocolate confectionery 

md. 
Kneader - bakery prod. md. 
K leading-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 
I dlipop maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

Macaroni maker - any md. 
Machine operator - bakery prod. md.; sugar & chocolate 

confectionery md. 
Marshmallow maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery 

md. 
Mixer - bakery prod. md.; sugar & chocolate confectionery 

md. 
Mixing-machine operator - bakery prod. md.; sugar & 

chocolate confectionery md. 
Moulder - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Noodle cutter - dry pasta prod. md. 
Nut roaster - Other food prod. md. 
Ornamenter - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Oven operator - bakery prod. md. 
Oven tender - bakery prod. md. 
Pan operator - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Pastry baker - any md. 
Pastry chef - any md. 
Pastry cook - any md. 
Peanut blancher - Other food prod. md. 
Peanut roaster - Other food prod. md. 
Peanut-roaster operator - Other food prod. md. 
Pie baker - any md. 
Pie chef- any md. 
Pie maker - any md. 
Pie-filling mixer - bakery prod. md. 
Popcorn maker - any md. 
Potato-chip maker - any md. 
Roaster - Other food prod. md. 
Roller - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Rolling-Machine operator - sugar & chocolate confection-

ery md. 
Sheeter feeder - bakery prod. md. 
Sifter - bakery prod. md. 
Spaghetti maker - any md. 
Sponge maker - bakery prod. md. 
Sponge setter - bakery prod. md. 
Sponger - bakery prod. md. 
Starch maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
Stirrer - bakery prod. md. 
lopper - bakery prod. md. 

8215 	Slaughtering and \leat Cutting, Canning, Curing and Packing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with slaughtering animals and poultry; preparing, preserving and 

packing meats and processing edible and inedible by-products for food or other uses. Activities include: skinning, cutting, 
boning, cooking, curing, smoking, dehydrating, canning and freezing meat products. 

Animal eviscerator- meat & poultry prod. md. 
\nimal skinner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Rnck puller - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Rack splitter - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Backer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Bacon curer meat & poultry prod. ind. 

Bacon skinner - meat & poultry prod. mnd. 
Bacon slicer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Beef cutter - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Beef marker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Beef-casing worker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Bologna maker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
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Bologna stuffer - meat & poultry prod. md. Hide trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Boner - meat & poultry prod. md. Hog killer - any md. 
Breast sawyer - meat & poultry prod. md. Hog ribber - any md. 
Brisket cutter - meat & poultry prod. md. Hog sawyer - any md. 
Brisket opener - meat & poultry prod. md. Hog splitter - any md. 
Brisket puller - meat & poultry prod. md. Hog sticker - any md. 
Brisket sawyer - any md. Hog-head chiseler - meat & poultry prod. ind 
Brisket splitter - meat & poultry prod. md. Kettle tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Bung dropper - meat & poultry prod. md. Lamb sawyer - any md. 
Bung remover - meat & poultry prod. md. Lard maker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Butcher - any md. Lard refiner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Can filler - meat & poultry prod, md. Lard renderer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Can-filling-machine operator - meat & poultry prod. md. Machine operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Canner - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat boner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cannery worker - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat canner - any md. 
Casing sewer - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat chopper - any md. 
Casing-machine operator - meat & poultry procL md. Meat cook - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cattle backer - meat & poultry prod. i. Meat curer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cattle gutter - any md. Meat cutter - any md. 
Cattle header - any i. Meat dresser - any md. 
Cattle killer - any md. Meat drier - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cattle splitter - any md. Meat grinder - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cattle sticker - any md. Meat mixer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Chicken cleaner - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat packer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Chicken pickier - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat pickier - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Chief cook - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat salter - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Chuck boner - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat sawyer - any md. 
Chuck splitter - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat smoker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Clipper - meat & poultry prod. md. Meat trimmer - any md. 
Cook - meat & poultry prod. md. Offal separator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cooker - meat & poultry prod. md. Oven operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cooler operator - meat & poultry prod. md. Packer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cooler room worker - meat & poultry prod. md. Pig sticker - any md. 
Curer - meat & poultry prod. md. Pork boner - meat prod. md. (exc. poultry) 
Dehairing-machine tender - meat & poultry prod. md. Pork cutter - any md. 
Dry curer - meat & poultry prod. md. Poultry cleaner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Enzyme injector - meat & poultry prod. md. Poultry dresser - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Filler - meat & poultry prod. md. Press operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Filling-machine operator - meat & poultry prod. i. Processor - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Freezer - meat & poultry prod. md. Pumper - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Freezer operator - meat & poultry prod. md. Refrigerator packer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Freezer worker - meat & poultry prod. md. Renderer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham baker - meat & poultry prod. md. Retort operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham boiler - meat & poultry prod. md. Rib sawyer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham boner - meat & poultry prod. md. Ribber - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham curer - meat & poultry prod. md. Salter - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham cutter - meat & poultry prod. md. Sausage maker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham facer - meat & poultry prod. md. Sausage stuffer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham sawyer - meat & poultry prod. md. Scalper - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Ham trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. Sheep killer - any md. 
Head boner - meat & poultry prod. md. Sheep knocker - any md. 
Head skinner - meat & poultry prod. md. Shoulder boner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Head trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. Shoulder chopper - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Header - meat & poultry prod. md. Shoulder trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
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Shrouder - meat & poultry prod. md. 	 Sticker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Skinner - meat prod. md. (cxc. poultry) 

	
Stuffer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

Slaughterer - meat & poultry prod. md. 	 Stuffing-machine operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Slicing-machine operator - meat & poultry prod md. 	 Tallow maker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Small-stock facer - meat & poultry prod. md. 	 Tallow refiner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Smoker - meat & poultry prod. md. 	 Trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Splitter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8217 - Fish Canning, Curing and Packing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing, preserving and packing fish and shellfish for use as 

food and by-products, such as oil and meal. It includes cleaning, peeling, shucking, cutting, grinding, salting, smoking, 
dehydrating, freezing. cooking, canning and related activities. 

Briner - fish prod. md., fishing md. 
Can filler - fish prod. md. 
Can steamer - fish prod. md. 
Can-filling-machine operator - fish prod. md. 
Canner - fish prod. md. 
Cannery worker - fish prod. md. 
Cleaner - fish prod. md. 
Cook - fish prod. md. 
Cooler operator - fish prod. md. 
Cooler worker - fish prod. md. 
Curer - fishing ind. -, fish prod. md. 
Cutter - fish prod. md. 
Dresser - fish prod. md. 
Drier - fish prod. md. 
Drier and grinder - fish prod, md. 
Filler - fish prod. md. 
Filleter - fish prod. md. 
Filling-machine operator - fish prod. md. 
Fish boner - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail trade 

i nd. 
Fish broiler - fish prod. md. 
Fish cake maker - fish prod. md. 
Fish canner - fish prod. md. 
Fish cleaner - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish curer - fishing md., fish prod. md. 
Fish cutter - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish dresser - fish prod. md.: whise. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish filleter - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 

Fish flaker - fishing md.; fish prod. md. 
Fish freezer - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md.; fish prod. 

md. 
Fish header - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
Fish packer - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish pickier - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish salter - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish smoker - fish prod. md. 
Fish splitter - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish trimmer - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish-paste grinder - fish prod. md. 
Flaker - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
Freezer - fish prod. md. 
Freezer operator - fish prod. md. 
Grinder - fish prod. md. 
Grinder and drier - fish prod. md. 
Header - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
Machine operator - fish prod. md. 
Opener - fish prod. md. 
Oyster canner - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
Oyster shucker - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
Packer - fish prod. md. 
Press operator - fish prod. md. 
Retort operator - fish prod. md. 
Salter - fish prod. md. 
Shucker - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
Smoker - fish prod. md. 

8221 - Fruit and Vegetable Canning, Preserving and Packing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with canning and preserving fruit and vegetables by such methods as 

cooking, freezing and dehydrating, pickling or by using sugar or other preservatives. 

Blancher - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. Blanching-machine operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. 
md. 
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Boiler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Bottle filler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Brine maker - can. & presv, fruit & veg. md. 
Can filler - can. & presv, fruit & veg. md. 
Can-filling-machine operator- can. & presv. fruit & veg. 

md. 
Canner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Cannery worker - can. & prcsv. fruit & veg. md. 
Catsup maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md, 
Clipper - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Cook - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Filler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Filling-machine operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Freezer - fruit & veg. md. 
Freezer operator - fruit & veg. md. 
Freezer worker - fruit & veg. md. 
Frozen-food packer - any md. 
Fruit boiler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit canner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit drier - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit packer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit peeler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit preparer - bakery prod. md. 

Fruit preserver - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Homogenizer operator - fruit & veg. md. 
Jam maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Machine operator - fruit & veg. md. 
Mincemeat maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Moulder - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Packer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Parer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Pasteurizer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Peeler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Pickier - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Preserver - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Pressure cook - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Processor - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Retort operator - fruit & veg. md. 
Scalder - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Steam-kettle operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Sterilizer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Sterilizer operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable boiler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable canner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable cook - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable drier - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable pickier - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8223 - Milk Processing and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with pasteurizing milk and processing milk and cream to make 

butter, cheese, ice-cream and other dairy products. 

Blender - dairy prod. md. 
Butter churner - dairy prod. md. 
Butter cutter - dairy prod. md. 
Butter maker - dairy prod. md. 
Butter printer - dairy prod. md. 
Buttermilk maker - any md. 
Casting-machine operator - dairy prod. md. 
Cheese blender - dairy prod. md. 
Cheese cooker - dairy prod. md. 
Cheese maker - dairy prod. md. 
Cheese moulder - dairy prod. md. 
Chocolate-milk maker - any md. 
Churner - dairy prod. md. 
Colour specialist - dairy prod. md. 
Cooker - dairy prod. md. 
Cooling equipment operator - dairy prod. md. 
Cottage-cheese maker - dairy prod. md. 
Cream ripener - dairy prod. md. 
Cream separator - dairy prod. md. 
Cream-cheese maker - dairy prod. md. 
Culture starter - dairy prod. md. 
Defroster - dairy prod. md. 
Defrosting-machine operator - dairy prod. md. 
Dipper - dairy prod. md. 

Dipping-machine operator - dairy prod. md. 
Drier operator, milk products - dairy prod. md. 
Evaporator operator - dairy prod. md. 
Freezer - dairy prod. md. 
Freezer operator - dairy prod. md. 
Homogenizer - dairy prod. md. 
Homogenizer operator - dairy prod. md. 
Ice-box tender - dairy prod. md. 
1cc-cream freezer - dairy prod. md. 
Ice-cream maker - any md. 
Instantizer tender - food md. 
Machine operator - dairy prod. md. 
Milk condenser - dairy prod. md. 
Milk drier - dairy prod. md. 
Milk pasteurizer - dairy prod. md. 
Milk processor - dairy prod. md. 
Milk separator - dairy prod. md. 
Milk sterilizer - dairy prod. md. 
Moulder - dairy prod. md. 
Novelty maker - dairy prod. md. 
Pan operator - dairy prod. md. 
Pasteurizer operator - dairy prod. md. 
Powdered-milk maker - dairy prod. md. 
Printer - dairy prod. md. 
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Printing-ni;tchine operator - dalr\ prod. ind. 	 Yogurt maker - dair\ prod. ind. 
Teinperat ure regidator - da ir prod. md. 

8225 - Sugar Irocessing and Related Occupations 
Ihis unit group includes occupations concerned with extracting, refining and processing sugar, molasses and sugar 

b-iriducts from materials such as raw cane sugar, sugar beets and corn. It includes activities such as operating diffusers, 
mixcrs, filters, evaporators, driers, presses and screening devices. Occupations concerned with processing maple sugar 
products are in Unit Group 7119— Farmers. n.e.c. 

Battery tender - cane & beet sugar md. 
Beet flumer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Blow-up operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Boiler - cane & beet sugar md. 
Brown sugar maker - cane & beet sugar md. 
Carbonation equipment operator - cane & beet sugar md 
( eli dumper - cane & beet sugar md. 
Cell filler - cane & beet sugar md. 
Cell washer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Centrifugal operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Clarifier - cane & beet sugar md. 
Concentrator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Converter - cane & beet sugar md. 
Cooler tender - cane & beet sugar md. 
(orn sugar crystallizer operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Crusher operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Crystallizer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Crystallizer operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Decolourizer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Di Iruser operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Eraporator operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
l.\tractor - utile & heet u:tr ind.  

Flumer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Granulator operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Grinder - cane & beet sugar md. 
Kiln firer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Liquor runner - cane & beet sugar md. 
Machine operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Miller - cane & beet sugar md. 
Mixer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Moulder - cane & beet sugar md. 
Neutralizer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Pan tender - cane & beet sugar md. 
Press operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
Pumper - cane & beet sugar md. 
Refiner - cane & beet sugar md. 
Saccharate-mixer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Sugar boiler - cane & beet sugar md. 
Sugar cook - cane & beet sugar md. 
Sugar cutter - cane & beet sugar md. 
Sugar drier - cane & beet sugar md. 
Sugar filterer - cane & beet sugar md. 
Sugar mixer - cane & beet sugar md. 
sugar refiner - cane & beet sugar md. 
I ank attendant - cane & beet sugar i nd 

8226 — Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Food, Beverage and Related Processing 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in food, beverage, and related processing. Occupations concerned with inspecting drugs are in Unit 
(;rtip 8296 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Processing. 

Acidity tester - dairy prod. md. 
Bacon grader - any md. 
Beef grader - any md. 
Bread inspector - bakery prod. md. 
Butter grader - dairy prod. md. 

andy inspector - sugar & chocolate confectionery md 
C sing grader - meat & poultry prod. md. 
C attle tester - food md. 

heese tester - dairy prod. md. 
(. ocoa sampler - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
(olTee taster - any md. 
Cow tester - food md. 
C ream grader - any md. 

Cream tester - any md. 
Dairy tester - food md. 
Dairy-herd tester - food md. 
Fermentation inspector - wine md. 
Filter inspector - brewery prod. md. 
Fish candler - fish prod. md. 
Fish culler - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish grader - fishing ind; fish prod. md. 
Fish inspector - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
Fish sorter - fish prod, md.; whise. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Food inspector - food md. 
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Food packaging inspector - food md. 
Fruit culler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit examiner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit grader - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit inspector - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Fruit sorter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Grader- food md.; bev. md. 
Grain inspector - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
I-Jam grader - mcat & poultry prod. md. 
Hog grader - any md. 
Honey grader - food md. 
Inspector - food md. 
Livestock grader - any md. 
Meat grader - any md. 
Milk grader - any md. 
Milk tester - any md. 

Moisture tester - dairy prod. md. 
Poultry grader - any md. 
Poultry inspector - poultry prod. md. 
Produce grader - any md. 
Salt tester - dairy prod. md. 
Sediment tester - dairy prod. md. 
Sheep grader - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Sorter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Sorter - fish prod. ind.-, fishing md. 
Sugar sampler - cane & beet sugar md. 
Swine grader - any md. 
Tester - brewery prod. md.; dairy prod. md. 
Vegetable grader - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable inspector - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable sorter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Wine tester - wine md. 

8227 - Beverage Processing and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with processing beverage products such as tea, coffee, cocoa, soft 

drinks, fruit juices, beer, wine and liquor. Activities include: pressing, blending, mixing, malting and fermenting grains 
and fruits. Milk processing occupations are in Unit Group 8223 - Milk Processing and Related Occupations. Chocolate 
and cocoa confectionery processing occupations are in Unit Group 8213 - Baking, Confectionery Making and Related 
Occupations. 

Barley steeper - brewery prod. md. 
Beer maker - any md. 
Beer pasteurizer - brewery prod. md. 
Beer runner - brewery prod. md. 
Blender - wine md. 
Brewer - brewery prod. md. 
Cellar worker - bev. md. 
Cider maker - bev. md. 
Cistern-room operator - distillery prod. md. 
Clarifier - wine md. 
Coca-cola maker - any md. 
Cocoa grinder - any md. 
Cocoa roaster - any md. 
Coffee blender - any md. 
Coffee grinder - any md. 
Coffee roaster - any md. 
Compounder - bev. md. 
Cooker - distillery prod. md. 
Cooler operator - distillery prod. md.; brewery prod. md. 
Crushing-machine operator - wine md. 
De-alcoholizer - brewery prod. md. 
Deflector operator - brewery prod. md.; wine md. 
Disintegrator operator - wine md. 
Distiller - distillery prod. md. 
Drier - distillery prod. md.; brewery prod. md. 
Drying-machine tender - brewery prod. md. 
Fermentation operator - distillery prod. md. 
Fermenter - bev. md. 
Filter machine operator - soft drink md. 

Filter mixer - wine md. 
Filter operator - wine md. 
Filter-press tender - brewery prod. md. 
Fruit-press operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Gauger - wine md. 
Germination worker - brewery prod. md. 
Ginger-ale maker - any md. 
Ginger-beer maker - any md. 
Kettle tender - brewery prod. md. 
Kiln loader - brewery prod. md. 
Liquor blender - distillery prod. md. 
Liquor mixer - distillery prod. md. 
Liquor rectifier - distillery prod. md. 
Machine operator - bev. md. 
Maltster - brewery prod. ind. 
Mash hand - distillery prod. md. 
Mash-tub operator - brewery prod. md. 
Masher - brewery prod. md. 
Mineral-water maker - any md. 
Ovaltine maker - any md. 
Powder mixer - soft drink md. 
Press operator - distillery prod. md. 
Rectifier - distillery prod. md. 
Rectifying attendant - distillery prod. md. 
Root-beer maker - any md. 
Skimmer - distillery prod. md.; wine md. 
Soda mixer - soft drink md. 
Soda-water maker - any md. 
Soft-drink maker - any md. 
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Still operator - wine md. 
Still runner- distillery prod. md. 
Tank attendant - distillery prod. md. 
Tank-house operator - bev. md. 
Tapper - brewery prod. md. 
Tea blender - any md. 
Temperature-controller - bev. md. 

Unloader - brewery prod. md. 
Wine fermenter - wine md. 
Wine maker - any md. 
Wine pasteurizer - wine md. 
Wort maker - bev. md. 
Yeast maker - distillery prod. md. 

8228 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Food, Beverage and Related Processing 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work which are concerned with preparing food 

and related products for commercial or domestic use. 

Beet topper - cane & beet sugar md. 
Bleacher - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Bread racker - bakery prod. md. 
Car dumper - dairy prod. md. 
Char puller - cane & beet sugar md. 
Chicken plucker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Chip washer - bev. md. 
Chute sorter - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Chute tender - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Conversion worker - dairy prod. md. 
Cooler filler - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cooler operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Counter - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Cutter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Dairy hand - n.e.c. 
Dishwasher - bakery prod. md. 
Dishwashing-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 
Dropper - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Egg breaker - any md. 
Egg cracker - any md. 
Evaporator operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Feeder - bakery prod. md. 
Fish skinner - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Fish slimer - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

i nd. 
Fish washer - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail trade 

md. 
Flesher operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Floor worker - brewery prod. md. 
Form wrecker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Greaser - bakery prod. md. 
Hide salter - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Hog scalder - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Hog scraper - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Hopper tender - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

Labourer - food md.; bev. md. 
Linker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Machine feeder - bakery prod. md. 
Meat hanger - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Meat washer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Mill hand- flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Pan cleaner - bakery prod. md. 
Pan feeder - bakery prod. md. 
Pan greaser, machine - bakery prod. md. 
Pan racker - bakery prod. md. 
Pan washer - bakery prod. md. 
Panner - bakery prod. md. 
Panner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Passer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Pinner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Poultry killer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Poultry picker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Poultry plucker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Runner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Salter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Sausage linker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Scalder - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Scraper - fishing md. 
Shaver - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Shellfish shucker - fish prod. md. 
Singer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Slacker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Slimer - fish prod. md. 
Steam scalder - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Steam tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Tanker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Tray handler - bakery prod. md. 
Vat unloader - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Vegetable cleaner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Vegetable soaker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Washer - fish prod. md. 
Wheel operator - other food prod. md. n.e.c. 
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8229 	Food. Beverage and Related Processing Occupations. n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with food and beverage processing. 

Blender - Other food prod. md. 
Bottle washer - food md.; pharm. & medicine md. 
Bottle-washing-machine operator - food md.; pharm. 

medicine md. 
Bread slicer - bakery prod. md. 
Brewery worker- brewery prod. md. 
Can filler - Other food prod. md. 
Can washer - food md.; bev. md. 
Can-filling-machine operator- Other food prod. md. 
Centrifuge operator - Other food prod. md.; bev. md. 
Clarifier - Other food prod. md. 
Container washer - food md.; pharm. & medicine md. 
Converter operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Corn-syrup maker - food md. 
Drier operator, any food except milk- food md. 
Extracts maker - Other food prod. md. 
Ext ruder operator - food md. 
Fertilizer tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Filler - Other food prod. md. 
Filling-machine operator - Other food prod. md. 
Filter operator - Other food prod. md. 
Germ drier - Other food prod. md. 
Honey processor - food md. 
Kegwasher - anyind. 
Machine operator - Other food prod. md. 

Margarine maker - any md. 
Mayonnaise maker - Other food prod. md. 

& 	Melter - Other food prod. md. 
Mill feeder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Oleomargarine maker - any md. 
Pan operator - Other food prod. md. 
Peanut-butter maker - food md. 
Pickle maker - any md. 
Press operator - Other food prod. md. 
Slicer - bakery prod. md. 
Slicing-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 
Spice grinder - any md. 
Spice miller - any md. 
Spice mixer - any md. 
Starch presser - Other food prod. md. 
Steam drier - Other food prod. md. 
Steep-tank tender - Other food prod. md. 
Sterilizer - bakery prod. md.; wine md. 
Sterilizer operator - bakery prod. md.; wine md. 
Sterilizing-machine operator- bakery prod. md. 
Syrup blender - Other food prod. md. 
Syrup filterer - Other food prod. md. 
Syrup mixer - any md. 
Vinegar maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
Washer - dairy prod. md. 

823 - WOOD PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS, EXCEPT PULP AND PAPERMAKING 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with removing bark from logs and sawing or splitting logs to 
produce rough lumber, cooperage stock, shingles and shakes; planing rough lumber into dressed stock of various sizes; 
manufacturing plywood and wood conglomerates; removing moisture to season or condition lumber and related materials; 
treating wood with preservatives and fire-retardants; and inspecting, testing, grading and scaling lumber and related 
materials. Occupations concerned with converting cellulose materials into paper pulp are classified in Minor Group 825 - 
Pulp and Papermaking and Related Occupations. Occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing 
finished products made from wood stock are classified in Minor Group 854 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing 
Occupations: Wood Products. Wood Processing Occupations, Except Pulp and Papermaking are classified in the 
following unit groups: 

	

8230 	Foremen/women: Wood Processing Occupations, Except Pulp and Papermaking 

	

8231 	Sawmill Sawyers and Related Occupations 

	

233 	Plywood Making and Related Occupations 

	

8235 	Wood Treating Occupations 

	

8236 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Wood Processing, Except Pulp and 
Papermaking 

	

8238 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Wood Processing, Except Pulp and Papermaking 

	

8239 	Wood Processing Occupations. Except Pulp and Papermaking, n.e.c. 
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8230 - Foremen/women: Wood Processing Occupations, Except Pulp and Papermaking 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

sawing and preparing lumber and related materials for use; manufacturing plywood and producing wood conglomerates; 
inspecting, testing, grading and scaling lumber; and treating wood with preservatives and fire-retardants. 

Foreman/woman - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 	 Lumber yard foreman/woman - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Lumber grading foreman/woman - sawmills, plan. & 	 Operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

shingle mills 	 Treating plant foreman/woman - wood preservation md. 

8231 - Sawmill Sawyers and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending lumber mill equipment to produce 

lumber of various dimensions or lengths. 

Block setter- sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Block splitter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Carriage rider - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Carriage setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Cut-off-saw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Dimension sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Dogger - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Dragsaw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Edger tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Head-saw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lath feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lumber measurer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lumber setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

Planer operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Portable sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Rock sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Sawyer - primary textile md. 
Setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Shingle cutter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Shingle maker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Shingle sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Slasher operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Tail sawyer- any md. 
Trimmer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Trimming-machine operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle 

mills 
Wood sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8233 - Plywood Making and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with peeling, slicing, gluing, pressing and trimming veneer sheets, 

and preparing core board and face sheets to produce veneer plywood panels of various thicknesses and dimensions. 

Clipper - veneer & plywood md.; furn. & fixture md. 
Clipper operator - veneer & plywood md.; furn. & fixture 

md. 
Core layer - veneer & plywood md. 
Edge gluer - veneer & plywood md. 
Extruder operator, decorative wallboard - veneer & 

plywood md. 
Glue spreader - veneer & plywood md. 
I-lot plate press tender - veneer & plywood md. 
Hot press operator - veneer & plywood md. 
Jointer - veneer & plywood md. 

Panel patcher - veneer & plywood md. 
Panel sanding machine operator - veneer & plywood md. 
Patcher operator - veneer & plywood md. 
Plywood panel assembler - veneer & plywood md. 
Sheet layer - veneer & plywood md. 
Veneer clipper - veneer & plywood md. 
Veneer cutter - veneer & plywood md. 
Veneer gluer - furn. & fixture md.; veneer & plywood md. 
Veneer jointer- furn. & fixture md,; veneer & plywood md. 
Veneer matcher - veneer & plywood md. 
Veneer taper - veneer & plywood md. 
Veneerer - veneer & plywood md. 

8235 - Wood Treating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending machines and equipment to season or 

condition wood; treat wood with materials such as preservatives and fire-retardants; and produce wood conglomerates 
such as chip, particle or hardboard. 
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Chip-mixing machine tender - other wood md. 
Drier operator - wood md. 
Dry-kiln operator - wood md. 
Fuel log maker - wood preservation md. 
Kiln burner - wood md. 

Kiln operator - wood md. 
Kiln tender - wood md. 
Timber-treating tank operator - wood preservation md, 
Treating engineer - wood preservation md. 
Veneer drier - veneer & plywood md. 

8236 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Wood Processing, Except Pulp and 
Papermaking 

This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 
control activities in wood processing, except pulp and papermaking. 

Cutler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 	 Lumber measurer, inspecting - wood md. 
Grader - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; lumber & bldg. 	Lumber scaler - any md. 

materials, whlse. 	 Plywood inspector - any md. 
Lumber culler - any md. 	 Pole inspector - wood md. 
Lumber grader - any md. 	 Tie inspector - logging md. 
Lumber inspector - any md. 	 Veneer grader - any md. 

8238 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Wood Processing, Except Pulp and 
Papermaking 

This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work which are concerned with sawing and 
preparing lumber and related materials for use; manufacturing plywood and wood conglomerates; and treating wood with 
preservatives and fire-retardants. 

Bark peeler - veneer & plywood md.; sawmills, plan. & 
shingle mills 

Bark skinner - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; veneer & 
plywood md. 

Bark spudder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; veneer & 
plywood md. 

Barker - veneer & plywood md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle 
mills 

Block piler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Bunker tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Cant loader - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Cant setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Dry chain off-bearer - veneer & plywood md. 
Feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Greensaw off-bearer - veneer & plywood md. 
Head-saw off-bearer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Labourer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lath puller - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

Log handler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Log hooker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Log lifter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lumber feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lumber sorter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lumber tailer - wood md. 
Machine tailer - wood md. 
Peeler - pulp & paper md. 
Peeler - wood md. 
Picker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Planer feeder - sash, door & millwork md. 
Puller - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Rosser - wood md. 
Saw feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Saw tailer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Slat picker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Sorter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Stock picker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8239 - Wood Processing Occupations, Except Pulp and Papermaking, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with processing wood, except pulp and 

papermaking. 

Apron tender - veneer & plywood md. 
Bark press operator - wood md. 
Chain off-bearer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Chip screen tender - any md, 
Chipper operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

Cork moulder - wood md. 
Deck worker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Drum barker - any md. 
Drum barker operator - any md. 
Green-chain tailer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
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Log turner - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Mill hand - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Power barker - any md. 

Sawmill worker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Splitter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Washer - wooden box & pallet md. 

825 - PULP AND PAPERMAKING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with converting cellulose materials into pulp and making anci 

finishing paper and paperboard. Pulp and Papermaking Related Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

8250 	Foremen/women: Pulp and Papermaking and Related Occupations 

8251 	Cellulose Pulp Preparing Occupations 

8253 	Papermaking and Finishing Occupations 

8256 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Pulp and Papermaking 

8258 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Pulp and Papermaking 

8259 	Pilp and Papermaking and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8250 - Foremen/women: Pulp and Papermaking and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged iii 

converting cellulose materials into pulp, and making and finishing paper and paperboard. 

Foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 
Paper machine foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp plant foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 

Pulp tester foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 
Tour foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 

8251 - Cellulose Pulp Preparing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations primarily concerned with operating and tending equipment that reduces logs, 

rags, scrap pulp and similar cellulose materials to pulp slurry. Activities include: grinding, shredding, mixing, screening, 
cleaning, cooking and bleaching of pulp material. 

Beater engineer - pulp & paper md. 
Beater operator - pulp & paper md. 
Bleach operator - pulp & paper md. 
Bleacher - pulp & paper md. 
Blow-pit tender - pulp & paper md. 
Brown-stock washer - pulp & paper md. 
Chipper - pulp & paper md. 
Continuous process cook - pulp & paper md. 
Continuous-digester tender - pulp & paper md. 
Cooker - pulp & paper md. 
Crusher tender - pulp & paper md. 
Cutter - pulp & paper md. 
Decker tender - pulp & paper md. 
Digester cook - pulp & paper md. 
Digester operator - pulp & paper md. 
Evaporator operator - pulp & paper md. 
Fermenter - pulp & paper md. 
Filter operator - pulp & paper md. 
Grinder - pulp & paper md. 

Grinder operator - pulp & paper md. 
Kamyr operator - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp cook - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp maker - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp mixer - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp-drier-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp-refiner operator - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp-washer operator - pulp & paper md. 
Pulper - pulp& paper md. 
Rag cutter - pulp & paper md. 
Riffler tender - pulp & paper md. 
Rod-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 
Screen tender - pulp & paper md. 
Screen-room operator - pulp & paper md. 
Screener - pulp & paper md. 
Soda cooker - pulp & paper md. 
Stock runner - pulp & paper md. 
Sulphate cooker - pulp & paper md. 
Sulphite cooker - pulp & paper md. 
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Wet-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 

8253 - Papermaking and Finishing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations primarily concerned with operating and tending equipment that makes paper, 

paper pulp and paperboard from pulp slurry, and imparts gloss and finish to paper. Activities include: forming sheets of 
wet pulp; drying, pressing, calendering, winding, cutting, glazing and impregnating paper with coating mixtures; and 
laminating paper with other materials. 

Back tender - pulp & paper md. 
Calender operator - pulp & paper md. 
Coating-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 
Colour specialist - pulp & paper md. 
Combiner-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 
Cylinder-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 
Cylinder-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 
Embosser - pulp & paper md. 
Film maker - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Film-making-machine tender - platemakg., type. & bind. 

md. 
Finisher - pulp & paper md. 
Fourdrinier operator - pulp & paper md. 
Fourdrinier-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 
Fourth hand - pulp & paper md. 
Paper coater - pulp & paper md. 
Paper finisher - pulp & paper md. 

Paper maker - pulp & paper md. 
Paper stainer - pulp & paper md. 
Paper-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 
Paper-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 
Plater - pulp & paper md. 
Plating-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 
Press operator - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp-press tender - pulp & paper md. 
Rewinder - pulp & paper md. 
Rewinder operator - pulp & paper md. 
Roll-machine operator, processing - pulp & paper md. 
Second hand - pulp & paper md. 
Super-calender operator - pulp & paper md. 
Third hand - pulp & paper md. 
Trimmer - pulp & paper md. 
Waxing-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 
Wheelabrator operator - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Winder operator - pulp & paper md. 

8256 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Pulp and Papermaking 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in pulp processing and papermaking. 

Examiner - pulp & paper md. 
Fibrous-wallboard inspector - pulp & paper md. 
Film inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Film sampler - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Grader - pulp & paper md. 
Inspector - pulp & paper md. 
Paper grader - pulp & paper md. 
Paper inspector - pulp & paper md. 

Paper tester - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp grader - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp inspector - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp tester - pulp & paper md. 
Rag checker - pulp & paper md. 
Roll inspector - pulp & paper md. 
Sample clerk - pulp & paper ind. 
Sorter - pulp & paper md. 
Tester - pulp & paper md. 

8258 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Pulp and Papermaking 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work in pulp and papermaking which are 

concerned with feeding conveyors and hoppers, cutting wet pulp, washing screens, collecting broke, sorting rags and 
performing general clean-up duties. 

Bark skinner - pulp & paper md. 
Block handler - pulp & paper md. 
Broke hustler - pulp & paper md. 
Core cleaner - pulp & paper md. 

Drain tender - asbestos prod. md.; pulp & paper md. 
Drainer - asbestos prod. md.; pulp & paper md. 
Fifth hand - pulp & paper Q. 
Hustler - pulp & paper md. 
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Labourer - pulp & paper md. Screen cleaner - pulp & paper md. 
Paper handler - pulp & paper md. Shredder feeder - pulp & paper md. 
Pier worker - pulp & paper md. Sixth hand - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp drawer - pulp & paper md. Wood backer - pulp & paper md. 
Pulp piler - pulp & paper md. Wood handler - pulp & paper md. 
Rag picker - pulp & paper ind. Woodroom labourer - pulp & paper md. 

8259 - Pulp and Papermaking and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with making pulp and paper. 

Deck worker - pulp & paper i. 	 Mill worker - pulp & paper md. 
Machine operator - pulp & paper md. 	 Paper worker - pulp & paper md. 
Machine tender - pulp & paper md. 	 Thrasher feeder - pulp & paper md. 
Mill hand - pulp& paper md. 

8261827 - TEXTILE PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with processing textile fibres into yarn or thread and weaving, 

knitting and finishing fabrics. It includes activities such as preparing fibres for processing; spinning, twisting, winding and 
reeling strands of yarn, thread or cloth; weaving materials; knitting fabrics or garments; bleaching, dyeing and finishing 
textiles; and preparing or fixing looms and knitting machines. Occupations concerned with processing pelts are in Minor 
Group 829 - Other Processing Occupations. Occupations concerned with printing designs or patterns on textiles are in 
Minor Group 951 - Printing and Related Occupations. Textile Processing Occupations are classified in the following 
unit groups: 

8260 	Foremen/women: Textile Processing Occupations 

8261 	Textile Fibre Preparing Occupations 

8263 	Textile Spinning and Twisting Occupations 

8265 	Textile Winding and Reeling Occupations 

8267 	Textile Weaving Occupations 

8271 	Knitting Occupations 

8273 	Textile Bleaching and Dyeing Occupations 

8275 	Textile Finishing and Calendering Occupations 

8276 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Textile Processing 

8278 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Textile Processing 

8279 	Textile Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 

8260 - Foremen/women: Textile Processing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

processing textile fibres into yarn or thread and weaving, knitting and finishing fabrics. 

Bleaching foreman/woman - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

Boss carder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Boss knitter - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

Boss spinner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Boss weaver - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Calendering foreman/woman - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 
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Card room foreman/woman - primary textile md., textile 
prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 

Dye-house foreman/woman - primary textile md,; textile 
prod. md, 

Foreman/woman - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Foreman/woman carder - primary textile i.; textile prod. 

md. 
Foreman/woman spinner - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 

Foreman/woman weaver - primary textile md., textile 
prod. md. 

Knitting foreman/woman - any md. 
Scouring foreman/woman - man-made fibre & fil. yarn 

md. 
Spinning-room foreman/woman - primary textile i.; 

textile prod. md. 
Weaving foreman/woman - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 

8261 - Textile Fibre Preparing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending machines that prepare wool, cotton, flax, 

jute, hemp and other fibres for spinning, winding and weaving. Activities include: grading, classifying, washing, mixing, 
blending, picking, carding, lapping, combing and drawing fibres into strands. 

Bale breaker - textile prod. md. 
Blender - textile prod. md. 
Blending-machine tender - textile prod. md. 
Burrer - textile prod. md. 
Card feeder - textile prod. md. 
Card hand - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Card operator - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Card stripper - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Carder - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Carding doubler - textile prod. md. 
Comb and gill-box operator - textile prod. md. 
Comber - textile prod. md. 
Comber tender - textile prod. md. 
Dander - textile prod. md. 
Dandy operator - textile prod. md. 
Draw-box operator - textile prod. md. 
Drawer - textile prod. md. 
Drawing tender - textile prod. md. 
Drawing-frame tender - textile prod. md. 
Evener tender - textile prod. md. 
Fibre classer - textile prod. md. 
Fibre mixer - textile prod. md. 
Fibre washer - textile prod. md. 
Fur-fibre-mixing-machine operator - textile prod. md. 
Garnett-machine tender - textile prod. md. 
Gill tender - textile prod. md. 
Inter-draft tender - textile prod. md. 

Lap-machine tender - textile prod. md. 
Lap-winder tender - textile prod. md. 
Lapper - textile prod. md. 
Lapper tender - textile prod. md. 
Mix picker - textile prod. md. 
Mixing-gill operator - textile prod. md. 
Opener tender - textile prod. md. 
Picker - textile prod. md. 
Picker tender - textile prod. md. 
Rail filler or setter - textile prod. md. 
Reducer - textile prod. md. 
Rover - textile prod. md. 
Scourer - textile prod. md. 
Scutcher - textile prod. md. 
Silk spreader - textile prod. md. 
Sliver lapper - textile prod. md. 
Slubber - textile prod. md. 
Slubber hand - textile prod. md. 
Slubber tender - textile prod. md. 
Super-draft tender - textile prod. md. 
Waste carder - textile prod. md. 
Willow operator - textile prod. md. 
Willower - textile prod. md. 
Wool mixer - textile prod. md. 
Wool scourer - textile prod. md. 
Wool sorter - textile prod. md. 
Wool washer - textile prod. md. 
Yarn soaker - textile prod. md. 

8263 - Textile Spinning and Twisting Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned primarily with tending machines that twist together short strands to 

produce a continuous length of thread or that spin and twist yarn, thread, twine or cordage to impart such characteristics 
as strength, texture and resistance. 

Asbestos rope maker - asbestos prod. md. 	 Flyer - primary textile md. 
Asbestos spinner - any md. 	 Frame changer - primary textile md. 
Fly-frame tender - primary textile md. 	 Frame operator - primary textile md. 
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I ruler - primary textile md. 
I loking-machine operator - primary textile md. 
lick spinner - primary textile md. 
lick-frame tender - primary textile md. 
\1 tile operator - primary textile md. 
\l iule spinner - primary textile md. 
king spinner - primary textile md. 
1< ing-frame operator - primary textile md. 
king-frame spinner - primary textile md. 
kope twister - primary textile md. 
k mug setter - carpet, mat & rug md. 

iIk spinner - any md. 
pecder tender - primary textile md. 
tiinner - pririh:irv text i Ic i nil.  

ic tender - lruilil te\Hc 
Spinning-frame tender - primary textile ind. 
Spinning-mule tender - primary textile md. 
Textile rope maker - any md. 
Textile rope splicer - any md. 
Textile spinner - primary textile md. 
Thread spinner - primary textile md. 
Thrower - primary textile md. 
Twine maker - any md. 
Twister - primary textile md. 
Twister operator - asbestos prod. md. 
Twister tender - primary textile md. 
Twisting-frame operator - primary textile md. 
Uptwister - primary textile md. 
Warp spinner - primary textile md. 
Warp-twister tender - primary textile md. 

$25 	Textile V inding and Reeling Occupations 
Ihis unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending machines that wind and reel yarn, 

thrcid, cloth, rope and narrow fabrics onto beams, spools, cards or other devices or gathering yarn into balls, bulks or 
kei n 

Buck winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bull winder - primary textile irid.; textile prod. md. 
hill-warper tender - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
huller- primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Ihulling-machine operator - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 
Beam setter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Ream warper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Reamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Reamer tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Bobbin winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

hain beamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
loth winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
one winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
oner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
np winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
)pper - textile prod. md,; primary textile md. 
opping operator - textile prod. md., primary textile md. 

I toubling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

I )ress tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
l)rcsser - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
I oster-winder operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
t uide changer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
I acer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Perner operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
'irn operator - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

winder tex:ile prod nd.: primarY textile md. 

Quill-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

Quiller - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rayon winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rebeamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Redraw operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Reel tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Reel winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Reeler - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.: primary 

textile md. 
Reeler tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Reeling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Respooler - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 
Rewarper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rewinder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rope coiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rope reeler - textile prod, md.; primary textile md. 
Roving-frame tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Roving-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Skein spooler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Skein winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Skeiner - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Spool winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Spooler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Spooling-machine tender - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 
lh reid diuuhlc: 	texiile pind 	nd : irihhi.ir\ 1C\hic rh1I 
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Thread spooler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Thread winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Tubing-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Warp dresser - primary textile md.: asbestos prod. nd.; 

textile prod. itid. 

Winder, automatic - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. 
md.; textile prod. md. 

Yarn doubler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn rewinder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn winder - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8267 - Textile Weaving Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with interlacing two sets of yarn or thread to produce fabric. 
Activities include preparing and fixing looms and associated machines. 

Asbestos weaver - any md. 
Blanket weaver - any md. 
Braid weaver - any md. 
Breakdown repairer - primary textile md. 
Card cutter - primary textile md. 
Card lacer - primary textile md. 
Carpet weaver - any md. 
Chain builder - primary textile md. 
Changer fixer - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Cloth mender - primary textile md. 
Cloth weaver - any md. 
Dampener - primary textile md. 
Darner - primary textile md. 
Dobby-loom weaver - primary textile md. 
Doup fixer - primary textile md. 
Douper - primary textile md. 
Drawer-in - primary textile md. 
Drawer-in-machine tender - primary textile md. 
Drop pinning machine operator - primary textile md. 
Enterer - primary textile md. 
Fabric repairer - primary textile md. 
Frame fixer - primary textile md. 
Hand-loom weaver - any md. 
Harness builder - primary textile md. 
Harness fixer - primary textile md. 
Harness mender - primary textile md. 
Heddler - primary textile md. 
Jacquard fixer - primary textile md. 
Jacquard-loom weaver - primary textile md. 
Knotti ng- machine operator - primary textile md. 
Leno weaver - primary textile md. 
Leno-box changer - primary textile md. 
Loom changer - primary textile md. 
Loom fixer - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Loom mechanic - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. md. 

Loom operator - primary textile md. 
Loom preparer - primary textile md. 
Loom repairer - primary textile md.: asbestos prod. md. 
Loom threader - primary textile md. 
Loom weaver - primary textile md. 
Mender - spun yarn & woven cloth 
Moistening-machine operator - primary textile md. 
Mule fixer - primary textile md. 
Net weaver - primary textile ind. 
Pattern card preparer - primary textile md. 
Pattern changer - primary textile md. 
Pattern weaver - primary textile md. 
Reed repairer - primary textile md. 
Rug weaver - any md. 
Sample weaver - primary textile md. 
Setter. primary textile md. 
Shuttle fixer - primary textile md. 
Smash fixer - primary textile md. 
Smash hand - primary textile md. 
Smash piecer - primary textile md. 
Smasher - primary textile md. 
Sprinkler - primary textile md. 
Sprinkler tender - primary textile md. 
Textile weaver - any md. 
Tier-in - primary textile md. 
Twister-in - primary textile md. 
Warp changer - primary textile md. 
Warp drawer - primary textile md. 
Warp preparer - primary textile md. 
Warp tier - primary textile md. 
Warp twister - primary textile md. 
Warp-tying-machine tender - primary textile md. 
Warper - primary textile md. 
Warper tender, automatic - primary textile md.; asbestos 

prod. md. 
Weaver - carpet, mat & rug md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Weaver - primary textile md. 
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Band-knitting-machine operator - clothing md. 
Circular knitter - hosiery md. 
Cloth ribber - clothing md. 
Crocheter - any md. 
C rocheting- machine operator - clothing md. 
Darner - clothing md. 
Elastic-stocking maker - any md. 
Flat knitter - clothing md. 
Foot knitter - hosiery md. 
Foot maker - hosiery md. 
Footer - hosiery md. 
Glove knitter - any md. 
Hand mender - hosiery md. 
Hosiery darner - any md. 
Hosiery knitter - any md. 
Hosiery mender - any md. 
Hosiery repairer - any md. 
Hosiery-knitting-machine tender - hosiery md. 
Knit mender - clothing md. 

Knitter - any md. 
Knitting-machine operator - any md. 
Leg knitter - hosiery md. 
Linker - clothing md. 
Machine operator, hosiery - hosiery md. 
Mender - broad knitted fabric md. 
Rib knitter - clothing md. 
Ribber operator - clothing md. 
Sample knitter - clothing md. 
Sock knitter - any md. 
Stocking mender - any md. 
Stocking ribber - hosiery md. 
Sweater knitter - any md. 
Threader - hosiery md. 
Tie knitter - any md. 
Top knitter - clothing md. 
Topper - clothing md. 
Transfer knitter - hosiery md. 
Transferrer - clothing md. 

MAJOR GROUP 81/82 

8271 - Knitting Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with interlacing a strand of yarn or thread in a series of connected 

loops to make knitted fabric or products such as hosiery, sweaters, lace and other garments. 

8273 - Textile Bleaching and Dyeing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with washing, bleaching or dyeing textile products such as yarn, 

thread or cloth to impart colour definition. Dyeing occupations concerned with changing colour of individual items of 
wearing apparel and textile furnishings are in Minor Group 616— Apparel and Furnishings Service Occupations. 

Ash-kier boiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Back washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Back-washer tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Beam dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Bleach-plant operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Bleaching-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Bobbin washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Boiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Bowker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cake washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Chain-yarn dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth neutralizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth scourer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth shader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth-dyeing-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Colour maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Colourer - other mfg. prod. md . 

Dipper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Dobby-loom chain pegger - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Dye-beck operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Dye-range operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Dye-reel operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Dyeing-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Dyer - other clothing & apparel md.; primary textile md.; 

textile prod. md. 
Dyer - other mfg. prod. md . 
Fabric dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Fabric washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Fuller - hosiery md. 
Garment dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Heat curer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
lnker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Jigger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Jigger operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Kettle tender - carpet, mat & rug md. 
Kier boiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Kier operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Kier tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Mill attendant - other mfg. prod. md . 
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Neutralizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Padder - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 
Padder-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Raw-stock dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rinser - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Saturator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Skein dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Skein washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Soap tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Soaper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Speck dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

Textile dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Tub tender -other clothing & apparel md. 
Vat tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Warp dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Washer, bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Wool dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn poler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn scourer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn-dyeing-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 

8275 - Textile Finishing and Calendering Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending textile-finishing machines. Activities 

include: calendering, fulling, shrinking, stretching, strengthening, drying, mercerizing and waterproofing textile goods. 
Occupations concerned with pressing garments and textiles are in Unit Group 6165 Pressing Occupations. 

Ager operator- textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Ager tender - textile prod. md,; primary textile md. 
Aging-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Ammonia-box tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Back sizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Beetler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Blower operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Boarder - hosiery md. 
Boarding-machine operator - hosiery md. 
Bobbin drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Breaker tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Brusher and shearer - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Brushing operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cake drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cake wringer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Calender operator - asbestos prod. md. 
Calender operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Calender-machine operator - asbestos prod. md. 
Calenderer - asbestos prod. md. 
Calenderer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Calendering-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Can tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Carbonizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Centrifuge operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth finisher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth sanforizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth shrinker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth sponger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth steamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Coater - other mfg. prod. md . 

Cropper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Drier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Drier operator - hosiery md.; primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 
Drier tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Drying-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Drying-room operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Dust-box tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Embosser - other clothing & apparel md.; primary textile 

md.; textile prod. md. 
Embosser - other mfg. prod. md . 
Embossing-machine operator - other clothing & apparel 

md.; primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Extractor operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Finisher, processing - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Fleecer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Former - hosiery md. 
Fuller - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Gig tender - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 
Gigger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Hosiery boarder - hosiery md. 
Looper - textile prod. md. 
Lusterer- textile prod. md., primary textile md. 
Machine drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Mangle tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Mercerizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Mercerizer-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Nap clipper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Napper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Napper finisher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Napper fixer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Napper tender - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 
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l'ole tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Poler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Preparer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
l'ress tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rolling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Rolling-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Rug clipper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Sanforizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Shaper, hosiery - hosiery md. 
Shearer - textile prod. irtd.; primary textile md. 
Shearing-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Shearing-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Shrinker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md.; clothing 

md. 
Shrinking-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Singe-machine operator - hosiery md. 
Singer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md.; hosiery md. 
Size maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Sizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Sizing-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Skein drier- textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

Slasher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Slasher tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Slasher-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Soaker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Softener - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Sponger - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md., clothing 

md. 
Spot proofer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Sprayer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Steam gigger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Steam sponger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Steamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Steamer tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Stretcher - textile prod. nd.: primary textile md. 
Teasel-gig operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Tenter-frame operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Tenter-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile 

md. 
Waterproofer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Waxer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Weighter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Wet finisher- textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Wringer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Wringer operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn finisher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Yarn mercerizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Textile Processing 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in textile processing. 

Blanket inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Bobbin inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Cake inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Carpet inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth examiner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth tester - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Colour matcher - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Fabric examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Fabric grader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Fabric inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Fibre examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Fibre grader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Fibre inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Finishing inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Flat examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Grader - hosiery md. 
Grey inspector - hosiery md. 
Hosiery inspector - any md. 
Hosiery pairer - hosiery md. 

Inspector, processing - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

Matcher, hosiery - hosiery md. 
Mater - hosiery md. 
Pairer, hosiery - hosiery md. 
Percher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Roving inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Roving sizer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Sample inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Selector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Shade matcher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Shader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Size tester - hosiery md. 
Sizer - hosiery md. 
Sorter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Swatch checker - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Tester - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Thread inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Weaving inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Wool grader - mfg. md. 
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Yarn examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 	 Yarn tester - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Yarn inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8278 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Textile Processing 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work which are concerned with processing 

textile fibres into yarn or thread and weaving, knitting and finishing fabrics. 

Alley cleaner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Back tender - textile prod. md., primary textile md. 
Bank watcher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Battery filler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Battery hand - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Battery loader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Beam changer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Binder, processing - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Bobbin carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bobbin changer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bobbin cleaner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bobbin filler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bobbin hand - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bobbin setter - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bobbin-cleaning-machine operator - primary textile md.; 

textile prod. md. 
Bobbin-machine tender - primary textile md.; textile prod. 

i nd. 
Box carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Brush washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cake handler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Can doffer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Card brusher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Card cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Chainer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Clipper - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Cloth carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Cloth hauler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth roller - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Colour dipper - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Cone cleaner - hosiery md. 
Cone doffer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

Creeler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Creeler tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Devil tender - textile prod, md.; primary textile md. 
Doffer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Feeder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Filling carrier - textile prod. md., primary textile md. 
Grey tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Hose marker - hosiery md. 
Hose turner - hosiery md. 
Hosiery folder - hosiery md. 
Kier hand - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Knotter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Labourer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Loom cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Rag collector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Reed cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Roller cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Roving hand - textile prod, md.: primary textile md. 
Roving hauler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Separator - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Shuttle hand - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Spool carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Squeezer operator - textile prod, md.; primary textile md. 
Stock blender - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Swing tender - textile prod. ind; primary textile md. 
Tacker - hosiery md. 
Tagger - hosiery md. 
Taper - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Tassel maker - textile prod. md., primary textile md. 
Turner - hosiery md. 
Warp damper - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Yarn carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8279 - Textile Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with processing textiles. 

Autoclave operator - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Bobbin fixer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Braid maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Braider tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Burler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth doffer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth doubling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; 

primary textile md.  

Cloth folder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth measurer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cloth specker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Coiler tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cooler operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Cord maker - any md. 
De-gummer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Design copyist - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
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I )r -felt splicer - textile prod. ind., primary textile irid. 
press machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

I -:ker - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
• ldcr - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
ding-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
;rnett-machine operator - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 
mnetter - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 

I . mess cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Ivdraulic-press operator - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 
.om doffer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

\1 easurer - clothing hid. 
\l casurer - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 
( )ilcloth maker - mv md. 
Iicr :u\1Ic pLd nd . 	c\LIc nd. 

Pleater, processing . textile prod. irid., primiry tcxtilc ind. 
Raveler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Roll turner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Sorter, hosiery - hosiery md. 
Specker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Splicer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Splitter - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.; primary 

textile md. 
Sterilizer - other furn. & fixture md. 
Stripper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Textile cable maker - any md. 
Textile worker - textile prod. md., primary textile md. 
Turner - primary textile md.; nat. fibres process. & felt 

prod. md. 
Warp coiler - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 
Warp splitter - textile prod. md., asbestos prod. md.; 

primary textile md. 
Washer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

arn sorter - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 
Y,irn splicer- textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

$29 - 01111k I)ROCESSING ()(CI.JPATIONS 

I his minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with processing tobacco, hides, pelts and 
:v of other materials and products. Other Processing Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

	

$290 	Foremen/women: Other Processing Occupations 

	

$293 	Tobacco Processing Occupations 

	

295 	Hide and Pelt Processing Occupations 

	

$296 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Processing 

	

$298 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Processing 

	

$299 	Other Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 

$290 	Lorcnicusonien: Olher L'roces.sing O..cuatiis 

I his unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 
orkers engaged in processing a variety of materials and products such as hides and pelts, tobacco, ice and candles. 

I oreman/woman - leather tanneries 
I )reman/woman - tobacco prod. md. 
I ur dressing foreman/woman - leather tanneries: other 

in 0. pi d id  

Hide house supervisor - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. 
md. 

Tannery foreman/woman - leather tanneries: other mfg. 
prd ind 

$293 - Tobacco Processing Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing and treating tobacco, and with making cigars. 
LIzamettes and other tobacco products. Occupations concerned with kiln-drying tobacco leaves are in Unit Group 7185 

( i Farm Workers. 

ticndcr - tobacco prod. md. 
IHrdnmg-mn;ihmoc iperntnr - 	l 	co prod. ind. 

Booker - leaf tobacco md. 
Bunch breaker - tobacco prod. md. 
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13u nch na ker - tobacco prod i rid 
Buncher - tobacco prod. md. 
Butt maker - tobacco prod. md. 
Caser - leaf tobacco md. 
Casing mixer - leaf tobacco md. 
Casing-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Cigar binder - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar buncher - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar drier - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar maker - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar moulder - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar roller - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar shaper - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar-machine feeder - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette maker - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette roller - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette stamper- tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette tipper - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette-making-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 
Conditioner - leaf tobacco md. 
Cooler operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Cork tipper - tobacco prod. md. 
Crusher operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Cutter - tobacco prod. md. 
Cutting-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 
Dressing-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Drier - leaf tobacco md. 
Drying-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Drying-room attendant - leaf tobacco md. 
Feeder - tobacco prod. md. 
Fermenter - leaf tobacco md. 
Filler feeder - tobacco prod. md. 
Flavourer - tobacco prod. md. 
Flavouring mixer - tobacco prod. md. 
Granulating-machine tender - tobacco prod. md. 
Granulator - tobacco prod. md. 
Grinder - tobacco prod. md. 
Leaf blender - leaf tobacco md. 
Leaf conditioner - leaf tobacco md. 
Leaf softener - leaf tobacco md. 
Lump roller - tobacco prod. md. 

Machi tic opira tot' - t oh,tcc prod. 11(1. 

Machine stripper - tobacco prod. bid. 
Mixer - tobacco prod. md. 
Moulder - tobacco prod. md. 
Nicotine extractor - tobacco prd nd. 
Ordering-machine operator - lea!' tobacco i nd 
Plug former - tobacco prod. md. 
Plug maker - tobacco prod. md. 
Plug moulder - tobacco prod. md. 
Plug roller - tobacco prod. md. 
Potter - tobacco prod. md. 
Press operator - tobacco prod. md, 
Presser - tobacco prod. md. 
Re-drying-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Roller - tobacco prod. md. 
Roller, hand - tobacco prod. md. 
Separator feeder - tobacco prod. md. 
Shredder operator - tobacco prod. md. 
Snuff drier - tobacco prod. md. 
Snuff grinder - tobacco prod. md. 
Snuff-blending-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 
Sprigger - tobacco prod. md. 
Steamer - leaf tobacco md. 
Stem cutter - leaf tobacco md. 
Stem roller - leaf tobacco md. 
Stemmer - leaf tobacco md. 
Stemming-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Stogie maker - tobacco prod. md. 
Stripper - tobacco prod. md. 
Suction roller - tobacco prod. md. 
Toaster operator - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco blender - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco curer - leaf tobacco md. 
Tobacco cutter - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco flavourer - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco roller - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco shredder - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco st ripper - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco worker - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco-drier operator - leaf tobacco md. 
Twist maker - tobacco prod. md. 
Twister - tobacco prod. md. 

8295 - Hide and Pelt Processing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing hides, pelts and skins to make leather stock and 

finished furs. Activities include: trimming, scraping, scouring, tanning, staining and dyeing. 

Bark tanner - leather tanneries 
Bater - leather tanneries 
Beam-house worker - leather tanneries 
Beamer - leather tanneries 
Black finisher - leather tanneries 
Bleacher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

Blender - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Boarder - leather tanneries 
Brusher - leather tanneries 
Brushing-machine operator - leather tanneries 
Buffer - leather tanneries 
Burnisher - leather tanneries 
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cruenter - leather tanneries 
heeking-machine operator - leather tanneries 

k)urer - leather tanneries 
iiditioner- leather tanneries 

ripper - leather tanneries 
iutchcr - leather tanneries 
urrier - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

( utter - other mfg. prod. md . 
I )clirner - leather tanneries 
I )iuer - leather tanneries 
)rcncher - leather tanneries 

I )rcsser - other mfg. prod. md . 
Iii urn tender - leather tanneries 
I)\er - leather tanneries 
I riameller - leather tanneries 
I InC grainer - leather tanneries 
I wisher - leather tanneries 
I lesher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
I Lshing-machine operator - other mfg. prod. md .; leather 

tanneries 
I ur blender - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
I ur clipper - other mfg. prod. md . 
I ur dresser - other mfg. prod. md . 

ur dyer - other mfg. prod. md . 
I ur plucker -other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
I ur pointer - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
(lazer - leather tanneries 
(1 aT.ing-machine operator - leather tanneries 
(,rajner - leather tanneries 
(raining-machine operator - leather tanneries 
I lair sorter - leather tanneries 
tide cleaner - other mfg. prod. md ., leather tanneries 

Ilide cutter - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
hide de-hairer - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
II ide flesher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
tilde limcr - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
II ide scraper - other mig. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
II ide soaker - leather tanneries 
I tide splitter - other mfg, prod. md.; leather tanneries 
I tide stretcher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
I tide trimmer - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
tide washer - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
roner - leather tanneries 
tacker - leather tanneries 
hapanner - leather tanneries 
I cather colou ret - leather tanneries 
I eather doper - leather tanneries 
I eather dyer - leather tanneries 
I eather finisher - leather tanneries 
I cather polisher - leather tanneries 
leather sander - leather tanneries 
I cather scraper - leather tanneries 
I ca ther \et .er - leather t.irincrics  

I cattier shaver - Icathcr tanneries 
Leather softener - footwear md.: leather tanneries 
Leather sponger - leather tanneries 
Leather stainer - leather tanneries 
Leather staker - leather tanneries 
Leather stretcher - leather tanneries 
Leather tanner - leather tanneries 
Leather worker - leather tanneries 
Limer - leather tanneries 
Machine operator, processing - other mfg. prod. md .; 

leather tanneries 
Measurer- leather tanneries 
Morocco dresser - leather tanneries 
Morocco finisher - leather tanneries 
Oiling-machine operator - leather tanneries 
Painter - leather tanneries 
Patcher - leather tanneries 
Pebbler - leather tanneries 
Pelt dyer - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Pelt fiesher - other mig. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Pelt plucker - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Pelt stretcher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
Pelt trimmer - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
Percher - leather tanneries 
Pickier - leather tanneries 
Plucker - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Polisher - leather tanneries 
Preparer - leather tanneries 
Press hand, processing - leather tanneries 
Presser - leather tanneries 
Putter-out - leather tanneries 
Retanner- leather tanneries 
Ripper - leather tanneries 
Roller - leather tanneries 
Roller-machine operator - leather tanneries 
Scourer - leather tanneries 
Scudder - leather tanneries 
Seasoner - leather tanneries 
Setter - leather tanneries 
Shaver - leather tanneries 
Shaving-machine operator - leather tanneries 
Shearer - leather tanneries 
Splitter - leather tanneries 
Splitting-machine operator - leather tanneries 
Stainer - leather tanneries 
Staker - leather tanneries 
Stoner - leather tanneries 
Stretcher - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Stretching-machine operator - leather tanneries; other 

mfg. prod. md . 
Strike-out - leather tanneries 
Stuffer - leather tanneries 
Sueding-wheel tender - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. 

md. 
Sweater - leather tanneries 
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Tacker - leather tanneries 
Tanner - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
Tawer - leather tanneries 
Tern perer - leather tanneries 
Trimmer - leather tanneries 

Varnisher - leather tanneries 
Washer - leather tanneries 
Wet shaver - leather tanneries 
Whitening-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8296 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Processing 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work 

concerned with quality control activities in the processing of materials or products such as tobacco, hides, pelts and drugs. 
Beam-house inspector - leather tanneries 
Beaming inspector - leather tanneries 
Catching inspector - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar examiner - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar inspector ,  tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette examiner - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette inspector - tobacco prod. md. 
Classer - tobacco prod. md. 
Drug inspector - pharm. & medicine md. 
Examiner - other mfg. prod. md.; leather tanneries 
Examiner - tobacco prod. md. 
Finishing inspector - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. 

md. 
Fresh-work examiner- tobacco prod. md. 
Fresh-work inspector - tobacco prod. md. 
Fur examiner - other mfg. prod. md . 
Glazing inspector - leather tanneries 
Grader - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Hide examiner - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
Hide grader - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Hide inspector - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries; 

meat & poultry prod. md. 

Hide sorter leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
Hogshead inspector - tobacco prod. md. 
Inspector - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
Inspector - tobacco prod. md. 
Leaf grader - tobacco prod. md. 
Leaf selector - leaf tobacco md. 
Leaf sorter - leaf tobacco md. 
Leather sorter - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
Matcher - leather tanneries 
Moisture-meter operator - tobacco prod. md. 
Pelt grader - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Pelt inspector - meat & poultry prod. md. 
Plug inspector - tobacco prod. md. 
Sample inspector - tobacco prod. md. 
Selector - leaf tobacco md. 
Shaving inspector - leather tanneries 
Skin grader - leather tanneries 
Skins shader - leather tanneries 
Sorter - leather tanneries 
Tobacco culler - leaf tobacco md. 
Tobacco grader - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco sampler - tobacco prod. md. 

8298 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Processing 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in labouring and other elemental work which are 

concerned with processing materials and products such as tobacco, hides and pelts. 

Backer - leather tanneries 
Bulker - tobacco prod. md. 
Catcher - tobacco prod. md. 
Chute feeder - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette catcher - tobacco prod. md. 
Counter - leather tanneries 
Dampener - leather tanneries 
Dipper - leather tanneries 
Distributor-cleaner - tobacco prod. md. 
Dope sprayer - leather tanneries 
Doper - leather tanneries 
Drier - leather tanneries 
Drum attendant - leather tanneries 
Feather washer-and-dryer - furn. & fixture md. 

Fermenter - tobacco prod. md. 
Forker - tobacco prod. md. 
Hanger - tobacco prod. md. 
Hide counter - leather tanneries 
Hide handler - leather tanneries 
Hide marker - leather tanneries 
Hide puller - leather tanneries 
Hide reeler - leather tanneries 
Hide spreader - leather tanneries 
Hide toggler - leather tanneries 
Ice puller - any md. 
Ice worker - other mfg. prod. md . 
Leather pourer - leather tanneries 
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Leather processing labourer - leather tanneries; other mfg. 
prod. md. 

Leather sprayer - leather tanneries 
Marker - leather tanneries 
Mould presser - tobacco prod. md. 
Oiler - leather tanneries 
Pourer - leather tanneries 
Puller - leather tanneries 
Rocker - leather tanneries 
Shaker-out - tobacco prod. md. 

Sprayer - leather tanneries 
Stock hanger - leather tanneries 
Tannery worker - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

Thresher- tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco forkcr - tobacco prod. md, 
Tobacco hander - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco shaker - tobacco prod. md. 
Tobacco spreader - tobacco prod. md. 
Toggler lumper - leather tanneries 
Wringer - leather tanneries 
Wringing-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8299 - Other Processing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with processing a variety of materials and 

products such as making, crushing or cutting ice. 

Artificial-ice maker - any md. Ice cutter - any md. 

Asbestos liner - other non-metallic mm. prod. Ice maker - other mfg. prod. md , 

Bark grinder - leather tanneries Ice-plant operator - other mfg. prod. md . 

Branner - primary steel md. Press operator - adhesives md. 

Ice breaker - any md. Seasoning mixer - leather tanneries 

Ice chopper - any md. Tannery grinder - leather tanneries 

Ice crusher - any md. 
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iA(]ii\. 	IN J 	 ()Lt 1l:PL IONS 

1 h. In;tI'r 	inJii'lc. ccLipa:1!1s Loncerned v ih using machines and hand tools to shape or work such 
ri)atCIialS as inci.al, plastic, wood, clay, glass or stone by cuLting, boring, milling, abrading, planing, punching, pressing, 
rolling, engraving, welding or similar means. Machining and Related Occupations are classified in the following minor 
groups: 

831 	Metal Machining Occupations 

833 	Metal Shaping and Forming Occupations, Except Machining 

835 	Wood Machining Occupations 

837 	Clay, Glass and Stone and Related Materials Machining Occupations 

839 	Other Machining and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

831 .- METAL MACHINING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations primarily concerned with shaping metal into parts or products of specified 

dimensions, by such means as turning, boring, milling, abrading or planing. Activities include: measuring, laying out and 
setting up work; operating machine tools; and repairing, fitting and assembling parts. The machining of plastics or similar 
materials is also included when methods applied to machining of metal are used. Metal Machining Occupations are 
classified in the following unit groups: 

8310 	Foremen/women: Metal Machining Occupations 

8311 	Tool and Die Making Occupations 

8313 	Machinist and Machine Tool Setting-up Occupations 

8315 	Machine Tool Operating Occupations 

8316 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Metal Machining 

8319 	Metal Machining Occupations. n.e.c. 

8310 - Foremen/sornen: \letal Machining Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

shaping metal into parts or products by machining. 

loreman/woman - mach. shop md. 	 Steel shop foreman/woman - any md. 
'dachinc-shop foreman/woman - any i. 	 Tool-and-die foreman/woman mach. shop md. 
\lachjnist foreman/woman - any md. 	 Tool-grinding foreman/woman - any md. 
'vletal machining inspection foreman/woman - mach. shop 

nd. 



MAJOR GROUP 83 

8311 - Tool and Die Making Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with the making and repairing of such items as metalworking dies, 

cutting tools, jigs, fixtures and gauges that require working to close tolerances. Activities include: laying out, reading 
mechanical drawings, setting up workpieces and machines, operating machine tools, fitting, heat treating and assembling 
parts. 

Block setter - primary metal md. 
Carbide tool maker - hand tool & impl. md. 
Diamond tool maker - hand tool & impi. md. 
Die cutter - jewel. & precious metal md.; metal dies, 

moulds & patterns md. 
Die finisher - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
Die fitter - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
Die maker - jewel. & precious metal md.; metal dies, 

moulds & patterns md. 
Die reamer - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
Die repairer - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
Die sinker - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
Die-try-out worker - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
Edger machine setter - mach. shop md. 
Forcer maker - fab. metal prod. md. 

Gauge maker - lab. metal prod. md. 
Gauger - fab. metal prod. md. 
Jig builder - metal dies. moulds & patterns md. 
Jig maker - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
Jig-bore-tool maker - any md. 
Plastic tool maker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Progressive die maker - metal dies. moulds & patterns md. 
Template maker - mach. shop md. 
Tool and die maker - any md. 
Tool and die repairer - any md. 
Tool and jig builder- motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Tool repairer - any md. 
Tool straightener - any md. 
Toolmaker - any md. 
Wire-drawing maker - wire & wire prod. md. 

8313 - Machinist and Machine Tool Setting-up Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with setting up and operating various machine tools to shape metal 

into parts or products of specified dimensions. Activities include: measuring, boring, milling, turning, sawing, precision 
grinding and planing; laying out and setting up workpieces; making mathematical computations; reading mechanical 
drawings and finishing work to specifications; associated fitting, assembling and repairing of metal parts; setting up 
machine tools for less skilled operators to perform repetitive work and checking samples of first-run workpieces; and 
machining of other materials when methods applied to metal machining are used. Machine tool operators are in Unit 
Group 8315 Machine Tool Operating Occupations. 

Aircraft machinist - any md. 
Bench machinist - any md. 
Broach maker - any md. 
Broach setter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Cam maker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Electrical machinist - any md. 
Firearms model maker - other metal fabricating md. 
Gauge setter - mfg. md. 
Gear burnisher - any md. 
Gear finisher - any md. 
Gear lapper - any md. 
Gear roller - any md. 
Gear setter - any md. 
Gear shaper - any md. 
Hob grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Jig borer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Job setter - fab, metal prod. md. 
Keller-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Keyseater - any md. 
Keyseater operator - any md. 
Keyseating-machine set up operator - any md. 
Laboratory machinist - dcc. & electron, prod. md. 

Lathe hand - fab. metal prod. md. 
Lathe machinist - any md. 
Lathe setter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Layer-out - mach. shop md. 
Layout marker - mach. shop md. 
Machine adjuster - mach. shop md. 
Machine fitter - mach. shop md. 
Machine setter - mach. shop md. 
Machine tool set-up operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Machine tool setter - lab. metal prod. md. 
Machine-shop specialist - any md. 
Machinist - any md, 
Machinist specialist - any md. 
Main bearing borer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Maintenance machinist - any md. 
Master machinist - any md. 
Model maker - dec. & electron, prod. md.; mach. shop md. 
Numerical-control-machine operator - fab. metal prod. 

md. 
Patternmaker - mach. shop md. 
Precision machinist - any md. 
Precision-lathe operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
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Printing-press machinist - any md. 
Proli Icr - fab. metal prod. md. 
Profiling-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Radial-drill-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Router operator - aircraft & parts md. 
Surface grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 

Surface-grinder operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Thread grinder - other mach. & equip. md. 
Tool machinist - any md. 
Tool presetter, numerical control - mach. shop md. 
Tool setter - lab. metal prod. md. 
Tool-room machinist - any ind 

8315 - Machine Toot Operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating or tending metal-cutting machines which have 

usually been set up for repetitive type work. Workers in these occupations operate one or more machines to perform 
machining operations such as milling, drilling, planing, shaping, turning, boring, sawing, precision grinding, honing and 
broaching to produce or repair finished or semi-finished parts. 

Axle cutter - any md. 
Band sawyer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Band-saw operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Barrel rifler - fab. metal prod. md. 
Barrel threader - lab. metal prod. md. 
Bearing grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Bolt threader - any md. 
Bolt-threader operator - any md. 
Borer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Boring-mill operator - fab. metal prod. ind 
Brass turner - any md. 
Broach operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Broacher - fab. metal prod. md. 
Broaching-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Camming-machine operator - any md. 
(;hucking-machine operator - motor veh. parts & access. 
(;ircular-saw operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Cold-saw operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Connecting rod borer - motor veh. parts & access. 
Counter borer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Counter sinker - lab. metal prod. md. 
Cut-off-saw operator - fab metal prod. md. 
(:utting-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Cylinder grinder - motor veh. parts & access. 
Cylinder honer - motor veh. parts & access. 
Diamond setter - mining md. 
[)iamond-drill setter - mining md. 
E)rill hand - lab. metal prod. md. 
Drill-press hand - lab. metal prod. md. 
[)rill-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Driller - lab. metal prod. md. 
[)rilling-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Engine-lathe hand - lab. metal prod. md. 
Engine-lathe operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
External-grinder operator - motor veh. parts & access. 
File cutter - hardware, tool & cut. md. 
File maker - hardware, tool & cut. md. 
Floor-lathe operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Gear cutter - any md. 
Gear grinder - any md.  

Gear hobber - any md. 
Gear profiler - any md. 
Gear rougher - any md. 
Gear-cutting-machine operator - any md. 
Gear-hobber operator - any md. 
Groover - lab. metal prod. md. 
Hobber operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Hobbing-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Hone operator - any md. 
Honer- any md. 
Honing-machine operator - any md. 
Hot-saw operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Hydraulic-feed-drill operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Internal-grinder operator - any md. 
Knurling-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Lapper - aircraft & parts md. 
Lapping-machine operator - aircraft & parts md. 
Lathe operator - dec. & electron. prod. md .; lab. metal 

prod. md. 
Machine-tool operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Magnetic-grinder operator - lab. metal prod. md, 
Metal turner - any md. 
Milling-machine hand - lab. metal prod. md. 
Milling-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Multiple-spindle-drill-press operator - lab. metal prod. 

i nd. 
Pipe cutter - n.e.c. 
Pipe threader - any md. 
Planer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Planer operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Precision honer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Precision-grinder operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Reamer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Roll turner - lab. metal prod. md. 
Router - aircraft & parts md. 
Sawing-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Sawyer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Screw cutter - lab. metal prod. md. 
Screw threader - lab. metal prod. md. 
Screw-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
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Lb. 	prd nd. 
Shaper operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Single-spindle-drill-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Slotter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Slotter operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Slotter-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Spliner operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Steel cutter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Table-saw operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Tapping-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Thread Cutter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Thread miller - fab. metal prod. md. 
Threader - fab. metal prod. md. 

I hr,drrg :i 	hiir c opI,rinr -rb. iiici,tI pro. rd 
Tool lapper - fab. metal prod. md. 
Tooth grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Transfer machine tender - fab. met,rl pid rid. 
Tube cutter - fab. metal prod. i ni. 
Turret-lathe hand - any md. 
Turret-lathe operator - any md 
Valve grinder - any md. 
Valve-grinding-machine operator - mrir oh porK & 

access.; aircraft & parts md. 
Wheel borer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Wheel cutter - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Wheel-lathe operator - railroad rolling 	ind. 

8316 	Inspecting, Testing, (;radiiig and Sampling Occupations: Metal Machining 

This unit group includes occup.II ions in inspect np. testing, pradi no and samphng sork concerned s itli Lfualit\ 
control activities in metal machining. 

Auto parts inspector - motor veh p;r Ii & , roces. or 
veh. md. 

Axle inspector - motor veh. md.; motor veh. parts & access. 
Die and tool inspector - mach. shop md. 
Differential tester - motor veh. md.; motor veh. parts & 

access. 
Gauge checker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Gauge inspector - fab. metal prod. md. 

Le,ir npcctrr - orri nd. 
Gear tester - motor veh. nd.; motor veh. parts & access. 
Key inspector - motor veh. parts & access. 
Machine-shop inspector - any md. 
Piston inspector - motor veh. parts & access.: motor eh. 

md. 
Tool and die inspector - mach. shop md. 
Tool checker - mach. shop md. 
Tool inspector - mach. shop md 

8319 - Metal Machining Occupations, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned ith iiiachining metal or similar materials 
to produce or repair parts or products. 

Babbitter - any md. 
Bench hand - mach. shop md. 
Cutter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Deburrer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Key cutter - fab. metal prod. md. 
kc\ nr,rkor - Lb. irroirit rid ind 

Keysmith - any md. 
Pointer operator - lab. metal prod. ind. 
Saw-knife miller - lab. metal prod. ind. 
Sawmaker - any md. 
Sawsmith - anvmnd. 

833 	\IETAL. S1l:PIN(, AND IORMIN(; O((LJl,-V [IONS, l:x('l:pt' \IA(IILNINC 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with shaping and forming metal parts or products to specilicd 
dimensions by forging, pressing, cutting, rolling, bending, punching and shearing; and joining by welding, brazing and 
soldering. Activities include: measuring, laying out and setting up work and machines; and associated fitting and 
repairing. Metal Shaping and Forming Occupations, Except Machining are classified in the following unit groups: 

8330 	Foremen/women: Metal Shaping and Forming Occupations, Except Machining 

8331 	Forging Occupations 

8333 	Sheet Metal Workers 

8334 	Metalworking-machine Operators, n.e.c. 
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8335 	Welding and Flame ('utting Occupations 

8336 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Metal Shaping and Forming, Except Machining 

8337 	Boilermakers, Platers and Structural Metal Workers 

923' 	\letal Shaping and Forming Occupations. Except Machining. n.e.c. 

8330 Foremen/women: Metal Shaping and Forming Occupations, Except Machining 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 
shaping and forming metal parts and products by forging, cutting, rolling, pressing, bending, punching, shearing, welding, 
bra zing and soldering. 

Blacksmith foreman/woman - any md. 	 Metal shaping and forming inspector foreman/woman - 

Boilermaker foreman/woman - any md. 	 any md. 

Fareman/woman - other metal fabricating md. 	
Press foreman/woman - stamped, press. & coat. metal 

Frge-shop foreman/woman- any md. 	 prod. 

Head boilermaker - any md. 	
Sheet metal workcr foreman/woman - any md. 

Head welder - fab. metal prod. md. 	
Welder foreman/woman - any md. 

8331 - Forging Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with hammering, pressing, swaging, and drop forging metal into 

desired shapes, with or without benefit of heat. 
Forger - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Forgesmith - any md. 
Forging-machine operator any md. 
Forging-press operator - any md. 
Frame bender - fab. metal prod. md. 
Furnace tender - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & 

repair md. 
Hammer driver - any md. 
Hammer operator - any md. 
Hammer runner - fab. metal prod. md. 
Hammersmith - any md. 
Header operator - fab. metal prod. md.: welding 
Header-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Horseshoer - any md. 
Hot bender - fab. metal prod, md.; welding 
Nut former - fab. metal prod. md. 
Power-hammer operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Press smith - fab. metal prod. md. 
Restrike-hammer operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Rivet maker - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Roll-forger - fab. metal prod. md. 
Rolling-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Smith - fab. metal prod. md.: welding 
Spike-machine feeder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Spring fitter - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Spring forger - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Sprmngmaker. forging - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Steam-hammer operator - any mnd. 

Air-hammer operator - fab. metal prod, md.; welding 
.\ir-table operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Anglesmith - any md. 
Bender. forging - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Bending-press operator - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Bending-roll hand - lab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Bending-roll operator - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Blacksmith - any md. 
Board-hammer operator - any md. 
Bolt maker - fab. metal prod. md. 
B.b-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
C. hainmaker - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
(dd header - any md. 
(. ld-header operator - any md. 
l)ie forger - any md. 
l)te-machine operator- fab. metal prod. md. 
Drill repairer - any md. 
Drill setter - any md. 
Drop forger - any md. 
I )i'op-forge hand - fab. metal prod. md. 
I )rop-forge operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
l)rop-hammer operator - any md. 
l)rop-press operator - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
1 arrier-any md. 
Flanger - fab, metal prod. md. 
Flanging-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Forge operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Forge tender - fab. metal prod. md. 
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Striker- fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Swager - fab. metal prod. md. 
Tool dresser - any md. 
Toolsmith - any md. 

Trip-hammer operator - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 
Upset operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Upsetter - any md. 
U psetting- machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

MAJOR GROUP 83 
8331 (cont'd) 

8333 - Sheet Metal Workers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making sheet metal parts or products, such as gutters, airducts, 

cabinets, tinware and metal furniture. It includes occupations concerned with making and repairing sheet metal 
components used in manufacture of transport, industrial, domestic and other equipment. Activities include; draughting 
patterns; measuring and laying out templates; and cutting, shaping, bending, soldering, brazing, riveting, and crimping 
sheet copper, steel, aluminum, galvanized iron, tinpiate or other sheet metal stock, using metal forming hand tools and 
such machines as brakes, shears and rollers. Metal pressing, punching and shearing occupations, using power-operated 
machines, are classified in Unit Group 8334 Metalworking-machine Operators, n.e.c. Sheet metal roofers are classified in 
Unit Group 8787 Roofing, Waterproofing and Related Occupations. 

Angle bender - aircraft & parts md. 
Assembler - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Bench hand - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Bumper - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Bumper operator - aircraft & parts md. 
Coppersmith - any md. 
Die setter - any md. 
Erector - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Fan builder - any md. 
Fitter - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Improver - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Layer-out - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Layout marker - aircraft & parts md. 
Machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Machine-lay-out marker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Metal worker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Panel maker - other serv. md. incid. to trans. n.e.c.; motor 

veh. repair shops 
Sash maker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

Sheet iron worker - any md. 
Sheet metal assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Sheet metal cabinet maker - any md. 
Sheet metal cornice maker - const. md. 
Sheet metal cutter - any md. 
Sheet metal erector - any md. 
Sheet metal fitter - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Sheet metal former - aircraft & parts md. 
Sheet metal installer - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & 

repair md. 
Sheet metal mechanic - any md. 
Sheet metal worker - any md. 
Template cutter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Template fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Template layout marker - aircraft & parts md. 
Tin-shop worker - any md. 
Tinker - any md. 
Tinsmith - any md. 
Trimmer - stamped, press. & coat, metal prod. 
Trip-hammer operator - aircraft & parts md. 

8334 - Metalworking-machine Operators, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending power-operated machines to produce 

metal parts or products by pressing, bending, punching, rolling, cutting and shearing by the application of machine 
pressure. Occupations concerned with shaping of heavy guage metal for structural purposes are classified in Unit Group 
8337 Boilermakers, Platers and Structural Metal Workers. 

Air-press operator - any md. 
Angle puncher and shearer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Arbor-press operator - any md. 
Beader - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Beading-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal 

prod. 
Bender, sheet metal - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Bending-machine tender - stamped, press. & coat. metal 

prod. 
Body maker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

Body-making-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

Brake operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Bulldozer operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Bumper operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Can maker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Can sealer - any md. 
Can seamer - any md. 
Can-body-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 

metal prod. 
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Cap maker - fab, metal prod. md. 
Corrugator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Fixture maker - lab. metal prod. md.; dcc. lighting in 
Folder - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Folding-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 

prod. 
Forming-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 

prod. 
Forming-press operator - any md. 
Gear straightener - any md. 
Hair-pin maker - any md. 
Hydraulic-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Iron bender - lab. metal prod. md. 
Key maker - n.e.c. 
Mangle roller - fab. metal prod. md. 
Mangle-roll operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Metal spinner - fab. metal prod. md. 
Nail maker - other wire prod. md. 
Nail operator - other wire prod. md. 
Needle maker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Nibbler operator - mach. shop md. 
Nibbling-machine operator - aircraft & parts md. 
Pin maker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Pipe bender - fab. metal prod. md. 
Pipe-bender operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Plate setter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Power-shear operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Press hand - fab. metal prod. md. 
Press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Punch operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

Punch-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Puncher - fab. metal prod. md. 

d. 	 Rivet maker - n.e.c. 
Seamer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

metal 	 Seaming-machine operator - food md., stamped, press. & 
coat. metal prod.: bev. md. 

metal 	 Shear operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Shearer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Slitter operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Slitting-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal 

prod. 
Spinner, except wire - lab. metal prod. lad. 
Spinning-lathe operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Spring coiler - lab. metal prod. md. 
Stamping-press operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Steel puncher - any md. 
Straightener - lab. metal prod. md. 
Straightening-press operator - any md. 
Table-punch operator - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. 

& repair md. 
Tack maker - any md. 
Tacker - fab. metal prod, md. 
Tapping-machine operator - motor veh. md. 
Tube bender - lab. metal prod. md. 
Tube- bendi ng-machine operator - aircraft & parts md.; 

motor veh. md. 
Tube-bending-machine operator - power boiler & heat 

exchanger md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 
Twister - other metal fabricating md. 
Twisting-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Wire-crimping-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8335 - Welding and Flame Cutting Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with joining, surfacing, cutting, or otherwise fabricating and 

repairing ferrous and non-ferrous metal parts and structures using welding and cutting equipment. It includes activities 
such as setting up and operating equipment; welding using oxy-acetylene, electric arc, metal inert gas or tungsten inert 

gas equipment; soldering using oxy-acetylene or gas blow torch, soldering iron or electric soldering gun; lead burning; and 
cutting or perforating using oxy-acetylene cutting torch or electric arc cutting equipment. 

Acetylene cutter - any md. 
Acetylene welder - any md. 
Acetylene-torch operator - any md, 
Arc cutter - any md. 
Arc welder - any md. 
Blow-torch operator - any md. 
Boiler welder - any md. 
Brazer - any md. 
Brazing-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Burner - lab. metal prod. md. 
Cutting-torch operator- any lad. 
Electric welder - any md. 
Electric-arc welder - any md. 
Fitter - mach. shop md. 

Flame burner - any md. 
Flame cutter - any md. 
Flame-cutting-machine operator - any md. 
Gas brazer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Gas cutter - any md. 
Gas welder - any md. 
Improver welder - any md. 
Iron brazer - any md. 
Jig fitter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Lead burner - n.e.c. 
Machine welder - any md. 
Maintenance welder - any md. 
Metal solderer - any md. 
Oxyacetylene cutter - any md. 
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Oxyacetylene welder - any i. 	 Torch shearer - any md. 
Solderer - n.e.c. 	 Torch welder - any md. 
Spot welder - any md. 	 Welder - any md. 
Steel cutter - const. i. 	 Welding-machine operator - any md. 
Tank solderer - motor veh. parts & access. 	 Wire welder - any md. 
Thermit welder - any md. 

8336 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Metal Shaping and Forming, Except Machining 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in metal shaping, forming and welding except machining. 

Boiler tester - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 	 Forge inspector - fab. metal prod. md. 
Can inspector - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 	 Metal fabricating inspector - any md. 
Chain inspector - lab. metal prod. md.; railroad rolling 	 Spring tester - wire & wire prod. md.; furn. & fixture md. 

stock md. 	 Welding inspector - any md. 

8337 - Boilermakers, Platers and Structural Metal Workers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with assembling, erecting and repairing boilers: and fabricating 

parts to specifications for boilers, tanks, ships and other structures made from steel plates, tubes, beams, castings and 
similar materials. Activities include: laying out, cutting, bending, rolling, fitting, drilling, punching, reaming, bolting and 
welding. Occupations concerned with erecting and repairing structural metal parts and sub-assemblies are classified in 
their appropriate unit groups in Major Group 85 - Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations and in 
Major Group 87— Construction Trades Occupations. 

Assembler - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 
Boiler erector - any md. 
Boiler fitter - any md. 
Boiler installer - any md. 
Boiler setter - any md. 
Boiler shop mechanic - any md. 
Boiler worker - any md. 
Boilermaker - any md. 
Chipper and caulker - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; 

shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair md. 
Disher - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; plate work 

md. 
Erector - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 
Fitter - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

Fitter-up - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 
Flue setter - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 
Lay-out marker - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; 

shipbldg. & repair md. 
Layer-out - const. md. 
Layer-out - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; shipbldg. 

& repair md. 
Layer-out - railroad rolling stock md. 
Plate-shear operator - fab. struct. metal prod. md.; 

ornamental & architectural metal prod. md. 
Plater - fab. struct. metal prod. md. 
Plater - shipbldg. & repair md.; power boiler & heat 

exchanger md. 
Plater improver - shipbldg. & repair md.; power boiler & 

heat exchanger md. 

8339 - Metal Shaping and Forming Occupations, Except Machining, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with shaping and forming metal, except 

machining. 

Barbed-wire-machine operator - wire & wire prod. md. 
Cable maker - wire & wire prod. md. 
Cable splicer - n.e.c. 
Cage maker, machine - concrete prod. md. 
Coil-machine operator - furn. & fixture md.; wire & wire 

prod. md. 

Coiler - wire & wire prod. md.; furn. & fixture md. 
Coupler - fab. metal prod. md. 
Embossing-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat, 

metal prod. 
Expander - fab. metal prod. md. 
Fence maker - wire & wire prod. md. 
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Fence-making-machine operator - wire & wire prod. md. 
Filament maker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Fluxer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Line finisher - fab. metal prod. md. 
Netting-machine operator - wire & wire prod. md. 
Ornamental-iron erector - const. md. 
Ornamental-iron worker - const. md. 
Shear scrap sorter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Specialist in coinage - govt. serv. md . 
Splicer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Spring maker, shaper - furn. & fixture md.; wire & wire 

prod. md. 
Spring weaver - wire & wire prod. md. 
Strander - elec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & wire prod. 

md. 

Stranding-machine operator - elec. & electron. prod. md .; 
wire & wire prod. md. 

Tube bender - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Weaver - fab. metal prod. md. 
Wire cloth finisher - wire & wire prod. md. 
Wire rope splicer - any md. 
Wire strander - any md. 
Wire twister - any md. 
Wire weaver - any md. 
Wire-fence maker - any md. 
Wire-rope maker - any md. 
Wire-screen maker - any md. 
Wire-screen weaver - any md. 

835 .- WOOD MACHINING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with shaping wood into parts or products by machining to specified 

dimensions using such means as sawing, cutting, boring, sanding, milling and planing. Activities include: measuring, 
laying out and setting up work and machines; and machining cork, wood by-products and other materials when the 
methods applied to machining wood are used. Wood Machining Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

8350 	Foremen/women: Wood Machining Occupations 

8351 	Wood Patternmaking Occupations 

8353 	Wood Sawing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8355 	Planing, Turning, Shaping and Related Wood Machining Occupations 

8356 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Wood Machining 

8357 	Wood Sanding Occupations 

8359 	Wood Machining Occupations, n.e.c. 

8350 - Foremen/women: Wood Machining Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

shaping wood into parts or products by machining. 

Foreman/woman - sash, door & millwork md. 
Framing mill foreman/woman - sash, door & millwork md. 
I-lead loft worker - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & 

repair md. 

Patternmaker foreman/woman, wood - furn. & fixture 
md.; sash, door & millwork md. 

Planing foreman/woman - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door 
& millwork md. 

8351 - Wood Patternmaking Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making wood patterns for use as moulding patterns. Activities 

include: following blue prints or samples to achieve specified shape and dimensions; and planing, turning, gluing, nailing, 
sanding and painting, using a variety of hand tools and woodworking machines. Other patternmakers are in Unit Group 
8395 - Patternmakers and Mouldmakers, n.e.c. or 8551 - Patternmaking, Marking and Cutting Occupations: Textile, 
Fur and Leather Products. 
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Hat-block maker - sash, door & millwork md. 
Mandrel maker - aircraft & parts md. 
Model maker - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Mould loft worker - boatbtdg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & 

repair md. 
Pattern repairer - primary metal md. 

Pattern setter - primary metal md. 
Patternmaker - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & repair 

md. 
Patternmaker - sash, door & millwork md. 
Sample maker - sash, door & millwork md. 
Wood patternmaker - any md. 

8353 - Wood Sawing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending power operated circular, band and 

reciprocating type saws that cut wood, paperboard and other non-metallic materials into various lengths, widths, 
thicknesses or shapes. Sawmill Sawyers and Related Occupations are in Unit Group 8231. 

Band sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Band-ripsaw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Band-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Bill cutter - sash, door & millwork md. 
Bolt sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Bolter - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Circular ripsaw operator - sash, door & miliwork md 
Circular sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Circular-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Cordwood cutter - n.e.c. 
Crosscut-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Crosscutter - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Cut-off sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Cut-off-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Edger - sash, door & millwork md. 
Edger operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Edger runner - sash, door & millwork md. 
Equalizer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Equalizer operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Gang sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Head sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Head-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Jigsaw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Jigsawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Knee bolter - sash, door & miliwork md. 

Lath maker - sash, door & millwork md. 
Lumber sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Lumber trimmer - any md. 
Miter sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Portable sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Power-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Radial-arm-saw operator - sash, door & millwork irid. 
Resaw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Resawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Ripsaw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Ripsawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Sawing-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Scroll-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Splitter - sash, door & millwork md. 
Stave-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Stock cutter - sash, door & niillwork md. 
Timber cutter - mining md. 
Trim sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Trim-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Trimming-machine operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Variety-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Veneer sawyer - any md. 
Wood sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md, 
Wood-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8355 - Planing, Turning, Shaping and Related Wood Machining Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making wooden parts or products by such means as planing, 

turning, shaping, routing, boring, morticing and drilling wood stock to desired shape and size. Activities include: setting 
up and operating woodworking machines, measuring and laying out work. 

Borer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Boring-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Carver - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 
Chucking-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Dado-saw operator - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 

millwork md. 
Dimension planer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Dovetail-machine operator - any md. 

Dovetailer - any md. 
Drill-press hand - sash, door & millwork md. 
Drill-press operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
End matcher - sash, door & miliwork md.; sawmills, plan. 

& shingle mills 
Facer operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Flarer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Fluting-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
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Frazer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Frazing-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Glue-jointer operator- sash, door & millwork md. 
Grooving-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md.; 

sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Gun stock checker - other metal fabricating md. 
Gun stock maker - other metal fabricating md. 
Handle maker - sash, door & millwork md. 
Handle turner - sash, door & millwork md. 
Jointer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
kinter operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
List turner - leather & allied prod. md. 
Lathe hand - sash, door & millwork md. 
Lathe operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Lathe turner - sash, door & millwork md. 
Machine carver - sash, door & niillwork md. 
Matcher operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Mortiser operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Moulder - sash, door & millwork md. 
Moulding-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Notcher - wooden box & pallet md. 
Notching-machine operator - wooden box & pallet md. 
Panel raiser - sash, door & millwork md. 
Panel-raiser operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Planer - sash, door & miliwork md. 

Planer operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Pole-machine operator - wood preservation md. 
Press carver - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Press operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Router - sash, door & millwork md. 
Router operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Shaper - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Shaper operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Smoking-pipe maker - any md. 
Spindle carver - sash, door & millwork md. 
Stave jointer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Stave-machine operator - wooden box & pallet md. 
Sticker hand - sash, door & millwork md. 
Sticker operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Stock checker, firearms - other metal fabricating md. n.e.c. 
Surface operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Tenoner - sash, door & millwork md. 
Tenoner operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Turner - sash, door & millwork md. 
Turning-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Wood carver, machine - any md. 
Wood driller - sash, door & millwork md. 
Wood turner - sash, door & millwork md. 
Wood-carving-machine operator -any md. 
Woodworki ng- machine operator - sash, door & miliwork 

md. 

8356 Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Wood Machining 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in wood machining. 

Grader - sash, door & millwork md. 	 Sanding inspector - furn. & fixture md,; sash, door & 
Puncher - sash, door & miliwork md.; sawmills, plan. & 	 miliwork md. 

shingle mills 	 Wood machining inspector - furn. & fixture md.; sash, 
door & millwork md. 

8357 Wood Sanding Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating, tending and feeding sanding machines to smooth and 

clean wood parts or products. Occupations concerned with sanding veneer and plywood panels in a plywood plant are 
classified in Unit Group 8233 - Plywood Making and Related Occupations. 

Barrel sander - other wood md. 
Belt sander - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Desk sander - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Drum sander - sash, door & millwork md. 
Last grinder - leather & allied prod. md. 

Lathe sander - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork 
md. 

Sander - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Sanding-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Veneer sander - furn. & fixture md. 
Wood sander - sash, door & millwork md. 

8359 - Wood Machining Occupations, n,e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with machining wood. 
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Bench-machine operator - sash, door & riiiIIorL ind 
Excelsior-machine operator - other wood nid. 
Hog feeder - sash, door & millwork md. 
Hog-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Hogger - sash, door & millwork md. 

La'd ni kur - cit her 	illicd rrdd aid. 
Oar maker - sash, door & milkork md. 
Shaver - wooden box & pallet md. 
Shredder operator - othcr 	d i nd icc .c 
Wood machinist - any iid 

837 - CLAY, GLASS, STONE AND RELATED MATERIALS MACHINING OCCUPAtIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with shaping clay, glass and Stone into parts or products b\ 

machining to specified dimensions through such means as cutting, boring, abrading, milling and planing. Activit)c 
include: measuring, laying out, setting up work and machines, and machining of related materials, when methods applicd 
to machining of clay, glass and stone are employed. Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials Machining Occupations are 
classified in the following unit groups: 

8370 	Foremen/women: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials Machining Occupations 
8371 	Cutting and Shaping Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials 
8373 	Abrading and Polishing Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials 
8376 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials 

Machining 
8379 	Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials Machining Occupations, n.e.c. 

8370 - Foremen/women: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials Machining Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

machining clay, glass and stone into parts or products. 

Foreman/woman, machining - glass & glass prod. md.; 	Glass-cutting foreman/woman - glass & glass prod. md. 
clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 	 Stone polishers foreman/woman - concrete prod. md.; clay 

prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8371 - Cutting and Shaping Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating and tending machines that cut, drill, plane, bore and 

shape clay, glass, stone and related materials to specified dimensions. It includes activities such as, cutting, shaping and 
drilling which are done manually, using hand tools, drills and chisels. 

Block maker, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Boring-mill operator - clay prod. md.; concrete prod. md.; 

other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Breaker - glass & glass prod. md. 
Brick cutter - clay prod, md. 
Brick-cutting-machine operator - clay prod. md. 
Building stonecutter - any md. 
Carver, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Chiseler, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Circular-saw operator, stonework - other non-metallic 

mm. prod. 
Clayware driller - clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. 

prod. n.e.c. 
Coper, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

Cut-off-saw operator, stonework - non-metallic mm. prod. 
md. 

Cutter - glass & glass prod. md.; refractories md. 
Cutter operator - clay prod. md. 
Decorator, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Dresser, stonework - stone quarries 
Drill-press operator, stonework - other non-metallic mm. 

prod. 
Driller - ophthalmic goods md.; clay prod. md. 
Engraver, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Eyeglass cutter - ophthalmic goods md. 
Finisher - clay prod. md. 
Gang sawyer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Glass breaker - glass & glass prod. md. 
Glass cutter - any md. 
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Glass driller - glass & glass prod. md. 
Granite carver - any md. 
• ranite cutter - any md. 
Green truer - clay prod. md. 
Grinding-wheel dresser - any md. 
Grindstone sharpener - any md. 
Joint sawyer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
lathe operator, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Lens cutter - ophthalmic goods md. 
Letter cutter, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
letterer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Marble carver - any md. 
Marble cutter - any md. 
Monument carver - any md. 
Monument engraver - any md. 
Monument letterer - any md. 
Moulder. stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Paving-block maker - any md. 
Pipe finisher - clay prod. md. 
Planer operator. stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Planer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

Radial-drill operator - concrete prod. md.; clay prod. nd.: 
other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 

Ripsaw operator, stonework - other non-metallic mm. 
prod. 

Ripsawyer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Shingle cutter - asbestos prod. md. 
Shingle maker - asbestos prod. md. 
Shingle-machine operator - asbestos prod. md. 
Sponger - clay prod. md. 
Stone carver - any md. 
Stone cutter - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone decorator - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone dresser - any md. 
Stone letterer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone moulder - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone planer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone sawyer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone sharpener - any md. 
Stone splitter tender - clay prod. md.: hydraulic cement 

md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 
Stone trimmer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Turner, pottery and porcelain - clay prod. md. 
Wire sawyer. stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8373 .- Abrading and Polishing Occupations: Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with smoothing and polishing clay, glass, stone and related 

materials, using abrasives and plane or rotary action machines. It includes grinding, polishing and coating lenses, 
reflectors, filters and prisms used in optical instruments. Occupations primarily concerned with edging, grinding and 
polishing of eye-glass and contact lenses are included in this unit group. Dispensing Opticians are in tJnit Group 3154. 

Bench hand - ophthalmic goods md. 
Bench worker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Beveler - glass & glass prod. md.: ophthalmic goods md. 
Beveler, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Buffer - glass & glass prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. 

prod. 
Chipper - clay prod. md.: glass & glass prod. md. 
Diamond grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 
Dresser - clay prod. md. 
Edge grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 
Edger - ophthalmic goods md. 
Eyeglass grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 
Finisher, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Glass grinder - glass & glass prod. md.; motor veh. md. 
Glass polisher - glass & glass prod. md.; motor veh. md. 
Glass rougher - glass & glass prod. md.; motor veh. md. 
Glassware grinder - glass & glass prod. md. 
Granite polisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Grinder - clay prod. md. 
Grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens dotter - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens edger - ophthalmic goods md. 

Lens grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens grinder, cylindrical - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens marker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens polisher - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lensomiter operator - ophthalmic goods md. 
Marble polisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Marker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Optical mechanic - any md. 
Optical technician - any iod. 
Polisher - clay prod. md. 
Polisher - ophthalmic goods md. 
Polisher, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Precision-lens grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 
Precision-lens polisher - ophthalmic goods md. 
Rubber, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Sandblast operator, stonework - other non-metallic mm. 

prod. 
Sandblaster - railroad rolling stock md.; glass & glass 

prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Sander - clay prod. md. 
Smoother-ophthalmicgoodsmnd. 
Spectacles truer - ophthalmic goods md. 
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Spotter - ophthalmic goods md. 
Stone finisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone polisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone rubber - other non-metallic miii. prod. 

Stopper grinder - glass & glass prod. md. 
Surface-plate finisher - concrete prod. md : clay prod. nd 

other non-metallic mm. pr,  
Surfacer - ophthalmic goods itid. 

5376 - Inspecting, Testing. Grading and Sampling Occupations: Cla, (lass, Stone and Related \Iaterials 
Machining 

This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 
control activities in clay, glass, stone and related materials machining 

Checker, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Examiner - ophthalmic goods md. 
Glass inspector - glass & glass prod. md. 
Grader, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Inspector - ophthalmic goods md. 
Inspector, stonework - clay prod. md.; other non-metallic 

mm. prod. 

Lens examiner - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens inspector - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens-grinding inspector - ophthalmic goods md. 
Selector - clay prod. md. 
Stone grader - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8379 - Clay, Glass, Stone and Related Materials Machining Occupations, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with machining clay, glass, stone and 
related materials. 

Blocker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Cementer - ophthalmic goods md. 
Filler - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Glazier - glass & glass prod. md. 
Lens blocker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens cementer - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens matcher - ophthalmic goods md. 
Lens silverer - ophthalmic goods md. 
Machine operator - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

Matcher - ophthalmic goods md. 
Mirror maker - any md. 
Monument worker, stonework - other non-metallic mm. 

prod. 
Optical worker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Prism cleaner - ophthalmic goods md. 
Prism measurer - ophthalmic goods md. 
Silverer - ophthalmic goods md. 
Stone mechanic - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Stone repairer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

839 - OTHER MACHINING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS N.E.C. 

This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with using machines or hand tools to 
shape or work various materials and products to specified dimensions by such means as engraving, etching, filing, 
grinding, buffing, cleaning and polishing; patternmaking and mouldmaking; and inspecting and testing materials and 
products. Other Machining and Related Occupations, n.e.c. are classified in the following unit groups: 

8390 	Foremen/women: Other Machining and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8391 	Engravers, Etchers and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

8393 	Filing, Grinding, Buffing, Cleaning and Polishing Occupations, n.e.c. 

8395 	Patternmakers and Mouldmakers, n.e.c. 

8396 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Machining and Related Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

8399 	Other Machining and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
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8390 - Foremen/women: Other Machining and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 

of workers engaged in using machines or handtools to shape or work various materials into products. 

Buffer metal, foreman/woman - any md. 	 Patternshop foreman/woman - primary metal md. 
Metal buffing foreman/woman - any md. 	 Plastic-products buffing foreman/woman - any md. 

8391 	Engravers, Etchers and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with engraving or etching designs or 

lettering on glass, metal, plastic and a variety of other materials for large scale production, using engraver's handtools, 
machines and etching acids. Photoengravers and printing plate engravers are in Unit Group 9515— Photoengraving and 
Related Occupations. Artistic engravers and etchers are in Unit Group 3311 - Painters, Sculptors and Related Artists. 

Brass or bronze chaser - any md. 
Chaser - jewel. & precious metal md.; fab. metal prod. md. 
Copper plate engraver - any md. 
Engraver - glass & glass prod. md. 
Engraver - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Engraving-machine operator - jewel. & precious metal 

md.; fab. metal prod. md. 
Etcher - iron foundries; fab. metal prod. md.; jewel, & 

precious metal md. 
Finisher - other mfg. prod. md . 
Flatware engraver - any md. 
Glass calibrator - glass & glass prod. md. 
Glass etcher - glass & glass prod. md. 
Hand engraver . any md. 
Impressing-machine tender - fab. metal prod. mnd. 
Jcwellery engraver - any md. 
Lens engraver- ophthalmic goods md. 

Lens stamper - ophthalmic goods md. 
Letter engraver - jewel. & precious metal md.; jewel, stores 

& watch & jewel. repair shops 
Machine engraver - any md. 
Metal engraver - any md. 
Metal etcher - any ind. 
Mould engraver - glass & glass prod. i. 
Nameplate engraver - any md. 
Pantograph engraver - jewel. & precious metal md.; fab. 

metal prod. md. 
Roller repairer, textile - fab. metal prod. md.: textile prod. 

md. 
Silk-screen etcher - other mfg. prod. md . 
Silver chaser - any md. 
Silverware engraver - any md. 
Stamper - sd. & prof. equip. md . 
Steel engraver - any md. 
Steel-die engraver - any md. 

8393 - Filing, Grinding, Buffing, Cleaning and Polishing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with filing, grinding, buffing, cleaning and 

polishing materials, parts or products. 

Air grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Axe sharpener - any md. 
Band-saw filer - any md. 
Bench grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Billet grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Bit grinder - mach. shop md. 
Blade sharpener - any md. 
Brass finisher - any md. 
Brass polisher - any md. 
Bronze polisher - any md. 
Buffer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Buffer - plastic prod. md. 
Buffing-machine operator - motor veh. md. 
Burnisher - fab. metal prod. md. 
Burr filer - fab. metal prod. md.  

Burr-bench operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
Burrer - mach. shop md. 
Burring-wheel operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Chipper - fab. metal prod. md. 
Chisel grinder - primary metal md. 
Chrome polisher - lab. metal prod. md. 
Circular-saw filer - any md. 
Degreaser - any md. 
Disk grinder - any md. 
Drill grinder - any md. 
Drill sharpener - any md. 
Emery grinder - any md. 
Emery-wheel worker - any md. 
Filer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Finish grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
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Flute grinder - Lab. metal prod. md. 
Grinder- n.e.c. 
Ivory polisher - any md. 
Jet-blade polisher - fab. metal prod. md. 
Knife grinder - any md. 
Knife sharpener - any md. 
Metal buffer - any md. 
Metal burnisher - any md. 
Metal cleaner, immersion - any md. 
Metal filer - any md. 
Metal finisher - any md. 
Metal grinder - any md. 
Metal polisher - any md. 
Nickel buffer - any md. 
Plastic-products buffer - any md. 
Plastic-products trimmer - any md. 
Plate grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Polisher - fab. metal prod. md.; motor veh. md. 
Polishing machine operator - any md. 
Rail grinder - any md. 
Razor grinder - any md. 

Razor sharpener - any md. 
Record finisher - musical instrument & sound recording 

md. 
Roller polisher - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Rough grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Saw filer - any md. 
Saw fitter - any md. 
Saw grinder - any md. 
Saw repairer - any md. 
Saw setter - any md. 
Saw sharpener - any md. 
Scissors grinder - any md. 
Snag grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Snagger- fab. metal prod. md. 
Steel chipper - fab. metal prod. md. 
Steel sharpener - any md. 
Swing grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 
Tool grinder - any md. 
Tool sharpener - any md. 
Tumbling-barrel tender - fab. metal prod. md. 
Wet grinder - any md. 
Wood-saw filer - any md. 

8395 - Patternmakers and Mouldmakers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with making samples, templates or moulds 

out of metal, wood, clay, plastic, plaster or similar materials to be used in fabrication of a variety of products such as: 
metal springs; jewellery; structural parts; furniture; brick, tile, pottery and concrete products; plaques, figurines and 
statuary; and plastic and rubber products. Wood Patternmaking Occupations involving methods used in machining wood 
are in Unit Group 8351. Patternmaking, Marking and Cutting Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products are in 
Unit Group 8551. 

Aircraft lay-out worker - aircraft & parts md. 
Boilermaker layer-out - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Clay modeler- aircraft & parts md. 
Die maker - paper box & bag md. 
Form and jig maker - plastic prod. md. 
Form builder - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Jig and form builder - plastic prod. md. 
Jig and template maker - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. 

md. 
Jig and tool builder - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md. 
Jig and tool fitter - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Jig maker - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Jig worker - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh, md. 
Layout marker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Liner replacer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Material checker - aircraft & parts md. 
Metal patternmaker - any md. 
Mock-up assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Mock-up maker - aircraft & parts md. 
Model maker - clay prod. md. 
Model maker - jewel. & precious metal md.; other mfg, 

prod. md. 

Model maker - motor veh. md.: aircraft & parts md. 
Mould maker - clay prod. md. 
Mould maker - other mfg. prod. md .; jewel. & precious 

metal md. 
Mould maker - plastic prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
Pattern gater - iron foundries 
Pattern layout marker - primary metal md. 
Pattern worker - aircraft & parts md. 
Patternmaker - aircraft & parts md.: motor veh. md. 
Patternmaker - clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. 

prod. 
Patternmaker - furn. & fixture md. 
Patternmaker - other mfg. prod. md .; sign & display ind. 
Patternmaker - plastic prod. md. 
Plaster patternmaker - any md. 
Plastic-jig and form builder - any md. 
Sample maker -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Sample maker- plastic prod. md. 
Stencil cutter - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
Template and jig maker - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts 

md. 
Template maker - motor veh. md.: aircraft & parts md. 
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Template maker - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & 	Template maker and designer - aircraft & parts md. 
repair md. 	 Tool fitter - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8396 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Machining and Related 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in inspecting, tcsting, grading and sampling work 
concerned with quality control activities in the machining, engraving, etching, filing, grinding, bulling, cleaning and 
polishing, patternmaking and mould-making of various materials and products. It includes occupations in inspecting, 
testing and grading and sampling whose activities relate to more than one minor group within this major group. 

Balancing-machine operator - any md. 
Ball sorter - mach. md. (exc. dec. mach.) 
Cold working inspector, firearms - other metal fabricating 

md. 
Etched-metal parts inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

Roll-grinding inspector - rubber prod. md. 
Roller inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Static balancer - any md. 
Template checker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Zyglo inspector - any md. 

8399 - Other Machining and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with machining. 

Die stamper - any md. 
Ivory carver - any md. 
Machine setter - n.e.c. 
Shaper - plastic prod. md. 

Sheeter operator - plastic prod. md. 
Slitter operator - plastic prod. ind 
Stamper, buttons - other mfg. prod. md . 
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MAJOR GROUP 85 

PRODUCT FABRICATING, ASSEMBLING AND 
REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS 

This major group includes occupations concerned with using manufactured components and assemblies to produce or 
repair products such as: automobiles, airplanes, and marine craft; industrial and agricultural machinery: commercial and 
business machines: domestic appliances; precision instruments; electrical and electronic equipment; rubber and plastic 
products; garments; footwear; furniture: housewares; and jewellery by assembling them in a factory or in a shop or yard. 
Activities include: final working, fitting and finishing of parts and assemblies to complete fabrication; and installation and 
repair of finished products or equipment. Occupations primarily concerned with inspecting, testing, grading and sampling 
activities related to the fabrication, assembly, installation and repair of products are classified in special unit groups for 
inspecting, testing, grading and sampling within the applicable minor groups. Occupations concerned with assembling 
and repairing marine craft are in Unit Group 8592 - Marine Craft Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations. 
Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

851/852 	Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal Products, n.e.c. 

853 	Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related 
Equipment 

854 	Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Wood Products 

855/856 	Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products 

857 	Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products. 

858 	Mechanics and Repairers, n.e.c. 

859 	Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations 

851/852 - FABRICATING AND ASSEMBLING OCCUPATIONS: METAL PRODUCTS, N.E.C. 
This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating and assembling a wide 

variety of products, primarily made of metal, and mechanical equipment designed for domestic, commercial, industrial, 
construction, agricultural or other uses. Activities include: fabricating and assembling motor vehicles; aircraft; railway 
rolling stock; engines and related equipment; industrial, farm and construction machinery; business and commercial 
machines; precision instruments; armament equipment; and other related products. Occupations concerned with 
fabricating, assembling and repairing marine craft are in Unit Group 8592 - Marine Craft Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing Occupations. Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal Products, n.e.c. are classified in the following 
unit groups: 

8510 	Foremen/women: Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal Products, n.e.c. 

8511 	Engine and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

8513 	Motor Vehicle Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

8515 	Aircraft Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

8523 	Industrial, Farm, Construction and Other Mechanized Equipment and Machinery Fabricating and 
Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

8525 	Business and Commercial Machines Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 



MAJOR GROUP $5 

8526 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating and Assembling Metal Products, 
n.e.c. 

8527 	Precision Instruments and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 
8528 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating and Assembling Metal Products, 

n.e.c. 
8529 	Other Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal Products, n.e.c. 

8510 - Foremen/women: Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal Products, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 

of workers engaged in fabricating and assembling a wide variety of metal products and mechanical equipment designed 
for general use in domestic, commercial, industrial, construction, agricultural or other activities. 

Agricultural and farm equipment foreman/woman . agric. 
impl. md. 

Aircraft assembly foreman/woman - aircraft & parts md. 
Body shop foreman/woman - motor veh. md. 
Business and commercial machines assembly foreman! 

woman - off., store & bus. mach. 
Elevator-installer foreman/woman - const. md. 

Engine assembly foreman/woman - mach. in (exc. dec. 
mach.); trans. equip. md . 

Foreman/woman - mach. in (exc. elec. mach.) 
Foreman/woman, business machine manufacturing - off., 

store & bus. mach. 
Foreman/woman, except ship or boat. trans. equip. md . 
Production-line foreman/woman - motor veh. md. 

8511 - Engine and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating and assembling engines, 

transmission systems and mechanical engine accessories; such as, water pumps, radiators and carburetors for use in 
transport vehicles, construction, agricultural or other mechanized equipment. Activities include: fitting, pressing, bolting 
and aligning to install parts, components or accessories; and adjusting fabricated or assembled equipment, using common 
or special hand and power tools and equipment. It includes occupations concerned with rebuilding engines to specification 
using new or reworked parts. Occupations concerned with repairing installed engines are in Minor Group 858 
Mechanics and Repairers, n.e.c. Occupations concerned with installing and repairing marine engines are in Unit Group 
8592 Marine Craft Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations. Occupations concerned with fabricating and 
assembling electrical engine accessories are classified in Unit Group 8531 - Electrical and Related Equipment 
Fabricating and Assembling Occupations. 

Clutch rebuilder - motor veh. parts & access. 
Core assembler - motor veh. parts & access. 
Crankshaft assembler - motor veh. parts & access. 
Diesel-engine erector - mach. md. (exc. dec. mach.) 
Engine builder - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. parts & 

access. 
Engine fitter - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. parts & 

access.  

Motor adjuster - motor veh. parts & access. 
Motor assembler - motor veh. parts & access. 
Motor builder - motor veh. parts & access. 
Pin fitter - motor veh. parts & access. 
Piston fitter - motor veh. parts & access. 
Radiator maker - motor veh. parts & access. 
Tappet adjuster - motor veh. parts & access. 
Turbine fitter - turbine & mechanical power transmission 

equip. md. 

8513 - Motor Vehicle Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating and assembling entire 

motor vehicles, trailers, sub-assemblies and parts other than engine accessories; such as, brakes, bumpers, shock absorbers 
and windshield wipers on a factory production line utilizing manufactured parts and assemblies. Activities include: fitting, 
bolting and rivetting to install parts, engines or other components; and adjusting fabricated or assembled components 
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\ uto assembler - motor veh. md. 
\ utomotive builder - motor veh. md. 
\ 'Ic assembler - motor veh. md. 
lti1lery installer - motor veh. md. 
Re rich assembler - motor veh. md. 
Reach fitter - motor vch. md. 
Reach worker - motor veh. md. 
Rily assembler - motor veh. md. 
13rdv builder - motor veh. md. 
Rrdv fitter -motor veh. md. 
Body mounter - motor veh. md. 
Brake assembler - motor veh. md. 
BuS. assembler - motor veh. md. 

hassis assembler - motor veh. md. 
l' or adjuster - motor veh. md. 
I oor assembler - motor veh. md. 
I or fitter - motor veh. md. 
Is)r hanger - niotorveh. md. 
lor pander - motor veh. md. 
1 ngine installer - motor veh. md. 

ml assembler - motor veh. md. 
I 1,00r framer - motor veh. md. 

Frame assembler - motor veh. md. 
Frame fitter - motor veh. md. 
Framer - motor veh. md. 
Garnish moulder - motor veh. md. 
Gear assembler - motor veh. md. 
Glue operator - motor veh. md. 
Gluer - motor veh. md. 
Go-cart assembler - trans. equip. md . 
Hood fitter - motor veh. md. 
Installation assembler - motor veh. md. 
Installer - motor veh. md. 
Jig framer - motor veh. md. 
Lead hand - motor veh. md. 
Mobile-home assembler - motor veh. md. 
Motor installer - motor veh. md. 
Motor vehicle assembler - motor veh. md. 
Panel setter - motor veh. md. 
Radiator installer - motor veh. md. 
Seat assembler - motor veh. md. 
Seat framer - motor veh. md. 
Shock-absorber adjuster - motor veh. md. 
Subassembler - motor veh. md. 
Tr nier-frame iSSeinbier - motor ch. i nd 

\JR)R (;ROUP 85 
1513 (cont'd) 

uine ann nm mu peciil hand and po er tools or equipment. \lotor vehicle repairing occupations are in Unit 6roup 581 
Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers. Occupations concerned with fabricating or assembling engine accessories 

are in Unit Group 8511 - Engine and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

$515 - Aircraft Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, ne.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with assembling aircraft and aircraft sub-

memblies; such as, power plants, undercarriages, tails and wings, normally utilizing manufactured parts and 
components. Activities include: fitting, bolting, riveting and adjusting fabricated or assembled equipment using common 
or special hand and power tools and jigs and fixtures. Aircraft repairing occupations are in Unit Group 8582 - Aircraft 
Mechanics and Repairers. Occupations concerned with assembling and installing aircraft instruments are in tJnit Group 
527 - Precision Instruments and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. Occupations 

concerned with fabricating, assembling, installing and repairing electrical and electronic aircraft equipment are in Minor 

Group 853— Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related 
Fquipment. Aircraft engine assembling occupations are classified in Unit Group 8511 - Engine and Related Equipment 

I mhri:ating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

1 ileron assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
'micron fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
\rrcraft assembler - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md 
' ircraft fitter - aircraft & parts md.: air trans. md. 
'ircraft installer - aircraft & parts md., air trans. md. 
'.ircraft rigger - air trans. md,; aircraft & parts md. 
'ircraft sealer - aircraft & parts md. 
\ irplane woodworker - aircraft & parts md. 
\ssembler - air trans. md.: aircraft & parts md. 
Fench assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
l-;ench fitter- aircraft & parts md. 
I ench hand - aircraft & parts md. 
lench worker - aircraft & parts md. 

Bucker - aircraft & parts md. 
Bucker-up- aircraft & parts md. 
Builder - aircraft & parts md. 
Controls assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Detail assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Dimpler - aircraft & parts md. 
Door assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Door fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Engine installer - aircraft & parts md. 
Engine-control installer - aircraft & parts md. 
Equipment installer - amrcraft & parts md. 
Final assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Frame assembler- aircraft & parts md. 
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Frame builder - aircraft & parts md. 
Frame fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Framer - aircraft & parts md. 
Fuselage assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Fuselage fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Fuselage installer- aircraft & parts md. 
Installer - aircraft & parts md. 
Instrument-panel assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Metal fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Parts fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Pipe fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Propeller installer- aircraft & parts md. 
Rib assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

Rib fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Rigger - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Rivet bucker - aircraft & parts md. 
Skin fitter - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 
Skinner - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 
Spar assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Spar builder - aircraft & parts md. 
Spar fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Subassembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Trimmer - aircraft & parts md. 
Wing assembler - aircraft & parts md. 
Wing fitter - aircraft & parts md. 
Wing installer - aircraft & parts md. 
Wireworker - aircraft & parts md. 

8523 - Industrial, Farm, Construction and Other Mechanized Equipment and Machinery Fabricating and 
Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating and assembling industrial 
machinery and equipment; such as, printing machinery; textile manufacturing equipment; turbines and steam generators; 
material handling equipment; farm equipment and machinery such as, combines, ploughs, discs, milking machines and 
separators; construction machinery and equipment such as, graders, bulldozers and cranes; railway rolling stock; and 
motorized machinery and equipment, such as snow vehicles, hovcrcraft and lawn mowers. Activities include: aligning, 
fitting, fastening, bolting, rivetting and welding to install parts, engines and other components and assemblies; and 
finishing and adjusting fabricated or assembled equipment using common or special hand and power tools and equipment. 
Industrial, farm, construction and other mechanized equipment repairing occupations are in Unit Group 8584 - 
Industrial, Farm and Construction Machinery Mechanics and Repairers. 

Bench assembler - agric. impl. md . 
Builder - agric. impl. md . 
Case assembler - agric. impl. md . 
Coach assembler - railroad rolling stock md. 
Compressor assembler - compressor, pump & industrial 

fan md. 
Crane assembler - const. & mining mach. & materials 

handling equip. md. 
Elevator builder - mach. in (exc. elec. mach.) 
Elevator constructor - const. md. 
Elevator erector - const. md. 
Elevator installer - const. md. 
Escalator installer - any md. 
Farm machinery assembler - any md. 

Flue setter - railroad rolling stock md. 
Frame assembler - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 
Locomotive builder - railroad rolling stock md. 
Plow mounter - agric. imp!. md. 
Pump assembler - mach. in (exc. dcc. mach.) 
Pump fitter - mach. in (exc. elec. mach.) 
Railway-car liner - railroad rolling stock md. 
Sewing-machine assembler - major app!. md. 
Snowblower assembler - mach. irid. (cxc. dec. mach.) 
Snowmobile assembler - motor veh. md. 
Tractor assembler - agric. impi. md . 
Wheel gauger - railroad rolling stock md. 
Wheel mounter - railroad rolling stock md. 
Wheel-press operator - railroad rolling stock md. 
Winch assembler - mach. in (exc. dec. mach.) 

8525 - Business and Commercial Machines Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating and assembling 

typewriters, calculating, bookkeeping, adding, duplicating and similar business machines from manufactured parts and 
assemblies. Activities include: fitting, bolting, screwing and fastening to install parts and assemblies, and adjusting parts 
and assemblies, using a variety of common or special hand and power tools and equipment. Business and commercial 
machines repairing occupations are in Unit Group 8585— Business and Commercial Machine Mechanics and Repairers. 
Electronic data-processing equipment assembling occupations are in Unit Group 8534 - Electronic Equipment 
Fabricating and Assembling Occupations. 
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Adjuster - clock & watch md. 
Assembler - clock & watch md. 
Balance truer - clock & watch md. 
Balancer - clock & watch md. 
Barometer maker - any md. 
Bench hand - clock & watch md. 
Calibrator - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Camera adjuster - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Camera assembler - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Camera finisher - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

Camera maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Caser - clock & watch md. 
Clock and watch assembler - clock & watch md. 
Clockmaker - clock & watch md. 
Compass maker - any md. 
Dental instrument maker - any md. 
Dialer - clock & watch md. 
Drawing-instrument maker - any md. 
Finisher - clock & watch md. 
Fitter - clock & watch md. 

MAJOR GROUP 85 
8525 (cont'd) 

Adjuster, typewriter - off., store & bus. mach. 	 Keyboard machines adjuster - off., store & bus. mach, 
Aligner - off., store & bus. mach. 	 Typewriter aligner - oil., store & bus. mach. 
Assembler - off., store & bus. mach. 	 Vending-machine assembler - off., store & bus. mach. 

8526 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating and Assembling Metal 
Products, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work 

concerned with quality control activities in the fabrication and assembly of metal components or complete products. 

Agricultural-equipment inspector - agric. imp!. md. 
Aircraft inspector - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 
Aircraft tester - air trans. md.: aircraft & parts md. 
Assembly inspector - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md.; 

agric. imp!. md. 
Automobile inspector - motor veh. md. 
Automobile inspector and tester - motor veh. md.; retail 

trade md. 
Barrel inspector - fab. metal prod. md. 
Bearing inspector - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 
Block tester - motor veh. parts & access.; motor veh. md. 
Body-frame inspector - motor veh. md. 
Business-machines tester - off., store & bus. mach. 
Cable tester - wire & wire prod. md. 
Camera inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Carburetor inspector - motor veh. md.; motor veh. parts & 

access. 
Chassis inspector - motor veh. md. 
Checker - aircraft & parts md,; motor veh. md. 
Detail inspector - aircraft & parts md. 
Elevator inspector - any md. 
Engine inspector - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md.; 

air trans. md. 

Engine tester - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md.; air 
trans. md. 

Equipment inspector - aircraft & parts md. 
Final assembly inspector - aircraft & parts ind 
Flight-and-service inspector - aircraft & parts md. 
Motor and chassis inspector - motor veh. md.; motor veh. 

repair shops 
Parts inspector - motor veh md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Precision instrument inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Propeller inspector - aircraft & parts md. 
Radiator tester - motor veh. parts & access.; motor veh. 

md. 
Road-test mechanic - motor veh. md.; retail trade md. 
Sampler - sci. & prof. equip. md , 
Service-and-flight inspector - aircraft & parts md. 
Sewing machine tester - major appl. md. 
Snowmobile inspector - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 
Test driver - motor veh. md. 
Transmission tester - motor veh. md.; mach. md. (exc. elec. 

mach.) 
Tubing inspector - aircraft & parts md. 
Typewriter inspector - off., store & bus. mach. 
Wing inspector - aircraft & parts md. 

8527 - Precision Instruments and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating and assembling precision 

instruments and related equipment; such as, scientific instruments; measuring and controlling devices; optical 
instruments; surgical, medical and dental instruments and apparatus; cameras; projectors; timepieces; and similar items. 
Activities include: fitting and assembling previously manufactured parts; installing components and assemblies; and 
adjusting and calibrating precision equipment to ensure compliance with specifications using a variety of common or 
special hand tools, bench machines and special equipment. Occupations concerned with fabricating and assembling 
instruments for measuring, recording and controlling electrical characteristics are in Minor Group 853 - Fabricating, 
Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment. 
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Gas meter maker - any md. 
Graduator - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Horologist - clock & watch md. 
Hydrometer maker - any md. 
Inclinometer maker - any md. 
Instrument maker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Matcher - clock & watch md. 
Meter maker - n.e.c. 
Micrometer maker - any md. 
Mounter - clock & watch md. 
Nautical-instrument maker - any md. 
Photographic equipment assembler - sci. & prof. equip. 

md. 
Pinion maker - clock & watch md. 
Pivoter - clock & watch md. 

Pneumatic controls installer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Pointer - clock & watch md. 
Projector assembler - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Regulator - clock & watch md. 
Scale adjuster - off., store & bus. mach. 
Scale maker- any md. 
Speedometer maker - any md. 
Spring layer - clock & watch md. 
Spring maker, assembling - clock & watch md. 
Staker - clock & watch md. 
Staking-machine operator - clock & watch md. 
Stem fitter - clock & watch md. 
Surgical instrument maker - any md. 
Su rveyi ng- instrument maker - any md. 
Thermometer maker - any md. 
Watchmaker - clock & watch md. 

8528 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating and Assembling Metal Products, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in labouring or other elemental work concerned with 

fabricating and assembling a wide variety of metal products. 

Block puncher - motor veh. ind. 	 Paster - motor veh. md. 
Labourer - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 	 Racker - other metal fabricating md. 
Labourer, business machine manufacturing - off., store & 	Trimmer - railroad rolling stock md. 

bus. mach. 	 Wheel roller - railroad rolling stock md. 
Labourer, except ship or boat - trans. equip. md . 

8529 - Other Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal Products, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating and assembling metal 

products. 

Adjuster, furniture - other metal fabricating md. 
Aligner, firearms - other metal fabricating md. 
Aluminum awning maker - any md. 
Aluminum door and window assembler - metal door & 

window md. 
Ammunition maker - any md. 
Armament mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 
Armourer - other metal fabricating md. 
Assembler - other metal fabricating md. 
Awning-frame maker - any md. 
Bearingsizer - motor veh. md. 
Bicycle maker - any md. 
Brass assembler - any md. 
Bullet maker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Cartridge assembler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Cartridge filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Cartridge loader - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Cutlery maker - any md. 
Floor assembler - mach. shop md. 
Frame bender - canvas & rd. prod, md. 

Frame maker, umbrella - other mfg. prod. md . 
Furnace fitter - heating equip. md. 
Furnace mounter - heating equip. md. 
Furnace setter - heating equip. md. 
Hardware maker - any md. 
Ironworker - fab. metal prod. md. 
Lock assembler - any md. 
Lock fitter - any md. 
Lock maker - any md. 
Machine fitter - other metal fabricating md. 
Magna form operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Metal chair assembler - any md. 
Metal chair maker - any md. 
Metal door frame assembler - ornamental & architectural 

metal prod. irid. 
Metal furniture assembler - furn. & fixture md. 
Oiler - clock & watch md. 
Primer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Safe maker - other metal fabricating md. 
Shell assembler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
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Shell filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 	 Stove builder - iron foundries; major appi. md. 
Shell maker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 	 Stove maker - iron foundries; major appi. md. 
Steel fitter - n.e.c. 	 Stove mounter - any md. 
Stove assembler - any md. 

853 - FABRICATING, ASSEMBLING, INSTALLING AND REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS: 
ELEcTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling, installing and repairing such 
electrical and electronic equipment for domestic, industrial and commercial use as motors, generators and batteries; 
communication equipment; electronic data-processi rig equipment; radio and television receivers; electric and electronic 
components; and parts such as coils, transformers, light bulbs, radio tubes, capacitors, resistors, printed circuits and 
switches. Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment 
are classified in the following unit groups: 

8530 	Foremen/women; Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic 
and Related Equipment 

8531 	Electrical and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations 

8533 	Electrical and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 

8534 	Electronic and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations 

8535 	Electronic and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 

8536 	Inspecting Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and 
Repairing Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment 

8537 	Radio and Telei'ision Repairers 

8538 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing 
Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment 

8539 	Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related 
Equipment, n.e.c. 

8530 - Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations; Electrical, Electronic 
and Related Equipment 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 
fabricating, assembling, installing, repairing, testing and inspecting electrical, electronic and related equipment. 

Appliance assembly foreman/woman - elec. & electron 
prod. md. 

Electric-motor testing foreman/woman - elec. & electron 
prod. md. 

Foreman/woman, except business machines - elec. & 
electron, prod. md. 

Master electrician - dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Radio and television repair foreman/woman - dec. & 

electron, prod. md. 

8531 - Electrical and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with fabricating and assembling a wide variety of electrical 
equipment: such as, electric motors and generators; household electrical appliances such as toasters, mixers, coffee 
makers, refrigerators, electric stoves, vacuum cleaners, washers, driers and their related controls; industrial and 
commercial electrical equipment such as commercial freezers, stoves and ovens; electrical control equipment; heavy duty 
capacitors and power-distribution transformers; and wet or dry cell storage batteries and battery packs. Activities include: 
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fitting and fastening previously manufactured parts; installing modules or assemblies; winding coils and armatures; 
assembling and filling batteries using jigs and a variety of common or special tools and equipment. Occupations concerned 
with the fabrication and assembling of electronic equipment are classified in Unit Group 8534 Electronic Equipmern 
Fabricating and Assembling Occupations. 

Adjuster, except typewriter - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Air-conditioning-unit assembler - comm. refrig. & air-

condit. equip. md.: major appi. md. 
Armature assembler - dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Armature insulator - any md. 
Armature winder - any md. 
Armature-coil winder - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Assembler - major appi. md. 
Battery assembler - any md. 
Battery maker - any md. 
Bead shaper - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Bench assembler - major appi. md. 
Bench hand - major appl. md. 
Bench worker - major appi. md. 
Coil adjuster - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Coil assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md .; motor veh. 

md. 
Coil builder - elec. & electron, prod. md.; motor veh. md. 
Coil finisher - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Coil former - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Coil inserter - dcc. & electron, prod. md. 
Coil maker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Coil taper - elec. & electron, prod. md.; motor veh. md. 
Coil winder - elec. & electron, prod. md.; dcc. power syst. 

md. 
Connector - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Core assembler - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Core winder - any md. 
Dry cell and battery assembler - dec. & electron. prod. 

md. 
Electric refrigerator assembler - any md. 
Electric-fan assembler - any md. 
Electric-fan maker - any md. 
Electric-meter maker - any md. 
Electric-motor assembler - any md. 
Electric-range assembler - any md. 
Electric-sign assembler - any md. 
Electric-sign builder - any md. 
Electric-stove assembler - any md. 
Electrical adjuster - dec. & electron, prod. md. 

Electrical appliances assembler - dec. & electron, prod 
md, 

Electrical assembler - major appi. md.; small dec. appl. 
md. 

Electrical assembler - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Element burner - dcc. & electron, prod. md. 
Erector - major appl. md. 
Flashlight assembler - any md. 
Fuse maker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Grid cutter - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Grid maker - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Instrument maker - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Insulation installer - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Insulator - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Lamp maker - elec. lighting md. 
Lamp wirer - elec. lighting md. 
Machine operator - major appl. md. 
Magnet winder - eke. & electron, prod. md. 
Meter maker - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Motor winder - any md. 
Neon-sign builder - any md. 
Neon-sign maker - any md. 
Neon-tube pumper - sign & display md. 
Plug maker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Refrigeration insulator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Rotor assembler - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Switch assembler - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Switchboard assembler - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Switchboard builder - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Switchmaker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Taper - dec. & electron, prod. md.; motor veh. md. 
Taping machine tender - eke. & electron, prod. md. 
Transformer assembler - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Transformer builder - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Transformer fitter - dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Transformer maker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Washing-machine assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Winder - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Wire connector - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Wirer - dec. lighting md.; other metal fabricating md. 

8533 - Electrical and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with installing and repairing electrical 

equipment; such as, domestic appliances, industrial machinery, transport vehicles, aircraft and ships. Activities include: 
cutting, stripping, fitting, and soldering wires; installing components and connecting circuitry; replacing wiring and 
defective parts; analyzing faults with test instruments; disassembling components such as motors, switches and control 
devices to effect repairs; and making adjustments and replacements on site, in a shop, or in a factory, using a variety of 
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hand and power tools and specialized equipment. Construction electricians are classified in Unit Group 8733 
Construction Electricians and Repairers. 

Air-conditioning installer - any md. 
Air-conditioning mechanic - any md. 
Air-conditioning repairer - any md. 
Aircraft electrician - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Armature repairer - any md. 
Automobile electrician - motor veh. md.; motor veh. repair 

shops 
Battery repairer - any md. 
Blower installer - any md. 
Blower mechanic - const. md.; petrol. prod. md ., whlse. 
Control servicer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Controller repairer - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 

serv, md.; railroad rolling stock md. 
Diesel electrician - any md. 
Electric refrigerator installer - any md. 
Electric refrigerator servicer - any md. 
Electric sign repairer - sign & display md. 
Electric-motor repairer - any md. 
Electrical appliance installer - any md. 
Electrical appliance servicer - small dec. appl. md .; major 

appl. md. 
Electrical repairer - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Electrical-instrument mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 
Generator repairer - motor veh. repair shops 
Headlight repairer - motor veh. repair shops 
Household-appliance repairer - any md. 
lnition expert - motor veh. repair shops 
Ignition mechanic - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. repair 

shops 
Ignition repairer - aircraft & parts md.  

Ignition repairer - motor veh. repair shops 
Maintenance electrician - any md. 
Major appliance repairer - major appl. md. 
Marine equipment electrician - shipbldg. & repair md.; 

boatbldg. & repair md. 
Mechanic - major appl. md. 
Motor repairer - urban transit syst. md. 
Motor vehicle electrician - motor veh. repair shops. motor 

veh. md. 
Neon electrician - any md. 
Neon-sign installer - any md. 
Neon-sign mechanic - any md. 
Neon-sign servicer - any md. 
Rail transport electrician - railroad rolling stock md. 
Refrigeration mechanic - any md. 
Refrigerator installer - any md. 
Refrigerator repairer - any md. 
Repairer - major appl. md. 
Servicer - major appl. md. 
Ship electrician - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & 

repair md. 
Sign wirer . any md. 
Stage electrician - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Stove repairer . elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Studio electrician - amuse. & rec. serv. ind. 
Thermostat repairer - any md. 
Vacuum-cleaner repairer - any md. 
Washing-machine servicer - any md. 
Wire installer- repairer - motor veh. md. 
Wire installer-repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

8534 - Electronic and Related Equipment Fabricating and Assembling Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with fabricating and assembling electronic and related equipment; 

such as, radio and television transmitters and receivers; sound recording and reproduction equipment: telephone, 
telegraph and other communication equipment; navigation equipment; radar, burglar, radiation and other detection 
apparatus; analysing and computing equipment; electronic test equipment; and electronic components such as radio 
tubes, resistors, inductors, transformers, capacitors, semi-conductors, potentiomenters and printed circuitry. Activities 
induce: fastening and assembling manufactured parts and assemblies; and adjusting and calibrating parts and assemblies 
using a variety of common hand and power tools, jigs and specialized equipment. Electronic repairers are in Unit Group 
8535 - Electronic and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations. n.e.c. Occupations concerned with 
fabricating and assembling electrical equipment are classified in Unit Group 8531 Electrical and Related Equipment 
Fabricating and Assembling Occupations. 

Ager - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Assembler - commun. & other electron, equip. md.; 

indicating, recording & controlling instruments md. 
Assembler - record player. radio & tv. md. 
Base brander . elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Base-filling-machine operator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Baser - dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Bead maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

Bench assembler - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 
Bench hand - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 
Bench worker . commun. & other electron. equip. md . 
Bulb brander - dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Bulb maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Capacitor assembler - commun. & other electron. equip. 

md. 
Condenser adjuster - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
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Condenser winder - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Electric-bulb maker - any md. 
Electrical assembler - commun. & other electron. equip 

md. 
Electron tube assembler - electron. components md. 
Erector - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 
Exhaust operator - electron, components md. 
Exhauster - electron, components md. 
Firesetter - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 
Fitter - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 
Grid operator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
l-Iearing-aid technician - any md. 
Impregnator - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Installer - record player, radio & tv. md. 
Machine operator - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 
Mounter - commun. & other electron, eqump. md. 
Picture tube assembler - electron. components md. 
Printed circuit board etcher - commun. & other electron 

equip. md.  

Radio installer - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
Radio maker - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
Radio tube maker - any md. 
Sealer - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Sealing-machine operator - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Stem maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Stem-machine operator - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Telephone assembler - commun. & other electron, equip. 

md. 
Television assembler - record player, radio & tv. md. 
Television installer - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
Television maker - record player, radio & tv. md. 
Television tube maker - any md. 
Television-tuner maker - any md. 
Threader - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 
Transistor assembler - commun. & other electron, equip. 

md. 
Tube mounter - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

8535 - Electronic and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with installing and repairing electronic 

equipment; such as, radio and television transmitters; sound recording and reproduction equipment; navigation aids and 
radar devices; analysing and computing equipment; radiation detection apparatus; and test equipment and accessories. 
Activities include: cutting, stripping and soldering wires; mounting parts and connecting circuitry; disassembling and 
replacing components; and calibrating and making adjustments and replacements on site, shop or factory, using a variety 
of hand tools and specialized equipment. Wire communications installing and repairing occupations are in Unit Group 
8735 - Wire Communications and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations. Radio and television 
repairers in service shops are classified in Unit Group 8537 - Radio and Television Repairers. 

Alarm systems installer - electron, components md. 
Communications technician - any md. 
Electronic instrument technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Electronic technician - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Hearing-aid repairer - electron, components md. 
Public-address servicer - any md. 

Radar mechanic - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 
Radio electrician - n.e.c. 
Radio repairer - commun, & other electron, equip. md. 
Sound technician - any md. 
Television electrician - n.e.c. 
Television repairer - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 

8536 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and 
Repairing Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment 

This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 
control activities in the fabrication, assembly, installation and repair of electrical and electronic equipment and 
components. 

Battery inspector - any md. 
Battery tester - any md. 
Calibration tester - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
Circuit tester - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
Coil inspector - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Condenser tester - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
Electric-meter tester - any md. 
Electric-motor tester - any md. 

Electrical inspector - dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Electrical tester - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Electronics inspector - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Filament tester - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
Final tester - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Generator tester - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Grid inspector - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
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Household appliance inspector - dec. & electron, prod. 
md. 

Installation inspector - record player, radio & tv. md. 
Motors and controls tester - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Refrigerator inspector - comm. refrig. & air-condit. equip. 

md.; major appl. md.  

Stem inspector - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 
Telephone inspector and tester - telecom. equip. md . 
Tester - sign & display md. 
Transmitter tester - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 
Tube tester - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

8537 - Radio and Television Repairers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with repairing radio and television receivers, recorders, phonographs 

and related equipment. Activities include: disassembling, adjusting and calibrating; and soldering and replacing parts, 
modules and assemblies using a variety of common and special hand tools and electronic equipment. 

Amplifier repairer - any md. 
Electrician, radio or television - appi., tv., radio & stereo 

repair 
Electronic technician - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Maintenance worker - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Mechanic - appl., tv,, radio & stereo repair 
Radio electrician - appi., Iv.. radio & stereo repair 
Radio installer - n.e.c. 
Radio mechanic - any md. 
Radio repairer - appl., tv., radio & stereo repair 

Radio technician - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Repairer - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Servicer - appl., tv., radio & stereo repair 
Sound-equipment servicer - any md. 
Technician - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Television electrician - appi., tv., radio & stereo repair 
Television installer - n.e.c. 
Television mechanic - appl., tv., radio & stereo repair 
Television servicer - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Television technician - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8538 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing 
Electrical, Electronic and Related Equipment 

This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work, which are concerned with fabricating, 
assembling, installing and repairing electrical, electronic and related equipment. 

Dry-cell remover - dec. & electron, prod. md. 	 Labourer - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Electrode cleaner - any md. 

8539 - Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related 
Equipment, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating, assembling, installing and 
repairing electrical, electronic and related equipment. 

Acid filler- dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Aerial erector - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Aerial installer - appl., tv.. radio & stereo repair 
Anode builder - any md. 
Anode maker - any md. 
Antenna erector - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Antenna installer - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
Battery charger - any md. 

Charger - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
Encapsulator- dec. & electron, prod. md. 
Fitter - major appl. md. 
Mould sander - commun. & other clectron. equip. md . 
Press operator - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
Storage-battery charger - any md. 
Television-antenna installer - appi., t.v., radio & stereo 

repair 
Twisting-machine operator - dec. & electron, prod. md. 

854 - FABRICATING, ASSEMBLING AND REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS: WOOD PRODUCTS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing a variety of products 
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made from wood such as boxes, barrels, doors, window and door frames, furniture and display cabinets. Fabricating, 
Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Wood Products are classified in the following unit groups: 

8540 	Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Wood Products 
8541 	Cabinet and Wood Furniture Makers 
8546 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Wood 

Products 
8548 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Wood 

Products 

8549 	Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Wood Products, n.e.c. 

8540 - Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Wood Products 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

fabricating, assembling and repairing wood products. 

Boss cooper - any md. 
Box maker foreman/woman - wooden box & pallet md. 
Cabinetmaker foreman/woman - sash, door & millwork 

md. 

Foreman/woman - furn. & fixture md. 
Furniture inspector foreman/woman - furn. & fixture md.; 

sash, door & millwork md. 

8541 - Cabinet and Wood Furniture Makers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing wooden products such as 

furniture, office equipment, doors, window and door frames, and store fixtures. Activities include: laying out, cutting, 
shaping, assembling, finishing, installing and repairing using a variety of common and special wood-working tools and 
power equipment. Occupations concerned with painting and polishing wooden furniture are in Unit Group 8595 - 
Painting and Decorating Occupations, n.e.c. Metal cabinet and furniture makers are classified in Unit Group 8529 - 
Other Fabricating and Assembling Occupations: Metal Products, n.e.c. Plastic cabinet and furniture makers are 
classified in Minor Group 857 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Products. 

Assembler - coffin & casket md. 
Assembler - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork 

md. 
Assembler, mirror - other furn. & fixture md. 
Back maker - furn. & fixture md. 
Bed assembler - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 

md. 
Bed maker - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork 

md. 
Bench carpenter - any md. 
Bench maker - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Bench worker - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Bender - furn. & fixture md. 
Billiard table maker - furn. & fixture md. 
Cabinet assembler, wood - any md. 
Cabinet finisher - sash, door & millwork md.; furn. & 

fixture md. 
Cabinet maker - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 

millwork md. 

Cabinet repairer, wood - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

Case framer - furn. & fixture md. 
Casket finisher - coffin & casket md. 
Casket maker - coffin & casket md. 
Chair assembler - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 

millwork md. 
Chair caner - any md. 
Chair finisher - furn. & fixture md. 
Chair maker - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & mitlwork 

md. 
Chair repairer - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 

md. 
Coffin finisher - coffin & casket md. 
Coffin maker - coffin & casket md. 
Desk maker - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 

md. 
Desk repairer - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 

md. 
Door finisher, wood - any md. 
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I )oor titter - urn. c i\tiire rod., 	door & nrillwork 
i nd. 

'nor hanger - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork 
nd. 

I or maker - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork 
md. 

I 'wel-machine operator- furn. & fixture md. 
I wel-machine operator - sash, door & miliwork md.; 

sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
I >oweler - sash, door & millwork md. 
I ribossing-machine operator - furn. & fixture md. 
I mid maker - furn. & fixture md. 
I irmisher - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork md. 

ner - coffin & casket md. 
I oter-up- furn. & fixture md. 
I rime assembler - furn. & fixture md. 
1 i.inie maker - furn. & fixture md. 
I i mine maker, mirror - other furn. & fixture md. 

amer - furn. & fixture md. 
I ramer, mirror and picture frame - other furn. & fixture 

md. 
I luer - coffin & casket md.; furn. & fixture md. 
iluer and nailer- furn. & fixture md 

lnI;mvcr - turn & fixture md.: .irish, door & millwork md. 

Joiner - turn. & tixture mud. 
Laminating-press tender - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door 

& miliwork md. 
Lay-out marker - sash, door & millwork md. 
Leveler - furn. & fixture md. 
Marquetry worker - furn. & fixture md. 
Mounter - furn. & fixture md. 
Piano-case maker - any md. 
Scraper - furn. & fixture md. 
Shaper - furn. & fixture md. 
Spotter - sash, door & millwork md.; furn. & fixture irid. 
Table assembler - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 

millwork md. 
Table maker - furn. & fixture md., sash, door & millwork 

md. 
Upfitter - coffin & casket md.; furn. & fixture md. 
Veneer patcher - furn. & fixture md. 
Veneer repairer- furn. & fixture md. 
Wood furniture assembler - any md. 
Wood furniture maker - any md. 
Wood furniture repairer - any md. 
Wood picture framer - any md. 
Woodenware assembler - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 

millwork md. 

8546 - Inspecting, Festing, (rading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing \\ ood  

Products 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

e nt ri activities in the fabrication, assembly and repair of wood products. 

11.rrel inspector- n.e.c. 
I1,isket grader - wooden box & pallet md. 
Il.x nspectrrr - oodcn box & pallet ind. 

Casket inspector - coffin & casket md. 
Furniture inspector - wood md. 
Sash and door inspector - sash, door & millwork md. 

8548 - Occupations in Labouring and Otlwr Llcruent;i \\ ork:  I' abricating, .sCn1t)lir1g and Repairiiig \\ OOd  

Products 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with fabricating, assembling 

a rid ri pairing wood products. 

to nd nailer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
lander - wooden box & pallet md. 

barrel leveler - other wood md. 
barrel liner - other wood md. 
Flarrel marker - other wood md. 
barrel roller - any md. 

I-linger - wooden box & pallet md. 
Labourer - furn. & fixture md. 
Leveler - other wood md. 
Puttier - furn. & fixture md. 
Stave leveler - other wood md. 

8549 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Wood Products, n.e.c. 
'I'his unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing 

wooden products such as barrels, tanks, caskets and stringed and fretted musical instruments. Activities include: wood 
carving, shaping, bending, nailing, fastening and glueing. 
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Assembler - wooden box & pallet md. 
Barrel brander - other wood md. 
Barrel builder - other wood md. 
Barrel cooper - any md. 
Barrel maker - other wood md. 
Barrel raiser other wood md. 
Barrel repairer - any md. 
Basket former - wooden box & pallet md. 
Basket weaver- any md. 
Basket-machine operator - wooden box & pallet md. 
Bench hand - wooden box & pallet md. 
Bench hand, except upholsterer - furn. & fixture md. 
Bottom maker - wooden box & pallet md. 
Bottom weaver - wooden box & pallet md. 
Box assembler - wooden box & pallet md. 
Box maker- wooden box & pallet md. 
Box repairer - wooden box & pallet md. 
Braider - wooden box & pallet md. 
Case maker - wooden box & pallet md. 
Cask maker - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar-box maker - any md. 
Cooper - any md. 
Cooper operator - any md. 
Cooperer - any md. 
Crate builder - any md. 
Crate maker - any md. 
Fitter - wooden box & pallet md. 
Glue-clamp operator - sash, door & millwork md. 
Gluer - sash, door & miliwork md. 
Guitar maker - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Hamper maker - any md. 
Hand carver - sash, door & millwork md, 
Header - other wood md. n.e.c. 

Header operator - other wood md. 
Heading repairer - sash, door & millwork md. 
Heading-machine operator - other wood md. 
Hogs head cooper - tobacco prod. md. 
Hogshead header - tobacco prod. md. 
Hoop driver - other wood md. 
Hoop maker - any md. 
Hooper - any md. 
Joiner - other wood md. 
Keg maker, wood - any md. 
Last repairer - other wood md. 
Patcher - wooden box & pallet md. 
Rattan weaver - woodcn box & pallet md. 
Reed worker - wooden box & pallet md. 
Rivet header - wooden box & pallet md. 
Rougher - sash, door & millwork md. 
Setter-up - other wood md. 
Sleigh maker - sash, door & millwork md. 
Stapler operator - wooden box & pallet md. 
Stitcher operator - wooden box & pallet md.; sash, door & 

miliwork md. 
Stock grader - sash, door & millwork md. 
Straw weaver - wooden box & pallet md. 
Stringed instrument maker - musical instrument & sound 

recording md. 
Violin maker - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Violin repairer - any md. 
Weaver - wooden box & pallet md. 
Wicker worker - wooden box & pallet md. 
Wood carver - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 

md. 
Wooden-basket maker - any md. 
Wooden-box maker - any md. 
Wooden-hoop maker - any md. 
Woodworker - n.e.c. 

855/856 - FABRICATING, ASSEMBLING AND REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS: TEXTILE, FUR AND 
LEATHER PRODUCES 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing textile, fur and leather 
products; such as, garments, headwear, gloves and footwear; house furnishings, drapes and carpets; commercial and 
industrial products; textile surgical goods; and tentage, sack, harness and felt goods. Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products are classified in the following unit groups: 

8550 	Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather 
Products 

8551 	Patternmaking, Marking and Cutting Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products 

8553 	Tailors and Dressmakers 

8555 	Furriers 

8557 	Milliners, Hat and Cap Makers 

8561 	Shoemaking and Repairing Occupations 
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8562 	Upholsterers 

8563 	Sewing Machine Operators, Textile and Similar Materials 

8566 	Inspecting. Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Textile, 
Fur and Leather Products 

8568 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Textile, 
Fur and Leather Products 

8569 	Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products, n.e.c. 

8550 - Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

fabricating, assembling, inspecting and repairing textile, fur and leather products. 

I)ressmaker foreman/woman - clothing md.; retail trade 
md. 

Foreman/woman - clothing md. 
Foreman/woman - footwear md. 

Glove making foreman/woman - clothing md. 
Patternmaking foreman/woman - clothing md. 
Sample room foreman/woman - textile prod. md. 

8551 - Patternmaking, Marking and Cutting Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with making patterns and laying out, marking, cutting or punching 
textile, fur and leather to make or prepare pieces or parts for products such as garments, footwear, sails and upholstery 

prior to assembling, fastening or sewing. 

Awning cutter - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Backing cutter - footwear md. 
Bag cutter - leather & allied prod. md. 
Belt cutter - leather & allied prod. md. 
Blocker - footwear md. 
Blocker out - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Boxtoe maker - footwear md. 
Brim cutter- other clothing & apparel md. 
Button marker - clothing md.; footwear md. 
Buttonhole cutter - clothing md. 
Buttonhole marker - footwear md.; clothing md. 
Canvas cutter - any md. 
Cap cutter - other clothing & apparel md. 
(;arver - other leather & allied prod. md.; footwear hid. 
Clicker - footwear md. 
Clicker cutter - footwear md. 
(:licker operator - footwear md. 
(:licking-machine operator - footwear md. 
Cloth cutter - any md. 
Clothing cutter - any md. 
Counter cutter - footwear md. 
(;ounter maker - footwear md. 
Cripple cutter - footwear md. 
Cut-out-machine operator - footwear md. 
Cutter - clothing md. 
Cutter - footwear md. 

Cutter, artificial flower - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Cutter, cloth - any md. 
Cutting-machine operator - clothing md. 
Designer and patternmaker - footwear md. 
Die cutter - clothing md.: textile prod. md. 
Dieing-out-machine operator - footwear md. 
Dinking-machine operator - footwear md. 
Drapery cutter - any md. 
Dress cutter - any md. 
Felt cutter - any md. 
Fur cutter - fur goods md. 
Fur patternmaker - fur goods md. 
Glove cutter - glove md. 
Harness cutter - leather & allied prod. md. 
Heel cutter - footwear md. 
Heel splitter - footwear md. 
Insole cutter - footwear md. 
Lay-out marker - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Layer-out - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Layer-up - clothing md. 
Leather cutter - any md. 
Leather garment cutter - any md. 
Leather trimmer - any md. 
Lift splitter - footwear md. 
Lining cutter - footwear md. 
Marker - canvas & rd. prod. md .; clothing md. 
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Marker - other leather & allied prod. md. 
Marking-machine operator - footwear md. 
Nicker - footwear md. 
Outside cutter - footwear md. 
Outsole cutter- footwear md. 
Pattern finisher - footwear md. 
Pattern marker - clothing md. 
Pattcrnbinder - footwear md. 
Patternmaker - clothing md. 
Patternmaker - footwear md. 
Perforating machine operator - footwear md. 
Perforator - footwear md. 
Puncher - clothing md. 
Saddle cutter - leather & allied prod. md. 
Shank cutter - footwear md. 
Shank rounder - footwear md. 
Shaper, except hosiery - clothing md. 

Shoe cutter - footwear md. 
Snipper- footwear md. 
Sole cutter - footwear md. 
Sole maker - footwear md. 
Stamper - women's clothing md.: other textile prod. md. 
Stenciler - clothing md. 
Stock cutter - footwear md. 
Stock fitter - footwear md. 
Suit cutter - any md. 
Tarpaulin cutter - any md. 
Trimmer - luggage, purse & handbag md. 
Upholstery cutter - any md. 
Upper cutter - footwear md. 
Vamp blocker - footwear md. 
Welt cutter - footwear md. 
Welt maker - footwear md. 
Welt rounder - footwear md. 
Welt trimmer - clothing md. 

8553 - Tailors and Dressmakers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making made-to-measure garments and altering and repairing 

articles of clothing such as suits and dresses. Activities include: designing, measuring, laying out, cutting, hand or 
machine sewing, fitting, adjusting and finishing garments to customer's body measurements. Occupations concerned with 
making, altering or repairing fur garments are classified in Unit Group 8555— Furriers. 

Alterer - men's clothing stores; women's clothing stores 
Busheler - men's clothing stores; women's clothing stores: 

clothing md. 
Clothes mender - men's clothing stores; women's clothing 

stores; clothing md. 
Corset fitter - women's clothing stores 
Custom sewer - n.e.c. 
Custom tailor - any md. 
Dress fitter - any md. 
Dressmaker - any md. 
Foundation garment fitter - women's clothing stores 

Made-to-measure tailor - any md. 
Proprietor, tailoring shop - men's clothing stores; women's 

clothing stores 
Ready-to-wear tailor - any md. 
Repair dressmaker - n.e.c. 
Sewer, corset - women's clothing stores 
Supervisor, tailoring shop - men's clothing stores; women's 

clothing stores 
Tailor - any md. 
Tailor coatmaker - any md. 
Tailor suit maker - any md. 

8555 - Furriers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making fur garments and accessories. Activities include: 

designing, arranging, laying out; cutting, piecing, shaping, fitting and sewing fur pieces, linings, paddings and other parts 
to make finished fur garments; estimating fur garment repair costs; and altering and repairing fur and fur-lined garments 
and accessories. Occupations concerned with dyeing and tinting fur pelts are classified in Unit Group 8295 - Hide and 
Pelt Processing Occupations. 

Custom furrier - fur goods md. 
Finisher - fur goods md. 
Fur blocker - fur goods md. 
Fur finisher - fur goods md. 
Fur joiner - fur goods md. 
Fur liner - fur goods md. 
Fur matcher - fur goods md. 

Fur nailer - fur goods md. 
Fur remodeler - any md. 
Fur repairer - any md. 
Fur stretcher - fur goods md. 
Fur tailor - fur goods md. 
Furrier - any md. 
Machine operator, fur - fur goods md. 
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SeIer. fur - I tir ,plods i nd. 

8557 - Milliners, Hat and Cap Makers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with fashioning and making hats, caps and related accessories. 

.\ctivities include: designing, laying out, cutting, piecing, sewing, forming and pressing textile, fur, felt, leather and other 
materials into desired styles, shapes and sizes. 

Blocker and presser - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Blocker, hat and cap - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Body maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim curler- other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim flanger - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim pouncer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim rounder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim shaper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim stiffener - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brim stretcher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Brimmer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Cap maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Cap trimmer - other clothing & apparel md. 
Carroter - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Crown blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Crown pouncer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat assembler - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat binder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Flat blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Flat brusher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat buffer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Flat coner - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Flat curler - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Flat decorator - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

Hat finisher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat flanger - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat form hardener - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat form shrinker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat former - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat moulder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat plater - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat pouncer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat reshaper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat rounder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat sewer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat shaper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat sizer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat sponger - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat stiffener - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat stretcher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat stumper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat taper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat trimmer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat varnisher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hat visor maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hydraulic blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Jigger operator - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Milliner - any md. 
Millinery maker - any md. 

8561 - Shoemaking and Repairing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making and repairing leather and leather soled fabric-topped 

footwear. Activities include: forming materials over last into desired styles, shapes and sizes; cutting, trimming, skiving, 
sewing, nailing, tacking, buffing and finishing footwear. Occupations concerned with cutting parts for footwear prior to 
shoe assembling, fastening or sewing are classified in Unit Group 8551 - Patternmaking, Marking and Cutting 
Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products. Occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing 
rubber and plastic footwear are classified in Minor Group 857 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: 
Rubber, Plastic and Related Products. 

Archer - footwear md. 
Assembler - footwear md. 
Back seamer - footwear md. 
Backer - footwear md. 
Beater-out - footwear md. 
Bench hand - shoe repair 
Beveler - footwear md. 
Binder - footwear md. 

Binding folder - footwear md. 
Binding stitcher - footwear md. 
Blemish remover - footwear md. 
Boot maker - footwear md. 
Boot maker - shoe repair 
Bottom cementer - footwear md. 
Bottom filler - footwear md. 
Bottom finisher - footwear md. 
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Bottom polisher - footwear md. Heel-trimming-machine operator - footwear md. 
Bottom presser - footwear md. Heeler - footwear md. 
Bottom striper - footwear ind. Inker - footwear md. 
Bottom wheeler - footwear md. Inner trimmer - footwear md. 
Bottomer - footwear md. Inseam trimmer - footwear md. 
Bow maker - footwear md. Insole caser - footwear md. 
Braid folder - footwear md. Insole cementer - footwear md. 
Buckle sewer - footwear i. Insole coverer - footwear md. 
Buffer - footwear md. Insole moulder - footwear md. 
Burnisher - footwear ind. Insole rounder - footwear md. 
Buttonhole finisher - footwear md. Joiner - footwear md. 
Buttonhole maker - footwear md. Jointer - footwear md. 
Cementer - footwear md. Last puller - footwear md. 
Channel cementer- footwear md. Laster - footwear md. 
Channel closer - footwear ind. Layer-out. footwear md. 
Channel opener - footwear md. Leather riveter - footwear md. 
Channeler - footwear md. Leveler - footwear md. 
Closer - footwear md. Liner - footwear md. 
Cobbler - any md. Lining cementer - footwear md. 
Counter fitter - footwear md. Lining closer - footwear md. 
Counter moulder - footwear md. Lining fitter - footwear md. 
Creaser - footwear md. Lining maker - footwear md. 
Crimper - footwear md. Lining stitcher - footwear md. 
Dyer - shoe repair Lining vamper - footwear md. 
Edge burnisher - footwear md. Mender - shoe repair 
Edge setter - footwear md. Nailer - footwear md. 
Edge trimmer - footwear md. Naumkeag operator - footwear md. 
Edger - footwear md. Naumkcager - footwear md. 
Eyeletter - footwear md. Orthopedic-shoe maker - any md. 
Finisher - footwear md. Orthopedic-shoe repairer - any md. 
Fitter - footwear md. Outsole rounder - footwear md. 
Folder - footwear md. Polisher - footwear md. 
Foxer - footwear md. Pounder - footwear md. 
Gang-punch operator - footwear ind. Presser - footwear md. 
Goodyear stitcher - footwear md. Proprietor - shoe repair 
Goodyear welter - footwear md. Puller over - footwear md. 
Groover and turner - footwear md. Rand sewer - footwear md. 
Heel attacher - footwear md. Rand wheeler - footwear md. 
Heel breaster - footwear md, Relaster - footwear md. 
Heel brusher - footwear md. Repairer - shoe repair 
Heel buffer - footwear md. Riveter - footwear md. 
Heel builder - footwear md. Rough rounder - footwear md. 
Heel burnisher - footwear md. Rougher - footwear md. 
Heel cementer - footwear md. Rounder - footwear md. 
Heel coverer - footwear ind. Scarfer - footwear md. 
Heel finisher - footwear md. Seam closer - footwear md. 
Heel maker - footwear md. Sewer - footwear md. 
Heel moulder - footwear md. Sewing-machine operator - footwear md. 
Heel reducer - footwear md. Shank cementer - footwear md. 
Heel sander - footwear md. Shaper - footwear md. 
Heel setter - footwear md. Shoe cleaner - footwear md. 
Heel trimmer - footwear md. Shoe cobbler - any md. 
Heel wheeler - footwear md. Shoe dresser - footwear md. 
Heel-seam closer - footwear md. Shoe dyer - shoe repair 
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Shoe parts fastener - lootwear md. 
Shoe polisher - footwear md. 
Shoe repairer - footwear md.; shoe repair 
Shoe stitcher - footwear md. 
Shoe tinter - shoe repair 
Shoe treer - footwear md. 
Shoe trimmer - footwear md. 
Shoe-repair finisher- shoe repair 
Shoe-repair stitcher - shoe repair 
Shoemaker - footwear md.; shoe repair 
Shoemaker, orthopedic - footwear md.; shoe stores 
Skiver - footwear md. 
Skiver operator - footwear md. 
Slipper maker - footwear md. 
Sole layer - footwear md. 
Sole leveler - footwear md. 
Sole rougher - footwear md. 
Sole rounder - footwear md. 
Sole sewer - footwear md. 
Sole splitter - footwear md. 
Sole trimmer - footwear md. 
Soler - footwear md. 

pringer - footwear md. 
o.tiner- footwear md. 

- mOOt'.CIlr ind.  

litClLcr - 	 Ind. 
Strapper - footwear md. 
Striper - footwear md. 
Tacker - footwear md. 
Tacking-machine operator - footwear md. 
Thread laster - footwear md. 
Toe former - footwear md. 
Top maker - footwear md. 
Treer - footwear md. 
Trimmer - footwear md. 
Turn laster - footwear md. 
Turn sewer - footwear md. 
Upper cementer - footwear md. 
Upper stitcher - footwear md. 
Upper trimmer - footwear md. 
Vamp liner - footwear md. 
Vamp seamer - footwear md. 
Vamp stitcher - footwear md. 
Vamp trimmer - footwear md, 
Vamper - footwear md. 
Welt rougher - footwear md. 
Welt sewer - footwear md. 
Welt trimmer - footwear md. 
Welt wheeler - footwear md. 
Wheeler - footwear ind 
Wrinkle chaser - footwear md. 

962 - Upholsterers 
Ihis unit group includes occupations concerned with making, rebuilding and repairing upholstered products such as 

furniture, caskets, automobile seats, cushions and mattresses. Activities include: cutting, forming, padding, stutling, 
sprinfling, tying, sewing, beading and tacking textile, leather, plastic and similar materials. 

\iitomobile upholsterer - any md. 
I-Lick springer - motor veh. md.; other furn. & fixture md. 
Bench hand, upholsterer - other furn. & fixture md. 
1-4ix-spring assembler - any md. 
Box-spring maker - any md. 
Button tufter - other furn. & fixture md. 
(isket coverer - coffin & casket md. 
( asket liner - coffin & casket md. 
( .isket trimmer - coffin & casket md. 
( isket upholsterer - coffin & casket md. 
( hair trimmer- furn. & fixture md. 

hair upholsterer - any md. 
ushion builder - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 
ushion filler - furn. & fixture md.; motor vch. md. 
ushion maker - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 
ushion stuffer - furn. & fixture md. 

liller - other furn. & fixture md. 
I 11mg-machine operator - other furn. & fixture md. 
lurniture upholsterer - any md. 
hassock maker - any md. 
Machine operator - other furn. & lixture md.  

Mattress builder - any md. 
Mattress filler - any md. 
Mattress finisher - any md. 
Mattress maker - any md. 
Mattress renovator - any md. 
Seat builder - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 
Seat maker - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. irid. 
Seat mender - railroad rolling stock md. 
Seat Springer - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 
Slip-seat coverer - furn. & fixture md. 
Spring assembler - furn. & fixture md. 
Spring builder - furn. & fixture md. 
Springer - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 
Stuffing-machine operator - other furn. & fixture md.; 

motor veh. md. 
Tacker - other furn. & fixture md. 
Trimmer - coffin & casket md.; furn. & fixture md. 
Trimmer - motor veh. md. 
Tufter - other furn. & fixture md. 
Tufter operator - other furn. & fixture md. 
Upholsterer - any md. 
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Upholstery repairer - any md. 

8563 - Sewing Machine Operators, Textile and Similar Materials 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with machine sewing of textiles, leather, fur, synthetic and similar 

materials to produce or repair articles such as carpets, draperies, bedding, aprons, bathing suits, dresses, skirts, slacks, 
pants, jackets and overcoats. Activities include: button-holing, edging, hemming, binding, joining, patching, scalloping, 
tucking and embroidering that normally occur in a production shop or factory. 

Alterer - mfg. md. 
Awning binder - canvas & rd. prod. md . 
Bag maker - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Bag sewer - canvas & rd. prod. md .; leather & allied prod. 

md.; asbestos prod. md. 
Band maker - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Bander, except hat - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Basting-machine operator - clothing md. 
Binder - clothing md. 
Binder, fabricating and repair - hhld. prod. of textile 

materials md. 
Blanket sewer - any md. 
Braider - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Braiding-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 

i nd. 
Budder - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Budding-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 

md. 
Button sewer - any md. 
Button stayer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Buttonhole maker - n.e.c. 
Buttonhole stayer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Button hole- mach i ne operator - any md. 
Buttonholer - any md. 
Canvas sewer - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Cap sewer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Cap sizer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Carpet binder - carpet, mat & rug md. 
Carpet sewer - carpet, mat & rug md. 
Closer - clothing md. 
Closer - spun yarn & woven cloth 
Collar attacher - clothing md. 
Cuff stitcher - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Cuffer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Curtain repairer - any md. 
Curtain sewer - any md. 
Cushion sewer - furn. & fixture md. 
Drapery sewer - any md. 
Edger - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Elastic attacher - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Elastic-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 

md. 
Embroidery-machine operator - any md. 
Embroidery-machine tender - any md. 
Facer - textile prod. md. 

Fagoter, machine - clothing md. 
Felling-machine operator - clothing md. 
Flatlock-machjne operator - clothing md.; primary textile 

md. 
Friller - textile prod. md. 
Full-fashioned looper - hosiery md. 
Garment looper - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Garter maker - clothing md. 
Glove maker - n.e.c. 
Glove sewer - glove md. 
Glover - glove md. 
Gore maker - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Gusset hemmer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Handkerchief maker - any md. 
Hem sewer - clothing md. 
Hemstitcher - any md. 
Hosiery looper - hosiery md. 
Hosiery seamer - hosiery md. 
Joiner - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Label sewer - any md. 
Lapeler - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Leather glove maker - any md. 
Leather sewer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Leg seamer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Letterer - clothing md. 
Linen-room sewer, machine - accom., food & bev. serv. 

md . 
Lining maker - coffin & casket md. 
Lining maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c.; textile 

prod. md. 
Looper - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Looping operator - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Machine mender - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Mender - clothing md.; laundries & cleaners 
Mender, hotel - any md. 
Merrow stitcher - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Merrower - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Monogram maker - textile prod. md. 
Overall maker - clothing md. 
Overall operator - clothing md. 
Overcaster - any md. 
Overseamer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Pants maker - clothing md. 
Patcher - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Piper - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
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Pi pci 	1 hci Ic \ I 	rd 	ild,  

Pocket setter - clothtng Ifld. 

Pocket sewer - clothing md. 
Pointer - glove md. 
Purler - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Quilting-machine operator - any md. 
Repair dressmaker - plastic prod. md. 
Repairer - glove md. 
Roller - other textile prod. md. 
Sail finisher - canvas & rd. prod. md . 
Scallop binder - canvas & rd. prod. md . 
Scalloper - canvas & rel, prod. md. 
Scalloper - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Seamer - hosiery md. 
Sewer - asbestos prod. md.; furn. & fixture md. 
Sewer - clothing md. 
Sewer - luggage, purse & handbag md. 
Sewer - motor veh. md. 
Sewer - other textile prod. md. 
Sewer - sporting goods & toy md.; other mfg. prod. md . 
Sewing-machine mender - clothing md.; primary textile 

nd. 
Sc wing-machine operator - asbestos prod. md.; carpet. mat 

& rug md. 
S.sing-machine operator - canvas & rd. prod. md .; 

tobacco prod. md. 
Sewing-machine operator - clothing md. 
Sewing-machine operator - coffin & casket md.; furn. & 

fixture md. 
Sewing-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 
Sewing-machine operator - motor veh. md.; retail trade 

md. 
Sc \N mg-machine operator - nat. fibres process. & felt prod. 

i nd. 
Sc'.i ing-machinc operator - other leather & allied prod. 

I rid  

C\iric-lII;Iciir1c 	periIIr 	- 	prIirI 	-i\ 
other mig. prod. ind. 

Shirrer - textile prod. md. 
Shirt maker - clothing md. 
Silker - glove md. 
Skirt maker - clothing md. 
Sleeve setter - clothing md. 
Sleever - clothing md. 
Slip-cover sewer - retail trade md. 
Stayer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Stitcher - clothing md. 
Stitcher - other leather & allied prod. md. 
Stocking seamer - hosiery md. 
Stocking stitcher - hosiery md. 
Taping-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 

md. 
Taping-machine operator - other textile prod. md. 
Textile sewer - mfg. md. 
Ticket sewer - any md. 
Tie maker - textile prod, md. 
Truss maker - any md. 
Tucking-machine operator - textile prod. md. 
Umbrella sewer - any md. 
Underwear maker - clothing md. 
Upholstery seamer - motor veh. md. 
Upholstery sewer - any md. 
Vest maker - clothing md. 
Vest operator - clothing md. 
Vest sewer - clothing md. 
Waist maker - clothing md. 
Waist operator - clothing md. 
Yoke setter - clothing md. 
Yoke sewer - clothing md. 
Yoker - clothing md. 
7.inper sewer - clot hing nil primary tcx i He ind. 

8566 -. Inspecting. Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing l'extile, 

Fur and Leather Products 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in the fabrication, assembly and repair of textile, fur and leather products. 

B, g inspector - textile prod. md. 
Clothing examiner - clothing md. 

lothing inspector - clothing md. 
ii per - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

Fiaminer -clothing md. 
l'aminer - footwear md.; canvas & rel. prod. md . 
I - i r grader - fur goods md. 
I-i r sorter - fur goods md. 
Fr r rcpdir Irillect(I - ins ind. 

Grader - footwear md. 
Inspector - clothing md. 
Inspector - footwear md.; luggage, purse & handbag md.; 

canvas & rd. prod. ind 
Inspector-other furn. & fixture md. 
Lasting examiner - footwear md. 
Lasting inspector - footwear md. 
Leather grader - clothing md. 
Sole sorter - footwear md. 
Sorter - footwear md. 
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8568 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Textile, 
Fur and Leather Products 

This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with fabricating, assembling 
and repairing textile, fur and leather products. 

Perforating machine operator - clothing md. 
Perforator - clothing md. 
Pinker - clothing md. 
Pinking-machine operator - clothing md. 
Ribboner - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Scrap sorter - footwear md. 
Steel setter - clothing md. 
Steeler - clothing md. 

Boner - other clothing & apparel md. 
Brusher - footwear md. 
Chalker - footwear md,; leather tanneries 
Dampener - footwear md. 
Eyelet pounder - footwear md, 
Folder - clothing md. 
Handle maker - leather & allied prod. md. 
Labourer - clothing md.; leather & allied prod. md. 
Oiler - luggage, purse & handbag md.; other leather & 

allied prod. md. 

8569 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Textile, Fur and Leather Products, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing 

products made of textile, fur, leather and similar materials. 

Artificial-flower maker - any md. 
Assembler - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Assembler - clothing md. 
Assembler - luggage, purse & handbag md. 
Awning maker -canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Awning repairer - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Band turner - clothing md. 
Baster - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Belt maker, leather - any md. 
Bench worker - clothing md. 
Brancher - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Buffing-wheel maker - motor veh. md. 
Button damper - clothing md. 
Button riveter - clothing md. 
Button weaver - any md. 
Button-machine operator - clothing md. 
Canvas worker - any md. 
Carpet binder - n.e.c. 
Carpet hooker - any md. 
Carpet maker - any md. 
Carpet sewer - n.e.c. 
Cementer - clothing md. 
Cleaner - clothing md. 
Clipper - clothing md. 
Collar maker - leather & allied prod. md. 
Corset repairer - other clothing & apparel md. 
Corsetier - other clothing & apparel md. 
Creaser - clothing md. 
Crimper - clothing md. 
Custom sewer - mfg. md. 
Dampener - other clothing & apparel md. 
Decorator - leather & allied prod. md. 
Doll dresser - sporting goods & toy md. 

Dress finisher - clothing md. 
Embosser - leather tanneries 
Embossing-machine operator - leather tanneries 
Eyelet maker - clothing md. 
Eyelet riveter - clothing md. 
Eyelet-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 

md. 
Fabric worker - aircraft & parts md. 
Felt bootmaker - footwear md. 
Finisher - glove md. 
Finisher, fabricating and repair - primary textile md. 
Fish net finisher - other mfg. prod. md . 
Fitter, glove - glove md. 
Fitter, harness - leather & allied prod. md. 
Flag maker - any md. 
Flower shaper - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Folding-machine operator - clothing md. 
Framer - leather & allied prod. md. 
Fringer - textile prod. md. 
Glove worker - glove md. 
Grinder - leather & allied prod. md. 
Hair net maker - textile prod. md. 
Hammock maker - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Harness maker - leather & allied prod. md. 
Harness repairer - leather & allied prod. md. 
Harness worker - other repair serv.; leather & allied prod. 

md. 
Hat bander - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 
Hem baster - clothing md.; primary textile md. 
Hooker - carpet, mat & rug md. 
Lamp-shade maker - textile prod. md. 
Leather bag maker - any md. 
Leather handbag maker - any md. 
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Leather pocketbook maker - any md. 
Leather trunkmaker -any md. 
Leather worker- n.e.c. 
Leather-bag maker - any md. 
Leather-case maker - any md. 
Leather-purse maker - any md. 
Liner - other clothing & apparel md. 
Lining easer - footwear md. 
Luggage maker - any md. 
Luggage repairer - any md. 
Machine operator - canvas & rd. prod. md . 
Machine operator - other leather & allied prod. md. 
Machine operator, except hosiery and fur - clothing md. 
Mat hooker - any md. 
Mat maker - any md. 
Matcher - footwear md. 
Matcher, except hosiery - clothing md. 
Mender - other textile prod. md. 
Mounter - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Necktie maker - clothing md. 
Net hanger - other textile prod. md. 
Net maker - other textile prod. md. 
Net mender - other textile prod. md. 
Net repairer - other mfg, prod. md. 
Net stringer - other textile prod. md. 
Novelty maker - other leather & allied prod. md. 
Pad maker - leather & allied prod. md. 
Padder - clothing md.; leather & allied prod. md. 
Pairer - footwear md. 
Pairer, except hosiery - clothing md. 
Parachute repairer - any md. 
Pleater, fabricating and repair - clothing md.; spun yarn & 

woven cloth 

Pocketbook framer - leather & allied prod. md. 
Polishing-wheel maker - motor veh. md. 
Press hand - footwear md., luggage, purse & handbag md. 
Presser - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Purse maker - luggage, purse & handbag md. 
Rigger - canvas & rd. prod. md . 
Riveter - canvas & rd. prod. md .; clothing md. 
Rughooker - anyind. 
Rug maker - any md. 
Saddle maker - any md. 
Saddle worker - any md. 
Saddler - any md. 
Sailmaker - any md. 
Shaper, artificial flower - glove md. 
Sizer - footwear md. 
Sorter, except hosiery - clothing md. 
Spreader - clothing md. 
Steamer - clothing md. 
Surgical-belt maker - any md. 
Surgical-dressing maker - any md. 
Tennis-net maker - other textile prod. md. 
Tent finisher - canvas & rel. prod. md . 
Tent maker - canvas & rd. prod. md . 
Tipper - clothing md., primary textile md. 
Tipper - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Trimmer, artificial flowers - any md. 
Trimmer, umbrella - any md. 
Turner - other textile prod. md. 
Turning-machine operator - other textile prod. md. 
Umbrella finisher - any md. 
Umbrella maker - any md. 
Umbrella tipper - any md. 
Window-shade maker - any md. 
Wreath maker - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 

857 - FABRICATING, ASSEMBLING AND REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS: RUBBER, PLASTIC AND 
RELATED PRODUCTS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing a variety of products 
made from rubber, plastic and related materials: such as, tires, tubes, belts, gloves, rubber footwear and fibreglass boat 
hulls and products. Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products are 
classified in the following unit groups: 

8570 	Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Products 

857 1 	Bonding and Cementing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products 

8573 	Moulding Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products 

8575 	Cutting and Finishing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products 

8576 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Rubber, 
Plast and Related Products 
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8578 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Rubber, 
Plastic and Related Products 

8579 	Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products, n.e.c. 

8570 - Foremen/women: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related 
Products 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 
fabricating, assembling and repairing rubber, plastic and related products. 

Fibreglass plastics foreman/woman - plastic prod. md. 	 Foreman/woman - plastic prod. md.; rubber prod. md, 

8571 - Bonding and Cementing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with bonding and cementing rubber or plastic materials to produce a 

variety of parts or finished products such as re-capped tires, belts, footwear and mats. Activities include: fitting, shaping, 
cleaning, cementing and finishing articles by hand or specialized machine. 

Air-bag recoverer - tire & tube md. 
Band assembler - tire & tube md. 
Band builder - tire & tube md. 
Bead builder - tire & tube md. 
Bead coverer - tire & tube md. 
Bead flapper. tire & tube md. 
Bead flipper - tire & tube md. 
Bead maker - tire & tube md. 
Bead wrapper - tire & tube md. 
Beading-machine operator - tire & tube md. 
Belt maker - rubber prod. md. 
Breaker builder - tire & tube md. 
Breaker layer - tire & tube ind 
Builder - tire & tube md. 
Cement dipper - tire & tube md. 
Cementer - other rubber prod. md. 
Cementer - plastic prod. md. 
Cementer - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general repairs) 
Cord splicer - tire & tube md. 
Coverer - tire & tube md. 
Dipper - tire & tube md. 
Dou bli ng- machine operator - tire & tube md. 
Fire-hose maker - any md. 
Foxer - other rubber prod. md. 
Golosh maker - other rubber prod. md. 
Heat sealing machine tender - plastic prod. md. 

Hose maker - rubber hose & belting md. 
Laminator - plastic prod. md., clothing md. 
Laster - other rubber prod. md. 
Overshoe maker other rubber prod. md. 
Patcher - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general repairs) 
Ply assembler - tire & tube md. 
Ply splicer - tire & tube md. 
Recapper - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general repairs) 
Retreader - tires & tubes, whlse. 
Rubber coatmaker - any md. 
Rubber-belt maker - any md. 
Shoe cementer - other rubber prod. md. 
Splice pounder - tire & tube md. 
Splicer - tire & tube md. 
Tire builder - tire & tube md. 
Tire maker - tire & tube md. 
Tire rebuilder - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general 

repairs) 
Tire recapper - tires & tubes, whise.; garages (general 

repairs) 
Tire repairer - tire & tube md. 
Tire-breaker operator - tire & tube md. 
Tube joiner - tire & tube md. 
Tube splicer - tire & tube md. 
Ultrasonic plastic welder operator - plastic prod. md. 
Upperer - other rubber prod. md. 
Vamp maker - other rubber prod. md. 

8573 - Moulding Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating or tending machines that mould rubber, plastic or 

related materials by injection, compression or lamination to produce parts for mechanical or electrical equipment and 
items such as household ware or rubber gloves; and shaping and vulcanizing by heat to produce tires and tubes or other 
items. 
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entd 

It 	er - plastic prod. md. 
aster - plastic prod. md. 
urer - tire & tube md. 
\lruding machine operator - plastic prod. md.; rubber 

prod. md. 
re-hose curer - rubber prod. md. 

Lip curer - tire & tube md. 
Lip presser - tire & tube md. 
as-mask maker- rubber prod. md. 
love maker - rubber prod. md. 
ill-ball assembler - any md. 
ill-ball maker - any md. 

;df-ball moulder - other rubber prod. md. 
dI-ball vulcanizer - any md. 

Ie.mter tender - tire & tube md. 
Icc-I maker - other rubber prod. md. 
ijection machine operator - plastic prod. md.; rubber 

prod. md. 
settle tender - tire & tube md. 
~ Io t.ldfi!lcr plast c prod i nd 

\lould et icr . pListic prod. i nd. 
Moulder - plastic prod. md. 
Moulder - rubber prod. md. 
Moulding-machine operator - plastic prod. md. 
Plastic moulder - plastic prod. md. 
Plastic-casket maker - coffin & casket md. 
Plastic-casket moulder - coffin & casket md. 
Plastics-press operator - plastic prod. md. 
Pourer - plastic prod. md. 
Record maker - musical instrument & sound recording 

md. 
Rubber boot maker - other rubber prod. md. 
Rubber moulder - rubber prod. md. 
Rubber shoemaker - other rubber prod. md. 
Rubber-stamp maker - any md. 
Tire curer - tire & tube md. 
Tire shaper - tire & tube md. 
Tire vulcanizer - any md. 
Tube builder - tire & tube md. 
Vulcanm,cr - any ind. 

9575 - (utting and Finishing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with setting up, operating, adjusting or tending machines that cut, 
.ernble and finish rubber and plastic stock to make parts and a variety of products. Activities include: laying out, fitting, 
spheing, grinding.marking, cutting, shaping, buffing and repairing products made of rubber, plastic and related materials. 

toot cutter - other rubber prod. md. 
Itoot varnisher - other rubber prod. md. 
ltrusher - other rubber prod. ind. 
Buffer - rubber prod. md. 

ord cutter - rubber prod. md. 
titter - rubber prod. md. 

(titling machine operator - rubber prod. md.; plastic prod. 
i nd. 

I inisher, fabricating and repair - rubber prod. md.; plastic 
prod. md. 

(urn cutter - other rubber prod. md. 
I feel cutter - other rubber prod. md. 
lii ncr-tube skiver. tire & tube md. 
Plexiglass assembler - aircraft & parts md.; plastic prod. 

md. 
l'lcxiglass former - plastic prod. nd.: aircraft & parts md. 
l'les;l.t 	rep;Hrer 	ireraft & parts nd.: pListie pri,I ind. 

Rougher - tire & tube md. 
Rubber butler - rubber prod. md. 
Rubber trimmer - other rubber prod. ind. 
Shoe varnisher - other rubber prod. md, 
Skiver - tire & tube md. 
Slasher - plastic prod. md. 
Sole cutter - other rubber prod. md. 
Sole maker - other rubber prod. md. 
Splitter - rubber prod. md. 
Splitting-machine operator - rubber prod. md. 
Strap maker - other rubber prod. md. 
Tread cutter - tire & tube md. 
Trimmer - tire & tube md. 
Tube finisher - tire & tube md. 
Tube skiver - tire & tube md. 
Varnisher - rubber prod. md. 
Vi .rterlsroIcr . rubhc pd. 11 d. 

8576 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Rubber, 
l'lastic and Related Products 

This unmt group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 
Liii I rid activities in the fabrication, assembly and repair of rubber, plastic and related products. 

I Pitch tester - rubber prod. ind. 	 Footwear sorter - other rubber prod. md. 
tier - i u hhcr 1rod. i rid, 	 I lose umispeerir arid tc.ter ruKbcr prd ord. 



Air bagger - tire & tube md. 
Bagger - tire & tube md. 
Bead cutter - tire & tube md. 
Bead dipper - tire & tube md. 
Bead trimmer - tire & tube md. 
Booker - tire & tube md. 
Chipper - plastic prod. md. 
Cleaner - tire & tube md. 
Core stripper - tire & tube md. 
Joiner - rubber prod. md. 

Labourer - rubber prod. md.; plastic prod i nd,  
Pressroom worker - tire & tube rid 
Rubber worker - rubber prod. i rid. 

Seamer - rubber prod. md. 
Stemmer - tire & tube md. 
Talcer - tire & tube md. 
Tire bagger - tire & tube md 
Tire preparer - tire & tube i rid 
Tire stripper - tire & tube i rid 
Valve fitter- tire & tube i rid. 
Valver - tire & tube md. 

\IAJOR (;RocP 85 
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Inspector - rubber prod. md. 
Linoleum inspector - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 
Record tester - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Tire classifier - tire & tube ind. 
Ii re cs.i rio icr - tire & t ii re 111d 

lire inspector - tire & tube md 
Tire tester - tire & tube md. 
Tube examiner - tire & tube nd. 
Tube inspector - tire & tribe ind. 

8578 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Fabricating, Xssembling,  and Repairing Rubber. 
Plastic and Related Products 

This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with fabricating, assembling 
and repairing rubber, plastic and related products. 

8579 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing 

rubber, plastic and laminated fibreglass products. 

Air-bag builder - tire & tube md. 
Assembler - boatbldg. & repair md.; tire & tube md. 
Bag builder - tire & tube md. 
Bead-wire insulator - tire & tube md. 
Bender - plastic prod. md. 
Bottle trimmer - plastic prod. md. 
Domer - plastic prod. md. 
Drier - rubber prod. md. 
Extractor - rubber prod. md. 
Hose stripper - rubber prod. md. 
Insulating-machine operator. tire & tube md. 

858 - MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS, N.E.C. 

Life-raft repairer - rubber prod. md. 
Machine operator - rubber prod. md. 
Outsoler - other rubber prod. md. 
Press operator - rubber prod. md. 
Repairer - plastic prod. md. 
Tank liner - rubber prod. md. 
Tire buffer - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general 

repairs) 
Tube sorter - rubber prod. md. 
Tube wrapper - tire & tube md. 
Tumbler operator - plastic prod. md. 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with repairing, adjusting and servicing mechanical equipment; 
such as, motor vehicles, trailers, aircraft, railway rolling stock, farm and construction machinery, industrial and 
production machines, business machines, precision instruments and watches. Activities include installation of machines 
or equipment. A knowledge of a specific machine or product is normally required. Electrical repairing occupations are in 
Minor Group 853 - Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related 
Equipment. Occupations concerned with installing and repairing marine engines are in Unit Group 8592 - Marine Craft 
Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations. Occupations primarily concerned with setting up machines are 
classified in the same unit group as the operators. Mechanics and Repairers, n.e.c. are classified in the following unit 
groups: 
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8580 	Foreiiieri v omen: \Iechanic, and Repairer'.. n.e.c. 

8581 	Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers 

8582 	Aircraft Mechanics and Repairers 

8583 	Rail Transport Equipment Mechanics and Repairers 

8584 	Industrial, Farm and Construction Machinery Mechanics and Repairers 

8585 	Business and Commercial Machine Mechanics and Repairers 

8586 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Equipment Repair, n.e.c. 

8587 	Watch and Clock Repairers 

8588 	Precision Instrument Mechanics and Repairers 

859 	( )ther \Iccha,iic'. and Repairers, n.e.c. 

8580 	I' oremen %omen: \IcclLtnics and Repairers, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 
ill repairing mechanical equipment; such as, motor vehicles, trailers, aircraft, rail transport equipment, industrial, farm 

id construction machinery, business and commercial machines, precision instruments, watches and clocks. 

.\ircraft-mechanic foreman/woman - any md. 
\rnde-crew foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & 

rchmn. 
(ar foreman/woman- railway trans. serv. md . 
Car repair foreman/woman - railroad rolling stock md. 
Fnnine-overhaul foreman/woman - aircraft & parts md.; 

air trans. md. 
F reman/woman, construction machinery mechanics and 

repairers - other mach. & equip. md. 
(. rage foreman/woman - any md. 
(i rage supervisor - any md. 
Inicriocking foreman/woman - urban transit syst. nd.: 

railway trans. scrv. i nd. 
i' 	I1Cc}1a1C- !.II,,I\ il.ti 	C! 	III&  

Millwright foreman/woman - any md. 
Propeller-repair foreman/woman - air trans. md. 
Proprietor, garage - motor veh. repair shops 
Reclamation foreman/woman - air trans. md. 
Refrigeration foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Repair foreman/woman - industrial mach., equip. & 

supp., whlse. 
Repair foreman/woman - motor veh. repair shops 
Repair foreman/woman - off. & store mach.. equip. & 

supp. whlse. 
Roundhouse foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Service supervisor - motor veh. repair shops 
Supercharger- repairer foreman/woman - air trans. md.; 

aircraft & parts md. 
it 	repair ttrciiia ii 	nnl:in 	ii 	nd 

8581 — Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with repairing body members, component parts and attachments; 
engines and accessories; and power trains and suspension systems in vehicles such as automobiles, trucks, buses, 
motorcycles, snowmobiles, hovercraft and tractors. Activities include: testing, diagnosing, servicing, disassembling, 
replacing and fitting parts using common and special hand and power tools, machines and equipment. 

•\icnment mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
Vwo wrecker - any md. 
.\ntomobile mechanic- any md. 

ii momobile repairer - any md. 
\uummobile-body worker - motor veh. md.; motor veh 

repair shops 
e mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

l3icck repairer - rnni)r veh nd inimtnr vch. parts & ac ess 

Body repairer - motor vch. md.: motor veh. repair shops 
Brake adjuster - motor veh. repair shops: motor veh. md. 
Brake mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
Brake repairer- motor veh. repair shops 
Bumper - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Bus mechanic- any md. 
Bus repairer. any md. 
Carburetor mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
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Carburetor repairer - motor veh. rcpair shops 
Chassis mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
Chassis repairer - motor veh. repair shops 
Dent remover - motor veh. hid.; motor veh. repair shops 
Ding hammer worker - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. 

md. 
Emergency-road servicer - motor vch. md. 
Engine mechanic - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Engine repairer - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. parts 

& access. 
Fender-and-body repairer - motor veh. repair shops; motor 

veh. md. 
Front-end mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
Garage mechanic - any md. 
Hovercraft engine repairer - trans. equip. md . 
Mechanic - motor veh. repair shops: motor veh. md. 
Metal bumper - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Motor adjuster - motor veh. repair shops 
Motor analyst - motor veh. repair shops 
Motor mechanic - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Motor rebuilder - motor veh. repair shops 

Motor repairer - motor veh. md.: motor vch. repair shops 
Motor vehicle mechanic - any md. 
Motorcycle mechanic - any md. 
Muffler installer - motor veh. repair shops 
Overhauler - motor vch. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Radiator cleaner - motor veh. repair shops 
Radiator mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
Repairer - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Shock absorber repairer - motor veh. repair shops 
Snowmobile repairer - trans equip. md. 
Steam cleaner - motor veh. md. 
Transmission repairer - motor veh. repair shops 
Trouble shooter - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Truck mechanic - any md. 
Truck repairer - any md. 
Tune-up mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
Wheel adjuster - motor veh. repair shops: motor veh. md. 
Wheel aligner - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Wheel repairer - motor vch. md.; motor vch. repair shops 
Wheelwright - motor veh. repair shops 
Wrecker - waste materials, whlse. 

8582 - Aircraft Mechanics and Repairers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with repairing and servicing aircraft, airframe components and 

related equipment, including aircraft engines and accessories. Activities include: servicing, disassembling, replacing, 
fitting and adjusting parts and equipment using common or special hand and power tools, machines and equipment. 

Aircraft mechanic - any md. 
Aircraft repairer - any md. 
Aircraft-engine expert - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts 

md. 
Aircraft-engine mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts 

md. 
Aircraft-maintenance specialist - aircraft & parts md. 
Carburetor mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 
Carburetor repairer - aircraft & parts md. 
Engine mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Hangar mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

Helicopter mechanic - any md. 
Jet engineer, licensed mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 
Jet mechanic - any md. 
Jet repairer - any md. 
Mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Motor mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Motor repairer - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Propeller mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 
Radiator repairer - aircraft & parts hid.; air trans. md. 
Repairer - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Trouble shooter - aircraft & parts md. 

8583 - Rail Transport Equipment Mechanics and Repairers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with repairing and servicing railway rolling stock and related 

equipment. Activities include: servicing, disassembling, replacing and fitting parts using common or special hand and 
power tools and equipment. Diesel engine repairing occupations are in Unit Group 8584 - Industrial, Farm and 
Construction Machinery Mechanics and Repairers. 

Air-brake adjuster - railroad rolling stock md. 
Air-brake fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 
Air-brake mechanic - railroad rolling stock md. 
Air-brake repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Air-compressor mechanic - railroad rolling stock md. 
Air-valve repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

Brake adjuster - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 
syst. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 

Brake mechanic - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 

Brake repairer - railroad rolling stock md.; railway trans. 
serv. md .; urban transit syst. md. 
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( 	 urbtM ir:mnii 	jL: rii1wa 	iii 	rv. 
id.: railroad rolling stock md. 

uch repairer - urban transit syst, md.; railroad rolling 
stock md.; railway trans. serv. md . 

( mpressor repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Drop-pit worker - railroad rolling stock md. 
Gate repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Interlocking maintainer - railway trans. serv. md.: urban 

transit syst. md. 
Interlocking repairer - urban transit syst. md.; railway 

lrans.serv. md . 
\lcclianic - railroad rolling stock md.; urban transit syst. 

md.; railway trans. serv. md . 
\l i nc-car repairer - mining md. 
Pipe fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 
Railroad mechanic - any md. 
l epairer - urban transit syst. md.: railway trans. serv. md .; 

r,iiroad rollina stock md. 

Ser cc cstorcr. 	irac\ - rai road rolling stock irid.: 
railway trans. scrv. md ; urban transit syst. md. 

Switch repairer - railway trans. serv. md ., urban transit 
syst. md. 

Tank-car repairer - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad 
rolling stock md. 

Tender-truck repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Triple valve mechanic - urban transit syst. md.; railway 

trans. serv. md .; railroad rolling stock md. 
Triple valve operator - railroad rolling stock md.; urban 

transit syst. md.: railway trans. scrv. md . 
Triple valve repairer - railroad rolling stock md.; urban 

transit syst. md.; railway trans. serv. md . 
Valve repairer - urban transit syst. md.; railroad rolling 

stock md.: railway trans. serv. md . 
Wheel fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 
Wrecker - railroad rolling stock md. 

5584 	Industrial, Farm and Construction Machinery Mechanics and Repairers 
ihis unit group includes occupations concerned with repairing, adjusting and servicing a wide variety of industrial 

machinery; such as, that used in printing, textile manufacturing, mining and in other production processes; material 
handling and conveying equipment; farm machinery, such as combines and milking machines; construction equipment, 
such as bulldozers, graders and cranes; and engines associated with industrial, farm and construction machinery. 
Activities include: disassembling, aligning and fitting parts; occasionally machining semi-finished or repaired parts; and 
installing and adjusting to specification using common or special hand or power tools and equipment. 

Adjuster - primary textile md. 
'node maintainer - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

C,ird fixer - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 
(ard grinder - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 
(:ird setter - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 
t aterpillar repairer- any md. 
Clothing installer - pulp & paper md. 
Comb fixer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Comb maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Comb setter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Comber setter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

onstruction equipment repairer - any md. 
Construction-equipment mechanic - any md. 

onveyor repairer - any md. 
rime repairer - const. & mining mach. & materials 

handling equip. md. 
utting machine fixer - textile prod, md. 

l)airy equipment repairer - agric. impi. md . 
Diesel mechanic - any md. 
Dinkey engine repairer - any md. 
l'Ievator mechanic - any md. 
I levator repairer - any md. 
I ngine mechanic - railroad rolling stock md. 

imgine repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 
I ngineering-equipment mechanic - any md. 
Escalator repairer - any md. 

Farm-machinery repairer -any md. 
Field mechanic - any md. 
Fitter-up - leather & allied prod. md. 
Knife changer - tobacco prod. md.; pulp & paper md. 
Knife setter - any md. 
Knitting-machine fixer - primary textile md. 
Lift truck mechanic - any md. 
Linotype repairer - any md. 
Locomotive repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Looper fixer - primary textile md. 
Machine expert - primary textile md. 
Machine-clothing replacer - pulp & paper md. 
Maintenance millwright - any md. 
Mechanic - const. md.: mining md. 
Millwright - any md. 
Mining machinery mechanic - const. & mining mach. & 

materials handling equip. md. 
Napper adjuster - primary textile md.: textile prod. md, 
Napper grinder - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 
Oil-pump-station mechanic - any md. 
Pin puller - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Pin pusher - non-fer. metal smelt. & relin. 
Pin setter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Plant changer - mfg. md. 
Power-sewing-machine adjuster - any md. 
Printing machinery mechanic - other mach. & equip. md. 
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Pump repairer - any md. 
Pumper- non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Repairer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Repairer - const. md.; mining md. 
Roll grinder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Sewing-machine adjuster - any md. 
Sewing-machine fixer - any md. 
Sewing-machine mechanic - any md. 
Sewing-machine repairer - any md. 

Tipple mechanic - coal mines 
Tipple repairer - coal mines 
Tractor mechanic - any md. 
Tractor repairer - any md. 
Turbine repairer - elec. power syst. md. 
Welding-equipment mechanic - any md. 
Wheelwright - n.e.c. 
Winder fixer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
Windmill repairer - any md. 

Accounting-machine servicer - any md. 
Adding-machine servicer - any md. 
Bookkeeping-machine servicer - any md. 
Business-machine mechanic - any md. 
Business-machine servicer - any md. 
Calculating-machine servicer - any md. 
Cash-register mechanic - any md. 
Cash-register repairer - any md. 
Dictaphone repairer - any md. 
Dictaphone technician - any md. 
Duplicating-machine servicer - any md. 

Maintenance mechanic - off., store & bus. mach. 
Maintenance worker - off,, store & bus. mach. 
Office-machine installer - any md. 
Office-machine mechanic - any md. 
Office-machine servicer - any md. 
Photocopy machine servicer - off., store & bus. mach. 
Repairer - off., store & bus. mach. 
Servicer - off., store & bus. mach. 
Tabulating-machine servicer - any md. 
Transcribing-machine servicer - any md. 
Typewriter mechanic - any md. 
Typewriter servicer - any md. 

MAJOR GROUP 85 
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8585 - Business and Commercial Machine Mechanics and Repairers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with repairing and maintaining business and commercial machines; 

such as, calculating, bookkeeping, addressing, duplicating and adding machines and typewriters. Activities include: 
replacing worn or damaged parts and adjusting inter-related parts to synchronize their operations using common and 
special hand tools and gauges. 

8586 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Equipment Repair, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work, not elsewhere classified, 

concerned with quality control activities in the repair and servicing of mechanical equipment. 

Air-brake inspector - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad 
rolling stock md. 

Air-brake tester - railroad rolling stock md. 
Axle inspector - railroad rolling stock md. 
Brake inspector - railroad rolling stock md.; railway trans. 

md. 
Car inspector - railroad rolling stock md.; refined petrol. 

prod. md.; coal mines 
Engine inspector - motor veh. repair shops 
Engine inspector - railroad rolling stock md. 
Engine tester - motor veh. repair shops 
Equipment inspector - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad 

rolling stock md. 
Gas-meter prover - any md. 
Gas-meter tester - any md. 
Hydraulic inspector - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

Hydraulic tester - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 
Locomotive inspector - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad 

rolling stock md. 
Meter inspector - any md. 
Meter tester - any md. 
Motor tester - motor veh. repair shops 
Pyrometer tester - any md. 
Railroad-car inspector - railway trans. sei-v, md.: railroad 

rolling stock md. 
Scale inspector - any md. 
Scale tester- any md. 
Tank-car inspector - any md. 
Thermostat inspector - any md. 
Triple tester - railroad rolling stock md. 
Triple-valve tester - railroad rolling stock md. 
Wheel inspector - railroad rolling stock md. 
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8587 - Watch and Clock Repairers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with repairing watches and clocks and mechanical movements used 

in clockwork-operated devices such as timers, meters and recorders. Activities include: replacing parts, adjusting, 
calibrating and refinishing watches and clocks using common or specialized hand tools, machines and equipment. 

Clock reconditioner - any md. 
Clock repairer - any md. 
Meter mechanic - any md. 
Meter repairer - any md. 
Repairer - clock & watch md. 

Speedometer repairer - motor veh. repair shops 
Time-clock repairer - any md. 
Time-lock expert - any md. 
Watch repairer- any md. 

8588 - Precision Instrument Mechanics and Repairers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with installing and repairing scientific, engineering, optical and 

medical instruments and apparatus, and photographic, meteorological and similar equipment. Activities include: 
disassembling, replacing parts, adjusting, calibrating and refinishing instruments and parts using commmon or 
specialized hand tools, machines and equipment. 

C:amera repairer - any md. 
Gyroscopic-instrument mechanic - aircraft & parts md.; 

air trans. md. 
Instrument mechanic - sd. & prof. equip. md . 
Instrument repairer - aircraft & parts md.: air trans. md. 
Instrument repairer - sd. & prof. equip. md . 
Instrument specialist - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

Instrument technician - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts 
md. 

Kodak repairer - any md. 
Measuring instrument repairer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
Scale mechanic - any md. 
Scale repairer - any md. 
Surgical-instrument repairer - any md. 

8589 - Other Mechanics and Repairers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with repairing, adjusting and servicing 

miscellaneous mechanical equipment; such as, small domestic gasoline powered lawn mowers, snow blowers and chain 
saws and portable generators and pumps. Occupations primarily concerned with oiling and greasing mechanical 
equipnent are classified in this unit group. Oilers working in ships are classified in Unit Group 9157— Engine and Boiler-

Room Crew, Ship. 

Auto greaser - any md. 
Belt fixer - any md. 
Belt repairer - any md. 
Bicycle mechanic - any md. 
Bicycle repairer - any md. 
Car greaser - railway trans. serv. md .; gasoline serv. 

stations 
Car lubricator - railway trans. serv. md .; gasoline serv. 

stations 
Car oiler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Chain-saw repairer - any md. 
Coin-machine mechanic - any md. 
Coin-machine servicer - any md. 
Crane greaser - any md. 
(:rane oiler - any md. 
Doper - railroad rolling stock md.; railway trans. serv. md . 
Dragline oiler - any md. 
Engine oiler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Fire-extinguisher installer - any md. 

Fire-extinguisher servicer - any md. 
Gas servicer - gas distribution syst. md. 
Gas-range servicer - any md. 
Gas-refrigerator installer - any md. 
Gas-refrigerator servicer - any md. 
Gas-stove servicer - any md. 
Grease monkey - motor veh. md.; gasoline serv. stations 
Greaser - const. md.; mining md.: quarry & sand pit md. 
Greaser - motor veh. md., motor veh. repair shops 
Greaser - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad rolling stock 

I nd. 
Gun repairer - any md. 
Gunsmith - any md. 
Juke box mechanic - any md. 
Lawn-mower repairer - any md. 
Lock expert - any md. 
Lock repairer - any md. 
Lock setter - any md. 
Locksmith - any md. 
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Machine adjuster. n.e.c. 
Machine fixer - any md. 
Motorboat mechanic - any md. 
Oil-burner servicer - any md. 
Oiler - mining md.: quarry & sand pit md.; const. md. 
Oiler - motor veh. md. 
Oiler - railroad rolling stock md.: railway trans. serv. md . 
Oiler, stationary engine - any md. 
Outboard-motor repairer - any md. 
Powerhouse oiler - any md. 
Pump installer - any md. 
Roller repairer - mining md. 
Safe and vault servicer - any md. 

Shovel oiler - any md. 
Snowblower repairer - any md. 
Stoker erector - any md. 
Stoker repairer - any md. 
Stove mechanic - any md. 
Stove repairer - n.e.c. 
Tipple greaser - coal mines 
Tipple oiler - coal mines 
Tire changer - motor veh. repair shops 
Truck greaser - any md. 
Truck oiler - any md. 
Valve repairer - n.e.c. 
Vending-machine mechanic - any md. 
Wire tender - clay prod. md. 

859 - OTHER PRODUcT FABRICATING, ASSEMBLING AND REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating, assembling and 
repairing a variety of products: such as, jewellery, silverware, marine craft, pens and pencils, musical instruments, games, 
toys, sporting goods, brooms, brushes, candles, buttons, zippers and miscellaneous paper products. It includes painting 
and decorating occupations except those directly concerned with construction; and inspecting, testing, grading and 
sampling occupations engaged in quality control work primarily related to worker activities in this minor group. Other 
Product Fabricating. Assembling and Repairing Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

8590 	Foremen/women: Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations 

8591 	Jewellery and Silverware Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations 

8592 	Marine Craft Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations 

8593 	Paper Product Fabricating and Assembling Occupations 

8595 	Painting and Decorating Occupations, n.e.c. 

8596 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing 

8598 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing 

8599 	Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 

8590 - Foremen/women: Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 
of workers engaged in fabricating, assembling, inspecting and repairing a variety of products; such as, jewellery, 
silverware, pens and pencils, musical instruments, games, toys, sporting goods, brooms, brushes, candles, buttons, zippers, 
miscellaneous paper products and ships and boats. 

Foreman/woman - other mfg. md. 
Foreman/woman - paper box & bag md. 
Foreman/woman painter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Foreman/woman painter - furn. & fixture md. 
Foreman/woman painter - motor veh. repair shops 
Foreman/woman painter - primary metal md. 
Foreman/woman painter - railroad rolling stock md. 
Foreman/woman painter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

Foreman/woman, ship or boat - boatbldg. & repair md.; 
shipbldg. & repair md. 

Inspection foreman/woman - mfg. md. 
Jewellery and silverware workers foreman/woman - jewel. 

& precious metal md. 
Joiner foreman/woman - shipbldg. & repair md.; defence 

serv.; boatbldg. & repair md. 
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Ship-rigger foreman/woman - shipbldg. & repair md.; 
boatbldg. & repair md. 

Toy assembly foreman/woman - sporting goods & toy md. 

8591 - Jewellery and Silverware Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing fine and costume 

jewellery and silverware; such as, tableware, dresser sets, ornamental articles, medals, ecclesiastical ware, jewellers' 
findings and related items made of precious and semi-precious metals and alloys. Activites include: cutting, filing, 
soldering, grinding, setting precious and semi-precious stones, and polishing using hand tools, soldering irons and torches, 
drills, files, tweezers and picks. 

Arbourer-jewel. & precious metal md. 
Artificial-pearl maker - any md. 
Assembler - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Baker -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Bench hand - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Bench worker - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Bender - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Bender machine operator - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Bracelet maker - any md. 
Charger - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Cutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 
[)iamond cutter -jewel. & precious metal md. 
[)iamond expert -jewel. & precious metal md. 
[)iamond polisher -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Diamond setter -jewel. & precious metal md. 
[)iamond sorter -jewel. & precious metal md. 
[)rill-press operator - jewel. & precious metal md. 
[)riller-jewel. & precious metal md. 
Embosser -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Filer -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Finisher - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Firer - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Forger - jewel. & precious metal md. 
(;em cutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Gem expert -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Gemologist - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Goldsmith - any md. 
Hammer setter-jewel. & precious metal md. 
Jewel setter - clock & watch md., jewel. & precious metal 

md. 
Jewel-bearing maker - any md. 
Jeweller - jewel. & precious metal md. 

Jewellery mounter -any md. 
Jewellery plater - any md. 
Jewellery repairer - any md. 
Jeweismith - any md. 
Lapidary - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Layout marker - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Locket maker - any md. 
Oxidizer - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Pearl cutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Pearl dipper -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Pearl maker - any md. 
Pearl setter - any md. 
Plater - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Platinum worker -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Platinumsmith - any md. 
Polisher -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Pronger - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Refiner - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Repairer - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Ring maker - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Riveter - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Setter - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Silversmith - any md. 
Silverware finisher - any md. 
Sizer - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Solderer -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Stamper - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Stonecutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Stoner - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Stonesetter-jewel. & precious metal md. 
Turner - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Wire drawer - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8592 - Marine Craft Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with building and repairing ships, and fabricating, assembling and 

repairing other metal, wood or fibreglass marine craft. Activities include: laying out, marking and shaping parts; aligning, 
fitting and fastening fabricated parts and components; installing and repairing engines, auxiliary machinery, accessories, 
rigging and equipment; and making adjustments using common or special hand and power tools, jacks, lifting and other 
equipment. Occupations concerned with moulding, laminating or finishing fibreglass boat hulls or parts are in Minor 
Group 857 - Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations: Rubber, Plastic and Related Products. Occupations 
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concerned with forming and shaping metal plates and structural metal parts for ships are classified in Unit Group 8337 
Boilermakers, Platers and Structural Metal Workers. 

Aluminum boat builder - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Assembler - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Boat carpenter - any md. 
Boat repairer, wood - any md. 
Boatbuilder. wood - any md. 
Bolter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Bolter and reamer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Bolter-up - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Canoe builder - any md. 
Canoe repairer - any md. 
Dock hand - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Driller - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Driller and bolter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Driller and reamer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Erector - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Fitter-up - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Hammer runner - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Heater - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 
Joiner - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Laminator - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair 

md. 
Loft rigger - shipbldg. & repair md. 

Marine machinist - any md. 
Marine pipe fitter - any md. 
Marine plumber - any md. 
Marine steamfitter - any md. 
Pipe Fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Pipe Installer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Plate titter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Plate hanger - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Reamer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Rigger - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 
Ship carpenter - any md. 
Ship erector - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Ship fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Ship fitter improver - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Ship joiner - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Ship rigger - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Shipwright, metal - any md. 
Shipwright, wood - any md. 
Sparmaker - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Steel erector - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Steel fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Wire splicer - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair 

md. 
Wood caulker - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8593 - Paper Product Fabricating and Assembling Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with fabricating and assembling paper products such as paper bags, 

boxes, containers, liners and similar items. Activities include: winding, corrugating, facing, folding, creasing, sewing, 
gluing, cutting, stapling and fitting interlocking parts. 

Assembler - paper & allied prod. md. 
Bag maker - paper bag md. 
Bender - paper box & bag md. 
Bottom maker - paper box & bag md. 
Box assembler- paper box & bag md. 
Box coverer - paper box & bag md. 
Box cutter, paper - any md. 
Box gluer - paper box & bag md. 
Box maker - paper box & bag md. 
Box topper - paper box & bag md. 
Card maker - stationery paper prod. md. 
Cardboard box maker - any md. 
Cardboard cutter - any md. 
Carton maker - any md. 
Cellophane-bag maker - any md. 
Core cutter - pulp & paper md. 
Core maker - pulp & paper md. 
Corner cutter - paper box & bag md. 
Corrugator operator - paper box & bag md. 
Cover stripper - paper box & bag md. 

Cutter - paper box & bag md. 
Die Cutter - paper & allied prod. md. 
Double backer - paper & allied prod. md. 
Drill-punch operator - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; 

comb. pub. & print. md.; paper & allied prod. md. 
Ender - paper box & bag md. 
Ending-machine operator - paper box & bag md. 
Envelope folder - paper & allied prod. md. 
Envelope maker - any md. 
Envelope-machine operator - other converted paper prod. 

i nd. 
Fibreboard-box maker - any md. 
Finisher - paper box & bag md, 
Folder - paper & allied prod. md. 
Folding-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 
Glue-machine operator- paper & allied prod. md. 
Gluer - paper & allied prod. md. 
Guillotine cutter - pulp & paper md. 
Lamp-shade maker - elec. lamp & shade md. (cxc. bulb & 

tube) 
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Layboy tender paper & allied prod, md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

Liner - paper box & bag md. 
Liner-machine operator - paper box & bag md. 
Machine operator - paper box & bag md. 
Metal-foil-bag maker - any md. 
Novelty maker - paper & allied prod. md. 
Paper cutter - any md. 
Paper jogger operator - any md. 
Paper patternmaker - any md. 
Paper slitter - any md. 
Paper-bag maker - any md. 
Paper-box maker - any md. 
Plastic-bag maker - any md. 
Platen press operator - paper & allied prod. md. 
Press operator - paper box & bag irid. 
Puncher - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 

bind. md. 

Puncher - paper & allied prod. md. 
Ream cutter - any md. 
Rewinder - paper box & bag md. 
Roll-machine operator - paper box & bag md. 
Roller - paper box & bag md. 
Scorer - paper box & bag md. 
Scoring-machine operator - paper box & bag md. 
Sealing-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 
Setter - paper box & bag md. 
Slitter - paper box & bag md. 
Slitter and cutter setter - paper box & bag md. 
Stay-machine operator - any md. 
Stitcher- paper box & bag md. 
Stripper - paper box & bag md. 
Topper - paper box & bag md. 
Trimmer - paper box & bag md. 
Tube-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

8595 - Painting and Decorating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing surfaces for staining and painting; applying 

decorative and protective materials on wood, metal or similar surfaces of structures and equipment, using brushes, rollers, 
spray equipment or other devices; hand or machine dipping and coating; and polishing, baking and applying protective 
coatings. Construction painting and decorating occupations are in Unit Group 8785 - Painters, Paperhangers and 

Related Occupations. 

Airbrush operator - any md. 
Aircraft painter - any md. 
Automobile painter - any md. 
Baker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Bitumastic enameler - any md. 
Blackener - leather tanneries 
Bonderizer - motor veh. md. 
Bronzer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Buffer - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 
Burnisher - sash, door & millwork md. 
(:ar letterer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Car painter - motor veh. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 
Ceramic sprayer - clay prod. md. 
Colourer - clay prod. md. 
Colourer, button - any md. 
Decal applier - any md. 
Decal decorator - any md. 
Decal operator - any md. 
Decal transferrer - any md. 
Decalcomania transferrer - any md. 
Decorator - furn. & fixture md.; jewel. & precious metal 

md. 
Decorator - railroad rolling stock md.; sporting goods & 

toy md. 
Decorator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod.; glass & 

glass prod. md.; clay prod. md. 
Dipper - agric. impl. md .; primary metal md. 

Dipper - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md. 
Dipper - furn. & fixture md. 
Dipper - other mfg. md. 
Doper - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Doper - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Duller - furn. & fixture md. 
Enamel burner - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Enamel dipper - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 
Enameler - clay prod. md.; jewel. & precious metal md. 
Enameler - furn. & fixture md. 
Enameler - major appl. md. 
Enameler - motor veh. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 
Enameler - primary metal md.; mach. shop md. 
Enameler - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Enameler - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
Figure refinisher & repairer - retail trade md. 
Froster - glass & glass prod. md. 
Furniture finisher - any md. 
Furniture polisher - any md. 
Furniture refinisher - any md. 
Furniture sprayer - any md. 
Gilder - clay prod. md. 
Gilder - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 

bind. md. 
Gilder, picture frames - furn. & fixture md. 
Gold layer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 

bind. md. 
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Grainer - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 
Grainer- musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Highlighter - furn. & fixture md. 
Japanner - n.e.c. 
Kiln tender - stamped, press. & coat, metal prod. 
Lacquer sprayer - mfg. md. 
Lacquerer - mfg. md. 
Letterer, painter - any md. 
Matcher - furn. & fixture md. 
Mirror silverer - any md. 
Oven tender - furn. & fixture md.; stamped, press. & coat. 

metal prod. 
Paint baker - furn. & fixture md.; fab, metal prod. md. 
Paint baker - sporting goods & toy md. 
Paint dipper- furn. & fixture md.; motorveh. md. 
Painter - fab. metal prod. md. 
Painter - furn. & fixture md. 
Painter - glass & glass prod. md. 
Painter - motor veh. repair shops 
Painter - n.e.c. 
Painter - primary metal md. 
Painter - railroad rolling stock md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 
Piano refinisher - any md. 
Polisher - furn. & fixture md. 
Porcelain repairer - any md. 
Pottery decorator - any md. 
Primer sprayer - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 
Print applier - any md. 

Putty glazer - motor veh. md. 
Radio refinisher - any md. 
Rubber - furn. & fixture md. 
Rustproofer - motor veh. md. 
Satin finisher - furn. & fixture md. 
Shader - furn. & fixture md. 
Shellac sprayer - furn. & fixture md. 
Spray finisher - furn. & fixture md. 
Sprayer - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md.; railroac 

rolling stock md. 
Sprayer - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 
Sprayer, button - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 
Stain dipper - furn. & fixture md. 
Stainer - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 
Stamper - clay prod. md. 
Stenciler - furn. & fixture md. 
Striper - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md. 
Striper - furn. & fixture md. 
Television cabinet refinisher - any md. 
Tire finisher - rubber prod. md. 
Touch-up finisher - aircraft & parts md.: motor veh. md. 
Undercoater - motor veh. repair shops; gasoline serv. 

stations 
Varnish dipper - furn. & fixture md. 
Waxer - furn. & fixture md. 
Wood finisher - any md. 
Wood grainer - furn. & fixture md., sash, door & millwork 

md. 
Wood polisher - furn. & fixture md. 

8596 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and 
Repairing 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work 
concerned with quality control activities in the fabrication, assembly and repair of various products such as jewelicry, 
silverware, musical instruments, games, toys, sporting goods and miscellaneous paper products. It includes quality control 
activities in painting or applying protective, decorative or identifying coatings to various products or equipment. 

Bag inspector - paper & allied prod. md. 
Button inspector - any md. 
Button sorter - any md. 
Counter - paper & allied prod. md. 
Diamond assorter - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Diamond grader -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Diamond selector - jewel. & precious metal md. 
Examiner - paper box & bag md. 
Grader - furn. & fixture md. 
Hardware inspector - hardware, tool & cut. md. 
Hull inspector - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Inspector - paper box & bag md. 

Jewellery inspector -jewel. & precious metal md. 
Painting and finishing inspector - any md. 
Paper-bag inspector - any md. 
Rivet tester - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Sample clerk - paper box & bag mnd. 
Seat belt fabrication inspector - motor veh. fabric access. 

i nd. 
Stock grader - furn. & fixture md. 
Tester - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Toy inspector - sporting goods & toy md. 
Wooden boats inspector - shmpbldg. & repair md.; 

boatbldg. & repair md. 
Zipper inspector - any md. 
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8598 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and 

Repairing 
This unit group includes occupations, not elewhere classified, in labouring or other elemental work concerned with 

fabricating, assembling and repairing miscellaneous manufactured products. 

Brusher - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 	 Lapper - coat. & treated paper md. 

Button carder - any i. 	 Paper jogger - any md. 

Dry sander - any md. 	 Press feeder - paper box & bag md. 
Enamel brusher - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 	 Rivet sticker - n.e.c. 
Feeder - paper & allied prod. md. 	 Scaler - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Gasoline sander - any md. 	 Take-off worker - paper & allied prod. md. 
Labourer - paper box & bag md.; shipbldg. & repair md.; 	Trimmer - sporting goods & toy md. 

boatbldg. & repair md. 	 Water sander - any md. 
Wet sander - any md. 

8599 - Other Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with fabricating, assembling and repairing 

other products such as musical instruments, sporting goods, brushes and mops, zippers, bags and wigs made from a wide 

Accordion maker - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

Action assembler - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

Action finisher - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

Adjuster - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Arch-support maker - any md. 
Artificial turf maker - any md. 
Artificial-fly maker - sporting goods & toy md. 
Awning maker, plastic and fibreglass - any md. 
Awning repairer, plastic and fibreglass - any md. 
Baseball maker - any md. 
Bead worker - any md. 
Belt maker - abrasives md. 
Billiard-ball maker - any md. 
Brace maker - any md. 
Broom maker - any md. 
Broom stitcher - any md. 
Brush maker - any md. 
Brush shaper - broom, brush & mop md. 
Buckle maker - any md. 
Button assembler - any md. 
Button assorter - any md. 
Button cutter - any md. 
Button maker - any md. 
Button moulder - any md. 
Button shader - any md. 
Button turner - any md. 
Button worker - any md. 
Candle dipper - any md. 
Candle maker - any md. 
Candle moulder - any md. 
C,.,e rn2kPr - , nv md.  

Case coverer, jewellery - other leather & allied prod. md. 
Cigarette-holder maker - any md. 
Comb maker - n.e.c. 
Crayon maker - any md. 
Dice maker - any md. 
Dipper. candle - any md. 
Dipper, match - any md. 
Display assembler - any md. 
Doll maker - any md. 
Electric-lamp maker - any md. 
Facer, button - any md. 
Finisher, button - any md. 
Finisher, fireworks - any md. 
Fireworks maker - any md. 
Fishing-rod maker - any md. 
Fishing-rod repairer - any md. 
Fishing-tackle maker - any md. 
Fountain-pen maker - any md. 
Fountain-pen repairer - any md. 
Frame maker - ophthalmic goods md. 
Framer - ophthalmic goods md. 
Fuse maker - other chem. prod. md. n.e.c. 
Gas-mask assembler - any md. 
Golf-club maker - any md. 
Grinder, button - any md. 
Hair-curler maker - any md. 
Kiln tender - furn. & fixture md. 
Lantern maker - any md. 
Lens mounter - ophthalmic goods md. 
Liner, jewellery case - leather & allied prod. md. 
Loader, fireworks - any md. 
Machine operator, fabricating and repair - other mfg. md. 
Mannequin mounter - any md. 
Mat cutter - furn. & fixture md. 
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Moulder - sporting goods & toy md. 
Moulder, candle - any md. 
Musical-instrument maker - any md. 
Musical-instrument repairer - any md. 
Novelty maker - n.e.c. 

Organ installer - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

Organ tuner - any md. 
Ornamental-machine-design caster - furn. & fixture md. 
Ornamenter - furn. & fixture md. 
Pen maker - any md. 
Pencil assembler - any md. 
Pencil maker - any md. 

Piano maker - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Piano repairer - any md. 

Piano stringer - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Piano tuner - any md. 

Pipe-organ installer - musical instrument & sound 
recording md. 

Plaque maker - any md. 
Polisher, button - any md. 
Press operator, button - any md. 
Punch-press operator - other mfg. prod. md . 
Pyrotechnic assembler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Pyrotechnist - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Racquet stringer - sporting goods & toy md. 
Rattler - fab. metal prod. md. 
Rattler operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Regulator - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
Respirator servicer and fitter - any md. 
Rumbler - any md. 

Rumbler operator - any md. 
Sawyer, button - any md. 
Setter - n.e.c. 
Sign assembler - any md. 
Sign maker - any md. 
Skate maker - any md. 
Ski maker - any md. 
Slide-fastener maker - any md. 
Smoking-pipe repairer - any md. 
Sports equipment repairer - any md. 
Stapling-machine operator - any md. 
Stayer - n.e.c. 
Stitcher, broom - any md. 
Stringer - sporting goods & toy md. 
Tennis-ball maker - any md. 
Tennis-racquet stringer - any md. 
Tinsel maker - any md. 
Tool setter - n.e.c. 

Tooth-brush maker - any md. 
Toy maker - any md. 
Trimmer, broom - any md. 
Tumbler operator - n.e.c. 
Tumbling-mill operator - mfg. md. 
Turner, button - any md. 
Umbrella mender - any md. 
Umbrella repairer - any md. 
Venetian blind maker - any md. 
Wig maker - any md. 
Zipper assembler - any md. 
Zipper maker - any md. 
Zipper repairer - any md. 
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S[RUCTION1RADES OCCLPAI!UNS 

his major group includes occupations concerned with constructing, renovating and maintaining buildings and other 
tuk' such as bridges, highways, railways, airports, electrical power and communication lines, towers, waterways and 

Ut ii I t services. Construction Trades Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

71 	Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Occupations 
Ilectrical Power, Lighting and Wire Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 
Occupations 

78 879 	Othir Construction Trades Occupations 

971 - FX('AV:[l\(., (;Rlw'(;. PAVING ANt) RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

[his minor group includes occupations concerned with operating heavy earth-moving equipment in removal and 
pH.ement of earth materials and grading earth surfaces; laying concrete and other paving materials for highways, 
,orp)rts and similar construction; constructing building surface and sub-surface drainage systems and laying railway 
i racks and pipelines. Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

.710 	Foremen/women: Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Occupations 

7 11 	Excavating, Grading and Related Occupations 

7 13 	Paving, Surfacing and Related Occupations 

7 15 	Railway Section and Track Workers 

71 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related 
Activities 
Excaating. (rading. Pa%ing and Related Occupations. n.e.c. 

7I0 - Foremen/women: Excaating, (;rading, Paving and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

perating heavy equipment to excavate or grade earth, mix and lay paving materials, construct drainage systems and lay 
pipel nes and railway tracks. 

aptain, dredging - high. & heavy const. 	 Grading foreman/woman - high.. St. & bridges 
)redge captain - const. md. 	 Highway foreman/woman - const. md. 
)rcdge master - const. md. 	 Labour foreman/woman - high.. St. & bridge main. md. 
)redge mate - const, md. 	 Labour foreman/woman - site work 
xcavating foreman/woman - const. md. 	 Pile-driving foreman/woman - const. md. 

Foreman/woman waterworks construction or repair - 	Pipe-line foreman/woman - industrial & heavy (engineer- 

	

const. md. 	 ing) const. md. 
oreman/woman. road gang - const. md. 	 Railway gang foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

Poreman/woman, sewer construction or repair - const. md. 	Road boss - high.. St. & bridge main. md. 
iang foreman/woman - high.. st. & bridge main. md. 	 Road foreman/woman - const. md. 
,a1l 	crcmnan 	UI1LIfl - site v)rk 	 Section forenian 'won):mn - rail%kav tr:inc 	rv md. 
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Supervisor, highway maintenance - const. md. Track foreman/woman - urban transit syst. md.; railway 
trans. serv. md . 

8711 - Excavating, Grading and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with removing earth materials from excavations; grading earth 

surfaces and dredging irrigation ditches, canals and marine channels. It includes activities such as operating earth-moving 
equipment to excavate, move, level or load materials; laying and joining pipes in excavations; and operating air-locks and 
underground excavating machines. Rock and Soil Drilling Occupations are in Unit Group 7713. Blasting Occupations are in Unit Group 7715. 

Air lock tender - const. md. 
Back-hoe operator - const. md. 
Backfiller operator - any md. 
Blade-grader operator - const. md. 
Bulldozer driver - const. md. 
Bulldozer engineer - any md. 
Bulldozer operator - const. md. 
Cat operator - const. md. 
Cat skinner - const. md. 
Clamper - const. md. 
Contractor, excavating- const. md. 
Digging-machine operator - const. md. 
Ditch-machine operator - const. md. 
Ditcher operator - const. md. 
Dragline engineer - excavating & grading 
Dragline operator - excavating & grading 
Dragline runner - excavating & grading 
Drain layer - const. md. 
Dredge deckhand - const. md. 
Dredge engineer- excavating & grading 
Dredge operator - const. md. 
Dredge pumper - const. md. 
Dredge runner - const. md. 
Electric-scoop operator - any md. 
Electric-shovel operator - any md. 
Excavator - const. md. 

Excavator operator - const. md. 
Grader - high., St. & bridges 
Grader opera (or - const. md. 
Heavy-duty equipment operator - any md. 
Le tourneau operator - any md. 
Lever operator - industrial & heavy (engineering) const, 

md. 
Lock tender - const. md. 
Main layer - industrial & heavy (engineering) const. md. 
Mole operator - const. md. 
Pay loader operator - any md. 
Pipe layer - industrial & heavy (engineering) const. md. 
Pipe-line stabber - any md. 
Pipe-line worker - const. md. 
Post-hole digger - any md. 
Power-grader operator - const. md. 
Power-shovel operator - const. md. 
Road grader - any md. 
Scraper operator - const. md. 
Shovel operator - n.e.c. 
Shovel runner - any md. 
Signaller - const. md. 
Sloper - const. md. 
Stabber - gas & oil pipelines 
Steam-shovel engineer - any md. 
Steam-shovel operator - any md. 
Trencher operator - const. md. 
Trenching-machine operator - any md. 

8713 - Paving, Surfacing and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with laying concrete to form road-beds or other subsurface 

structures and applying surfacing materials such as asphalt, gravel or concrete to streets, curbs, highways, parking lots or 
airports. Activities include operating machines to mix, spread or compact materials; level surfaces; and laying reinforcing 
wire mesh. Occupations concerned with finishing concrete, other than paving, are in Unit Group 8783 - Concrete 
Finishing and Related Occupations. Occupations concerned with mixing ready-to-use concrete or asphalt are in Unit Group 8799 - Other Construction Trades Occupations, n.e.c. 

Asphalt layer - const. md. 
Asphalt patcher - const. md. 
Asphalt paver- const. md. 
Asphalt raker - const. md. 

Asphalt smoother - const. md. 
Asphalt tamper - const. md. 
Asphalt worker - const. md. 
Asphalt-heater tender- const. md. 
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Asphalt-paving machine operator - const. md. 
Asphalt-spreader operator - const. md. 
Black topper - const, md. 
Black-top raker - const. md. 
Black-top spreader - const, md. 
Cement paver - const. md. 
Chip-spreader tender - const. md. 
(;huck tender - high.. st. & bridges 
Concrete-paver operator - const. md. 
c;urb builder - const. md. 
Drier operator - const. md. 

Paver - const. md. 
Paver operator - const. md. 
Rei nforci ng-w ire- mesh worker - const. md. 
Road-form setter - const. md. 
Road-mixer operator - any md. 
Road-roller operator - any md. 
Roller-compactor operator - const. md. 
Steam-roller operator - const. md. 
Stone-spreader operator - const. md. 
Street paver - high., st. & bridges 
Tamping-machine operator - const. md. 
Wire worker - const. md. 

8715 - Railway Section and Track Workers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with laying, aligning, inspecting and repairing tracks and road-beds 

of railways, station yards, subways, and street, mine and industrial railways. Activities include: operating equipment to 
clean, spread, level and tamp ballast; to cut, remove, lift and place ties and to raise, level and align tracks; driving 
equipment to remove snow and debris from tracks and to move and lay track in open-pit mines; and inspecting, 
maintaining and repairing track switches. 

Ballast-regulator operator - railway trans. md. 
Extra gang labourer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Lamp trimmer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Line inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Rail-lifter machine operator - railway trans. md. 
Railway gang labourer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Section hand - railway trans. serv. md . 
Section labourer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Tie inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Tie-cutting machine operator - railway trans. md. 
Track dresser - railway trans. scrv. md .; urban transit syst. 

md. 
Track fitter - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. serv. 

md. 

Track greaser - urban transit syst. md.: railway trans. serv. 
md. 

Track inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Track labourer - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 

syst. md. 
Track layer - any md. 
Track patroller - railway trans. serv. md . 
Track repairer - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 

syst. md. 
Track sweeper - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 

serv. md. 
Track worker - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. serv. 

md. 
Track-aligner operator - railway trans. md. 
Way inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

8718 -- Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Activities 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with excavating and grading 

earth, laying paving materials, constructing drainage systems and laying pipelines. 

Backer - const. md. 	 Jet worker - const. md. 
Belter - const. md. 	 Labourer - excavating & grading 
Bridge-gang worker - any md. 	 Road worker - high., st. & bridges 
Caisson worker - const. md. 	 Roadmaker - n.e.c. 
Digger - const. md. 	 Sand hog - const. md. 
Ditch cleaner - const. md. 	 Scoop dumper - const. md. 
Ditch digger - const. md. 	 Scoop filler - const. md. 
Ditch tender - const. md. 	 Sewerdigger - anyind. 
Ditcher - const. md. 	 Slasher - const. md. 
Grade setter - const. md. 	 Slip filler - const. md. 
Grade tamper - const. md. 	 Tamper - const. md. 
Highway worker - const. md. 	 Trench digger - const. md. 
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Air-breaker operator - const. md. 
Air-hammer operator - const. md. 
Air-tool operator - const. md. 
Equipment driver - const. md. 
Equipment operator- const. md. 

Jackhammer operator - const. md. 
Operating engineer - const. md. 
Pile driver - const. md. 
Pile-driver engineer - const. md. 
Pile-driver operator - const. md. 

MAJOR GROUP 87 
8718 (cont'd) 

Well digger - const. md. 

8719 - Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with excavating, grading, paving and 

related activities. 

873 - ELECTRICAL POWER, LIGHTING AND WIRE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
ERECTING, INSTALLING AND REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with erecting, installing, repairing, inspecting and testing 
equipment for electric power generation, transmission and distribution; wiring in buildings; and wire communication 
services. Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 
Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

8730 	Foremen/women: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire Communication Equipment Erecting, Installing 
and Repairing Occupations 

8731 	Electrical Power Line Workers and Related Occupations 
8733 	Construction Electricians and Repairers 
8735 	Wire Communications and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations 
8736 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire 

Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 
8738 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire 

Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 
8739 	Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 

Occupations, n.e.c. 

8730 - Foremen/women: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing 
and Repairing Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating the activities of workers engaged 
in erecting, installing, repairing, inspecting and testing electrical power, lighting and wire communications equipment. 

Cable foreman/woman - telecom. carriers md.; const. md. 
Cable-splicing foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; 

telecom. carriers md.; const. md. 
Chief cable installer-repairer - elec. power syst. md. 
Chief electrician - const. md. 
Chief inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Chief installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Chief line instal ler-repai rer - telecom. carriers md. 
Chief line maintainer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Chief repeater - telecom. carriers md. 

Chief tester - telecom. carriers md. 
Chief transmitter - telecom. carriers md. 
Electric power inspector and tester supervisor - dec. power 

syst. md. 
Electrician foreman/woman - const. md. 
Equipment supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Head line installer-repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Installation foreman/woman - telecom. carriers md.; const. 

md. 
Line foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md. 
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Line maintainer foreman/woman - dec. power syst. md.; 
telecom. carriers md. 

Maintainer, foreman/woman - telecom. carriers md. 
Maintenance supervisor - telecom. carriers md.; const. md. 
Meter supervisor - elec, power syst. md. 
Repairer foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md.; const. md. 
Service foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 

carriers md.: const. md. 

Signal foreman/woman - railway trans. md. 
Signal supervisor - railway trans. md. 
Telegraph supervisor - any md, 
Trouble foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md., telecom. 

carriers md.; const. md. 
Wire chief- telecom. carriers md. 

8731 - Electrical Power Line Workers and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with erecting and repairing powerlines and associated equipment 

used for generation, transmission and distribution of electric energy. Wire communications line workers are in Unit Group 
8735 - Wire Communications and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations. 

Cable installer-repairer - dec. power syst. md. 
Climber - elec. power syst. md. 
Emergency service line maintainer - elec. power syst. md. 
installer - dec. power syst. md. 
Line maintainer - dec. power syst. md. 

Repairer - elec. power SYSt. md. 
Servicer - elec. power syst. md. 
Trouble seeker - dec. power syst. md. 
Trouble shooter - elec. power syst. md. 
Wirer - dec. power syst. md. 

8733 - Construction Electricians and Repairers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with installing and repairing wiring in buildings and adjacent areas 

to provide electric energy; installing lighting and other fixed equipment such as conduits, junction boxes, circuit protective 
devices, switches and controls; and making repairs to electrical installations. Occupations concerned with installing and 
repairing electrical machinery and other electrical apparatus are in Unit Group 8533 - Electrical and Related 
Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations, n.e.c. 

Conduit installer - const. md. 
Contractor - elec. work 
Electric wirer - const. md. 
Electric-meter installer - any md. 
Electric-meter setter - any md. 
Electrical wirer - const. md. 
Electrical-fixtures installer - const. md. 

Electrician - const. md.; mining md. 
House wirer - const. md. 
Master electrician - const. md. 
Meter installer - elec. work 
Switchboard installer - const. md. 
Wire puller - const. md. 
Wiring electrician - const. md. 

8735 - Wire Communications and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with erecting, installing, servicing and repairing overhead and 

underground telephone and telegraph lines and related equipment in central installations or place of use, to provide voice 
and telegraph communications and services such as television relays, data transmission facilities, burglar alarms, fire 
detection, signalling and warning systems. Occupations concerned with fabricating and assembling this equipment are in 
Minor Group 853 - Fabricating, Assembling, Installing and Repairing Occupations: Electrical, Electronic and Related 
Equipment. Electrical power line workers are in Unit Group 8731 - Electrical Power Line Workers and Related 
Occupations. 

Branch exchange repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Burglar-alarm installer - any md. 
(;able installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Central-office installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Central-office repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

Climber - telecom. carriers md. 
Dial-equipment installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Dial-phone installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Equipment installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Equipment repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
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Exchange installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Fire-alarm installer - any md. 
Fire-alarm mechanic - any md. 
Frame wirer, telephones - telecom. carriers md. 
Installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Installer repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Instrument installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Instrument repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Line installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Line repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Local-test desk attendant - telecom. carriers md. 
Maintainer - telecom. carriers md. 
Maintenance mechanic - telecom, carriers md. 
Maintenance worker - telecom. carriers md. 
Private branch exchange installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Private branch exchange repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Protective-signal installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Protective-signal repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Repeater installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Rigger - telecom. carriers md. 
Servicer - telecom. carriers md. 
Signal fitter - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. serv. 

md. 
Signal installer - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 

syst. md. 

Signal service repairer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Station repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Switch-box installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Switchboard installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Switchboard repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Technician - telecom. carriers md. 
Telegraph installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Telegraph-repeater installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone electrician - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone facilities evaluator - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone station installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone technician - telecom. carriers md. 
Telephone-repeater attendant - telecom. carriers md. 
Teletype installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Teletype repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Testing and regulating worker - telecom. carriers md. 
Ticker installer - telecom. carriers md. 
Time-signal wirer - telecom. carriers md. 
Toll-line repairer - telecom. carriers md. 
Tracer, servicer - telecom. carriers md. 
Transmitter attendant - telecom. carriers md. 
Trouble seeker - telecom. carriers md. 
Trouble shooter - telecom. carriers md. 
Wire installer-repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

8736 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire 
Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 

This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing. grading and sampling work concerned with quality 
control activities in the erection, installation and repair of equipment for electrical power generation, transmission and 
distribution; wiring in buildings; and wire communication services. 

Cable tester - telecom. carriers md. 
Central office inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Electrical inspector - n.e.c. 
Electrical tester - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers 

md. 
Equipment inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Line inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Load checker - elec. power syst. md. 
Maintenance inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Powerline patroller - elec. power syst. md. 
Private branch exchange inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Protective-signal inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

Relay tester - dec. power syst. md. 
Service inspector - telecom. carriers ind. 
Signal inspector - railway trans, serv. md. 
Station inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Switch inspector - elec. power syst. md. 
Switchboard inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Telegraph inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Test-table operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Testboard analyzer - telecom. carriers md. 
Tester - dec, power syst. md.: telecom. carriers md. 
Toll line inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Toll tester - telecom. carriers md. 
Traffic inspector - telecom. carriers md. 
Transmission tester - telecom. carriers md. 
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8738 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Electrical Power, Lighting and Wire 
Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Repairing 

This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with erecting, installing and 
repairing electrical power, lighting and wire communications equipment. 

labourer - dec. power syst. md.; power & telecom. lines 	 Rigger - elec. power syst. md. 

8739 --- ElecIrictl Power. Lighting and Wire Communications Equipment Erecting, Installing and Fepairirig 
Occupations, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not eleswhere classified, concerned with erecting, installing and repairing 
eke :rical power, lighting and wire communications equipment. 

cable puller - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md. 
Cable splicer - dec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md. 
Dynamo repairer - dec, power syst. md. 
Ground hand - dec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md 
Ground helper - urban transit syst. md. 

Lamp cleaner - elec. power syst. md. 
Pole setter - dec. power syst. md.; railway trans. md. 
Splicer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md. 
Tree trimmer - dec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md. 
Wire splicer - telecom. carriers md. 

878/879 - OTHER CONSTRUCTION TRADES OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with constructing, renovating and maintaining buildings and other 

works. Activities include: pouring concrete; erecting structures; plastering; brickwork; carpentry; painting; glazing; 
applying insulation, roofing and waterproofing materials; and installing plumbing, heating and similar equipment. Other 
Construction Trades Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

8780 	Foremen/women: Other Construction Trades Occupations 

8781 	Carpenters and Related Occupations 

8782 	Brick and Stone Masons and Tile Setters 

8783 	Concrete Finishing and Related Occupations 

8784 	Plasterers and Related Occupations 

8785 	Painters, Paperhangers and Related Occupations 

8786 	Insulating Occupations, Construction 

8787 	Roofing, Waterproofing and Related Occupations 

8791 	Pipefitting, Plumbing and Related Occupations 

8793 	Structural Metal Erectors 

8795 	Glaziers 

8796 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Construction Trades 

8798 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Construction Trades 

8799 	Other Construction Trades Occupations, n.e.c. 
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8780 - Foremen/women: Other Construction Trades Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

erecting, repairing, maintaining and inspecting buildings and other works. 

Boss carpenter - any md. 
Boss plumber - any md. 
Bricklayer foreman/woman - any md. 
Brickmason foreman/woman - any md. 
Bridge foreman/woman - const. md.; railway trans. serv 

md. 
Builder - const. md. 
Building contractor - const. md. 
Building foreman/woman - const. md.; railway trans. serv 

md. 
Building mover foreman/woman - const. md. 
Carpenter foreman/woman - any md. 
Cement-finishing foreman/woman - const. md. 
Construction inspector foreman/woman - const. md. 
Contract builder - const. md. 
Contractor, foreman/woman - const. md. 
Decorator foreman/woman - const. md. 
Foreman/woman - bldg., developing & general contr ind. 

industrial & heavy (engineering) const. md. 

Foreman/woman - high., st. & bridge main. md. 
House mover foreman/woman - const. md. 
Insulator foreman/woman - const. md. 
Joiner foreman/woman - const. md. 
Lather foreman/woman - const. md. 
Painter foreman/woman - const. md. 
Pipe-fitter foreman/woman - const. md. 
Plasterer foreman/woman - any md. 
Plumber foreman/woman - any md. 
Riveter foreman/woman - const. md. 
Riveter foreman/woman - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Roofer foreman/woman - const. md. 
Safety supervisor - const. md. 
Set builder - const. md.; amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Steam-fitter foreman/woman - any md. 
Stonemason foreman/woman - any md. 
Structural-metal erector foreman/woman - const. md. 
Supervisor - high., st. & bridge main. md. 
Wrecking foreman/woman - const. md. 

8781 - Carpenters and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with constructing, renovating and maintaining wooden structures 

and installing fixtures using power saws, planes, braces, hammers and other carpentry tools. Ships carpenters are in Unit 
Group 8592 - Marine Craft Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations. 

Bracer - const. md. 
Bridge builder, wood - any md. 
Bridge carpenter - any md. 
Bridge worker, wood - any md. 
Building carpenter - any md. 
Car builder - railroad rolling stock md. 
Car carpenter - railroad rolling stock md. 
Carpenter - any md. 
Carpentry repairer - any md. 
Cribber - const. md. 
Dock carpenter - any md. 
Exterior cladder - const. md. 
Finish carpenter - any md. 
Floor layer, wood - any md. 
Form builder, wood - const. md. 
Form maker, wood - const. md. 
Form setter, wood - const. md. 
Framer - const. md, 
Grain liner - serv. incid. to water trans. 

Hardwood-floor layer - any md. 
House carpenter - any md. 
Joiner - const. md. 
Joiner - railroad rolling stock md. 
Liner replacer - serv. incid, to water trans. 
Maintenance carpenter - any md. 
Mine carpenter - mining md. 
Parquetry-floor layer - any md. 
Rough carpenter - any md. 
Sash fitter - const. md. 
Sash installer - const. md. 
Scenery builder - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Shorer - const. md. 
Sign carpenter - any md. 
Stage builder - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Stair builder - const. md. 
Window-sash installer - any md. 
Wood framer - railroad rolling stock md. 
Wood-tile layer - any md. 
Woodworker - const. md. 
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Cement finisher - const. ind 
Cement mason - const. md. 
Cement-gun nozzle operator - const. md. 
Concrete mason - const. md. 
Concrete polisher - const. md. 
Concrete rubber - const. md. 
Concrete smoother - const. md. 
Concrete-gun operator - const. md. 
Contractor - concrete pouring & finishing 
Contractor, terrazzo - terrazzo & tile work 
Float finisher - const. md. 

Floor layer, terrazzo - any md. 
Grout-machine operator - const. md. 
Grouter - const. md. 
Guniter - const. md. 
Nozzle worker - const. md. 
Sidewalk layer - const. md. 
Surface finisher - const. md. 
Terrazzo finisher - const. md. 
Terrazzo layer - const. md. 
Terrazzo polisher - const. md. 
Terrazzo worker - const. md. 
Terrazzo-polishing-machine operator - const. md. 

MAJOR GROUP 87 

8782 - Brick and Stone Masons and Tile Setters 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing and laying brick, stone, concrete block, tile, marble, 

refractory and related materials using chisels, hammers, trowels, levels and other hand tools. 

Block cutter - const. md. 
Block layer - const. md. 
Block paver - const. md. 
Block setter - const. md. 
Boiler reliner - any md. 
Brick paver - const. md. 
Brick pointer - any md. 
Brick setter - const. md. 
Bricklayer - any md. 
Brickmason - any md. 
Ceramic tile setter - const. md. 
Chimney builder - any md. 
Chimney repairer - any md. 
Cinder-block mason - any md. 
Concrete-block layer - any md. 
Concrete-block mason - any md. 
Contractor, bricklaying - trade contr. md. 
Contractor, stonemasonry - trade contr. md. 
Contractor, tile - terrazzo & tile work 
Cupola liner - primary metal md. 
Curbstone setter - any md. 
Door liner, refractory furnace - const. md. 
Flagsetter - const. md. 
Furnace builder - const. md. 
Furnace liner - const. md. 
Furnace mason - any md. 
Furnace repairer - primary steel md.  

Granite setter - const. irtd. 
Ladle liner - primary metal md. 
Ladle repairer - primary metal md. 
Maintenance bricklayer - any md. 
Marble setter - const. md. 
Mason - const. md. 
Monument erector - any md. 
Monument setter - any md. 
Mosaic layer - any md. 
Mosaic-floor layer - any md. 
Permastone installer - any md. 
Refractory-brick repairer - primary metal md. 
Service opening builder - const. md. 
Sewer bricklayer - any md. 
Sewer paver - const. md. 
Smelter liner - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
Stone layer - const. md. 
Stone paver - const. md. 
Stone setter - const. md. 
Stonemason - any md. 
Terra-cotta mason - any md. 
Terra-cotta setter - any md. 
Tile layer - const. md. 
Tile mason - const. md. 
Tile setter - const. md. 
Tombstone erector - any md. 
Tombstone setter - any md. 

8783 - Concrete Finishing and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with pouring and casting concrete at construction sites, levelling and 

smoothing concrete, erecting steel forms, applying grout and laying and polishing terrazo. Occupations concerned with 
concrete paving are included in Unit Group 8713— Paving, Surfacing and Related Occupations. 
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8784 - Plasterers and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with applying plaster, stucco, plasterboard and related materials to 

structural surfaces; fastening laths to walls and ceilings to support plaster or related materials; applying coats of plaster to 
produce finished surfaces, mouldings and special effects; spraying fireproofing materials on surfaces; and erecting and 
finishing acoustical ceilings and dry walls. 

Acoustical-tile installer - const. md. 	 Metal lather - const. md. 
Contractor, plastering - const. md. 	 Moulding plasterer - const. md. 
Cornice finisher - const. md. 	 Ornamental plasterer - const. md. 
Cornice setter - const. md. 	 Plaster lather - const. md. 
Decorator, plasterer - const. md. 	 Plaster moulder - const. md. 
Dry-wall applicator - const. md. 	 Plasterer - any md. 
Dry-wall finisher - const. md. 	 Rock lather - const. md. 
Dry-wall installer - const. md. 	 Stucco mason - any md. 
Fireproofing plasterer - const. md. 	 Stucco plasterer - any md. 
Fresco setter - const. md. 	 Stucco worker - const. md. 
Joint filler - const. md. 	 Wire lather - const. md. 
Lather - const. md. 	 Wood lather - const. md. 

8785 - Painters, Paperhangers and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with applying paint and related materials to interior and exterior 

surfaces of buildings and other structures such as bridges and tanks using brushes and spray guns. It includes applying 
wallpaper and fabrics to walls and ceilings and pasting signs on billboards. Painting and decorating occupations, except 
construction, are in Unit Group 8595— Painting and Decorating Occupations, n.e.c. 

Bill poster - bus. serv. md . 
Bridge painter - any md. 
Contractor, painting - const. md. 
Decorator - const. md. 
Enameler - const. md. 
I-louse painter - any md. 
Interior decorator - const. md. 
Kalsominer - any md. 
Maintenance painter - any md. 

Painter - const. md. 
Painter and decorator - const. md. 
Painter and paperhanger - any md. 
Paperhanger - any md. 
Roof painter - any md. 
Spray painter - const. md. 
Sprayer, paint - const. md. 
Timber sprinkler - metal mines 
Whitewasher - any md. 

8786 - Insulating Occupations, Construction 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with applying thermal and insulating materials such as asbestos, 

cork, fibreglass, foam and paper to buildings, heating, cooling and similar equipment and underground wires and cables 
using fasteners, adhesives, saws, knives, rasps, trowels, brushes and other implements, to prevent or reduce the passage of 
heat, cold or sound. 

Air-conditioning equipment insulator - any md. 
Asbestos coverer - any md. 
Asbestos insulator - any md. 
Asbestos worker - const. md.; shipbldg. & repair md.; 

boatbldg. & repair md. 
Blower insulator - const. md. 
Blower operator - insulation work 
Boiler coverer - any md. 
Cork insulator - any md. 
Cork layer - const. md. 

Cork-insulation installer - any md. 
Cork-insulation setter - any md. 
Fibreglass-insulation installer - any md. 
Insulation applicator - const. md. 
Insulation blower - const. md. 
Insulation engine operator - const. md. 
Insulation mechanic - any md. 
Insulation nozzle worker - const. md. 
Insulation-power-unit tender - const. md. 
Insulator - const. md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 
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liiii]attir - relined petrol. prl. rird. 
Pipe coverer - any md. 
lipc coverer, asbestos- any md. 
Pipe coverer, cork - any md. 
l'ipc coverer, felt - 1 liv ind. 

Ppe nmilitor - CHrist umd. shipbldg. t rp.mir ind. 
Ppc insulator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Sound applicator - const. md. 
Sound proofer - const. md. 

8787 - Rooting, Waterproofing and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with covering roofs and other exterior surfaces of structures with 

weatherproof materials such as asphalt, tar, metal, wood or other materials; applying waterproofing and caulking 
materials to structures; installing flashings, eavestroughing and vents; and covering pipelines with corrosion-resistant 
materials using brushes, knives, shears, punches, hammers and other implements. 

Asbestos shingle roofer - any md. 
Asphalt dauber - const. md. 
Asphalt roofer - const. md. 
Building caulker - const. md. 
(:aulker - fab. metal prod. md,; const. md. 
(:aulker - water SySL. md.; gas distribution syst. md.: 

pipeline trans. md. 
('ementer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Composition roofer - any md. 
Contractor - roof shingling 
('ontractor - sheet metal & built-up roofing 
Damproofer - const. md. 
Gravel roofer - any md. 
Kettle attendant - const. md. 
Pipe doper - const. md. 
Roofer - const. md. 
Roofer, wood shingle - const. md. 
'-' liect metal roofer - consi. md. 

Shingle roofer, wood - any md. 
Shingler, asbestos - const. md. 
Shingler, wood - any md. 
Slate roofer - any md. 
Stecl-plate caulker - const. md. 
Steel-plate caulker - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; 

shipbldg. & repair md. 
Tar boiler - const. md. 
Tar heater - const. md. 
Tar roofer - any md. 
Tile roofer - any md. 
Tin roofer - const. md. 
Tinsmith roofer - any md. 
Tunnel caulker - const. md. 
Waterproofer - const. md. 
Weather stripper - const. md. 
Weather-strip installer - const. md. 
Window caulker const. md. 
\\ ooiI-slrirrrlc  rioter ,in 	nd. 

8791 - Pipefitting, Plumbing and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with installing and repairing pipelines, plumbing, fire protection 

equipment and related equipment for distributing water, gas, steam, sewage or other materials. Pipefitters concerned with 
installing and maintaining pipefitting systems integrated with equipment such as ships, railway rolling stock and aircraft 
are in their appropriate unit groups in Major Group 85— Product Fabricating, Assembling and Repairing Occupations. 

Contractor, plumbing - const. md. 
Drain cleaner - any md. 
lire-control-system installer - const. md. 
lire-protection installer - const. md. 

it ter, automatic sprinkler system - const. md. 
('as fitter - gas distribution syst. md.: const. md. 
Gas-main fitter - gas distribution syst. md. 
Gas-meter installer - any md. 
Gas-meter setter - any md. 
I eating-unit installer - const. md. 
I lot-water-heater installer - const. md. 
Hydrant setter - const. md. 
Joint runner - const. md. 

Maintenance plumber - any md. 
Master plumber - any md. 
Pipe caulker - const. md. 
Pipe caulker - water syst. md.; gas distribution syst. md.; 

pipeline trans. md. 
Pipe cutter - const. md. 
Pipe fitter - gas distribution syst. md.; const. md. 
Pipe installer - const. md. 
Pipe setter - const. md. 
Plumber - any md. 
Plumbing installer - any md. 
Radiator installer - const. md. 
Radiator setter - const. md. 
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Sewer cleaner - any md. 	 Trouble shooter - gas distribution syst. md. 
Sprinkler fitter - any md. 	 Water-meter installer - water syst. md. 
Sprinkler-system installer - const. md. 	 Water-pipe installer - any md. 
Steam fitter - any md. 	 Yard mechanic - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Steam-heating installer - const. md. 

8793 - Structural Metal Erectors 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with raising, positioning and joining prefabricated structural metal 

parts and sub-assemblies by bolting, screwing, rivetting or welding to form or repair completed frameworks or structures 
for buildings, bridges, tanks or similar works. These activities frequently involve working on support structures at 
considerable height. Occupations concerned with forming and shaping of metal plates and structural metal parts are in 
Unit Group 8337— Boilermakers, Platers and Structural Metal Workers. 

Aerial erector - n.e.c. 
Aerial installer - n.e.c. 
Antenna erector - n.e.c. 
Antenna installer - n.e.c. 
Boiler riveter - any md. 
Bolter - const. md. 
Bridge builder, structural steel - const. md. 
Bridge worker - const. md. 
Bridge worker, structural steel - const. md. 
Bucker-up - motor veh. md. 
Bucker-up - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; const 

md. 
Bucker-up - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Bull riveter - any md. 
Climber - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Cradle placer - const. md. 
Derrick builder - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Fitter-up - const. md. 
Holder-on - fab. struct. metal prod. md. 
Holder-on - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 
Hydraulic riveter - any md. 
Iron erector - const. md. 
Ironworker - const. md. 
Joist setter - const. md. 
Metal-tank erector - const. md. 
Metal-tank worker - const. md. 
Pneumatic riveter - any md. 
Reamer - const. md. 
Reinforcing-rod layer - const. md. 
Reinforcing-steel tier - const. md. 
Rig builder - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

Rig repairer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Rivet bucker - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 
Rivet bucker - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 
Rivet catcher - const. md. 
Rivet driver - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 
Rivet passer - const. md. 
Rivet passer - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Rivet sticker - railroad rolling stock md. 
Rivet sticker - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 
Rivet thrower - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 
Rivet tosser - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 
Riveter - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; shipbldg. & 

repair md.; const. md. 
Scaffold builder - const. md. 
Scaffold erector - const. md. 
Steel constructor - const. md. 
Steel erector - const. md. 
Steel fitter - const. md. 
Steel sash erector - const. md. 
Steel setter - const. md. 
Steel tier - const. md. 
Steel worker - const. md. 
Steel-door setter - const. md. 
Structural-iron erector - const. md. 
Structural-iron worker - const. md. 
Structural-metal erector - const. md. 
Structural-metal worker - const. md. 
Structural-steel erector - const. md. 
Structural-steel worker - const. md. 
Tank builder, metal - const. md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Tower builder - const. md.; elec. power syst. md. 
Tower erector - const. md.; elec. power syst. md. 

8795 - Glaziers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing and installing glass in buildings, furniture and 

vehicles using bolts, screws, putty, grinding and buffing wheels, glass cutting tools, drills, handtools and other devices. 
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(..ilass installer - any nd. 	 l'late-glass installer - any nd. 
Glass setter - any md. 	 Stained-glass glazier - const. md. 
Glass worker - const. md. 	 Window-glass installer - any md. 
Glazier - n.e.c. 	 \indshieId repairer - niitor VCII . rep;i ir slaips 

8796 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Other Construction Trades 
This unit group includes occupations in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work concerned with quality 

control activities in the construction and maintenance of buildings, bridges, dams, highways, pipelines and other types of 
construction, except electric power, light or wire communications construction. Occupations concerned with these 
exceptions are classified in Unit Group 8736 - Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: Electrical 
Power, Lighting and Wire Communications Equipment Erecting. Installing and Repairing. 

Bridge and building inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 	 Inspector, dredging - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & 
Bridge inspector - high., st. & bridge main. md.; const. ind. 	 sand pit md. 
Building construction inspector - const. md. 	 Irrigation inspector - const. md. 
Carpenter inspector - any md. 	 Paving inspector - const. md. 
Cement inspector - const. md. 	 Pipe-line inspector - gas & oil pipelines 
Concrete inspector - const. md. 	 Plumbing inspector - const. md. 
Construction inspector - const. md. 	 Road inspector - const. md. 
Ditch inspector - const. md. 	 Road inspector - high., st. & bridge main. md. 

Highway inspector - const. md. 	 Sewer inspector - waterworks & sewage syst. 
Inspector - waterworks & sewage syst. 	 Street inspector - high., st. & bridges 

Structural steel inspector - const. md. 

8798 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Other Construction Trades 
This unit group includes occupations in labouring or other elemental work concerned with construction and 

maintenance or demolition of buildings and other construction works. 

Brick cleaner - const. md. 	 Demolition labourer - const. md. 
Bricklayer tender - const. md. 	 Form puller - const. md. 
Buggy operator - const. md. 	 Form remover - const. md. 
Cement curer - const. md. 	 Form stripper - concrete prod. md.; const. md. 
Cement handler - any md. 	 Hod carrier - any md. 
Cement pourer - const. md. 	 Labourer - bldg., developing & general contr. md. 
Cement worker - any md. 	 Mortar maker - const. md. 
Concrete curer - const. md. 	 Mortar mixer - const. md. 
Concrete pourer - const. md. 	 Pin puller - const. md. 
Concrete puddler - const. md. 	 Plasterer tender - any md. 
Concrete spreader - const. md. 	 Rod puller - concrete prod. md.; const. md. 
Concrete wheeler - any md. 	 Sand and gravel wheeler - any md. 
Concrete worker - any md. 	 Wall steamer - any md. 
Construction worker - any md. 	 Wallpaper remover - any md. 

8799 - Other Construction Trades Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes construction trades occupations, not elsewhere classified, such as floor, tile and carpet layers; 

furnace installers; steam cleaners; sand-blasters; mixers of ready-to-use concrete and asphalt; and installing and servicing 
swimming pools. 

Aluminum siding installer - const. md. 	 Asphalt-plant operator - const. md. 
Asphalt mixer - const. md. 	 Awning erector- any md. 
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Awning hanger - any md. 
Awning installer - any md. 
Batch dumper - const. md. 
Batcher - const. md. 
Batcher operator - const. md. 
Bridge maintainer - any md. 
Building mover - const. md. 
Building wrecker - const. md. 
Carpet layer - retail trade md.; const. md. 
Cement mixer - const. md. 
Cement-mixer operator - any md. 
Cesspool cleaner - any md. 
Composition-floor layer - any md. 
Concrete mixer - const. md. 
Concrete mixer operator - const. md. 
Dock builder - any md. 
Drapery installer- retail trade md.; const. md. 
Fence erector - const. md. 
Floor finisher - any md. 
Floor layer - const. md. 
Floor sander - any md. 
Floor scraper - any md. 
Floor surfacer - any md. 
Floor-sa ndi ng- machine operator - any md. 
Flume maker - metal mines 
Form setter, metal - const. md. 
Furnace converter - any md. 
Furnace installer - any md. 
Furnace repairer- n.e.c. 
Furnace setter - n.e.c. 
Highway-maintenance worker - high., St. & bridge main 

md. 
House mover or wrecker - const. md. 
Installer - const. md. 
Maintenance worker - const, md. 

Metal-ceiling hanger - const. md. 
Meter installer - n.e.c. 
Meter setter - any md. 
Mixer operator - const. md. 
Mixer, cement or concrete - const. md. 
Mixing machine operator - const. md. 
Mortar-mixer operator - const. md. 
Oil-burner installer - any md. 
Patroller - high., st. & bridge main. md. 
Pipe liner - gas & oil pipelines 
Pipe-cleaning-machine operator - gas & oil pipelines 
Resilient floor layer - const. md. 
Rod buster - const. md. 
Rod placer - const. md. 
Sandblaster - const. md. 
Sander - const. md. 
Shade installer - retail trade md.; const. md. 
Sheeter - const. md. 
Sign erector - any md. 
Sign hanger - any md. 
Sign installer - any md. 
Snow-fence erector - any md. 
Steamblaster - const. md. 
Steel placer - const. md. 
Steeplejack - any md. 
Swimming-pool installer - const. md. 
Swimming-pool servicer - any md. 
Tunnel worker - const. md. 
Venetian blind installer - retail trade md.; const. md. 
Water heater installer - const. md. 
Well-point pump operator - const. md. 
Well-point setter - const. md. 
Window-shade installer - retail trade md.; const. md. 
Wire-fence erector - const. md. 
Wrecker and salvager - wrecking & demolition 
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This major group includes occupations concerned with operating transport equipmenL such as aircraft, trains, ships, 
trucks and buses to move freight and passengers. It includes occupations concerned with providing direct support to 
transportation of passengers and cargo. Occupations concerned with operating pumping and pipeline equipment to convey 
materials are in Unit Group 9539 Stationary Engine and Uilities Equipment Operating and Related Occupations, 
n.e.c. Transport Equipment Operating Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

911 Air Transport Operating Occupations 

913 Railway Transport Operating Occupations 

915 Water Transport Operating Occupations 

917 Motor Transport Operating Occupations 

919 Other Transport Equipment Operating Occupations 

911 .- AIR TRANSPORT OPERATING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with piloting, controlling and navigating aircraft in flight and 

providing direct support to air transport operations for transportation of passengers and cargo. Activities include: 
conducting aerial surveys, forestry patrols, crop dusting and other air services. Instructors of flight crews and ground 
crews are included in Unit Group 2797 - Instructors and Training Officers, n.e.c. Air Transport Operating Occupations 
are classified in the following unit groups: 

9110 	Foremen/women: Air Transport Operating Occupations 

9111 	Air Pilots, Navigators and Flight Engineers 

9113 	Air Transport Operating Support Occupations 

9119 	Air Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

9110 - Foremen/women: Air Transport Operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

providing direct support to air transport operations. 
ir traffic control chief- airport operations md. 	 Foreman/woman - air trans. md. 
ircraft refueling supervisor - air trans. md. 	 Scheduling supervisor - air trans. md. 

Chief navigator - air trans. md. 



Aerial crop duster pilot - air trans. md. 
Aerial navigator - air trans. md. 
Aerial spray pilot - air trans. md. 
Aircraft captain - air trans. md. 
Aircraft first-officer - air trans. md. 
Aircraft navigator - air trans. md. 
Aircraft pilot - air trans. md. 
Aircraft-patrol pilot - air trans. md. 
Aviator - air trans. md. 
Check pilot - air trans. md. 
Co-pilot - air trans. md. 
Commercial pilot - air trans. md. 
Crop duster pilot - air trans. md. 

Executive pilot - air trans. md. 
Ferry pilot - aircraft & parts md. 
First officer - air trans. md. 
Flight engineer - air trans. md. 
Flight mechanic - air trans. md. 
Flight navigator- air trans. md. 
Helicopter pilot - air trans. md. 
Mapping pilot * air trans. md. 
Navigating officer - air trans. md. 
Navigator - air trans. md. 
Pilot - air trans. md. 
Test pilot - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 
Transport pilot - air trans. md. 

MAJOR GROUP 91 

9111 - Air Pilots, Navigators and Flight Engineers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with piloting fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters; navigating, using 

radio and other navigation aids, charts, celestial observations and dead-reckoning; inspecting airplane systems and 
equipment before flight; and observing performance of engines and making adjustments to fuel and engine controls during 
flight. 

9113 - Air Transport Operating Support Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with providing direct ground support to air transport operations. 

Activities include: scheduling crews and aircraft; controlling air traffic during take-off, landing and en route; 
communicating with aircraft by radiotelegraph and radiotelephone; operating navigation aids; and providing ramp 
services such as fueling, blocking and staking aircraft. Flight attendants are included in Unit Group 6145 Travel and 
Related Attendants, Except Food and Beverage. Aircraft Mechanics and Repairers are in Unit Group 8582. 

Air traffic controller - serv. md. incid. to air trans. 
Aircraft dispatcher - air trans. md. 
Airline-control operator - air trans. md. 
Control-tower operator - serv. ind. incid. to air trans. 
Crew scheduler - air trans. md. 
Dispatcher - air trans. md. 
Flight dispatcher - air trans. md. 

Flight-radio officer - air trans. md. 
Flight-radio operator - air trans. md. 
Line-service attendant - air trans. md. 
Radio-flight officer - trans. md. 
Ramp agent - air trans. md. 
Traffic controller - serv. md. incid. to air trans. 

9119 - Air Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with air transport operations such as 

stocking aircraft with equipment and supplies required for in-flight passenger comfort and entertainment and preparing 
and loading cargo on aircraft used for dusting or spraying operations. 

Aerial-spraying assistant - air trans. md. 	 Commissary agent - air trans. md. 
Airport attendant - serv, ind. incid. to air trans. 	 Commissary attendant - air trans. md. 
Attendant - serv. ind. incid. to air trans. 	 Load planner - air trans. md. 

913 - RAILWAY TRANSPORT OPERATING OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with transporting passengers and freight by operating and 
controlling the movement of trains and providing direct support to railway transport operations. Activities include: 
signalling operational information to trains, stations, yards and rail traffic control towers; making up trains in freight 
yards; classifying freight; routing cars; and servicing rolling stock. Railway Transport Operating Occupations are 
classified in the following unit groups: 
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9130 Foremen/women: Railway Transport Operating Occupations 

9131 Locomotive Operating Occupations 

9133 Conductors and Brake Workers, Railway 

9135 Railway Transport Operating Support Occupations 

9139 Railway Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

9130 - Foremen/women: Railway Transport Operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

operating and controlling the movement of trains, providing direct support to railway transport operations and 
coordinating activities of railroad station employees. 

Chief dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 
Chief train dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 
Foreman/woman, except section, track or railway gang - 

railway trans. serv. md . 
Fuel foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Locomotive foreman/woman - railway trans. serv, md. 
Road foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

Station master - railway trans. serv. md . 
Supervisor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Switch foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Train foreman/woman - railway trans. serv, md. 
Yard foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Yardmaster - railway trans. serv. md . 

9131 - Locomotive Operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating railway locomotives to transport freight and 

passengers and to move locomotives within yards and servicing and repair areas. Activities include: operating controls of 
locomotive; communicating by radiotelephone; interpreting train orders, signals and railway rules and regulations; and 
inspecting locomotive to ensure adequate fuel supply and proper functioning of equipment. 

Car shunter - railway trans. serv. md . 
Diesel engineer, locomotive - logging md. 
I)iesel engineer, locomotive - railway trans. serv. md . 
Electric-locomotive operator - railway trans. serv. md  
Engine driver, locomotive - railway trans. serv. md . 
Engine hostler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Engineer assistant, locomotive - railway trans. md. 
Hostler- railway trans. serv. md . 
Industrial-locomotive engineer - railway trans. md. 
Industrial-locomotive operator - railway trans. md. 
Inside hostler - railway trans. serv. md . 

Locomotive engineer - railway trans. md. 
Locomotive hostler- railway trans. serv. md . 
Motor engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Motor operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Outside hostler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Railway engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Road engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Road freight engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Road passenger engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Switch engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Yard engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

9133 - Conductors and Brake Workers, Railway 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with directing the operation of trains carrying passengers and 

freight. Activities include: checking and maintaining efficiency of cars and equipment during a run; collecting tickets from 
passengers; preparing operational reports; connnecting and disconnecting cars in railway or industrial yards. 

Air-brake operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Brake worker - n.e.c. 
Car coupler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Car shifter - railway trans. serv. md . 
Conductor, passenger train - railway trans. serv. md  

Conductor, train - primary steel md. 
Coupler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Express conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Flagger - railway trans. serv. md . 
Freight conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
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Passenger conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Pullman conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Railroad conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Road freight conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Ticket collector - railway trans. serv. md . 

Train conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Yard conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Yard coupler - railway trans. md. 
Yard switcher - railway trans. md. 

9135 - Railway Transport Operating Support Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with providing direct support to railway transport operations. 
Activities include: assigning crews to trains; making up, dispatching and controlling train traffic; operating and 
controlling signals and safety equipment at stations and level crossings; and maintaining contact with trains and stations 
by radiotelephone. Rail Transport Equipment Mechanics and Repairers are in Unit Group 8583 and Telegraph Operators 
are in Unit Group 9553. 

Block operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Bridge gate tender - railway trans. serv. md . 
Car distributor - railway trans. serv. md . 
Control-tower operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Crew caller - railway trans. serv. md . 
Crew dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 
Dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 
Dispatcher and caller - railway trans. serv. md . 
Interlocking tower controller - railway trans. scrv. md . 
Lever operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Locomotive dispatcher - railway trans. md. 
Semaphore operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

Signal operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Signal-tower operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Signaller - railway trans. serv. md . 
Switch tender - railway trans. serv. md . 
Switcher - railway trans. serv. md . 
Tower guard - railway trans. serv. md . 
Tower operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Train director - railway trans. serv. md , 
Train dispatcher - railway trans. serv, md. 
Transfer and turntable operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Turntable operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Yard worker - railway trans. serv. md . 

9139 - Railway Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with railway transport operations. 

Caller - railway trans. serv. md . 	 Fuel inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

915 - WATER TRANSPORT OPERATING OCCUPATIONS 
This minor group includes occupations concerned with operating and controlling fresh water, coastal or sea-going 

vessels to transport passengers and cargo and providing direct support to water transport operations such as operating 
communications and navigational aids and tending locks and bridges. Occupations concerned with the operation of 
dredges to mine ore are in Unit Group 7717 - Mining and Quarrying: Cutting, Handling and Loading Occupations. 
Occupations concerned with dredging canals and marine channels are in Minor Group 871 - Excavating. Grading, 
Paving and Related Occupations. Water Transport Operating Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

9151 Deck Officers 

9153 Engineering Officers, Ship 

9155 Deck Crew, Ship 

9157 Engine and Boiler-room Crew, Ship 

9159 Water Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
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9151 - Deck Officers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with managing and operating vessels, including self-propelled 

dredges, on ocean or coastal and inland waters. Activities include: planning, executing and directing the work of crews; 
steering, navigating and controlling the vessel; safeguarding passengers, crew and cargo; and piloting the vessel in rivers, 
harbours and other waters. 

.tdet officer - water trans. md. 	 Mate, ship - water trans. md. 
a ptain, passenger ship - water trans md. 	 Navigator - water trans. md. 
lijef officer - water trans. md. 	 Pilot - serv. incid. to water trans. 

oast guard officer - govt. serv. md . 	 Purser - water trans. md. 
l)cck officer - water trans. md. 	 River pilot- serv. incid. to water trans. 
Deck officer cadet - water trans. md. 	 Runner, dredging - water trans. md. 
Dredge captain - water trans. md. 	 Sailing master - water trans. md. 
I )rcdge master - water trans. md. 	 Sailing officer - water trans. md. 
Dredge mate - water trans. md. 	 Ship officer - water trans. md. 
Ferryboat captain - water trans. md. 	 Ship pilot - scrv. incid. to water trans. 
Ferryboat pilot- water trans. md. 	 Shipmaster - water trans. md. 

I rst officer - water trans. md. 	 Skipper - water trans. md. 
1 aster - water trans. md. 	 Tugboat captain - water trans. md. 

11.11 11Cr - 	Icr lOis 1110. 
	 Tugboat mate - water trans. md. 

Tugboat operator water trans. ind 

9153 - Engineering Officers, Ship 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with planning, coordinating and supervising the work of the engine-

room crew aboard ship; and operating and repairing main engines, boilers, steering and deck machinery, motors, pumps, 
generators, condensers and other mechanical and electrical equipment. Engineers concerned with the design and 
construction of vessels and ship power plants and installation or major overhaul of ship equipment are classified in Unit 
Group 2159— Professional Engineers, n.e.c. 

liief marine engineer - water trans. md. 
I 'tesel engineer officer - water trans. md. 
F nuineer - waler I r:i iH. ind. 

Junior engineer - water trans. md. 
Marine engineer officer - water trans. md. 
Tugboat engineer - waler trans. md. 

9155 - Deck Crew, Ship 
1 his unit group includes occupations concerned with performing deck and bridge duties aboard vessels. Activities 

include: steering the ship as directed by a deck officer; maintaining deck equipment; standing deck watches and other 
tasks. 

-\ He seaman/woman - water trans. md. 
\ ble-bodied seaman/woman - water trans. md. 
Boat driver - water trans. md. 
Boat hand - water trans. md. 
Boatswain - water trans. md. 
Bosun - water trans. md. 
( bin attendant - water trans. md. 
( ulet - water trans. md. 
I)eckhand - water trans. md. 
l)isp;ilchcr - oatcr tans. ind 

Dredge deckhand - water trans. md. 
Dredge hand - water trans. md. 
Dredge worker - water trans. md. 
Guard, seaman/woman - water trans. md. 
Lookout worker - water trans. md. 
Mariner, sailor - water trans. md. 
Ordinary seaman/woman - water trans. md. 
Quartermaster - water trans. md. 
Sailor - water trans. md. 
Tanker pumper- water trans. md. 
VheeIsman/woman - water trans. ind. 
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9157 - Engine and Boiler-room Crew, Ship 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with tending boilers; lubricating and repairing engines and other 

machinery: and cleaning and painting engine-room and machines, as directed by ship's engineering officers. Ship's 
electricians are classified in Unit Group 8533 -Electrical and Related Equipment Installing and Repairing Occupations, 
n.e.c. 

Boiler scaler - water trans. md. Marine oiler - water trans. md. 
Coal passer - water trans. md. Oiler - water trans. md. 
Engine-room wiper - water trans. md. Scaler - water trans. md. 
Firer - water trans. md. Stoker - water trans. md. 
Greaser - water trans. md. Water tender - water trans. md. 
Marine boiler tender - water trans. md. Wiper - water trans. md. 

9159 - Water Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with water transport operations such as 

operating lighthouse equipment and related navigation aids and tending locks and bridges. 
Barge captain - water trans. md. 
Barge master - water trans. md. 
Barge mate - water trans. md. 
Barge pilot - water trans. md. 
Boat keeper - water trans. md. 
Boat operator - water trans. md. 
Bridge keeper - water trans. md. 
Bridge opener - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Bridge operator - serv, incid. to water trans. 
Bridge tender - serv. meld, to water trans. 
Cable-ferry operator - water trans. md. 
Canal attendant - serv. meld, to water trans. 
Captain, barge - water trans. md. 
Captain, launch - water trans. md. 
Captain, scow - water trans. md. 
Drawbridge engineer - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Drawbridge operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Drawbridge tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Ferryboat operator - water trans. md. 
Float tender - water trans. md. 
Launch captain - water trans. md. 

Launch operator - water trans. md. 
Lift-lock operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Lighter operator - water trans. md. 
Lighthouse keeper - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Lighthouse operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Lightkeeper - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Lock master - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Lock operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Lock tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Lockkeeper- serv. incid. to water trans. 
Motor operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Motor-launch operator - water trans. md. 
Motorboat captain - water trans. md. 
Motorboat operator - water trans. md. 
Scow captain - water trans. md. 
Scow deckhand - water trans. md. 
Tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Terminal attendant - water trans. md. 
Ticket collector - water trans. md. 
Water tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Water-taxi operator - water trans. md. 

917 - MOTOR TRANSPORT OPERATING OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with operating buses, trucks, taxis, automobiles and similar 
vehicles to carry passengers, goods and materials over short or long distances and providing direct support to motor 
transport operations such as dispatching and scheduling vehicles. Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers are classified 
in Unit Group 8581. Motor Transport Operating Occupations are classified in the following unit groups: 

9170 	Foremen/women: Motor Transport Operating Occupations 
9171 	Bus Drivers 

9173 	Taxi Drivers and Chauffeurs 

9175 	Truck Drivers 
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9179 	Motor Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

9170 - Foremen/women: Motor Transport Operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

operating motor vehicles and providing direct support to motor transport operations. 

Bus driver foreman/woman - public passenger transit syst. 
md. 

Bus owner - public passenger transit syst. md. 
Carter - truck trans. md. 
Delivery foreman/woman - trans. md. 
Delivery superintendent - trans. md. 
Delivery supervisor - trans. md. 
Foreman/woman - truck trans. md,; other trans. md. 

Supervisor - truck trans. md.; public passenger transit syst. 
md.; other trans. md. 

Taxi driver and chauffeur foreman/woman - trans. md. 
Taxi owner- taxicab md. 
Terminal supervisor - trans. md. 
Truck owner - truck trans. md. 
Trucking boss - trans. md. 
Trucking contractor - truck trans. md. 
Trucking foreman/woman - trans. md. 

9171 - Bus Drivers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with conveying passengers by operating buses over established or 

other routes to local or distant points. 

Bus conductor - public passenger transit syst. md. 	 School bus driver - public passenger transit syst. md. 
Bus driver - public passenger transit syst. md. 	 School bus operator - public passenger transit syst. md. 
Bus operator - public passenger transit syst. md. 	 Trolley-bus driver - public passenger transit syst. md. 
Driver - public passenger transit syst. md. 	 Trolley-bus operator - public passenger transit syst. md. 

9173 Taxi Drivers and Chauffeurs 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating taxis and automobiles to transport passengers. 

Ambulance driver - trans. md. 
Cab driver - taxicab md. 
Car driver - taxicab md. 
Chauffeur - n.e.c. 
Driver - funeral serv. 
Driver - private households; taxicab md. 

Driver, ambulance service - non-institutional health serv. 
Driver, automobile rental service - other serv. md. incid. to 

trans. 
Funeral chauffeur - funeral serv. 
Hearse driver - funeral serv. 
Private chauffeur - private households 
Taxi driver - taxicab md. 

9175 - Truck Drivers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating trucks, tractor-trailers and similar vehicles over short 

or long distances, to haul bulk materials or detailed loads. Operators of heavy earth-moving equipment are in Unit Group 
8711 -- Excavating, Grading, Paving and Related Occupations. 

Ai'moured-car driver - trans. md. 
Auto-carrier driver - trans. md. 
Automobile-transport driver - trans. md. 
Bookmobile driver - trans. md. 
Car ferrier - trans. md. 
Cement-mixer driver - trans. md. 
Coal hauler - truck trans. md. 

Concrete-mixing-truck driver - trans. md. 
Deliverer - n.e.c. 
Deliverer, coal - truck trans. md. 
Delivery driver - trans. md. 
Delivery servicer - trans. md. 
Driver - library serv. 
Driver - truck trans. md. 
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Driver, coal - truck trans. md. 
Dump-truck driver - trans. md. 
Euclid operator - mining md. 
Flusher operator - any md. 
Freight-truck driver - trans. md. 
Freight-truck operator - trans. md. 
Fuel-oil-truck driver - trans. md. 
Garbage-truck driver - trans. md. 
Gasoline-truck operator - trans. md. 
Gravel-truck driver - trans. md. 
Grocery hauler - trans. md. 
Milk hauler - trans. md. 
Milk-truck driver - truck trans. md. 
Moving-van driver - truck trans. md. 
Oil-spreader operator - const. md. 
Oil-transport driver - trans. md. 
Oil-truck driver - trans. md. 

Order driver - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
Ready-mix-truck operator - trans. md. 
Road-oiling-truck driver - trans. md. 
Sand-spreader operator - trans. md. 
Sprinkling-truck driver - any md. 
Street flusher operator - trans. md. 
Street sprinkler - trans. md. 
Tank driver - petrol. prod., whise. 
Tank representative - petrol. prod., whlse. 
Tank-truck driver - trans. md. 
Tank-truck operator - trans. md. 
Tow-truck driver- trans. md. 
Tow-truck operator - motor veh. repair shops 
Trailer driver - trans. md. 
Transport driver - trans. md. 
Truck driver - n.e.c. 
Trucker - const. md. 
Van driver - trans. md. 

MAJOR GROUP 91 
9175 (cont'd) 

9179 - Motor Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with motor transport operations, such as, 

dispatching vehicle drivers, driving motorcycles, starting taxicabs and spotting vehicles at loading ramps. It includes 
occupations concerned with parcel delivery, such as carriers using a motor vehicle. Mail-truck drivers for the Post Office 
are classified in Unit Group 4172— Mail Carriers. 

Bus dispatcher - public passenger transit syst. md. 
Bus starter - public passenger transit syst. md. 
Cab starter - taxicab md. 
Contract-mail carrier - courier serv. md. 
Courier - courier serv. md. 
Dispatcher - truck trans, md.; taxicab md. 
Floor attendant - taxicab md. 
Mail carrier - courier serv. md. 
Mail-truck driver - courier serv. md. 

Motor vehicle dispatcher - trans. md. 
Motorcycle driver - trans. md. 
Radio dispatcher - trans. md. 
Spotter - trans. md. 
Starter - interurban & rural transit syst. md.: taxicab md. 
Taxi cab starter - trans. md. 
Taxi dispatcher - trans. md. 
Truck dispatcher - trans. md. 
Truck driver - courier serv. md. 
Truck hostler - trans. md. 

919 - OTHER TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATING OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with operating subway trains, streetcars, 
dinkey engines, snow removal equipment and sweeping machines, and co-ordinating the movement of trains, trucks and 
other mobile equipment. A variety of material handling occupations are classified in Major Group 93 - Material 
Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c. Other Transport Equipment Operating Occupations are classified in the 
following groups: 

9190 	Foremen/women: Other Transport Equipment Operating Occupations 
9191 	Subway and Street Railway Operating Occupations 
9193 	Rail Vehicle Operators, Except Rail Transport 
9199 	Other Transport Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
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MAJOR (;ROUP 91 

9190 - Foremen/women: Other Transport Equipment Operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 

of workers engaged in operating other transport and related equipment. 

(Tar-barn foreman/woman - urban transit syst. md. 
Depot supervisor - trans. md. 
Foreman/woman - urban transit syst. md. 
Street car dispatcher - urban transit syst. md. 
Street car inspector - urban transit syst. md. 

Subway-train dispatcher - urban transit syst. md. 
Team boss - trans. md. 
Teamster boss - trans. md. 
Traffic supervisor - trans. md. 

9191 - Subway and Street Railway Operating Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating street cars, subway trains and similar equipment to 

transport passengers. 

Electric motor operator - urban transit syst. md. 
Motor operator - urban transit syst. md. 
Operator - urban transit syst. md. 
Street car conductor - urban transit syst. md. 

trcct car opern 1)r - urban transit sst. ind. 

Subway-train conductor - urban transit syst. md. 
Subway-train operator - urban transit syst. md. 
Trolley-car operator - urban transit syst. md. 
Yard conductor - urban transit syst. md. 

9193 	Rail \'chicle Operators. Except Rail Transport 
-T his unit group includes occupations concerned with operating equipment; such as, diesel or gasoline powered 

industrial and mine railway equipment, and dinkey engines in mines, quarries and yards. 

Brake holder - mining md. 
Brake rider - mining md. 
Brake worker - mining md. 
Car coupler - mining md. 
Car dropper - mining md. 
Car rider - mining md. 
Car runner - mining md. 
Coal trammer - primary metal md, 
Coupler - mining md. 
CuIm runner - mining md. 
Diesel dinkey engineer - any md. 
Diesel-dinkey operator - any md. 
Dinkey driver - any md. 
Dinkey engineer - any md. 
Dinkey operator - any md. 
Dinkey runner - any md. 
Dinkey-locomotive engineer - any md. 
Dinkey-locomotive operator - any md. 
Dinkey-locomotive runner - any md. 
Dukey rider - mining md. 
Electric motor operator - n.e.c. 
Empty coupler - mining md. 
Gasoline-dinkey operator - any md. 

Haulage engineer - mining md. 
Hooker- mining md. 
Ladle engineer - fab. metal prod. md. 
Larry-car operator - mining md. 
Locomotive coupler - mining md. 
Mine-motor engineer - mining md. 
Motor driver - mining md. 
Motor runner - mining md. 
Patcher - mining md. 
Rider - mining md. 
Rope rider - mining md. 
Set rider - mining md. 
Shuttle dinkey operator - mining md. 
Snapper - mining md. 
Spragger - mining md. 
Steam-dinkey operator - any md. 
Swamper - mining md. 
Switch tender - mining md. 
Switcher - mining md. 
Tail end rider - mining md. 
Tail-rope rider - mining md. 
Trip rider - mining md. 
Tub rider - mining md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 91 

9199 - Other Transport Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with operating transport and related 

equipment such as street sweepers and specialized snow removal equipment and providing direct operational support. 
Car dispatcher - mining md. 
Car distributor - mining md. 
Car starter - urban transit syst. md. 
Cart driver - any md. 
Dispatcher - mining md. 
Dray driver - any md. 
Log or tie hauler, teamster - logging md. 
Pack-train operator - any md. 
Pony driver- mining md. 
Pony worker - mining md. 
Skinner - logging md. 
Snaker, teamster - logging md. 
Snow-removal equipment operator - any md. 

Snowplough operator - any md. 
Spike-team driver - mining md. 
Sprinkler driver - logging md. 
Starter - urban transit syst. md. 
Street car starter - urban transit syst. md. 
Street-sweeper operator - any md. 
Team driver - trans. md. 
Teamster - trans. md. 
Trackmobile operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Tram driver - mining md. 
Wagon driver - any md. 
Water hauler, teamster - any md. 
Wood driver, teamster - any md. 
Wood hauler, teamster - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 93 

MATERIAL HANDLING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C. 

This major group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with moving, lifting, loading and 
packaging material and products. Material Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c., are classified in the following 
minor group: 

931 	Material Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

931 - MATERIAL HANDLING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C. 
This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with loading, moving and packaging 

material or products. Activities include: operating cranes, hoists and other material handling equipment to move material 
and store items in warehouses; loading ships, trains, aircraft and trucks; and packaging goods, products or material for 
shipping or storage. Passenger and freight elevator operators are in Unit Group 6193 Elevator- operating Occupations. 
Material Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c. are classified in the following unit groups: 

9310 	Foremen/women: Material Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

9311 	Hoisting Occupations, n.e.c. 

9313 	Longshore Workers, Stevedores and Freight Handlers 

9314 	Parcel Carriers, n.e.c. 

9315 	Material Handling Equipment Operators, n.e.c. 

9317 	Packaging Occupations, n.e.c. 

9318 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Material Handling and Related Activities, n.e.c. 

9319 	Other Material Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

9310 - Foremen/women: Material Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 

of workers engaged in loading, moving and packaging products or material. 

Agent, country grain elevator - grain dcv. md. 
Bottling foreman/woman - any md. 
Car-loading foreman/woman - trans. md. 
Cargo head - air trans. md. 
Cargo supervisor - air trans. md. 
Cold-storage foreman/woman - any md. 
Country grain elevator supervisor - grain elev. md. 
Dock foreman/woman - water trans. md. 
Elevator foreman/woman - grain dcv. md. 
Express foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Foreman/woman . storage & warehousing md. 
Foreman/woman, garbage collection - any md. 

Freight foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Gang foreman/woman - storage & warehousing md. 
Labour foreman/woman - storage & warehousing md. 
Pier foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Rigger foreman/woman - const. md. 
Rigging foreman/woman - const. md. 
Shed foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 
Stevedoring foreman/woman - any md. 
Supervisor, country grain elevator - grain elev. md. 
Warehouse foreman/woman - any md. 
Warehouse supervisor - any md. 
Wharf foreman/woman- water trans. md. 



MAJOR GROUP 93 

9311 - Hoisting Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with lifting and moving material, machines 

and products using equipment such as power operated cranes, hoists and winches. Activities include: driving and 
operating machines, erecting and rigging cables, and attaching ropes, chains, slings and shackles. Occupations concerned 
with hoisting and moving logs are in Unit Group 7517 - Log Hoisting, Sorting, Moving and Related Occupations. 

Boom truck operator - const. md. 
Boom-crane operator - any md. 
Bridge operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Bridge-crane engineer - any md. 
Bridge-crane operator - any md. 
Bridger - fab. metal prod. md. 
Cage runner - mining md. 
Caterpillar-crane operator - any md. 
Crane chaser - any md. 
Crane driver - any md. 
Crane engineer - any md. 
Crane follower - any md. 
Crane hooker - any md. 
Crane operator - any md. 
Crane runner - any md. 
Derrick engineer - any md. 
Derrick operator - any md. 
Diesel-crane operator - any md. 
Donkey driver - mining md. 
Donkey engineer - mining md. 
Donkey operator - const. md.; mining md. 
Drum operator - mining md. 
Electric-crane operator - any md. 
Hatch tender - water trans. md. 
Hoist operator - any md. 
Hoisting engineer - any md. 
Hook tender - n.e.c. 
Hot-metal crane operator - primary metal md. 
Inclined-shaft operator - mining md. 

Ingot stripper - lab. metal prod. md. 
Jib-crane operator - any md. 
Kiln drawer - clay prod. md. 
Ladle-crane operator - prmmary metal md. 
Locomotive-crane driver - any md. 
Locomotive-crane engineer - any md. 
Locomotive-crane operator - any md. 
Machine mover - const. md. 
Monorail operator - any md. 
Monorail-crane operator - any md. 
Overhead-crane operator - any md. 
Power-crane operator - any md. 
Rigger - fab. metal prod. md.; primary metal ind. 
Rigger - petrol. & nat. gas md.; const. md. 
Skip operator - primary metal md. 
Skip-hoist engineer - const. md. 
Slinger - any md. 
Slope engineer - mining md. 
Slope tender - mining md. 
Steam-hoist operator - any md. 
Steel charger - primary metal md. 
Steel hooker - primary metal md. 
Tongs hooker - n.e.c. 
Tractor-crane operator - any md. 
Tram operator - mining md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle 

mills 
Truck-crane operator - any md. 
Tugger - mining md. 
Tugger operator - mining md. 
Whirley operator - any md. 
Winch operator - any md. 

9313 - Longshore Workers, Stevedores and Freight Handlers 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with loading and unloading ships, barges, trucks, rail cars, aircraft 

and other transportation conveyances. Activities include: assembling cargo in slings; piling goods on palicts to facilitate 
movement; stowing cargo in ships, rail cars, trucks and aircraft; and moving and storing goods and material in sheds and 
warehouses. 

Barge loader - any md. 	 Coal loader - n.e.c. 
Boat loader - any md. 	 Coal trimmer - n.e.c. 
Car loader - n.e.c. 	 Coke loader - any md. 
Car unloader - n.e.c. 	 Conveyor operator - mfg. md. 
Cargo handler - air trans. md. 	 Conveyor-belt operator - mfg. md. 
Cargo trimmer- water trans. md. 	 Dock hand - water trans. md.: refined petrol. prod. md . 
Coal bunker - water trans. md. 	 Dock labourer - water trans. md. 
Coal handler - n.e.c. 	 Docker - truck trans. md. 
Coal heaver - any md. 	 Dockworker - water trans. md. 
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Dumper - n.e.c. 
Express handler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Freight handler - any md. 
Freight loader - any md. 
Freight unloader - any md. 
Freight-car loader - any md. 
Freight-car unloader - any md. 
Freighter - any md. 
Furniture loader - any md. 
Grain handler - water trans. md. 
Grain trimmer - any md. 
I-bId stevedore - water trans. md. 
Ice-house storer - any md. 
Labourer - serv. incid. to water trans. 
Liquid loader - any md. 
Loader - water trans. md. 
Longshore worker - any md. 
Lumber loader - any md. 

Ore trimmer - any md. 
Puncher - water trans. md. 
Ship loader - any md. 
Steel handler - any md. 
Stevedore - any md. 
Storage worker - any md. 
Swamper - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Trimmer - water trans. md. 
Truck loader - any md. 
Truck striker - truck trans. md. 
Truck swamper - any md. 
Truck unloader - any md. 
Trucker - storage & warehousing md.: water trans. md. 
Trucker, hand - mfg. md. 
Unloader - water trans. md. 
Van loader - any md. 
Warehouse worker - any md. 
Wharf tender- any md. 
Wheeler - n.e.c. 

MAJOR GROUP 93 
9313 (cont'd) 

9314 - Parcel Carriers, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with parcel carrying. Activities include: 

collecting merchandise from various departments; carrying merchandise by hand or by hand trucks; and dropping parcels 
in a delivery chute or placing them on a conveyor belt. Occupations concerned with parcel delivery such as couriers using a 

motor vehicle are in Unit Group 9179 - Motor Transport Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

Alley attendant - food stores 
Caddy - food stores 
Car attendant - food stores 
Car hop - food stores 
Cart attendant - food stores 

Grocery carrier - food stores 
Parcel carrier - retail trade md. 
Parcel clerk - retail trade md. 
Store hand - retail trade md. 

9315 - Material Handling Equipment Operators, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with operating and tending material 

handling equipment, and moving and storing goods and material in sheds and warehouses. 

Barrel-house worker - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Bin attendant - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; petrol. 

& nat. gas md. 
Car dumper - mining md. 
Car knocker - mining md. 
Car unloader - mining md. 
Carrier driver - wood md. 
Cat driver - any md. 
Cat operator - n.e.c. 
Cat skinner - n.e.c. 
Cat-wagon operator - mfg. md. 
Caterpillar driver - any md. 
Caterpillar operator - any md. 
Chute drawer - mining md. 
Chute loader - mining md. 

Chute operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

Chute puller - mining md. 
Chute tender - mining md. 
Coal dumper - mining md. 
Coaling-station dumper - mining md. 
Culm dumper - mining md. 
Diesel-tractor operator - any md. 
Dump-tractor operator - any md. 
Dumper - mining md. 
Electric motor operator - railway trans. serv. md . 
Electric trucker - any md. 
Electric-dolly operator - mfg. md. 
Electric-freight-car operator - any md. 
Electric-mule driver - any md. 
Electric-mule operator - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 93 
9315 (cont'd) 

Electric-truck driver- any md. 
Electric-truck operator - any md. 
Elevator operator - grain elev. md. 
Express motor operator - railway trans. serv 
Fork-lift operator - any md. 
Front-end-loader operator - any md. 
Gasoline-tractor operator - any md. 
Grain elevator operator - any md. 
Grain receiver - grain elev. md. 
Hot-car operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Hyster driver - any md. 
Industrial-tractor driver - any md. 
Industrial-truck operator - any md. 
Jack-ladder tender - sawmills, plan. & 

veneer & plywood md. 
Jitney driver - any md. 
Jitney operator - any md. 
Lift driver - any md. 
Lift-jack operator - any md. 
Lift-scoop operator - any md. 
Lift-truck operator - any md. 

Lumber-carrier driver - wood md. 
Lumber-carrier operator - wood md. 
Mobilift driver - any md. 

ind. 	 Mobilift operator - any md. 
Mucking machine operator - mining md. 
Package-lift operator - any md. 
Palletizer operator - any md. 
Power trucker - any md. 
Power-truck driver - any md. 
Rock dumper - mining md. 
Roller-bed operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Ross-carrier driver - wood md. 
Scoop driver - any md. 

shingle Mills; 	 Scoop operator- any md. 
Stacker driver - any md. 
Straddle-truck operator - any md. 
Tow-motor driver - any md. 
Tow-motor operator - any md. 
Tractor operator - n.e.c. 
Transfer tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Trucker - railway trans. serv. md . 

9317 - Packaging Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, primarily concerned with such activities as assembling 

containers; covering articles or goods with protective materials; cleaning, closing, labelling and stencilling packages; 
tending filling, packaging or wrapping machines; and preparing and packaging samples for display purposes. This 
designation covers packaging occupations wherever they occur except when packaging constitutes an integral part of 
processing such as canning or freezing fruits, vegetables or fish. 

Asbestos shingle weaver - any md. 
Bag packer - food stores 
Bag stamper - any md. 
Bagger - n.e.c. 
Bale marker - any md. 
Baler - n.e.c. 
Baling-machine operator - n.e.c. 
Bander - bakery prod. md.; tobacco prod. md. 
Bander - paper & allied prod. md. 
Barrel filler - any md. 
Biscuit packer - any md. 
Blueprint assembler - any md. 
Blueprint cutter - any md. 
Blueprint trimmer - any md. 
Bottle capper - any md. 
Bottle caser - any md. 
Bottle filler - n.e.c. 
Bottle labeler - any md. 
Bottle packer - any md. 
Bottle sorter - any md. 
Bottler - any md. 
Bottling-line attendant - any md. 
Bottling-machine operator - any md. 
Box brander - any md. 

Box burner - any md. 
Box filler - any md. 
Box labeler - any md. 
Box marker - any md. 
Box packer - any md. 
Box sealer - any md. 
Box-branding-machine operator - any md. 
Box-burner operator - any md. 
Box-sealing-machine operator - any md. 
Boxer - any md. 
Brander - any md. 
Bread wrapper - any md. 
Buncher - broom, brush & mop md. 
Bundle wrapper - retail trade md. 
Bundler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Butter packer - dairy prod. md. 
Butter wrapper - dairy prod. md. 
Cake wrapper - any md. 
Can capper - anyind. 
Can filler - paint & varnish md.; refined petrol. prod. md . 
Can labeler - any md. 
Candy packer - any md. 
Candy wrapper - any md. 
Capper - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 93 
9317 (cont'd) 

Capping-machine operator - any md. 
Carton bander - tobacco prod. md. 
Carton filler - any md. 
Carton labeler - any md. 
Carton marker - any md. 
Carton stamper -any md. 
Carton stenciler - any md. 
Carton wrapper - any md. 
Carton-wrapping-machine operator - any md. 
Case filler - any md. 
Case packer - any md. 
Cellophane wrapper - any md. 
Cellophane-wrapping-machine operator - any md, 
Cellophaner - tobacco prod. md. 
Cheese wrapper - any md. 
China packer - any md. 
Chocolate packer - any md. 
Cigar bander - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar brander - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar packer - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigar wrapper - tobacco prod. md. 
Cigarette packer - tobacco prod. md. 
Coal bagger - retail trade md. 
Crate marker - any md. 
Crater - any md. 
Drum filler - n.e.c. 
End labeler, cigar box - wooden box & pallet md. 
Filler - bev. md. 
Filler, packaging - paint & varnish md.; refined petrol. 

prod. md. 
Filling-machine operator - bev. md. 
Filling-machine operator - refined petrol. prod. md .; chem. 

& chem. prod. md . 
Flour packer - any md. 
Fruit packer - n.e.c. 
Furniture crater - any md. 
Furniture packer - any md. 
Gift wrapper - retail trade md. 
Glass packer - any md. 
Grocery packer - any md. 
Guncotton packer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
Hide stamper - leather & allied prod. md. 
Hogshead liner - tobacco prod. md. 
Hosiery labeler - any md. 
Insole stamper- rubber prod. md.; footwear md. 
Jar sealer - any md. 
Kaumographer - any md. 
Keg filler - any md. 
Label paster - any md. 

Label-machine operator - any md. 
Labeler - any md. 
Label ing-machi ne operator - any md. 
Lath tier - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lumber marker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Lumber tier - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Marker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
Marking-machine operator - primary textile md.; textile 

prod. md. 
Masker - plastic prod. md. 
Mattress packer - any md. 
Meat wrapper - retail trade md. 
Metal brander - any md. 
Metal stamper - any md. 
Number stamper - any md. 
Oil filler - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Package labeler - any md. 
Package wrapper - any md. 
Packer - n.e.c. 
Paint filler - paint & varnish md. 
Parcel wrapper - any md. 
Pastry wrapper - any md. 
Perforating-machine operator - n.e.c. 
Perforator - n.e.c. 
Plug wrapper - tobacco prod. md. 
Presser - asbestos prod. md. 
Rider - hosiery md. 
Roll finisher - pulp & paper md. 
Sack filler - food stores 
Sample packer - any md. 
Sealer - food md.; bev. md. 
Sealing-machine operator - food md.; bev. md. 
Shingle assembler - asbestos prod. md. 
Shingle packer - any md. 
Shingle presser - asbestos prod. md. 
Shingle weaver - any md. 
Shipments marker - any md. 
Size marker - any md. 
Sole stamper - rubber prod. md.; footwear md. 
Stamper - rubber prod. md.; footwear md. 
Stamper and labeler - any md. 
Stenciler- n.e.c. 
Sticker-attacher operator - any md. 
Stogie packer - tobacco prod. md. 
Tier - any md. 
Trade-mark stamper - any md, 
Tying-machine operator - any md. 
Wrapper - any md. 
Wrapping clerk - any md. 
Wrapping-machine operator - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 93 

9318 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Material Handling and Related .kcti%ities, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in labouring or other elemental work concerned with 

loading, moving and packaging materials and products. 

Ash collector - any md. 
Ash handler - any md. 
Bag piler - asbestos prod. md. 
Bale opener - any md. 
Bale piler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Barrel handler - any md. 
Billet straightener - primary metal md. 
Car icer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Car storer - any md. 
Carrier - n.e.c. 
Coal dumper - n.e.c. 
Coal shoveller - n.e.c. 
Coal wheeler - n.e.c. 
Coke handler - any md. 
Collector, garbage - other utility md. n.e.c. 
Core carrier - any md. 
Corker - bev. md. 
Cribber - grain elev. ind; farm prod., whlse. 
Furniture mover - any md. 
Garbage collector - any md. 
Grain shoveller - any md. 
Hooker - n.e.c. 
Ice filler - railway trans. serv. md . 
Labourer, sanitary service - other utility md. n.e.c. 
Labourer, sanitary service - storage & warehousing md 
Lugger - any md. 
Lumber handler - any md. 
Lumber piler - any md. 

Lumber puller - any md. 
Lumber sorter - n.e.c. 
Lumber stacker - any md. 
Magazine handler - ehem. & chem. prod. md . 
Mail handler - any md. 
Material handler - any md. 
Metal loader - any md. 
Parts chaser - any md. 
Piler - any md. 
Rack loader - pipeline trans. md.; refined petrol. prod. md . 
Rag sorter - any md. 
Refrigerator-car jeer - railway trans. serv. md . 
Roll hauler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Roll hauler - pulp & paper md. 
Sanitary engineer, garbage collector - any md. 
Sanitation worker - other utility md. n.e.c. 
Shingle piler - any md. 
Shoveler - water trans. md. 
Signaller - n.e.c. 
Signaller, hoisting - const. md. 
Spout positioner - flour, cereal food & feed md. 
Stacker - any md. 
Stock handler - any md. 
Stower - any md. 
Supply worker - mfg. md. 
Truck bracer - any md. 
Waste collector - any md. 
Wood piler - any md. 
Wood puller - any md. 

9319 - Other Material Handling and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with material handling, inspecting and 

related occupations. 

Cold-storage inspector - any md. 
Freight inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Grain-elevator inspector - any md. 
Inspector - other storage & warehousing md. 
Inspector, garbage collection - any md. 
Loader - n.e.c. 

Loading inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Perishable-freight inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 
Pigment pumper - rubber prod. md. 
Racker - bev. i. 
Storage inspector - any md. 
Unloader - n.e.c. 
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This major group includes crafts and equipment operating occupations concerned with: operating equipment, suei 
as, printing presses, printing machines used for paper and paper products, bookbinding machines, stationary engines, 
electric power generators, power stations and utility equipment, radio and television transmitters, motion-picture 
projectors, and pipeline pumps; and performing skilled-craft activities; such as, photoengraving, recording and 
reproducing video images and audio sound, and processing photographic film. Other Crafts and Equipment Operating 
Occupations are classified in the following minor groups: 

951 	Printing and Related Occupations 

953 	Stationary Engine and Utilities Equipment Operating and Related Occupations 

955 	Electronic and Related Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

959 	Other Crafts and Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

9:51 - PRINTING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerned with handsetting text or display type; making and mounting placs 
of line or continuous tone illustrations; assembling hand or machine-set type, plates and spacing material to make up 
pages and forms: reproducing type, illustrations, pages and forms by photoengraving, lithographic process, clectrotyping 
or stereotyping to make plates for printing presses; copying lettering, lines or designs and retouching art work; etching or 
engraving printing rollers; embossing: bookbinding; and related activities. It includes occupations concerned with printng 
on paper, metal, textiles and other materials by such means as silk screening, engraved blocks or machines equipped A ith 
engraved rollers, and performing related tasks. Printing and Related Occupations are classified in the following unit 
groups: 

9510 	Foremen/women: Printing and Related Occupations 

9511 	Typesetting and Composing Occupations 

9512 	Printing Press Occupations 

9513 	Stereotyping and Electrotyping Occupations 

9514 	Printing-Engraving, Except Photoengraving, Occupations 

9515 	Photoengraving and Related Occupations 

9517 	Bookbinding and Related Occupations 

9518 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Printing and Related Activities 

9519 	Printing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

9510 - Foremen/women: Printing and Related Occupations 

This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 
printing, bookbinding and related activities. 
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Bindery foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. md.; 
platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

Cloth printing foreman/woman - wool yarn & woven cloth 
md. 

Foreman/woman - comb, pub. & print. md. 

Photoengraving foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. 
md.; platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

Press room foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print, md. 
Printing-shop foreman/woman - any md. 
Rotogravure foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Teletypist supervisor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 - Typesetting and Composing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with assembling and setting type by hand or machine. Activities 

include: operating linotype, monotype and phototypesetting machines; arranging and locking up pages of set-type in 
predetermined sequence in readiness for printing; and disassembling type after printing. 

Ad compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Ad setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Advertisement compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Caster operator - comm. print. md . 
Casting-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Composing-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Compositor -comb. pub. & print. md. 
Corrector - comm. print. md . 
Dump compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Hand compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Imposer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Intertyper - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Intertyper operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Job compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Linotype caster - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Linotype operator - any md. 
Linotypist - any md. 
Ludlow-machine operator - any md. 

Machine compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Machine setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Maker-up - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Monotype caster - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Monotype operator - any md. 
Monotype setter - any md. 
Monotypist - any md. 
Printer devil - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Teletype operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Teletyper - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Teletypesetter monitor - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Teletypist - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Telex operator - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Type caster - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Type compositor - any md. 
Typesetter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Typesetter operator - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Typographer - any md. 

9512 - Printing Press Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with setting-up and operating cylinder, platen, flat-bed, rotary, 

offset-litho, lithographic, flexographic, gravure and proof-printing presses to print illustrations, designs and text on paper, 
textiles, sheet metal and other material. Occupations concerned with operating office copying, embossing and addressing 
machines are classified in Unit Group 4141 - Office Machine Operators. Occupations concerned with embossing, 
printing and stamping designs or lettering on paper or other materials by means of machines other than printing presses 
are classified in Unit Group 9519 Printing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

Bag press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Bag printer - hosiery md. 
Cellophane press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Check imprinter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Commercial press operator - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Copper-plate press operator - any md. 
Cut press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Cylinder-press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Cylinder-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Envelope-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Flexographic-press operator - paper & allied prod. md.; 

comb. pub. & print. md.  

Job press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Job printer - any md. 
Label printer - any md. 
Lithographic press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Lithographic printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Newspaper press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Offset printer - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Offset-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Offset-press operator - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Overlay cutter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Photo-offset printer - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Plate printer - any md. 
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Platen press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Power-press operator - comb- pub. & print. md. 
Press fitter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Press tender - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Printer - hosiery md. 
Printing-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

Proof press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Rotogravure-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Rotoprinter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Striper - paper & allied prod. md. 
Ticket printer - any md. 
Wallpaper printer - paper & allied prod. md. 
Web press operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

9513 - Stereotyping and Electrotyping Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with making printing plates and cylinders from moulds, matrices or 

dies on which type matter and designs have been embossed or impressed. Activities include: casting molten-metal into 
matrices and depositing copper on matrices electrolytically. 

Cylinder-impresser operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Electrotype backer - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Electrotype blocker - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Electrotype caster - platemakg.. type. & bind. md. 
Electrotype finisher - platemakg.. type. & bind. md. 
Electrotype moulder - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

Electrotyper - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Electrotyper stripper - platemakg.. type. & bind. md. 
Electrotypist - platemakg.. type. & bind. md. 
Stereotype caster - platemakg.. type. & bind. md. 
Stereotype moulder - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Stereotyper - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9514 - Printing Engraving, Except Photoengraving, Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with engraving and etching, by hand, machine or chemicals, such 

items as plates, cylinders, dies and blocks used in printing by letterpress, gravure and direct lithographic processes. 

Die maker, hand - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Die-stamping-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Etcher, hand - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Lithographer - any md. 
Lithographic artist - any md. 
Lithographic designer - any md. 
Lithographic engraver - any md. 
Lithographic proofer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Plate engraver, hand - comb. pub. & print. md. 

Plate maker, except photoengraving - platemakg.. type. & 
bind. md. 

Roller engraver, hand - primary textile md.: textile prod. 
md. 

Stager - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Stripper, except photoengraving - platemakg., type. & 

bind. md. 
Transferer, hand - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Wood engraver - comb. pub. & print. md.: primary textile 

md.; textile prod. md. 

9515 - Photoengraving and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with preparing metallic or plastic printing plates or cylinders for 

photogravure processes; mounting photographing copy; developing latent images on plates; and etching plates to leave 
raised or depressed printing surfaces. Occupations concerned with making printing plates by electrostatic processes are 
included. Production engravers and etchers are classified in Unit Group 8391 - Engravers, Etchers and Related 

Occupations, n.e.c. Artistic engravers and etchers are classified in Unit Group 3311 Painters, Sculptors and Related 

Artists. 

Camera operator - platemakg., type. & bind, md. 
Colour finisher - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Composer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Copper etcher - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Engraver - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

Etcher - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

Opaquer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Pantograph-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Pantographer - primary textile md.: textile prod. md.; pulp 

& paper md. 
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Photoengraver - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Photoengraving proofer - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Photolithographer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Plate finisher - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Plate grainer - comb. pub. & print. md.; stamped, press. & 

coat. metal prod. 
Plate maker - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

Steel-plate engraver - any md. 
Stripper - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Textile engraver - any md. 
Tint-layer - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Transfer operator - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Wax engraver - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Zinc etcher - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9517 - Bookbinding and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with binding books, pamphlets, business forms and other printed 

matter by hand and machine. Activities include: folding, gathering and collating signatures; sewing or stapling gathered 
signatures to form book bodies; pressing, trimming and reinforcing book bodies; fabricating and affixing covers; applying 
decorations and lettering to bound books; and assembling various types of maps and charts. 

Assembler - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

Assembling-machine operator - platemakg., type. & bind. 
md.; comb. pub. & print. md. 

Back sewer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

Backer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

Binder - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

Binder and finisher - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

Bindery operator - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

Bindery worker - comb, pub. & print. md.; platemakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

Book coverer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg.. type. 
& bind. md. 

Book cutter - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

Book finisher - comb, pub. & print. md.; platemakg.. type. 
& bind. md. 

Book mender - any md. 
Book repairer - any md. 
Book sewer - any md. 
Book trimmer - any md. 
Book-sewing-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Bookbinder - any md. 
Bookbinding-machine operator - platemakg., type. & bind. 

md.; comb. pub. & print. md. 

Case-making-machine operator- comb. pub. & print. md. 
Caser - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & print. 

md. 
Caser-in - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 

bind. md. 
Covering-machine operator - platemakg., type. & bind. 

md.; comb. pub. & print. md. 
Finisher and binder - comb. pub. & print. md., platemakg., 

type. & bind. md. 
Folding-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Forwarder - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 

bind. md. 
Gathering-machine setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Gold-leaf stamper- platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Head-bander-and-liner operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Inlayer - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 
Marbler - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 

bind. md. 
Presser - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 

print. md. 
Rounder - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 

print. md. 
Rounding machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Spiral binder - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Stainer - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 

print. md. 
Stitcher - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg.. type. & 

bind. md. 
Stitching-machine setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Tipper - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9518 - Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: Printing and Related Actn'ities 
This unit group includes occupations in labouririg or other elemental work concerned with printing and related 

occupations. 

Feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 	 Lithographic-press feeder - comb, pub. & print. md. 
Job-press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 	 Newspaper bundler - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Labourer - comb. pub. & print. md. 	 Platen press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 
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Press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9519 - Printing and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with embossing, printing and stamping 

designs or lettering on paper or other materials by means of machines other than standard printing presses. Activities 
include screen printing and mixing printing pigments. 

Battery operator - comb. pub. & print. md. Novelty printer - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 
Ben-day artist - comb. pub. & print. md. Numbering-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

Block cutter, wallpaper - any md. Oilcloth printer - any md. 
Block engraver - comb. pub. & print. md. Pager - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg.. type. & bind. 

Blocker - comb. pub. & print. i. md. 
Box printer - any i. Paper conditioner - comb. pub. & print. md. 

Box-printing-machine operator - any md. Paper ruler - comb. pub. & print. md. 

Braille-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. i. Perforating-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

Carbon printer - comb. pub. & print. md. Perforator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Cheque printer - comb. pub. & print. md. Plate finisher - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Cloth printer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. Print cutter - paper & allied prod. md. 
Coding-machine operator - commun. & other electron. Printer - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 

equip. md. Printer - leather & allied prod. md. 
Collator - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg.. type. & Printing-machine operator - n.e.c. 

bind. md. Router - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Colour coder - commun. & other electron. equip. md . Ruler - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Die mounter - paper & allied prod. md. Ruling-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 
Embosser - comb. pub. & print. md. Screen printing paster - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
Embosser - footwear md. md. 
Embossing-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. Silk printer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
Engraver - n.e.c. Silk-screen printer - any md. 
Examiner - comb. pub. & print. md. Silk-screen tender - any md. 
Indexer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & Stamper operator - platemakg.. type. & bind. md.; comb. 

bind. md. pub. & print. md. 
Inserter - comb. pub. & print. md. Textile printer - any md. 
Line-up examiner - comb. pub. & print. md. Ticket stamper - hosiery md. 
Liner up - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & Ticketer - hosiery md. 

print. md. Tile decorator - clay prod. md. 
Linoleum printer - any i. Wallpaper examiner - any md. 
Machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. Wallpaper inspector - any md. 
Mounter - comb. pub. & print. md. Wallpaper tester - any md. 

Wax caster - comm. print. md . 

953 - STATIONARY ENGINE AND UTILITIES EQUIPMENT OPERATING AND RELATED 
OCCUPATIONS 

This minor group includes occupations concerncd with operating equipment to generate electric power and control its 
transmission through wide-spread distribution systems for utilization by consumers; operating and maintaining stationary 
engines and related equipment to supply heat, ventilation, refrigeration, light or power at buildings, industrial plants or 
other worksites; operating utilities services to supply and purify water or to dispose of sewage and waste; operating 
pumping and pipeline equipment to convey, store or distribute materials such as oil and natural gas; and perfoiming 
related activities. Stationary Engine and Utilities Equipment Operating and Related Occupations are classified n the 
following unit groups: 

9530 	Foremen/women: Stationary Engine and Utilities Equipment Operating and Related Occupations 

9531 	Power Station Operators 
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9539 	Stationary Engine and Utilities Equipment Operating and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 

9530 - Foremen/women: Stationary Engine and Utilities Equipment Operating and Related Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with supervising and coordinating activities of workers engaged in 

operating power stations; stationary engines and utilities equipment; water and sanitation utilities; and pumping and 
pipeline equipment. 

Chief dispatcher, gas - gas distribution syst. md. 
Chief gauger - pipeline trans. md.; refined petrol. prod, 

md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Chief operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Chief stationary engineer - any md. 
Chief steam engineer - any md. 
Crew foreman/woman - pipeline trans. md. 
Dispatcher - petrol. & nat. gas md.; pipeline trans. md.; 

refined petrol. prod. md . 
District gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline trans. 

md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; gas distribution 

syst. md.: water syst. md. 

Foreman/woman, sanitary service - environment admin. 
Foreman/woman, sewage disposal - any md. 
I-lead gauger - petrol. & flat. gas md.; refined petrol. prod. 

md.; pipeline trans. md. 
Head refrigerating engineer - any md. 
Pipeline foreman/woman - pipeline trans. md. 
Plant foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; gas 

distribution syst. md. 
Purification plant operator, engineer- water syst. md. 
Refrigeration foreman/woman - other utility md. n.e.c. 
Sanitary foreman/woman - local govt. serv. md . 
Stationary engineer foreman/woman - any md. 
Steam-engineer foreman/woman - any md. 
Supervising engineer - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9531 - Power Station Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with controlling equipment in powerplants to generate electricity 

utilizing thermal, hydro, internal combustion or atomic power sources; monitoring and controlling equipment used in 
manned or remote controlled substations; operating standby generating plants and electrical power conversion systems; 
and related activities concerned with generation, transmission and distribution of electricity. 

Auxiliary operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Auxiliary-equipment operator - dec. power syst. md. 
Control operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Diesel-plant operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Dispatcher - elec. power syst. md. 
Distributor - dec. power syst. md. 
Dynamo operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Electrmc operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Floor helper - elec. power syst. md. 
Flow-control worker - elec. power syst. md. 
Generating-station operator - any md. 
Generating-station switchboard operator - any md. 
Generator operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Generator-switchboard operator - elec. power syst. md 
Hydro operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Hydro-plant operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Hydro-relief operator - dec. power syst. md. 
Hydro-station operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Hydroelectric-station operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Load dispatcher - elec. power syst. md. 

Nuclear-reactor operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Operating engineer - elec. power syst. md. 
Operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Power dispatcher - elec. power syst. md. 
Power-plant attendant - any md. 
Power-plant engineer - any md. 
Power-plant operator - any md. 
Power-station operator - any md. 
Powerhouse operator - any md. 
Powerhouse runner - any irid. 
Powerhouse tender - any md. 
Rectifier operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Station operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Station tender - dec. power syst. md. 
Substation operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Substation tender - elec. power syst, md. 
Switchboard operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Turbine engineer - dec. power syst. md. 
Turbine operator - dec. power syst. md. 
Utility operator - elec. power syst. md. 
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9539 - Stationary Engine and Utilities Equipment Operating and Related Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with operating and maintaining various 

types of stationary engines and other equipment such as compressors, generators, motors, pumps, furnaces, boilers and 
auxiliary equipment used to supply light, steam, heat, refrigeration, gas, ventilation, air-conditioning and mechanical or 
electrical power to buildings or other installations such as industrial plants, mines and mills; operating public utilities such 
as natural gas, water, sewage and waste disposal; and operating pumping and pipeline equipment to convey materials. 

Acid pumper - any md. 
Air-compressor engineer - any md. 
Air-compressor operator - any md. 
Air-conditioning operator - any md. 
Blower operator - time md. 
Blowing engineer - lab. metal prod. md. 
Boiler engineer - any md. 
Boiler operator - any md. 
Boiler tender - any md. 
Boiler-room operator - any md. 
Booster operator - any md. 
Booster pumper - any md. 
Booster-plant engineer - any md. 
Booster-plant operator - any md. 
Booster-pump operator - any md. 
Booster-station operator - any md. 
Building engineer, stationary - any md. 
Caustic-pump operator - any md. 
Cement-pump operator - const. md. 
Compressor operator - refined petrol. prod. md.: const. md. 
Compressor-station tender - any md. 
Concrete-pump operator - const. md. 
Cooling-system operator - any md. 
Cooling-tower operator - any md. 
Dam attendant - dec. power syst. md.: water syst. md. 
Dam keeper - n.e.c. 
Dam operator - elec. power syst. md.; water syst. md. 
Diesel engineer, stationary - any md. 
Diesel-engine operator. stationary - any md. 
Diesel-plant operator - n.e.c. 
Donkey tender - logging md. 
Drip pumper - gas distribution syst. md. 
Fan attendant - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin.; mining md. 
Fan engineer - coal mines 
Fan operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
Fan tender - coal mines 
Field gauger - pipeline trans. md.; refined petrol. prod. md .; 

petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Filter operator - water syst. md. 
Filter-plant operator - water syst. md. 
Filterer - water syst. md. 
Furnace tender - other utility md. 
Gas controller - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline trans. 

md., petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Gas dispatcher - gas distribution syst. md. 
Gas maker - any md. 
Gas operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

Gas producer - refined petrol. prod. md . 
Gas-booster operator - any md. 
Gas-compressor operator - any md. 
Gas-engine operator - any md. 
Gas-lift engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Gas-plant engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Gas-plant operator - gas distribution syst. md. 
Gasoline pump tender - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 
Gate operator - elec. power syst. md. 
Gate tender - elec. power syst. md. 
Gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol. & nat. gas md.; 

pipeline trans. md. 
Generator operator - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Generator operator - urban transit syst. md. 
Heating and ventilation equipment tender - any md. 
Heating engineer, stationary - any md. 
Hostler - shipbldg. & repair md. 
Hot-mill engineer - primary metal md. 
Humidifier operator - any md. 
Incinerator operator - n.e.c. 
Inspector - dec, power syst. md.: pipeline trans. md. 
Inspector - water syst. md. 
Inspector, sewage disposal - any md. 
Labourer - water syst. md. 
Leak inspector - gas distribution syst. md. 
Line rider - pipeline trans. md. 
Line walker - pipeline trans. md. 
Lock tender - elec. power syst. md. 
Mill-motor operator - primary metal md. 
Oil controller - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline trans. 

md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil gauger - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil pumper - any md. 
Oil switcher - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Oil-well pumper - any md. 
Operating engineer - n.e.c. 
Oxygen pumper - any md. 
Patroller - pipeline trans. md. 
Pipe-line gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol. & nat. 

gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 
Pipe-tine walker - pipeline trans. md. 
Pipeline inspector - pipeline trans. md. 
Powerhouse firer - any md. 
Pressure gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol. & nat, 

gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 
Pressure regulator - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipelinc 

trans. md. 
Pressure-plant engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
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9539 (cont'd) 

Pressure-still gauger - pipeline trans. md.; petrol. & nat. 
gas md,; refined petrol. prod. md . 

Production gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol, & 
flat, gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 

Pump operator - other utility md. 
Pump runner - pipeline trans. md.; petrol. & nat. gas md.; 

refined petrol. prod. md . 
Pump-station operator - pipeline trans. md. 
Pumper - n.e.c. 
Pumphouse engineer - water syst. md. 
Pumphouse operator - water syst. md. 
Pumping engineer - mining md. 
Purification plant operator - water syst. md. 
Refrigerating-machine operator - any md. 
Refrigeration engineeer, stationary - any md. 
Refrigeration operator - any md. 
Refrigeration plant operator - any md. 
Rider - pipeline trans. md. 
Sewage-plant operator - other utility md. 
Silo tender - hydraulic cement md. 
Stationary diesel-engine operator - any md. 
Stationary engineer - any md. 

Steam engineer - any md. 
Steam-shovel firer - any md. 
Stock gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol. & nat. gas 

md.; pipeline trans. md, 
Stoker - n.e.c. 
Switcher - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Terminal gauger - pipeline trans. md.: refined petrol, prod. 

md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 
Tipple engineer - mining md. 
Tipple operator - mining md. 
Trouble shooter - pipeline trans. md. 
Valve inspector - water syst. md. 
Ventilating and heating maintainer - any md. 
Ventilation attendant - other utility md. n.e.c. 
Washery engineer - mining md. 
Watch engineer - any md. 
Water filterer - water syst. md. 
Water pumper - any md. 
Water-pump operator - any md. 
Water-station pumper - any md. 
Water-well pumper - any md. 
Waterworks inspector - water syst. md. 

955 - ELECFRONIC AND RELATED COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT OPERATING 
OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C. 

This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with operating electronic and related 
communications equipment; such, as radio, television and communication receivers and transmitters; video and audio 
recording, transcribing and reproduction equipment; and motion picture projection equipment. Electronic and Related 
Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. are classified in the following unit groups: 

9550 	Foremen/women: Electronic and Related Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
9551 	Radio and Television Broadcasting Equipment Operators 
9553 	Telegraph Operators 
9555 	Sound and Video Recording and Reproduction Equipment Operators 
9557 	Motion Picture Projectionists 
9559 	Other Electronic and Related Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

9550 - Foremen/women: Electronic and Related Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 

of workers engaged in operating electronic and related communications equipment. 

Chief operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Control supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Engineering service supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast 
Film facilities supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Foreman/woman - telecom. broadcast. md . 
Morse supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

Network operations supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Outside plant supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Presentation officer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Supervisor, engineering services - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Telegraph operator supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 
Transcription manager technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
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Agent. operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Cable operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Dispatcher - telecom. carriers md. 
Jackboard operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Morse operator - telecom. carriers md. 
Postal telegraph operator - any md. 
Radiophone operator - any md. 
Radiotelegraph operator - any md. 

Radiotelephone operator - any md. 
Receiver - telecom, carriers md. 
Telegraph agent, operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

Telegraph dispatcher - any md. 
Telegraph operator - any md. 
Telegrapher - any md. 
Ticker operator - any md. 
Wireless operator - any md. 
Wireless telegrapher - any md. 

MAJOR GROUP 95 

9551 - Radio and Television Broadcasting Equipment Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with monitoring, controlling and operating radio and television 

broadcasting equipment. Occupations concerned with operating communications equipment in direct support of 

traisportation are in Major Group 91 - Transport Equipment Operating Occupations. Teletype operators are in Unit 

Group 4113 - Typists and Clerk-Typists. Telephone Operators are in Unit Group 4175, Telegraph Operators are in Unit 

Group 9553, and Radio and Television Announcers are in Unit Group 3337. 

Broadcast engineer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Broadcast technician - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Broadcasting technician - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Camera engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Control engineer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Control operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Field engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Field operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Field technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Master-control operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Microphone operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Radio operator - any md. 
Studio control operator - radio & tv, broadcast. 
Switcher - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

Technician - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Telecasting engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Telecasting technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Television operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Television studio and field microphone operator - radio & 

t.v. broadcast. 
Transmission engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Transmission operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Transmitter engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Transmitting operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Video control engineer - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Video control operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Video operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
Video studio operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 

9553 - Telegraph Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating telegraph, radio telegraph or radio telephone 

cquipmcnt to transmit and receive signals or messages and keeping related records. Teletypists are classified in I. nit 

Group 4113 - Typists and Clerk-Typists. Operators who are crew members of aircraft or ships are classified in Major 

Group 91 - Transport Equipment Operating Occupations. 

9555 - Sound and Video Recording and Reproduction Equipment Operators 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with recording and reproducing video images and audio, by use of 

electronic equipment, for radio and television broadcasting and motion picture, tape and phonograph record production. 
Radio and Television Broadcasting Equipment Operators arc classified in Unit Group 9551. Operators. 

Audio engineer - radio & tv. broadcast.; motion pie.. audio 
& video prod. 

Audio operator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion pic.. audio 
& video prod. 

Audio studio operator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion 
pie., audio & video prod. 

Disk recordist - radio & tv. broadcast.; motion pic., audio 
& video prod. 

Radio recorder - radio & tv. broadcast. 
Recording engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion pic.. 

audio & video prod. 
Sound cutter - motion pic.. audio & video prod.: radio & 

iv. broadcast.: theatrical & other staged entertain-
ment serv. 

Sound editor - motion pie., audio & video prod.; radio & 
iv. broadcast.; theatrical & other staged entertain-
ment scrv. 
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Sound-effects technician - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion 
plc., audio & video prod. 

Sound-recording-equipment operator - radio & t.v. 
broadcast.; motion pic., audio & video prod. 

Station engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

Studio engineer - radio & 
audio & video prod. 

Studio technician - radio & 
audio & video prod. 

Tape duplicator - other mfg, 

t.v. broadcast., motion pie., 

t.v. broadcast.; motion pie., 

prod. md. 

9557 - Motion Picture Projectionists 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with operating motion picture projection and related equipment to 

produce coordinated motion picture entertainment. 

Cinematographer - motion pie., audio & video prod. 	 Motion picture projectionist - any md. 
Film-projector operator - any md. 	 Projection room operator - any md. 
Machine operator - motion pic. exhibition 	 Projectionist - any md. 
Motion picture machine operator - any md. 	 Projector operator - any md. 
Motion picture operator - any md. 

9559 - Other Electronic and Related Communications Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with operating and controlling electronic 

and related communications equipment. 

Photo-radio operator - radio broadcast. md. 	 Radar operator - any md. 
Public-address-equipment operator - any md. 	 Wire-photo operator, news - telecom. carriers md. 

959 - OTHER CRAFTS AND EQUIPMENT OPERATING OCCUPATIONS, N.E.C. 
This minor group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with processing and examining 

photographic films and prints, and performing other craft and equipment operating activities requiring the use of 
specialized tools, machines or techniques. Other Crafts and Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. are classified in the 
following unit groups: 

9590 	Foremen/women: Other Crafts and Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
9591 	Photographic Processing Occupations 
9599 	Other Crafts and Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 

9590 - Foremen/women: Other Crafts and Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with supervising and coordinating activities 

of workers engaged in photographic processing and other crafts and equipment operating occupations. 

Film developer foreman/woman - any md. 	 Photo laboratory chief- any md. 
Film technician, chief - any md. 	 Photographic foreman/woman - any md. 

9591 - Photographic Processing Occupations 
This unit group includes occupations concerned with processing exposed photographic still and motion picture film 

and making photographic prints. Activities include: processing colour and black-and-white films and plates to obtain 
negatives or transparent positives; printing and developing black-and-white or colour photographs with contact-printing 
equipment; enlarging or reducing photographs; and performing related tasks. 
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Colour photo printer - any md. 
Contact photo printer - any md. 
Darkroom technician - any md, 
Doper - photographers 
Enlarger - photographers 
Film cutter - any md. 
Film developer - any md. 
Film developing-machine operator - any md. 
Film mounter - any md. 
Film numberer - any md. 
Film printer - any md. 
Film processor - any md. 
Film technician - any md. 
Finisher - photographers 
Photo developer - any md. 
Photo finisher - any md. 
Photo laboratory technician - any md. 
Photo laboratory worker - any md. 
Photo negative cleaner - any md. 
Photo negative restorer - any md. 
Photo negative retoucher - any md. 

Photo negative spotter - any md. 
Photo slide maker - any md. 
Photo spotter - any md. 
Photograph developer - any md. 
Photograph enlarger - any md. 
Photograph finisher - any md. 
Photograph mounter - any md. 
Photograph printer - any md. 
Photograph retoucher - any md. 
Photographic technician - any md. 
Photography technician - any md. 
Photoprinter - any md. 
Photostat operator - any md. 
Photostat-machine operator - any md. 
Picture enlarger - any md. 
Prespi ice operator - motion pie. lab. & video prod. facilities 
Print finisher - any md. 
Print washer - photographers 
Printer - motion pie., audio & video prod. 
Projection printer - any md. 
X-ray developer - any md. 

9599 - Other Crafts and Equipment Operating Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes crafts and equipment operating occupations, not elsewhere classified. 

Densitometrist - any md. 	 Spotlight operator - motion pie., audio & video prod; 

Photograph inspector - photographers 	 telecom. broadcast. md .; theatrical & other staged 

Searchlight operator - any md. 	 entertainment serv. 
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This major group includes occupations that cannot be properly classified in any other major group or relate to more 
thn one major group because of lack of specificity. Occupations not classifiable due to unidentifiable or inadequately 
described occupations or where no information is reported are classified to Major Group 00 - Persons Not Classifiable by 

Occupation. Occupations Not Elsewhere Classified are classified in the following minor group. 

991 	Occupations Not Elsewhere Classified 

991 - OCCUPATIONS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 
This major group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities that cannot be properly 

classified in any other major group, or are concerned with activities that relate to more than one major group. Occupations 
N at Elsewhere Classified are classified in the following unit groups: 

9910 	Supervisors and Foremen/women: n.e.c. 

9916 	Inspecting, Testing, Grading and Sampling Occupations: n.e.c. 

9918 	Occupations in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: n.e.c. 

9919 	Other Occupations. n.e.c. 

9919 - Supervisors and Foremen/women: n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with supervising and coordinating workers 
w hose activities cannot be classified in any other major group, or are related to more than one major group. 

(anal supervisor - serv. meld, to water trans. 
Flevator foreman/woman - n.e.c. 

ang foreman 1woman - n.e.c 

Laboratory supervisor - n.e.c. 
Street cleaning foreman/woman - any md. 

9916 - Inspecting, Testing, (;rading and Sampling Occupations: n.e.c. 

This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, in inspecting, testing, grading and sampling work 
concerned with quality control activities for various materials and products. The work performed in the occupations of 
his unit group relates to more than one major group or cannot be classified in any other major group. Occupations 

concerned with enforcing and advising on government regulations are in Unit Group 1116— Inspectors and Regulatory 
Officers, Government. Occupations concerned with enforcing and advising on standards and adherence to regulations in 
)rganizations or agencies other than municipal, provincial or federal governments, are in Unit Group 1176 - Inspectors 
and Regulatory Officers, n.e.c. Non.government inspectors, graders and samplers in the fields of processing materiaLs or 
riaehinery, or fabricating and assembling goods or products are normally classified in special unit groups for Inspecting, 

lesting, Grading and Sampling Occupations under the appropriate minor groups. If such a unit group does not exist, these 
occupations are classified in the residual unit group of the applicable minor group. 

Fuse inspector - any md. 	 Oil inspector - n.e.c. 
Jig inspector - any md. 	 Ore sampler - n.e.c. 
Mechanical inspector - any md. 	 Pump inspector - any md. 



MAJOR GROUP 99 
9916 (cont'd) 

Sheet metal inspector - any md. 	 Tester, magnetic - any md. 
Tank tester - any md. 	 Tester, ultrasonic - any md. 
Test carrier - primary metal md. 

9918 - Occupafions in Labouring and Other Elemental Work: n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities in labouring and other 

elemental work. The work performed in the occupations of this unit group relates to more than one major group or cannot 
be classified in any other major group. 

Ash pit cleaner - railway trans, serv. md. 
Ash pit worker - any md. 
Baggage handler - any md. 
Boiler cleaner - any md. 
Boiler washer - any md. 
Brush cleaner - any md. 
Burner, incinerator - any md. 
Dauber - any md. 
Factory labourer - any md. 
Floor worker - n.e.c. 
Flue blower - any md. 
Flue borer and fire box cleaner- any md. 
Flue cleaner - any md. 
I-lopper feeder - any md. 
Junk sorter - any md. 
Labourer - n.e.c. 
Lacer - n.e.c. 
Light-up worker - railway trans. serv. md . 
Metal cleaner - any md. 
Metal sorter any md. 
Nipper - n.e.c. 
Odd-job labourer - any md. 
Off-bearer - n.e.c. 
Pipe cleaner - any md. 
Pit worker - any md. 

Plate cleaner - any md. 
Rail sander - urban transit syst. md. 
Roustabout - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Salvage sorter - any md. 
Sand shoveler - n.e.c. 
Sand wheeler. any md. 
Scavenger - n.e.c. 
Scrap picker - any md. 
Scrap piler - any md. 
Scrap sorter - n.e.c. 
Shop worker - any md. 
Street cleaner, manual - any md. 
Street sweeper, manual - any md. 
Sweeper, manual - other utility md. n.e.c. 
Tank cleaner - any md. 
Tank washer - any md. 
Tar worker - railway trans. serv. md . 
Tin sorter - any md. 
Tool chaser - any md. 
Tube cleaner - any md. 
Vat washer - any md. 
Waste picker - any md. 
Waste sorter. any md. 
Water carrier - any md. 
Wiper - n.e.c. 
Yard hand - any md. 

9919 - Other Occupations, n.e.c. 
This unit group includes occupations, not elsewhere classified, concerned with activities that relate to more than one 

major group or cannot be classified in any other major group. 

Barrel cleaner- any md. 
Brush cutter - n.e.c. 
Casting carrier - any md. 
Container washer - n.e.c. 
Drum cleaner - any md. 
Equipment cleaner - any md. 
Equipment washer - any md. 
Inventor- any md. 
Machine cleaner - any md. 
Maintenance repairer - any md. 
Oven dauber - mfg. md. 

Phonograph attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Phonograph ic- record changer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
Research worker- n.e.c. 
Sander - n.e.c. 
Seed picker - whlse. trade md. 
Spare hand - n.e.c. 
Stage mechanic - any md. 
Transcription attendant - any md. 
Utility worker - any md. 
Wastepaper sorter - any md. 
Wire cutter - any md. 
Wired music operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
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MAJOR GROUP 00 

PERSONS NOT CLASSIFIABLE BY OCCUPATION 

Persons coded to this major group include those reporting information not classifiable to other major groups. Users 
may use this major group to satisfy unique project requirements. Occupations not identifiable because of lack of 
specificity or that relate to more than one major group are classified to Major Group 99 - Occupations Not Elsewhere 
Classified. Persons Not Classifiable By Occupation may be classified in the following minor groups: 

001 	Workers Reporting Unidentifiable or Inadequately Described Occupations (Not Codeable) 

002 	Workers Not Reporting Any Occupation 

003 	Other Persons, n.e.c. 

001 - WORKERS REPORTING UNIDENTIFIABLE OR INADEQUATELY DESCRIBED 
OCCUPATIONS (Not Codeable) 

Workers classified in this minor group include those reporting occupations which cannot be identified or are not 
sufficiently well described to permit classification in one of the preceding major groups. Such workers may be classified in 
the following unit group: 

0011 - Workers Reporting Unidentifiable or Inadequately Described Occupations (Not Codeable) 
Workers classified in this unit group include those reporting occupations which cannot be identified or are not 

sufficiently well described to permit classification in one of the preceding major groups. 

002 - WORKERS NOT REPORTING ANY OCCUPATION 
Workers classified in this minor group include those not reporting information as to their occupation. They are 

classified in the following unit group: 

0021 - Workers Not Reporting Any Occupation 
Workers classified in this unit group include those not reporting information as to their occupation. 

003 - OTHER PERSONS, N.E.C. 
This minor group may be used to classify persons for which an occupation is not an applicable variable in a survey. 

For example, it may be appropriate to classify these persons by their main activity such as retired persons, students, 
homemakers, etc. They may be classified in the following unit group: 

0031 - Other persons, n.e.c. 
This unit group may be used to classify persons for which an occupation is not an applicable variable in a survey. 
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9155 Able seaman/woman - water trans. md. 

9155 Able-bodied seaman/woman - water trans. md. 

8153 Abrasive mixer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8155 Abrasive-wheel moulder - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8165 Absorption-plant operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

2349 Abstract searcher - any md. 

2349 Abstract writer - any md. 

3332 Accompanist - any md. 

8599 Accordion maker - musical instrument & sound 
recording md. 

1171 Account auditor - any md. 

4131 Account checker - any md. 

1171 Accountant - any md. 

4131 Accounting clerk - any md. 

1135 Accounting-department manager - any irid. 

4141 Accounting-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Accounting-machine servicer - any md. 

2183 Accounting-methods analyst - any md. 

1171 Accounts auditor - any md. 

1171 Accounts supervisor - retail trade irid. 

4191 Accounts tracer - any md. 

4131 Accounts-payable clerk - any md. 

4131 Accounts-receivable clerk - any md. 

8335 Acetylene cutter - any kid. 

8335 Acetene welder - any md. 

8165 Acetylene-plant attendant - chern. & chem. prod. md . 

8335 Acetylene-torch operator - any md. 

8161 Acid blower - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8143 Acid dipper, metal cleaner - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

8539 Acid filler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8179 Acidmaker - anyind. 

8161 Acidmixer - anyind. 

9539 Acid pumper - any md.  

8176 Acid tester - refined petrol. prod. md . 

7711 Acid treater - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8167 Acid-plant attendant - rubber prod. md. 

8226 Acidity tester - dairy prod. md. 

7711 Acidizer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2144 Acoustical engineer - any md. 

8784 Acoustical-tile installer - corist. md. 

2113 Acoustician - any md. 

3339 Acrobat - any md. 

8599 Action assembler - musical instrument & sound 
recording md. 

8599 Action finisher - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

2333 Activities director - civic & hat. org . 

3335 Actor/actress - any md. 

4137 Actuarial clerk - any md. 

2181 Actuarial mathematician - any md. 

2181 Actuary - any md. 

9511 Ad compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 Ad setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Ad writer - any md. 

4141 Adding-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Adding-machine servicer - any md. 

4113 Addressing clerk- any md. 

4141 Addressing-machine operator - any md. 

4140 Addressograph supervisor - any hid. 

4141 Addressograph-machine operator - any kid. 

8527 Adjuster - clock & watch kid. 

8599 Adjuster - musical instrument & sound recording md. 

8584 Adjuster - primary textile md. 

4192 Adjuster - retail trade md. 

8531 Adjuster, except typewriter - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8529 Adjuster, furniture - other metal fabricating md. 

8525 Adjuster, typewriter - off., store & bus. mach. 



ADJ 

4192 Adjustment clerk - any ind. 

4197 Administrative clerk - any md. 

1134 Administrative medical officer - health & soc. serv. md . 

6116 Admiral - defence serv. 

2343 Admiralty lawyer - defence serv. 
4171 Admitting clerk - hospitals 

4171 Admitting officer - hospitals 

2331 Adoption agent - child welfare serv. 

1179 Advance agent - radio & t.v. broadcast.; theatrical & 
other staged entertainment serv. 

9511 Advertisement compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4177 Advertisement distributor - any ind. 

5174 Advertising agent - any md. 

1137 Advertising and sales manager - any md. 

3314 Advertising art supervisor - any md. 

3314 Advertising artist - any md. 

4137 Advertising clerk - any md. 

4191 Advertising collector - comb. pub. & print, md. 

1179 Advertising consultant - advertising serv. 

3351 Advertising copy writer - any md. 

1179 Advertising counsellor - any md. 

3314 Advertising designer - any md. 

1137 Advertising director - any md. 

3351 Advertising editor - any md. 

1137 Advertising executive - any md. 

5174 Advertising representative - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5170 Advertising sales occupations supervisor - bus. serv. 
md. 

5174 Advertising solicitor - any md. 

3351 Advertising writer - any md. 

2391 Adviser - other educ. serv. 

2343 Advisory counsel - govt. serv. md . 

2343 Advocate - any md. 

7197 Aerial crop duster - agric. md. 

9111 Aerial crop duster pilot - air trans. md. 

8539 Aerial erector - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8793 Aerial erector - n.e.c. 

8539 Aerial installer - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8793 Aerial installer - n.e.c. 

9111 Aerial navigator - air trans. md. 

7511 Aerial observer - logging & forestry md. 

3315 Aerial photographer - any md. 

9111 Aerial spray pilot - air trans. md. 

7717 Aerial trammer - mining md. 

9119 Aerial-spraying assistant - air trans. md. 

7717 Aerial-tram operator - mining md. 

2155 Aero engineer - any md. 

2155 Aerodynamicist - aircraft & parts md. 

2113 Aerodynamicist - n.e.c. 

2155 Aerodynamics engineer - any md. 

2119 Aerologist - any md. 

2163 Aeronautical draughter - any md. 

2155 Aeronautical engineer - any ind. 

2112 Aeronomist - any ind. 

2113 Aerophysicist - any ind. 

2155 Aerospace engineer - any md. 

4193 Agent - air trans. md.: water trans. md. 

1179 Agent - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour 
org. 

1141 Agent - grain elev. md. 

5173 Agent - security brokers & dealers 

5179 Agent - truck trans. md. 

4193 Agent and operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

4193 Agent and telegrapher - railway trans. serv. md . 

5170 Agent supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 

5170 Agent supervisor - security brokers & dealers 

1142 Agent, club lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 

9310 Agent, country grain elevator - grain elev. md. 

9553 Agent, operator - telecom. carriers md. 

8534 Ager - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

8275 Ager operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Ager tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Aging-machine operator- textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8178 Aging-room worker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8113 Agitator operator - primary metal md. 
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2131 Agricultural adviser - any ind. 

2131 Agricultural agent - govt. serv. md . 

851 1) Agricultural and farm equipment foreman/woman - 
agric. impi. md . 

2111 Agricultural chemist - any md. 

2131 Agricultural consultant - any md. 

2311 Agricultural economist - any md. 

2146 Agricultural engineer - any md. 

2121 Agricultural expert - any md. 

7197 Agricultural machine operator - agric. md. 

2131 Agricultural scientist - any md. 

2131 Agricultural specialist - govt. serv. md . 

2135 Agricultural technician - any md. 

8526 Agricultural-equipment inspector - agric. impi. md . 

2131 Agriculturist - any md. 

21:31 Agrologist - any md. 

2131 Agronomist - any ind. 

3135 Aide - hospitals 

8515 Aileron assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8515 Aileron fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8578 Air bagger - tire & tube md. 

3319 Air brush artist - any ind. 

8393 Air grinder - tab. metal prod. md. 

8711 Air lock tender - const. md. 

7719 Air sampler - mining md. 

9' 10 Air traffic control chief - airport operations md. 

9113 Air traffic controller - serv. ind. incid, to air trans. 

8579 Air-bag builder - tire & tube md. 

8571 Air-bag recoverer - tire & tube md. 

8583 Air-brake adjuster - railroad rolling stock md. 

8583 Air-brake fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 

8586 Air-brake inspector - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad 
rolling stock md. 

8583 Air-brake mechanic - railroad rolling stock md. 

9133 Air-brake operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

8583 Air-brake repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

8586 Air-brake tester - railroad rolling stock md. 

8719 Air-breaker operator - const. md. 

9539 Air-compressor engineer - any ind. 

8583 Air-compressor mechanic - railroad rolling stock md. 

9539 Air-compressor operator - any md. 

2147 Air-conditioning engineer - any md. 

8786 Air-conditioning equipment insulator - any md. 

8533 Air-conditioning installer - any md. 

8533 Air-conditioning mechanic - any md. 

9539 Air-conditioning operator - any md. 

8533 Air-conditioning repairer - any md. 

8531 Air-conditioning-unit assembler - comm. refrig. & air- 
condit. equip. md.; major appl. ind. 

7713 Air-drill operator - mining md. 

8131 Air-furnace operator - iron foundries 

8719 Air-hammer operator - const. md. 

8331 Air-hammer operator - tab. metal prod. ind; welding 

8334 Air-press operator - any md. 

8331 Air-table operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8719 Air-tool operator - const. md. 

8583 Air-valve repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

8595 Airbrush operator - any md. 

8515 Aircraft assembler - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8510 Aircraft assembly foreman/woman - aircraft & parts 
md. 

9111 Aircraft captain - air trans. md. 

6198 Aircraft cleaner - any md. 

2155 Aircraft designer - any md. 

9113 Aircraft dispatcher - air trans. md. 

8533 Aircraft electrician - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

2155 Aircraft engineer - any md. 

9111 Aircraft first-officer - air trans. md. 

8515 Aircraft fitter - aircraft & parts md. air trans. md. 

8526 Aircraft inspector - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md 

8515 Aircraft installer - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 

8395 Aircraft lay-out worker - aircraft & parts md. 

8313 Aircraft machinist - any md. 

8582 Aircraft mechanic - any md. 

9111 Aircraft navigator - air trans. md. 

8595 Aircraft painter - any md. 
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9111 Aircraft pilot - air trans. md. 

9110 Aircraft refueling supervisor - air trans. md. 

8582 Aircraft repairer - any md. 

8515 Aircraft rigger - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8515 Aircraft sealer - aircraft & parts md, 

8526 Aircraft tester - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

2155 Aircraft weight analyser - any md. 

8582 Aircraft-engine expert - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts 
md. 

8582 Aircraft-engine mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & 
parts ind. 

8582 Aircraft-maintenance specialist - aircraft & parts md. 

8580 Aircraft-mechanic foreman/woman - any md. 

9111 Aircraft-patrol pilot - air trans. md. 

1147 Airline manager - air trans. md. 

9113 Airline-control operator - air trans. md. 

2797 Airline-pilot instructor - air trans. md. 

8515 Airplane woodworker - aircraft & parts md. 

9119 Airport attendant - serv. md. incid. to air trans. 

2143 Airport engineer - const. md. 

1147 Airport manager - air trans. md. 

7713 Airtrack driller - mining md.; const. md. 

2159 Airways engineer - trans. & commun. admin. 

4199 Airways observer - any md. 

6113 Alarm investigator - any md. 

8535 Alarm systems installer - electron. components md. 

2133 Algologist - any md. 

8525 Aligner - off., store & bus. mach. 

8529 Aligner, firearms - other metal fabricating md. 

8581 Alignment mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

8179 Alkylation plant operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. 
md. 

3111 Allergist - health & soc. sew. md . 

3375 Alley attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9314 Alley attendant - food stores 

8278 Alley cleaner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

3379 Alpine guide - amuse. & rec. sew. ind. 

8553 Alterer - men's clothing stores; women's clothing 
stores 

8563 Alterer - mfg. md. 

8165 Alum evaporator - chem. & chern. prod. md . 

8110 Alumina-plant foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. 
& ref in. 

8119 Alumina-recovery equipment operator - primary metal 
md. 

8529 Aluminum awning maker - any md. 

8592 Aluminum boat builder - shipbldg. & repair ind. 

8529 Aluminum door and window assembler - metal door & 
window md. 

8133 Aluminum heater - any md. 

8799 Aluminum siding installer - const. md. 

8119 Aluminum-briquetting-equipment operator - primary 
metal md. 

8119 Aluminum-cell tender - primary metal ind. 

8119 Aluminum-oxide control operator - primary metal md. 

8113 Amalgamator - mining md.: primary metal md. 

3139 Ambulance attendant - health & 50C. serv. md . 

9173 Ambulance driver - trans. ind. 

8165 Ammonia distiller - any md. 

8275 Ammonia-box tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

4150 Ammunition foreman/woman - other chem. prod. md . 

8529 Ammunition maker - any md. 

4155 Ammunition storekeeper - other chem. prod. md . 

8537 Amplifier repairer - any md. 

8179 Ampoule filler - pharm. & medicine md. 

8179 Ampoule sealer - pharm. & medicine md. 

5193 Amusement-machine route driver - amuse. & rec. sew. 
md . 

3169 Anaesthetic technician - health & soc. serv. md . 

2111 Analytical chemist - any md. 

2181 Analytical statistician - any md. 

2133 Anatomist - any md. 

3111 Anesthesiologist - any md. 

3111 Anesthetist - any md. 

8333 AngIe bender - aircraft & parts md. 

8334 Angle puncher and shearer - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8331 Anglesmith - any md. 

2133 Animal anatomist - any md. 
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3379 Animal caretaker - amuse. & rec. serv. ind. 

7199 Animal caretaker - n.e.c. 

8215 Animal eviscerator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

2135 Animal fibre technologist - any md. 

3379 Animal groom - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7199 Animal groom - n.e.c. 

2133 Animal pathologist - any md. 

2131 Animal scientist - any md. 

8215 Animal skinner - meat & poultry prod. ind. 

3339 Animal trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7199 Animal trainer - n.e.c. 

8151 Annealer - glass & glass prod. md. 

8133 Annealer - jewel. & precious metal md.; primary metal 
md. 

8130 Annealing foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8133 Annealing-furnace tender - primary metal md. 

8133 Annealing-oven operator - primary metal md. 

3379 Announcer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3337 Announcer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

5171 Annuity representative - govt. serv. md . 

4135 Annuity-record clerk - insce. & real estate agen. 

8539 Anode builder- any md. 

8584 Anode maintainer - non-fer, metal smelt. & ref in. 

8539 Anode maker - any md. 

8580 Anode-crew foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & 
relin. 

8143 Anodizer - aircraft & parts md. 

8539 Antenna erector - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8793 Antenna erector - n.e.c. 

8539 Antenna installer - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8793 Antenna installer - n.e.c. 

2313 Anthropologist - any md. 

2353 Anthropology technician - museums & archives 

5130 Antique collector - any md. 

5130 Antique dealer - any md. 

6130 Apartment house supervisor - insce. & real estate 
agen. 

7113 Apiarist - honey & other apiary prod. farms 

2131 Apiculturist - any md. 

3151 Apothecary - any ind. 

7115 Apple grower - agric. md. 

7185 Apple picker - agric. md. 

8530 Appliance assembly foreman/woman - elec. & 
electron. prod. md . 

4199 Application clerk - any md. 

4171 Appointment clerk - any md. 

2143 Appraisal engineer - const. md. 

2144 Appraisal engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 
carriers md. 

5199 Appraiser - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8239 Apron tender - veneer & plywood mnd. 

7199 Aquarist - agric. md.; amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2133 Aquatic biologist - any md. 

5170 Arbitrager - security brokers & dealers 

1119 Arbitrator - govt. serv. md . 

1179 Arbitrator- n.e.c. 

8334 Arbor-press operator - any md. 

2131 Arboriculturist - any md. 

2131 Arborist - any ind. 

8591 Arbourer - jewel. & precious metal ind. 

8335 Arc cutter - any md. 

8335 Arc welder - any md. 

8599 Arch-support maker - any md. 

2313 Archaeologist - any md. 

2353 Archaeology technician - museums & archives 

2511 Archbishop - religious org. 

2511 Archdeacon - religious org. 

8561 Archer - footwear md. 

2141 Architect - any md. 

2160 Architectural and engineering technologists and 
technicians supervisor - any md. 

2163 Architectural draughter - any md. 

2143 Architectural engineer - any md. 

3319 Architectural modeler - any md. 

1131 Architectural services manager - any md. 

2164 Architectural technician - any md. 

2164 Architectural technologist - any md. 

2351 Archivist - any md. 
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1137 Area manager - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8529 Armament mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 

8531 Armature assembler - elec. & electron. prod. irid. 

8531 Armature insulator - any md. 

8533 Armature repairer - any md. 

8531 Armature winder - any md. 

8531 Armature-coil winder - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

6115 Armedguard - anymnd. 

9175 Armoured-car driver - trans. md. 

6115 Armoured-car guard - security & investigation serv. 

8529 Armourer - other metal fabricating md. 

3351 Art critic - any md. 

2792 Art director - educ. serv. md . 

3314 Art director - other retail stores; comb. pub. & print. 
md. 

3351 Art editor - any md. 

1132 Art gallery director - museums & archives 

1132 Art gallery manager - museums & archives 

2792 Art instructor - any md. 

3314 Art lay-out designer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2353 Art restorer - any md. 

2792 Art supervisor - any md. 

3311 Art-glass designer - any md. 

3311 Art-statue maker - any md. 

2349 Articling clerk - off. of lawyers & notaries 

2353 Artifact and fossil restorer - any md. 

7199 Artificial breeder - any md. 

7199 Artificial inseminator - any md. 

7180 ArtIficial inseminator supervisor - agric. md. 

8599 Artificial turf maker - any md. 

3169 Artificial-eye maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8569 Artificial-flower maker - any md. 

8599 Artificial-fly maker - sporting goods & toy md. 

8299 Artificial-ice maker - any md. 

3169 Artificial-limb assembler - SC. & prof. equip. md . 

3169 Artificial-limb maker - sd. & prof. equip. md . 

8591 Artificial-pearl maker - any md. 

3314 Artist crew leader - any md.  

3311 Az'tistnotcommercial - anyind. 

3319 Artlsts model - any md. 

2792 Arts and crafts teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2792 Arts teacher - n.e.c. 

2733 Arts teacher - sec. educ. 

7718 Asbestos cleaner - any md. 

8786 Asbestos coverer - any md. 

8153 Asbestos crusher - any md. 

8156 Asbestos grader - any md. 

8786 Asbestos insulator - any md. 

8299 Asbestos liner - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8153 Asbestos mixer - any md. 

8263 Asbestos rope maker - asbestos prod. md. 

8787 Asbestos shingle roofer - any md. 

9317 Asbestos shingle weaver - any md. 

8263 Asbestos spinner - any md. 

8159 Asbestos splitter - asbestos prod. md. 

8267 Asbestos weaver - any md. 

8159 Asbestos worker - asbestos prod. md. 

8786 Asbestos worker - const. md.; shipbldg. & repair md.; 
boatbldg. & repair md. 

8156 Asbestos-shingle inspector - non-metallic mm. prod. 
md. 

8155 Asbestos-shingle maker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

9318 Ash collector - any md. 

9318 Ash handler - any md. 

9918 Ash pit cleaner - railway trans. serv. md. 

9918 Ash pit worker - any md. 

8273 Ash-kier boiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile ind. 

8787 Asphalt dauber - const. md. 

8713 Asphalt layer - const. md. 

8799 Asphalt mixer - const. ind. 

8713 Asphalt patcher - const. md. 

8713 Asphalt paver - const. md. 

8713 Asphalt raker - const. md. 

8787 Asphalt roofer - const. ind. 

8713 Asphalt smoother - const. md. 

8713 Asphalt tamper - const. md. 
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8713 Asphalt worker - const. md. 

8713 Asphalt-heater tender - const. md. 

8713 Asphalt-paving machine operator - const. md. 

8799 Asphalt-plant operator - const. md, 

8713 Asphalt-spreader operator - const. md. 

2111 Assay chemist - any md. 

2111 Assayer - any md. 

8515 Assembler - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8579 Assembler - boathldg. & repair nd.; tire & tube md. 

8569 Assembler - canvas & rel. prod. md. 

8527 Assembler - clock & watch md. 

8569 Assembler - clothing md. 

8541 Assembler - coffin & casket md. 

8534 Assembler - commun. & other electron. equip. md ,; 
indicating, recording & controlling instruments md. 

8561 Assembler - footwear md. 

8541 Assembler - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 
md. 

8591 Assembler - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8569 Assembler - luggage. purse & handbag md. 

8531 Assembler - major appl. ind. 

8525 Assembler - off., store & bus. mach. 

8529 Assembler - other metal fabricating ind. 

8593 Assembler - paper & allied prod. md. 

9517 Assembler - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. 
& print. md. 

8337 Assembler - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

85:34 Assembler - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

8592 Assembler - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8333 Assembler - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8549 Assembler - wooden box & pallet md. 

8541 Assembler, mirror - other turn. & fixture md. 

9517 Assembling-machine operator - platemakg., type. & 
bind. md.; comb. pub. & print. md. 

8526 Assembly inspector - motor veh. md.: aircraft & parts 
md.; agric. impl. md . 

4131 Assessing clerk - taxation admin. 

4131 Assessment clerk - govt. serv. md . 

1116 Assessor-n.e.c. 

1113 Assessor - taxation admmn. 

4199 Assignment clerk - any md. 

3351 Associate editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2711 Associate professor - univ. educ. 

1149 Association manager - any md. 

1179 Association secretary manager - other bus. serv, 

8146 Assorter - primary metal md. 

3339 Astrologer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2113 Astronomer - any md. 

2113 Astrophysicist - any ind. 

6115 Asylum guard - hospitals 

3373 Athlete - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3370 Athletic teacher - n.e.c. 

2733 Athletic teacher - sec. educ. 

3370 Athletic trainer - any md. 

3375 Athletic-equipment custodian - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

3370 Athletics coach - any md. 

3370 Athletics director - any md. 

2113 Atomic and molecular physicist - any md. 

2156 Atomic energy reactor supervising engineer - any md. 

2156 Atomic process engineer - any md. 

1119 Attache - federal govt. serv. md . 

4139 Attendance checker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3375 Attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6139 Attendant - camping grounds & travel trailer parks 

7319 Attendant - fishing md. 

5145 Attendant - gasoline serv. stations 

3135 Attendant - hospitals 

2359 Attendant - library serv. 

6115 Attendant - museums & archives 

6199 Attendant - other serv. n.e.c. 

6199 Attendant - self-serve laundries and/or dry cleaners 

9119 Attendant - serv. md. incid. to air trans. 

2343 Attorney - any md. 

1119 Attorney General - courts of law 

2343 Attorney-at-Law - off. of lawyers & notaries 

4197 Auction clerk - any md. 

5149 Auctioneer - any md. 
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2144 Audio engineer - oft. of engineers; other sci. & tech. 
serv. 

9555 Audio engineer - radio & tv. broadcast.; motion pic., 
audio & video prod. 

9555 Audio operator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion plc., 
audio & video prod. 

9555 Audio studio operator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion 
plc., audio & video prod. 

2739 Audio-visual aid director - elementary & sec. educ. 

3330 Audio-visual co-ordinator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2799 Audio-visual education director - correctional serv. 

2719 Audio-visual education director - univ. educ. 

3330 Audio-visual producer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2799 Audio-visual specialist - educ. serv. md . 

4113 Audiograph operator - any md. 

3136 Audiologist - any md. 

3139 Audiometrist - health & soc. serv. md . 

4131 Audit clerk - any md. 

1135 Auditing-firm manager - any md. 

1171 Auditor - any md. 

7713 Auger operator - mining md. 

8155 Auger press operator - clay prod. md. 

3351 Author/authoress - any md. 

1179 Author's agent - any md. 

8513 Auto assembler - motor veh. md. 

2797 Auto driving instructor - other educ. serv. 

2797 Auto driving teacher - other educ. serv. 

8589 Auto greaser - any md. 

8316 Auto parts inspector - motor veh. parts & access.; 
motor veh. md. 

3373 Auto racer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

5190 Auto rental supervisor - any md. 

2147 Auto research engineer - motor veh. md. 

6198 Auto washer - any md. 

8581 Auto wrecker - any md. 

2163 Auto-body design detailer - motor veh. md. 

9175 Auto-carrier driver - trans. md. 

8167 Autoclave operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8279 Autoclave operator - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

4113 Automatic-typewriter operator - any md. 

8533 Automobile electrician - motor veh. md,; motor veh. 
repair shops 

8526 Automobile inspector - motor veh. md. 

8526 Automobile inspector and tester - motor veh. nd.; retail 
trade md. 

8581 Automobile mechanic - any md. 

8595 Automobile painter - any md. 

5199 Automobile rental clerk - auto. & truck rental & leasing 

8581 Automobile repairer - any md. 

5135 Automobile salesperson - auto. dealers 

1171 Automobile underwriter - insce. md. 

8562 Automobile upholsterer - any md. 

8581 Automobile-body worker - motor veh. md.; motor veh. 
repair shops 

9175 Automobile-transport driver - trans. md. 

8513 Automotive builder - motor veh. md. 

2147 Automotive engineer - motor veh. md. 

9531 Auxiliary operator - elec. power syst. md. 

4175 Auxiliary operator - telecom. carriers md. 

9531 Auxiliary-equipment operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9111 Aviator - air trans. md. 

2144 Avionics instrumentation design engineer - any md. 

8563 Awning binder - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8551 Awning cutter - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8799 Awning erector - any md. 

8799 Awning hanger - any md. 

8799 Awning installer - any md. 

8569 Awning maker - canvas & rel. prod. md. 

8599 Awning maker, plastic and fibreglass - any md. 

8569 Awning repairer - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8599 Awning repairer, plastic and fibreglass - any md. 

8529 Awning-frame maker - any md. 

8393 Axe sharpener - any md. 

8513 Axle assembler - motor veh. md. 

8315 Axle cutter - any md. 

8316 Axle inspector - motor veh. md.; motor veh. parts & 
access. 

8586 Axle inspector - railroad rolling stock md. 
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8581 Axle mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 
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8319 Babbitter - any End. 

6147 Baby sitter - any End. 

8541 Back maker - turn. & fixture md. 

8215 Back puller- meat & poultry prod. End. 

8561 Back seamer - footwear End. 

9517 Back sewer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platernakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

6275 Back sizer- textile prod. End.; primary textile md. 

8215 Back splitter - meat & poultry prod. End. 

8562 Back springer - motor veb. md.; other furn. & fixture 
md. 

8173 Back tender - asphalt roofing md. 

8253 Back tender - pulp & paper End. 

8278 Back tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Back washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile End. 

8265 Back winder - primary textile End.; textile prod. md. 

8711 Back-hoe operator - const. End. 

7711 Back-up worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8273 Back-washer tender - textile prod. End.; primary textile 
md. 

9517 Backer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. End. 

8718 Backer - const. md. 

8561 Backer - footwear End. 

8298 Backer - leather tanneries 

8215 Backer - meat & poultry prod. mod. 

8711 Backfiller operator - any md. 

8551 Backing cutter - footwear md. 

8215 Bacon curer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8226 Bacon grader - any End. 

8215 Bacon skinner - meat & poultry prod. End. 

8215 Bacon slicer - meat & poultry prod. End. 

2133 Bacteriologist - any md. 

2135 Bacteriology technician - any End. 

8579 Bag builder - tire & tube mod. 

8551 Bag cutter - leather & allied prod. End. 

8596 Bag inspector - paper & allied prod. Id. 

8566 Bag inspector - textile prod. End. 

8563 Bag maker - canvas & rel. prod. Id. 

8593 Bag maker - paper bag End. 

9317 Bag packer - food stores 

9318 Bag piler - asbestos prod. End. 

9512 Bag press operator - comb. pub. & print. End. 

9512 Bag printer - hosiery End. 

8563 Bag sewer - canvas & rel. prod. ind.; leather & allied 
prod. md.; asbestos prod. End. 

9317 Bag stamper - any End. 

6162 Bag washer - any End. 

4193 Baggage agent - trans. End. 

6198 Baggage checker - trans. End. 

9918 Baggage handler - any End. 

1116 Baggage inspector - regulatory serv. 

6135 Baggage porter - trans. End. 

4193 Baggagemaster - trans. End. 

9317 Bagger - n.e.c. 

8578 Bagger - tire & tube End. 

8113 Baghouse attendant - non-f or. metal smelt. & ref in. 

7718 Bailer - mining End. 

7711 Bailer - petrol. & nat. gas End. 

6119 Bailiff - any End. 

8213 Baker - bakery prod. End.: accom., food & boy. serv. 
End.: hospitals 

8151 Baker - clay prod. End. 

8591 Baker - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8595 Baker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8213 Baker - water trans. md. 

5199 Bakery demonstrator - any End. 

5135 Bakery sales clerk - food stores 

5193 Bakery-wagon driver - bakery prod. End. 
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4131 Balance clerk - any md. 

8527 Balance truer - clock & watch ind. 

8527 Balancer - clock & watch md. 

8396 Balancing-machine operator - any md. 

8261 Bale breaker - textile prod. md. 

9317 Bale marker - any md. 

9318 Bale opener - any md. 

9318 Bale piler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

7197 Baler - agric. md. 

9317 Baler-n.e.c. 

7197 Baling-machine operator - agric. md. 

9317 Baling-machine operator - n.e.c. 

8155 Ball maker - clay prod. md. 

3373 Ball player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8396 Ball sorter - mach. i. (exc. elec. mach.) 

8265 Ball winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8110 Ball-mill foreman/woman - mining md. 

8118 Ball-mill labourer - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8111 Ball-mill operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8110 Ball-plant foreman/woman - mining md. 

8265 Ball-warper tender - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

8715 Ballast-regulator operator - railway trans. kid. 

8265 BaIler - primary textile md. textile prod. md. 

8265 Balling-machine operator - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

2117 Ballistic expert - any md. 

2117 Ballistic technician - any md. 

2117 Ballistician - any md. 

3375 Ballracker - amuse. & rec, serv. md. 

8161 Banbury-mixer operator - plastic & syn. resin md.; 
industrial chem. md. n.e.c. 

8571 Band assembler - tire & tube md. 

8571 Band builder - tire & tube md. 

3331 Band conductor - any md. 

3331 Band leader - any md, 

8563 Band maker - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

1149 Band manager - any md. 

8548 Band nailer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8315 Band sawyer - tab, metal prod. md. 

8353 Band sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 

2792 Band teacher - any md. 

8569 Band turner - clothing md. 

8271 Band-knitting-machine operator - clothing md. 

8353 Band-ripsaw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8393 Band-saw filer - any md. 

8315 Band-saw operator - tab, metal prod. md. 

8353 Band-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

9317 Bander - bakery prod. md.; tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Bander - paper & allied prod. md. 

8548 Bander - wooden box & pallet md. 

8563 Bander, except hat - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

1171 Bank accountant- any md. 

8158 Bank cleaner - clay prod. md. 

4135 Bank clerk - banks & other intermed. 

1135 Bank director - banks & other intermed. 

1171 Bank inspector - banks & other intermed. 

1135 Bank manager - banks & other intermed. 

4177 Bank messenger - banks & other intermed. 

3313 Bank note designer - comm. print. md . 

1171 Bank officer - chartered banks 

4141 Bank proof-machine operator - any ind. 

4177 Bank runner - banks & other intermed. 

4133 Bank teller - banks & other intermed. 

8278 Bank watcher - textile prod. md. primary textile ind. 

4135 Bank-deposit clerk - banks & other intermed. 

8118 Bankhead screen tender - coal mines 

6121 Banquet chef - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8135 Bar catcher - primary metal md. 

8135 Bar mill roller - primary metal md. 

8135 Bar puller - primary metal ind. 

8131 Bar-mill charger - primary metal md. 

8339 Barbed-wire-machine operator - wire & wire prod. md. 

6143 Barber - any md. 

2791 Barber college and beauty school teacher - post-sec. 
non-univ. educ. 

9159 Barge captain - water trans. md. 
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9313 Barge loader - any md. 

9159 Barge master- water trans. irid. 

9159 Barge mate - water trans. md. 

9159 Barge pilot - water trans. md. 

3332 Baritone - any md. 

8161 Bark boiler - leather tanneries 

7513 Bark fitter - logging ind. 

8299 Bark grinder - leather tanneries 

7513 Bark marker - logging md. 

7518 Bark peeler - logging md. 

8238 Bark peeler - veneer & plywood md. sawmills, plan. & 
shingle mills 

8239 Bark press operator - wood md. 

7516 Bark scaler - logging md. 

8258 Bark skinner - pulp & paper md. 

8238 Bark skinner - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; veneer & 
plywood md. 

7518 Bark spudder - logging md. 

8238 Bark spudder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; veneer 
& plywood md. 

8295 Bark tanner - leather tanneries 

6123 Barkeeper - anyind. 

3379 Barker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7518 Barker - logging md. 

8238 Barker - veneer & plywood md.; sawmills, plan. & 
shingle mills 

7115 Barley grower - agric. md. 

8227 Barley steeper - brewery prod. md. 

7183 Barn worker - agric. ind. 

8527 Barometer maker - any irid. 

8549 Barrel brander - other wood md. 

8549 Barrel builder - other wood md. 

9919 Barrel cleaner - any md. 

8549 Barrel cooper - any md. 

9317 Barrel filler - any md. 

9318 Barrel handler - any md. 

8526 Barrel inspector - tab. metal prod. md. 

8546 Barrel inspector - n.e.c. 

8548 Barrel leveler - other wood md. 

8548 Barrel liner - other wood md. 

8549 Barrel maker - other wood md. 

8548 Barrel marker - other wood md. 

8549 Barrel raiser - other wood md. 

8549 Barrel repairer - any md. 

8315 Barrel rifler - fab. metal prod. md. 

8548 Barrel roller - any md. 

8357 Barrel sander - other wood md. 

8315 Barrel threader - tab. metal prod. md. 

9315 Barrel-house worker - refined petrol. prod. md . 

2343 Barrister - any md. 

7718 Barrow pusher - mining md. 

6123 Bartender - anyind. 

6123 Bartender, tap - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8534 Base brander - elec. & electron. prod. kid. 

8534 Base-filling-machine operator - elec. & electron. prod. 
md. 

8599 Baseball maker - any md. 

3373 Baseball player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8534 Baser - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8549 Basket former - wooden box & pallet md. 

8546 Basket grader - wooden box & pallet md. 

7718 Basket loader - mining md. 

8549 Basket weaver - any md. 

8549 Basket-machine operator - wooden box & pallet md. 

8569 Baster - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Basting-machine operator - clothing md. 

8799 Batch dumper - const. md. 

8153 Batch mixer - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md 

8161 Batch mixer - paint & varnish kid. 

8576 Batch tester - rubber prod. ind. 

8799 Batcher - const. kid. 

8799 Batcher operator - const. md. 

8295 Bater - leather tanneries 

6198 Bath attendant - any md. 

8161 Bath maker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8161 Bath mixer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8161 Bath solution maker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn kid. 
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6149 Bathhouse attendant - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c 

6149 Bathhouse keeper - any md. 

8155 Batter - clay prod. md. 

8213 Batter mixer - bakery prod. md. 

8155 Batter-out - clay prod. md. 

8531 Battery assembler - any md. 

8539 Battery charger - any md. 

8278 Battery filler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8278 Battery hand - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8536 Battery inspector - any md. 

8513 Battery installer - motor veh. md. 

8278 Battery loader - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md. 

8531 Battery maker - any md. 

9519 Battery operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

7719 Battery operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7719 Battery operator, mining - mining md.; quarry & sand 
pit md. 

8111 Battery operator, processing - metal mines 

8533 Battery repairer - any md. 

7717 Battery starter - mining md. 

8225 Battery tender - cane & beet sugar md. 

6536 Battery tester - any md. 

7517 Beachcomber - logging md. 

7319 Beachcomber - n.e.c. 

8571 Bead builder - tire & tube md. 

8571 Bead coverer - tire & tube md. 

8578 Bead cutter - tire & tube md. 

8578 Bead dipper - tire & tube md. 

8571 Bead flapper - tire & tube md. 

8571 Bead flipper - tire & tube md. 

8534 Bead maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8571 Bead maker - tire & tube md. 

8531 Bead shaper - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8578 Bead trimmer - tire & tube md. 

8599 Bead worker - any md. 

8571 Bead wrapper - tire & tube md. 

8579 Bead-wire insulator - tire & tube md. 

8334 Beader - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8334 Beading-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

8571 Beading-machine operator - tire & tube md. 

8278 Beam changer - textile prod. i. primary textile md. 

8273 Beam dyer - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md. 

8265 Beam setter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Beam warper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8296 Beam-house inspector - leather tanneries 

8295 Beam-house worker - leather tanneries 

8295 Beamer - leather tanneries 

8265 Beamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Beamer tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8296 Beaming inspector - leather tanneries 

7115 Bean-sprout grower - agric. md. 

8315 Bearing grinder - tab. metal prod. md. 

8526 Bearing inspector - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 

8529 Bearingsizer - motor veh. md. 

8159 Beater - asbestos prod. md. 

8171 Beater - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8251 Beater engineer - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Beater operator - pulp & paper md. 

8561 Beater-out - footwear md. 

6143 Beautician - any md. 

5141 Beauty consultant door-to-door - non-store retail md. 

5141 Beauty counsellor door-to-door - non-store retail md. 

6143 Beauty operator - any md. 

1176 Beauty salon inspector - beauty shops 

6143 Beauty specialist - any md. 

8541 Bed assembler - furn. & fixture nd.; sash, door & 
miliwork md. 

8541 Bed maker - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 
md. 

8151 Bedder - clay prod. md. 

7183 Bee farm worker - agric. md. 

7113 Beef cattle breeder - agric. md. 

7113 Beef cattle farmer - agric. md. 

8215 Beet cutter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8226 Beef grader - any md. 

8215 Beef marker - meat & poultry prod. md. 
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8215 Beef-casing worker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7113 Beekeeper - honey & other apiary prod. farms 

8227 Beer maker - any md. 

8227 Beer pasteurizer - brewery prod. md. 

6227 Beer runner - brewery prod. md. 

7115 Beet farmer - agric. md. 

8225 Beet flumer - cane & beet sugar md. 

8228 Beet topper - cane & beet sugar md. 

8275 Beetler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6130 Bell captain - hotels & motor hotels 

8148 Bell cleaner - primary metal md. 

6135 Bellhop - hotels & motor hotels 

8551 Belt cutter - leather & allied prod. md. 

8589 Belt fixer - any md. 

8599 Belt maker - abrasives md. 

8571 Belt maker - rubber prod. md. 

8569 Belt maker, leather - any md. 

8589 Belt repairer - any md. 

8357 Belt sander - sash, door & millwork md. 

8718 Belter - const. md. 

9519 Ben-day artist - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8523 Bench assembler - agric. impi. ind. 

8515 Bench assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8534 Bench assembler - commun. & other electron. equip. 
irid. 

8531 Bench assembler - major appl. md. 

8513 Bench assembler - motor veh. md. 

8541 Bench carpenter - any md. 

8515 Bench fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8513 Bench fitter - motor veh. md. 

8393 Bench grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 

8515 Bench hand - aircraft & parts md. 

8213 Bench hand - bakery prod. md. 

8527 Bench hand - clock & watch md. 

8534 Bench hand - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

8591 Bench hand - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8319 Bench hand - mach. shop md. 

8531 Bench hand - major appl. md. 

8373 Bench hand - ophthalmic goods ind. 

8561 Bench hand - shoe repair 

8333 Bench hand - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8549 Bench hand - wooden box & pallet md. 

8549 Bench hand, except upholsterer - furn. & fixture md. 

8562 Bench hand, upholsterer - other turn. & fixture md. 

8313 Bench machinist - any md. 

8541 Bench maker - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

8137 Bench moulder - iron foundries 

8515 Bench worker - aircraft & parts md. 

8213 Bench worker - bakery prod. md. 

8569 Bench worker - clothing md. 

8534 Bench worker - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

8591 Bench worker - jewel. & precious metal rid. 

8531 Bench worker - major appl. mod. 

8513 Bench worker - motor veh. md. 

8541 Bench worker - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

8373 Bench worker - ophthalmic goods md. 

8359 Bench-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8541 Bender - furn. & fixture md. 

8591 Bender - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8593 Bender - paper box & bag md. 

8579 Bender - plastic prod. ind. 

8591 Bender machine operator - jewel, & precious metal kid. 

6331 Bender, forging - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8334 Bender, sheet metal - stamped, press. & coat. metal 
prod. 

8334 Bending-machine tender• stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

8331 Bending-press operator - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8331 Bending-roll hand - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8331 Bending-roll operator - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8163 Benzene washer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. 
md.; chem. & chem. prod. md . 

7115 Berry grower - agric. md. 

7185 Berry picker - agric. md. 

8131 Bessemer regulator - primary metal md. 
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8131 Bessemer-converter blower - primary metal md. 

8561 Beveler - footwear End. 

8373 Beveler - glass & glass prod. md.; ophthalmic goods 
End. 

8373 Beveler, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

2519 Bible reader - religious org. 

2793 Bible school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2519 Bible worker - religious org. 

2351 Bibliographer - any md. 

8529 Bicycle maker - any md. 

8589 Bicycle mechanic - any md. 

8589 Bicycle repairer - any md. 

1119 Bilingual service co-ordinator - govt. serv. md . 

4192 Bill adjuster - any md. 

4191 Bill collector - any End. 

8353 Bill cutter - sash, door & millwork End. 

4177 Bill distributor - any md. 

4197 Bill inserter - any ind. 

8785 Bill poster - bus. serv. End. 

4161 Bill sorter - any md. 

8393 Billet grinder - tab. metal prod. md. 

8137 Billet header - primary metal md. 

8131 Billet heater - primary metal End. 

9318 Billet straightener - primary metal End. 

3375 Billiard marker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3373 Billiard player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8541 Billiard table maker - furn. & fixture md. 

8599 Billiard-ball maker - any End. 

4131 Billing clerk - any End. 

4141 Billing-machine operator - any md. 

9315 Bin attendant - mining End.; quarry & sand pit in 
petrol. & nat. gas End. 

8148 Bin attendant - primary metal End. 

6199 Bin cleaner - flour, cereal food & feed ind. 

8563 Binder - clothing md. 

9517 Binder - comb. pub. & print. md,; platemakg. type. & 
bind. End. 

8561 Binder - footwear md.  

9517 Binder and finisher - comb. pub. & print. md.: 
platemakg.. type. & bind. End. 

7197 Binder operator - agric. End. 

8563 Binder, fabricating and repair - hhld. prod. of textile 
materials End. 

8278 Binder, processing - textile prod. md.: primary textile 
End. 

9510 Bindery foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. End.; 
platemakg., type. & bind. End. 

9517 Bindery operator - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

9517 Bindery worker - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

8561 Binding folder - footwear End. 

8561 Binding stitcher - footwear md. 

2133 Bloassayist - any End. 

2133 Biochemist - any md. 

2117 Biochemistry technician - any ind. 

3156 Biochemistry technologists - medical lab. 

3351 Biographer - any md. 

2133 Biological chemist - any md. 

2133 Biological scientist - any md. 

2135 Biological technologist - any End. 

2133 Biologist - any End. 

3169 Biomedical technician - sci. & prof. equip. End. 

2181 Biometrician - any End. 

2113 Biophysicist - any md. 

2181 Biostatistician - any End. 

7113 Bird breeder - agric. md. 

7113 Bird keeper - agric. md. 

8213 Biscuit maker - bakery prod. md. 

9317 Biscuit packer - any md. 

2511 Bishop - religious org. 

8151 Bisque placer - clay prod. End. 

8151 Bisque-kiln drawer - clay prod. md. 

8393 Bit grinder - mach. shop ind. 

8595 Bitumastic enameler - any md. 

8295 Black finisher - leather tanneries 

8713 Black topper - const. md. 

8713 Black-top raker - const. md. 
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8713 Black-top spreader - const. md. 

8595 Blackener - leather tanneries 

8331 Blacksmith - any md. 

8330 Blacksmith foreman/woman - any md. 

8393 Blade sharpener - any md. 

8711 Blade-grader operator - const. md. 

8221 Blancher - can. & prosy, fruit & veg. md. 

8221 Blanching-machine operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. 
md. 

6162 Blanket comber - laundries & cleaners 

6162 Blanket finisher - wool yarn & woven cloth md.; 
laundries & cleaners 

8276 Blanket inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Blanket sewer - any md. 

8267 Blanket weaver - any md. 

8131 Blast-furnace blower - primary metal md. 

8131 Blast-furnace keeper - primary metal md. 

8131 Blast-furnace tender - primary metal md. 

7713 Blast-hole driller - mining md. 

7715 Blaster - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

7715 Blaster - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; const. md. 

7710 Blasting foreman/woman - mining md.; quarry & sand 
pit md. 

7513 Blazer - logging md. 

8251 Bleach operator - pulp & paper md. 

8273 Bleach-plant operator - textile prod. md.: primary textile 
md. 

8161 Bleacher - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

6162 Bleacher - laundries & cleaners 

8295 Bleacher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

8228 Bleacher - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8251 Bleacher - pulp & paper md. 

8273 Bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8161 Bleacher operator - chem. & chern. prod. md . 

8260 Bleaching foreman/woman - primary textile md. textile 
prod. md. 

8273 Bleaching-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8561 Blemish remover - footwear md. 

8213 Blender - bakery prod. md. 

8223 Blender - dairy prod. md. 

8211 Blender - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8295 Blender - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8161 Blender - paint & varnish md. 

8161 Blender - plastic & syn. resin md.; other chem. prod. 
md.; refined petrol. prod. ind. 

8261 Blender - textile prod. md. 

8293 Blender - tobacco prod. md. 

8227 Blender - wine md. 

8229 Blender - Other food prod. ind. 

8161 Blender operator - other chem. prod. md .; plastic & 
syn. resin md. 

2142 Blending coordinator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8293 Blending-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8261 Blending-machine tender - textile prod. md. 

6149 Blind aide - any md. 

6149 Blind escort - any md. 

2795 Blind instructor - any md. 

2795 Blind teacher - any md. 

8782 Block cutter - const. ind. 

9519 Block cutter, wallpaper - any md. 

9519 Block engraver - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8258 Block handler - pulp & paper md. 

7713 Block holer - mining nd.; quarry & sand pit ind. 

8782 Block layer - const. md, 

8155 Block maker - concrete prod. md. 

7717 Block maker - quarry & sand pit md. 

5371 Block maker, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

9135 Block operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

8782 Block paver - const. md. 

8238 Block piler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8528 Block puncher - motor veh. md. 

8581 Block repairer - motor veh. in, motor veh. parts & 
access. 

8782 Block setter - const. md. 

8311 Block setter - primary metal md. 

8231 Block setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8231 Block splitter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
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8526 Block tester - motor veh, parts & access.; motor veh. 
nd. 

8155 Block-making-machine operator - concrete prod. md. 

8179 Block-press operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

9519 Blocker - comb. pub. & print. ind. 

8551 Blocker - footwear md. 

6165 Blocker - laundries & cleaners 

7718 Blocker - mining md. 

8379 Blocker - ophthalmic goods md. 

8557 Blocker and presser - other clothing & apparel md. 
n.e.c. 

8551 Blocker out - clothing nd.; primary textile md. 

8557 Blocker, hat and cap - other clothing & apparel md. 
n.e.c. 

3156 Blood bank technician - any md. 

3156 Blood technician - any md. 

7196 Blood tester, poultry - agric. md. 

3156 Blood typer - any md. 

8148 Bloom runner- primary metal md. 

8148 Bloom slinger - primary metal md. 

8179 Blow-off worker - chem. & chem. prod. nd.; petrol. & 
nat. gas md. 

8251 Blow-pit tender - pulp & paper md. 

8335 Blow-torch operator - any md. 

8225 Blow-up operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

8155 Blower - glass & glass prod. md. 

8573 Blower - plastic prod. md. 

8533 Blower installer - any md. 

8786 Blower insulator - const. md. 

8533 Blower mechanic - const. md.; petrol. prod. ind., 
whise. 

8786 Blower operator - insulation work 

9539 Blower operator - lime md. 

8275 Blower operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

9539 Blowing engineer - fab. metal prod. md. 

2163 Blue print tracer - any md. 

8133 Blue temperer - primary metal md. 

9317 Blueprint assembler - any md. 

4141 Blueprint blocker - any md. 

9317 Blueprint cutter - any md. 

4141 Blueprint developer - any md. 

4141 Blueprint processor - any md. 

4141 Blueprint reproducer - any md. 

9317 Blueprint trimmer - any md. 

4141 Blueprmnter - any md. 

4141 Blueprinting-machine operator - any md. 

8133 Bluer - primary metal md. 

4179 Board marker - fin. & insce. md. 

8158 Board runner - clay prod. md. 

8331 Board-hammer operator - any md. 

8275 Boarder - hosiery md. 

8295 Boarder - leather tanneries 

6130 Boarding-house keeper - lodging houses & residential 
clubs 

8275 Boarding-machine operator - hosiery md. 

8592 Boat carpenter - any md. 

1147 Boat dispatcher - water trans. md. 

9155 Boat driver - water trans. md. 

9155 Boat hand - water trans. md. 

9159 Boat keeper - water trans. md. 

9313 Boat loader - any md. 

9159 Boat operator - water trans. md. 

7313 Boat puller - fishing md. 

8592 Boat repairer, wood - any md. 

8592 Boatbuilder. wood - any ind. 

3379 Boathouse keeper - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7311 Boatswain - fishing ind. 

9155 Boatswain - water trans. md. 

8278 Bobbin carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8278 Bobbin changer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8278 Bobbin cleaner - primary textile md.; textile prod. ind. 

8275 Bobbin drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8278 Bobbin filler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8279 Bobbin fixer - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8278 Bobbin hand - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 

8276 Bobbin inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8278 Bobbin setter - primary textile nd.; textile prod. md. 
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8273 Bobbin washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Bobbin winder - primary textile nd.; textile prod. md. 

8278 Bobbin-cleaning-machine operator - primary textile 
in, textile prod. md. 

8278 Bobbin-machine tender - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

8159 Bobbin-winder - glass & glass prod. md. 

8513 Body assembler - motor veh. md. 

851:3 Body builder - motor veh. md. 

6198 Body cleaner - motor veh. md. 

331:3 Body designer - motor veh. md. 

851:3 Body fitter - motor veh. md. 

8557 Body maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

6334 Body maker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8513 Body mounter - motor veh. md. 

8581 Body repairer - motor veh. md.; motor veh. repair 
shops 

8510 Body shop foreman/woman - motor veh. md. 

8526 Body-frame inspector - motor veh. md. 

8334 Body-making-maChine operator - stamped, press. & 
coat. metal prod. 

8221 Boiler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8225 Boiler- cane & beet sugar md. 

8167 Boiler - paint & varnish md.; soap & cleaning 
compounds md. 

8213 Boiler - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8273 Boiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

9918 Boiler cleaner - any md. 

7718 Boiler coal feeder - coal mines 

8706 Boiler coverer - any md. 

9539 Boiler engineer - any md. 

8337 Boiler erector - any md. 

8337 Boiler fitter - any md. 

1116 Boiler inspector - govt. serv. md . 

1176 Boiler inspector - n.e.c. 

8337 Boiler installer - any md. 

95:39 Boiler operator - any md. 

8782 Boiler reliner - any md. 

8793 Boiler riveter - any md. 

9157 Boiler scaler - water trans. md. 

8337 Boiler setter - any md. 

8337 Boiler shop mechanic - any md. 

9539 Boiler tender - any md. 

8336 Boiler tester - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

9918 Boiler washer - any ind. 

8335 Boiler welder - any md. 

8337 Boiler worker - any md. 

9539 Boiler-room operator - any md. 

8337 Boilermaker - any md. 

8330 Boilermaker foreman/woman - any md. 

8395 Boilermaker layer-out - shipbldg. & repair ind. 

8163 Boiling-tub tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8215 Bologna maker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Bologna stuffer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7513 Bolt cutter - logging md. 

8331 Bolt maker - fab. metal prod. md. 

7513 Bolt maker - logging md. 

8353 Bolt sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8315 Bolt threader - any md. 

8331 Bolt-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Bolt-threader operator - any md. 

8793 Bolter - const. md. 

8211 Bolter - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

6353 Bolter - sash, door & millwork md. 

8592 Bolter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8592 Bolter and reamer - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8592 Bolter-up - shipbldg. & repair md. 

6117 Bombardier - defence serv. 

5170 Bond broker - security brokers & dealers 

5173 Bond dealer - security brokers & dealers 

5170 Bond dealer supervisor - security brokers & dealers 

5173 Bond trader - security brokers & dealers 

5170 Bond trader supervisor - security brokers & dealers 

1171 Bond underwriter - insce. md. 

8595 Bonderizer - motor veh. mci. 

8167 Bone cooker - adhesives md. 

8171 Bone crusher - adhesives md. 
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8167 Bone drier operator - adhesives md. feed md. 

2353 Bone mechanic - museums & archives 

8215 Boner - moat & poultry prod. md. 

8568 Boner - other clothing & apparel md. 

4131 Bonus clerk - any md. 

5141 Book agent - non-store retail md. 

9517 Book coverer - comb, pub. & print. md.; platemakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

3351 Book critic - any md. 

9517 Book cutter - platemakg., type. & bind. mci; comb. 
pub. & print. md. 

3351 Book editor - any md. 

9517 Book finisher - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., 
type. & bind. md. 

9517 Book mender - any md. 

9517 Book repairer - any md. 

3351 Book reviewer - any md. 

9517 Book sewer - any md. 

9517 Book trimmer - any md. 

9517 Book-sewing-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. 
mci. 

9517 Bookbinder - any md. 

9517 Bookbinding-machine operator - platemakg., type. & 
bind. md.; comb. pub. & print. md. 

8293 Booker - leaf tobacco md. 

8578 Booker - tire & tube md. 

1179 Booking agent - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv.; radio & t.v. broadcast. 

4193 Booking agent - travel serv. 

4199 Booking clerk - any md. 

4131 Bookkeeper - any md. 

4131 Bookkeeping clerk - any md. 

4130 Bookkeeping supervisor - any md. 

4141 Bookkeeping-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Bookkeeping-machine servicer - any md. 

4161 Bookmobile clerk - any md. 

9175 Bookmobile driver - trans. md. 

2351 Bookmobile librarian - any md. 

7510 Boom foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 

7510 Boom master - logging & forestry md. 

7717 Boom operator - mining md. 

9311 Boom truck operator - const. md. 

7717 Boom worker - coal mines 

7517 Boom worker - logging md. 

9311 Boom-crane operator - any md. 

9539 Booster operator - any md. 

9539 Booster pumper - any md. 

9539 Booster-plant engineer - any md. 

9539 Booster-plant operator - any md. 

9539 Booster-pump operator - any md. 

9539 Booster-station operator - any md. 

8575 Boot cutter - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Boot maker - footwear md. 

8561 Boot maker - shoe repair 

6198 Boot polisher - other pers. & hhld. serv. 

8575 Boot varnisher - other rubber prod. md. 

8315 Borer - fab. metal prod. md. 

8355 Borer - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8355 Boring-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8371 Boring-mill operator - clay prod. md.; concrete prod 
md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8315 Boring-mill operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

7510 Boss - logging & forestry md. 

6143 Boss barber - any md. 

8260 Boss carder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8780 Boss carpenter - any md. 

8540 Boss cooper - any md. 

8260 Boss knitter - primary textile md. textile prod. md. 

7710 Boss miner - mining md. 

8780 Boss plumber - any md. 

8260 Boss spinner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8260 Boss weaver - primary textile md. textile prod. md. 

9155 Bosun - water trans. md. 

2135 Botanical technologist - any md. 

2133 Botanist - any md. 

8155 Bottle blower - any md. 

9317 Bottle capper - any md. 

9317 Bottle caser - any md. 
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8221 Bottle filler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

9317 Bottle filler - n.e.c. 

8156 Bottle inspector - glass & glass prod. md. 

9317 Bottle labeler - any md. 

8155 Bottle maker - glass & glass prod. hid. 

9317 Bottle packer - any md. 

9317 Bottle sorter - any md. 

8579 Bottle trimmer - plastic prod. md. 

8229 Bottle washer - food md. pharm. & medicine md. 

8229 Bottle-washing-machine operator - food md.; pharm. & 
medicine md. 

9317 Bottler - any md. 

- 9310 Bottling foreman/woman - any md. 

9317 Bottling-line attendant- any md. 

9317 Bottling-machine operator - any md. 

7717 Bottom cager - mining ind. 

8561 Bottom cementer - footwear md. 

7718 Bottom digger - mining md. 

8561 Bottom filler - footwear md. 

8561 Bottom finisher - footwear md. 

7517 Bottom loader - logging md. 

8593 Bottom maker - paper box & bag md. 

8149 Bottom maker - primary metal md. 

8549 Bottom maker - wooden box & pallet md. 

8561 Bottom polisher - footwear md. 

8561 Bottom presser - footwear md. 

8561 Bottom striper - footwear md. 

8549 Bottom weaver - wooden box & pallet md. 

8561 Bottom wheeler - footwear md. 

8561 Bottomer - footwear md. 

7717 Bottomer - mining md. 

6115 Bouncer - amuse. & rec. serv. md .; food & bev. serv. 
md. 

3313 Bouquet designer - florist shops 

8561 Bow maker - footwear md. 

8273 Bowker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

3375 Bowling-alley attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md  

3360 Bowling-alley operator - any md. 

8133 Box annealer - primary metal md. 

8593 Box assembler - paper box & bag md. 

8549 Box assembler - wooden box & pallet md. 

9317 Boxbrander - anyind. 

9317 Boxburner - anyind. 

8278 Box carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8593 Box coverer - paper box & bag md. 

8593 Box cutter, paper - any md. 

9317 Box filler - any md. 

8593 Box gluer - paper box & bag md. 

8546 Box inspector - wooden box & pallet hid. 

9317 Box labeler - any md. 

8593 Boxmaker - paperbox&bagind. 

8549 Box maker - wooden box & pallet md. 

8540 Box maker foreman/woman - wooden box & pallet mud. 

9317 Box marker - anyind. 

9317 Boxpacker - anyind. 

9519 Box printer - any md. 

8549 Box repairer - wooden box & pallet hid. 

9317 Box sealer - any md. 

8593 Box topper - paper box & bag hid. 

9317 Box-branding-machine operator - any md. 

9317 Box-burner operator - any md. 

7517 Box-car loader - logging md. 

4133 Box-office cashier - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv. 

9519 Box-printing-machine operator - any md. 

9317 Box -sealing- machine operator - any md. 

8562 Box-spring assembler - any md. 

8562 Box-spring maker - any md. 

7717 Boxcar loader - mining md. 

7718 Boxcar shoveler - mining md. 

9317 Boxer - any md. 

3373 Boxer, sports - amuse. & rec. serv. hid. 

1179 Boxing promoter - any md. 

8551 Boxtoe maker - footwear md. 

8599 Brace maker - any md. 

8591 Bracelet maker - any md. 
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8781 Bracer - const. md. 

8561 Braid folder - footwear md. 

8279 Braid maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Braid weaver - any md. 

8563 Braider - clothing i. primary textile md. 

8149 Braider - elec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & wire prod. 
md. 

8549 Braider - wooden box & pallet md. 

8149 Braider operator - elec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & 
wire prod. md. 

8149 Braider tender - elec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & 
wire prod. md. 

8279 Braider tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Braiding-machine operator - clothing md.; primary 
textile md. 

2795 Braille teacher - any md. 

9519 Braille-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8581 Brake adjuster - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. 
md. 

8583 Brake adjuster - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 
syst. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 

8513 Brake assembler - motor veh. md. 

9193 Brake holder - mining md. 

8586 Brake inspector - railroad rolling stock md.; railway 
trans. md. 

8581 Brake mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

8583 Brake mechanic - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 

8334 Brake operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8581 Brake repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

8583 Brake repairer - railroad rolling stock nd.; railway 
trans. serv. md .; urban transit syst. md. 

9193 Brake rider - mining md. 

9193 Brake worker - mining md. 

9133 Brake worker - n.e.c. 

8159 Brake-lining finisher - asbestos prod. md, 

8735 Branch exchange repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

4170 Branch exchange supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

8155 Branch maker - clay prod. md. 

1135 Branch manager - consum. & bus. fin. intermed. md . 

8569 Brancher - other mfg. prod. md. n.e.c. 

9317 Brander - any md. 

8299 Branner - primary steel md. 

8133 Brass annealer - any md. 

8529 Brass assembler - any md. 

8137 Brass caster - any md. 

6198 Brass cleaner - railway trans. serv. md.; railroad rolling 
stock md. 

8393 Brass finisher - any ind. 

8149 Brass founder - any md. 

8131 Brass melter - primary metal md. 

8137 Brass moulder - any md. 

8391 Brass or bronze chaser - any md. 

8143 Brass plater - any md. 

8393 Brass polisher - any md. 

8315 Brass turner - any md. 

7719 Brattice builder - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

8335 Brazer - any md. 

8335 Brazing-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8213 Bread baker - any md. 

8226 Bread inspector - bakery prod. md. 

1116 Bread inspector - regulatory serv. 

8228 Bread racker - bakery prod. md. 

8229 Bread slicer - bakery prod. md. 

9317 Bread wrapper - any md. 

8161 Break-down worker - rubber prod. md. 

8267 Breakdown repairer - primary textile md. 

8371 Breaker - glass & glass prod. md. 

8149 Breaker - primary metal md. 

7718 Breaker - quarry & sand pit md. 

8110 Breaker boss - coal mines 

8571 Breaker builder - tire & tube md. 

8571 Breaker layer - tire & tube md. 

7719 Breaker tender - mining md. 

8171 Breaker tender - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 

8275 Breaker tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

7183 Breaker, draft horse - agric. md. 

7183 Breaker, harness-racing horse - agric. md.; amuse. & 
rec. serv. md . 
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7183 Breaker, saddle-racing horse - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8215 Breast sawyer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8227 Brewer - brewery prod. md. 

8229 Brewery worker - brewery prod. md. 

1143 Brewmaster - bev. End. 

8155 Brick and tile making machine operator - non-metallic 
mm. prod. md. 

8156 Brick and tile sorter - clay prod. md. 

8156 Brick and tile tester - clay prod. md. 

8151 Brick baker - clay prod. End. 

8798 Brick cleaner - const. md. 

8371 Brick cutter - clay prod. md. 

8155 Brick rnoulder - clay prod. End. 

8158 Brick off-bearer - clay prod. md. 

8782 Brick paver - const. End. 

8782 Brick pointer - any md. 

8155 Brick presser - clay prod. md. 

8151 Brick setter - clay prod. End. 

8782 Brick setter - const. md. 

8156 Brick shader - clay prod. md. 

8159 Brick worker - clay prod. md. 

8371 Brick-cutting-machine operator - clay prod. End. 

8155 Brick-machine operator - clay prod. md. 

8155 Brick-press-feeder - clay prod. End. 

8151 Brickkiln burner - clay prod. End. 

8782 Bricklayer - any End. 

8780 Bricklayer foreman/woman - any md. 

8798 Bricklayer tender - const. End. 

8155 Brickmaker - clay prod. End. 

8782 Brickmason - any md. 

8780 Brickmason foreman/woman - any End. 

5199 Bridal consultant - retail trade End. 

8796 Bridge and building inspector - railway trans. serv. End. 

1145 Bridge and building master - railway trans. serv. md . 

8793 Bridge builder, structural steel - const. md. 

8781 Bridge builder, wood - any md. 

8781 Bridge carpenter - any End. 

2143 Bridge engineer - const. md. 

6115 Bridge flagger - railway trans. serv. md . 

8780 Bridge foreman/woman - const. End.; railway trans. 
serv. End. 

9135 Bridge gate tender - railway trans. serv. End. 

8796 Bridge inspector - high., st. & bridge main. md.; const. 
End. 

2799 Bridge instructor - any md. 

9159 Bridge keeper - water trans. md. 

8799 Bridge maintainer - any End. 

9159 Bridge opener - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9311 Bridge operator - tab. metal prod. End. 

9159 Bridge operator - serv. incmd. to water trans. 

8785 Bridge painter - any md. 

9159 Bridge tender - serv. Encid. to water trans. 

8793 Bridge worker - const. End. 

8793 Bridge worker, structural steel - const. End. 

8781 Bridge worker, wood - any End. 

9311 Bridge-crane engineer - any md. 

9311 Bridge-crane operator - any End. 

8718 Bridge-gang worker - any ind. 

9311 Bridger - fab. metal prod. End. 

2349 Brief writer, law - off. of lawyers & notaries 

6116 Brigadier general - defence serv. 

6169 Brim blocker - n.e.c. 

8557 Brim blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Brim curler - other clothing & apparel End. n.e.c. 

8551 Brim cutter - other clothing & apparel End. 

8557 Brim flanger - other clothing & apparel End. n.e.c. 

8557 Brim pouncer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

6165 Brim presser- other clothing & apparel md. 

8557 Brim rounder - other clothing & apparel End. n.e.c. 

8557 Brim shaper - other clothing & apparel End. n.e.c. 

8557 Brim stiffener - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Brim stretcher - other clothing & apparel End. n.e.c. 

8557 Bummer - other clothing & apparel End. n.e.c. 

8221 Brine maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8163 Brine-equipment tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8217 Briner - fish prod. End.; fishing End. 
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8179 Briquette operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8215 Brisket cutter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Brisket opener - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Brisket puller - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Brisket sawyer - any md. 

8215 Brisket splitter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8313 Broach maker - any md. 

8315 Broach operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8313 Broach setter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Broacher - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Broaching-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

3330 Broadcast director - radio & Lv. broadcast. 

9551 Broadcast engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9551 Broadcast technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3337 Broadcaster - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9551 Broadcasting technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8258 Broke hustler - pulp & paper md. 

5174 Broker - advertising serv. 

5179 Broker - motion pic., audio & video prod. 

5179 Broker - serv. incid. to water trans. 

5173 Broker's floor representative - security brokers & 
dealers 

4135 Brokerage clerk - any md. 

8143 Bronze plater - any md. 

8393 Bronze polisher - any md. 

8595 Bronzer - tab. metal prod. md. 

3319 Bronzer - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

8599 Broom maker - any md. 

8599 Broom stitcher - any md. 

2513 Brother - religious org. 

8225 Brown sugar maker - cane & beet sugar md. 

8251 Brown-stock washer - pulp & paper md. 

9918 Brush cleaner - any md. 

7513 Brush cutter - logging md. 

9919 Brush cutter - n.e.c. 

2169 Brush cutter, surveying - any md. 

5199 Brush demonstrator - any md. 

8599 Brush maker - any md. 

8599 Brush shaper - broom, brush & mop md. 

8278 Brush washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8158 Brusher - clay prod. md. 

8568 Brusher - footwear md. 

8295 Brusher - leather tanneries 

7717 Brusher - mining md. 

8575 Brusher - other rubber prod. md. 

8598 Brusher - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8275 Brusher and shearer - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8275 Brushing operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8295 Brushing-machine operator - leather tanneries 

2133 Bryologist - any md. 

8515 Bucker - aircraft & parts md. 

7513 Bucker - logging md. 

7718 Bucker - mining md. 

8515 Bucker-up - aircraft & parts md. 

8793 Bucker-up - motor veh. md. 

8793 Bucker-up - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; const. 
md. 

8793 Bucker-up - shipbldg. & repair md. 

7717 Bucket dumper - mining md. 

7718 Bucket hooker - mining md. 

8599 Buckle maker - any md. 

8561 Buckle sewer - footwear md. 

8563 Budder - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Budding-machine operator - clothing md.; primary 
textile md. 

4131 Budget clerk - any md. 

8393 Buffer - tab. metal prod. md. 

8561 Buffer - footwear md. 

8595 Buffer - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 

8373 Buffer - glass & glass prod. md.; other non-metallic 
mm. prod. 

8295 Buffer - leather tanneries 

8393 Butter - plastic prod. md. 

8575 Buffer - rubber prod. ind. 
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8390 Buffer metal, foreman/woman - any md. 

8393 Buffing-machine operator - motor veti. md. 

8569 Buffing-wheel maker - motor veh. md. 

8798 Buggy operator - const. md. 

8148 Buggy operator - primary metal md. 

8148 Buggy puller - primary metal md. 

7718 Buggy wheeler - mining md. 

3332 Bugler - any md. 

8523 Builder - agric. impl. md . 

8515 Builder - aircraft & parts md. 

8780 Builder - const. md. 

8571 Builder - tire & tube md. 

2141 Building architect - any md. 

8781 Building carpenter - any md. 

8787 Building caulker - const. md. 

2143 Building construction engineer - any md. 

8796 Building construction inspector - const. md. 

8780 Building contractor - const. md. 

9539 Building engineer, stationary - any md. 

8780 Building foreman/woman - consi, md.; railway trans. 
serv. md. 

1116 Building inspector - regulatory serv. 

8799 Building mover - const. md. 

8780 Building mover foreman/woman - const. md. 

6190 Building service supervisor - govt. serv. md . 

8371 Building stonecutter - any md. 

6130 Building superintendent - insce. & real estate agen. 

8799 Building wrecker - const. md. 

1145 Building-construction superintendent - any ind. 

8534 Bulb brander - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8534 Bulb maker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

7195 Bulb planter - any md. 

1137 Bulk plant agent - petrol. prod., whlse. 

1137 l3ulk plant manager - petrol. prod.. whlse. 

1137 Bulk plant operator - petrol. prod., whlse. 

1137 Bulk station agent - petrol. prod., whise. 

8298 Bulker - tobacco prod. md. 

6139 Bull cook - logging md.; const. md.  

8793 Bull riveter - any md. 

8137 Bull runner - iron foundries 

8135 Bulldogger - primary metal md. 

8711 Bulldozer driver - const. md. 

8711 Bulldozer engineer - any md. 

8711 Bulldozer operator - const. md. 

8334 Bulldozer operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8529 Bullet maker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8137 Bullet moulder - other chem. prod. md . n.e.c. 

7718 Bumper - mining md. 

8581 Bumper - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 

8333 Bumper - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8333 Bumper operator - aircraft & parts md. 

8334 Bumper operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8293 Bunch breaker - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Bunch maker - tobacco prod. ind. 

9317 Buncher - broom, brush & mop md. 

8293 Buncher - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Bundle wrapper - retail trade mod. 

9317 Bundler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8215 Bung dropper - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Bung remover- meat & poultry prod. irid. 

8238 Bunker tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8735 Burglar-alarm installer - any md. 

4199 Burglary alarm operator - security & investigation serv. 

8279 Burler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8151 Burner - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. mod. 

8335 Burner - feb. metal prod. mod. 

8151 Burner - lime md.; hydraulic cement md. 

8167 Burner - refined petrol. prod. md. 

8167 Burner operator - chem. & chem. prod. md.: refined 
petrol. prod. md . 

9918 Burner, incinerator - any md. 

8150 Burning foreman/woman - clay prod. md. 

8393 Burnisher - tab. metal prod. md. 

8561 Burnisher - footwear md. 

8295 Burnisher - leather tanneries 

8595 Burnisher - sash, door & millwork md. 
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8393 Burr filer - fab. metal prod. md. 

8211 Burr Miller - flour, cereal food & teed md. 

8393 Burr-bench operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8393 Burrer - mach. shop md. 

8261 Burrer - textile prod. md. 

8393 Burring-wheel operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

1171 Bursar - any md. 

4141 Bursting-machine operator - any md. 

8513 Bus assembler - motor veh. md. 

6125 Bus boy/girl - accom., food & bev. serv. md. 

6198 Bus cleaner - any md. 

9171 Bus conductor - public passenger transit syst. md. 

9179 Bus dispatcher - public passenger transit syst. md. 

9171 Bus driver - public passenger transit syst. md. 

9170 Bus driver foreman/woman - public passenger transit 
syst. md. 

8581 Bus mechanic - any md. 

9171 Bus operator - public passenger transit syst. md. 

9170 Bus owner - public passenger transit syst. md. 

8581 Bus repairer - any md. 

9179 Bus starter - public passenger transit syst. md. 

8553 Busheler - men's clothing stores; women's clothing 
stores; clothing md. 

1171 Business administrator - any md. 

1179 Business agent - any md. 

2311 Business analyst - any ind. 

8510 Business and commercial machines assembly 
foreman/woman - off. store & bus. mach. 

2791 Business college instructor- post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

1133 Business college manager - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

1133 Business college president - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2791 Business college teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

1179 Business consultant - any md. 

2311 Business economist - any md. 

6113 Business establishment investigator - security & 
investigation serv. 

1179 Business management consultant - any md. 

1179 Business manager - any ind. 

1179 Business representative - bus. assoc.; prof. 
membership assoc.; labour org. 

1179 Business representative, club lodge or society - civic & 
frat. org . 

1133 Business College principal - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

8585 Business-machine mechanic - any md. 

4141 Business-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Business-machine servicer - any md. 

8526 Business-machines tester - off., store & bus. mach. 

2311 Business-management analyst - any md. 

8215 Butcher - anyind. 

6142 Butler - pars. & hhld. serv. md . 

8293 Butt maker - tobacco prod. md. 

8223 Butter churner - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Butter cutter - dairy prod. md. 

8226 Butter grader - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Butter maker - dairy prod. md. 

9317 Butter packer - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Butter printer - dairy prod. md. 

9317 Butter wrapper - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Buttermilk maker - any md. 

8599 Button assembler - any md. 

8599 Button assorter - any md. 

8598 Button carder - any md. 

8569 Button damper - clothing md. 

8599 Button cutter - any md. 

8596 Button inspector - any md. 

8599 Button maker - any md. 

8551 Button marker - clothing md.: footwear md. 

8599 Button moulder - any md. 

8569 Button riveter - clothing md. 

8563 Button sewer - any md. 

8599 Button shader - any md. 

8596 Button sorter - any md. 

8563 Button stayer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8562 Button tufter - other turn. & fixture md. 

8599 Button turner - any md. 

8569 Button weaver - any md. 
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8599 Button worker - any ind. 

8569 Button-machine operator - clothing hid. 

8551 Buttonhole cutter - clothing md. 

8561 Buttonhole finisher - footwear md. 

8561 Buttonhole maker - footwear kid. 

8563 Buttonhole maker - n.e.c. 

8563 Buttonhole stayer - clothing nd.: primary textile ind. 

8563 Buttonhole-machine operator - any md. 

8563 Buttonholer - any md, 

1175 Buyer-n.e.c. 

5170 Buyer - security brokers & dealers 

5191 Buyer - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8551 Buttonhole marker - footwear md.; clothing ind. 	 5130 Buyer supervisor - whise. trade ind. 
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4131 C.O.D. audit clerk - any md. 

4131 C.O.D. clerk - any md. 

9173 Cab driver - taxicab md. 

9179 Cab starter - taxicab md. 

9155 Cabin attendant - water trans. md. 

8541 Cabinet assembler, wood - any md. 

8541 Cabinet finisher - sash, door & millwork md.; turn. & 
fixture md. 

8541 Cabinet maker - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

8541 Cabinet repairer, wood - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door 
& millwork md. 

8540 Cabinetmaker foreman/woman - sash, door & miliwork 
md. 

7711 Cable driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2144 Cable engineer - telecom. carriers md. 

8730 Cable foreman/woman - telecom. carriers md.; const. 
md. 

7518 Cable hooker - logging md. 

8735 Cable installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8731 Cable installer-repairer - elec. power syst. md. 

8141 Cable maker - elec. & electron. prod. md. 

8339 Cable maker - wire & wire prod. md. 

9553 Cable operator - telecom. carriers md. 

8739 Cable puller - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers 
md. 

7519 Cable puller - logging md. 

8739 Cable splicer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers 
md. 

8339 Cable splicer - n.e.c. 

8149 Cable spooler - elec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & wire 
prod. md. 

4170 Cable supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

7519 Cable tender - logging md. 

8736 Cable tester - telecom. carriers md. 

8526 Cable tester - wire & wire prod. md. 

9159 Cable-ferry operator - water trans. md. 

8730 Cable-splicing foreman/woman - elec. power syst. 
md.; telecom. carriers md.; const. md. 

5179 Cable-television representative - cable U. md. 

7711 Cable-tool operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

3375 Caddie - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9314 Caddy - food stores 

9155 Cadet - water trans. md. 

9151 Cadet officer - water trans. md. 

8143 Cadmium plater - any md. 

8119 Cadmium-plant operator - mining md.; primary metal 
md. 

6121 Cafeteria cook - any md. 

6120 Cafeteria supervisor - any md. 

6129 Cafeteria worker - any md. 

6125 Cafeteria/buffet attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. 
md. 

8339 Cage maker, machine - concrete prod. md. 

9311 Cage runner - mining md. 

7717 Cage tender - mining ind. 

7717 Cager - mining ind 

8718 Caisson worker - const. md. 

8213 Cake baker - any md. 

8213 Cake decorator - bakery prod. md. 

8275 Cake drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8213 Cake finisher - bakery prod. md. 

8278 Cake handler - primary textile in, textile prod. md. 

8213 Cake icer - bakery prod. md. 

8276 Cake inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8213 Cake mixer - bakery prod. md. 

8179 Cake press operator - plastic prod. md. 

8273 Cake washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

9317 Cake wrapper - any md. 

8275 Cake wringer - textile prod. md.; primary textile ind. 
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8167 Calcine operator elec. & electron, prod. md. 

8115 Calciner - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

4141 Calculating-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Calculating-machine servicer - any md. 

4141 Calculator operator - any md. 
8275 Calender operator - asbestos prod. md. 

8253 Calender operator - pulp & paper md. 

8173 Calender operator - rubber prod. md. 

8275 Calender operator - textile prod. md.: primary textile 
md. 

8275 Calender-machine operator - asbestos prod. md. 

8275 Calenderer - asbestos prod. md. 

8275 Calenderer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8160 Calendering foreman/woman - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8260 Caleridering foreman/woman - primary textile md.; 
textile prod. md. 

8275 Calendering-machine operator - textile prod. md.; 
primary textile md. 

8536 Calibration tester - record player, radio & tv. md. 

8527 Calibrator - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

6135 Caller - hotels & motor hotels 

9139 Caller - railway trans. serv. md . 

8313 Cam maker - tab. metal prod. md. 

8527 Camera adjuster - sd. & prof. equip. md . 

8527 Camera assembler - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

9551 Camera engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8527 Camera finisher - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8526 Camera inspector - sci. & prof. equip. ind. 

8527 Camera maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

3315 Camera operator - n.e.c. 

9515 Camera operator - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

8588 Camera repairer - any md. 

8315 Camming-machmne operator - any md. 

6139 Camp attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

7510 Camp boss - logging & forestry md. 

6121 Campcook - anyind. 

2333 Camp counsellor - rec. & vacation camps 

2333 Camp director - rec. & vacation camps 

1149 Campaign director - any md. 

8179 Camphor refiner - any md. 

9317 Can capper - any md. 

8278 Can doffer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8221 Can filler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8217 Can filler - fish prod. md. 
8215 Can filler * meat & poultry prod. md. 

9317 Can filler - paint & varnish md.; refined petrol. prod. 
md . 

8229 Can filler - Other food prod. md. 

8336 Can inspector - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

9317 Can labeler - any md. 

8334 Can maker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8334 Can sealer - any md. 

8334 Can seamer - any md. 

8217 Can steamer - fish prod. md. 

8275 Can tender - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8229 Can washer - food md.; bev. md. 

8334 Can-body-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

8221 Can-filling-machine operator - can. & presv. fruit & 
veg. md. 

8217 Can-filling-machine operator - fish prod. md. 

8215 Can-filling-machine operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8229 Can-filling-machine operator - Other food prod. md. 

9159 Canal attendant - serv. incid. to water trans. 

1147 Canal superintendent - other serv. md. incid. to water 
trans. 

9910 Canal supervisor - serv. incid. to water trans. 

3156 Cancer research technician - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Cancer specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8599 Candle dipper - any md. 

8599 Candle maker - any md. 

8599 Candle moulder - any md. 

8213 Candy baker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

5135 Candy bar attendant - any md. 

8213 Candy boiler - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8213 Candy coater - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8213 Candy dipper - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8226 Candy inspector - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
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8213 Candy maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8210 Candy making foreman/woman - sugar & chocolate 
confectionery md. 

8213 Candy mixer - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

9317 Candy packer - any md. 

8213 Candy puller - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8213 Candy roller - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8213 Candy spreader - sugar & chocolate confectionery ind. 

9317 Candywrapper - aflyifld. 

8599 Cane maker - any md. 

8221 Canner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8217 Canner - fish prod. md. 

8215 Canner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8221 Cannery worker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8217 Cannery worker - fish prod. md. 

8215 Cannery worker - meat & poultry prod. ind. 

8592 Canoe builder - any md. 

8592 Canoe repairer - any md. 

8238 Cant loader - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8238 Cant setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

5130 Canteen operator - any md. 

6120 Canteen supervisor - any md. 

7517 Canter - logging md. 

2519 Cantor - religious org. 

8551 Canvas cutter - any md. 

8563 Canvas sewer - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

7719 Canvas ventilation partitioner - mining md. 

8569 Canvas worker - any md. 

5141 Canvasser - non-store retail md. 

2339 Canvasser for non-profit organization - health & soc. 
serv. assoc. & agen. 

5141 Canvassing agent - non-store retail md. 

8551 Cap cutter - other clothing & apparel md. 

8334 Cap maker - tab. metal prod. md. 

8557 Cap maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8563 Cap sewer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8563 Cap sizer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Cap trimmer - other clothing & apparel md. 

8534 Capacitor assembler - commun. & other electron. 
equip. ind. 

7199 Caponizer - agric. md. 

9317 Capper - any md. 

9317 Capping-machine operator - any md. 

8179 Capsule filler - pharm. & medicine md. 

8179 Capsule maker - pharm. & medicine md. 

8179 Capsule-machine operator - pharm. & medicine md. 

6116 Captain - defence serv. 

7311 Captain - fishing md. 

9159 Captain, barge - water trans. md. 

8710 Captain, dredging - high. & heavy const. 

9159 Captain, launch - water trans. md. 

9151 Captain, passenger ship - water trans. md. 

9159 Captain, scow - water trans. md. 

9314 Car attendant - food stores 

8781 Car builder - railroad rolling stock md. 

8781 Car carpenter - railroad rolling stock md. 

7718 Car chalker - mining ind. 

7718 Car cleaner - mining md. 

6198 Car cleaner - n.e.c. 

9193 Car coupler - mining md. 

9133 Car coupler - railway trans. serv. md . 

5130 Car dealer - auto. dealers 

9199 Car dispatcher - mining md. 

9199 Car distributor - mining md. 

9135 Car distributor - railway trans. serv. md . 

9173 Car driver - taxicab md. 

9193 Car dropper- mining md. 

8228 Car dumper - dairy prod. md. 

9315 Car dumper- mining md. 

9175 Car ferrier - trans. md. 

8580 Car foreman/woman- railway trans. serv. md . 

8589 Car greaser - railway trans. serv. md .; gasoline serv. 
stations 

7718 Car hooker - mining md. 

6125 Car hop - food & bev. serv. md . 

9314 Car hop - food stores 
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9316 Car leer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8586 Car inspector - railroad rolling stock md.; refined petrol 
prod. md.; coal mines 

6199 Car jockey - any md. 

9315 Car knocker - mining md. 
8595 Car letterer - railroad rolling stock md. 
7717 Car loader - mining md. 

9313 Car loader - n.e.c. 

8131 Car loader - primary metal ind. 

8589 Car lubricator - railway trans. serv. md.; gasoline serv. 
stations 

8589 Car oiler - railway trans. serv. md . 

8595 Car painter - motor veh. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 

7718 Car pincher - mining kid. 

6198 Car polisher - motor veb. repair shops 

6135 Car porter - railway trans. serv. md . 

7718 Car puller - mining md. 

7718 Car pusher - mining md. 

4131 Car recorder - railway trans. serv. md . 

8580 Car repair foreman/woman - railroad rolling stock md. 

8583 Car repairer - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md .; railroad rolling stock md. 

9193 Car rider - mining md. 

9193 Car runner - mining md. 

4199 Car sealer - railway trans. serv. md. 

5145 Car servicer gasoline serv. stations 

7718 Car shifter - mining md. 

9133 Car shifter - railway trans. serv. md . 

9131 Car shunter - railway trans. serv. md. 

7718 Car spotter - mining md. 

9199 Car starter - urban transit syst, md. 

9318 Car storer - any md. 

6198 Car sweeper - any md. 

7718 Car trimmer - mining md. 

9315 Car unloader - mining md. 

9313 Car unloader - n.e.c. 

6198 Car washer - any md. 

9190 Car-barn foreman/woman - urban transit syst. md. 

9310 Car-loading foreman/woman - trans. md. 

5199 Car-rental clerk - auto. & truck rental & leasing 

6190 Car-wash supervisor - car washes 

8213 Caramel maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8311 Carbide tool maker - hand tool & impl. md. 

9519 Carbon printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 
8161 Carbonate-plant operator - pulp & paper md. 
8225 Carbonation equipment operator - cane & beet sugar 

md. 

8133 Carbonizer - primary metal md. 

8275 Carbonizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8526 Carburetor inspector - motor veh. i.; motor veh. 
parts & access. 

8582 Carburetor mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 

8581 Carburetor mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

8582 Carburetor repairer - aircraft & parts md. 

8581 Carburetor repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

8133 Carburizing-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

8278 Card brusher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8278 Card cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Card cutter - primary textile md. 

8261 Card feeder - textile prod. md. 

4161 Cardfuler - anymnd. 

8584 Card fixer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8584 Card grinder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8261 Card hand - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 

8267 Card lacer - primary textile md. 

8593 Card maker - stationery paper prod. md. 

8261 Card operator - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 

3339 Card reader - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8260 Card room foreman/woman - primary textile md.; 
textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 

8584 Card setter - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

4143 Card sorter - any md. 

8261 Card stripper - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 

4143 Card-punch-machine operator - any md. 

4143 Card-tape converter operator - any md. 

8593 Cardboard box maker - any md. 

8593 Cardboard cutter - any md. 

8261 Carder - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 
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3156 Cardiac catheter laboratory technician- medical lab. 

8261 Carding doubler - textile prod. md. 

3169 Cardiograph operator - any md. 

3169 Cardiographer - any md. 

3111 Cardiologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3162 Cardiopulmonary technician - hospitals 

3111 Cardiovascular surgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 

7195 Caretaker - cemeteries & crematoria; other amuse. & 
rec. serv. 

619 1  Caretaker - janitorial serv. 

4193 Cargo agent - air trans. md. 

4153 Cargo checker - water trans. md. 

9313 Cargo handler - air trans. md. 

9310 Cargo head - air trans. md. 

9310 Cargo supervisor - air trans. md. 

9313 Cargo trimmer - water trans. md. 

7517 Cargo-carrier operator - logging md. 

4155 Cargo-gear mechanic - water trans. md. 

3332 Carillonneur - any md. 

8781 Carpenter - any md. 

8780 Carpenter foreman/woman - any md. 

8796 Carpenter inspector - any md. 

8781 Carpentry repairer - any md. 

8563 Carpet binder - carpet. mat & rug md. 

8569 Carpet binder - n.e.c. 

6169 Carpet cleaner - any md. 

8569 Carpet hooker - any md. 

8276 Carpet inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8799 Carpet layer - retail trade md.: const. md. 

8569 Carpet maker - any md. 

616 Carpet renovator - laundries & cleaners 

8563 Carpet sewer - carpet, mat & rug md. 

8569 Carpet sewer - n.e.c. 

8267 Carpet weaver - any md. 

8231 Carriage rider - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8231 Carriage setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7517 Carrier - logging md. 

9318 Carrier - n.e.c. 

4172 Carrier - postal serv. ind. 

5143 Carrier - retail trade md. 

9315 Carrier driver - wood md. 

8557 Carroter - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

7517 Carry-lift operator - logging md. 

9314 Cart attendant - food stores 

9199 Cart driver - any md. 

9170 Carter - truck trans. md. 

8161 Carter operator - paint & varnish md. 

2163 Cartographer - any md. 

2163 Cartographic draughter - any md. 

2143 Cartographic engineer - any md. 

9317 Carton bander - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Carton filler - any ind. 

9317 Carton labeler - any md. 

8593 Carton maker - any md. 

9317 Carton marker - any md. 

9317 Carton stamper - any md. 

9317 Carton stenciler - any md. 

9317 Carton wrapper - any md. 

9317 Carton-wrapping-machine operator - any md. 

3311 Cartoonist - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8529 Cartridge assembler - chem. & chern. prod. md . 

8529 Cartridge filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8529 Cartridge loader - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8355 Carver - turn. & fixture in, sash, door & millwork md. 

8295 Carver - leather tanneries 

8551 Carver other leather & allied prod. md.; footwear md. 

8371 Carver, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

2339 Case aide - any md. 

8523 Case assembler - agric. impi. ind. 

8599 Case coverer, jewellery - other leather & allied prod. 
md. 

9317 Case filler - any ind. 

8541 Case framer - turn. & fixture md. 

8133 Case hardener - primary metal md. 

2331 Case investigator - any md. 

8549 Case maker - wooden box & pallet md. 
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9317 Case packer - any md. 

2331 Case supervisor - any md. 

2331 Case worker - any md. 

9517 Case-making-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. 
md. 

8527 Caser - clock & watch md. 

8293 Caser - leaf tobacco md. 

7711 Caser - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9517 Caser - platemakg. type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

9517 Caser-in - comb. pub. & print. md.; platernakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

4177 Cash clerk, messenger - retail trade md. 

4131 Cash-coupon clerk - elec. power syst. ind. 

8585 Cash-register mechanic - any kid. 

8585 Cash-register repairer - any md. 

4133 Cashier - any md. 

4130 Cashier supervisor - any md, 

8226 Casing grader - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8293 Casing mixer - leaf tobacco md. 

7711 Casing puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8215 Casing sewer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7711 Casing-crew worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8293 Casing-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 

8215 Casing-machine operator - meat & poultry prod, md. 

8549 Cask maker - tobacco prod. ind. 

8562 Casket coverer - coffin & casket md. 

8541 Casket finisher - coffin & casket md. 

8546 Casket inspector - coffin & casket md. 

8562 Casket liner - coffin & casket md. 

8541 Casket maker - coffin & casket ind. 

8562 Casket trimmer - coffin & casket md. 

8562 Casket upholsterer - coffin & casket md. 

8155 Caster - clay prod. md. 

8137 Caster - jewel. & precious metal md.; primary metal 
md. 

8573 Caster - plastic prod. md. 

3161 Caster and moulder, dental ceramics - sd. & prof. 
equip. md. 

8130 Caster foreman/woman - jewel. & precious metal md. 

9511 Caster operator - comm. print. md , 

9919 Casting carrier - any md. 

8148 Casting cleaner - primary metal md. 

3330 Casting director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
8146 Casting inspector - primary metal md. 

8137 Casting machine operator - fab. metal prod. md.; elec. 
& electron. prod. md . 

8137 Casting moulder - iron foundries 

3330 Casting officer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8143 Casting pickIer - iron foundries 

8146 Casting tester - primary metal ind. 

8158 Casting trimmer - clay prod. md. 

8148 Casting washer - primary metal kid. 

8148 Casting wheeler - primary metal md. 

9511 Casting-machine operator - comb, pub. & print. md. 

8223 Casting-machine operator - dairy prod. md. 

8130 Casting-room foreman/woman - primary metal md.; 
fab. metal prod. md. 

8179 Casting-room operator - plastic prod. md. 

8137 Casting-wheel operator - non-ler. metal smell. & ref in. 

7113 Cat breeder - agric. md. 

9315 Cat driver - any md. 

8711 Cat operator - const. md. 

9315 Cat operator - n.e.c. 

8711 Cat skinner - const. md. 

9315 Cat skinner - n.e.c. 

7513 Cat swamper - togging md. 

9315 Cat-wagon operator - mfg. md. 

5149 Catalogue agent - any md. 

4199 Catalogue cornpler - any md. 

3314 Catalogue illustrator - any md. 

2351 Cataloguer - library serv. 

8161 Catalyst operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8135 Catcher - primary metal kid. 

8298 Catcher - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Catching inspector - tobacco prod. ind. 

2519 Catechist - religious org. 
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6120 Caterer - any md. 

6120 Catering supervisor- any md. 

9315 Caterpillar driver - any md. 

9315 Caterpillar operator - any md. 

8584 Caterpillar repairer - any md. 

9311 Caterpillar-crane operator - any md. 

7711 Cathead worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8221 Catsup maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8215 Cattle backer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7183 Cattle brander - agric. md. 

5130 Cattle dealer - livestock, whise. 

7183 Cattle dehorner - agric. md. 

7183 Cattle driver - agric. md. 

7113 Cattle farmer - agric. md. 

7183 Cattle feeder - agric. md. 

8215 Cattle gutter - any irid. 

8215 Cattle header - any md. 

8215 Cattle killer - any md. 

7113 Cattle raiser - agric. md. 

7183 Cattle ranch worker - agric. md. 

8215 Cattle splitter - any md. 

8215 Cattle sticker - any md. 

8226 Cattle tester - food md. 

8787 Caulker - fab. metal prod. md.; const. md. 

8787 Caulker - water syst. md.; gas distribution syst. md.; 
pipeline trans. md. 

8161 Caustic mixer - primary textile md. 

8173 Caustic operator - plastic prod. md. 

8161 Caustic-liquor maker - pulp & paper md. 

9539 Caustic-pump operator - any md. 

8161 Causticiser - chem. & chern. prod. md .; pulp & paper 
md. 

8225 Cell dumper - cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Cell filler - cane & beet sugar md. 

8179 Cell tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8225 Cell washer - cane & beet sugar md. 

8148 Cellar operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8227 Cellar worker - bev. md. 

8210 Cellarmaster - wine md. 

3332 Cellist - any md. 

8179 Cellophane finisher - any ind. 

9512 Cellophane press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8176 Cellophane tester - any md. 

9317 Cellophane wrapper - any md. 

8593 Cellophane-bag maker - any md. 

9317 Cellophane-wrapping-machine operator - any md. 

9317 Cellophaner - tobacco prod. md. 

2117 Cement analyst - any md. 

8798 Cement curer - const. md. 

8571 Cement dipper - tire & tube md. 

8783 Cement finisher - const. md. 

8798 Cement handler - any md, 

8796 Cement inspector - const. md. 

8783 Cement mason - const. md. 

8799 Cement mixer - const. md. 

8153 Cement mixer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8713 Cement paver - const. md. 

8798 Cement pourer - const. md. 

8156 Cement tester - hydraulic cement md. 

8798 Cement worker - any md. 

8155 Cement-block moulder - any md. 

8780 Cement-finishing foreman/woman - const. md. 

8783 Cement-gun nozzle operator - const. md. 

9175 Cement-mixer driver - trans. md. 

8799 Cement-mixer operator - any ind. 

9539 Cement-pump operator - const. md. 

8569 Cementer - clothing md. 

8561 Cementer - footwear md. 

8295 Cementer - leather tanneries 

8379 Cementer - ophthalmic goods md. 

8571 Cementer - other rubber prod. md. 

7711 Cementer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8571 Cementer - plastic prod. md. 

8787 Cementer - shmpbldg. & repair md. 

8571 Cementer- tires & tubes. whlse.; garages (general 
repairs) 
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7711 Cementing-tool operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

1142 Cemetery manager - any md. 

1116 Censor - regulatory serv. 

4199 Censor, clerical - any md. 

4137 Census clerk - govt. serv. md . 

4190 Census commissioner - govt. serv. md . 

4199 Census enumerator - govt. serv. md, 

4199 Census representative - govt. serv. md . 

4199 Census taker - govt. serv. md . 

2169 Center locator - coal mines 

8736 Central office inspector- telecom. carriers md. 

4175 Central operator - telecom. carriers md. 

4155 Central supply clerk - any kid. 

8735 Central-office installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Central-office repairer - telecom. carriers ind. 

8163 Centrifugal drier operator - chem. & chem. prod. md , 

8225 Centrifugal operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

8163 Centrifuge operator - chem. & chem, prod. md. 

8163 Centrifuge operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8275 Centrifuge operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8229 Centrifuge operator - Other food prod. md.; bev. md. 

3311 Ceramic artist- any md. 

2111 Ceramic chemist - any kid. 

3313 Ceramic designer - any md. 

2159 Ceramic engineer - any md. 

3313 Ceramic mould designer - any md. 

8595 Ceramic sprayer - clay prod. md. 

8782 Ceramic tile setter - const. md. 

3161 Ceramist - health & soc. serv. md . 

2111 Cereal chemist - any md. 

8213 Cereal cooker operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8213 Cereal maker - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

2131 Cereal specialist - any md. 

2131 Cerealist - any md. 

3134 Certified nursing assistant - health & soc. serv. md . 

1171 Certified Public Accountant - any md. 

8799 Cesspool cleaner - any md. 

8265 Chain beamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Chain builder - primary textile md. 

7518 Chain hooker - logging md. 

8336 Chain inspector - tab, metal prod. nd.; railroad rolling 
stock md. 

8239 Chain off-bearer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7519 Chain puller - logging md. 

7519 Chain tender - logging md. 

7513 Chain-saw operator - any md. 

8589 Chain-saw repairer - any md. 

8273 Chain-yarn dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

7518 Chainer - logging md. 

7718 Chainer - mining md. 

8278 Chainer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8331 Chainmaker - tab. metal prod. kid.; welding 

2169 Chainman/woman, surveying - any md. 

8541 Chair assembler - turn. & fixture nd.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

3158 Chair assistant - any md. 

8541 Chair caner - any md. 

8541 Chair finisher - turn. & fixture md. 

8541 Chair maker - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

8541 Chair repairer - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

8562 Chair trimmer - turn. & fixture md. 

8562 Chair upholsterer - any md. 

3375 Chair-lift operator - amuse. & rec. serv. kid. 

1130 Chairperson - any md. 

8568 Chalker - footwear md.; leather tanneries 

8165 Chamber walker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

1149 Chancellor - federal govt. serv. md . 

2511 Chancellor - religious org. 

4133 Change attendant - retail trade md. 

1131 Change control environment manager - any md. 

6191 Change-house attendant - mining md. 

8267 Changer fixer - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. md. 

8561 Channel cementer - footwear md. 

8561 Channel closer - footwear md. 
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5561 Channel opener - footwear md. 

8561 Channeler - footwear md. 

7717 Channeler runner - quarry & sand pit End. 

7717 Channeling-machine runner - mining End.; quarry & 
sand pit md. 

2511 Chaplain except Defence service - religious org. 

8228 Char puller - cane & beet sugar md. 

6190 Char supervisor - any md. 

8167 Charcoal burner - any End. 

8131 Charge feeder - non-tsr. metal smelt. & refin. 

4175 Charge operator - telecom. carriers md. 

4131 Charge-account checker - any md. 

4131 Charge-account clerk - any md. 

8131 Charge-bucket operator - primary metal md. 

8131 Charge-floor feeder - primary metal End. 

8539 Charger - else. & electron. prod. End. 

8178 Charger - gas distribution syst. End. 

8151 Charger - glass & glass prod. End. 

8591 Charger - jewel. & precious metal md. 

7715 Charger - mining End.; quarry & sand pit End. 

8131 Charger - primary metal md. 

8167 Charger - refined petrol. prod. End. 

8131 Charging machine operator - primary metal End. 

2333 Charity worker - any End. 

2169 Chart writer - any ind. 

1171 Chartered Accountant - any md. 

6191 Charworker - any md. 

8391 Chaser - jewel. & precious metal End.; tab. metal prod. 
ind, 

7517 Chaser - logging End. 

8513 Chassis assembler - motor veh. md. 

8526 Chassis inspector - motor veh. md. 

8581 Chassis mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

5581 Chassis repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

6111 Chauffeur - tirefighting serv. 

9173 Chauffeur - n.e.c. 

6112 Chauffeur - police serv. 

4172 Chauffeur - postal serv. End. 

4199 Check clerk - any End. 

9512 Check Emprmnter - comb. pub. & print. End. 

4157 Check measurer - mining md. 

9111 Check pilot - air trans. End. 

7718 Check puller - mining End. 

4161 Check sorter - any End. 

1176 Check viewer - mining md. 

4157 Check weigher - mining End. 

8526 Checker - aircraft & parts ind.; motor veh. md. 

6169 Checker - laundries & cleaners 

8376 Checker, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

4141 Checking-machine operator - any md. 

6198 Checkroom attendant - any Id. 
8295 Cheeking-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8223 Cheese blender - dairy prod. End. 

8223 Cheese cooker - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Cheese maker - dairy prod. End. 

8223 Cheese moukier - dairy prod. md. 

8226 Cheese tester - dairy prod. End. 

9317 Cheese wrapper - any md. 

8213 Chef - bakeryprod. End. 

6121 Chef - n.e.c. 

6121 Chef patissier - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

2111 Chemical analyst - any md. 

2142 Chemical engineer - any End. 

2111 Chemical food analyst - any End. 

8176 Chemical inspector - any End. 

2117 Chemical laboratory analyst - mining End. 

2351 Chemical librarian - any End. 

8179 Chemical operator- any End. 

8160 Chemical processing supervisor - pharm. & medicine 
End.; toilet preparations md. 

2117 Chemical technician - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8176 Chemical tester - rubber prod. ind. 

2111 Chemist - anyind. 

2111 Chemist, water purification - water syst. End. 

2111 Chemistry researcher - any md. 

3119 Chemotherapmst - any End. 
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9519 Cheque printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4141 Cheque-writing-machine operator - any md. 

7115 Cherry grower - agric. md, 

8213 Chewing-gum machine tender - chewing gum md. 

8215 Chicken cleaner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7196 Chicken culler - any md. 

7113 Chicken farmer - agric. md. 

7180 Chicken hatchery operator - poultry serv. 

8215 Chicken pickier - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8228 Chicken plucker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7196 Chicken sexer - any md. 

1130 Chief - any md. 

3337 Chief announcer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8730 Chief cable installer-repairer - elec. power syst. md. 

5130 Chief canvasser - any md. 

4190 Chief clerk - hotels & motor hotels 

6120 Chief cook - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8215 Chief cook - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7510 Chief cruiser - logging & forestry md. 

6112 Chief detective - police serv. 

9130 Chief dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md. 

9530 Chief dispatcher, gas - gas distribution syst. md. 

8730 Chief electrician - const. md. 

2155 Chief engineer - aircraft & parts md. 

2144 Chief engineer - elec. power syst. md.: telecom. 
carriers md.; radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9530 Chief gauger - pipeline trans. i.; refined petrol. prod. 
in, petrol. & nat. gas ind. 

8730 Chief inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8730 Chief installer - telecom. carriers md. 

1132 Chief librarian - library serv. 

8730 Chief line installer-repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

8730 Chief line maintainer - railway trans. serv. md . 

9153 Chief marine engineer - water trans. md. 

9110 Chief navigator - air trans. md. 

9151 Chief officer - water trans. md. 

9530 Chief operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9550 Chief operator - telecom. carriers md. 

1113 Chief passport officer - govt. serv. md . 

3315 Chief photographer - any md. 

6130 Chief porter - any md. 

8730 Chief repeater - telecom. carriers md. 

9530 Chief stationary engineer - any md. 

1113 Chief Statistician - govt. serv. md . 

9530 Chief steam engineer - any md. 

4170 Chief telephone operator - telecom. carriers md. 

8730 Chief tester - telecom. carriers md. 

9130 Chief train dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 

8730 Chief transmitter - telecom. carriers md. 

6117 Chief Warrant Officer - defence serv. 

2350 Chief-display officer - museums & archives 

2315 Child development consultant - any md. 

3111 Child medicine specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

2315 Child psychologist - any md. 

2331 Child welfare consultant - child welfare serv. 

2333 Child welfare worker - any md. 

6147 Child-care attendant - other pars. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

3139 Child-care attendant, school - health & soc. serv. md . 

6147 Children's nurse, private households - other pars. & 
hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

8163 Chiller operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8155 Chimney blower - glass & glass prod. md. 

8782 Chimney builder - any md. 

6191 Chimney cleaner - any md. 

8155 Chimney maker - glass & glass prod. md. 

8782 Chimney repairer - any ind. 

6191 Chimney sweep - any md. 

8155 China mender - any md. 

9317 China packer - any md. 

3319 China painter - any md. 

8155 China repairer - any md. 

8239 Chip screen tender - any md. 

8228 Chip washer - bev. md. 

8235 Chip-mixing machine tender - other wood md. 

8713 Chip-spreader tender - const. md. 

8373 Chipper - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 
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8393 Chipper - tab. metal prod. End. 

8148 Chipper - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin.; jewel. & 
precious metal md. 

8578 Chipper - plastic prod. md. 

8251 Chipper - pulp & paper End. 

8337 Chipper and caulker - power boiler & heat exchanger 
md.; shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair ind. 

8239 Chipper operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

3119 Chiropodist - health & soc. serv. End. 

3117 Chiropractic doctor - any End, 

3117 Chiropractor - any End. 

8393 Chisel grinder - primary metal md. 

8371 Chiseler, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8161 Chlorinator - chem. & chem. prod. md. 

8119 Chlorinator - mining md.; primary metal End. 

8165 Chloroprene operator - chem. & chem. prod. md. 

8213 Chocolate coater - sugar & chocolate confectionery 
End. 

8213 Chocolate dipper - sugar & chocolate confectionery 
End. 

8213 Chocolate maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery 
nd. 

8213 Chocolate moulder - sugar & chocolate confectionery 
End. 

9317 Chocolate packer - any End. 

8223 Chocolate-milk maker - any End. 

3331 Choir director - any End. 

3331 Choir master - any md. 

3332 Choir singer - any End. 

7518 Choke hooker - logging End. 

7518 Choke setter - logging End. 

7518 Choker - logging End. 

7199 Chore hand - agric. md. 

3334 Choreographer - any md. 

3332 Chorister - any md. 

3334 Chorus dancer - any End. 

2519 Christian Science director - religious org. 

2519 Christian Science healer - religious org. 

2519 Christian Science nurse - religious org. 

2519 Christian Science practitioner - religious org. 

2519 Christian Science reader - religious org. 

7199 Christmas tree cutter - agric. md. 

7119 Christmas tree grower - agric. ind. 

8143 Chrome plater - any End. 

8393 Chrome polisher - tab. metal prod. End. 

8143 Chromium plater - any md. 

8215 Chuck boner - meat & poultry prod. End. 

8215 Chuck splitter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8713 Chuck tender - high., st. & bridges 

8315 Chucking-machine operator - motor veh. parts & 
access. 

8355 Chucking-machine operator - sash, door & miliwork 
End. 

7313 Chummer - fishing md. 

7718 Chunker - mining md. 

3332 Church organist - any End. 

2519 Church supervisor - religious org. 

2519 Church warden - religious org. 

2519 Church worker - religious org. 

7713 Churn driller - mining End. 

8161 Churn operator - man-made fibre & f II. yarn End. 

7713 Churn-drill operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

8223 Churner - dairy prod. md. 

7715 Chute blaster - mining ind. 

7710 Chute boss - mining End. 

7519 Chute builder - logging End. 

7710 Chute checker - mining md. 

9315 Chute drawer - mining md. 

7517 Chute feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 
md. 

8298 Chute feeder - tobacco prod. md. 

7518 Chute greaser - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle 
mills 

9315 Chute loader - mining End. 

9315 Chute operator - railway trans. serv, End. 

9315 Chute puller - mining End. 

8228 Chute sorter - meat & pouflry prod. End. 

8228 Chute tender - flour, cereal food & feed End. 
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9315 Chute tender - mining md. 

7519 Chute tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills: logging 
md. 

7719 Chute topper - mining md. 

8227 Cider maker - bev. md. 
9317 Cigar bander - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigar binder - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Cigar brander - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigar buncher - tobacco prod. md. 

5135 Cigar clerk - retail trade md. 

8293 Cigar drier - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Cigar examiner - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Cigar inspector - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigar maker - tobacco prod. md, 

8293 Cigar moulder - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Cigar packer - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigar roller - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigar shaper - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Cigar wrapper - tobacco prod. ind. 

8549 Cigar-box maker - any md. 

8293 Cigar-machine feeder - tobacco prod. md. 

8298 Cigarette catcher - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Cigarette examiner - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Cigarette inspector - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigarette maker - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Cigarette packer - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigarette roller - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigarette stamper - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigarette tipper - tobacco prod. md. 

5135 Cigarette vendor - retail trade md. 

5149 Cigarette vendor - taverns, bars & night clubs 

8599 Cigarette-holder maker - any md. 

8293 Cigarette-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Cigarette-making-machine operator - tobacco prod. 
md. 

8148 Cinder snapper - primary metal md. 

8782 Cinder-block mason - any md. 

8155 Cinder-block-machine operator - any md. 

8148 Cinder-pit worker - primary metal md. 

9557 Cinematographer - motion pic., audio & video prod. 

2189 Cipher expert - any md. 

2144 Circuit design engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

8536 Circuit tester - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
4177 Circular distributor - any md. 

8271 Circular knitter - hosiery md. 

8353 Circular ripsaw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8353 Circular sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8393 Circular-saw filer - any md. 
8315 Circular-saw operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8353 Circular-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8371 Circular-saw operator, stonework - other non-metallic 
mm. prod. 

4131 Circulation clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 

1137 Circulation director - comb. pub. & print. md. 

1137 Circulation manager - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2350 Circulation supervisor - library serv. 

8119 Circulator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

1179 Circus agent - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3339 Circus performer - any md. 

3339 Circus rider - any md. 

8227 Cistern-room operator - distillery prod. md. 

1111 City alderperson - executive & legislative admin. 

1116 City assessor - local govt. serv. md. 

1113 City clerk- local govt. serv. md . 

1111 City controller - local govt. serv. md . 

1111 City councilman/woman - local govt. serv. md . 

1113 City manager - local govt. serv. md . 

1119 City official - local govt. serv. md . 

2159 City planning engineer - local govt. serv. md . 

2343 City solicitor - courts of law 

1113 City superintendent - local govt. serv. md . 

1113 City supervisor - local govt. serv. md . 

2161 City surveyor - local govt. serv. md . 

1113 City tax collector - local govt. serv. md . 

1135 City treasurer - local govt. serv. md. 

2143 Civil engineer - any md. 
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2343 Civil lawyer - off. of lawyers & notaries 

4199 Civil Service clerk - govt. serv. ind. 

1113 Civil service examiner - federal govt. serv. md . 

5171 Claim adjuster - insce. md. 

4192 Claim adjuster - n.e.c. 

5171 Claim agent - insce. & real estate agen. insce. md . 

2343 Claim attorney - any md. 

4192 Claim clerk - any ind. 

5171 Claim examiner - insce. ind. 

4192 Claim examiner - n.e.c. 

5171 Claim inspector - insce. md. 

4192 Claim inspector - n.e.c. 

5171 Claim investigator - insce. md. 

4192 Claim investigator - n.e.c. 

1119 Claims adjudicator - govt. serv. md . 

4190 Claims adjuster supervisor - any md. 

4135 Claims calculator - insce. & real estate agen. 

4191 Claims collector - any md. 

1135 Claims superintendent - insce. & real estate agen. 

5170 Claims supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 

3339 Clairvoyant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7313 Clam digger - any md. 

7313 Clam dredger - any md. 

8711 Clamper - const. md. 

8160 Clarification foreman/woman - chem. & chem. prod. 
md. 

8225 Clarifier - cane & beet sugar md. 

8227 Clarifier - wine md. 

8229 Clarifier- Other food prod. md. 

8113 Clarifier operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

8296 Classer - tobacco prod. md. 

4161 Classification clerk - any md. 

4199 Classified advertising clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8156 Classifier - asbestos prod. md.; clay prod. md. 

2351 Classifier - library serv. 

8113 Classifier operator - mining nd.; primary metal md. 

8158 Clay carrier - clay prod. md. 

8153 Clay maker - clay prod. md.  

8153 Clay mixer - clay prod. md. 

8161 Clay mixer - pulp & paper ind. 

8395 Clay modeler - aircraft & parts md. 

8153 Clay temperer - clay prod. md. 

8148 Clay worker - primary metal md. 

8165 Clay-plant treater - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8153 Clay-slip mixer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8371 Clayware driller - clay prod. md.; other non-metallic 
mm. prod. n.e.c. 

8569 Cleaner - clothing md. 

8217 Cleaner - fish prod. md. 

7718 Cleaner - mining md. 

6191 Cleaner - n.e.c. 

8148 Cleaner - primary metal md. 

8578 Cleaner - tire & tube md. 

6198 Cleaner - trans. md. 

6169 Cleaner and dyer - laundries & cleaners 

6169 Cleaner and presser - laundries & cleaners; hotels & 
motor hotels 

8119 Cleaner jigs operator - primary metal md. 

6199 Cleaner, laboratory equipment - other serv. md. 

6191 Cleaning person - any md. 

2511 Clergy member - religious org. 

4199 Clerical assistant - any md. 

4171 Clerical office assistant - off. of physicians, surgeons & 
dentists, private practice 

4190 Clerical supervisor - any md. 

1113 Clerk of the House of Commons - govt. serv. md . 

4111 Clerk-stenographer - any md. 

4113 Clerk-typist - any md. 

8551 Clicker - footwear md. 

8551 Clicker cutter - footwear md. 

8551 Clicker operator - footwear md. 

8551 Clicking-machine operator - footwear md. 

2114 Climatologist - any md. 

8731 Climber - elec. power syst. md. 

7513 Climber - logging md. 

8793 Climber - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8735 Climber - telecom. carriers md. 

CLI 
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1134 Clinical director - health & 50C. serv. md. 

3111 Clinical pathologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

2315 Clinical psychologist - any md. 

8221 Clipper - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8569 Clipper - clothing md. 

8215 Clipper - meat & poultry prod. ind. 

7718 Clipper - mining md. 

8278 Clipper - primary textile md.; textile prod, md. 

8233 Clipper - veneer & plywood md.; turn. & fixture md. 

8233 Clipper operator - veneer & plywood md.; furn. & 
fixture md. 

4169 Clipping marker - any md. 

8527 Clock and watch assembler - clock & watch md. 

5149 Clock operator, tobacco auction - whlse. trade md. 

8587 Clock reconditioner - any md. 

8587 Clock repairer - any md. 

3371 Clocker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8527 Clockmaker - clock & watch md. 

8563 Closer - clothing md. 

8561 Closer - footwear md. 

8563 Closer - spun yarn & woven cloth 

8273 Cloth bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8278 Cloth carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

4159 Cloth checker - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8551 Cloth cutter - any md. 

8279 Cloth dotter - textile prod. md. primary textile md. 

8279 Cloth doubling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; 
primary textile md. 

8275 Cloth drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Cloth dyer- textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Cloth examiner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Cloth finisher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8279 Cloth folder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8278 Cloth hauler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Cloth inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6279 Cloth measurer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Cloth mender - primary textile md. 

8273 Cloth neutralizer - textile prod. md.; primacy textile md. 

9519 Cloth printer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

9510 Cloth printing foreman/woman - wool yarn & woven 
cloth md. 

8271 Cloth ribber - clothing md. 

8278 Cloth roller - textile prod. md. primary textile md. 

8275 Cloth santorizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Cloth scourer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Cloth shader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Cloth shrinker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8279 Cloth specker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Cloth sponger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Cloth steamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Cloth tester - textile prod. md. primary textile md. 

8273 Cloth washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Cloth weaver - any md. 

8265 Cloth winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Cloth-dyeing-machine tender - textile prod. md. 
primary textile md. 

6162 Clothes cleaner - laundries & cleaners 

5193 Clothes collector - laundries & cleaners 

3313 Clothes designer - any md. 

6162 Clothes drier - laundries & cleaners 

6169 Clothes marker - laundries & cleaners 

8553 Clothes mender - men's clothing stores; women's 
clothing stores; clothing md. 

6165 Clothes presser - laundries & cleaners 

3313 Clothes stylist - any md. 

8551 Clothing cutter - any md. 

8566 Clothing examiner - clothing md. 

8566 Clothing inspector - clothing md. 

8584 Clothing installer - pulp & paper md. 

1137 Clothing store manager - any md. 

3339 Clown - any md. 

6125 Club attendant - any md. 

6125 Club-car attendant - railway trans. serv. md . 

6149 Clubhouse attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8511 Clutch rebuilder - motor veh. parts & access. 

1147 Co-ordinator of technical services - radio & t.v. 
broadcast. 
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9111 Co-pilot - air trans. md. 

8523 Coach assembler - railroad rolling stock md. 

6198 Coach cleaner - any md. 

8583 Coach repairer - urban transit syst. md.; railroad rolling 
stock md.; railway trans. serv. ind. 

8161 Coagulator - plastic & syn. resin md. 

9317 Coal bagger - retail trade ind. 

7717 Coal banker - coal mines 

9313 Coal bunker - water trans. md. 

7717 Coal cager - coal mines 

7718 Coal cleaner - coal mines 

7717 Coal conveyor - coal mines 

7717 Coal cutter - coal mines 

7717 Coal digger - coal mines 

7713 Coal driller - mining md. 

9315 Coal dumper - mining md, 

9318 Coal dumper - n.e.c. 

7719 Coal grader - mining md. 

7718 Coal handler - coal mines 

9313 Coal handler - n.e.c. 

7717 Coal hauler - coal mines 

9175 Coal hauler - truck trans. md. 

9313 Coal heaver - any md. 

7719 Coal inspector - mining md. 

1116 Coal inspector - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 
admin. 

7717 Coal loader - coal mines 

9313 Coal loader - n.e.c. 

9157 Coal passer - water trans. md. 

7718 Coal picker - coal mines 

8113 Coal screener - coal mines 

7718 Coal shoveller - coal mines 

9318 Coal shoveller - n.e.c. 

7719 Coal spragger - mining md. 

7719 Coal stripper - mining md. 

7719 Coal tester - mining md. 

9193 Coal trammer - primary metal md. 

7718 Coal trimmer - coal mines 

9313 Coal trimmer - n.e.c. 

8113 Coal washer - coal mines 

7718 Coal wheeler - coal mines 

9318 Coal wheeler - n.e.c. 

7717 Coal-cutting-machine operator - coal mines 

1176 Coal-mine inspector - coal mines 

9315 Coaling-station dumper - mining md. 

9151 Coast guard officer - govt. serv. md . 

8275 Coater - other mtg. prod. md . 

8173 Coater - pharm. & medicine ind. 

8143 Coater - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8173 Coater operator - plastic prod. md, 

8173 Coating tender - asphalt roofing md. 

8178 Coating-machine feeder - any md. 

8253 Coating-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 

8143 Coating-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

7717 Cobber - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

8561 Cobbler - any md. 

8227 Coca-cola maker - any md. 

6125 Cocktail waiter/waitress - accom., food & bev, serv, 
md. 

8227 Cocoa grinder - any bid. 

8227 Cocoa roaster - any md. 

8226 Cocoa sampler - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

4141 Codeclerk - anyind. 

4139 Coding clerk - any md. 

9519 Coding-machine operator - commun. & other electron. 
equip. irid. 

8227 Coffee blender - any md. 

8227 Coffee grinder - any md. 

6129 Coffee maker - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8227 Coffee roaster - any md. 

8210 Coffee roasting foreman/woman - bev. md. 

1116 Coffee sampler - regulatory serv. 

8226 Coffee taster - any md. 

8541 Coffin finisher - coffin & casket md. 

8541 Coffin maker - coffin & casket md. 

8531 Coil adjuster - elec. & electron. prod. ind. 
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8531 Coil assembler - elec. & electron. prod. nd.; motor 
veh. md. 

8531 Coil builder - elec. & electron. prod. md .; motor veh. 
md. 

8531 Coil finisher - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Coil former - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

8531 COil inserter - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

8536 Coil inspector - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Coil maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Coil taper - elec. & electron. prod. md .; motor veh. md. 

8531 Coil winder - elec. & electron, prod. md.; elec. power 
syst. md. 

8339 Coil-machine operator - turn. & fixture md.; wire & wire 
prod. md. 

8339 Coiler - wire & wire prod. md.; turn. & fixture md. 

8279 Coiler tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

5130 Coin dealer - coin & stamp dealers 

6162 Coin wash attendant - laundries & cleaners 

4199 Coin-box collector - telecom. carriers md. 

8589 Coin-machine mechanic - any md. 

4139 Coin-machine operator - urban transit syst. md. 

8589 Coin-machine servicer - any md. 

5193 Coin-vending-machines collector - vending mach. 
operators 

8167 Coke burner - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8178 Coke drawer - refined petrol. prod. md . 

9318 Coke handler - any md. 

9313 Coke loader - any md. 

8178 Coke puller - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8163 Coke screener - any md. 

8167 Coke-oven operator - coal mines 

8331 Cold header - any md. 

8135 Cold roller - primary metal md. 

1149 Cold storage manager - any md. 

8396 Cold working inspector, firearms - other metal 
fabricating md. 

8331 Cold-header operator - any md. 

8135 Cold-mill feeder - primary metal md. 

8135 Cold-mill operator - primary metal md. 

8135 Cold-reduction operator - primary metal md. 

8135 Cold-reduction roller - primary metal md. 

8135 Cold-roll catcher - primary metal md. 

8315 Cold-saw operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

9310 Cold-storage foreman/woman - any md. 

9319 Cold-storage inspector - any md. 

8135 Cold-strip feeder - primary metal md. 

8135 Cold-strip roller - primary metal md. 

8563 Collar attacher - clothing md. 

8569 Collar maker - leather & allied prod. md. 

9519 Collator - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg.. type. & 
bind. md. 

4141 Collator operator - any md. 

4191 Collection agent - any md. 

4191 Collection clerk - any md. 

4190 Collection clerk supervisor - any md. 

1135 Collection manager - any md. 

4191 Collection officer - any md. 

5177 Collection-agency salesperson - bus. serv. md . 

4191 Collector - elec. power syst. md.; gas distribution syst. 
md. 

4133 Collector - high., st. & bridge main. md. 

4191 Collector - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md.; consum. 
& bus. fin. intermed. md . 

9318 Collector, garbage - other utility md. n.e.c. 

1133 College chancellor - educ. serv. md . 

3137 Colon therapist - any md. 

6116 Colonel - defence serv. 

3314 Colourartist - anyind. 

9519 Colour coder - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

2111 Colour consultant - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

3313 Colour consultant - retail trade md. 

8278 Colour dipper - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

3313 Colour expert - retail trade md. 

9515 Colour finisher - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8171 Colour grinder - textile prod. md. 

2111 Colour maker - industrial chem. md. n.e.c. 

8273 Colour maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

2111 Colour matcher - industrial chem. md. n.e.c. 
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8161 Colour matcher - leather tanneries; paint & varnish md 

8276 Colour matcher - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8161 Colour mixer - other chem. prod. md . 

9591 Colour photo printer - any md. 

8161 Colour shader - paint & varnish md. 

8223 Colour specialist - dairy prod. md. 

8253 Colour specialist - pulp & paper md, 

8176 Colour tester - paint & varnish md. 

8595 Colourer - clay prod. md. 

3319 Colourer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8295 Colourer - leather tanneries 

8273 Colourer - other mfg. prod. md. 

8595 Colourer, button - any md. 

3319 Colourist - photographers 

8161 Colourist - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8176 Column operator - refined petrol. prod. md. 

3351 Columnist - any md. 

8261 Comb and gill-box operator - textile prod. md. 

8584 Comb fixer - primary textile md.; texlile prod. md. 

8599 Comb maker - n.e.c. 

8584 Comb maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8584 Comb setter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8261 Comber - textile prod. md. 

8584 Comber setter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8261 Comber tender - textile prod. md. 

7197 Combine operator - agric. md. 

8253 Combiner-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

2147 Combustion engineer - any md. 

3335 Comedian - any md. 

6116 Commander - defence serv. 

3351 Commentator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; retail trade ind. 

1137 Commercial acceptance and production representative 
- radio & t.v. broadcast. 

5133 Commercial agent - mig. nd.; whlse. trade md. 

3337 Commercial announcer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2791 Commercial art teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

3314 Commercial artist - any md. 

1137 Commercial co-ordinator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3313 Commercial designer - any md. 

2163 Commercial draughter - any md. 

2144 Commercial engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast.; 
telecom. carriers md. 

3315 Commercial photographer - any md. 

9111 Commercial pilot - air trans. md. 

9512 Commercial press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5133 Commercial sales representative - hardware & 
plumbing, heating & air-condit. equip. & supp., 
whlse. 

5133 Commercial traveller - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 

3351 Commercial writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9119 Commissary agent - air trans. md. 

9119 Commissary attendant - air trans. md. 

4155 Commissary clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 

5130 Commissary supervisor - any md. 

5170 Commission broker - security brokers & dealers 

4131 Commission clerk - any md. 

6115 Commissionaire - security & investigation serv. 

6116 Commissioned Officer - defence serv. 

1113 Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police - govt. 
serv. md. 

1179 Committee member - bus. assoc.; prof. membership 
assoc.; labour org. 

6116 Commodore - defence serv. 

8535 Communications technician - any md. 

4113 Communicator - govt. serv. md . 

1132 Community centre director - health & soc. serv. md. 

2333 Community centre worker - any md. 

1142 Community Chest officer - civic & frat. org . 

2157 Community planner - any md. 

2333 Community service worker - any md. 

2791 Community-college teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

6142 Companion - private households 

5199 Comparison shopper - retail trade md. 

8527 Compass maker- any md. 

5171 Compensation adjuster - insce. md. 

4192 Compensation adjuster - n.e.c. 

4192 Compensation agent - any md. 
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4137 Compiler - any md. 

4192 Complaint adjuster - any md. 

4192 Complaint clerk - any md. 

4175 Complaint operator - telecom. carriers md. 

6143 Complexion specialist - any md. 

9515 Composer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 Composing-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8161 Composition mixer - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric 
md. 

8787 Composition rooter - any md. 

8799 Composition-floor layer - any md. 

9511 Compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8163 Compound sifter - rubber prod. md. 

8153 Compounder - abrasives md. 

8227 Compounder - bev. md. 

8161 Compounder - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md.; 
rubber prod. md. 

8161 Compounder - plastic & syn. resin nd.; refined petrol. 
prod. nd.; soap & cleaning compounds md. 

8523 Compressor assembler - compressor, pump & 
industrial fan md. 

8165 Compressor operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

9539 Compressor operator - refined petrol. prod. md .; const. 
md. 

8583 Compressor repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

9539 Compressor-station tender - any md. 

4141 Comptometer operator - any md. 

1171 Comptroller - any md. 

1113 Comptroller General of Canada - govt. serv. mnd. 

2144 Computer communications traffic engineer - any md. 

4143 Computer operator - any md. 

2183 Computer programmer - any md. 

2169 Computer, geodetic survey - other sd. & tech. serv. 

2183 Computing-systems analyst - any md. 

8225 Concentrator - cane & beet sugar md. 

8113 Concentrator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8110 Concentrator foreman/woman - mining md. 

3332 Concert singer - any md. 

5130 Concession supervisor - amuse. & rec. serv. md .; retail 
trade ind. 

1119 Conciliator - govt. serv. md . 

1179 Conciliator - n.e.c. 

8798 Concrete curer - corist. md. 

2143 Concrete engineer - any md. 

8796 Concrete inspector - const. md. 

8783 Concrete mason - const. md. 

8799 Concrete mixer - const. md. 

8799 Concrete mixer operator - const. md. 

8783 Concrete polisher - const. md. 

8798 Concrete pourer - const. md. 

8798 Concrete puddler - const. md. 

8783 Concrete rubber - const. md. 

8783 Concrete smoother - const. md. 

8798 Concrete spreader - const. md. 

8798 Concrete wheeler - any md. 

8798 Concrete worker - any md. 

8782 Concrete-block layer - any md. 

8782 Concrete-block mason - any ind. 

8155 Concrete-block-machine operator - concrete prod. md. 

8783 Concrete-gun operator - const. md. 

9175 Concrete-mixing-truck driver - trans. md. 

8713 Concrete-paver operator - const. md. 

9539 Concrete-pump operator - const. md. 

2143 Condemnation engineer - govt. serv. md. 

8534 Condenser adjuster - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8536 Condenser tester - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

8534 Condenser winder - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8293 Conditioner - leaf tobacco md. 

8295 Conditioner - leather tanneries 

9133 Conductor, passenger train - railway trans. serv. md . 

9133 Conductor, train - primary steel md. 

8733 Conduit installer - const. md. 

8278 Cone cleaner - hosiery md. 

8278 Cone dotter - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8213 Cone maker - bakery prod. md. 

8113 Cone tender - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8265 Cone winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Coner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
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5130 Confectioner - retail trade md. 

8213 Confectioner - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8315 Connecting rod borer - motor veh. parts & access. 

8531 Connector - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

2353 Conservation and restoration technician - any md. 

6119 Conservation officer - resource conserv. & industrial 
devpt. admin. 

2351 Conservator - any md. 

4143 Console operator - any md. 

6112 Constable - police serv. 

6113 Constable - security & investigation serv. 

2143 Construction engineer - any md. 

8584 Construction equipment repairer- any md. 

5131 Construction equipment technical salesperson - mach, 
equip. & supp. md., whlse. 

8796 Construction inspector - const. ind. 

8780 Construction inspector foreman/woman - const. kid. 

1145 Construction manager - bldg., developing & general 
contr. md. 

1145 Construction superintendent - any md. 

8798 Construction worker - any md. 

8584 Construction-equipment mechanic - any md. 

1113 Consul - govt. serv. md . 

2157 Consultant planner - any md. 

2146 Consulting agricultural engineer - off. of engineers 

2142 Consulting chemical engineer - off. of engineers 

2143 Consulting civil engineer - off. of engineers 

2144 Consulting electrical engineer - off. of engineers 

2159 Consulting engineer - off. of engineers 

2145 Consulting industrial engineer - off. of engineers 

2147 Consulting mechanical engineer - off. of engineers 

2153 Consulting mining engineer - off of engineers 

9591 Contact photo printer - any md. 

8229 Container washer - food md.; pharm. & medicine md. 

9919 Container washer - n.e.c. 

3330 Continuity director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Continuity editor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

1147 Continuity manager - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Continuity reader - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Continuity writer - radio & tv. broadcast. 

8251 Continuous process cook- pulp & paper md. 

8251 Continuous-digester tender - pulp & paper kid. 

3339 Contortionist - any md. 

1179 Contract agent - any md. 

1179 Contract analyst - govt. serv. md .; labour org. 

2349 Contract analyst - n.e.c. 

8780 Contract builder - const. md. 

4199 Contract clerk - any md. 

7713 Contract driller - mining md. 

7719 Contract miner - mining md. 

1179 Contract negotiator - any md. 

9179 Contract-mail carrier - courier serv. md. 

2143 Contracting engineer - const. md. 

8783 Contractor - concrete pouring & finishing 

8733 Contractor - elec. work 

7510 Contractor - logging & forestry md. 

7710 Contractor - mining md. 

8787 Contractor - roof shingling 

8787 Contractor - sheet metal & built-up roofing 

7717 Contractor loader - coal mines 

8782 Contractor, bricklaying - trade contr. md. 

8711 Contractor, excavating - const. md. 

8780 Contractor, foreman/woman - const. md. 

8785 Contractor, painting - const. kid. 

8784 Contractor, plastering - const. md. 

8791 Contractor, plumbing - const. md. 

8782 Contractor, stonemasonry - trade contr. md. 

8783 Contractor, terrazzo - terrazzo & tile work 

8782 Contractor, tile - terrazzo & tile work 

2339 Contribution solicitor - health & soc. serv. assoc. & 
agen. 

2117 Control analyst - any md. 

2111 Control chemist - any md. 

4131 Control clerk - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

9551 Control engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9531 Control operator - elec. power syst. kid. 

9551 Control operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

CON 
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8165 Control operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8533 Control servicer - tab. metal prod. md. 

9550 Control supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

4175 Control-board operator - telecom. carriers md. 

9135 Control-tower operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

9113 Control-tower operator - serv. md. incid. to air trans. 

8533 Controller repairer - urban transit syst. md.; railway 
trans. serv. md.; railroad rolling stock md. 

8515 Controls assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8228 Conversion worker - dairy prod. md. 

8225 Converter - cane & beet sugar md. 

8131 Converter - primary metal md. 

8229 Converter operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8179 Converter operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8131 Converter operator - primary metal md. 

8131 Converter skimmer - primary metal md. 

2343 Conveyancer - insce. & real estate agen. 

9313 Conveyor operator - mtg. md. 

7717 Conveyor operator - mining md. 

8584 Conveyor repairer - any md. 

9313 Conveyor-belt operator- mfg. md. 

6115 Convict guard - correctional serv. 

6115 Convoy guard - security & investigation serv. 

8221 Cook - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8217 Cook - fish prod. md. 

6121 Cook - hospitals; accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8215 Cook - meat & poultry prod. md. 

6121 Cook - railway trans. serv. md.; water trans. md. 

8213 Cook - sugar & chocolate confectionery md.: bakery 
prod. md.; flour, cereal food & teed md. 

6129 Cookee - logging md.; const. md. 

8223 Cooker - dairy prod. md. 

8227 Cooker - distillery prod. md. 

8215 Cooker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8167 Cooker - paint & varnish md.; adhesives md.; soap & 
cleaning compounds md. 

8251 Cooker - pulp & paper md. 

8228 Cooler filler - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8228 Cooler operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md.  

8227 Cooler operator - distillery prod. nd.; brewery prod. 
md. 

8217 Cooler operator - fish prod. md. 

8293 Cooler operator - leaf tobacco md. 

8215 Cooler operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8279 Cooler operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8215 Cooler room worker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8225 Cooler tender - cane & beet sugar md. 

8217 Cooler worker - fish prod. md. 

8223 Cooling equipment operator - dairy prod. md. 

9539 Cooling-system operator - any ind. 

9539 Cooling-tower operator - any md. 

8549 Cooper - any md. 

8549 Cooper operator - any md. 

8549 Cooperer - any md. 

8265 Cop winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8371 Coper, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8265 Copper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8137 Copper caster - any md. 

9515 Copper etcher - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

8137 Copper moulder - any md. 

7718 Copper picker - mining md. 

8391 Copper plate engraver - any md. 

8143 Copper plater - any md. 

8131 Copper refiner - non-fer. metal smelt, & ref in. 

9512 Copper-plate press operator - any md. 

8333 Coppersmith - any md. 

8265 Copping operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

4199 Copy cutter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Copy editor - any ind. 

4199 Copy holder - any md. 

3351 Copy reader - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4113 Copytypist - anyind. 

3351 Copy writer - any md. 

4141 Copyflex operator - any md. 

4141 Copyflex-machine operator - any md. 

3319 Copyist - clothing md. 

1147 Copyright manager - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
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8575 Cord cutter - rubber prod. md. 

8279 Cord maker - any md. 

8571 Cord sphcer - tire & tube md. 

7513 Cordwood cutter - logging md. 

8353 Cordwood cutter - n.e.c. 

2165 Core analysis operator - petrol. & nat. gas ind. 

2165 Core analyst - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8531 Core assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8511 Core assembler - motor veh. parts & access. 

8137 Core baker - iron foundries 

8137 Core blower - iron foundries 

9318 Corecarrier - anyind. 

8146 Core checker - primary metal md. 

8148 Core cleaner - primary metal ind. 

8258 Core cleaner - pulp & paper md. 

8593 Corecutter - pulp&paperind. 

8137 Core drier- iron foundries 

7713 Core driller - const. md.; mining md. 

7713 Core driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8137 Core finisher - iron foundries 

8137 Core fitter - iron foundries 

8146 Core inspector - primary metal md. 

8233 Core layer - veneer & plywood md. 

8593 Core maker - pulp & paper ind. 

8137 Core mounter - iron foundries 

8137 Core setter - motor veh. md.; iron foundries 

8137 Core sticker - iron foundries 

8578 Core stripper - tire & tube md. 

8531 Core winder - any md. 

7713 Core-drill operator - const. ind.; mining md.; quarry & 
sand pit md. 

8137 Core-oven tender - iron foundries 

8130 Core-room foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8153 Core-sand mixer - iron foundries 

8137 Coremaker - iron foundries 

8130 Coremaker foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8786 Cork insulator - any md. 

8786 Cork layer - const. md. 

8239 Cork rnoulder - wood ind. 

8293 Cork tipper - tobacco prod. md. 

8786 Cork-insulation installer - any md. 

8786 Cork-insulation setter - any md. 

9318 Corker - bev. md. 

3119 Corn doctor - health & SOC. serv. ind. 

7115 Corn grower - agnc. md. 

8211 Corn miller - any md. 

8225 Corn sugar crystallizer operator - cane & beet sugar 
md. 

8229 Corn-syrup maker - food md. 

8593 Corner cutter - paper box & bag md. 

8784 Cornice finisher - const. md. 

8784 Cornice setter - const. md. 

1116 Coroner - govt. serv. md . 

6117 Corporal - defence serv. 

2797 Corporate training specialist - educ. serv. md. 

2343 Corporation counsel - any md. 

2343 Corporation lawyer - any md. 

7180 Corral boss - agric. ind. 

6115 Correctional officer - correctional serv. 

6115 Correctional officer, women's - any md. 

6115 Correctional officers' supervisor - correctional serv. 

3137 Corrective therapist - any md. 

9511 Corrector - comm. print. md . 

4169 Correspondence clerk - any md. 

4160 Correspondence clerk supervisor - any md. 

4169 Correspondence file clerk - any md. 

5179 Correspondence school agent - educ. serv. md . 

2799 Correspondence school instructor - educ. serv. md . 

3351 Correspondent - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4169 Correspondent - n.e.c. 

2159 Corrosion engineer - any md. 

8334 Corrugator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8593 Corrugator operator - paper box & bag md. 

8553 Corset fitter - women's clothing stores 

8569 Corset repairer - other clothing & apparel md. 

8569 Corsetier - other clothing & apparel md. 
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5135 Corsetier- retail trade md. 

5149 Cosmetics demonstrator - retail trade md. 

8161 Cosmetic maker - any md. 

6143 Cosmetician - any md. 

5149 Cosmetics distributor - retail trade md. 

6143 Cosmetologist - beauty shops 

1171 Cost accountant - any md. 

4131 Cost clerk - any md. 

2145 Cost engineer - any md. 

1171 Cost estimator - any md. 

4131 Cost-accounting clerk - any md. 

3313 Costume designer - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv. 

8223 Cottage-cheese maker - dairy prod. md. 

8113 Cottrell operator - primary metal md. 

1111 Councillor - local govt. serv. irid. 

2331 Counsellor - health & soc. serv. md . 

2333 Counsellor - rec. & vacation camps 

2343 Counsellor-at-law - any md. 

2333 Counsellor, boy scouts and girl guides - civic & frat. 
org. 

8298 Counter - leather tanneries 

8228 Counter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

4155 Counter - n.e.c. 

8596 Counter - paper & allied prod. md. 

6125 Counter attendant - food & bev. serv. md . 

6169 Counter attendant - laundries & cleaners 

8315 Counter borer - tab. metal prod. md. 

4199 Counter clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5135 Counter clerk - retail trade md. 

5135 Counter clerk, parts - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8551 Counter cutter - footwear md. 

8561 Counter fitter - footwear md. 

8551 Counter maker - footwear md. 

8561 Counter rnoulder - footwear md. 

6315 Counter sinker - tab. metal prod. md. 

6120 Counter supervisor - food & bev. sew. md . 

6125 Counter waiter/waitress - food & bev. sew. md . 

9310 Country grain elevator supervisor - grain elev. md. 

2131 County adviser - govt. sew. md . 

2343 County attorney - courts of law 

1113 County clerk - local govt. sew. md . 

2131 County demonstrator - govt. sew. md . 

2143 County engineer - local govt. serv. md . 

6115 County jailer - correctional sew. 

2341 County judge - courts of law 

1113 County official - local govt. sew. md . 

2349 County ordinary - local govt. sew. md . 

2161 County surveyor - local govt. sew. md. 

8339 Coupler - fab. metal prod. md. 

9193 Coupler - mining md. 

9133 Coupler - railway trans. sew. md . 

4135 Coupon clerk - any md. 

9179 Courier - courier sew. md. 

2799 Course co-ordinator - educ. sew. md . 

6119 Courtbailiff - courtsof law 

4199 Court clerk - govt. sew. md . 

4177 Court messenger - govt. sew. md . 

6112 Court police officer - police sew. 

3351 Court reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4111 Court reporter - n.e.c. 

6112 Court sergeant - police sew. 

2331 Court worker - health & soc. sew. md . 

3314 Cover designer - any md. 

8593 Cover stripper - paper box & bag md. 

8571 Coverer - tire & tube md. 

9517 Covering-machine operator - platemakg. type. & bind. 
md.; comb. pub. & print. md. 

8226 Cow tester - food md. 

7183 Cowpuncher - agric. md. 

7313 Crab fisherman/woman - any md. 

8171 Cracker - rubber prod. md. 

8793 Cradle placer - const. md. 

2147 Craft co-ordinator - any md. 

2799 Craft demonstrator - educ. sew. md . 
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8523 Crane assembler - const. & mining mach. & materials 
handling equip. ind. 

9311 Crane chaser - any md. 

9311 Crane driver - any md. 

9311 Crane engineer - any md. 

9311 Crane follower - any md. 

8589 Crane greaser - any md. 

9311 Crane hooker - any md. 

8589 Crane oiler - any md. 

9311 Crane operator - any md. 

8584 Crane repairer- const. & mining mach. & materials 
handling equip. md. 

9311 Crane runner - any md. 

3169 Craniologist - health & SOC. serv. md. 

8511 Crankshaft assembler - motor veh. parts & access. 

8549 Crate builder - any md. 

8549 Crate maker - any md. 

9317 Crate marker - any md. 

9317 Crater - any md. 

8599 Crayon maker - any md. 

8226 Cream grader - any ind. 

8223 Cream ripener - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Cream separator - dairy prod. md. 

8226 Cream tester - any md. 

8223 Cream-cheese maker - dairy prod. md. 

8569 Creaser - clothing md. 

8561 Creaser - footwear md. 

3313 Creative designer - any md. 

4199 Credit authorizer - any md. 

5177 Credit bureau sales representative - bus. serv. md . 

4199 Credit clerk - any md. 

4199 Credit investigator - any md. 

4190 Credit supervisor - any md. 

4199 Credit-investigation clerk - any md. 

8278 Creeler - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md. 

8278 Creeler tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6141 Cremator - any mud. 

6141 Crematory operator - any md.  

7710 Crew boss - mining md. 

9135 Crew caller - railway trans. serv. md . 

9135 Crew dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 

9530 Crew foreman/woman - pipeline trans. md. 

7717 Crew loader - mining md. 

9113 Crew scheduler - air trans. md. 

8781 Cribber - const. md. 

9318 Cribber - grain elev. md.; farm prod., whise. 

2341 Criminal judge - courts of law 

2343 Criminal lawyer - any md. 

2313 Criminologist - any md. 

8569 Crimper - clothing md. 

6561 Crimper - footwear md. 

8551 Cripple cutter - footwear md. 

3351 Critic - any md. 

8271 Crocheter - any md. 

8271 Crocheting-machine operator - clothing md. 

7197 Crop duster - any md. 

9111 Crop duster pilot - air trans. md. 

7185 Crop farm labourer - agric. md. 

7115 Crop farmer- agric. md. 

8295 Cropper - leather tanneries 

8275 Cropper - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

7197 Cropsprayer machine operator - agric. md. 

3359 Cross word-puzzle maker - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8353 Crosscut-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8353 Crosscutter - sash, door & miltwork md. 

6115 Crossing attendant foreman/woman - railway trans. 
serv. md. 

6115 Crossing tender - railway trans. serv. md . 

6169 Crown blocker - n.e.c. 

8557 Crown blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Crown pouncer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

6165 Crown presser - other clothing & apparel md. 

2343 Crown prosecutor - courts of law 

8131 Crucible-furnace melter - primary metal md. 

8131 Crucible-furnace tender - primary metal md. 

8176 Crude tester - refmned petrol. prod. irid. 
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8163 Crude-oil treater - petrol. & nat. gas ind. 

7516 Cruiser - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

8153 Crusher - clay prod. md.; abrasives md. 

8111 Crusher - mining nd.; primary metal md. 

8110 Crusher boss - metal mines; primary steel md. 
8150 Crusher boss - non-metal mines (exc. coal); const. 

md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

8111 Crusher control room operator - primary steel md.; 
non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

8118 Crusher feeder - primary metal md. 

8110 Crusher foreman/woman - metal mines 

8150 Crusher foreman/woman - quarry & sand pit md.; 
const. md.; non-metal mines (exc. coal) 

8225 Crusher operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

8171 Crusher operator - chem. & them. prod. md . 

8153 Crusher operator - clay prod. ind. 

8153 Crusher operator - const. md.; non-metal mines (exc. 
coal); quarry & sand pit md. 

8283 Crusher operator - leaf tobacco md. 

8111 Crusher operator - metal mines; coal mines; primary 
metal md. 

8171 Crusher tender - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 

8111 Crusher tender - metal mines; primary metal md. 

8153 Crusher tender - non-metal mines (exc. coal): quarry & 
sand pit md.; const. md. 

8251 Crusher tender - pulp & paper md. 

8227 Crushing-machine operator - wine md. 

8295 Crutcher - leather tanneries 

2189 Cryptanalyst - any md. 

2189 Cryptographer - any md. 

4141 Cryptographic-machine operator - any md. 

3339 Crystal gazer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8225 Crystallizer cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Crystallizer operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

8165 Crystallizer tender - chern. & chem. prod. md . 

2112 Crystallographer - any md. 

3351 Cub reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

6165 Cuff presser - laundries & cleaners 

8563 Cuff stitcher - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Cuffer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

7516 Culler - logging md. 

8236 Culler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9315 CuIm dumper - mining md. 

7717 CuIm loader - mining md. 

9193 CuIm runner - mining md. 
8223 Culture starter - dairy prod. md. 
8155 Cup maker - clay prod. md. 

8131 Cupola charger - primary metal md. 

8782 Cupola liner - primary metal md. 

8131 Cupola melter - primary metal md. 

8131 Cupola operator - primary metal md. 

8131 Cupola stocker - primary metal md. 

8137 Cupola tapper - primary metal md. 

8131 Cupola tender - primary metal md. 

2511 Curate - religious org. 

2350 Curator - any md. 

6125 Curb attendant - food & bev. serv. md . 

5170 Curb broker - security brokers & dealers 

8713 Curb builder - const. md. 

6125 Curb hop - food & bev. serv. md . 

8782 Curbstone setter - any md. 

8217 Curer - fishing md.; fish prod. md. 

8215 Curer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8573 Curer - tire & tube md. 

8295 Currier - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

6165 Curtain and drapery presser - laundries & cleaners 

6162 Curtain cleaner - laundries & cleaners 

8563 Curtain repairer - any md. 

8563 Curtain sewer - any md. 

8562 Cushion builder - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

8562 Cushion filler - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

8562 Cushion maker - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

8563 Cushion sewer - turn. & fixture md. 

8562 Cushion stuffer - furn. & fixture md. 

4155 Custodian - blood bank lab. 

6115 Custodian guard - govt. serv. md . 

5170 Custom broker - customs brokers 

7119 Custom combining - agrmc. md. 
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8555 Custom furrier - fur goods ind. 

7119 Custom grafter - agric. End. 

8211 Custom grinder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8211 Custom miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

7119 Custom operator - agric. End. 

7119 Custom pruner - agric. End. 

8569 Custom sewer - mfg. End. 

8553 Custom sewer - n.e.c. 

7119 Custom sprayer - agric. md. 

8553 Custom tailor - any End, 

1116 Customs appraiser - federal govt. secv. md. 

1116 Customs collector - federal govt. serv. End. 

1116 Customs examiner - federal govt. serv. End. 

1116 Customs excise officer - federal govt. serv. md . 

1116 Customs excise superintendent - federal govt. serv. 
End. 

1116 Customs officer - federal govt. serv. md . 

1116 Customs sampler - federal govt. serv. md . 

9512 Cut press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4161 Cut-file clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8155 Cut-off machine operator - clay prod. md. 

8353 Cut-off sawyer - sash, door & millwork ind. 

8155 Cut-off worker - clay prod. md. 

8315 Cut-off-saw operator - fab. metal prod. End. 

8353 Cut-off-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8231 Cut-off-saw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8371 Cut-off-saw operator, stonework - non-metallic mEn. 
prod. md. 

8551 Cut-out-machine operator - footwear md. 

8529 Cutlery maker - any md. 

8228 Cutter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8551 Cutter - clothing md. 

8319 Cutter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8217 Cutter - fish prod. md. 

8551 Cutter - footwear md. 

8371 Cutter - glass & glass prod. md.; refractories md. 

8591 Cutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

7513 Cutter - logging md.  

7717 Cutter - mining md. 

8295 Cutter - other mfg. prod. md . 

8159 Cutter - other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 

8593 Cutter - paper box & bag End. 

8171 Cutter - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8111 Cutter - primary metal md. 

8251 Cutter - pulp & paper md. 

8575 Cutter - rubber prod. md. 

8293 Cutter - tobacco prod. md. 

8371 Cutter operator - clay prod. md. 

7717 Cutter operator - mining md. 

8551 Cutter, artificial flower - other mfg. prod. End. n.e.c. 

8551 Cutter, cloth - any md. 

8584 Cutting machine fixer- textile prod. md. 

8575 Cutting machine operator - rubber prod. md.; plastic 
prod. md. 

8213 Cutting-machine operator - bakery prod. End.; sugar & 
chocolate confectionery md. 

8551 Cutting-machine operator - clothing md. 

8315 Cutting-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

7717 Cutting-machine operator - mining End. 

8171 Cutting-machine operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8293 Cutting-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8335 Cutting-torch operator - any md. 

8110 Cyanide foreman/woman - mining End. 

8113 Cyanide operator - mining md.; primary metal End. 

8133 Cyanide-case hardener - primary metal md. 

8133 Cyanide-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

8133 Cyanide-pot tender - primary metal End. 

8179 Cylinder filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8143 Cylinder grinder - comb. pub. & print. End. 

8315 Cylinder grinder - motor veh. parts & access. 

8315 Cylinder honor - motor veh. parts & access. 

8176 Cylinder inspector - chem. & chem. prod. ind. 

8151 Cylinder tender - clay prod. md. 

9513 Cylinder-impresser operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8253 Cylinder-machine operator - pulp & paper End. 

8253 Cylinder-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 
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9512 Cylinder-press feeder - comb. pub. & pnnt. md. 

9512 Cylinder-press operator - comb. pub. & print. ind. 
2133 Cytologist - any md. 

3156 Cytology technician - medical lab. 
3156 Cytotechnologist - medical lab. 
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8355 Dado-saw operator - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

2133 Dairy bacteriologist - any md. 

7113 Dairy cattle breeder - agric. md. 

2111 Dairy chemist - any md. 

8584 Dairy equipment repairer - agric. impl. md . 

7183 Dairy farm worker - agric md. 

7113 Dairy farmer - agric. md. 

7183 Dairy hand - agric. md. 

8228 Dairy hand - n.e.c. 

1116 Dairy inspector - regulatory serv. 

1143 Dairymanager - dairyprod.ind. 

2146 Dairy plant engineer - any irid. 

2131 Dairy scientist - any md. 

2135 Dairy technologist - any md. 

8226 Dairy tester - food md. 

7180 Dairy-farm foreman/woman - agric. md. 

8226 Dairy-herd tester - food md. 

9539 Dam attendant - elec. power syst. md.; water syst. md. 

7519 Dam keeper - logging ind. 

9539 Dam keeper - n.e.c. 

9539 Dam operator - elec. power syst. md.; water syst. md. 

7519 Dam tender - logging md. 

8568 Dampener - footwear md. 

6162 Dampener - laundries & cleaners 

8298 Dampener - leather tanneries 

8569 Dampener - other clothing & apparel md. 

8267 Dampener - primary textile md. 

8787 Damproofer - const. md. 

6112 Dance-hall inspector - police serv. 

6112 Dance-hall police officer - police serv. 

3334 Dancer - any md. 

5179 Dancing instructions salesperson - dance halls, studios 
& schools 

2792 Dancing professor - any md. 

2792 Dancing teacher - any md. 

8261 Dander - textile prod. md. 

8261 Dandy operator - textile prod. md. 

7313 Danish seine fisherman/woman - fishing md. 

9591 Darkroom technician - any md. 

8271 Darner - clothing md. 

8267 Darner - primary textile md. 

1131 Data processing and systems analysis manager - any 
md. 

2183 Data processing consultant - any md. 

5131 Data processing sales representative - computer & rel. 
serv. 

4143 Data processor - any md. 

9918 Dauber - any md. 

2731 Day care teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 

3130 Day nurse supervisor - hospitals 

6142 Day worker - private households 

8227 De-alcoholizer - brewery prod. md. 

8279 De-gummer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

2519 Deacon/deaconess - religious org. 

2795 Deaf and dumb instructor - educ. serv. md . 

2795 Deaf mute teacher - educ. serv. md . 

5170 Dealer - security brokers & dealers 

5130 Dealer - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

2311 Dealer analyst - motor veh. md. 

1179 Dealer, relations representative - any md. 

1133 Dean - post-sec. non-univ. educ.; univ. educ. 

8167 Debubblizer - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8319 Deburrer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8595 Decal applier - any md. 

8595 Decal decorator - any md. 
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8595 Decal operator - any md. 

8595 Decal transferrer - any md. 

8595 Decalcomania transferrer - any md. 

7519 Deck builder - logging md. 

7718 Deck hand - mining md. 

9151 Deck officer - water trans. md. 
9151 Deck officer cadet - water trans. md. 

6145 Deck passenger attendant - water trans. md. 

8259 Deck worker - pulp & paper md, 

8239 Deck worker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7518 Decker - loggmng md. 

8251 Decker tender - pulp & paper md. 

7313 Deckhand - fishing md. 

9155 Deckhand - water trans. md. 

8225 Decolourizer - cane & beet sugar ind. 

2117 Decontaminator - any md. 

3313 Decorating consultant - retail trade md. 

8785 Decorator - const. md. 

8213 Decorator - food md. 

8595 Decorator - turn. & fixture md.; jewel. & precious metal 
md. 

8569 Decorator - leather & allied prod. md. 

8595 Decorator - railroad rolling stock md.; sporting goods & 
toy md. 

3313 Decorator - retail trade md.; advertising serv. 

8595 Decorator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod.; glass 
& glass prod. nd.; clay prod. md. 

8780 Decorator foreman/woman - const. md. 

8784 Decorator, plasterer - const. md. 

8371 Decorator, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

1113 Deed recorder - govt. serv. md. 

1113 Deed registrar - govt. serv. md . 

8227 Deflector operator - brewery prod. md.; wine md. 

8223 Defroster - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Defrosting-machine operator - dairy prod. md. 

8393 Degreaser - any md. 

8215 Dehairing-machmne tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8163 Dehydrating press tender - plastic & syn. resin md. 

7711 Dehydrator - petrol. & nat. gas ind. 

7711 Dehydrator operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8165 Dehydrogenation operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

5135 Delicatessen clerk - retail trade md. 

7513 Delimber and buncher operator - logging md. 

8295 Delimer - leather tanneries 

5193 Deliverer - bakery prod. md.; dairy prod. md. 
5143 Deliverer - comm. print. md . 

5193 Deliverer - laundrmes & cleaners 

9175 Deliverer - n.e.c. 

4177 Deliverer - telecom. carriers md. 

9175 Deliverer, coal - truck trans. md. 

4153 Delivery checker - any md. 

4153 Delivery clerk - any ind. 

9175 Delivery driver - trans. md. 

9170 Delivery foreman/woman - trans. md. 

9175 Delivery servicer - trans. md. 

9170 Delivery superintendent - trans. md. 

9170 Delivery supervisor - trans. md. 

4177 Delivery-room clerk - hotels & motor hotels 

3130 Delivery-room supervisor - hospitals 

8148 Delivery-table feeder - primary metal md. 

8135 Delivery-table operator - primary metal md. 

2181 Demographer - any md. 

8798 Demolition labourer - const. md. 

5199 Demonstrator - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

2139 Demonstrator, biology - any md. 

2719 Demonstrator, laboratory - univ. educ. 

4153 Demurrage clerk - n.e.c. 

4139 Demurrage clerk - railway trans. serv. md .; water trans. 
md. 

9599 Densitometrist - any ind. 

8581 Dent remover- motor veh. md.; motor veh. repair 
shops 

3158 Dental assistant - any md. 

3161 Dental ceramist - SCm. & prof. equip. md . 

3158 Dental hygienist - any md. 

8527 Dental instrument maker - any md. 

3161 Dental laboratory worker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
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3161 Dental mechanic - any md. 

3158 Dental nurse - any md. 

3113 Dentalofficer - anyind. 

3161 Dental plate maker - any md. 

3113 Dental surgeon - any md. 

3161 Dental technician - any md. 

3158 Dental-chair assistant - any md. 

3161 Dental-prosthesis maker - SC. & prof. equip. md . 

3113 Dentist - any md, 

3158 Dentist's assistant - any md. 

3161 Denture finisher - 5C. & prof. equip. md . 

3161 Denture packer - sd. & prof. equip. md. 

3157 Denturist - any md. 

8165 Deodorizer operator - veg. oil mills (exc. corn oil); 
meat & poultry prod. md. 

1143 Department head - mfg. md. 

2791 Department head - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

5130 Department head whise. trade md.: retail trade md. 

2333 Department supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 

5130 Department supervisor - retail trade md. 

1171 Departmental accountant - any md. 

4111 Departmental secretary - any md. 

4131 Deposit clerk - elec. power syst. md. 

4193 Depot agent - railway trans. serv. md . 

9190 Depot supervisor - trans. md. 

1113 Deputy minister - federal govt. serv. md. 

3111 Dermatologist - health & SOC. serv. md . 

8793 Derrick builder - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9311 Derrick engineer - any md. 

9311 Derrick operator - any md. 

7711 Dernck worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2163 Design checker - any md. 

8279 Design copyist - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

2163 Design draughter - any md. 

2142 Design engineer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

2143 Design engineer - const. md. 

2144 Design engineer - elec. & electron. prod. md .  

2144 Design engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 
carriers nd.; radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2153 Design engineer - mining md. 

2147 Design engineer - n.e.c. 

2142 Design engineer - refined petrol. prod. md . 

2155 Designer - aircraft & parts md. 

8551 Designer and patternmaker - footwear md. 

6112 Desk captain - police serv. 

4194 Desk clerk - accom. serv. md . 

8541 Desk maker - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 
md. 

6112 Desk officer - police serv. 

4175 Desk operator - telecom. carriers md. 

8541 Desk repairer - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

5135 Desk salesperson - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8357 Desk sander - sash, door & miliwork ind. 

6112 Desk sergeant - police serv. 

4170 Desk supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

8279 Desulfurizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8163 Desulphurizer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. 
md. 

8515 Detail assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

2163 Detail draughter - any md. 

8526 Detail inspector - aircraft & parts md. 

2163 Detailer - turn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

6112 Detective - police serv. 

6113 Detective agency supervisor - security & investigation 
serv. 

6112 Detective inspector - police serv. 

2311 Development economist - any md. 

2159 Development engineer - any md. 

8278 Devil tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8161 Devulcanizer - rubber prod. md. 

8113 Dewaterer operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8113 Dewaterer tender - non-far. metal smelt. & ref in. 

3111 Diagnostician - hospitals 

2144 Dial equipment engineer - elec. power syst. md.: 
telecom. carriers md. 

1147 Dial plant superintendent - telecom. carriers md. 

DIA 
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8735 Dial-equipment installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Dial-phone installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8527 Dialer - clock & watch md. 

8596 Diamond assorter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Diamond cutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

7713 Diamond driller - const. md.; mining md. 

8591 Diamond expert - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8596 Diamond grader - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8373 Diamond grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 

8591 Diamond polisher - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8596 Diamond selector - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Diamond setter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8315 Diamond setter - mining md. 

8591 Diamond sorter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8311 Diamond tool maker - hand tool & impl. md. 

7713 Diamond-drill runner - const. md.; mining md. 

8315 Diamond-drill setter - mining md. 

8599 Dice maker - any md. 

8295 Dicer - leather tanneries 

8585 Dictaphone repairer - any md. 

8585 Dictaphone technician - any md. 

4113 Dictaphone transcriber - any md, 

4113 Dictating-machine operator - any ind. 

8316 Die and tool inspector - mach. shop md. 

8137 Die caster - primary metal md. 

8551 Die cutter - clothing md.; textile prod. md. 

8311 Die cutter - jewel. & precious metal md.; metal dies, 
moulds & patterns md. 

8593 Die cutter - paper & allied prod. md. 

2165 Die designer - any md. 

8311 Die finisher - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 

8311 Die fitter - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 

8331 Die forger - any md. 

8133 Die hardener - primary metal md. 

8311 Die maker - jewel. & precious metal md.; metal dies, 
moulds & patterns md. 

8395 Die maker - paper box & bag Hid. 

9514 Die maker, hand - comb. pub. & print. md.  

9519 Die mounter - paper & allied prod. md. 

8311 Die reamer - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 

8311 Die repairer - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 

8333 Diesetter - anyind. 

8311 Die sinker - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 

8399 Die stamper - any Hid. 

8331 Die-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

9514 Die-stamping-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8311 Die-try-out worker - metal dies. moulds & patterns md. 

8551 Dieing-out-machine operator - footwear md. 

9193 Diesel dinkey engineer - any md. 

8533 Diesel electrician - any md. 

9153 Diesel engineer officer - water trans. md. 

9131 Diesel engineer, locomotive - logging md. 

9131 Diesel engineer, locomotive - railway trans. serv. Hid. 

9539 Diesel engineer, stationary - any md. 

8584 Diesel mechanic - any md. 

9311 Diesel-crane operator - any Hid. 

9193 Diesel-dinkey operator - any md. 

8511 Diesel-engine erector - mach. in (exc. elec. mach.) 

9539 Diesel-engine operator, stationary - any md. 

9531 Diesel-plant operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9539 Diesel-plant operator - n.e.c. 

9315 Diesel-tractor operator - any md. 

3152 Diet supervisor - hospitals 

3152 Diet therapist - any md. 

6121 Diet-kitchen cook - any Hid. 

6120 Diet-kitchen supervisor - hospitals 

6129 Diet-kitchen worker - any md. 

1134 Dietetics director, non-government - health & soc. 
serv. Hid. 

3152 Dietitian - any md. 

3152 Dietitian-in-training - any md. 

8316 Differential tester - motor veh. md.; motor veh. parts & 
access. 

8225 Diffuser operator - cane & beet sugar Hid 

8161 Digester charger - rubber prod. md. 

8251 Digester cook - pulp & paper md. 
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8171 Digester operator - other chem. prod. md . 

8167 Digester operator - paint & varnish md. 

8251 Digester operator - pulp & paper md. 

8113 Digester-and-evaporator operator - mining md.; primary 
metal md. 

8718 Digger - const. md. 

7717 Digger - mining md. 

8711 Digging-machine operator - const. md. 

2144 Digital circuit engineer - any md. 

2183 Digital-computer programmer - any md. 

8355 Dimension planer - sash, door & rnillwork md. 

8231 Dimension sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8515 Dimpler - aircraft & parts md. 

8581 Ding hammer worker - motor veh. repair shops; motor 
veh. md. 

6120 Dining-car conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

6125 Dining-room attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

6125 Dining-room attendant - water trans. md. 

6120 Dining-room supervisor - any md. 

1176 Dining-service inspector - trans. md. 

9193 Dinkey driver - any md. 

8584 Dinkey engine repairer - any md. 

9193 Dmnkey engineer - any md. 

9193 Dinkey operator - any ind. 

9193 Dinkey runner - any md. 

9193 Dmnkey-locomotive engineer - any md. 

9193 Dinkey- locomotive operator - any md. 

9193 Dinkey- locomotive runner - any md. 

8551 Dmnking-machine operator - footwear md. 

1113 Diplomat - federal govt. serv. md . 

8595 Dipper - agric. impi. md .; primary metal md. 

8595 Dipper - aircraft & parts nd.; motor veh. md. 

8151 Dipper - clay prod. md. 

8223 Dipper - dairy prod. md. 

8595 Dipper - furn. & fixture md. 

8298 Dipper - leather tanneries 

8595 Dipper - other mig. md. 

8173 Dipper - plastic prod. md. 

8143 Dipper - stamped, press. & coat, metal prod. 

8213 Dipper - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8273 Dipper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8571 Dipper - tire a tube md. 

8599 Dipper, candle - any md. 

8599 Dipper, match - any md. 

8223 Dipping-machine operator - dairy prod. md. 

2797 Direct sales instructor - any md. 

1179 Director - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; 
labour org. 

6141 Director - funeral serv. 

1132 Director - health & soc. serv. md . 

3330 Director - motion pic. & video prod.; theatrical & other 
staged entertainment serv. 

1130 Director - n.e.c. 

2333 Director - other amuse. & rec. serv.; rec. & vacation 
camps 

3330 Director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

1113 Directoroffiredepartment - anyind. 

1137 Director of information - any md. 

1134 Director of nurses - hospitals 

1134 Director of occupational therapy - health & 50C. serv. 
md. 

1113 Director of police department - any md. 

1147 Director of radio operations - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

1134 Director of rehabilitation - health & SOC. serv. md. 

1131 Director of research - mining md. 

4179 Directory clerk - any md. 

4199 Directory compiler - any md. 

4175 Directory-assistance operator - telecom. carriers md. 

4133 Disbursement clerk - any md. 

3337 Disc jockey- radio & t.v. broadcast. 

4135 Discount clerk - banks & other intermed. 

8155 Dish maker - clay prod. md. 

6198 Dish scraper - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8337 Disher - power boiler & heat exchanger nd.; plate 
work md. 

8228 Dishwasher - bakery prod. md. 

6198 Dishwasher - n.e.c. 
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8228 Dshwashing-machine operator - bakery prod. md 

6198 Dishwashing-machine operator - n.e.c. 

6198 Dishwiper - any md. 

6199 Disinfector - disinfecting & exterminating serv.; govt. 
serv. md . 

8227 Disintegrator operator - wine md. 

8393 Disk grinder - any md. 

9555 Disk recordist - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion plc. 
audio & video prod. 

4199 Dispatch clerk - railway trans. serv. md .; air trans. md. 

9113 Dispatcher - air trans. md. 

9531 Dispatcher - olec. power syst. md. 

9199 Dispatcher - mining md. 

9530 Dispatcher - petrol. & nat. gas md.; pipeline trans. md.; 
refined petrol. prod. md . 

9135 Dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 

9553 Dispatcher - telecom. carriers md. 

9179 Dispatcher - truck trans. md.; taxicab md. 

9155 Dispatcher - water trans. md. 

9135 Dispatcher and caller - railway trans, serv. md. 

4153 Dispatcher, clerk - mfg. md.; whise. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

3154 Dispensing optician - heaflh & soc. serv. md .; opticians 
shops 

3313 Display artist - retail trade md. 

8599 Display assembler - any md. 

3313 Display supervisor - retail trade md. 

8165 Distiller - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8227 Distiller - distillery prod. md. 

8165 Distiller, turpentine and rosin manufacturing - chem. & 
chem. prod. md . 

8165 Distiller, wood distillation and charcoal - cheni. & 
chem. prod. md . 

8210 Distilling foreman/woman - bev. md. 

1179 Distribution agent - any md. 

4153 Distribution clerk - any md. 

2144 Distribution engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

2147 Distribution engineer - gas distribution syst. md. 

2159 Distribution engineer - n.e.c. 

8298 Distributor-cleaner - tobacco prod. md. 

4177 Distributor, bills or circulars - any md. 

5130 District circulator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2143 District engineer - const. md. 

9530 District gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline 
trans. md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2333 District leader - civic & frat. org . 

2144 District plant engineer - telecom. carriers md. 

5133 District representative - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 

2131 District representative, agriculture - govt. serv. md . 

1137 District sales manager - mig. md.; retail trade md.; 
whlse. trade md. 

5130 District supervisor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

7199 Ditch cleaner - agric. md. 

8718 Ditch cleaner - const. md. 

7199 Ditch digger - agric. md. 

8718 Ditch digger - const. md. 

7718 Ditch digger - mining md. 

8796 Ditch inspector - const. md. 

7199 Ditch rider - agric. md. 

7199 Ditch tender - agric. md. 

8718 Ditch tender - const. md. 

8711 Ditch-machine operator - const. md. 

8718 Ditcher - const. md. 

7718 Ditcher - mining md. 

8711 Ditcher operator - const. md. 

6199 Diver - any md. 

8213 Divider - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Dividing-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 

2519 Divine healer - religious org. 

1145 Division engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

1130 Division head - any md. 

1147 Division officer - railway trans. serv. md . 

1147 Division superintendent - railway trans. serv. md . 

8273 Dobby-loom chain pegger - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8267 Dobby-loom weaver - primary textile md. 

4157 Dock boss - coal mines 

9531 Distributor - elec. power syst. md. 	 8799 Dock builder - any md. 
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8781 Dock carpenter - any md. 

9310 Dock foreman/woman - water trans. md. 

8592 Dock hand - shipbldg. & repair md. 

9313 Dock hand - water trans. md.; refined petrol. prod. md . 

9313 Dock labourer - water trans. md. 

9313 Docker - truck trans. md. 

9313 Dockworker - water trans. md. 

3113 Doctor of dental surgery - any md. 

3113 Doctor of dentistry - any md. 

3139 Doctors attendant - any md. 

6112 Document examiner - police serv. 

2353 Document restorer - any md. 

8278 Dofter - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

7113 Dog breeder- other anmmal specialty farms 

6119 Dog catcher - govt. serv. md . 

3339 Dog trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

7199 Dog trainer - n.e.c. 

8148 Dogger - primary metal ind. 

8231 Dogger - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8569 Doll dresser - sporting goods & toy md. 

8599 Doll maker - any md. 

8579 Domer - plastic prod. md. 

6142 Domestic - private households 

6121 Domestic cook - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 

6142 Domestic couple - private households 

6142 Domestic servant - private households 

9311 Donkey driver - mining md. 

7517 Donkey engineer - logging md. 

9311 Donkey engineer - mining md. 

9311 Donkey operator - const. md.; mining md. 

9539 Donkey tender - logging md. 

8513 Door adjuster - motor veh. md. 

8515 Door assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8513 Door assembler - motor veh. md. 

8541 Door finisher, wood - any md. 

8515 Door fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8541 Door fitter - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 
md.  

8513 Door titter - motor veh. md. 

8541 Door hanger - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

8513 Door hanger - motor veh. md. 

8782 Door liner, refractory furnace - const. md. 

8541 Door maker - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 
md. 

8148 Door operator - primacy metal md. 

8513 Door paneler - motor veh. md. 

6198 Door tender - hotels & motor hotels 

7718 Door tender - mining md. 

7718 Door trapper - mining md. 

5141 Door-to-door salesperson - non-store retail md. 

5130 Door-to-door salesperson supervisor - retail trade md. 

6199 Doorkeeper - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6198 Doorkeeper - hotels & motor hotels 

8161 Dope mixer, chemicals - plastic & syn. resin md.; 
leather tanneries 

8298 Dope sprayer - leather tanneries 

8298 Doper - leather tanneries 

8595 Doper - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

9591 Doper - photographers 

8589 Doper - railroad rolling stock md.; railway trans. serv. 
md . 

8595 Doper - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

7313 Dory operator - fishing md. 

8593 Double backer - paper & allied prod. md. 

8135 Doubler - primary metal md. 

8265 Doubling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8571 Doubling-machine operator - tire & tube md. 

8213 Dough feeder - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Dough kneader - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Dough maker - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Dough twister - bakery prod. mnd. 

8213 Doughnut baker - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Doughnut maker - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Doughnut raiser - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Doughnut-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 
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8267 Doup fixer - primary textile md. 

8267 Douper - primary textile md. 

8355 Dovetail-machine operator - any md. 

8355 Dovetailer - any md. 

8541 Dowel-machine operator - furn. & fixture md. 

8541 Dowel-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md.; 
sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8541 Doweler - sash, door & miliwork md. 

7711 Down-hole tool operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7517 Dozer-boat operator - logging md. 

4199 Drafting clerk - any md. 

7717 Drag operator - quarry & sand pit md. 

7311 Dragger captain - fishing md. 

8711 Dragline engineer - excavating & grading 

7717 Dragline engineer - mines, quarries & oil wells 

8589 Dragline oiler - any md. 

8711 Dragline operator - excavating & grading 

7717 Dragline operator - mines, quarries & oil wells 

8711 Dragline runner- excavating & grading 

7717 Dragline runner - mines, quarries & oil wells 

7513 Dragsaw operator - logging md. 

8231 Dragsaw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8791 Drain cleaner - any md. 

8711 Drain layer - const. ind. 

8258 Drain tender - asbestos prod. md.; pulp & paper hid. 

2146 Drainage engineer - agric. md. 

2143 Drainage engineer - n.e.c. 

8258 Drainer - asbestos prod md.; pulp & paper hid. 

3351 Drama critic - any md. 

2792 Drama instructor - any md. 

2792 Dramatic art teacher - any md. 

2792 Dramatic coach - any md. 

3330 Dramatic director - any md. 

3335 Dramatic reader - any md. 

3351 Dramatist - any md. 

8566 Draper - clothing md.; primary textile ind. 

4131 Drapery and upholstery estimator - retail trade md. 

8551 Drapery cutter - any md. 

8799 Drapery installer - retail trade hid.; const. md. 

8563 Drapery sewer - any md. 

2163 Draughter - any md. 

2160 Draughters supervisor - any md. 

2163 Draughting tracer - any md. 

8261 Draw-box operator - textile prod. md. 

8133 Draw-fire operator - primary metal md. 

9159 Drawbridge engineer - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9159 Drawbridge operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9159 Drawbridge tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8151 Drawer - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 

8159 Drawer - lime md. 

8261 Drawer - textile prod. md. 

8267 Drawer-in - primary textile md. 

8267 Drawer-in-machine tender - primary textile md. 

2163 Drawing checker - aircraft & parts md. 

8261 Drawing tender - textile prod. md. 

2163 Drawing tracer - any md. 

8261 Drawing-frame tender - textile prod. hid. 

8527 Drawing-instrument maker - any md. 

8155 Drawing-machine operator - glass & glass prod. md. 

9199 Dray driver - any md. 

8710 Dredge captain - const. md. 

9151 Dredge captain - water trans. md. 

8711 Dredge deckhand - const. md. 

9155 Dredge deckhand - water trans. md. 

8711 Dredge engineer - excavating & grading 

7719 Dredge engineer - mines, quarries & oil wells 

9155 Dredge hand - water trans. hid. 

8710 Dredge master - const. md. 

9151 Dredge master - water trans. hid. 

6710 Dredge mate - const. hid. 

9151 Dredge mate - water trans. md. 

8711 Dredge operator - const. md. 

7719 Dredge operator - mines, quarries & oil wells 

8711 Dredge pumper - const. md. 

8711 Dredge runner - const. md. 

9155 Dredge worker - water trans. md. 
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7710 Dredgemaster - mining md. 

7313 Dredger - fishing md. 

8295 Drencher - leather tanneries 

8551 Dress cutter - any md. 

3313 Dress designer - any md. 

8569 Dress finisher - clothing md. 

8553 Dress fitter - any md. 

8265 Dress tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8373 Dresser - clay prod. md. 

8217 Dresser - fish prod. md. 

8295 Dresser - other mfg. prod. md . 

8265 Dresser - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.; 
primary textile md. 

8371 Dresser, stonework - stone quarries 

8293 Dressing-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 

6149 Dressing-room attendant - any md. 

8553 Dressmaker - any md. 

8550 Dressmaker foreman/woman - clothing md.; retail 
trade md. 

8151 Drier - asbestos mines 

8167 Drier - chem. & chem. prod. md. 

8227 Drier - distillery prod. nd.: brewery prod. md. 

8217 Drier - fish prod. ind 

8155 Drier - glass & glass prod. md. 

8293 Drier - leaf tobacco md. 

8298 Drier - leather tanneries 

8275 Drier - primary textile nd.; textile prod. md. 

8579 Drier - rubber prod. md. 

8217 Drier and grinder - fish prod. md. 

8158 Drier feeder - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8167 Drier operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8713 Drier operator - const. hid. 

8275 Drier operator - hosiery kid.; primary textile nd.; textile 
prod. md. 

8151 Drier operator - hydraulic cement md. 

8119 Drier operator - mining kid. 

8235 Drier operator - wood md. 

8229 Drier operator, any food except milk - food md. 

8223 Drier operator, milk products - dairy prod. md. 

8158 Drier tender - clay prod. md. 

8275 Drier tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

7713 Drift driller - mining md. 

7719 Drift miner - mining md. 

7713 Drifter - const. md. 

8149 Drifter - primary metal md. 

7713 Drill engineer - mining md. 

8393 Drill grinder- any md. 

8315 Drill hand - fab. metal prod. md. 

8331 Drill repairer - any md. 

7713 Drill runner - mining md. 

8331 Drill setter - any kid. 

8393 Drill sharpener - any md. 

8315 Drill-press hand - fab. metal prod. md. 

5355 Drill-press hand - sash, door & millwork md. 

8315 Drill-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8591 Drill-press operator - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8355 Drill-press operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8371 Drill-press operator, stonework - other non-metallic 
mm. prod. 

8593 Drill-punch operator - platemakg., type. & bind. nd,; 
comb. pub. & print. md.; paper & allied prod. md. 

5315 Driller - fab. metal prod. md. 

8591 Driller - jewel. & precious metal md. 

7713 Driller - mining md.: quarry & sand pit md. 

8371 Driller - ophthalmic goods md.; clay prod. md. 

7711 Driller - petrol. & nat. gas ind. 

8592 Driller - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8592 Driller and bolter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8592 Driller and reamer - shipbldg. & repair md. 

7710 Drilling foreman/woman - mining md.; petrol. & nat. 
gas md. 

1149 Drilling superintendent - mines, quarries & oil wells 

8315 Drilling-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

6112 Drillmaster - police serv. 

9539 Drip pumper - gas distribution syst. kid. 

6149 Drive-in-theatre attendant - outdoor motion pic. 
theatres 

6111 Driver - firefighting serv. 
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9173 Driver - funeral serv. 

5193 Driver - laundries & cleaners 

9175 Driver - library serv. 

4172 Driver - postal serv. md. 

9173 Driver - private households: taxicab md. 
9171 Driver - public passenger transit syst. md. 

9175 Driver - truck trans. End. 

1116 Driver inspector - govt. serv. md . 

1176 Driver inspector - n.e.c. 

9173 Driver, ambulance service - non-institutional health 
serv. 

9173 Driver, automobile rental service - other serv. End. 
incid. to trans. 

9175 Driver, coal - truck trans. md. 

7183 Driver, livestock - meat prod. md. (exc. poultry); agric. 
md. 

1116 Driver's licence examiner - regulatory serv. 

2797 Driving school teacher - other educ. serv. 

8331 Drop forger - any md. 

8267 Drop pinning machine operator - primary textile md. 

8331 Drop-forge hand - fab. metal prod. End. 

8331 Drop-forge operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8331 Drop-hammer operator - any End. 

8583 Drop-pit worker - railroad rolling stock md. 

8331 Drop-press operator - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8228 Dropper - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8149 Dross skimmer - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in.; metal 
mines 

5130 Drover - livestock, whlse. 

8296 Drug inspector - pharm. & medicine End. 

1116 Drug inspector - regulatory serv. 

8179 Drug maker - pharm. & medicine End. 

5133 Drug representative - drugs & toilet preparations, 
whlse. 

5135 Drug-store clerk - retail trade End. 

3151 Druggist - any md. 

3119 Drugless doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 

3119 Drugless practitioner - health & soc. serv. md . 

3137 Drugless therapist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8298 Drum attendant - leather tanneries 

8239 Drum barker - any md. 

8239 Drum barker operator - any End. 

9919 Drum cleaner - any md. 

8179 Drum filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
9317 Drum filler - n.e.c. 

7517 Drum operator - logging End. 

9311 Drum operator - mining End. 

8178 Drum operator - plastic prod. md. 

8357 Drum sander - sash, door & millwork End. 

8295 Drum tender - leather tanneries 

8531 Dry cell and battery assembler - elec. & electron, prod. 
md. 

8238 Dry chain off-bearer - veneer & plywood md. 

6162 Dry cleaner - laundries & cleaners 

8215 Dry curer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8137 Dry floor worker - primary metal md. 

1116 Dry goods inspector - regulatory serv. 

5199 Dry goods inspector - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

5135 Dry goods salesperson - retail trade End. 

8137 Dry moulder - iron foundries 

8598 Dry sander - any md. 

8538 Dry-cell remover - elec. & electron. prod. End. 

8176 Dry-colour tester - paint & varnish md. 

8279 Dry-felt splicer - textile prod. md.; primary textile End. 

8179 Dry-house attendant - chem. & chem. prod. End. 

6191 Dry-house attendant - mining End. 

8151 Dry-kiln burner - clay prod. End. 

8151 Dry-kiln operator - clay prod. End. 

8235 Dry-kiln operator - wood End. 

8153 Dry-pan charger - clay prod. mnd. 

8153 Dry-pan operator - clay prod. End. 

8137 Dry-sand moulder - iron foundries 

8784 Dry-wall applicator - const. md. 

8784 Dry-waIl fEnEsher - const. End. 

8784 Dry-wall installer - const. md. 

6162 Drying-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 

8293 Drying-machine operator - leaf tobacco End. 
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8275 Drying-machine operator - textile prod. md.: primary 
textile md. 

8227 Drying-machine tender - brewery prod. md. 

8293 Drying-room attendant - leaf tobacco md. 

8167 Drying-room operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8275 Drying-room operator .- textile prod. in primary textile 
md. 

8151 Drying-tunnel operator - clay prod. md. 

7113 Duck farmer - agric. md. 

9193 Dukey rider - mining md. 

8595 Duller - turn. & fixture md. 

9511 Dump compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9315 Dump-tractor operator - any md. 

9175 Dump-truck driver - trans. md. 

9315 Dumper - mining md. 

9313 Dumper - n.e.c. 

4141 Duplicating-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Duplicating-machine servicer - any md. 

8133 Dural- heat treater - aircraft & parts md. 

2147 Dust control engineer - any md. 

8275 Dust-box tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md 

2111 Dyeexpert - anyind. 

8161 Dye maker - other them. prod. md . 

8161 Dye mixer - other chem. prod. md . 

2117 Dye technician - any md. 

8273 Dye-beck operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8260 Dye-house foreman! woman - primary textile md.; 
textile prod. md. 

8273 Dye-range operator - textile prod. md.: primary textile 
md. 

8273 Dye-reel operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8273 Dyeing-machine operator - textile prod. md.: primary 
textile md, 

6169 Dyer - laundries & cleaners 

8295 Dyer - leather tanneries 

8273 Dyer - other clothing & apparel md.; primary textile 
md.; textile prod. md. 

8273 Dyer - other mfg. prod. md . 

8561 Dyer - shoe repair 

7715 Dynamiter - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

9531 Dynamo operator - elec. power syst. md. 

8739 Dynamo repairer - elec. power syst. md. 
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3111 Ear specialist - health & SOC. serv. md , 

2139 Ecologist - forestry serv. md. 

2132 Ecologist - n.e.c. 

2311 Econometrician - any md. 

2311 Economic adviser - any md. 

2311 Economic analyst - any md. 

2311 Economic-research analyst - any md. 

2311 Economist - any md. 

8561 Edge burnisher - footwear md. 

8233 Edge gluer - veneer & plywood md. 

8373 Edge grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 

8561 Edge setter - footwear md. 

8561 Edge trimmer - footwear md. 

8563 Edger - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8561 Edger - footwear ind. 

8373 Edger - ophthalmic goods md. 

8135 Edger - primary metal md. 

8353 Edger - sash, door & millwork md. 

8311 Edger machine setter - mach. shop md. 

8353 Edger operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8353 Edger runner - sash, door & millwork md. 

8231 Edger tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

4113 Ediphone operator - any md. 

4199 Editing clerk - any md. 

3351 Editor - any md. 

3311 Editorial artist - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Editorial writer - any md. 

2391 Educational adviser - any md. 

2391 Educational counsellor - educ. serv md. 

1133 Educational director - any md. 

1133 Educational organizer - any md. 

2315 Educational psychologist - any md. 

2795 Educational therapist - educ. serv. md . 

2799 Educationalist - any md. 

2799 Educator, television - educ. serv. md , 

2145 Efficiency engineer - any md. 

2145 Efficiency managing supervisor - any md. 

8228 Egg breaker - any md. 

7196 Eggcandler - anyind. 

8228 Egg cracker - any md. 

7196 Egg grader - any md. 

7180 Egg grading station operator - poultry serv. 

7196 Egg inspector - any md. 

7199 Egg packer - any md. 

7196 Egg tester - anyind. 

8563 Elastic attacher - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Elastic-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 
md. 

8271 Elastic-stocking maker - any md. 

2519 Elder - religious org. 

9193 Electric motor operator - n.e.c. 

9315 Electric motor operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

9191 Electric motor operator - urban transit syst. md. 

9531 Electric operator - elec. power syst. md. 

8143 Electric plater - any md. 

8730 Electric power inspector and tester supervisor - elec. 
power syst. md. 

8531 Electric refrigerator assembler - any md. 

8533 Electric refrigerator installer - any md. 

8533 Electric refrigerator servicer - any md. 

8533 Electric sign repairer - sign & display md. 

9315 Electric trucker - any md. 

8335 Electric welder - any md. 

8733 Electric wirer- const. md. 

8335 Electric-arc welder - any md. 

8534 Electric-bulb maker - any md. 

9311 Electric-crane operator - any md. 
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9315 Electric-dolly operator - mfg. md. 

8531 Electric-lan assembler - any md. 

8531 Electric-fan maker - any md. 

9315 Electric-freight-car operator - any md. 

8131 Electric-furnace melter - primary metal md. 

8131 Electric-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

8599 Electric-lamp maker - any md. 

9131 Electric-locomotive operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

8733 Electric-meter installer - any md. 

8531 Electric-meter maker - any md. 

8733 Electric-meter setter - any md. 

8536 Electric-meter tester - any md. 

8531 Electric-motor assembler - any md. 

8533 Electric-motor repairer - any md. 

8536 Electric-motor tester - any md. 

8530 Electric-motor testing foreman/woman - elec. & 
electron. prod. md . 

9315 Electric-mule driver - any md. 

9315 Electric-mule operator - any md. 

6143 Electric-needle specialist - any md. 

8531 Electric-range assembler - any md. 

8711 Electric-scoop operator - any md. 

8711 Electric-shovel operator - any md. 

8531 Electric-sign assembler - any md. 

8531 Electric-sign builder - any md. 

8531 Electric-stove assembler - any md. 

9315 Electric-truck driver - any md. 

9315 Electric-truck operator - any md. 

8531 Electrical adjuster - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

2144 Electrical and electronic research engineer - any md. 

8533 Electrical appliance installer - any md. 

8533 Electrical appliance servicer - small elec. appl. md .; 
major appl. md. 

8531 Electrical appliances assembler - elec. & electron. 
prod. md. 

8534 Electrical assembler - commun. & other electron. 
equip. md . 

8531 Electrical assembler - major appl. md.; small elec. appi. 
md. 

8531 Electrical assembler - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts 
md. 

2163 Electrical draughter - any md. 

2144 Electrical engineer - any md. 

8536 Electrical inspector - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8736 Electrical inspector - n.e.c. 

8313 Electrical machinist - any md. 

2154 Electrical prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas 
nd. 

8533 Electrical repairer - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

2165 Electrical technician - any md. 

8536 Electrical tester - elec. & electron. prod. ind. 

8736 Electrical tester - elec. power syst. in telecom. 
carriers md. 

8733 Electrical wirer - const. md. 

8733 Electrical-fixtures installer - const. md. 

8533 Electrical-instrument mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 

8733 Electrician - const. md.; mining md. 

8730 Electrician foreman/woman - const. md. 

8537 Electrician, radio or television - appl., t.v. radio & 
stereo repair 

3169 Electrocardiograph technician - hospitals 

2111 Electrochemist - any md. 

8538 Electrode cleaner - any md. 

3169 Electroencephalograph technician - hospitals 

8143 Electrogalvanizer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

6143 Electrologist - any md. 

2144 Electrolysis engineer - any md. 

6143 Electrolysis operator - any md. 

8534 Electron tube assembler - electron. components md. 

2163 Electronic draughter - any md. 

2144 Electronic engineer - any md. 

5131 Electronic equipment technical salesperson - whlse. 
trade md. 

8535 Electronic instrument technician - radio & t.v. 
broadcast. 

8537 Electronic technician - appi., tv., radio & stereo repair 

2165 Electronic technician - n.e.c. 

8535 Electronic technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2119 Electronics consultant - any md. 
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8536 Electronics inspector - elec. & electron. prod. md. 

2113 Electronics scientist - any md. 

2144 Electrophonic engineer - any md. 

8143 Electroplater - any irid. 

8130 Electroplating foreman/woman - stamped, press. & 
coat. metal prod. 

3137 Electrotherapist - any md. 

9513 Electrotype backer - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9513 Electrotype blocker - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9513 Electrotype caster - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9513 Electrotype finisher - platemakg. type. & bind. md. 

9513 Electrotype moulder - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9513 Electrotyper - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9513 Electrotyper stripper - platemakg.. type. & bind. md. 

9513 Electrotypist - platemakg.. type. & bind. md. 

8531 Element burner - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

1133 Elementary or secondary school principal - elementary 
& sec. educ. 

2731 Elementary school teacher - elementary educ. 

1141 Elevator agent - grain elev. md. 

6193 Elevator attendant - any md. 

8523 Elevator builder- mach. ind. (exc. elec. mach.) 

8523 Elevator constructor - const. md. 

6190 Elevator dispatcher - any md. 

8523 Elevator erector - const. md. 

9310 Elevator foreman/woman - grain elev. md. 

9910 Elevator foreman/woman - n.e.c. 

8526 Elevator inspector - any md. 

8523 Elevator installer - const. ind. 

1149 Elevator manager - grain elev. md. 

8584 Elevator mechanic - any md. 

9315 Elevator operator - grain elev. md. 

6193 Elevator operator - n.e.c. 

8584 Elevator repairer - any md. 

6193 Elevator runner - any md. 

6193 Elevator starter - any md. 

6190 Elevator supervisor - any md. 

8510 Elevator-installer foreman/woman - const. md. 

2792 Elocution teacher - any md. 

3335 Elocutionist - any md. 

6141 Embalmer - funeral serv. 

2791 Embalming teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

9519 Embosser - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9519 Embosser - footwear md. 

8591 Embosser - jewel. & precious metal ind. 

8569 Embosser - leather tanneries 

8275 Embosser - other clothing & apparel md.; primary 
textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8275 Embosser - other mfg. prod. md . 

8253 Embosser - pulp & paper md. 

8541 Embossing-machine operator - turn. & fixture md. 

8569 Embossing-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8275 Embossing-machine operator - other clothing & 
apparel md.; primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8339 Embossing-machine operator - stamped, press. & 
coat. metal prod. 

4141 Embossing-machine operator, clerical - any md. 

9519 Embossing-press operator - comb. pub. & print. ind. 

3313 Embroidery designer - any md. 

8563 Embroidery-machine operator - any md. 

8563 Embroidery-machine tender - any md. 

2133 Embryologist - any md. 

8731 Emergency service line maintainer - elec. power syst. 
md. 

8581 Emergency-road servicer- motor veh. md. 

8393 Emery grinder - any md. 

8393 Emery-wheel worker - any md. 

1136 Employee relations manager - any md. 

1179 Employees representative - bus. assoc.; prof. 
membership assoc.; labour org. 

1174 Employment adviser - any md. 

1174 Employment and claims officer - any md. 

4195 Employment clerk - any md. 

1174 Employment counsellor - any md. 

1174 Employment interviewer - any md. 

1136 Employment manager - any md. 

1174 Employment service representative - govt. serv. md . 
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2399 Employment specialist - govt. serv. md . 

1174 Employment supervisor - any md. 

9193 Empty coupler - mining md. 

8161 Enamel blender - paint & varnish md. 

8598 Enamel brusher - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8151 Enamel burner - clay prod. md. 

8595 Enamel burner - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8595 Enamel dipper - turn. & fixture mod.; motor veh. md. 
8161 Enamel maker - paint & varnish md. 
8158 Enamel-oven feeder - stamped, press. & coat. metal 

prod. 

8595 Enameler - clay prod. md.; jewel. & precious metal md. 

8785 Enameler - const. md. 

8595 Enameler - turn. & fixture md. 

8595 Enameler - major appl. ind. 

8595 Enameler - motor veh. md.; railroad rolling stock ind. 

8595 Enameler - primary metal md.; mach. shop md. 

8595 Enameler - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8595 Enameler - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8295 Enameller - leather tanneries 

8539 Encapsulator - elec. & electron. prod. mci. 

3169 Encephalographer - hospitals 

9317 End labeler, cigar box - wooden box & pallet md. 

8541 End maker - turn. & fixture md. 

8355 End matcher - sash, door & millwork md.; sawmills, 
plan. & shingle mills 

8135 End roller - primary metal md. 

8593 Ender - paper box & bag md. 

8593 Ending-machine operator - paper box & bag md 

3111 Endocrinologist - health & soc. serv. md. 

3113 Endodontist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8510 Engine assembly foreman/woman - mach. in (exc. 
elec. mach.); trans. equip. md . 

8511 Engine builder - aircraft & parts md. motor veh. parts 
& access. 

6198 Engine cleaner - railway trans. serv. md . 

9131 Engine driver, locomotive - railway trans. serv. md . 

8511 Engine fitter - aircraft & parts md.; motor veti. parts & 
access. 

9131 Engine hostler - railway trans. serv. md . 

8526 Engine inspector - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh, md.; 
air trans. md. 

8586 Engine inspector - motor veh. repair shops 

8586 Engine inspector - railroad rolling stock md. 

8515 Engine installer - aircraft & parts md. 

8513 Engine installer - motor veh. md. 

8582 Engine mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8581 Engine mechanic - motor veh. repair shops; motor 
veh. ind. 

8584 Engine mechanic - railroad rolling stock md. 

8589 Engine oiler - railway trans. serv. md . 

8581 Engine repairer - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. 
parts & access. 

8584 Engine repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

8526 Engine tester - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md.; air 
trans. md. 

8586 Engine tester - motor veh. repair shops 

6198 Engine washer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8515 Engine-control installer - aircraft & parts md. 

8315 Engine-lathe hand - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Engine-lathe operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8580 Engine-overhaul foreman/woman - aircraft & parts 
md.; air trans. md. 

9157 Engine-room wiper - water trans. md. 

9153 Engineer - water trans. md. 

9131 Engineer assistant, locomotive - railway trans. mod. 

4197 Engineering clerk - any md. 

2163 Engineering draughter - any md. 

2112 Engineering geologist - any md. 

1116 Engineering inspector - resource conserv. & industrial 
devpt. admin. 

1131 Engineering manager - any md. 

2159 Engineering physicist - any md. 

2315 Engineering psychologist - any md. 

9550 Engineering service supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2165 Engineering technician - any md. 

2165 Engineering technologist - any md. 

8584 Engineering-equipment mechanic - any mod. 

8391 Engraver - glass & glass prod. mod. 
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9519 Engraver - n.e.c. 

9515 Engraver - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8391 Engraver - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

6371 Engraver, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8391 Engraving-machine operator - jewel. & precious metal 
md.: tab. metal prod. md. 

9591 Enlarger - photographers 

8267 Enterer - primary textile md. 

3339 Entertainer - any md. 

3333 Entertainer, musical - any md. 

2133 Entomologist - any md. 

6169 Entry clerk - laundries & cleaners 

4153 Entry clerk - n.e.c. 

4199 Entry examiner - any md. 

7719 Entry miner - mining md. 

8135 Entry-table operator - primary metal md. 

4199 Enumerator - any md. 

8593 Envelope folder - paper & allied prod. md. 

8593 Envelope maker - any md. 

4179 Envelope stuffer - any md. 

8593 Envelope-machine operator - other converted paper 
prod. md. 

4141 Envelope-opener operator - any md. 

9512 Envelope-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4141 Envelope-sealing-machine operator - any md. 

2133 Environmental biologist - any md. 

2143 Environmental engineer - any md. 

2157 Environmental planner - any md. 

8215 Enzyme injector - meat & poultry prod. md. 

3156 Epidemiology worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

8353 Equalizer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8353 Equalizer operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

1147 Equipment chief - telecom. carriers md. 

9919 Equipment cleaner - any md. 

8719 Equipment driver - const. ind. 

2144 Equipment engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 
carriers md. 

8526 Equipment inspector - aircraft & parts md. 

8586 Equipment inspector - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad 
rolling stock md. 

8736 Equipment inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8515 Equipment installer - aircraft & parts ind. 

8735 Equipment installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8719 Equipment operator - const. md. 

8735 Equipment repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

6191 Equipment sterilizer - dairy prod. md. 

8730 Equipment supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

9919 Equipment washer - any md. 

2147 Erecting engineer - mfg. md. 

2143 Erecting engineer - n.e.c. 

8534 Erector - commun. & other electron. equip. md , 

8531 Erector - major appi. md. 

8337 Erector - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

8592 Erector - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8333 Erector - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8523 Escalator installer - any md. 

8584 Escalator repairer - any md. 

6144 Establishment guide - pars. & hhld. serv. md . 

1171 Estate administrator - any md. 

6143 Esthetician - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 

2165 Estimator - elec. power syst. md. 

7516 Estimator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

8396 Etched-metal parts inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8391 Etcher - iron foundries; fab. metal prod. md.; jewel. & 
precious metal md. 

9515 Etcher - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

3311 Etcher, artist - any md. 

9514 Etcher, hand - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2313 Ethnologist - any md. 

8161 Ethyl blender - refined petrol. prod. md . 

2133 Etiologist - any md. 

2319 Etymologist - any md. 

9175 Euclid operator - mining md. 

2511 Evangelist - religious org. 

8225 Evaporator operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

8167 Evaporator operator- chem. & chem. prod. md . 
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8223 Evaporator operator - dairy prod. End. 

8228 Evaporator operator - meat & poultry prod. End. 

8251 Evaporator operator - pulp & paper End. 

8261 Evener tender - textile prod. md. 

3130 Evening and night nurse supervisor - hospitals 

8566 Examiner - clothing md. 

9519 Examiner - comb. pub. & print. End. 

8566 Examiner - footwear md.; canvas & rel. prod. md . 

1113 Examiner - govt. serv. md . 

1176 Examiner - mines, quarries & oil wells 

8376 Examiner - ophthalmic goods md. 

8296 Examiner - other mig. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8596 Examiner - paper box & bag md. 

8256 Examiner - pulp & paper md. 

8576 Examiner - rubber prod. End. 

8296 Examiner - tobacco prod. md. 

8710 Excavating foreman/woman - const. End. 

1145 Excavations manager - bldg., developing & general 
contr. md. 

8711 Excavator - const. md. 

8711 Excavator operator - const. md. 

8359 Excelsior-machine operator - other wood End. 

4192 Exchange clerk - any md. 

8735 Exchange installer - telecom. carriers End. 

4175 Exchange operator - telecom. carriers md. 

1116 Excise agent - federal govt. serv. md . 

1116 Excise examiner - federal govt. serv. md . 

1130 Executive - any md. 

1130 Executive director - any md. 

6130 Executive housekeeper - accom., food & bev. serv. 
md. 

9111 Executive pilot - air trans. End. 

1149 Executive secretary - any End. 

1171 Executor - insce. & real estate agen. 

3379 Exerciser - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

8534 Exhaust operator - electron. components End. 

8534 Exhauster - electron. components End. 

2359 Exhibit designer - museums & archives  

3313 Exhibition and display designer - any md. 

3113 Exodontist - any End. 

8339 Expander - lab. metal prod. End. 

4151 Expediter - any md. 

1131 Experimental Farm superintendent - other serv. incid. 
to agric. n.e.c. 

2113 Experimental physicist - any md. 

2153 Exploration engineer - mining End. 

2112 Exploration geophysicist - any End. 

2159 Explorer - serv. md. incid. to crude petrol. & nat. gas 

2119 Explorer - serv. End. incid. to mining 

2119 Explorer, geophysical surveys - any End. 

8179 Explosive maker - any md. 

8161 Explosive mixer - any End. 

2142 Explosives engineer - other chem. prod. md . 

4139 Export clerk - any md. 

1137 Export sales manager - any md. 

5130 Exporter - whlse. trade md. 

4193 Express agent - railway trans. serv. md . 

4193 Express clerk - trans. End. 

9133 Express conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

9310 Express foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

9313 Express handler - railway trans. serv. End. 

4173 Express messenger - railway trans. serv. md . 

9315 Express motor operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

1176 Express-service inspector - any md. 

1133 Extension work director - post-sec. non-univ. educ.; 
univ. educ. 

2791 Extension work instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2719 Extension work instructor - univ. educ. 

8781 Exterior cladder - const. md. 

6199 Exterminator - dismnfecting & exterminating serv.; govt. 
serv. md . 

1113 External activities co-ordinator - govt. serv. md . 

8315 External-grinder operator - motor veh. paris & access. 

3335 Extra - theatrical & other staged entertainment serv. 

8715 Extra gang labourer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8165 Extraction operator - refined petrol. prod. End. 

2151 Extractive metallurgist - any md. 
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8225 Extractor - cane & beet sugar md, 

8161 Extractor - leather tanneries 

8579 Extractor - rubber prod. md. 

6162 Extractor operator - laundries & cleaners 

8275 Extractor operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8229 Extracts maker - Other food prod. md. 

8130 Extruder foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8229 Extruder operator - food md. 

8179 Extruder operator - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8179 Extruder operator - plastic prod. md.; rubber prod. md. 

8141 Extruder operator - primary metal kid. 

8233 Extruder operator, decorative wallboard - veneer & 
plywood md. 

8573 Extruding machine operator - plastic prod. kid.; rubber 
prod. md. 

8149 Extrusion-hot-coiler operator - primary metal ind. 

8141 Extrusion-machine operator - primary metal md. 

8130 Extrusion-press foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8141 Extrusion-press operator - primary metal md. 

3111 Eye physician - health & SOC. serv. md. 

3111 Eye specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8371 Eyeglass cutter - ophthalmic goods ind. 

3154 Eyeglass fitter - opticians shops 

8373 Eyeglass grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 

3154 Eyeglass maker - opticians shops 

8569 Eyelet maker - clothing md. 

8568 Eyelet pounder - footwear kid. 

8569 Eyelet riveter - clothing md. 

8569 Eyelet-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 
md. 

8561 Eyeletter - footwear md. 
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3313 Fabric designer - any md. 

8273 FabrIc dyer - textile prod. md. primary textile md. 

8276 Fabric examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8276 Fabric grader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Fabric inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Fabric repairer - primary textile md. 

8273 Fabric washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8569 Fabric worker - aircraft & parts md. 

7710 Face boss - mining md. 

7717 Face worker - mining md. 

8563 Facer - textile prod. md. 

8355 Facer operator - sash, door & millwork ind. 

8599 Facer, button - any md. 

6143 Facial operator - any md. 

2144 Facilities engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 
carriers md. 

6191 Factory cleaner - mfg. ind. 

4137 Factory clerk- any md. 

2159 Factory engineer - any md. 

9918 Factory labourer - any md. 

6149 Factory staff attendant - mtg. md. 

1143 Factory superintendent - any md. 

8563 Fagoter, machine - clothing md. 

2519 Faith healer - religious org. 

7513 Faller - logging md. 

2331 Family counsellor - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Family doctor - health & SOC. serv. md . 

2333 Family visitor - health & soc. serv. md. 

9539 Fan attendant - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin.; mining 
md. 

8333 Fan builder - any md. 

9539 Fan engineer - coal mines 

9539 Fan operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

9539 Fan tender - coal mines 

4133 Fare collector - water trans. md. 

1176 Fare inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

2131 Farm adviser - govt. serv. mnd. 

2131 Farm agent - govt. serv. md . 

7180 Farm boss - agric. md. 

2131 Farm demonstrator - govt. serv. ind. 

2311 Farm economist - any md. 

7180 Farm foreman/woman - agric. md. 

7199 Farm hand - agric. md. 

7199 Farm labourer - agric. md. 

8523 Farm machinery assembler - any md. 

7197 Farm machinery operator - agric. md. 

2131 Farm management specialist - govt. serv. md . 

1146 Farm manager - agric. md. 

7180 Farm supervisor - agric. md. 

7185 Farm worker, fruit - agric. md. 

7199 Farm worker, general - agric. md. 

7185 Farm worker, grain - agric. md. 

7183 Farm worker, hogs - agric. md. 

7185 Farm worker, mushroom - agric. md. 

7185 Farm worker, rapeseed - agric. md. 

7185 Farm worker, soybean- agric. md. 

7185 Farm worker, sugar beet - agric. md. 

7185 Farm worker, tobacco - agric. ind. 

7185 Farm worker, vegetable - agric. md. 

8584 Farm-machinery repairer - any md. 

8331 Farrier - anyind. 

3314 Fashion artist - any md. 

3313 Fashion co-ordinator - retail trade md. 

5199 Fashion consultant - any md. 

3313 Fashion designer - any md. 

3314 Fashion illustrator - any ind. 

3337 Fashion show commentator - retail trade md.; amuse. 
& rec. serv. md . 
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8298 Feather washer-and-dryer - turn. & fixture md. 

3351 Feature reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Feature writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8211 Feed miller - any md. 

8178 Feeder - adhesives md. 

8153 Feeder - asbestos mines 

8228 Feeder - bakery prod. md. 

9518 Feeder - comb. pub. & pnnt. ind. 

6198 Feeder - laundries & cleaners 

8598 Feeder - paper & allied prod. md. 

8238 Feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8278 Feeder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8293 Feeder - tobacco prod. md. 

7113 Feedlot finisher - agric. md. 

7113 Feedlot operator- agric. ind. 

7513 Feller - logging md. 

7513 Feller buncher operator - logging md. 

8563 Felling-machine operator - clothing md. 

8569 Felt bootmaker - footwear md. 

8551 Felt cutter - any md. 

8279 Felt press machine tender - textile prod. i. primary 
textile md. 

8279 Feller - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8799 Fence erector - const. md. 

8339 Fence maker - wire & wire prod. md. 

8339 Fence-making-machine operator - wire & wire prod. 
md. 

8581 Fender-and-body repairer - motor veh. repair shops; 
motor veh. md. 

8226 Fermentation inspector - wine md. 

8227 Fermentation operator - distillery prod. md. 

8227 Fermenter - bev. md. 

8293 Fermenter - leaf tobacco md. 

8251 Fermenter - pulp & paper md. 

8298 Fermenter - tobacco prod. md. 

2111 Fermentologist - bev. md. 

3375 Ferris-wheel attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3375 Ferris-wheel operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9111 Ferry pilot - aircraft & parts md. 

9151 Ferryboat captain - water trans. md. 

9159 Ferryboat operator - water trans. md. 

9151 Ferryboat pilot - water trans. md. 

2142 Fertilizer product engineer - any ind. 

8229 Fertilizer tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8160 Fertilizer-plant operator - any md. 

8159 Fettler - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8261 Fibre classer - textile prod. md. 

7718 Fibre cleaner - asbestos mines 

8276 Fibre examiner - primary textile ïnd.; textile prod. md. 

8276 Fibre grader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8156 Fibre inspector - asbestos prod. md. 

8276 Fibre inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8261 Fibre mixer - textile prod. md. 

8156 Fibre tester - asbestos prod. md. 

8261 Fibre washer - textile prod. md. 

8593 Fibreboard-box maker - any md. 

8570 Fibreglass plastics foreman/woman - plastic prod. md. 

8156 Fibreglass tester - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8786 Fibreglass-insulation installer - any md. 

8256 Fibrous-wallboard inspector - pulp & paper md. 

3351 Fiction writer - any md. 

2131 Field adviser - agric. md. 

5171 Field agent - insce. md. 

1175 Field agent - n.e.c. 

1171 Field auditor - any md. 

4139 Field clerk - any md. 

1175 Field contractor - any md. 

2333 Field director - health & SOC. serv. md. 

1143 Field director - mfg. md. 

1142 Field director, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 

2143 Field engineer - const. md. 

2144 Field engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 
carriers md. 

9551 Field engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9539 Field gauger - pipeline trans. md.; refined petrol. prod. 
md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2139 Field inspector - agric. md. 
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1116 Field inspector - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 
admin. 

1141 Field manager - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md.; plastic 
prod. md. 

8584 Field mechanic - any md. 

2165 Field observer - petrol. & nat. gas ind. 

9551 Field operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

5171 Field representative - insce. md. 

1179 Field representative - n.e.c. 

1142 Field representative, club lodge or society - civic & frat. 
org . 

2154 Field scout - pipeline trans. md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2333 Field secretary - health & soc. serv. md . 

2519 Field secretary - religious org. 

2333 Field secretary, Boy Scouts and Girl Guides - civic & 
frat. org . 

1149 Field superintendent - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2333 Field supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 

9551 Field technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2333 Field worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

1175 Field-contact technician - dairy prod. md. 

8258 Fifth hand - pulp & paper md. 

8595 Figure refinisher & repairer - retail trade md. 

8339 Filament maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8536 Filament tester - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

4161 File clerk - any md. 

4160 File clerk supervisor - any md. 

8315 File cutter - hardware, tool & cut. md. 

8315 File maker - hardware, tool & cut. md. 

1173 File systems analyst - any md. 

8393 Filer - fab. metal prod. md. 

8591 Filer - jewel. & precious metal md. 

4161 Filing clerk - any md. 

9317 Filler - bev. md. 

8221 Filler- can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8217 Filler - fish prod. md. 

8215 Filler - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8562 Filler - other turn. & fixture md. 

8379 Filler - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8229 Filler - Other food prod. md. 

8293 Filler feeder - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Filler, packaging - paint & varnish md.; refined petrol. 
prod. md . 

8179 Filler, processing - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8217 Filleter - fish prod. md. 

8278 Filling carrier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

9317 Filling-machine operator - bev. md. 

8221 Filling-machine operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. 
md. 

8217 Filling-machine operator - fish prod. md. 

8215 Fulling-machine operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8562 Filling-machine operator - other turn. & fixture md. 

9317 Filling-machine operator - refined petrol. prod. md .; 
chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8229 Filling-machine operator - Other food prod. md. 

5145 Filling-station attendant - any md. 

5179 Film agent - motion pic., audio & video prod. 

5179 Film booker - motion pic., audio & video prod. 

1176 Filmcensor - anymnd. 

4169 Film checker - motion pic., audio & video prod. 

9591 Film cutter - any md. 

9591 Film developer - any md. 

9590 Film developer foreman/woman - any md. 

9591 Film developing-machine operator - any md. 

3351 Film editor - any md. 

9550 Film facilities supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8256 Film inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

2351 Film librarian - any md. 

8253 Film maker - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9591 Film mounter - any md. 

9591 Film numberer- any md. 

9591 Film printer - any md. 

9591 Film processor - any md. 

1175 Film procurement officer - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

8256 Film sampler - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

9591 Film technician - any md. 

9590 Film technician, chief - any md. 
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8253 Film-making-machine tender - platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

9557 Film-projector operator - any md. 

8178 Filter cleaner - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8226 Fitter inspector- brewery prod. md. 

8227 Filter machine operator - soft drink md. 

8227 Fitter mixer - wine md. 

8163 Fitter operator - chem. & chem. prod. md.: refined 
petrol. prod. i. man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8113 Fitter operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8251 Filter operator - pulp & paper md. 

9539 Fitter operator - water syst. md. 

8227 Fitter operator - wine md. 

8229 Filter operator - Other food prod. md. 

9539 Fitter-plant operator - water syst. md. 

8227 Filter-press tender - brewery prod. md. 

8163 Filterer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8163 Filterer - man-made fibre & fit, yarn md. 

9539 Filterer - water syst. md. 

8163 Filtration operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8515 Final assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8513 Final assembler - motor veh. md. 

8526 Final assembly inspector - aircraft & parts md. 

8536 Final tester - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

1135 Finance manager - any md. 

1171 Financial accountant - any md. 

1171 Financial agent - any md. 

1171 Financial analyst - fin. & insce. md. 

5170 Financial broker - security brokers & dealers 

2311 Financial economist - any md. 

3351 Financial reporter - any md. 

3351 Financial writer - any md. 

5177 Financial-services salesperson - bus. serv. md . 

5170 Financier - security brokers & dealers 

8295 Fine grainer - leather tanneries 

6112 Fingerprint clerk - police serv. 

6119 Fingerprint expert - any md. 

6112 Fingerprinter - police serv.  

8781 Finish carpenter - any md. 

8393 Finish grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 

3315 Finish photographer - other amuse. & rec. serv. 

8371 Finisher - clay prod. md. 

8527 Finisher - clock & watch md 

8561 Finisher - footwear md. 

8555 Finisher - fur goods md. 

8541 Finisher - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork 
md. 

8569 Finisher - glove md. 

8591 Finisher - jewel. & precious metal md. 

6162 Finisher - laundries & cleaners 

8295 Finisher - leather tanneries 

8391 Finisher - other mfg. prod. md . 

8179 Finisher - paint & varnish md. 

8593 Finisher - paper box & bag md. 

9591 Finisher - photographers 

8135 Finisher - primary metal md. 

8253 Finisher - pulp & paper md. 

9517 Finisher and binder - comb. pub. & print. md.; 
platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

8599 Finisher, button - any md. 

8569 Finisher, fabricating and repair - primary textile md. 

8575 Finisher, fabricating and repair - rubber prod. md.; 
plastic prod. md. 

8599 Finisher, fireworks - any md. 

3169 Finisher, lens - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8179 Finisher, processing - plastic prod. md. 

8275 Finisher, processing - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8373 Finisher, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8296 Finishing inspector - leather tanneries: other mfg. prod. 
md . 

8276 Finishing inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

5171 Fire adjuster - insce. md. 

7719 Fire boss - mining md. 

6111 Fire captain - firefighting serv. 

6111 Fire chief - any irid, 

7719 Fire inspector - mining md. 
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6111 Fire inspector - n.e.c. 

1113 Fire marshal - firefighting serv. 

7719 Fire patroller - mining md. 

2145 Fire prevention engineer - any md. 

8131 Fire regulator - primary metal md. 

7719 Fire runner - mining md. 

7511 Fire warden - logging & forestry md. 

8735 Fire-alarm installer - any ind. 

8735 Fire-alarm mechanic - any md. 

4199 Fire-alarm operator, except lire fighter - govt. serv. md . 

6111 Fire-alarm operator, fire fighter - firefighting serv. 

8791 Fire-control-system installer - const. md. 

6111 Fire-equipment inspector - refined petrol. prod. md .; 
railway trans. serv. md . 

6111 Fire-equipment worker - refined petrol, prod. md. 

8589 Fire-extinguisher installer - any md. 

8589 Fire-extinguisher servicer - any md. 

6111 Fire-fighter - any md. 

8573 Fire-hose curer - rubber prod. md. 

8571 Fire-hose maker - any md. 

8791 Fire-protection installer - const. md. 

6112 Firearms examiner - police secv. 

2117 Firearms expert - any md. 

8313 Firearms model maker- other metal fabricating md. 

8784 Fireproofing plasterer - const. md. 

8591 Firer - jewel. & precious metal md. 

9157 Firer - water trans. md. 

8534 Firesetter - commun. & other electron. equip. md. 

8599 Fireworks maker - any md. 

1134 First aid director - non-institutional health serv. 

2797 First aid teacher - any md. 

6121 First cook - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8131 First helper - primary steel md. 

8135 First leveler - primary metal md. 

7517 First loader - logging md. 

9111 First officer - air trans. md. 

9151 First officer - water trans. md. 

3359 First reader - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3135 First-aid nurse - any md. 

3135 First-aid worker - any md. 

2311 Fiscal analyst - govt. serv. md . 

6119 Fish and game warden - resource conserv. & industrial 
devpt. admin. 

8217 Fish boner - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

8217 Fish broiler - fish prod. md. 

8217 Fish cake maker - fish prod. md. 

8226 Fish candler - fish prod. md. 

8217 Fish canner - fish prod. md. 

8217 Fish cleaner - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

4157 Fish counter - fishing md.; fish prod. md. 

8226 Fish culler - fish prod. md.: whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

2133 Fish culturist - any md. 

8217 Fish curer - fishing md.; fish prod. md. 

8217 Fish cutter - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

8217 Fish dresser - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

7319 Fish farm worker - fishing md. 

8217 Fish filleter - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

8217 Fish flaker - fishing md.; fish prod. md. 

8217 Fish freezer - whlse. trade md.; retail trade kid.; fish 
prod. md. 

8210 Fish freezing and storage foreman/woman - fish prod. 
md. 

8226 Fish grader - fishing md.; fish prod. md. 

7319 Fish hatchery attendant - fishing md. 

7319 Fish hatchery foreman/woman - fishing md. 

8217 Fish header - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 

8226 Fish inspector - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 

1116 Fish inspector - govt. serv. md . 

5141 Fish monger - non-store retail md. 

8569 Fish net finisher - other mfg. prod. kid. 

8217 Fish packer - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

8217 Fish pickIer - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 
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8217 Fish salter - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md. retail 
trade ind. 

8228 Fish skinner - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail 
trade ind. 

8228 Fish slimer - fish prod. nd.; whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

8217 Fish smoker - fish prod. md. 

8226 Fish sorter - fish prod. nd.: whlse. trade md.; retail 
trade md. 

8217 Fish splitter - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail 
trade ind. 

7319 Fish tagger - fishing md. 

8217 Fish trimmer - fish prod. md.; whlse. trade md,; retail 
trade md. 

8228 Fish washer - fish prod. md.; whise. trade md.; retail 
trade ind. 

8217 Fish-paste grinder - fish prod. md. 

7313 Fisherman/woman - any md. 

3379 Fishing guide - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8599 Fishing-rod maker - any ind. 

8599 Fishing-rod repairer - any ind. 

8599 Fishing-tackle maker - any md. 

8527 Fitter - clock & watch md. 

8541 Fitter - coffin & casket md. 

8534 Fitter - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

8561 Fitter - footwear md. 

7513 Fitter - logging md. 

8335 Fitter - mach. shop md. 

8539 Fitter - major appl. md. 

3169 Fitter - ophthalmic goods md. 

8337 Fitter - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

8592 Fitter - shipbldg. & repair ind. 

8333 Fitter - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8549 Fitter - wooden box & pallet md. 

8793 Fitter-up - const. md. 

8541 Fitter-up - furn. & fixture md. 

8584 Fitter-up - leather & allied prod. md. 

8337 Fitter-up - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

8592 Fitter-up - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8791 Fitter, automatic sprinkler system - const. md.  

8569 Fitter, glove - glove md. 

8569 Fitter, harness - leather & allied prod. md. 

3313 Fixture designer - any md. 

8334 Fixture maker - tab. metal prod. md.; elec. lighting md. 

8569 Flag maker - any md. 

6115 Flagger - const. md. 

7517 Flagger - logging md. 

7718 Flagger - mining md. 

9133 Flagger - railway trans. serv. md . 

8782 Flagsetter - const. md. 

8211 Flake miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8217 Flaker - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 

8213 Flaking-roll operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8335 Flame burner - any md. 

8335 Flame cutter - any md. 

8133 Flame hardener - primary metal md. 

8335 Flame-cutting-machine operator - any md. 

8331 Flanger - lab. metal prod. md. 

8331 Flanging-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8573 Flap curer - tire & tube md. 

8573 Flap presser - tire & tube md. 

8355 Flarer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8531 Flashlight assembler - any md. 

8276 Flat examiner - primary textile nd.; textile prod. md. 

8271 Flat knitter - clothing ind. 

6169 Flat marker - laundries & cleaners 

7718 Flat trimmer - mining md. 

8563 Flatlock-machine operator - clothing nd.; primary 
textile ind. 

8151 Flattener - glass & glass prod. md. 

8391 Flatware engraver - any md. 

6198 Flatwork feeder - laundries & cleaners 

6165 Flatwork finisher - laundries & cleaners 

6169 Flatwork inspector - laundries & cleaners 

8293 Flavourer - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Flavouring mixer - tobacco prod. md. 

8275 Fleecer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8295 Flesher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
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8228 Flesher operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8295 Fleshing-machine operator - other mfg. prod. md.; 
leather tanneries 

9512 Flexographic-press operator - paper & allied prod. md.; 
comb. pub. & print. md. 

4141 Flexowriter operator - any md. 

4193 Flight agent - air trans. md. 

2155 Flight analyst - aircraft & parts md. 

6145 Flight attendant - air trans. md. 

1147 Flight director - air trans. md. 

9113 Flight dispatcher - air trans. md. 

9111 Flight engineer - air trans. md. 

9111 Flight mechanic - air trans. md. 

9111 Flight navigator - air trans. md. 

1147 Flight superintendent - air trans. md. 

8526 Flight-and-service inspector - aircraft & parts md. 

1116 Flight-operations inspector - trans. & commun. admin. 

9113 Flight-radio officer - air trans. md. 

9113 Flight-radio operator - air trans. md. 

8783 Float finisher - const. md. 

9159 Float tender - water trans. md. 

8113 Floater - asbestos mines 

8148 Flogger - primary metal md. 

1116 FlOOd damage inspector - govt. serv. md . 

8529 floor assembler - mach. shop md. 

6125 Floor attendant - food & bev. serv. md. 

9179 Floor attendant - taxicab md. 

6191 Floor cleaner - any md. 

4194 Floor clerk - accom. serv. md . 

4199 Floor clerk - laundries & cleaners 

8799 Floor finisher - any md. 

8513 Floor framer - motor veh. md. 

9531 Floor helper - elec. power syst. md. 

8799 Floor layer - const. md. 

8783 Floor layer, terrazzo - any md. 

8781 Floor layer, wood - any md. 

8137 Floor moulder - iron foundries 

6191 Floor polisher - any md. 

8799 Floor sander - any md. 

8799 Floor scraper - any ind. 

6130 Floor supervisor - accom., food & boy. serv. md . 

3130 Floor supervisor - hospitals 

5130 Floor supervisor - retail trade md. 

8799 Floor surfacer - any md. 

6191 Floor sweeper - any md. 

5173 Floor trader - stock exchanges 

6191 Floorwaxer - anyind. 

8228 Floor worker - brewery prod. md. 

8158 Floor worker - clay prod. md. 

9918 Floor worker - n.e.c. 

4131 Floor-coverings estimator - retail trade md. 

8315 Floor-lathe operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8799 Floor-sanding-machine operator - any md. 

6113 Floorwalker - retail trade md. 

3313 Floral designer - any md. 

2131 Floriculturist - any md. 

5130 Florist - retail trade md. 

8113 Flotation operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8211 Flour blender - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

1116 Flour inspector - regulatory serv. 

8211 Flour miller - any md. 

9317 Flour packer - any md. 

8213 Flour sifter - bakery prod. md. 

9531 Flow-control worker - elec. power syst. md, 

7115 Flower grower - greenhouse prod. 

7195 Flower grower - nursery prod. 

8569 Flower shaper - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 

9918 Flue blower - any md. 

9918 Flue borer and fire box cleaner - any md. 

9918 Fluecleaner - anyind. 

8337 Flue setter - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

8523 Flue setter - railroad rolling stock md. 

2113 Fluids physicist - any md. 

7519 Flume inspector - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & 
shingle mills 

8799 Flume maker - metal mines 
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7517 Flume runner - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 
md. 

7719 Flume tender - mining md. 

7517 Flume tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 
md. 

8225 Flurner - cane & beet sugar md. 

9175 Flusher operator - any md. 

8393 Flute grinder - lab, metal prod. md. 

6165 Fluting-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 

8355 Fluting-machine operator - sash, door & miltwork md 

8339 Fluxer - tab. metal prod. md. 

8263 Fly-frame tender - primary textile md. 

8263 Flyer - primary texille md. 

2797 Flying instructor - air trans. md. 

2797 Flying school teacher - air trans. md. 

8568 Folder - clothing md. 

8561 Folder - footwear md. 

6198 Folder - laundries & cleaners 

8593 Folder - paper & allied prod. md. 

8334 Folder - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8279 Folder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6169 Folding-machine feeder - laundries & cleaners 

8569 Folding-machine operator - clothing md. 

9517 Folding-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8593 Folding-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

8334 Folding-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

8279 Folding-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

4141 Folding-machine operator, clerical - any md. 

6129 Food and beverage analyst - accom., food & bev. serv 
md. 

6129 Food assembler - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

2111 Food chemist- any md. 

4131 Food controller - accom., food & bev. serv. ind. 

5199 Food demonstrator - retail trade md. 

8226 Food inspector - food md. 

1116 Food inspector - regulatory serv. 

6129 Food order expediter - food & bev. serv. md . 

8226 Food packaging inspector - food md. 

2131 Food scientist - any md. 

6125 Food service attendant - any md. 

6120 Food services supervisor - accom. food & bev. serv. 
nd. 

2117 Food technologist - any md. 

4131 Food-control clerk - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

7717 Foot cager - mining md. 

3119 Footdoctor-health&soc.serv.ind. 

8271 Foot knitter - hosiery md. 

8271 Foot maker - hosiery md. 

3119 Foot specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8113 Foot worker - other non-metal mines (exc. coal) 

3373 Football player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3370 Football team coach - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

8271 Footer - hosiery md. 

5133 Footwear salesperson - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 

8576 Footwear sorter - other rubber prod. md. 

8311 Forcer maker - fab. metal prod. md. 

4139 Foreign clerk - any md. 

3351 Foreign correspondent - comb. pub, & print. md. 

4135 Foreign exchange clerk - banks & other intermed. 

1171 Foreign exchange trader - banks & other intermed. 

1113 Foreign service officer - federal govt. serv. md . 

3355 Foreign-broadcast translator - any md. 

6130 Foreman/woman - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

7180 Foreman/woman - agric. md. 

9110 Foreman/woman - air trans. md. 

3360 Foreman/woman - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8780 Foreman/woman - bldg., developing & general contr. 
md.; industrial & heavy (engineering) const. md. 

6141 Foreman/woman - cemeteries & crematoria 

8160 Foreman/woman - chem. & chem. prod. ind. 

8550 Foreman/woman - clothing md. 

9510 Foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. ind. 

9530 Foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; gas 
distribution syst. irid.; water syst. md. 

8210 Foreman/woman - food md.; bev. md. 

8550 Foreman/woman - footwear md. 
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8540 Foreman/woman - furn. & fixture md. 

6190 Foreman/woman - health & soc. serv. md . 

8780 Foreman/woman - high., st. & bridge main. md. 

6160 Foreman/woman - laundries & cleaners 

8290 Foreman/woman - leather tanneries 

7510 Foreman/woman - logging & forestry End. 

8510 Foreman/woman - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 

8310 Foreman/woman - mach. shop md. 

7710 Foreman/woman - mines, quarries & oil wells 

8330 Foreman/woman - other metal fabricating End. 

8590 Foreman/woman - other mfg. End. 

8590 Foreman/woman - paper box & bag md. 

8570 Foreman/woman - plastic prod. End.; rubber prod. End. 

8130 Foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8260 Foreman/woman - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
End. 

8250 Foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 

8350 Foreman/woman - sash, door & millwork md. 

8230 Foreman/woman - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9310 Foreman/woman- storage & warehousing md. 

9550 Foreman/woman - telecom. broadcast. md . 

8290 Foreman/woman - tobacco prod. md. 

9170 Foreman/woman - truck trans. End., other trans. End. 

9190 Foreman/woman - urban transit syst. End. 

5130 Foreman/woman - whlse. trade nd,; retail trade md. 

8260 Foreman/woman carder - primary textile md. textile 
prod. ind. 

8590 Foreman/woman painter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8590 Foreman/woman painter - furn. & fixture End. 

8590 Foreman/woman painter- motor veh. repair shops 

8590 Foreman/woman painter - primary metal md. 

8590 Foreman/woman painter - railroad rolling stock End. 

8590 Foreman/woman painter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8260 Foreman/woman spinner - primary textile End.; textile 
prod. End. 

8710 Foreman/woman waterworks construction or repair - 
const. End. 

8260 Foreman/woman weaver - primary textile End.; textile 
prod. End. 

8510 Foreman/woman, business machine manufacturing - 
off., store & bus. mach. 

8580 Foreman/woman, construction machinery mechanics 
and repairers - other mach. & equip. ind. 

8530 Foreman/woman, except business machines - elec. & 
electron, prod. ind. 

9130 Foreman/woman, except section, track or railway 
gang - railway trans. serv. End. 

8510 Foreman/woman, except ship or boat - trans. equip. 
End. 

9310 Foreman/woman, garbage collection - any End. 

8370 Foreman/woman, machining - glass & glass prod. Id.; 
clay prod. End.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8150 Foreman/woman, processing - clay prod. End.; glass & 
glass prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8710 Foreman/woman, road gang - const. End. 

9530 Foreman/woman, sanitary service - environment 
admin. 

9530 Foreman/woman, sewage disposal - any ind. 

8710 Foreman/woman, sewer construction or repair - const. 
End. 

8590 Foreman/woman, ship or boat - boatbldg. & repair 
End.; shipbldg. & repair ind. 

3111 Forensic medicine specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

2139 Forest agrologist - forestry serv. md. 

2135 Forest biology ranger - forestry serv. md. 

2311 Forest economist - any End. 

2159 Forest engineer - logging & forestry End. 

2139 Forest examiner - forestry serv. End. 

7511 Forest fire fighter - logging & forestry End. 

7511 Forest guard - logging & forestry md. 

2169 Forest mapper - logging End.; other sci. & tech. serv. 

2139 Forest pathologist - forestry serv. End. 

7511 Forest protection officer - logging & forestry End. 

2139 Forester - forestry serv. End. 

8131 Forge heater - primary metal End. 

8336 Forge inspector - tab. metal prod. End. 

8331 Forge operator - fab. metal prod. End. 

8331 Forge tender - tab. metal prod. End. 

8330 Forge-shop foreman/woman - any End. 

8331 Forger - tab. metal prod. ind.; welding 
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8591 Forger - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8331 Forgesmith - any ind. 

8331 Forging-machine operator - any md. 

8331 Forging-press operator - any md. 

9315 Fork-lift operator- any md. 

8298 Forker - tobacco prod. md. 

8395 Form and jig maker - plastic prod. md. 

8395 Form builder - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8781 Form builder, wood - const. md. 

8781 Form maker, wood - const. md. 

8798 Form puller - const. md. 

8798 Form remover - const. md. 

8799 Form setter, metal - const. md. 

8781 Form setter, wood - const. md. 

8798 Form stripper - concrete prod. md.; const. md. 

8228 Form wrecker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8155 Former - clay prod. md. 

8275 Former - hosiery md. 

8334 Forming-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

8334 Forming-press operator - any md. 

1173 Forms analyst - any md. 

4197 Forms control clerk - any md. 

1173 Forms designer - any md. 

1173 Forms management analyst - any md. 

3169 Formula-room worker - health & soc. serv. md. 

2111 Formulator - paint & varnish md. 

3339 Fortune teller - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9517 Forwarder - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. 
& bind. md. 

4193 Forwarding agent - any md. 

6147 Foster parent - other pars. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

8265 Foster-winder operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

2143 Foundation engineer - const. md. 

8553 Foundation garment fitter - women's clothing stores 

8130 Foundry foreman/woman - any md. 

8149 Foundry worker - any md. 

6125 Fountain dispenser - food & bev. serv. md . 

6125 Fountain server - food & bev. serv. md . 

8599 Fountain-pen maker - any md. 

8599 Fountain-pen repairer - any md. 

8163 Fourdrinier operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8253 Fourdrinier operator - pulp & paper md. 

8253 Fourdrinier-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 

8253 Fourth hand - pulp & paper md. 

7113 Fox farmer - furs & skins, ranch 

8561 Foxer - footwear md. 

8571 Foxer - other rubber prod. md. 

8515 Frame assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8541 Frame assembler - turn. & fixture md. 

8523 Frame assembler - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 

8513 Frame assembler - motor veh. md. 

8529 Frame bender - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8331 Frame bender - fab. metal prod. md. 

8515 Frame builder - aircraft & parts md. 

8263 Frame changer - primary textile md. 

8515 Frame fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8513 Frame fitter - motor veh. md. 

8267 Frame fixer - primary textile md. 

8541 Frame maker - turn. & fixture md. 

8599 Frame maker - ophthalmic goods md. 

8541 Frame maker, mirror - other (urn. & fixture md. 

8529 Frame maker, umbrella - other mfg. prod. md. 

8263 Frame operator - primary textile md. 

8263 Frame spinner - primary textile md. 

8735 Frame wirer, telephones - telecom. carriers ind. 

8515 Framer - aircraft & parts md. 

8781 Framer - const. md. 

8541 Framer - furn. & fixture md. 

8569 Framer - leather & allied prod. md. 

8513 Framer - motor veh. md. 

8599 Framer - ophthalmic goods md. 

8263 Framer - primary textile md. 

8541 Framer, mirror and picture frame - other turn. & fixture 
md. 
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8350 Framing mill foreman/woman - sash, door & millwork 
md. 

8355 Frazer - sash, door & millwork ind. 

8355 Frazing-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

3314 Free-lance commercial artist - any md. 

3351 Free-lance writer - any md. 

8223 Freezer - dairy prod. ind. 

8217 Freezer - fish prod. md. 

8221 Freezer - fruit & veg. md. 

8215 Freezer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8223 Freezer operator - dairy prod. md. 

8217 Freezer operator - fish prod. md. 

8221 Freezer operator - fruit & veg. md. 

8215 Freezer operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8221 Freezer worker - fruit & veg. md. 

8215 Freezer worker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

4192 Freight adjuster - railway trans. serv. md . 

5179 Freight agent - n.e.c. 

4193 Freight agent - trans. md. 

4153 Freight checker - trans. md. 

4153 Freight clerk - any md, 

9133 Freight conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

6193 Freight elevator operator - any md. 

9310 Freight foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

9313 Freight handler - any md. 

9319 Freight inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

9313 Freight loader - any md. 

1147 Freight manager - any md. 

5177 Freight representative - trans. md. 

5177 Freight solicitor - trans. md. 

9313 Freight unloader - any md. 

9313 Freight-car loader - any md. 

9313 Freight-car unloader - any md. 

4153 Freight-receiving clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 

1176 Freight-service inspector - railway trans. serv. mnd. 

5177 Freight-traffic agent - trans. md. 

9175 Freight-truck driver - trans. md. 

9175 Freight-truck operator - trans. md. 

9313 Freighter - any md. 

8213 French pastry cook - bakery prod. md. 

6165 French pleater - laundries & cleaners 

8784 Fresco setter - const. md. 

8296 Fresh-work examiner - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Fresh-work inspector - tobacco prod. md. 

8563 Friller - textile prod. md. 

8569 Fringer - textile prod. md. 

4194 Front office clerk - accom. serv. md . 

8581 Front-end mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

9315 Front-end-loader operator - any md. 

8213 Froster - bakery prod. md. 

8595 Froster - glass & glass prod. md. 

8213 Frosting maker - bakery prod. md. 

8221 Frozen-food packer - any md. 

8221 Fruit boiler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8221 Fruit canner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

5149 Fruit counter arranger - retail trade ind. 

8226 Fruit culler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8221 Fruit drier - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8226 Fruit examiner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

7196 Fruit examiner - n.e.c. 

7115 Fruit farmer- agric. md. 

8226 Fruit grader - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

7196 Fruit grader - n.e.c. 

7115 Fruit grower - agric. md. 

8226 Fruit inspector - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

7199 Fruit packer - agric. md. 

8221 Fruit packer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

9317 Fruit packer - n.e.c. 

5141 Fruit pedlar - non-store retail md. 

8221 Fruit peeler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. ind. 

7185 Fruit picker - agric. md. 

8221 Fruit preparer - bakery prod. md. 

8221 Fruit preserver - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8226 Fruit sorter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

7196 Fruit sorter - n.e.c. 

7185 Fruit thinner - agric. md. 
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8227 Fruit-press operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

5135 Fruit-store clerk - retail trade md. 

9130 Fuel foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

9139 Fuel inspector - railway trans. serv. md. 

8235 Fuel log maker - wood preservation md. 

5133 Fuel salesperson - whlse. trade md. 

9175 Fuel-oil-truck driver - trans. md. 

2142 Fuels engineer - any md. 

8563 Full-fashioned looper - hosiery md. 

8273 Fuller - hosiery md, 

8275 Fuller - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

7199 Fumigator - agric. md. 

6199 Fumigator - disinfecting & exterminating serv.; govt. 
serv. md . 

3375 Fun-house operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6141 Funeral attendant - funeral serv. 

9173 Funeral chauffeur - funeral serv. 

6141 Funeral director - funeral serv. 

8179 Funnel worker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8295 Fur blender - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 

8555 Fur blocker - fur goods md. 

6162 Fur blower - laundries & cleaners 

6162 Fur cleaner - clothing stores n.e.c.; fur cleaning, repair 
& storage 

8295 Fur clipper - other mfg. prod. md . 

8551 Fur cutter - fur goods md. 

3313 Fur designer - any md. 

8295 Fur dresser - other mfg. prod. md . 

8290 Fur dressing foreman/woman - leather tanneries; other 
mfg. prod. md . 

8295 Fur dyer - other mfg. prod. md . 

6165 Fur electrifier - laundries & cleaners 

8296 Fur examiner - other mfg. prod. md . 

7113 Fur farmer - furs & skins, ranch 

8555 Fur finisher - fur goods md. 

6169 Fur glazer - laundries & cleaners 

8566 Fur grader - fur goods md. 

1116 Fur grader - regulatory serv. 

6165 Fur ironer - laundries & cleaners 

8555 Fur joiner - fur goods md. 

8555 Fur liner - fur goods md. 

8555 Fur matcher - fur goods md. 

8555 Fur nailer - fur goods md. 

8551 Fur patternmaker - fur goods md. 

8295 Fur plucker - other mtg. prod. md . n.e.c. 

8295 Fur pointer - other mig. prod. md . n.e.c. 

8555 Fur remodeler - any md. 

8555 Fur repairer - any md. 

8566 Fur sorter - fur goods md. 

6169 Fur storage attendant - laundries & cleaners 

8555 Fur stretcher - fur goods md. 

8555 Fur tailor - fur goods md. 

5130 Fur trader - whise. trade md. 

7315 Fur trapper - any md. 

7183 Fur-farm worker - agric. md. 

8261 Fur-fibre-mixing-machine operator - textile prod. md. 

4131 Fur-repair estimator - fur cleaning, repair & storage 

8566 Fur-repair inspector - any md. 

8782 Furnace builder - const. md. 

8151 Furnace charger - glass & glass prod. md. 

8131 Furnace charger - primary metal md. 

6191 Furnace cleaner - any md. 

8799 Furnace converter - any md. 

8131 Furnace filler - primary metal md. 

8529 Furnace fitter - heating equip. md. 

8799 Furnace installer - any md. 

8782 Furnace liner - const. md. 

8782 Furnace mason - any md. 

8529 Furnace mounter - heating equip. md. 

8167 Furnace operator - chem. & chern. prod. md . 

8131 Furnace operator - primary metal md. 

8131 Furnace puncher - primary metal md. 

8799 Furnace repairer - n.e.c. 

8782 Furnace repairer - primary steel md. 

8529 Furnace setter - heating equip. md. 

8799 Furnace setter - n.e.c. 

8131 Furnace skimmer - primary metal md. 
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8137 Furnace tapper - primary metal md. 

8331 Furnace tender - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & 
repair ind. 

8167 Furnace tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8151 Furnace tender - glass & glass prod. md. 

9539 Furnace tender - other utility md. 

8131 Furnace tender - primary metal md. 

6169 Furniture cleaner - any md. 

9317 Furniture crater • any md. 

3313 Furniture designer - any md. 

8595 Furniture finisher - any md. 

8546 Furniture inspector - wood md. 

8540 Furniture inspector foreman/woman - furn. & fixture 
i. sash, door & miliwork md. 

9313 Furniture loader - any md. 

9318 Furniture mover - any md. 

9317 Furniture packer - any md. 

8595 Furniture polisher - any md. 

8595 Furniture refinisher - any md. 

2163 Furniture reproducer - any md. 

5133 Furniture salesperson - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 

5135 Furniture salesperson - retail trade md. 

8595 Furniture sprayer - any md. 

8562 Furniture upholsterer - any md. 

4131 Furniture-repair estimator - retail trade md. 

8555 Furrier - any md. 

7715 Fuse cutter - mining md. 

9916 Fuse inspector - any md. 

8531 Fuse maker - elec. & electron. prod. md. 

8599 Fuse maker - other chern. prod. md . n.e.c. 

8515 Fuselage assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8515 Fuselage fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8515 Fuselage installer - aircraft & parts md. 

6117 Fusilier - defence serv. 

FUS 
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GAS 

8148 Gagger maker - primary metal md. 

8143 Galvanizer - any md. 

7199 Game keeper - any md. 

7315 Game trapper - any md. 

4175 Gamewell operator - govt. serv. md . 

7180 Gang foreman/woman - agric. md. 

8710 Gang foreman/woman - high., St. & bridge main. md. 

9910 Gang foreman/woman - n.e.c. 

8710 Gang foreman/woman - site work 

9310 Gang foreman/woman - storage & warehousing md. 

8353 Gang sawyer * sash, door & millwork md. 

8371 Gang sawyer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. 
prod. 

8561 Gang-punch operator - footwear md. 

4141 Gang-punch operator. clerical - any md. 

8580 Garage foreman/woman - any md. 

8581 Garage mechanic - any md. 

8580 Garage supervisor - any md. 

9318 Garbage collector - any md. 

9175 Garbage-truck driver - trans. md. 

7185 Gardener - agric. md. 

3313 Garment designer - any md. 

6169 Garment dyer - laundries & cleaners 

8273 Garment dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Garment looper - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

6169 Garment marker - laundries & cleaners 

8279 Garnett-machine operator - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

8261 Garnett-machine tender - textile prod. md. 

8279 Garnetter - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8513 Garnish moulder - motor veh. md. 

8563 Garter maker - clothing ind. 

8335 Gas brazer - fab. metal prod. md. 

9539 Gas controller - refined petrol, prod. md.; pipeline 
trans. md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8335 Gas cutter - any md. 

9539 Gas dispatcher - gas distribution syst. md. 

2147 Gas dynamics engineer - any md. 

8791 Gas fitter - gas distribution syst. md.; const. ind. 

1176 Gas inspector - coal mines 

8176 Gas inspector - refined petrol. prod. md. 

9539 Gas maker - any md. 

8527 Gas meter maker - any md. 

9539 Gas operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9539 Gas producer - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8131 Gas reverser - primary metal md. 

8589 Gas servicer - gas distribution syst. hid. 

8167 Gas tender - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8176 Gas tester - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. 
prod. md. 

8165 Gas treater - any md. 

8335 Gas wekier - any md. 

8165 Gas worker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

9539 Gas-booster operator - any md. 

9539 Gas-compressor operator - any md. 

9539 Gas-engine operator - any md. 

9539 Gas-lift engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8791 Gas-main titter - gas distribution syst. md. 

8599 Gas-mask assembler - any md. 

8573 Gas-mask maker - rubber prod. md. 

8791 Gas-meter installer - any md. 

8586 Gas-meter prover - any md. 

4199 Gas-meter reader - gas distribution syst. md. 

8791 Gas-meter setter - any md. 

8586 Gas-meter tester - any md. 

2143 Gas works engineer - gas distribution syst. md.; const. 
nd. 
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9539 Gas-plant engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8165 Gas-plant engineer - refined petrol. prod. md . 

9539 Gas-plant operator - gas distribution syst. md. 

8165 Gas-plant operator - refined petrol. prod. md. 

8589 Gas-range servicer - any md. 

8165 Gas-recovery operator - refined petrol. prod. md. 

8589 Gas-refrigerator installer - any md. 

8589 Gas-refrigerator servicer - any md. 

5145 Gas-station attendant - any md. 

8589 Gas-stove servicer - any md. 

7711 Gas-well plugger - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7711 Gas-well tender - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9539 Gasoline pump tender - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 

8598 Gasoline sander - any md. 

9193 Gasoline-dmnkey operator - any md. 

9315 Gasoline-tractor operator - any md. 

9175 Gasoline-truck operator - trans. md. 

3111 Gastroenterologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

6115 Gate attendant - security & investigation serv. 

6199 Gate keeper - amuse. & rec. sew. md . 

6115 Gate keeper - n.e.c. 

9539 Gate operator - elec. power syst. md. 

8583 Gate repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

9539 Gate tender - elec. power syst. md. 

7718 Gate tender - mining md. 

6115 Gate tender - n.e.c. 

4193 Gate tender - trans. md. 

9517 Gathering-machine setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8316 Gauge checker - tab. metal prod. md. 

2165 Gauge designer - any md. 

8316 Gauge inspector - tab. metal prod. md. 

8311 Gauge maker - tab. metal prod. md. 

8313 Gauge setter - mtg. md. 

4157 Gauger - coal mines 

8311 Gauger - tab. metal prod. md. 

9539 Gauger - refined petrol. prod, md.; petrol. & nat. gas 
md.: pipeline trans. md. 

8227 Gauger - wine ind.  

8513 Gear assembler - motor veh. md. 

8313 Gear burnisher - any md. 

8315 Gear cutter - any md. 

8313 Gear finisher - any md. 

7313 Gear fisherman/woman - any md. 

8315 Gear grinder - any md. 

8315 Gear hobber - any md. 

8316 Gear inspector - any md. 

8313 Gear lapper - any md. 

7319 Gear mender - fishing md. 

8315 Gear profiler - any md. 

8313 Gear roller - any md. 

8315 Gear rougher - any md. 

8313 Gear setter - any md. 

8313 Gearshaper - anyind. 

8334 Gear straightener - any md. 

8316 Gear tester - motor veh. md.; motor veh. parts & 
access. 

8315 Gear-cutting-machine operator - any md. 

8315 Gear-hobber operator - any md. 

4155 Gear-room keeper - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

2165 Geiger operator - n.e.c. 

2119 Geiger operator - serv. md. incid. to mining 

8591 Gem cutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Gem expert - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Gemologist - jewel. & precious metal md. 

2319 Genealogist - any md. 

6116 General - defence serv. 

4131 General bookkeeper - any md. 

4197 General clerk - any md. 

1145 General construction superintendent - bldg., 
developing & general contr. md. 

7119 General farmer - agric. md. 

1147 General freight agent - railway trans. sew. md . 

1147 General passenger agent - railway trans, sew. md. 

3111 General practitioner - health & soc. serv. md . 

1130 General sales manager - mfg. md.: whlse. trade md.; 
retail trade md. 
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6162 General spotter - laundries & cleaners 

1147 General yardmaster - railway trans. md. 

3131 General-duty nurse - any md. 

9531 Generating-station operator - any md. 

9531 Generating-station switchboard operator - any md. 

9531 Generator operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9539 Generator operator - shipbldg. & repair md. 

9539 Generator operator - urban transit syst. md. 

8533 Generator repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

8536 Generator tester - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

9531 Generator-switchboard operator - elec. power syst. 
md. 

2133 Geneticist - any md. 

1131 Geochemical manager - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2112 Geochemist - any md. 

2112 Geodesist - any md. 

2169 Geodetic computer - govt. serv. md . 

2143 Geodetic engineer - any ind. 

2319 Geographer - any md. 

2159 Geological engineer - any md. 

1131 Geological manager - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2154 Geological scout - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2117 Geological technologist - any md. 

2112 Geologist - any md. 

2112 Geomorphologist - any md. 

2169 Geophysical computer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

1131 Geophysical laboratory director - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

1131 Geophysical laboratory supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas 
md. 

1131 Geophysical manager - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2165 Geophysical observer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2112 Geophysical party chief - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2161 Geophysical prospecting surveyor - petrol. & nat. gas 
md. 

2117 Geophysical technician - any md. 

2117 Geophysical trainee - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2112 Geophysicist - any md. 

3111 (3eriatrist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8229 (3erm drier - Other food prod. md. 

8227 Germination worker - brewery prod. md. 

3351 Ghost writer - any md. 

9317 Gift wrapper - retail trade md. 

8275 Gig tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Gigger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8595 Gilder - clay prod. md. 

8595 Gilder - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

8595 Gilder, picture frames - furn. & fixture md. 

7313 Gill netter - fishing md. 

8261 Gill tender - textile prod. md. 

8227 Ginger-ale maker - any md. 

8227 Ginger-beer maker - any md. 

7115 Ginseng grower - agric. md. 

2112 Glaciologist - any md. 

8155 Glass bender - any md. 

8155 Glass blower - any md. 

8371 Glass breaker - glass & glass prod. md. 

8391 Glass calibrator - glass & glass prod. md. 

8158 Glass cleaner - glass & glass prod. md. 

8371 Glass cutter - any md. 

8371 Glass driller - glass & glass prod. md. 

8391 Glass etcher - glass & glass prod. md. 

8159 Glass finisher - glass & glass prod. md. 

8150 Glass furnace foreman/woman - glass & glass prod. 
md. 

8373 Glass grinder - glass & glass prod. md.; motor veh, 
md. 

8376 Glass inspector - glass & glass prod. md. 

8795 Glass installer - any md. 

8155 Glass moulder - glass & glass prod. md.; scm. & prof. 
equip. md . 

9317 Glass packer - any md. 

8373 Glass polisher - glass & glass prod. md.: motor veh. 
nd. 

8373 Glass rougher - glass & glass prod. nd.; motor veh. 
md. 

8795 Glass setter- any md. 

2117 Glass technologist - glass & glass prod, md. 

8795 Glass worker - const. md. 
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8159 Glass worker - glass & glass prod. md. 

8370 Glass-cutting foreman/woman - glass & glass prod. 
md. 

3154 Glass-frame fitter - health & soc. serv. md .; opticians 
shops 

8158 Glassware finisher - glass & glass prod. md. 
8373 Glassware grinder - glass & glass prod. md. 

8161 Glaze maker - clay prod. md. 

8151 Glazer - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 

8295 Glazer - leather tanneries 

8379 Glazier - glass & glass prod. md. 

8795 Glazier - n.e.c. 

8296 Glazing inspector - leather tanneries 

8161 Glazing operator - other chern. prod. md . 

8295 Glazing-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8133 Gleason operator - primary metal md. 

6162 Glove cleaner - laundries & cleaners 

8551 Glove cutter - glove md. 

6165 Glove finisher - laundries & cleaners; glove md, 

5135 Glove fitter - retail trade md. 

6165 Glove former - laundries & cleaners; glove md. 

8271 Glove knitter - any md. 

8563 Glove maker - n.e.c. 

8573 Glove maker - rubber prod. md. 

8550 Glove making foreman/woman - clothing md. 

6165 Glove presser - laundries & cleaners; glove md. 

8563 Glove sewer - glove md. 

8569 Glove worker - glove md. 

8563 Glover - glove md. 

8161 Glue blender - adhesives md. 

8167 Glue cooker - adhesives md. 

8167 Glue maker - any md. 

8161 Glue mixer - any md. 

8513 Glue operator - motor veh. md. 

8233 Glue spreader - veneer & plywood md. 

8549 Glue-clamp operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8355 Glue-jointer operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8593 Glue-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

8541 Gluer - coffin & casket nd.; furn. & fixture md. 

8513 Gluer - motor veh. md, 

8593 Gluer - paper & allied prod. md. 

8549 Gluer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8541 Gluer and nailer - furn. & fixture md. 
8513 Go-cart assembler - trans. equip. md. 
7113 Goat breeder - agric. md. 

2111 Goldassayer - anyind. 

8595 Gold layer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. 
& bind, ind. 

9517 Gold-leaf stamper - platemakg. type. & bind. md. 

8591 Goldsmith - any md. 

3375 Golf caddie - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7195 Golf course labourer - any md. 

3375 Golf course ranger - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3370 Golf instructor - any md. 

3370 Golf professional - any md. 

8573 Golf-ball assembler - any md. 

8573 Golf-ball maker - any md. 

8573 Golf-ball moulder - other rubber prod. md. 

8573 Golf-ball vulcanizer - any md. 

8599 Golf-club maker - any ind. 

3373 Golfer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8571 Golosh maker - other rubber prod. md. 

5199 Goodwill ambassador - bus. serv. md . 

8561 Goodyear stitcher - footwear md. 

8561 Goodyear welter - footwear md. 

7513 Gopher - logging md. 

8563 Gore maker - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

2519 Gospel worker - religious org. 

1113 Government commissioner - govt. serv. md . 

6115 Government guard - govt. serv. md . 

1113 Governor - correctional serv. 

1142 Governor, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 

7517 Grab driver - logging ind. 

7517 Grab setter - logging md. 

8718 Grade setter - const. md. 

8718 Grade tamper - const. md. 
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8156 Grader - clay prod. md. 

8226 Grader - food md,; bev. md. 

8566 Grader - footwear md. 

8596 Grader - furn. & fixture md. 

8711 Grader - high., St. & bridges 

8276 Grader - hosiery md. 

7719 Grader - mining md. 

8296 Grader - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8256 Grader - pulp & paper md. 

8356 Grader - sash, door & millwork md. 

8236 Grader - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; lumber & bldg. 
materials, whlse. 

8711 Grader operator - const. md. 

8376 Grader, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8710 Grading foreman/woman - high., st. & bridges 

2719 Graduate assistant - univ. educ. 

3131 Graduate nurse - any md. 

3131 Graduate nursing sister - any md. 

3131 Graduate office nurse - oft. of physicians, surgeons & 
dentists, private practice 

3131 Graduate private duty nurse - any md. 

8527 Graduator - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

7185 Grafter - fruit & other veg. farms 

5170 Grain broker - commodity brokers 

8211 Grain cleaner - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

7197 Grain cleaner - n.e.c. 

1113 Grain commissioner - govt. serv. md . 

1149 Grain elevator manager - grain elev. md. 

9315 Grain elevator operator - any md. 

7115 Grain farmer - agric. md. 

9313 Grain handler- water trans. md. 

8226 Grain inspector - flour, cereal food & teed md. 

8781 Grain liner - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8211 Grain miller - any md. 

8211 Grain mixer - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

9315 Grain receiver - grain elev. md. 

7196 Grain sampler - any md. 

9318 Grain shoveller - any md. 

5179 Grain speculator - any md. 

7197 Grain thresher - agric. md. 

9313 Grain trimmer - any md. 

4157 Grain weigher - any md. 

8211 Grain-drier operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

9319 Grain-elevator inspector - any md. 

8595 Grainer - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 

8295 Grainer - leather tanneries 

8595 Grainer - musical instrument & sound recording md. 

8171 Graining operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8295 Graining-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8371 Granite carver - any md. 

8371 Granite cutter - any md. 

8373 Granite polisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8782 Granite setter - const. md. 

8293 Granulating-machine tender - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Granulator - tobacco prod. md. 

8225 Granulator operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

3314 Graphic artist - any md. 

2315 Graphics psychologist - govt. serv. md . 

3339 Graphologist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

4141 Graphot'ype operator - any md. 

7517 Grapple-yarder operator - logging md. 

7517 Grappler - logging md. 

7195 Grass cutter - any md. 

7195 Grave digger - cemeteries & crematoria 

8787 Gravel roofer - any md. 

8153 Gravel screener - const. md. 

9175 Gravel-truck driver - trans. md. 

1149 Gravity manager - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2154 Gravity prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

6162 Gray spotter - laundries & cleaners 

8161 Grease maker - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8589 Grease monkey - motor veh. md.; gasoline serv. 
stations 

8161 Grease worker - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8228 Greaser - bakery prod. md. 
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8589 Greaser - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

8589 Greaser - motor veh. md., motor veh. repair shops 

8589 Greaser - railway trans. serv. md.; railroad rolling stock 
md. 

9157 Greaser - water trans. md. 

8371 Green truer - clay prod. md. 

8239 Green-chain taller - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7115 Greenhouse florist - agric. md. 

7115 Greenhouse gardener - agric. md. 

7185 Greenhouse labourer - any md. 

7180 Greenhouse managing supervisor - agric. md. 

7185 Greenhouse worker - any md. 

8238 Greensaw oft-bearer - veneer & plywood md. 

7195 Greenskeeper - any md. 

8276 Grey inspector - hosiery md. 

8278 Grey tender - textile prod. md,; primary textile md. 

8137 Grey-iron moulder - any md. 

8137 Grid caster - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Grid cutter - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8536 Grid inspector - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Grid maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8137 Grid moulder - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8534 Grid operator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

6121 Grill chef - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8153 Grinder - asbestos mines 

8225 Grinder - cane & beet sugar md. 

8171 Grinder - chem. & chem. prod. md .; salt mines 

8373 Grinder - clay prod. md. 

8217 Grinder - fish prod. md. 

8211 Grinder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8569 Grinder - leather & allied prod. md. 

8393 Grinder - n.e.c. 

8373 Grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 

8251 Grinder - pulp & paper md. 

8171 Grinder - rubber prod. md. 

8293 Grinder - tobacco prod. md. 

8217 Grinder and drier - fish prod. md. 

8171 Grinder operator - paint & varnish md. 

8251 Grinder operator - pulp & paper md. 

8171 Grinder tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8111 Grinder-mill operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8599 Grinder, button - any md. 

8371 Grinding-wheel dresser - any md. 

8371 Grindstone sharpener - any md. 

7718 Gripper - mining md. 

8211 Gristmill operator - feed md. 

8211 Gristmiller - feed md. 

7719 Grizzly operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

7718 Grizzly worker - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

5130 Grocer- retail trade md. 

9314 Grocery carrier - food stores 

4133 Grocery checker - retail trade md. 

5135 Grocery clerk self-service stores - retail trade md. 

9175 Grocery hauler - trans. md. 

9317 Grocery packer - any md. 

5133 Grocery salesperson - whlse. trade md. 

5135 Grocery-store clerk - retail trade md. 

7183 Groom - anyind. 

8315 Groover - fab. metal prod. md. 

8561 Groover and turner - footwear mod. 

8355 Grooving-machine operator - sash, door & millwork 
md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8739 Ground hand - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers 
md. 

8739 Ground helper - urban transit syst. mod. 

7517 Ground loader - logging ind. 

7195 Grounds caretaker - any md. 

7195 Groundskeeper - any md. 

2391 Group development worker - any md. 

2333 Group leader - health & soc. serv. md . 

2331 Group social worker - health & soc. serv. md. 

2333 Group worker - health & SOC. serv. md . 

8783 Grout-machine operator - const. md. 

8783 Grouter - const. md. 

6115 Guard - anymnd. 
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9155 Guard, seaman/woman - water trans. End. 

6147 Guardian, children - any md. 

2315 Guidance counsellor - health & soc. serv. ind. 

8265 Guide changer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8135 Guide setter- primary metal md. 

8135 Guide tender - primary metal End. 

8593 Guillotine cutter - pulp & paper End. 

8549 Guitar maker - musical instrument & sound recording 
End. 

3332 Guitar player any End. 

8575 Gum cutter - other rubber prod. md. 

8213 Gum maker - chewing gum md. 

7715 Gum perforator - petrol. & nat. gas End. 

8589 Gun repairer - any md. 

8355 Gun stock checker - other metal fabricating md. 

8355 Gun stock maker - other metal fabricating md. 

9317 Guncotton packer - chem. & chem. prod. End. 

8783 Guniter - const. End. 

6117 Gunner - defence serv. 

8213 Gunner - food md.; bev. End. 

8589 Gunsmith - any End. 

8563 Gusset hemmer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

3370 Gymnasium instructor - any md. 

3111 Gynaecologist- health & soc. serv. ind. 

8155 Gyproc maker - gypsum prod. ind. 

8588 Gyroscopic-instrument mechanic - aircraft & parts End.; 
air trans. End. 
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3111 Haematologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

6143 Hair dyer - any md. 

8569 Hair net maker - textile prod. md. 

8295 Hair sorter- leather tanneries 

6143 Hair specialist - any md. 

6143 Hair stylist- any md. 

6143 Hair weaver - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 

8599 Hair-curler maker - any md. 

8334 Hair-pin maker - any md. 

6143 Haircutter - any md. 

6143 Hairdresser - any md. 

8215 Ham baker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ham boiler - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ham boner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ham curer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ham cutter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ham facer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8226 Ham grader - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ham sawyer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ham trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8331 Hammer driver - any md. 

8331 Hammer operator - any md. 

8331 Hammer runner - tab. metal prod. md. 

8592 Hammer runner - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8591 Hammer setter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8331 Hammersmith - any md. 

8569 Hammock maker - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8549 Hamper maker - any md. 

8549 Hand carver - sash, door & miltwork md. 

9511 Hand compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8391 Hand engraver - any md. 

8211 Hand grinder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8271 Hand mender - hosiery md 

3319 Hand painter - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8148 Hand trucker - primary metal md. 

6162 Hand washer - laundries & cleaners 

8267 Hand-loom weaver - any md. 

3313 Handbag designer - any md. 

4177 Handbill passer - any md. 

3351 Handbook writer - any md. 

8563 Handkerchief maker - any md. 

8568 Handle maker - leather & allied prod. md. 

8355 Handle maker - sash, door & millwork md. 

8355 Handle turner - sash, door & rnillwork md. 

6119 Handwriting expert - any md. 
8582 Hangar mechanic - air trans. nd.; aircraft & parts md. 

8298 Hanger - tobacco prod. md, 

1147 Harbour master - any md. 

6112 Harbour police officer - police serv. 

2143 Harbours, docks, marine works engineer - any md. 

8133 Hardener - primary metal md. 

8146 Hardness inspector - primary metal md. 

8146 Hardness tester - primary metal md. 

8596 Hardware inspector - hardware, tool & cut. ind. 

8529 Hardware maker - any md. 

5135 Hardware salesperson - retail trade md. 

5133 Hardware salesperson - whlse. trade md. 

8781 Hardwood-floor layer - any md. 

8267 Harness builder - primary textile md. 

8279 Harness cleaner - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md. 

8551 Harness cutter - leather & allied prod. md. 

8267 Harness fixer - primary textile md. 

8569 Harness maker - leather & allied prod. md. 

8267 Harness mender - primary textile md. 

8569 Harness repairer - leather & allied prod. md. 

8569 Harness worker - other repair serv. leather & allied 
prod md. 
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3332 Harpist - any ind. 

7319 Harpooner - fishing ind. 

7185 Harvest hand - agric. ind. 

7197 Harvester operator - agric. md. 

7197 Harvesting-machine operator - agric. md. 
8562 Hassock maker - any ind. 

8557 Hat assembler - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8569 Hat bander - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat binder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

6169 Hat blocker - n.e.c. 

8557 Hat blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat brusher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat buffer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat coner - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat curler - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat decorator - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

3313 Hat designer - any md. 

8557 Hat finisher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

5135 Hat fitter - retail trade md. 

8557 Hat flanger - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat form hardener - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat form shrinker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat former - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat moulder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat plater - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat pouncer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

6169 Hat renovator - laundries & cleaners 

8557 Hat reshaper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat rounder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat sewer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat shaper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat sizer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat sponger - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat stiffener - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat stretcher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat stumper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat taper - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat trimmer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat varnisher - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8557 Hat visor maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8351 Hat-block maker - sash, door & millwork md. 

9311 Hatch tender - water trans. md. 
7319 Hatchery attendant - fishing md. 

7319 Hatchery foreman/woman - fishing md. 

7180 Hatchery operator - poultry serv. 

7183 Hatchery worker - agric. md. 

6169 Hatter - laundries & cleaners 

7719 Haul-pack driver - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

9193 Haulage engineer - mining md. 

7717 Hauler - mining md. 

5141 Hawker - non-store retail md. 

7197 Hay or straw baler - agric. md. 

7197 Hay or straw presser - agric. md. 

2519 Hazzan - religious org. 

3337 Head announcer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

6130 Head baggage handler - hotels & motor hotels 

6130 Head baggage porter - hotels & motor hotels 

8210 Head baker - bakery prod. md. 

6130 Head bell hop - hotels & motor hotels 

8330 Head boilermaker - any md. 

8215 Head boner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8131 Head charger - primary metal md, 

6190 Head charworker - any md. 

6120 Head chef - accom., food & boy. serv. md . 

7510 Head taller - logging & forestry md. 

7710 Head flat trimmer - mining md. 

9530 Head gauger - petrol. & nat. gas md.; refined petrol. 
prod. md.; pipeline trans. md. 

6130 Head housekeeper - n.e.c. 

6142 Head housekeeper - private households 

8730 Head line installer-repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

7517 Head loader - logging md. 

8350 Head loft worker - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & 
repair md. 

7510 Head log sorter - logging & forestry md. 
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8210 Head mifler - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8210 Head mixer - bakery prod. md. 

3130 Head nurse - hospitals 

6130 Head porter- any ind. 

8130 Head pot tender - jewel. & precious metal md.; primary 
metal md. 

9530 Head refrigerating engineer - any md. 

7510 Head sawyer - logging & forestry md. 

8353 Head sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 

4150 Head shipper - any md. 

8215 Head skinner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

6160 Head starcher - laundries & cleaners 

4130 Head teller - banks & other intermed. 

7717 Head tender - mining md. 

7710 Head timber framer - mining md. 

8215 Head trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

6149 Head usher - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6120 Head waiter/waitress - accom,, food & bev. serv. md . 

8330 Head welder - tab. metal prod. md. 

2333 Head worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

9517 Head-bander-and-liner operator - comb. pub. & print. 
md. 

8238 Head-saw off-bearer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8353 Head-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8231 Head-saw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8217 Header - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 

8215 Header - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8549 Header - other wood md. n.e.c. 

8331 Header operator - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8549 Header operator - other wood md. 

8331 Header-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md.; 
welding 

8549 Heading repairer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8549 Heading-machine operator - other wood md. 

6198 Headlight cleaner - railway trans. serv. md . 

8533 Headlight repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

3351 Headline writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

1133 Headmaster - elementary & sec. educ. 

3169 Healer - any md.  

3139 Health aide - health & soc. serv. md . 

1113 Health director - govt. serv. md . 

1133 Health education director - any md. 

2799 Health education specialist - any md. 

1116 Health inspector - health admin. 

2113 Health physicist - any md. 

1134 Health record administrator - hospitals 

2351 Health record librarian - hospdals 

4161 Health record technician - hospitals 

1142 Health studio manager - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3169 Health-program specialist - any md. 

7718 Heap keeper - mining md. 

3136 Hearing therapist - any md. 

5135 Hearing-aid consultant - retail trade md. 

5135 Hearing-aid fitter - retail trade md. 

8535 Hearing-aid repairer - electron. components md. 

8534 Hearing-aid technician - any md. 

9173 Hearse driver - funeral serv. 

3169 Heart lung technician - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3111 Heart specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8131 Hearth feeder - primary metal md. 

8273 Heat curer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8131 Heat regulator - primary metal md. 

8571 Heat sealing machine tender - plastic prod. md. 

8133 Heat-treat operator - primary metal md. 

8130 Heat-treater foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8133 Heat-treating furnace tender - primary metal md. 

8592 Heater - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 

8151 Heater - clay prod. md. 

8151 Heater - hydraulic cement md.; lime md.; glass & glass 
prod. md. 

8131 Heater - primary metal md. 

8165 Heater - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8573 Heater tender - tire & tube md. 

9539 Heating and ventilation equipment tender - any md. 

9539 Heating engineer, stationary - any md. 

2163 Heating system designer - any md. 

2147 Heating systems design engineer - any md. 
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8791 Heating-unit installer - const. md. 

8711 Heavy-duty equipment operator - any md. 

8267 Heddler - primary textile md. 

7195 Hedge trimmer - any md. 

8561 Heel attacher - footwear md. 

8561 Heel breaster - footwear md. 

8561 Heel brusher - footwear md. 

8561 Heel buffer - footwear ind. 

8561 Heel builder - footwear md. 

8561 Heel burnisher - footwear md. 

8561 Heel cementer - footwear md. 

8561 Heel coverer - footwear md. 

8551 Heel cutter - footwear md. 

8575 Heel cutter - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Heel finisher - footwear md. 

8561 Heel maker - footwear md. 

8573 Heel maker - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Heel moulder - footwear md. 

8561 Heel reducer - footwear End. 

8561 Heel sander - footwear md. 

8561 Heel setter - footwear End. 

8551 Heel splitter - footwear md. 

8561 Heel trimmer - footwear md. 

8561 Heel wheeler - footwear md. 

8561 Heel-seam closer - footwear md. 

8561 Heel-trimming-machine operator - footwear md. 

8561 Heeler - footwear md. 

8582 Helicopter mechanic - any md. 

9111 Helicopter pilot - air trans. md. 

3137 Heliotherapist - any md. 

2133 Helminthologist - any md. 

8569 Hem baster - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Hem sewer - clothing md. 

3156 Hematology technician - medical lab. 

8563 Hemstitcher - any md. 

3169 Herbalist - any md. 

7183 Herder - meat prod. in (exc. poultry); other serv. md. 
incid. to trans. n.e.c.; agric. End.  

2133 Herpetologist - any md. 

8295 Hide cleaner - other mfg. prod. End.; leather tanneries 

8167 Hide cooker - adhesives End. 

8298 Hide counter - leather tanneries 

8295 Hide cutter - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8295 Hide de-hairer - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. End. 

8296 Hide examiner - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

8295 Hide flesher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

8296 Hide grader - other mfg. prod. md.; leather tanneries 

8298 Hide handler - leather tanneries 

8290 Hide house supervisor - leather tanneries; other mfg. 
prod. md . 

8296 Hide inspector - other mfg. prod. md .; leather 
tanneries; meat & poultry prod. End. 

8295 Hide limer - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

8298 Hide marker - leather tanneries 

8298 Hide puller - leather tanneries 

8298 Hide reeler - leather tanneries 

8228 Hide salter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8295 Hide scraper - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8295 Hide soaker - leather tanneries 

8296 Hide sorter - leather tanneries; other mlg. prod. md . 

8295 Hide splitter - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8298 Hide spreader - leather tanneries 

9317 Hide stamper - leather & allied prod. End. 

8295 Hide stretcher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

8298 Hide toggler- leather tanneries 

8295 Hide trimmer - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. End. 

8215 Hide trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8295 Hide washer - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

7517 High climber - logging md. 

7517 High rigger - logging md. 

2733 High-school teacher - sec. educ. 

8595 Highlighter - turn. & fixture md. 

1113 Highway commmssioner - govt. serv. md. 

8710 Highway foreman/woman - const. End. 

8796 Highway inspector - const. mad. 

2143 Highway research and design engineer - any md. 
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8718 Highway worker - const. ind. 

8799 Highway-maintenance worker - high., st. & bridge 
main. md. 

4157 Highway-scale operator - govt. serv. md. 

8548 Hinger - wooden box & pallet md. 

6142 Hired boy/girl - private households 

7199 Hired hand - agric. md. 

6142 Hired worker - private households 

3156 Histological technician - any md. 

2133 Histologist - any md. 

2319 Historian - any md. 

8313 Hob grinder - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Hobber operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Hobbing-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

3373 Hockey player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3370 Hockey team coach - amuse. & rec. serv. md , 

3370 Hockey trainer - amuse. & rec. serv md. 

8798 Hod carrier - any hid. 

7113 Hog breeder - agric. md. 

7113 Hog farmer - agric. ind. 

8359 Hog feeder - sash, door & miliwork hid. 

8226 Hog grader - any md. 

1116 Hog inspector - regulatory serv. 

8215 Hog killer - any md. 

7113 1-log raiser - agric. hid. 

8215 Hog ribber - any md. 

8215 Hog sawyer - any md. 

8228 Hog scalder - meat & poultry prod. hid. 

8228 Hog scraper - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Hog splitter - any hid. 

8215 Hog sticker - any md. 

8215 Hog-head chiseler - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8359 Hog-machine operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8359 Hogger - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8549 Hogshead cooper - tobacco prod. hid. 

8549 Hogshead header - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Hogshead inspector - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Hogshead liner - tobacco prod. md. 

9311 Hoist operator - any ind. 

9311 Hoisting engineer - any md. 

9313 Hold stevedore - water trans. md. 

8793 Holder-on - tab. struct. metal prod. md. 

8793 Holder-on - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 

5199 Home demonstrator - retail trade md. 

2319 Home economist - any md. 

2339 Home supervisor - health & SOC. serv. md . 

2333 Home visitor - health & soc. serv. md . 

3313 Home-decorating consultant - retail trade md. 

3139 Home-health aide - health & SOC. serv. hid. 

8223 Homogenizer - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Homogenizer operator - dairy prod. md. 

8221 Homogenizer operator - fruit & veg. md. 

8315 Honeoperator - anyind. 

8315 Honer - anymnd. 

8226 Honey grader - food md. 

8229 Honey processor - food md. 

8315 Honing-machine operator - any md. 

8513 Hood fmtter - motor veh. md. 

7510 Hook tender - logging & forestry md. 

9311 Hook tender - n.e.c. 

8569 Hooker - carpet, mat & rug md. 

7518 Hooker - loggmng md. 

9193 Hooker - mining md. 

9318 Hooker - n.e.c. 

8263 Hooking-machine operator - primary textile md. 

8549 Hoop driver - other wood md. 

8549 Hoop maker - any hid. 

8549 Hooper - any md. 

7313 Hoopnetter - fishing ind. 

7115 Hop grower - agric. md. 

9918 Hopper feeder - any md. 

8228 Hopper tender - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8527 Horologist - clock & watch md. 

7183 Horse breaker - agric. md. 

7113 Horse breeder - horse & other equine farms 

3339 Horse trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. hid. 

HOR 
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7199 Horse trainer - n.e.c. 

7113 Horse worker, show - agric. md. 

8331 Horseshoer - any md. 

2131 Horticulturist - any md. 

6111 Hose handler - firefighting sew. 

8576 Hose inspector and tester - rubber prod. md. 

8571 Hose maker - rubber hose & belting md. 

8278 Hose marker - hosiery md. 

8579 Hose stripper - rubber prod. md. 

8278 Hose turner - hosiery md. 

8275 Hosiery boarder - hosiery md. 

8271 Hosiery darner - any md. 

8278 Hosiery folder - hosiery md. 

8276 Hosiery inspector - any md. 

8271 Hosiery knitter - any md. 

9317 Hosiery labeler - any md. 

8563 Hosiery looper - hosiery md. 

8271 Hosiery mender - any md. 

8276 Hosiery pairer - hosiery md. 

6165 Hosiery presser - hosiery md. 

8271 Hosiery repairer - any md. 

8563 Hosiery seamer - hosiery md. 

8271 Hosiery-knitting-machine tender - hosiery md. 

1134 Hospital administrator - hospitals 

3135 Hospital aide - any ind. 

4197 Hospital clerk - hospitals 

1134 Hospital director - hospitals 

2351 Hospital librarian - any md. 

3131 Hospital nurse - hospitals 

3139 Hospital recreation worker - hospitals 

1134 Hospital superintendent - hospitals 

3156 Hospital technician - hospitals 

6125 Host/hostess- accom., food & bev. sew. md . 

6145 Host/hostess - n.e.c. 

9131 Hostler - railway trans. sew. md. 

9539 Hostler - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8331 Hot bender - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8137 Hot moulder- iron foundries 

8233 Hot plate press tender - veneer & plywood md. 

8233 Hot press operator - veneer & plywood md. 

8135 Hot roller - primary metal md. 

9315 Hot-car operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

5141 Hot-dog vendor - non-store retail md. 

8131 Hot-metal charger - primary metal md. 

9311 Hot-metal crane operator - primary metal md. 

9539 Hot-mill engineer - primary metal md. 

8135 Hot-mill roller - primary metal ind. 

6198 Hot-room attendant - any md. 

8315 Hot-saw operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8135 Hot-strip finisher - primary metal md. 

8791 Hot-water-heater installer - const. md. 

8149 Hotbed lever worker - primary metal md. 

8149 Hotbed operator - primary metal md. 

8149 Hotbed worker - primary metal md. 

4194 Hotel clerk - accom. serv. md . 

4190 Hotel clerk supervisor - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

1142 Hotel keeper - accom. food & bev. serv. md . 

1142 Hotel manager - accom., food & bev. sew. md . 

5177 Hotel services sales representative - accom. serv. md . 

7185 Hothouse worker - any md. 

8781 House carpenter - any md. 

6133 House cleaner - hotels, motels & tourist courts 

6113 House detective - security & investigation serv. 

8780 House mover foreman/woman - const. md. 

8799 House mover or wrecker - const. md. 

6113 House officer - hotels & motor hotels; security & 
investigation sew. 

8785 House painter - any md. 

6147 House parent - any md. 

6142 House servant - private households 

8733 House wirer - const. md. 

6142 House worker - private households 

5141 House-to-house salesperson - non-store retail md. 

8536 Household appliance inspector - elec. & electron. prod. 
md. 

8533 Household-appliance repairer - any md. 
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6130 Housekeeper - health & soc. serv. md .; hotels, motels 
& tourist courts 

6130 Housekeeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 

6142 Housekeeper - private households 

6142 Housekeeping day worker - private households 

1119 Housing project interviewer - housing admin. 

5170 Housing-project supervisor - govt. serv. md .; bus. serv. 
mod. 

8581 Hovercraft engine repairer - trans. equip. md . 

5141 Huckster - non-store retail md. 

2163 Hull draughter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8596 Hull inspector - shipbldg. & repair md. 

2797 Human resources development consultant - educ. 
serv. md . 

6119 Humane officer - govt. serv. md . 

1176 Humane officer, humane society - other serv. n.e.c. 

1176 Humane Society inspector - other serv. n.e.c. 

9539 Humidifier operator - any md. 

3351 Humorist - any ind. 

7315 Hunter - any md. 

3379 Hunting guide - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

8258 Hustler - pulp & paper md. 

8791 Hydrant setter - const. md. 

8113 Hydrate-thickener operator - mining md.; primary metal 
md. 

8153 Hydrator operator - other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 

7517 Hydraulic auger operator - forestry serv. md.; logging 
md. 

8557 Hydraulic blocker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

2147 Hydraulic engineer - mfg. md. 

2143 Hydraulic engineer - n.e.c. 

8586 Hydraulic inspector - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8793 Hydraulic riveter - any md. 

8586 Hydraulic tester - aircraft & parts nd.; air trans. md. 

8141 Hydraulic-extrusion-press operator - primary metal md. 

8315 Hydraulic-feed-drill operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8334 Hydraulic-press operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8279 Hydraulic-press operator - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

9531 Hydro operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9531 Hydro-plant operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9531 Hydro-reliet operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9531 Hydro-station operator - elec. power syst. ind. 

9531 Hydroelectric-station operator - elec. power syst. md. 

2117 Hydrographer - any md. 

2143 Hydrographic engineer - any md. 

2161 Hydrographic surveyor - any irid. 

2112 Hydrologist - any md. 

2117 Hydrology technician - any md. 

2151 Hydrometallurgist - any md. 

8527 Hydrometer maker - any md. 

2151 Hydromettalurgmcal engineer - any md, 

3137 Hydrotherapist - any md. 

3158 Hygienist - any md. 

3339 Hypnotist - any md. 

9315 Hyster driver - any md. 
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4141 I.B.M. proof-machine-operator - any md. 

4140 I.B.M. supervisor - any md. 

8299 Ice breaker - any md. 

8299 Ice chopper - any md. 

8299 Ice crusher - any md. 

8299 Ice cutter - any md. 

9318 Ice filler - railway trans. serv. md . 

8299 Ice maker - other mfg. prod. ind. 

8298 Ice puller - any md. 

3311 Ice sculptor - any md. 

8298 Ice worker - other mfg. prod. md . 

8223 Ice-box tender - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Ice-cream freezer - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Ice-cream maker - any md. 

5141 Ice-cream vendor - non-store retail md. 

9313 Ice-house storer - any md. 

8299 Ice-plant operator - other mfg. prod. md . 

8213 Icer - bakery prod. md.; sugar & chocolate 
confectionery ind. 

7319 Icer - fishing ind. 

2133 Ichthyologist - any md. 

4195 Identification clerk - any md. 

6112 Identification officer - police serv. 

8533 Ignition expert - motor veh. repair shops 

8533 Ignition mechanic - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. 
repair shops 

8533 Ignition repairer - aircraft & parts md. 

8533 Ignition repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

2144 Illuminating engineer - any md. 

3314 Illustrator - any md. 

2519 Imam - religious org. 

1116 Immigration agent - immigration serv. 

1116 Immigration investigator - immigration serv. 

1116 Immigration officer - immigration serv. 

2133 Immunologist - any md. 

3335 Impersonator - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

5130 Implement agent - farm mach., equip. & supp., whlse. 

5131 Implement salesperson - farm mach., equip. & supp., 
whise. 

4139 Import clerk - any md. 

5130 Importer - whlse. trade md. 

9511 Imposer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8534 Impregnator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8391 Impressing-machine tender - fab. metal prod. md. 

8333 Improver - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8335 Improver welder - any md. 

9539 Incinerator operator - n.e.c. 

8167 Incinerator operator - pulp & paper md. 

7719 Incline repairer - mining ind. 

9311 Inclined-shaft operator - mining md. 

8527 Inclinometer maker - any md. 

1171 Income tax adjuster - taxation admin.; other accounting 
& bookkeeping serv. 

1171 Income tax adviser - any ind. 

1113 Income tax assessor - taxation admin. 

1113 Income tax collector - taxation admin. 

1171 Income tax consultant - any md. 

1171 Income tax investigator - taxation admin.; other 
accounting & bookkeeping serv. 

1171 Income tax specialist - any md. 

7183 Incubator tender - poultry serv. 

4161 Index clerk - any md. 

9519 Indexer - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

1113 Indian agent - govt. serv. md . 

1133 Indian school community principal - educ. serv. md . 

1171 Industrial accountant - any md. 

1179 Industrial agent - railway trans. serv. md . 
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2311 Industrial analyst - any md. 

6139 Industrial campsite attendant - accom., food & bev. 
serv. md . 

2111 Industrial chemist any md. 

3313 Industrial designer - any md. 

2311 Industrial economist - any md. 

2145 Industrial engineer - any md. 

2145 Industrial hygiene engineer - any md. 

2145 Industrial hygienist - any md. 

5131 Industrial machinery and equipment technical 
salesperson - whlse. trade md. 

2145 Industrial methods planner - any md. 

3131 Industrial nurse - any md. 

2315 Industrial psychologist - any md. 

3131 Industrial registered nurse - any ind. 

1136 Industrial relations director - any md. 

1136 Industrial relations manager - any md. 

1174 Industrial relations officer - any md. 

5131 Industrial representative - other utility md. n.e.c.; elec. 
power syst. md. 

1179 Industrial representative - railway trans. serv. md . 

9131 Industrial-locomotive engineer - railway trans. md. 

9131 Industrial-locomotive operator - railway trans. md. 

9315 Industrial-tractor driver - any md. 

9315 Industrial-truck operator - any md. 

6147 Infant day-care worker - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

4171 Information clerk - any md. 

1179 Information officer - any md. 

4175 Information operator - telecom. carriers md. 

2359 Information service worker, encyclopedia - library serv. 

3351 Information specialist - any md. 

4170 Information supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

5137 Ingot header - primary metal md. 

9311 Ingot stripper - fab. metal prod. md. 

3162 Inhalation technician - hospitals 

8573 Injection machine operator - plastic prod. nd.; rubber 
prod. md. 

8161 Ink maker - any md. 

8161 Ink mixer - any md. 

8561 Inker - footwear md. 

8273 Inker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8541 Inlayer - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 

9517 Inlayer - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

8561 Inner trimmer - footwear md. 

8575 Inner-tube skiver - tire & tube md. 

2111 Inorganic chemist - any md. 

8561 Inseam trimmer - footwear mnd. 

7199 Inseminator - serv. md. incid. to agric. 

9519 Inserter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4141 Inserting-machine operator - any md. 

9131 Inside hostler - railway trans. serv. md . 

8561 Insole caser - footwear md. 

8561 Insole cementer - footwear md. 

8561 Insole coverer - footwear md. 

8551 Insole cutter - footwear md. 

8561 Insole moulder - footwear md. 

8561 Insole rounder - footwear md. 

9317 Insole stamper - rubber prod. md.; footwear ind. 

1116 Inspecting engineer - govt. serv. ind. 

1176 Inspecting engineer - n.e.c. 

8590 Inspection foreman/woman - mfg. md. 

6130 Inspector - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8176 Inspector - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8156 Inspector - clay prod, md.; glass & glass prod. md. 

8566 Inspector - clothing md. 

1116 Inspector - educ. serv. md .; health admin. 

9539 Inspector - elec. power syst. md.; pipeline trans. md. 

1171 Inspector - fin. & insce. md. 

8226 Inspector - food md. 

8566 Inspector - footwear md.; luggage, purse & handbag 
nd.; canvas & rel. prod. md . 

6169 Inspector - laundries & cleaners 

7516 Inspector - logging md. 

7719 Inspector - mining nd.; quarry & sand pit md. 

8376 Inspector - ophthalmic goods md. 

8566 Inspector - other furn. & fixture md. 

8296 Inspector - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 
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9319 Inspector - other storage & warehousing kid. 

8596 Inspector - paper box & bag md. 

7719 Inspector - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

6112 Inspector - police serv. 

8256 Inspector - pulp & paper md. 

1116 Inspector - regulatory serv. 

8576 Inspector - rubber prod. md. 

8736 Inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8296 Inspector - tobacco prod. md. 

1176 Inspector - trans. md. 

9539 Inspector - water syst. md. 

8796 Inspector - waterworks & sewage syst. 

7516 Inspector cruiser * logging md.; forestry serv. md. 

2164 Inspector of plans - govt. serv. md . 

8796 Inspector, dredging - const. md.: mining md.: quarry & 
sand pit md. 

9319 Inspector, garbage collection - any md. 

8276 Inspector, processing - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

9539 Inspector, sewage disposal - any md. 

8376 Inspector, stonework - clay prod. i. other non-
metallic mm. prod. 

8513 Installation assembler - motor veh. md. 

2159 Wistallation engineer - any md. 

8730 Installation foreman/woman - telecom. carriers nd.; 
const. kid. 

8536 Installation inspector - record player, radio & tv. md. 

1147 Installation superintendent - telecom. carriers kid. 

8515 Installer - aircraft & parts md. 

8799 Installer - const. md. 

8731 Installer - elec. power syst. md. 

8513 Installer - motor veh. md. 

8534 Installer - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

8735 Installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Installer repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

4191 Instalment collector - any md. 

8223 lnstantizer tender - food md. 

6115 Institution guard - correctional serv. 

2797 Instruction supervisor, telephone education program - 
telecom. carriers md. 

2799 Instructor - correctional serv. 

2792 Instructor of scenic art - any md. 

2791 Instructor, barber college - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2797 Instructor, telephone education program - telecom. 
carriers kid. 

3370 Instructor,Y.M.C.A. - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8735 Instrument installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8531 Instrument maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8527 Instrument maker - ophthalmic goods kid. 

2131 Instrument man/woman - agric. md. 

8588 Instrument mechanic - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8588 Instrument repairer - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 

8588 Instrument repairer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8735 Instrument repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

8588 Instrument specialist - air trans. md. aircraft & parts 
md. 

8588 Instrument technician - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts 
md. 

8515 Instrument-panel assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

3332 Instrumentalist - any md. 

2144 Instrumentation and control engineer - elec, power 
syst. md. 

2145 Instrumentation and control engineer - n.e.c. 

8579 Insulating-machine operator - tire & tube md. 

8786 Insulation applicator - const. md. 

8786 Insulation blower - const. md. 

8786 Insulation engine operator - const. md. 

2159 Insulation engineer - any md. 

8531 Insulation installer - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8786 Insulation mechanic - any md. 

8786 Insulation nozzle worker - const. kid. 

8786 Insulation-power-unit tender - const. md. 

8786 Insulator - const. md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 

8531 Insulator - elec. & electron. prod. kid. 

8786 Insulator - refined petrol. prod. md , 

8780 Insulator foreman/woman - const. md. 

2181 Insurance actuary - any md. 
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5171 Insurance adjuster - any md. 

5171 Insurance agent - any md. 

5171 Insurance appraiser - any md. 

2343 Insurance attorney - insce. & real estate agen. 

5170 Insurance broker - insce. md. 

4135 Insurance clerk - insce. & real estate agen. 

4191 Insurance collector - insce. & real estate agen. 

1176 Insurance inspector - any md. 

5171 Insurance investigator - any md. 

5171 Insurance representative - insce. md. 

5171 Insurance sales agent - insce. md. 

5171 Insurance solicitor - any md. 

1171 Insurance underwriter - insce. md. 

8261 Inter-draft tender - textile prod. irid. 

3313 Interior decorator - bus. serv. md . 

8785 Interior decorator - const. md. 

3313 Interior designer - any md. 

8580 Interlocking foreman/woman - urban transit syst. md.; 
railway trans. serv. md. 

8583 Interlocking maintainer - railway trans. serv. md .; urban 
transit syst. md. 

8583 Interlocking repairer - urban transit syst. irid.; railway 
trans. serv. md. 

9135 Interlocking tower controller - railway trans. serv. md . 

3111 Intern - hospitals 

2147 Internal combustion engineer - any md. 

3111 Internal medicine specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8315 Internal-grinder operator - any md. 

3111 Internist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3355 Interpreter - any md. 

4143 Interpreting-machine operator - any md. 

9511 Intertyper - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 Intertyper operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2333 Interviewer - health & soc. serv. md . 

5171 Interviewer - insce. md. 

9919 Inventor - any md. 

4155 Inventory clerk - any md. 

4131 Investigation clerk - elec. power syst. md. 

2333 Investigator - health & soc. serv. md . 

5171 Investigator - insce. md. 

6113 Investigator - railway trans. serv. in, security & 
investigation serv. 

4199 Investigator, credit agency - other bus. serv. 

1171 Investment analyst - fin. & insce. md. 

5170 Investment banker - investment intermed. md. 

5170 Investment broker - security brokers & dealers 

5173 Investment counsellor - security brokers & dealers 

5170 Investor - security brokers & dealers 

2799 Invigilator - educ. serv. md . 

4131 Invoice checker - any md. 

4131 Invoice clerk - any md. 

4131 Invoice-control clerk - any md. 

7319 Irish-moss bleacher - any md. 

7319 Irish-moss gatherer - any md. 

8334 Iron bender - fab. metal prod. md. 

8335 Iron brazer - any md. 

8148 Iron carrier - primary metal md. 

8137 Iron caster - any md. 

8793 Iron erector - const. md. 

8149 Iron founder - any md. 

8131 Iron melter - primary metal md. 

7717 Iron miner - iron mines 

8137 Iron moulder - any md. 

8131 Iron puddler - primary metal md. 

8116 Iron-pellet-hardness tester - primary steel md. 

6165 Ironer - clothing md. 

6165 Ironer - laundries & cleaners; men's clothing stores 

8295 Ironer - leather tanneries 

6165 Ironer - spun yarn & woven cloth 

8793 Ironworker - const. md. 

8529 Ironworker - tab. metal prod. md. 

1149 Irrigation district manager - water syst. md. 

2143 Irrigation engineer - any md. 

8796 Irrigation inspector - const. md. 

7199 Irrigation labourer - water syst. md. 

2146 Irrigation specialist - any md. 

7199 Irrigation worker - water syst. md. 
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2146 Irrigationist - any md. 	 3111 Isotopist- health & soc. serv. md . 
7199 Irrigator, sprinkler system - agric. And. 	 8399 Ivory carver - any And. 
7199 Irrigator, wheel-line system - agric. md. 	 8393 Ivory polisher - any md. 
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8263 Jack spinner - primary textile md. 

8263 Jack-frame tender - primary textile md. 

7519 Jack-ladder operator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

9315 Jack-ladder tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; 
veneer & plywood md. 

9553 Jackboard operator - telecom. carriers md. 

8295 Jacker- leather tanneries 

8148 Jacket changer - primary metal md. 

8719 Jackhammer operator - const. md. 

7713 Jackhammer operator - mining hid.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

7713 Jackleg operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

8267 Jacquard fixer - primary textile md. 

8267 Jacquard-loom weaver - primary textile md. 

6115 Jail guard - correctional serv. 

6115 Jailer - correctional serv. 

8221 Jam maker - can. & prosy, fruit & veg. md. 

7517 Jammer operator - logging End. 

6191 Janitor/janitress - any End. 

1142 Janitorial services branch manager - other pers. & 
hhld. serv. 

8295 Japanner - leather tanneries 

8595 Japanner - n.e.c. 

9317 Jarsealer - anyind. 

8582 Jet engineer, licensed mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 

8179 Jet handler - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8582 Jet mechanic - any md. 

8582 Jet repairer - any End. 

8718 Jet worker - const. md. 

8393 Jet-blade polisher - fab. metal prod. md. 

8591 Jewel setter - clock & watch md.; jewel. & precious 
metal hid. 

8591 Jewel-bearing maker - any md. 

8591 Jeweller - jewel. & precious metal md. 

5130 Jeweller - whlse. trade md.; retail trade hid. 

8590 Jewellery and silverware workers foreman/woman - 
jewel. & precious metal md. 

3313 Jewellery designer - any md. 

8391 Jewellery engraver - any End. 

8596 Jewellery inspector - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Jewellery mounter - any md. 

8591 Jewellery plater - any md. 

8591 Jewellery repairer - any md. 

5133 Jewellery salesperson - whlse. trade End. 

8591 Jewelsmith - any md. 

9311 Jib-crane operator - any End. 

8395 Jig and form builder - plastic prod. md. 

8395 Ji9 and template maker - aircraft & parts hid.; motor 
veh. End. 

8395 Jig and tool builder - aircraft & parts md.; motor veb. 
End. 

8395 Jig and tool litter - motor veh. End.; aircraft & parts md. 

8313 Jig borer - lab. metal prod. md. 

8311 Jig builder - metal dies, rnoulds & patterns md. 

8335 Jig fitter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8513 Jig framer - motor veh. End. 

9916 Jig inspector - any End. 

8311 Jig maker - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 

8395 Jig maker - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8113 Jig runner - mining md.; primary metal md. 

5395 Jig worker - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md. 

8311 Jig-bore-tool maker - any End. 

8273 Jigger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8155 Jigger operator - clay prod. md. 

8557 Jigger operator - other clothing & apparel End. n.e.c. 

8273 Jigger operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8353 Jigsaw operator - sash, door & rnillwork End. 

8353 Jigsawyer - sash, door & millwork End. 

9315 Jitney driver - any md. 
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9315 Jitney operator - any md. 

1174 Job and wage analyst - any md. 

9511 Job compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8137 Job moulder - iron foundries 

9512 Job press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9512 Job printer - any md. 

8313 Job setter - tab. metal prod. md. 

9518 Job-press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5130 Jobber - whlse. trade md. 

3373 Jockey - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

1179 Jockey agent- amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8563 Joiner - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8781 Joiner - const. md. 

8561 Joiner - footwear md. 

8541 Joiner - turn. & fixture md. 

8549 Joiner - other wood md. 

8781 Joiner - railroad rolling stock md. 

8578 Joiner - rubber prod. md. 

8592 Joiner - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8780 Joiner foreman/woman - const. md. 

8590 Joiner foreman/woman - shipbldg. & repair md.; 
defence serv.; boatbldg. & repair md. 

8784 Joint filler - const. md. 

8791 Joint runner - const. irid. 

8371 Joint sawyer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8561 Jointer footwear md. 

8355 Jointer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8233 Jointer - veneer & plywood md. 

8355 Jointer operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8793 Joist setter - const. md. 

8155 Jollier - clay prod. md. 

4131 Journal clerk - any md. 

3351 Journalist - any md. 

7717 Joy loader - mining md. 

3371 Judge - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2341 Judge - courts of law 

3370 Judo instructor - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2169 Jugger, geophysical surveys - other sci. & tech. serv. 

3339 Juggler - theatrical & other staged entertainment serv. 

8589 Juke box mechanic - any md. 

3360 Juke-box operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7713 Jumper - mining ind. 

8155 Junction maker - clay prod. md. 

9153 Junior engineer - water trans. md. 

5130 Junk collector - other waste materials whlse. 

9918 Junk sorter - any md. 

2341 Justice - courts of law 

2341 Justice of the Peace - courts of law 

2341 Juvenile court magistrate - courts of law 

2331 Juvenile detention worker - courts of law 

2339 Juvenile officer - any md. 
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8785 Kalsominer - any md. 

8251 Kamyr operator - pulp & paper md. 

4131 Kardex clerk - any md. 

9317 Kaumographer - any md. 

6130 Keeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 

6130 Keeper - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & 
tourist homes 

6191 Keeper janitor - janitorial serv. 

9317 Keg filler - any md. 

8549 Keg maker, wood - any md. 

8229 Keg washer- any md. 

8313 Keller-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

7319 Kelp cutter - any md. 

7199 Kennel attendant - agric. Hid. 

7199 Kennel keeper - other serv. incid. to livestock & animal 
specialties 

8787 Kettle attendant - const. md. 

8161 Kettle operator, mixer or blender - chem. & chem. 
prod. md . 

8167 Kettle operator, roaster or dryer - plastic & syn. resin 
md. 

8131 Kettle skimmer - primary metal md. 

8227 Kettle tender - brewery prod. md. 

8273 Kettle tender - carpet, mat & rug md. 

8215 Kettle tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8167 Kettle tender - paint & varnish md. 

8573 Kettle tender - tire & tube md. 

8131 Kettle worker - non-far. metal smelt. & retin, 

4194 Key clerk - accom. serv. md. 

8319 Key cutter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8316 Key inspector - motor veh. parts & access. 

8319 Key maker - tab. metal prod. md. 

8334 Key maker - n.e.c. 

4143 Key-punch operator - any md. 

4143 Key-punch-duplicator operator - any md. 

8525 Keyboard machines adjuster - off. store & bus. mach. 

8313 Keyseater - any md. 

8313 Keyseater operator - any md. 

8313 Keyseating-machine set up operator - any md. 

8319 Keysmith - any md. 

7718 Kibble filler - mining md. 

8273 Kier boiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8278 Kier hand - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Kier operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Kier tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8151 Kiln burner - clay prod. md. 

8235 Kiln burner - wood md. 

8151 Kiln charger - lime md. 

8158 Kiln cleaner - clay prod. md.; lime md. 

9311 Kiln drawer - clay prod. md. 

8151 Kiln drawer - glass & glass prod. md. 

8159 Kiln drawer - lime md.; hydraulic cement md. 

8225 Kiln firer - cane & beet sugar md. 

8151 Kiln firer - clay prod. md. 

8151 Kiln hand - clay prod. md. 

8158 Kiln labourer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8227 Kiln loader - brewery prod. md. 

8115 Kiln operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8235 Kiln operator - wood md. 

8151 Kiln placer - clay prod. Hid. 

8151 Kiln setter - clay prod. md. 

8599 Kiln tender - turn. & fixture md. 

8151 Kiln tender - hydraulic cement md.; lime md. 

8595 Kiln tender - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8235 Kiln tender - wood Hid. 

8158 Kilnworker - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 

8151 Kilnworker - hydraulic cement md.; lime md. 

2731 Kindergarten instructor - elementary educ. 
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2731 Kindergarten teacher - elementary educ. 

6121 Kitchen chef - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

4155 Kitchen stock-clerk - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

6120 Kitchen supervisor - any md. 

6198 Kitchen worker - any md. 

8213 Kneader - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Kneading-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 

8353 Knee bolter - sash, door & millwork md. 

8584 Knife changer - tobacco prod. md.; pulp & paper md. 

8393 Knife grinder - any md. 

8584 Knife setter - any md. 

8393 Knife sharpener - any md. 

8271 Knit mender - clothing md. 

8271 Knitter - any md. 

8260 Knitting foreman/woman - any md. 

8584 Knitting-machine fixer - primary textile md. 

8271 Knitting-machine operator - any md. 

7513 Knot bumper - logging md. 

8278 Knotter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Knotting-machine operator - primary textile md. 

8315 Knurlirg-machmne operator - tab, metal prod. md. 

8588 Kodak repairer - any And. 
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9317 Label paster - any md. 

9512 Label printer - any md. 

8563 Label sewer - any md. 

9317 Label-machine operator - any md. 

9317 Labeler-any md. 

9317 Labeling-machine operator - any md. 

3169 Laboratory aide - health & soc. serv. md . 

7199 Laboratory animal keeper - any md. 

3156 Laboratory assistant - health & SOC. serv. md . 

2719 Laboratory assistant - univ. educ. 

4155 Laboratory clerk - any md. 

8313 1.aboratory machinist - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

3156 Laboratory supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 

9910 Laboratory supervisor - n.e.c. 

3156 Laboratory technician - health & soc. serv. md . 

3156 Laboratory tester - health & soc. serv. md . 

3169 Laboratory worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

1119 Labour conciliator - govt. serv. md . 

1179 Labour conciliator - n.e.c. 

2311 L.abour economist - any md. 

7180 Labour foreman/woman - agric. md. 

8710 Labour foreman/woman - high., St. & bridge main. md. 

7710 Labour foreman/woman - mines, quarries & oil wells 

8710 Labour foreman/woman - site work 

9310 Labour foreman/woman - storage & warehousing md. 

1136 Labour relations director - any md. 

1174 Labour relations representative - any md. 

1179 Labour representative - labour org. 

8798 Labourer - bldg.. developing & general contr. md. 

7195 Labourer - cemeteries & crematoria 

8178 Labourer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8158 Labourer - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md.; 
other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8568 Labourer - clothing md.; leather & allied prod. md. 

9518 Labourer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8538 Labourer - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8738 Labourer - elec. power syst. md.; power & telecom. 
lines 

8718 Labourer - excavating & grading 

7319 Labourer - fishing md. 

8228 Labourer - food nd.; bev. md. 

8548 Labourer - furn. & fixture md. 

7195 Labourer - golf courses 

7518 Labourer - logging md. 

8528 Labourer - mach. md. (exc. elec. mach.) 

7718 Labourer - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

9918 Labourer - n.e.c. 

8598 Labourer - paper box & bag md.; shipbldg. & repair 
md.; boatbldg. & repair md. 

7718 Labourer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8148 Labourer - primary metal md. 

6149 Labourer - private households 

8258 Labourer - pulp&paperind. 

8578 Labourer - rubber prod. md.; plastic prod. md. 

8238 Labourer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9313 Labourer - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8278 Labourer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

9539 Labourer - water syst. md. 

8528 Labourer, business machine manufacturing - off., store 
& bus. mach. 

8528 Labourer, except ship or boat - trans. equip. ind. 

8118 Labourer, ore treating - mining md. 

9318 Labourer, sanitary service - other utility md. n.e.c. 

9318 Labourer, sanitary service - storage & warehousing 
md. 

9918 Lacer-n.e.c. 

8265 Lacer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8161 Lacquer blender - paint & varnish md. 

8161 Lacquer maker - paint & varnish md. 
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8595 Lacquer sprayer - mfg. md. 

8595 Lacquerer- mfg. md. 

6111 Ladder handler - firefighting serv. 

9193 Ladle engineer - fab. metal prod. md. 

8782 Ladle liner - primary metal md. 
8137 Ladle operator - primary metal md. 

8137 Ladle pourer - primary metal md. 

8782 Ladle repairer - primary metal md. 

8137 Ladle tender - primary metal md. 

9311 Ladle-crane operator - primary metal md. 

8137 Ladler - primary metal md. 

8215 Lamb sawyer - any md. 

8541 Laminating-press tender - turn. & fixture md.; sash, 
door & millwork md. 

8571 Laminator - plastic prod. in, clothing md. 

8592 Laminator - shipbldg. & repair in boatbldg. & repair 
md. 

8739 Lamp cleaner - elec. power syst. md. 

7719 Lamp cleaner - mining md. 

7719 Lamp inspector - mining md. 

7719 Lamp keeper - mining md. 

8531 Lamp maker - elec. lighting md. 

7719 Lamp repairer - mining md. 

8715 Lamp trimmer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8531 Lamp wirer - elec. lighting md. 

8593 Lamp-shade maker - elec. lamp & shade md. (exc. 
bulb & tube) 

8569 Lamp-shade maker - textile prod. md. 

5172 Land appraiser - any md. 

7516 Land cruiser - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

5172 Landdealer - anyind. 

2143 Land drainage engineer - any md. 

7516 Land examiner - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

5172 Land examiner - n.e.c. 

7516 Land inspector - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

5172 Land inspector - n.e.c. 

1149 Land manager - mining md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2157 Land planner - any md. 

5172 Land salesperson - any ind. 

5170 Land supervisor - any md. 

2161 Land surveyor - any md. 

7717 Lander - mining md. 

7717 Landing tender - mining md. 

2141 Landscape architect - any md. 
2143 Landscape engineer - any md. 

7195 Landscape gardener - any md. 

3311 Landscapepainter - anyind. 

7195 Landscaper - any md. 

2733 Language teacher - sec. educ. 

8599 Lantern maker - any md. 

8261 Lap-machine tender - textile prod. md. 

8261 Lap-winder tender - textile prod. md. 

8563 Lapeler - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8591 Lapidary - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8315 Lapper - aircraft & parts md. 

8598 Lapper - coat. & treated paper md. 

8261 Lapper - textile prod. md. 

8261 Lapper tender - textile prod. md. 

8315 Lapping-machine operator - aircraft & parts md. 

8215 Lard maker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Lard refiner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Lard renderer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

9193 Larry-car operator - mining md. 

2113 Laser scientist - any md. 

8357 Last grinder - leather & allied prod. md. 

8359 Last maker - leather & allied prod. md. 

8561 Last puller - footwear md. 

8549 Last repairer - other wood md. 

8355 Last turner - leather & allied prod. md. 

8561 Laster - footwear md. 

8571 Laster - other rubber prod. md. 

8566 Lasting examiner - footwear md. 

8566 Lasting inspector - footwear md. 

8231 Lath feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8353 Lath maker - sash, door & millwork md. 

8238 Lath puller - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9317 Lath tier - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
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8313 L.athe hand - lab. metal prod. md. 	 8561 Layer-out - footwear md. 

8355 L.athe hand - sash, door & millwork md. 

8313 Lathe machinist - any md. 

8315 Lathe operator - elec. & electron. prod. md .; fab. metal 
prod. md. 

8355 Lathe operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8371 Lathe operator, stonework - other non-metallmc mm. 
prod. 

8357 Lathe sander - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
miHwork md. 

8313 Lathe setter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8355 Lathe turner- sash, door & miliwork md. 

8784 Lather - const. md. 

8780 Lather foreman/woman - const. md. 

9159 Launch captain - water trans. md. 

9159 Launch operator - water trans. md. 

6162 Launderer/laundress - laundries & cleaners 

6162 Laundromat attendant - laundries & cleaners 

5179 Laundry agent - laundries & cleaners 

1142 Laundry and dry cleaning area manager - power 
laundries and/or dry cleaners 

6199 Laundry attendant - self-serve laundries and/or dry 
cleaners 

6162 Laundry boy/girl - laundries & cleaners 

6198 Laundry labourer - any md, 

2349 Law clerk - any md. 

2343 Law examiner - courts of law 

3351 Law reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

7195 Lawn mower - any md. 

8589 Lawn-mower repairer - any md. 

2343 Lawyer - any md. 

2513 Lay brother - religious org. 

8551 Lay-out marker - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8337 Lay-out marker - power boiler & heat exchanger md.: 
shipbldg. & repair md. 

8541 Lay-out marker - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8593 Layboy tender - paper & allied prod. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. irid. 

8551 Layer-out - canvas & rel. prod. md. 

8337 Layer-out - const. md. 

8313 Layer-out - mach. shop md. 

8337 Layer-out - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; 
shipbldg. & repair md. 

8337 Layer-out - railroad rolling stock md. 

8333 Layer-out - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8551 Layer-up - clothing md. 

8333 Layout marker - aircraft & parts md. 

8395 Layout marker - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

8591 Layout marker - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8313 Layout marker - mach. shop md. 

8711 Le tourneau operator - any md. 

8161 Leacher - leather tanneries 

8113 Leacher - mining md.: non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

8163 Leacher - pulp & paper md. 

8335 Lead burner - n.e.c. 

8167 Lead burner - paint & varnish md. 

8137 Lead caster - primary metal md. 

8171 Lead grinder - paint & varnish md. 

8513 Lead hand - motor veh. md. 

7717 Lead miner - mining md. 

8161 Lead mixer - paint & varnish md. 

8137 Lead moulder - any md. 

8131 Lead refiner - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8137 Lead shot caster - primary metal md. 

8131 Lead-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

8133 Lead-pot hardener - any md. 

7711 Lead-tong worker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8293 Leaf blender - leaf tobacco md. 

8293 Leaf conditioner - leaf tobacco md. 

8296 Leaf grader - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Leaf selector - leaf tobacco md. 

8293 Leaf softener - leaf tobacco md. 

8296 Leaf sorter - leaf tobacco md. 

9539 Leak inspector - gas distribution syst. md. 

2349 Lease and title clerk - pipeline trans. md.: refined 
petrol. prod. md . 

7710 Lease foreman/woman - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
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1179 Leaser - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

5172 Leasing agent, signs and displays - insce. & real estate 
agen. 

8569 Leather bag maker - any md. 

8295 Leather colourer - leather tanneries 
8551 Leather cutter - any md. 
8295 Leather doper - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather dyer- leather tanneries 

8295 Leather finisher- leather tanneries 

8551 Leather garment cutter - any md. 

8563 Leather glove maker - any md. 

8566 Leather grader - clothing md. 

8569 Leather handbag maker - any md. 

8569 Leather pocketbook maker - any md. 

8295 Leather polisher - leather tanneries 

8298 Leather pourer - leather tanneries 

8298 Leather processing labourer - leather tanneries; other 
mtg. prod. md . 

8561 Leather riveter - footwear md. 

8295 Leather sander - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather scraper - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather setter - leather tanneries 

8563 Leather sewer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 

8295 Leather shaver - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather softener - footwear md.; leather tanneries 

8296 Leather sorter - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

8295 Leather sponger - leather tanneries 

6169 Leather sprayer - laundries & cleaners 

8298 Leather sprayer - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather stainer - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather staker - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather stretcher - leather tanneries 

8295 Leather tanner - leather tanneries 

8551 Leather trimmer - any md. 

8569 Leather trunkrnaker - any md. 

8295 Leather worker - leather tanneries 

8569 Leather worker - n.e.c. 

8569 Leather-bag maker - any md. 

8569 Leather-case maker - any md. 

8569 Leather-purse maker - any md. 

2797 Lecturer - n.e.c. 

2791 Lecturer - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2711 Lecturer - univ. educ. 
4131 Ledger clerk - any md. 

4131 Ledger keeper - any md. 

8271 Leg knitter - hosiery md. 

8563 Leg seamer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

2349 Legal administrator - courts of law 

2343 Legal adviser - any md. 

2343 Legal counsel - any md. 

2343 Legal referee - off. of lawyers & notaries 

4111 Legal secretary - any md. 

4111 Legal stenographer - any md. 

1111 Legislator - govt. serv. md . 

8151 Lehr operator - glass & glass prod. md. 

8151 Lehr tender - glass & glass prod. md. 

8267 Leno weaver - primary textile md. 

8267 Leno-box changer - primary textile md. 

8379 Lens blocker - ophthalmic goods md. 

8379 Lens cementer - ophthalmic goods md. 

8371 Lens cutter - ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Lens dotter - ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Lens edger - ophthalmic goods md. 

8391 Lens engraver - ophthalmic goods md. 

8376 Lens examiner - ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Lens grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Lens grinder, cylmndlical - ophthalmic goods md. 

8151 Lens hardener - ophthalmic goods md. 

8376 Lens inspector - ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Lens marker - ophthalmic goods ind. 

8379 Lens matcher - ophthalmic goods md. 

8155 Lens moulder - ophthalmic goods md.; glass & glass 
prod. md. 

8599 Lens mounter - ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Lens polisher - ophthalmic goods md. 

8379 Lens silverer - ophthalmic goods md. 
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8391 Lens stamper - ophthalmic goods md. 

8376 Lens-grinding inspector- ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Lensomiter operator - ophthalmic goods md. 

4172 Letter carrier - postal serv. md. 

4170 Letter carrier supervisor - postal serv. md. 

8371 Letter cutter, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8391 Letter engraver - jewel. & precious metal md.: jewel. 
Stores & watch & jewel. repair shops 

4141 Letter-opener operator - any md. 

8563 Letterer - clothing md. 

8595 Letterer, painter - any md. 

8371 Letterer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

7710 Level boss - mining md. 

2161 Level operator - corist. md. 

8561 Leveler - footwear md. 

8541 L.eveler - turn. & fixture md. 

8548 Leveler - other wood ind. 

8135 Leveler - primary metal md. 

8135 Leveler operator - primary metal md. 

8711 Lever operator - industrial & heavy (engineering) const. 
md. 

7517 Lever operator - logging md. 

9135 Lever operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

8135 Lever tender - primary metal md. 

3351 Lexicographer - any ind. 

1171 Liability underwriter - insce. md. 

1179 Liaison officer - any ind. 

2145 Liaison planner - mfg. md. 

2351 Librarian - any md. 

4161 Library attendant - any md. 

4161 Library clerk - any md. 

4160 Library clerk supervisor - any md. 

2351 Library consultant - any md. 

1132 Library director - library serv. 

4199 License clerk - govt. serv. md . 

1116 License inspector - regulatory serv. 

3134 Licensed nursing assistant - health & SOC. serv. md . 

6116 Lieutenant - defence serv. 

6111 Lieutenant - firefighting serv. 

6116 Lieutenant Colonel - defence serv. 

6116 Lieutenant General - defence serv. 

1111 Lieutenant Governor - provincial & territorial govt. sen. 
md . 

6119 Life guard - any md. 

5170 Life insurance agent supervisor - insce. & real estate 
agen. 

6119 Life saver - any md. 

2135 Life sciences laboratory technician - any md. 

2139 Life sciences laboratory worker - any md. 

5171 Life-insurance agent - any md. 

8579 Life-raft repairer - rubber prod. md. 

9315 Lift driver - any md. 

8551 Lilt splitter - footwear md. 

8584 Lift truck mechanic - any md. 

9315 Lift-jack operator - any md. 

9159 Lift-lock operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9315 Lift-scoop operator - any md. 

9315 Lift-truck operator - any md. 

2165 Light technician - any md. 

9918 Light-up worker - railway trans. serv. md . 

9159 Lighter operator - water trans. md. 

9159 Lighthouse keeper - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9159 Lighthouse operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 

2144 Lighting engineer - any md. 

9159 Lightkeeper - serv. incid. to water trans. 

7513 Limber - logging md. 

8153 Lime slaker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8151 Lime-kiln operator - lime md. 

8295 Limer - leather tanneries 

8115 Limestone burner- non-metallic mm. prod. ind. 

2133 Limnologist - any md. 

2144 Line construction engineer - elec. power syst. md.; 
telecom. carriers md. 

8339 Line finisher - tab. metal prod. md. 

7313 Line fisherman/woman - any md. 

8730 Line foreman! woman - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 
carriers md. 
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8715 Line inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

8736 Line inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Line installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8731 Line maintainer - elec. power syst. md. 

8730 Line maintainer foreman/woman - elec. power syst. 
in 	telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Line repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

9539 Line rider - pipeline trans. md. 

7199 Line rider - water syst. md. 

7517 Line setter - logging md. 

2169 Line surveyor - any md. 

9539 Line walker - pipeline trans. md. 

9113 Line-service attendant - air trans. md. 

9519 Line-up examiner - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4155 Linen keeper - any md. 

8563 Linen-room sewer, machine - accom. food & bev 
serv. md. 

4150 Linen-room supervisor - accom. food & bev. serv. md . 

4155 Linen-room worker - accom. food & bev. serv. md . 

4155 Linen-supply clerk - any md. 

8561 Liner - footwear md. 

8569 Liner - other clothing & apparel md. 

8593 Liner - paper box & bag md. 

8781 Liner replacer - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8395 Liner replacer - shipbldg. & repair mci. 

9519 Liner up - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

8593 Liner-machine operator - paper box & bag md. 

8599 Liner, jewellery case - leather & allied prod. md. 

3355 Linguist - any md. 

8569 Lining caser - footwear md. 

8561 Lining cementer - footwear md. 

8561 Lining closer - footwear md. 

8551 Lining cutter - footwear md. 

8561 Lining fitter - footwear md. 

8563 Lining maker - coffin & casket ind. 

8561 Lining maker - footwear md. 

8563 Lining maker - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c.; 
textile prod. md. 

8561 Lining stitcher - footwear md. 

8561 Lining vamper - footwear md. 

2797 Link trainer instructor - air trans. md. 

8271 Linker - clothing md. 

8228 Linker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8576 Linoleum inspector - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric 
md. 

9519 Linoleum printer - any md. 

9511 Linotype caster - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 Linotype operator - any md. 

8584 Linotype repairer - any md. 

9511 Unotypist - any md. 

8167 Linseed-oil boiler - paint & varnish md. 

8163 Linseed-oil refiner - any md. 

2795 Lipreading instructor - educ. serv. md . 

8179 Lipstick moulder - toilet preparations md. 

8165 Liquefier - chem. & chern. prod. md . 

9313 Liquid loader - any md. 

1171 Liquidator - fin. & insce. md. 

8227 Liquor blender - distillery prod. md. 

4131 Liquor controller - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8161 Liquor maker - leather tanneries 

8161 Liquor maker - pulp & paper md. 

8227 Liquor mixer - distillery prod. md. 

8161 Liquor mixer - leather tanneries 

8227 Liquor rectifier - distillery prod. md. 

8225 Liquor runner - cane & beet sugar md. 

6169 Lister - laundries & cleaners 

4199 Lister - n.e.c. 

4141 Listing-machine operator - any md. 

1179 Literaryagent - anyind. 

3351 Literary editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Literary writer - any md. 

8167 Litharge burner - paint & varnish md. 

9514 Lithographer - any md. 

9514 Lithographic artist - any md. 

9514 Lithographic designer - any md. 

9514 Lithographic engraver - any md. 
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9512 Lithographic press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9512 Lithographic printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9514 Lithographic proofer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9518 Lithographic-press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8178 Lithopone leacher - paint & varnish md. 

7180 Livery foreman/woman - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7183 Livestock caretaker - any md. 

7113 Livestock farmer - agric. md. 

2131 Livestock field adviser - agric. md. 

8226 Livestock grader - any md. 

1116 Livestock inspector - regulatory serv. 

7183 Livestock labourer - agric. md. 

8736 Load checker - elec. power syst. md. 

9531 Load dispatcher - elec. power syst. md. 

9119 Load planner - air trans. md. 

7517 Loader - logging md. 

9319 Loader - n.e.c. 

9313 Loader - water trans. md. 

7710 Loader boss - mining md. 

7517 Loader engineer- logging md. 

7717 Loader operator - mining md. 

8599 Loader, fireworks - any md. 

4153 Loading checker - any md. 

4153 Loading clerk - any md. 

9319 Loading inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

1171 Loan adviser - fin. & insce. md. 

1171 Loan agent - fin. & insce. md. 

1171 Loan analyst - fin. & insce. md. 

1135 Loan and credit manager - fin. & insce. md. 

5173 Loan broker - security brokers & dealers 

5170 Loan broker supervisor - security brokers & dealers 

1171 Loan counsellor - fin. & insce. md. 

1171 Loan inspector - fin. & insce. md. 

1171 Loan officer - fin. & insce. md. 

1171 Loan supervisor - fin. & insce. md. 

6149 Lobby attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7313 Lobster fisherman/woman - any md. 

8735 Local-test desk attendant - telecom. carriers md.  

8529 Lock assembler - any md. 

8589 Lock expert - any md. 

8529 Lock fitter - any md. 

8529 Lock maker - any md. 

9159 Lock master - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9159 Lock operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8589 Lock repairer - any md. 

8589 Lock setter - any md. 

8711 Lock tender - const. md. 

9539 Lock tender - elec. power syst. md. 

9159 Lock tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 

6149 Locker attendant - any md. 

6149 Locker-room attendant - any md. 

8591 Locket maker - any md. 

9159 Lockkeeper - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8589 Locksmith - any md. 

8523 Locomotive builder - railroad rolling stock md. 

6198 Locomotive cleaner - railway trans. serv. md .; railroad 
rolling stock md. 

9193 Locomotive coupler - mining md. 

9135 Locomotive dispatcher - railway trans. md. 

9131 Locomotive engineer - railway trans. md. 

9130 Locomotive foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

9131 Locomotive hostler - railway trans. serv. md . 

8586 Locomotive inspector - railway trans. serv. md .; 
railroad rolling stock md. 

8584 Locomotive repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

9311 Locomotive-crane driver - any md. 

9311 Locomotive-crane engineer - any md. 

9311 Locomotive-crane operator - any md. 

1142 Lodge officer - civic & frat. org . 

6130 Lodge supervisor - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

6139 Lodging facilities attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. 
md. 

1142 Lodging house manager - accom., food & bev. serv. 
md . 

8592 Loft rigger - shipbldg. & repair md. 

7516 Logculler - anyind. 

7513 Log cutter - logging md. 
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7517 Log driver - logging md. 

7517 Log dumper - logging md. 

4199 Log examiner - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

7516 Log grader - any irid. 

7517 Log handler - logging md. 

8238 Log handler - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7518 Log hooker - logging md. 

8238 Log hooker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7516 Log inspector - any md. 

8238 Log litter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7513 Log maker - logging md. 

9199 Log or tie hauler, teamster - logging md. 

7517 Log rider - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7517 Log roller - logging md. 

7517 Log salvager - logging md. 

7516 Log scaler - any md. 

7517 Log skidder - logging md. 

8239 Log turner - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7517 Log-chain feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; 
logging ind. 

7517 Log-yard-crane operator - any md. 

7513 Logger - logging i:'d. 

7510 Logging boss - logging & forestry md. 

7510 Logging foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 

7517 Logging-tractor operator - logging md. 

3119 Logopedist - anyind. 

8213 Lollipop maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

7313 Long line fisherman/woman - fishing md. 

4175 Long-distance operator - telecom. carriers md. 

9313 Longshore worker - any md. 

7511 Lookout tower worker - logging & forestry md. 

9155 Lookout worker - water trans. md. 

8267 Loom changer - primary textile md. 

8278 Loom cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8279 Loom doffer - textile prod. md.; primary textile ind. 

8267 Loom fixer - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. md. 

8267 Loom mechanic - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. 
md. 

8267 Loom operator - primary textile md. 

8267 Loom preparer - primary textile irid. 

8267 Loom repairer - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. md. 

8267 Loom threader - primary textile md. 

8267 Loom weaver - primary textile md. 

8563 Looper - clothing md. primary textile md. 

8275 Looper - textile prod. md. 

8584 Looper fixer - primary textile md. 

8563 Loopng operator - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

5171 Loss examiner - insce. md. 

6125 Lounge-car attendant - railway trans. serv. md . 

2147 Lubricating engineer - refined petrol. prod. md . 

9511 Ludlow-machine operator - any md. 

6135 Luggage attendant - trans. md. 

4193 Luggage checker - trans. md. 

8569 Luggage maker - any md. 

6135 Luggage porter - trans. md. 

8569 Luggage repairer - any md. 

9318 Lugger - any ind. 

4155 Lumber checker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8236 Lumber culler - any md. 

5130 Lumber dealer - retail trade md. 

8238 Lumber feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8236 Lumber grader - any md. 

8230 Lumber grading foreman/woman - sawmills, plan. & 
shingle mills 

9318 Lumber handler - any md. 

8236 Lumber inspector - any md. 

9313 Lumber loader - any md. 

9317 Lumber marker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8231 Lumber measurer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8236 Lumber measurer, inspecting - wood md. 

9318 Lumber prier - any md. 

9318 Lumberpuller - anymnd. 

5135 Lumber salesperson - whlse. trade md.; retail trade 
md. 

8353 Lumber sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8236 Lumber scaler - any md. 
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8231 Lumber setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9318 Lumber sorter - n.e.c. 

8238 Lumber sorter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9318 Lumber stacker - any md. 

8238 Lumber tailer - wood md. 

9317 Lumber tier - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8353 Lumber trimmer - any md. 

8230 Lumber yard foreman/woman - sash, door & miliwork 
md. 

9315 L.umber-carrier driver - wood md. 

9315 Lumber-carrier operator - wood md. 

7519 Lumberjack - logging md. 

7718 Lump picker - mining md. 

8293 Lump roller - tobacco prod. md. 

6120 Lunch-room operator - any md. 

6120 Lunch-room supervisor - any md. 

6120 Lunch-wagon operator - any md. 

6120 Luncheonette operator - any md. 

8275 Lusterer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8163 Lye treater - any md. 

LYE 
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8213 Macaroni maker - any md. 

8313 Machine adjuster - mach. shop md. 

8589 Machine adjuster - n.e.c. 

8355 Machine carver - sash, door & miliwork md. 

9919 Machine cleaner - any ind. 

9511 Machine compositor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

7717 Machine cutter - mining md. 

2147 Machine designer - any md. 

8275 Machine drier - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8391 Machine engraver - any md. 

8584 Machine expert - primary textile md. 

8228 Machine feeder - bakery prod. md. 

8313 Machine fitter - mach. shop md. 

8529 Machine fitter - other metal fabricating md. 

8589 Machine fixer - any md. 

6165 Machine ironer - laundries & cleaners 

7717 Machine loader - mining md. 

8563 Machine mender - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8137 Machine moulder - iron foundries 

9311 Machine mover - const. md. 

8159 Machine operator - abrasives md. 

8179 Machine operator - asphalt roofing md.; refined petrol. 
& coal prod. md. 

8213 Machine operator - bakery prod. md.: sugar & 
chocolate confectionery md. 

8227 Machine operator- bev. md. 

8225 Machine operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

8569 Machine operator - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8179 Machine operator - chem. & chern. prod. md . 

8159 Machine operator - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. 
md. 

9519 Machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8534 Machine operator - commun. & other electron. equip. 
md . 

8155 Machine operator - concrete prod. md. 

8223 Machine operator - dairy prod. md. 

8217 Machine operator - fish prod. md. 

8211 Machine operator - flour, cereal food & teed md. 

8221 Machine operator - fruit & veg. md. 

6162 Machine operator - laundries & cleaners 

8531 Machine operator - major appl. md. 

8215 Machine operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7717 Machine operator - mining md. 

9557 Machine operator - motion pic. exhibition 

8562 Machine operator - other turn. & fixture md. 

8569 Machine operator - other leather & allied prod. md. 

8379 Machine operator - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8593 Machine operator - paper box & bag md. 

8259 Machine operator - pulp & paper md. 

8579 Machine operator - rubber prod. md. 

8333 Machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal 
prod. 

8293 Machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8229 Machine operator - Other food prod. md. 

8569 Machine operator, except hosiery and fur - clothing 
md. 

8599 Machine operator, fabricating and repair - other mfg. 
md. 

8555 Machine operator, fur - fur goods md. 

8271 Machine operator, hosiery - hosiery md. 

8295 Machine operator, processing - other mfg. prod. md .; 
leather tanneries 

7717 Machine runner - mining md. 

7718 Machine scraper - mining md. 

9511 Machine setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8313 Machine setter - mach. shop md. 

8399 Machine setter - n.e.c. 

8293 Machine stripper - tobacco prod. md. 

7717 Machine sumper - mining mod. 

8238 Machine taller - wood md. 
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8259 Machine tender - pulp & paper md. 

2147 Machine tool designer - any End. 

8313 Machine tool set-up operator - tab. metal prod. End. 

8313 Machine tool setter fab. metal prod. End. 

8335 Machine welder - any md. 
8584 Machine-clothing replacer - pulp & paper End. 

8333 Machine-lay-out marker - tab. metal prod. md. 

8310 Machine-shop foreman/woman - any md. 

8316 Machine-shop inspector - any md. 

8313 Machine-shop specialist - any md. 

8315 Machine-tool operator - tab. metal prod. End. 

5135 Machinery salesperson - whise. trade End.; retail trade 
md. 

8313 Machinist - any md. 

8310 Machinist foreman/woman - any md. 

8313 Machinist specialist - any End. 

8553 Made-to-measure tailor - any md. 

3331 Maestro - any md. 

5141 Magazine agent - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Magazine editor - comb. pub. & print. End. 

4150 Magazine foreman/woman - other chem. prod. End. 

9318 Magazine handler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

3351 Magazine writer - any End. 

3339 Magician - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

2341 Magistrate - courts of law 

8529 Magnaform operator - feb. metal prod. md. 

8531 Magnet winder - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

4113 Magnetic card typewriter operator - any md. 

3169 Magnetic healer - any md. 

2165 Magnetic observer - any End. 

2154 Magnetic prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas 
md. 

8315 Magnetic-grinder operator - tab. metal prod. End. 

9179 Mail carrier - courier serv. md. 

4172 Mail carrier - postal serv. md. 

4173 Mail clerk - any md. 

4172 Mail collector - postal serv. md. 

4170 Mail contractor - postal serv. md.  

4172 Mail deliverer - postal serv. End. 

9318 Mail handler - any End. 

4172 Mail messenger - postal serv. md. 

4172 Mail porter - postal serv. md. 

4173 Mail sorter - any End. 

4179 Mail-order clerk - any md. 

4170 Mail-room supervisor - any md. 

9179 Mail-truck driver - courier serv. md. 

4172 Mail-truck driver - postal serv. md. 

4173 Mailer - any End. 

4170 Mailing supervisor - any md. 

4141 Mailing-machine operator - any End. 

4173 Mailing-room clerk - any End. 

8313 Main bearing borer - feb. metal prod. End. 

8711 Main layer - industrial & heavy (engineering) const End. 

8735 Maintainer - telecom. carriers End. 

8730 Maintainer, foreman/woman - telecom. carriers md. 

8782 Maintenance bricklayer - any End. 

8781 Maintenance carpenter - any End. 

4179 Maintenance clerk - any End. 

8533 Maintenance electrician - any End. 

2143 Maintenance engineer - const. md. 

2144 Maintenance engineer - elec. power syst. End. 

7195 Maintenance grounds worker - any End. 

8736 Maintenance inspector - telecom. carriers End. 

8313 Maintenance machinist - any End. 

8585 Maintenance mechanic - off., store & bus. mach. 

8735 Maintenance mechanic - telecom. carriers End. 

8584 Maintenance millwright - any End. 

8785 Maintenance painter - any End. 

8791 Maintenance plumber - any End. 

9919 Maintenance repairer - any End. 

4199 Maintenance service clerk - any md. 

8730 Maintenance supervisor - telecom. carriers End.; const. 
md. 

8335 Maintenance welder - any End. 

8537 Maintenance worker - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

7195 Maintenance worker - cemeteries & crematoria 
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8799 Maintenance worker - const. md. 

8585 Maintenance worker - off., store & bus. mach. 

8735 Maintenance worker - telecom. carriers md. 

6120 Maitre d'hôtel - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

6116 Major - defence serv. 

8533 Major appliance repairer - major appi. md. 

6116 Major General - defence serv. 

6143 Make-up artist- tv. broadcast. md.; theatrical & other 
staged entertainment serv. 

9511 Maker-up - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2133 Malariologist - any md. 

8227 Maltster - brewery prod. md. 

2133 Mammalogist - any md. 

1173 Management analyst - any md. 

1173 Management consultant - any ind. 

1173 Management engineer - any md. 

1146 Manager - agric. md. 

1142 Manager - bus. serv. md .; other serv. md. 

1147 Manager - commun. md.; trans. md. 

1135 Manager - fin. & insce. md. 

1134 Manager - health & SOC. serv. md . 

1149 Manager - n.e.c. 

1137 Manager - service station 

1142 Manager of building cleaning establishments - janitorial 
serv. 

1136 Manager of personnel department - any md. 

1149 Manager of public utility - elec. power syst. md. 

1135 Manager, credit agency - other bus. serv. 

1131 Manager, science and engineering - off. of engineers: 
other sci. & tech. serv. 

1130 Managing director - any md. 

6143 Managing supervisor - barber & beauty shops 

6160 Managing supervisor - laundries & cleaners 

6130 Managing supervisor - lodging houses & residential 
clubs 

6130 Managing supervisor - tourist courts & cabins; guest 
houses & tourist homes 

8179 Mandrel cleaner - plastic prod. md. 

8351 Mandrel maker - aircraft & parts md. 

6165 Mangle operator - laundries & cleaners 

8334 Mangle roller - lab. metal prod. md. 

8275 Mangle tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8334 Mangle-roll operator - lab. metal prod. md. 

6165 MangIer - hosiery md. 

6143 Manicurist - any md. 

4153 Manifest clerk - water trans. md. 

8135 Manipulator - primary metal md. 

5199 Mannequin - any ind. 

8599 Mannequin mounter - any md. 

2731 Manual training teacher - elementary educ. 

2733 Manual training teacher - sec. educ. 

3138 Manual-arts therapist - health & soc. serv. ind. 

5133 Manufacturers agent - mig. md.; whise. trade md. 

2145 Manufacturing engineer - any md. 

3351 Manuscript editor - any md. 

3359 Manuscript reader - any md. 

4199 Map clerk - any md. 

3319 Map colourer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2163 Map maker - any md. 

7119 Maple-syrup maker - agric. md. 

2163 Mapper - anyind. 

2143 Mapping engineer - any md. 

9111 Mapping pilot - air trans. md. 

2165 Mapping technician - off. of engineers 

8371 Marble carver - any md. 

8371 Marble cutter - any md. 

8373 Marble polisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8782 Marble setter - const. md. 

9517 Marbler - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg.. type. & 
bind. md. 

8229 Margarine maker - any md. 

4131 Margin clerk - security brokers & dealers 

2141 Marine architect - any ind. 

2133 Marine biologist - any md. 

9157 Marine boiler tender - water trans. md. 

2147 Marine design engineer - any md. 

9153 Marine engineer officer - water trans. md. 
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8533 Marine equipment electrician - shipbldg. & repair md.; 
boatbldg. & repair md. 

8592 Marine machinist - any md. 

9157 Marine oiler - water trans. md. 

8592 Marine pipe fitter - any md. 

8592 Marine plumber - any md. 
3351 Marine reporter - any md. 

8592 Marine steamfitter - any md. 

1147 Marine superintendent - any md. 

2161 Marine surveyor - any md. 

9155 Mariner, sailor - water trans. md. 

3339 Marionette handler - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv. 

8551 Marker - canvas & rel. prod. irid.; clothing md. 

8148 Marker - iron foundries 

6169 Marker - laundries & cleaners 

8298 Marker - leather tanneries 

7513 Marker - logging md. 

8373 Marker - ophthalmic goods md. 

8551 Marker - other leather & allied prod. md. 

4199 Marker - retail trade md. 

9317 Marker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

2311 Market analyst - any md. 

1135 Market commissioner - any md. 

3351 Market editor - any md. 

7115 Market gardener - agric. md. 

2319 Market research worker - any md. 

2311 Marketing consultant - any md. 

1137 Marketing executive - any md. 

1137 Marketing manager - any md. 

1179 Marketing officer - any md. 

8551 Marking-machine operator - footwear md. 

9317 Marking-machine operator - primary textile md.: textile 
prod. md. 

8541 Marquetry worker - furn. & fixture md. 

2399 Marriage counsellor - any md. 

8213 Marshmallow maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery 
ind 

8227 Mash hand - distillery prod. md. 

8227 Mash-tub operator - brewery prod. md. 

8227 Masher - brewery prod. md. 

9317 Masker - plastic prod. md. 

8782 Mason - const. md. 

6149 Massage operator - any md. 
6149 Masseur/masseuse - any md. 
3137 Massotherapist - any md. 

9151 Master - water trans. md. 

8161 Master dyer - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8733 Master electrician - const. md. 

8530 Master electrician - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8313 Master machinist - any md. 

9151 Master mariner - water trans. md. 

8580 Master mechanic - railway trans. serv. md . 

8791 Master plumber - any md. 

6117 Master Warrant Officer - defence serv. 

9551 Master-control operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8161 Masticator - rubber prod. md. 

8599 Mat cutter - turn. & fixture md. 

8569 Mat hooker - any md. 

8569 Mat maker - any md. 

8527 Matcher- clock & watch md. 

8569 Matcher - footwear md. 

8595 Matcher - furn. & fixture md. 

8296 Matcher - leather tanneries 

8379 Matcher - ophthalmic goods md. 

8355 Matcher operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8569 Matcher, except hosiery - clothing md. 

8276 Matcher, hosiery - hosiery md. 

7311 Mate - fishing ind. 

9151 Mate, ship - water trans. irid. 

8276 Mater - hosiery md. 

8395 Material checker - aircraft & parts md. 

4151 Material checker - n.e.c. 

4150 Material clerk supervisor - any md. 

2143 Material engineer - const. md. 

9318 Material handler - any md. 

4155 Material keeper - any md. 
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8176 Materials analyst - plastic & syn. resin md. 

4150 Materials foreman/woman - any md. 

3130 Maternity floor supervisor - hospitals 

1131 Mathematical services manager - any md. 

2181 Mathematical statistician - any md. 

2181 Mathematician - any md. 

6115 Matron - govt. serv. md . 

6149 Matron - other pers & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

8562 Mattress builder - any md. 

8562 Mattress filler - any md. 

8562 Mattress finisher - any md. 

8562 Mattress maker - any md. 

9317 Mattress packer - any md. 

8562 Mattress renovator - any ind. 

8229 Mayonnaise maker - Other food prod. md. 

1111 Mayor - local govt. serv. md . 

8211 Meal miller - any md. 

8279 Measurer - clothing md. 

6169 Measurer - laundries & cleaners 

8295 Measurer - leather tanneries 

8279 Measurer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6169 Measuring clerk- laundries & cleaners 

8588 Measuring instrument repairer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8215 Meat boner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

5191 Meat buyer - whlse. trade irid.; retail trade md. 

8215 Meat canner - any md. 

8215 Meat chopper - any md. 

5135 Meat clerk - retail trade md. 

8215 Meat cook - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Meat curer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Meat cutter - any md. 

8215 Meatdresser - anyind. 

8215 Meat drier - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8226 Meat grader - any md. 

8215 Meat grinder - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8228 Meat hanger - meat & poultry prod. md. 

1116 Meat inspector - regulatory serv. 

8215 Meat mixer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Meat packer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Meat pickier - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Meat salter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Meat sawyer - any md. 

8215 Meat smoker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

5130 Meat supervisor - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8215 Meat trimmer - any md. 

8228 Meat washer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

9317 Meat wrapper - retail trade md. 

8582 Mechanic - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8537 Mechanic - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8584 Mechanic - const. md.; mining md. 

8533 Mechanic - major appl. md. 

8581 Mechanic - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 

8583 Mechanic - railroad roiling stock md.; urban transit 
syst. md.; railway trans. serv. md . 

2145 Mechanical co-ordmnator - shipbldg. & repair md. 

2163 Mechanical draughter - any md. 

2147 Mechanical engineer - any ind. 

2160 Mechanical engineering technologist supervisor - any 
md. 

2147 Mechanical equipment engineer - any md. 

2147 Mechanical heating engineer - any md. 

9916 Mechanical inspector - any ind. 

2147 Mechanical refrigeration engineer - any md. 

3137 Mechanotherapist - any md. 

1119 Mediator - govt. serv. md . 

1179 Mediator - n.e.c. 

2331 Medical case worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Medical consultant - health & soc. serv. ind. 

1134 Medical director- health & SOC. serv. md . 

3111 Medical doctor missionary - any md. 

3111 Medical doctor research consultant - health & Soc. 
serv. md. 

3111 Medical examiner - health & soc. serv. md . 

1119 Medical health officer - health admin. 

3314 Medical illustrator - any md. 

2351 Medical librarian - any md. 

3169 Medical missionary - health & soc. serv. ind. 
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3111 Medical officer - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Medical pathologist - health & soc. serv. End. 

3315 Medical photographer - any End. 

4111 Medical secretary - health & soc. serv. md . 

2331 Medical social consultant - any md. 
2331 Medical social worker - any md. 

3111 Medical specialist - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3111 Medical supervisor - health & soc. serv. End. 

3156 Medical technologist - any End. 

3156 Medical-laboratory technologist- medical lab. 

4161 Medical-record clerk - hospitals 

2145 Medical-safety director - any md. 

8151 Melter - glass & glass prod. End. 

8131 Melter- paint & varnish md. 

8131 Melter - primary metal End. 

8229 Melter - Other food prod. End. 

1111 Member of Legislative Assembly - provincial & 
territorial govt. serv. End. 

1111 Member of Parliament - federal govt. serv. md . 

3311 Memorial designer - any md. 

8271 Mender - broad knitted fabric End. 

8563 Mender - clothing End.; laundries & cleaners 

8569 Mender - other textile prod. End. 

8561 Mender - shoe repair 

8267 Mender - spun yarn & woven cloth 

8563 Mender, hotel - any md. 

3169 Mental healer - any End. 

3119 Mental health consultant - health & soc. serv. End. 

2315 Mental health counsellor - any End. 

2315 Mental rehabilitation counsellor - any End. 

2399 Mental retardation counsellor - health & SOC. serv. End. 

3339 Mental telepathist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8275 Mercerizer - textile prod. End.; primary textile End. 

8275 Mercerizer-machine operator - textile prod. md.; 
primary textile md. 

1116 Merchandise examiner - regulatory serv. 

5130 Merchant - whlse. trade End.; retail trade End. 

8211 Merchant miller - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8563 Merrow stitcher - clothing End.; primary textile End. 

8563 Merrower - clothing End.; primary textile End. 

3375 Merry-go-round operator - amuse. & rec. serv. End. 

6125 Mess waiter/waitress - water trans. End. 

4177 Messenger - any End. 
4170 Messenger supervisor - any End. 
8133 Metal annealer - any md. 

9317 Metal brander - any End. 

8393 Metal buffer - any End. 

8390 Metal buffing foreman/woman - any End. 

8581 Metal bumper - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. 
md. 

8393 Metal burnisher - any End. 

8137 Metal caster - any ind. 

8529 Metal chair assembler - any End. 

8529 Metal chair maker - any End. 

9918 Metal cleaner - any End. 

8393 Metal cleaner, immersion - any End. 

8529 Metal door frame assembler - ornamental & 
architectural metal prod. End. 

8141 Metal drawer - primary metal End. 

8391 Metal engraver - any End. 

8391 Metal etcher - any md. 

8141 Metal extruder - primary metal End. 

8336 Metal fabricating inspector - any md. 

8393 Metal filer - any End. 

8393 Metal finisher - any End. 

8515 Metal fitter - aircraft & parts End. 

8529 Metal furniture assembler - furn. & fixture End. 

8393 Metal grinder - any End. 

8133 Metal hardener - any md. 

8131 Metal heater - primary metal md. 

8146 Metal inspector - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

8784 Metal lather - const. End. 

9318 Metal loader - any End. 

8310 Metal machining inspection foreman/woman - mach. 
shop md. 

8131 Metal melter - any End. 

7717 Metal miner- metal mines 



8131 Metal mixer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8149 Metal mixer - n.e.c. 

8137 Metal moulder - any md. 

8395 Metal patternmaker - any md. 

8393 Metal polisher - any md. 

8137 Metal pourer - primary metal md. 

8133 Metal quencher - primary metal md. 

8137 Metal reclaimer - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8131 Metal roaster - primary metal md. 

8135 Metal roller - primary metal md. 

8330 Metal shaping and forming inspector foreman/woman - 
any md. 

8131 Metal smelter - primary metal md. 

8335 Metal solderer - any md. 

9918 Metal sorter - any md. 

8334 Metal spinner - fab. metal prod. md. 

9317 Metal stamper - any md. 

8133 Metal treater - any ind. 

8315 Metal turner - any md. 

4157 Metal weigher - any md. 

8149 Metal worker - n.e.c. 

8333 Metal worker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

2117 Metal x-ray operator - any md. 

8799 Metal-ceiling hanger - const. ind. 

8593 Metal-foil-bag maker - any md. 

1176 Metal-mine inspector - metal mines 

8793 Metal-tank erector - const. md. 

8793 Metal-tank worker - const. md. 

8143 Metalizer - tab. metal prod. md. 

8130 Metalizing foreman/woman - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

2119 Metallographer - any md. 

2111 Metallurgical chemist - any md. 

8146 Metallurgical inspector - primary metal md. 

2117 Metallurgical tester - any md. 

2117 Meteorological technician - any md. 

2114 Meteorologist - any md. 

6112 Meter attendant - police serv. 

2144 Meter engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

8586 Meter inspector - any md. 

8733 Meter installer - elec. work 

8799 Meter installer - n.e.c. 

8531 Meter maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8527 Meter maker - n.e.c. 

8587 Meter mechanic - any md. 

4199 Meter reader - any md. 

8587 Meter repairer - any md. 

8799 Meter setter - any md. 

8730 Meter supervisor - elec. power syst. md. 

8586 Meter tester - any md. 

1173 Methods and procedures analyst - any md. 

2145 Methods engineer - any md. 

8116 Mica classifier - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8119 Mica splitter - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8119 Mica trimmer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8119 Mica-laminating-machine tender - non-metallic mm. 
prod. md. 

2112 Micro-palaeontologist - any md. 

2117 Microanalyst - any md. 

2133 Microbiologist - any md. 

3156 Microbiology technologist - medical lab. 

4141 Microfilm operator - any md. 

4141 Microfilmer - any md. 

8527 Micrometer maker - any md. 

9551 Microphone operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Microphone publicity editor - any md. 

2117 Microscopist - any md. 

2133 Microwave health hazard physiologist - any md. 

3134 Midwife - health & soc. serv. md . 

8223 Milk condenser - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Milk drier - dairy prod. md. 

8226 Milk grader - any md. 

9175 Milk hauler - trans. md. 

8223 Milk pasteurizer - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Milk processor - dairy prod. md. 

8210 Milk production foreman/woman - dairy prod. md. 
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8223 Milk separator - dairy prod. md. 

8223 Milk sterilizer - dairy prod. md. 

8226 Milk tester - any md. 

9175 Milk-truck driver - truck trans. md. 

7183 Milking-machine tender - agric. md. 

8273 Mill attendant - other mfg. prod. md . 

8110 Mill boss - primary metal irid. 

8178 Mill charger - paint & varnish md, 

8111 Mill crusher - metal mines; coal mines; primary metal 
md. 

8153 Mill crusher - non-metal mines (exc. coal); const. md.; 
quarry & sand pit md. 

8229 Mill feeder - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8119 Mill feeder - primary metal md. 

8110 Mill foreman/woman - metal mines 

8228 Mill hand - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8259 Mill hand - pulp & paper md. 

8239 Mill hand - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8118 Mill labourer - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8161 Mill mixer - rubber prod. md. 

8153 Miii operator - const. md.; quarry & sand pit md.; non-
metal mines (exc. coal) 

8211 Mill operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8111 Mill operator - metal mines; coal mines; primary metal 
md. 

8171 Mill operator - paint & varnish md. 

8161 Mill operator - rubber prod. md. 

8116 Mill sampler - primary metal md. 

8113 Miii solutioner - mining md.; primary metal md. 

1143 Mill superintendent - any md. 

8259 Miii worker - pulp & paper md. 

8179 Mill worker - rubber prod. md. 

8135 Mill-control operator - primary metal ind. 

9539 Mill-motor operator - primary metal md. 

8225 Miller - cane & beet sugar md. 

8211 Miiier - distillery prod. md.; brewery prod. md. 

8211 Miller - flour, cereal food & teed md. 

8153 Miller - hydraulic cement md. 

8161 Miller - paint & varnish md. 

8171 Miller - salt mines; industriai chem. md. n.e.c.; mixed 
fertilizer md. 

8557 Milliner - any md, 

3313 Millinery designer - any md. 

8557 Millinery maker - any md. 

8315 Milling-machine hand - fab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Milling-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8161 Millroom worker - rubber prod. md. 

8584 Millwright - any md. 

8580 Millwright foreman/woman - any md. 

4141 Mimeograph operator - any md. 

8221 Mincemeat maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

3339 Mind reader - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2153 Mine analyst - any md. 

8781 Mine carpenter - mining md. 

2153 Mine development engineer - any md. 

7719 Mine examiner - mining md. 

2153 Mine exploration engineer - mining md. 

7710 Mine foreman/woman - mining md. 

1176 Mine inspector - mining md. 

1116 Mine inspector - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 
admin. 

7719 Mine operator - mining md. 

2153 Mine production engineer - mining md. 

5170 Mine promoter - security brokers & dealers 

7719 Mine rescuer - mining ind. 

7719 Mine sampler - mining md. 

7717 Mine slusher - mining md. 

1149 Mine superintendent - mining md. 

2161 Mine surveyor - any md. 

7719 Mine timber framer - mining md. 

8583 Mine-car repairer - mining md. 

7719 Mine-fire patroller - mining md. 

9193 Mine-motor engineer - mining md. 

7717 Miner - clay prod. md. 

7717 Miner - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

2153 Mineral engineer - any md. 

8116 Mineral sampler - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.: 
non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
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2117 Mineral technologist - any md. 

8227 Mineral-water maker - any md. 

2112 Mineralogist - any md. 

3319 Miniature-set builder - tv. broadcast. md.; theatrical & 
other staged entertainment serv. 

5170 Mining broker - security brokers & dealers 

2153 Mining engineer - any md. 

8584 Mining machinery mechanic - const. & mining mach. & 
materials handling equip. md. 

1111 Minister - govt. serv. md . 

2511 Minister - religious org. 

7183 Mink flasher - agric. md. 

7113 Mink rancher - furs & skins, ranch 

6169 Minor repairer - laundries & cleaners 

8379 Mirror maker - any md. 

8595 Mirror silverer - any md. 

1142 Mission superintendent - any md. 

2519 Mission worker - religious org. 

2511 Missionary - religious org. 

3131 Missionary nurse - any md. 

8353 Miter sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 

2111 Mix chemist - any md. 

8261 Mix picker - textile prod. md. 

7119 Mixed farmer - agric. md. 

8153 Mixer - abrasives md. 

8153 Mixer - asbestos mines 

8213 Mixer - bakery prod. md.; sugar & chocolate 
confectionery md. 

8225 Mixer - cane & beet sugar md. 

8161 Mixer - chom. & chem. prod. md .; rubber prod. md. 

8153 Mixer - glass & glass prod. nd.; clay prod. md. 

8161 Mixer - leather tanneries; man-made fibre & fil. yam 
md. 

8149 Mixer - primary metal md. 

8293 Mixer - tobacco prod. md. 

8161 Mixer operator - chem. & chem. prod. md .; man-made 
fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8799 Mixer operator - const. md. 

8153 Mixer operator - lime md. 

8148 Mixer slag worker - primary metal md. 

8799 Mixer, cement or concrete - const. md. 

8799 Mixing machine operator - const. md. 

8150 Mixing plant foreman/woman - any md. 

8261 Mixing-gill operator - textile prod. md. 

8213 Mixing-machine operator - bakery prod. md.; sugar & 
chocolate confectionery md. 

5193 Mobile canteen driver - retail trade md. 

8513 Mobile-home assembler - motor veh. md. 

9315 Mobilifl driver - any md. 

9315 Mobilift operator - any md. 

8395 Mock-up assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8395 Mock-up maker - aircraft & parts md. 

5199 Model - any md. 

3319 Model dresser - retail trade md. 

8395 Model maker - clay prod. md. 

8313 Model maker - elec. & electron. prod. md .; mach. shop 
md. 

8395 Model maker - jewel. & precious metal nd.; other mfg. 
prod. md . 

8395 Model maker - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8351 Model maker - sash, door & mmllwork md. 

3314 Model-set artist - any md. 

2511 Moderator - religious org. 

2519 Mohel - religious org. 

8267 Moistening-machine operator - primary textile md. 

8226 Moisture tester - dairy prod. md. 

8296 Moisture-meter operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8711 Mole operator - const. md. 

8146 Molten metal sampler - primary metal md. 

8149 Monitor - primary metal md. 

2511 Monk - religious org. 

8563 Monogram maker - textile prod. md. 

2142 Monomer recovery supervisor - plastic & syn. resin md. 

9311 Monorail operator - any md. 

9311 Monorail-crane operator - any md. 

9511 Monotype caster - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 Monotype operator - any md. 

9511 Monotype setter - any md. 
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9511 Monotypist - any md. 

8371 Monument carver - any md. 

8371 Monument engraver - any ind. 

8782 Monument erector - any md. 

8371 Monument letterer - any md. 
8782 Monument setter - any md. 

8379 Monument worker, stonework - other non-metallic mm. 
prod. 

4161 Morgue keeper - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8295 Morocco dresser - leather tanneries 

8295 Morocco finisher - leather tanneries 

9553 Morse operator - telecom. carriers md. 

9550 Morse supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

8798 Mortar maker - const. md. 

8798 Mortar mixer - const. md. 

8799 Mortar-mixer operator - const. md. 

5170 Mortgage broker - security brokers & dealers 

1171 Mortgage consultant - fin. & insce. md. 

6141 Mortician - funeral serv. 

8355 Mortiser operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8782 Mosaic layer - any md. 

8782 Mosaic-floor layer - any md. 

7319 Moss bleacher - any md. 

7319 Moss gatherer - any md. 

1142 Motel manager - accom.. food & bev. serv. md . 

1142 Motel operator - accom., food & boy. serv. md . 

6169 Moth proofer - laundries & cleaners 

2513 Mother superior - religious org. 

1176 Motion picture censor - any md. 

9557 Motion picture machine operator- any md. 

9557 Motion picture operator - any md. 

3330 Motion picture producer- amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9557 Motion picture projectionist - any md. 

8511 Motor adjuster - motor veh. parts & access. 

8581 Motor adjuster - motor veh. repair shops 

8581 Motor analyst - motor veh. repair shops 

8526 Motor and chassis inspector - motor veh. md.; motor 
veh. repair shops  

8511 Motor assembler - motor veh. paris & access. 

8511 Motor builder - motor veh. parts & access. 

9193 Motor driver - mining md. 

9131 Motor engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8513 Motor installer - motor veh. md. 
8582 Motor mechanic - air trans. md. aircraft & parts md. 

8581 Motor mechanic - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. 
md. 

9131 Motor operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

9159 Motor operator - serv. incid. to water trans. 

9191 Motor operator - urban transit syst. md. 

8581 Motor rebuilder - motor veh. repair shops 

8582 Motor repairer - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8581 Motor repairer - motor veh. md.; motor veh. repair 
shops 

8533 Motor repairer - urban transit syst. md. 

9193 Motor runner - mining md. 

8586 Motor tester - motor veh. repair shops 

8513 Motor vehicle assembler - motor veh. md. 

9179 Motor vehicle dispatcher - trans. md. 

8533 Motor vehicle electrician - motor veh. repair shops; 
motor veh. md. 

1116 Motor vehicle inspector - regulatory serv. 

4199 Motor vehicle licenses issuer - any md. 

8581 Motor vehicle mechanic - any md. 

8531 Motor winder - any md. 

9159 Motor-launch operator - water trans. md. 

9159 Motorboat captain - water trans. md. 

8589 Motorboat mechanic - any md. 

9159 Motorboat operator - water trans. ind. 

9179 Motorcycle driver - trans. md. 

8581 Motorcycle mechanic - any md. 

8536 Motors and controls tester - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

8137 Mould caster - iron foundries 

8137 Mould closer - iron foundries 

8391 Mould engraver - glass & glass prod. md. 

8573 Mould filler - plastic prod. ind. 

8137 Mould finisher - iron foundries 
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8351 Mould loft worker - boatbkig. & repair md.; shipbldg. & 
repair md. 

8395 Mould maker - clay prod. md. 

8395 Mould maker - other mig. prod. md .; jewel. & precious 
metal md. 

8395 Mould maker - plastic prod. md. glass & glass prod. 
md. 

8137 Mould maker * primary metal kid. 

8159 Mould polisher - glass & glass prod. md. 

8298 Mould presser - tobacco prod. md. 

8539 Mould sander - commun. & other electron. equip. ind. 

8573 Mould setter - plastic prod. ind. 

8137 Mould setter - primary metal md. 

8158 Mould stripper - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8178 Mould stripper - plastic prod. md. 

8148 Mould yard scrap worker - primary metal md. 

8148 Mould yard worker - primary metal ind. 

8137 Moulder - aircraft & parts md. 

8221 Moulder - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8225 Moulder - cane & beet sugar md. 

8155 Moulder - clay prod. md. 

8223 Moukier - dairy prod. md. 

8155 Moulder - glass & glass prod. md.; sci. & prof. equip. 
md . 

8137 Moulder - iron foundries 

8137 Moulder - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8573 Moulder - plastic prod. md. 

8573 Moulder - rubber prod. md. 

8355 Moulder - sash, door & millwork md. 

8179 Moulder - soap & cleaning compounds md.; toilet 
preparations md. 

8599 Moulder - sporting goods & toy md. 

8213 Moulder - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8293 Moulder - tobacco prod. md. 

8130 Moulder foreman/woman - primary metal ind. 

8599 Moulder, candle - any md. 

8137 Moulder, metal - any md. 

8371 Moulder. stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8784 Moulding plasterer - const. md. 

8137 Moulding-machine operator - iron foundries 

8573 Moulding-machine operator - plastic prod. md. 

8355 Moulding-machine operator - sash, door & millwork 
md. 

6112 Mounted Police Constable - govt. serv. md . 

8527 Mounter - clock & watch md. 

9519 Mounter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8534 Mounter - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

8541 Mounter - furn. & fixture md. 

8569 Mounter - other mig. prod. md . n.e.c. 

9175 Moving-van driver - truck trans. kid. 

7518 Mucker - logging md. 

7718 Mucker - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

9315 Mucking machine operator - mining md. 

2154 Mud engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7711 Mud-cleaning-machine operator - petrol. & nat. gas 
md. 

7711 Mud-plant operator - petrol. & nat, gas md. 

8133 Muffle operator - primary metal md. 

8561 Muffler installer - motor veh. repair shops 

8267 Mule fixer - primary textile md. 

8263 Mule operator - primary textile md. 

8263 Mule spinner - primary textile md. 

4141 Multigraph operator - any md. 

4141 Multilith operator - any md. 

8315 Multiple-spindle-drill-press operator - tab. metal prod. 
md. 

4113 Multiplex-machine operator - any md. 

1113 Municipal clerk - taxation admin. 

2143 Municipal engineer - local govt. serv. md . 

2157 Municipal planner - any md. 

1132 Municipal recreation executive - rec. & culture admin. 

3311 Mural painter - any md. 

1132 Museum director - museums & archives 

7115 Mushroom grower - agric. md. 

7185 Mushroom picker-cutter - agric. md. 

3331 Music adapter - any md. 

3331 Music arranger - any md. 

4161 Music cataloguer- radio & t.v. broadcast. 
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3331 Music composer - any md. 

3331 Music conductor - any md. 

4199 Music copyist - radio & tv. broadcast. 

3331 Music director - any md. 

2351 Music librarian - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2792 Music professor - any md. 

3333 Music service head - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2792 Music teacher - any md. 

3331 Music writer - any md. 

3330 Musical director - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

3138 Musical therapist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8599 Musical-instrument maker - any ind. 

8599 Musical-instrument repairer - any md. 

3333 Musical-program builder - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
3332 Musician - any md. 

5170 Mutual fund broker - security brokers & dealers 

5173 Mutual fund sales agent - security brokers & dealers 

8161 MVA-reactor operator - chern. & chem. prod. md . 

2133 Mycologist - any md. 
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8334 Nail maker - other wire prod. md. 

8334 Nail operator - other wire prod. md. 

8561 Nailer - footwear md. 

8391 Nameplate engraver - any md. 

8275 Nap clipper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Napper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8584 Napper adjuster - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8275 Napper finisher - textile prod. i. primary textile md. 

8275 Napper fixer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8584 Napper grinder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8275 Napper tender- textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

1113 National Parks officer - rec. & culture admin. 

4141 National-cash-machine operator - any md. 

2154 Natural gas engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2139 Naturalist - govt. serv. md . 

2133 Naturalist - n.e.c. 

3119 Naturopath - health & soc. serv. Ind. 

3119 Naturopathic physician - health & soc. serv. md. 

8561 Naumkeag operator - footwear md. 

8561 Naumkeager - footwear md. 

8527 Nautical-instrument maker - any md. 

2141 Naval architect - any md. 

2147 Naval engineer - any md. 

9111 Navigating officer - air trans. md. 

9111 Navigator - air trans. md. 

9151 Navigator - water trans. md. 

8569 Necktie maker - clothing md. 

8334 Needle maker - fab. metal prod. md. 

1179 Negotiator - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; 
labour org. 

2133 Nematologist - any md. 

8533 Neon electrician - any md. 

8531 Neon-sign builder - any md, 

8533 Neon-sign installer - any md. 

8531 Neon-sign maker - any md. 

8533 Neon-sign mechanic - any md. 

8533 Neon-sign servicer - any md. 

8531 Neon-tube pumper - sign & display md. 

3111 Neonatologist - health & soc. serv, md. 

3111 Nerve specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

7313 Net fisherman/woman - any md. 

8569 Net hanger - other textile prod. md. 

8569 Net maker - other textile prod. md. 

7319 Net mender - fishing md. 

8569 Net mender - other textile prod. md. 

8569 Net repairer - other mfg. prod. md . 

8569 Net stringer - other textile prod. md. 

8267 Net weaver - primary textile md. 

7319 Net worker - fishing md. 

8339 Netting-machine operator - wire & wire prod. md. 

9550 Network operations supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3111 Neurologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3135 Neuropsychiatric aide - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Neuropsychiatrist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Neurosurgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 

8225 Neutralizer - cane & beet sugar md. 

8161 Neutralizer - soap & cleaning compounds md.; other 
chem. prod. md . 

8273 Neutralizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

5130 News agent supervisor - retail trade md. 

3351 News analyst - any md. 

3351 News commentator - any md. 

3351 News editor - comb. pub. & print. mnd.; radio & t.v. 
broadcast. 

3315 News photographer - any md. 

3351 News reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5143 News vendor - retail trade md. 
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3351 News writer - comb. pub. & print. nd.; radio & t.v. 
broadcast. 

3337 Newscaster - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

5141 Newspaper agent - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9518 Newspaper bundler - comb. pub. & print. md. 
5143 Newspaper carrier - retail trade md. 
3351 Newspaper correspondent - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Newspaper critic - any md. 

5143 Newspaper deliverer - retail trade md. 

3351 Newspaper editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3314 Newspaper illustrator - any md. 

9512 Newspaper press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Newspaper reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5143 Newspaper vendor - retail trade md. 

3351 Newspaper writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5135 Newsstand clerk - retail trade md. 

8334 Nibbler operator - mach. shop md. 

8334 Nibbling-machine operator - aircraft & parts md. 

8393 Nickel buffer - any md. 

8551 Nicker - footwear md. 

8293 Nicotine extractor - tobacco prod. md. 

4194 Night clerk - accom. serv. md . 

4170 Night supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

7718 Nipper - mining md. 

9918 Nipper - n.e.c. 

8161 Nitrate operator - other chem. prod. md . 

8161 Nitrator - plastic & syn. resin hid.; other chem. prod. 
md . 

8213 Noodle cutter - dry pasta prod. md. 

2793 Normal school instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2793 Normal school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

8133 Normalizer- primary metal md. 

1113 Northern service officer - govt. serv. md . 

2343 Notary in Province of Quebec - any md. 

2349 Notary in provinces other than Quebec - any md. 

2343 Notary public in Province of British Columbia - any md. 

2349 Notary public in provinces other than British Columbia 
- any md. 

8355 Notcher - wooden box & pallet md. 

8355 Notching-machine operator - wooden box & pallet md. 

3351 Novelist - any md. 

8223 Novelty maker - dairy prod. md. 

8599 Novelty maker - n.e.c. 

8569 Novelty maker - other leather & allied prod. md. 
8593 Novelty maker - paper & allied prod. md. 

9519 Novelty printer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

2513 Novice - religious org. 

8783 Nozzle worker - const. md. 

7719 Nozzle worker - mining md. 

2156 Nuclear engineer - any ind. 

3155 Nuclear medicine technician - health & soc. serv. md . 

2113 Nuclear physicist - any mud. 

2156 Nuclear power plant design engineer - any md. 

9531 Nuclear-reactor operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9317 Number stamper - any md. 

9519 Numbering-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2183 Numerical control tool programmer - any md. 

8313 Numerical-control-machine operator - tab. metal prod. 
md. 

5130 Numismatist - any md. 

2513 Nun - religious org. 

3131 Nurse - health admin. 

3135 Nurse aide - any md. 

3131 Nurse consultant - non-institutional health serv. 

3131 Nurse practitioner - health & soc. serv. md . 

3130 Nurse supervisor - hospitals 

3131 Nurse-in-training - hospitals 

2731 Nursery aid teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 

6147 Nursery attendant - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 

7119 Nursery farmer - agric. md. 

5141 Nursery salesperson - non-store retail md. 

2731 Nursery school teacher - day-care & nursery school 
serv. 

7195 Nursery worker - agric. md. 

3139 Nursery-school attendant - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3134 Nursing assistant - any md. 

1134 Nursing director - hospitals 
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2793 Nursing instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

3132 Nursing orderhes - health & soc. serv. md . 

1134 Nursing superintendent - hospitals 

2793 Nursing teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

8331 Nut former - lab. metal prod. md. 

7185 Nut gatherer - agric. md. 

7115 Nut grower - agric. md. 

8213 Nut roaster - Other food prod. End. 

1134 Nutrition director - any End. 

2111 Nutritional chemist - any md. 

3152 Nutritionist - any End. 
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8359 Oar maker - sash, door & millwork ind. 

2165 Observer - petrol, & nat. gas lad. 

4179 Observer - telecom. carriers lad. 

3111 Obstetrician - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3131 Occupational health nurse - health & SOC. serv. lad. 

3138 Occupational therapist - any md. 

3139 Occupational-therapy aide - health & soc. serv. lad. 

2112 Oceanographer - any ind. 

3111 Oculist - health & soc. serv. lad. 

9918 Odd-job labourer any lad. 

8158 Off-bearer - clay prod. lad. 

9918 Off-bearer - n.e.c. 

8215 Offal separator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

4141 Office appliance operator - any lad. 

6130 Office building supervisor - serv. to bldg. & dwellings 

6191 Office cleaner - any lad. 

4197 Office clerk - any lad. 

4141 Office equipment operator - any lad. 

1149 Office manager - any md. 

4177 Office messenger - any iad. 

4190 Office supervisor - any lad. 

8585 Office-machine installer - any lad. 

8585 Office-machine mechanic - any lad. 

4141 Office-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Office-machine servicer - any md. 

6111 OffIcer - firefighting serv. 

6112 Officer - police serv. 

6116 Officer Cadet - defence serv. 

1179 Official - bus. assoc.; pi-of. membership assoc.; labour 
org. 

1113 Official - educ. admin.; health admin. 

2333 Official, Boy Scouts and Girl Guides - civic & frat. org . 

9512 Offset printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9512 Offset-machine operator - comb. pub. & print, md. 

9512 Offset-press operator - comb. pub. & print, lad. 

8161 Oil blender - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8161 Oil compounder - refined petrol. prod. lad. 

9539 Oil controller - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline trans. 
lad.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

5130 Oil distributor - petrol. prod.. whlse. 

7711 Oil driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9317 Oil filler - refined petrol. prod. lad. 

9539 Oil gauger - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

1116 Oil gauger - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 
admin. 

8171 Oil grinder - paint & varnish lad. 

9916 Oil inspector - n.e.c. 

1116 Oil inspector - resource conserv. & industrial devpt. 
admin. 

2143 Oil installation construction engineer - any ind. 

3311 Oil painter - any md. 

7719 Oil pipe inspector - petrol. & nat. gas lad. 

8179 Oil processor - refined petrol. prod. lad. 

2159 Oil prospector - contract drilling, oil & gas mci. 

9539 Oil pumper - any mad. 

8163 Oil reclaimer - chem. & chem. prod. lad. 

8165 Oil refiner - refined petrol. prod. lad. 

5179 Oil speculator - any ind. 

9539 Oil switcher - petrol. & nat. gas lad. 

8176 Oil tester - refined petrol. prod. lad. 

8179 Oil treater - refined petrol. prod. lad. 

2154 Oil well engineer - petrol. & nat. gas lad. 

8799 Oil-burner installer - any lad. 

8589 Oil-burner servicer - any md. 

5170 Oil-lease broker - security brokers & dealers 

8584 Oil-pump-station mechanic - any md. 

9175 Oil-spreader operator - const. md. 

9175 Oil-transport driver - trans. lad. 
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9175 Oil-truck driver - trans. md. 

7711 Oil-well cementer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7711 Oil-well driller - any md. 

9539 Oil-well pumper - any md. 

7715 Oil-well shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
8279 Oilcloth maker - any md. 

9519 Oilcloth printer - any md. 

8529 Oiler - clock & watch md. 

8298 Oiler - leather tanneries 

8568 Oiler - luggage, purse & handbag md.; other leather & 
allied prod. md. 

8589 Oiler - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; const. md. 

8589 Oiler - motor veh. md. 

8589 Oiler - railroad rolling stock md.; railway trans. serv. 
md. 

9157 Oiler - water trans. md. 

8589 Oiler, stationary engine - any md. 

8295 Oiling-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8229 Oleomargarine maker - any md. 

2131 Olericulturist - any md. 

1119 Ombudsman - regulatory serv. 

7717 On-setter - mining md. 

7115 Onion farmer - agric. md. 

9515 Opaquer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8131 Open-hearth-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

7718 Open-pit labourer - mining md. 

7717 Open-pit miner - mining md. 

8217 Opener - fish prod. md. 

8261 Opener tender - textile prod. md. 

8719 Operating engineer - const. md. 

9531 Operating engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

9539 Operating engineer - n.e.c. 

3130 Operating room supervisor - hospitals 

3139 Operating-room technician - hospitals 

1143 Operation manager - any md. 

3360 Operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6143 Operator - barber & beauty shops 

9531 Operator - elec. power syst. md. 

3315 Operator - photographers 

8230 Operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9191 Operator - urban transit syst. md. 

3154 Ophthalmic dispenser - health & soc. serv. md .; 
opticians shops 

3111 Ophthalmologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
2159 Optical designer - sd. & prof. equip. md. 

3154 Optical dispenser - health & soc. serv. md .; opticians 
shops 

2159 Optical engineer - any md. 

2119 Optical instrument specialist - any md. 

8373 Optical mechanic - any md. 

8373 Optical technician - any md. 

8379 Optical worker - ophthalmic goods md. 

3154 Optician - opticians shops 

2113 Optics physicist - any md. 

3153 Optologist - opticians shops 

3153 Optometrist - opticians shops 

3158 Oral hygienist - any md. 

3113 Oral surgeon - any md. 

3136 Oral therapist - any md. 

3335 Orator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7185 Orchard pruner - agric. md. 

7185 Orchard sprayer - agric. md. 

7185 Orchard worker - agric. md. 

7115 Orchardist - agric. md. 

3331 Orchestra conductor - any md. 

3331 Orchestra leader - any md. 

3331 Orchestrator - any md. 

4153 Order and delivery clerk - any md. 

4179 Order clerk - n.e.c. 

5149 Order clerk - retail trade md. 

9175 Order driver - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

4159 Order filler - any md. 

4197 Order office clerk - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

4113 Ordertypist - anyind. 

8293 Ordering-machine operator - leaf tobacco md. 

3132 Orderly - health & soc. serv. md . 
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9155 Ordinary seaman/woman - water trans. md. 

2159 Ordnance engineer - any md. 

8111 Ore crusher - metal mines; coal mines; primary metal 
md. 

8153 Ore crusher - quarry & sand pit md.; const. md.; non-
metal mines (exc. coal) 

7719 Ore grader - mining md. 

8111 Ore grinder - metal mines; coal mines; primary metal 
md. 

8153 Ore grinder - non-metal mines (exc. coat); quarry & 
sand pit md.; const. md. 

9916 Ore sampler - n.e.c. 

8116 Oresampler - primarymetalind. 

8113 Ore screener - mining md. 

7718 Ore sorter - mining md. 

9313 Ore trimmer - any md. 

8113 Ore washer - metal mines 

3339 Organ grinder - any md. 

8599 Organ installer - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

2792 Organ teacher - any md. 

8599 Organ tuner - any md. 

2111 Organic chemist - any md. 

3332 Organist - any md. 

1173 Organizational analyst - any md. 

1179 Organizer - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; 
labour org. 

1142 Organizer - bus, serv. md. 

1142 Organizer, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. org . 

8784 Ornamental plasterer - const. md. 

8339 ornamental-iron erector - const. md. 

8339 Ornamental-iron worker - const. md. 

8599 Ornamental-machine-design caster - turn. & fixture md. 

8599 Ornamenter - turn. & fixture md. 

8213 Ornamenter - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

2133 Ornithologist - any md. 

3161 Orthodontic technician - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

3113 Orthodontist - anyind. 

3111 Orthopaedic surgeon - health & soc. serv. md  

3111 Orthopaedist - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3169 Orthopedic mechanic - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

3169 Orthopedic technologist and technician - sci. & prof. 
equip. ind. 

5135 Orthopedic-shoe fitter - retail trade md. 

8561 Orthopedic-shoe maker - any md. 

8561 Orthopedic-shoe repairer - any md. 

3169 Orthoptist - health & SOC. serv. md . 

2133 Osteologist - museums & archives 

3117 Osteopath - any md. 

3117 Osteopathic doctor - any md. 

3117 Osteopathic physician - any md. 

3111 Osteopathic surgeon - any md. 

3117 Osteopathist - any md. 

3111 Otolaryngologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Otologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8589 Outboard-motor repairer - any md. 

5130 Outfitter - retail trade md. 

3131 Outpost nurse - health & soc. serv. md . 

8551 Outside cutter - footwear md. 

7710 Outside foreman/woman - mining md. 

9131 Outside hostler - railway trans. serv. ind. 

9550 Outside plant supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8551 Outsole cutter - footwear md. 

8561 Outsote rounder - footwear md. 

8579 Outsoler - other rubber prod. md. 

8227 Ovaltine maker - any md. 

9919 Oven dauber - rntg. md. 

8213 Oven operator - bakery prod. md. 

8215 Oven operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8213 Oven tender - bakery prod. md. 

8595 Oven tender - turn. & fixture md.; stamped, press. & 
coat. metal prod. 

8151 Oven tender - glass & glass prod. md. 

8167 Oven tender - other elec. prod. md . 

8167 Oven tender - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8563 Overall maker - clothing md. 

8563 Overall operator - clothing md. 

8563 Overcaster - any md. 
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8581 Overhauler - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 	8167 Oxidizer - paint & varnish md. 

9311 Overhead-crane operator - any md. 8335 Oxyacetylene cutter - any md. 

8335 Oxyacetylene welder - any md. 
9512 Overlay cutter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9539 Oxygen pumper - any md. 
8563 Overseanier - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

3162 Oxygen-equipment technician - hospitals 

7510 Overseer - logging & forestry md. 3162 Oxygen-therapy technician - hospitals 

7710 Overseer - mines, quarries & oil wells 8217 Oyster canner - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 

8571 Overshoe maker - other rubber prod. ind. 2133 Oyster culturist - any md. 

6130 Owner - lodging houses & residential clubs 7313 Oyster digger - any md, 

6130 Owner - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist 7313 Oyster dredger - any md. 

homes 7313 Oyster fisherman/Woman - any md. 

8161 Oxidizer - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric ind. 7319 Oyster grower - fishing md. 

8591 Oxidizer - jewel. & precious metal md. 8217 Oyster shucker - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 
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7719 Pack buikier - mining md. 

9199 Pack-train operator - any md. 

4177 Package deliverer - accom.. food & bev. serv. md . 

3313 Package designer - any md. 

9317 Package labeler - any md. 

9317 Package wrapper - any md. 

9315 Package-lift operator - any md. 

8221 Packer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8217 Packer - fish prod. md. 

8215 Packer - meat & pouflry prod. md. 

7719 Packer - mining md. 

9317 Packer - n.e.c. 

4153 Packing and shipping clerk - any md. 

8569 Pad maker - leather & allied prod. md. 

8569 Padder - clothing md., leather & allied prod. md. 

8273 Padder - textile prod. md.; primary textile ind. 

8273 Padder-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

3111 Paediatrician - health & SOC. serv. md. 

3113 Paedodontist - health & soc. serv. md . 

6135 Page - hotels & motor hotels 

4177 Page- n.e.c. 

9519 Pager - comb. pub. & print. md.; platernakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

8595 Paint baker - turn. & fixture md.; tab. metal prod. md. 

8151 Paint baker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8595 Paint baker - sporting goods & toy md. 

2111 Paint chemist - any md. 

8595 Paint dipper - turn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

9317 Paint filler - paint & varnish md. 

2111 Paint formulator - paint & varnish md. 

8176 Paint inspector - paint & varnish md. 

8161 Paint maker - paint & varnish md. 

8161 Paint miller - paint & varnish md. 

8161 Paint mixer - paint & varnish md. 

8178 Paint pourer - other mfg. prod. md . 

2117 Paint technician - any md. 

8161 Paint thinner - paint & varnish ind. 

8785 Painter - const. ind. 

8595 Painter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8595 Painter - turn. & fixture md. 

8595 Painter - glass & glass prod. md. 

8295 Painter - leather tanneries 

8595 Painter - motor veh. repair shops 

8595 Painter - n.e.c. 

8595 Painter - primary metal md. 

8595 Painter - railroad rolling stock md.; shipbldg. & repair 
md. 

8785 Painter and decorator - const. md. 

8785 Painter and paperhanger - any md. 

8780 Painter foreman/woman - const. md. 

3311 Painter, artist - any md. 

8596 Painting and finishing inspector - any md. 

2792 Painting teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2353 Paintings restorer - any md. 

8569 Pairer - footwear md. 

8569 Pairer, except hosiery - clothing md. 

8276 Pairer, hosiery - hosiery md. 

2133 Paleobotanist - any md. 

2112 Paleontologist - any md. 

9315 Palletizer operator - any md. 

3339 Palmist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

4177 Pamphlet distributor - any md. 

8228 Pan cleaner - bakery prod. md. 

8228 Pan feeder - bakery prod. mmd. 

8228 Pan greaser, machine - bakery prod. md. 

8223 Pan operator - dairy prod. md. 

8213 Pan operator - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 
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8229 Pan operator - Other food prod. md. 

8228 Pan racker - bakery prod. md, 

8225 Pan tender - cane & beet sugar md. 

8158 Pan tender - clay prod. md. 

8228 Pan washer - bakery prod. md. 
8333 Panel maker - other serv. md. incid. to trans. n.e.c.; 

motor veh. repair shops 

8233 Panel patcher - veneer & plywood md. 

8355 Panel raiser - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8233 Panel sanding machine operator - veneer & plywood 
md. 

8513 Panel setter - motor veh. md. 

8355 Panel-raiser operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8228 Penner - bakery prod. md. 

8228 Penner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8391 Pantograph engraver - jewel. & precious metal md.; 
tab. metal prod. md. 

9515 Pantograph-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. 
nd. 

9515 Pantographer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md.; 
pulp & paper md. 

6129 Pantry goods maker - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8563 Pants maker - clothing md. 

5143 Paper carrier - retail trade md. 

8253 Paper coater - pulp & paper md. 

9519 Paper conditioner - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8593 Paper cutter - any md. 

8253 Paper finisher - pulp & paper md. 

8256 Paper grader - pulp & paper md. 

8258 Paper handler - pulp & paper md. 

8256 Paper inspector - pulp & paper md. 

8598 Paper jogger - any ind. 

8593 Paper jogger operator - any md. 

8250 Paper machine foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 

8253 Paper maker - pulp & paper md. 

8593 Paper patternmaker - any md. 

9519 Paper ruler - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5143 Paper seller - retail trade md. 

8593 Paper slitter - any ind. 

8253 Paper stainer - pulp & paper md. 

8256 Paper tester - pulp & paper md. 

8259 Paper worker - pulp & paper md. 

8596 Paper-bag inspector - any md. 

8593 Paper-bag maker - any md. 
8593 Paper-box maker - any md. 

8253 Paper-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 

8253 Paper-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 

8785 Paperhanger - any md. 

8569 Parachute repairer - any md. 

2349 Paralegal - any md. 

2133 Parasitologist - any md. 

9314 Parcel carrier - retail trade md. 

6198 Parcel checker - any md. 

9314 Parcel clerk - retail trade md. 

9317 Parcel wrapper - any md. 

4172 Parcel-post carrier - postal serv. md. 

4173 Parcel-post clerk - any md. 

4172 Parcel-post truck driver - postal serv. md. 

8221 Parer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

2511 Parish priest - religious org. 

2519 Parish visitor - religious org. 

3375 Park attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7195 Park caretaker - govt. serv. ind. 

7511 Park ranger - logging & forestry md. 

1119 Park superintendent - govt. serv. md . 

6119 Park warden - govt. serv. md . 

6112 Parking-control officer - police serv. 

6199 Parking-lot attendant - any md. 

6190 Parking-lot operator - any md. 

6190 Parking-lot supervisor - any md. 

4199 Parking-meter collector - local govt. serv. ind. 

6199 Parking-station attendant - any md. 

2331 Parole director - any md. 

2331 Parole officer - any md. 

2331 Parole supervisor - any md. 

8781 Parquetry-floor layer - any md. 

7718 Part drawer - mining md. 
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5130 Partner - retail trade End. 

9318 Parts chaser - any md. 

4155 Parts clerk- n.e.c. 

5135 Parts clerk - whise. trade md.; retail trade End. 

8515 Parts titter - aircraft & parts End. 

8526 Parts inspector - motor veh. End,; aircraft & parts End. 

1137 Parts manager - other motor veh. parts & access. 
whise.; tire, battery, parts & access. stores 

2160 Party chief, surveying - other sci. & tech. serv. 

5179 Party director - retail trade md. 

4193 Passenger agent - trans. End. 

9133 Passenger conductor - railway trans. serv. md. 

6193 Passenger elevator operator - any End. 

5177 Passenger solicitor - trans. End. 

4193 Passenger-booking clerk - trans. md. 

8228 Passer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8161 Paste maker - adhesives md. 

8159 Pastsr - clay prod. md. 

8528 Paster - motor veh. End. 

8221 Pasteurizer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. End. 

8223 Pasteurizer operator - dairy prod. md. 

2511 Pastor - religious org. 

2519 Pastoral worker - religious org. 

8213 Pastry baker - any End. 

8213 Pastry chef - any End. 

8213 Pastry cook - any End. 

6121 Pastry helper - accom., food & boy. serv. End. 

9317 Pastry wrapper - any End. 

7180 Pasture managing supervisor - agric. End. 

8563 Patcher - clothing ind.; primary textile End. 

6169 Patcher - laundries & cleaners 

8295 Patcher - leather tanneries 

9193 Patcher - mining End. 

8571 Patcher - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general 
repairs) 

8549 Patcher - wooden box & pallet End. 

8233 Patcher operator - veneer & plywood End. 

2349 Patent agent - any End. 

2343 Patent attorney - any End. 

2349 Patent clerk - any End. 

1116 Patent examiner - regulatory serv. 

2343 Patent lawyer - any End. 

2343 Patent solicitor - any ind. 

3156 Pathological technician - hospitals 

2133 Pathologist - agric. End.; govt. serv. Id. 

6112 Patrol driver - polEce serv. 

3371 Patrol judge - amuse. & rec. serv. End. 

6112 Patrol officer - police serv. 

3375 Patroller - amuse. & rec. serv. End. 

8799 Patroller - hEgh., St. & bridge main. End. 

7511 Patroller - logging & forestry End. 

7719 Patroller - mining End. 

9539 Patroller - pipeline trans. End. 

6115 Patroller - railway trans. serv. End. 

8267 Pattern card preparer - primary textile End. 

8148 Pattern carrier - prEmary metal End. 

8267 Pattern changer - primary textile End. 

8148 Pattern cleaner - primary metal End. 

8551 Pattern finisher - footwear End. 

8395 Pattern gater - iron foundries 

3314 Pattern Ellustrator - any End. 

8395 Pattern layout marker - primary metal End. 

8551 Pattern marker - clothing End. 

8137 Pattern moulder - iron foundries 

8351 Pattern repairer. primary metal md. 

8351 Pattern setter - primary metal End. 

8267 Pattern weaver - primary textile End. 

8395 Pattern worker - aircraft & parts md. 

8551 Patternbinder - footwear End. 

8395 Patternmaker - aircraft & parts ind.; motor veb. End. 

8351 Patternmaker - boatbldg. & repair End.; shipbldg. & 
repair End. 

8395 Patternmaker - clay prod. End.; other non-metallic mEn. 
prod. 

8551 Pattemmaker - clothing End. 

8551 Patternmaker - footwear End. 
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8395 Patternmaker - turn. & fixture md. 

8313 Patternmaker - mach. shop md. 

8395 Patternmajcer - other mfg. prod. md .; sign & display 
md. 

8395 Patternrnaker - plastic prod. md. 

8351 Patternmaker - sash, door & millwork md. 

8350 Patternmaker foreman/woman, wood - turn. & fixture 
md.; sash, door & millwork md. 

8550 Patternmaking foreman/woman - clothing md. 

8390 Patternshop foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8713 Paver - const. md. 

8713 Paver operator - oonst. md. 

8796 Paving inspector - const. md. 

8371 Paving-block maker - any md. 

5199 Pawn-shop keeper - retail trade md. 

5199 Pawnbroker - retail trade md. 

8711 Pay loader operator - any md. 

4141 Pay-roll machine operator - any md. 

4133 Paying and receiving teller - banks & other intermed. 

4131 Paymaster - n.e.c. 

4130 Paymaster - railway trans. serv. md . 

4131 Payment-checking clerk - elec. power syst. md. 

4131 Payroll clerk - any md. 

7115 Peach grower - agric. md. 

8213 Peanut blancher - Other food prod. md. 

8213 Peanut roaster - Other food prod. md. 

8229 Peanut-butter maker - food md. 

8213 Peanut-roaster operator - Other food prod. md. 

8591 Pearl cutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Pearl dipper - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Pearl maker - any md. 

8591 Pearl setter - any md. 

7718 Peat digger - mining md. 

7717 Peat moss cutting machine operator - mining md. 

7717 Peat moss gathering machine operator - mining md. 

8295 Pebbler - leather tanneries 

3119 Pediculist - any md. 

7115 Pedigreed seed grower - agric. md. 

5141 Pedlar - n.e.c. 

5130' Pedlar - other waste materials whlse. 

8221 Peeler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8238 Peeler - pulp & paper md. 

8238 Peeler - wood md. 

8211 Pellet machine operator - teed md. 

8179 Pellet machine operator - plastic prod. md. 

8179 Pelletizer - plastic prod. md. 

8295 Pelt dyer - other mfg. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8295 Pelt flesher - other mtg. prod. md.: leather tanneries 

8296 Pelt grader - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
n.e.c. 

8296 Pelt inspector - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8295 Pelt plucker - leather tanneries; other mtg. prod. md . 
n.e.c. 

8295 Pelt stretcher - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 

8295 Pelt trimmer - leather tanneries: other mtg. prod. md . 

8599 Pen maker - any md. 

8599 Pencil assembler - any md. 

8599 Pencil maker - any md. 

1113 Penitentiary director - correctional serv. 

6115 Penitentiary guard - correctional serv. 

2313 Penologist - any md. 

1116 Pension examiner - federal govt. serv. md. 

8295 Percher - leather tanneries 

8276 Percher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8568 Perforating machine operator - clothing md. 

8551 Perforating machine operator - footwear md. 

9519 Perforating-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9317 Perforating-machine operator - n.e.c. 

8568 Perforator - clothing md. 

9519 Perforator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8551 Perforator - footwear md. 

9317 Perforator - n.e.c. 

7715 Perforator operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2145 Performance analyst - air trans. md. 

1176 Performance controller - any md. 

8161 Perfume maker - any md. 
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3113 Periodontist - any md. 

9319 Perishable-freight inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

6143 Permanent waver - any md. 

5199 Permanent-wave demonstrator - any md. 

8782 Permastone installer - any md. 

8265 Perner operator - textile prod. i. primary textile md. 

6142 Personal attendant - private households 

6142 Personal servant - private households 

5199 Personal-service shopper - retail trade md. 

4195 Personnel clerk - any md. 

1174 Personnel counsellor - any md. 

1136 Personnel director - any md. 

1174 Personnel interviewer - any md. 

1136 Personnel manager - any md. 

1174 Personnel officer - any md. 

1174 Personnel supervisor - any md. 

7199 Pet groomer - agric. md. 

2142 Petrochemical process design engineer - any md. 

2112 Petrographer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2154 Petroleum engineer - any md. 

8165 Petroleum refiner - refined petrol. prod. md . 

2112 Petrologist - any md. 

2133 Pharmaceutical botanist - any md. 

2111 Pharmaceutical chemist - n.e.c. 

3151 Pharmaceutical chemist - whlse. trade md.; retail trade 
md. 

8176 Pharmaceutical inspector - pharm. & medicine md. 

5133 Pharmaceutical representative - mfg. md.; whlse. trade 
md. 

8179 Pharmaceutical worker - pharm. & medicine md. 

3151 Pharmacist - any md. 

2133 Pharmacologist - any md. 

3156 Pharmacy technician - any md. 

7113 Pheasant breeder - agric. md. 

7183 Pheasant farm worker - agric. md. 

5130 Philatelist - any md. 

2319 Philologist - any md. 

9919 Phonograph attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md .  

9919 Phonographic-record changer - amuse. & rec. serv. 
md. 

2163 Photo cartographer - any md. 

3319 Photo colourer - any md. 

9591 Photo developer - any md. 

3351 Photo editor - any ind. 

9591 Photo finisher - any md. 

9590 Photo laboratory chief - any md. 

9591 Photo laboratory technician - any md. 

9591 Photo laboratory worker - any md. 

9591 Photo negative cleaner - any md. 

9591 Photo negative restorer - any md. 

9591 Photo negative retoucher - any md. 

9591 Photo negative spotter - any md. 

9591 Photo slide maker - any md. 

9591 Photo spotter - any md. 

9512 Photo-offset printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9559 Photo-radio operator - radio broadcast. md. 

8585 Photocopy machine servicer - off., store & bus. mach. 

9515 Photoengraver - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9510 Photoengraving foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. 
md.; platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9515 Photoengraving proofer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2143 Photogrammetric engineer - any md. 

2169 Photogrammetrist - any md. 

9591 Photograph developer - any ind. 

9591 Photograph enlarger - any md. 

9591 Photograph finisher - any md. 

9599 Photograph inspector - photographers 

9591 Photograph mounter - any md. 

9591 Photograph printer - any md. 

9591 Photograph retoucher - any md. 

3315 Photographer, general - any md. 

3319 Photographer's model - any md. 

8527 Photographic equipment assembler - scm. & prof. equip. 
md. 

9590 Photographic foreman/woman - any md. 

9591 Photographic technician - any md. 

4141 Photographic-machine operator - any md. 
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9591 Photography technscian - any md. 

9515 Photolithographer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9591 Photoprinter - any md. 

9591 Photostat operator - any md. 

9591 Photostat-machine operator - any md. 

3339 Phrenologist - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

2155 Physical aerodynamicist - aircraft & parts md. 

2113 Physical aerodynamicist - n.e.c. 

2111 Physical chemist - any md. 

3379 Physical culturist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3370 Physical education director - any md. 

3370 Physical education supervisor - any md. 

3370 Physical education teacher - n.e.c. 

2733 Physical education teacher - sec. educ. 

2119 Physical metallurgical engineer - any md. 

2119 Physical metallurgist - any md. 

2117 Physical sciences laboratory technician - any md. 

2119 Physical sciences laboratory worker - any md. 

3137 Physical therapist - any ind. 

3131 Physical therapy nurse - any md. 

3370 Physical training director- any ind. 

3370 Physical training instructor - any md, 

3370 Physical training teacher - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3111 Physician - any md. 

3139 Physicians attendant - any md. 

2113 Physicist - any md. 

3339 Physiognomist - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2111 Physiological chemist - any md. 

2133 Physiologist - any md. 

3137 Physiotherapist - any md. 

3130 Physiotherapy supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 

2133 Phytopathologist - any md. 

3332 Pianist - any md. 

8599 Piano maker - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

8595 Piano refinisher - any md. 

8599 Piano repairer - any md. 

8599 Piano stringer - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

2792 Piano teacher - any md. 

8599 Piano tuner - any md. 

8541 Piano-case maker - any md. 

7717 Pick miner - mining md. 

7517 Pick-up worker - logging md. 

7718 Picker - mining md. 

8149 Picker - primary metal md. 

8238 Picker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8261 Picker - textile prod. md. 

8261 Picker tender - textile prod. md. 

7513 Picket maker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 
md. 

8229 Pickle maker - any md. 

8221 PickIer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8295 Pickier - leather tanneries 

8143 Pickier - primary metal md. 

8143 Pickier operator - any md. 

3311 Picture copyist, artist - any md. 

9591 Picture enlarger - any md. 

8534 Picture tube assembler - electron. components ind. 

8213 Piebaker - anymnd. 

8213 Pie chef - any md. 

8213 Piemaker - anymnd. 

8213 Pie-filling mixer - bakery prod. md. 

8279 Piecer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

9310 Pier foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

8258 Pier worker - pulp & paper md. 

8135 Piercing-mill operator - primary metal md. 

8137 Pig caster - primary metal md. 

8215 Pig sticker - any md. 

8137 Pig-casting-machine operator - primary metal md. 

8131 Pig-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

7113 Pigeon fancier - agrmc. md. 

8171 Pigment grinder - paint & varnish ind. 

9319 Pigment pumper - rubber prod. md. 

8719 Pile driver - const. md. 
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8719 Pile-driver engineer - const. md. 

8719 Pile-driver operator - const. md. 

8710 Pile-driving foreman/woman - const. md. 

9318 Piler -anymnd. 

8179 Pill maker - any ind. 

7719 Pillar builder- mining md. 

8179 Pilling-machine operator, plastics - chem. & chem 
prod. md. 

9111 Pilot - air trans. md. 

9151 Pilot - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8158 Pin cleaner - clay prod. md. 

8511 Pin fitter - motor veh. parts & access. 

8334 Pin maker - fab. metal prod. md. 

8798 Pin puller - const. md. 

8584 Pin puller - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8584 Pin pusher - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

3375 Pin setter - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8584 Pin setter - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8527 Pinion maker - clock & watch md. 

8568 Pinker - clothing md. 

8568 Pinking-machine operator - clothing md. 

8228 Pinner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8334 Pipe bender - fab. metal prod. md. 

8791 Pipe caulker - const. md. 

8791 Pipe caulker - water syst. md.; gas distribution syst. 
md. pipeline trans. md. 

9918 Pipe cleaner - any md. 

8137 Pipe coremaker - iron foundries 

8786 Pipe coverer - any md. 

8786 Pipe coverer, asbestos - any md. 

8786 Pipe coverer, cork - any md. 

8786 Pipe coverer, felt - any md. 

8791 Pipe cutter - const. md. 

8315 Pipe cutter - n.e.c. 

8787 Pipe doper - const. md. 

8371 Pipe finisher - clay prod. md. 

8515 Pipe fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8791 Pipe fitter - gas distribution syst. md.; const. md.  

8583 Pipe fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 

8791 Pipe installer - const. md. 

8786 Pipe insulator - const. md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 

8786 Pipe insulator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8711 Pipe layer - industrial & heavy (engineering) const. md 

8799 Pipe liner - gas & oil pipelines 

8141 Pipe maker - primary metal ind. 

7711 Pipe puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7711 Pipe racker - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8791 Pipe setter - const. md. 

8315 Pipe threader - any md. 

8592 Pipe Fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

6592 Pipe Installer - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8334 Pipe-bender operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8799 Pipe-cleaning-machine operator - gas & oil pipelines 

8780 Pipe-fitter foreman/woman - const. md. 

8710 Pipe-line foreman/woman - industrial & heavy 
(engineering) const. md. 

9539 Pipe-line gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol. & 
nat. gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 

8796 Pipe-line inspector - gas & oil pipelines 

1147 Pipe-line manager - any md. 

1175 Pipe-line scout - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline 
trans. md. 

8711 Pipe-line stabber - any md. 

2161 Pipe-line surveyor - any md. 

9539 Pipe-line walker - pipeline trans. md. 

8711 Pipe-line worker - const. md. 

8599 Pipe-organ installer - musical instrument & sound 
recording md. 

9530 Pipeline foreman/woman - pipeline trans. md. 

9539 Pipeline inspector - pipeline trans. md. 

8563 Piper - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Piper - other textile prod. md. 

8119 Piper servicer - primary metal md. 

8265 Pirn operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile ind. 

8511 Piston fitter - motor veh. parts & access. 

8316 Piston inspector - motor veh. parts & access.; motor 
veh. md. 
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7710 Pit foreman/woman - mining md. 

8137 Pit moulder - iron foundries 

9918 Pit worker - any md. 

8527 Pivoter - clock & watch md. 

2333 Placement secretary - health & soc. serv. md . 

8158 Placer - clay prod. md. 

7719 Placer miner - mining md. 

3371 Placing judge - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6112 Plain-clothes officer - police serv. 

2161 Plane table operator, surveying - other sci. & tech. 
serv. 

8315 Planer - tab, metal prod. ind. 

8355 Planer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8238 Planer feeder - sash, door & millwork md. 

8315 Planer operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8355 Planer operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8231 Planer operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8371 Planer operator, stonework - other non-metallic mm 
prod. 

8371 Planer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8350 Planing foreman/woman - furn. & fixture md.; sash, 
door & millwork md. 

2143 Planning engineer - const. hid. 

2144 Planning engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

2133 Plant anatomist - any md. 

2131 Plantbreeder - anyind. 

8584 Plant changer - mfg. md. 

1147 Plant chief - telecom. carriers md. 

2147 Plant design engineer - any md. 

7195 Plant doctor - agric. md. 

2133 Plant ecologist - any md. 

2144 Plant engineer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. 
carriers md. 

9530 Plant foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; gas 
distribution syst. ind. 

6115 Plant gatekeeper - any md. 

6115 Plantguard - anyind. 

2133 Plant pathologist - any md. 

2133 Plant physiologist - any md.  

2131 Plant scientist - any ind. 

1143 Plant superintendent - any md. 

2133 Plant taxonomist - any md. 

5149 Plant tour guide - bakery prod. md. 

8599 Plaque maker - any md. 

8784 Plaster lather - const. md. 

8784 Plaster moulder - const. md. 

8395 Plaster patternmaker - any md. 

8784 Plasterer - any ind. 

8780 Plasterer foreman/woman - any md. 

8798 Plasterer tender - any md. 

2111 Plastic chemist - any md. 

8171 Plastic cutter - plastic & syn. resin md. 

2142 Plastic engineer - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8573 Plastic moulder - plastic prod. md. 

3111 Plastic surgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 

8311 Plastic tool maker - fab. metal prod. md. 

8593 Plastic-bag maker - any md. 

8573 Plastic-casket maker - coffin & casket md. 

8573 Plastic-casket moulder - coffin & casket md. 

8395 Plastic-jig and form builder - any md. 

8393 Plastic-products buffer - any md. 

8390 Plastic-products buffing foreman/woman - any ind. 

8393 Plastic-products trimmer - any md. 

8161 Plasticator - rubber prod. mci. 

8573 Plastics-press operator - plastic prod. md. 

9918 Plate cleaner - any md. 

9514 Plate engraver, hand - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9519 Plate finisher - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9515 Plate finisher - platemakg., type. & bind. mci. 

8592 Plate fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

9515 Plate grainer - comb. pub. & print. md.; stamped, 
press. & coat. metal prod. 

8393 Plate grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 

8592 Plate hanger - shipbldg. & repair ind. 

9515 Plate maker - platemakg. type. & bind. md. 

9514 Plate maker, except photoengraving - platemakg., type. 
& bind. md. 
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9512 Plate printer - any md. 

8135 Plate roller - primary metal md. 

8334 Plate setter - lab. metal prod. md. 

7718 Plate worker - mining md. 

8795 Plate-glass installer - any md. 

8337 Plate-shear operator - fab. struct. metal prod. md.; 
ornamental & architectural metal prod. md. 

9518 Platen press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9512 Platen press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8593 Platen press operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

8337 Plater - fab. struct. metal prod. md. 

8591 Plater - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8253 Plater - pulp & paper md. 

8337 Plater - shipbldg. & repair md.; power boiler & heat 
exchanger md. 

8143 Plater - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8130 Plater foreman/woman - stamped, press. & coat. metal 
prod. 

8337 Plater improver - shipbldg. & repair md.; power boiler & 
heat exchanger md. 

8146 Plating inspector - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8253 Plating-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 

8143 Plating-tank operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal 
prod. 

8591 Platinum worker - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8591 Platinumsmith - any md. 

2333 Play leader - any md. 

2333 Playground instructor - any md. 

2333 Playground sports director - any md. 

2333 Playground supervisor - any md. 

3351 Playwright - any md. 

6165 Pleater - laundries & cleaners 

8569 Pleater, fabricating and repair - clothing md.; spun yarn 
& woven cloth 

8279 Pleater, processing - textile prod. md. primary textile 
md. 

8575 Plexiglass assembler - aircraft & parts md.; plastic 
prod. md. 

8575 Plexiglass former - plastic prod. md.; aircraft & parts 
md. 

8575 Plexiglass repairer - aircraft & parts md.; plastic prod. 
md. 

8523 Plow mounter - agric. impl. md . 

8295 Plucker - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 

8293 Plug former - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Plug inspector - tobacco prod. md. 

8531 Plug maker - elec. & electron. prod. md. 

8293 Plug maker - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Plug moulder - tobacco prod. ind. 

8293 Plug roller - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Plug wrapper - tobacco prod. md. 

7713 Plug-drill operator - mining md. 

8135 Plugger - primary steel md. 

8791 Plumber - any md. 

8780 Plumber foreman/woman - any md. 

8796 Plumbing inspector - const. md. 

8791 Plumbing installer - any md. 

8131 Plunger - primary metal md. 

8571 Ply assembler - tire & tube md. 

8571 Ply splicer - tire & tube md. 

8236 Plywood inspector - any md. 

8233 Plywood panel assembler - veneer & plywood md. 

8527 Pneumatic controls installer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8793 Pneumatic riveter - any md. 

8163 Poacher operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8563 Pocket setter - clothing md. 

8563 Pocket sewer - clothing md. 

8569 Pocketbook framer - leather & allied prod. md. 

3119 Podiatrist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3351 Poet - any md. 

8527 Pointer - clock & watch md. 

8563 Pointer - glove md. 

8319 Pointer operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

6121 Poissonnier - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8236 Pole inspector - wood md. 

7513 Pole maker - logging md. 

7513 Pole sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 
md. 
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6739 Pole setter - elec. power syst. incL; railway trans. md. 

8275 Pole tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8355 Pole-machine operator - wood preservation md. 

7519 Poler - logging md. 

8275 Poler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6113 Police agent - bus. serv. md. 

6112 Police cadet - police serv. 

6112 Police captain - police serv. 

6112 Police chief - police serv. 

1113 Police commissioner - police serv. 

6112 Police constable- police serv. 

6113 Police constable, railway - security & investigation 
serv. 

6112 Police corporal - police serv. 

6112 Police inspector - police serv. 

2341 Police judge - courts of law 

6112 Police lieutenant - police serv. 

2341 Police magistrate - courts of law 

6112 Police officer - police serv. 

6113 Police officers and private investigators supervisor - 
security & investigation serv. 

6112 Police sergeant - police serv. 

6112 Police superintendent - police serv. 

3111 Police surgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 

4135 Policy changer - insce. & real estate agen. 

5171 Policy writer - insce. md. 

8161 Polish maker - any md. 

8373 Polisher - clay prod. md. 

8393 Polisher - fab. metal prod. md.; motor veh. md. 

8561 Polisher - footwear md. 

8595 Polisher - furn. & fixture md. 

8591 Polisher - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8295 Polisher - leather tanneries 

6198 Polisher - motor veh. repair shops 

8373 Polisher - ophthalmic goods md. 

8599 Polisher, button - any md. 

8373 Polisher, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8393 Polishing machine operator - any md. 

8569 Polishing-wheel maker - motor veh. md. 

1142 Political organizer - political org. 

3351 Political reporter - radio & t.v. broadcast.; comb. pub. 
& print. md. 

2319 Political scientist - any md. 

4179 Political worker - political org. 

1111 Politician - other serv. n.e.c. 

2143 Pollution control engineer - any md. 

2147 Pollution control supervisor - environment admin. 

2117 Pollution control technician - any md. 

8179 Poly operator - plastic prod. md. 

2142 Poly-area supervisor - plastic & syn. resin md. 

6113 Polygraph examiner - bus. serv. md .; govt. serv. md . 

8176 Polymer tester - plastic & syn. resin md. 

2142 Polymerization supervisor - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8167 Polymerization-kettle operator - chem. & chem. prod. 
md . 

8179 Polymerizer - plastic prod. md. 

2131 Pomologist - any md. 

7517 Pond worker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging 
md. 

9199 Pony driver - mining md. 

9199 Pony worker - mining md. 

3375 Pool room attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6112 Pool-hall inspector - police serv. 

8213 Popcorn maker - any md. 

5141 Popcorn salesperson - non-store retail md. 

5141 Popcorn vendor - non-store retail md. 

8595 Porcelain repairer - any md. 

8215 Pork boner - meat prod. md. (exc. poultry) 

8215 Pork cutter - any md. 

1147 Port captain - water trans. md. 

1147 Port engineer - water trans. md. 

1147 Port manager - water trans. md. 

2161 Port surveyor - trans. & commun. admin. 

1147 Port warden - trans. & commun. admin. 

8353 Portable sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8231 Portable sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

6198 Porter - hospitals 
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6135 Porter - hotels & motor hotels 

6135 Porter - interurban & rural transit syst. md. 

6198 Porter - mfg. md.; banks & other intermed. 

3311 Portrait painter - any md. 

7513 Post cutter - logging md. 

4173 Post Office clerk - postal serv. md. 

7518 Post peeler - logging md. 

8711 Post-hole digger - any md. 

3111 Post-mortem pathologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

4172 Postal carrier - postal serv. md. 

4173 Postal clerk - any md. 

1116 Postal inspector - postal serv. md. 

1115 Postal Offices manager - govt. serv. md . 

4170 Postal supervisor - postal serv. md, 

9553 Postal telegraph operator - any md. 

3314 Poster artist - any md. 

4131 Posting clerk - any md. 

4141 Posting-machine operator - any ind. 

1115 Postmaster - postal serv. md. 

2513 Postulant - religious org. 

8110 Pot puncher trainer - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8131 Pot tender - non-fec. metal smelt. & refin. 

8149 Pot-liner - non-ter. metal smelt. & refin. 

8110 Pot-room foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & 
ref in. 

8131 Pot-room tender - non-fec. metal smelt. & ref in. 

7115 Potato farmer - agric. md. 

7115 Potato grower - agric. md. 

7185 Potato harvester - agric. md. 

7185 Potato planter - agric. ind. 

7185 Potato shipper - agric. md. 

8213 Potato-chip maker - any md. 

8155 Potter - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8293 Potter - tobacco prod. md. 

8595 Pottery decorator - any md. 

8151 Pottery glazer- any md. 

8156 Pottery-and-porcelain ware inspector - non-metallic 
mm. prod. md.  

7113 Poultry breeder, egg farmer - agric. ind. 

7113 Poultry breeder, meat farmer - agric. md. 

8215 Poultry cleaner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7196 Poultry culler - any md. 

8215 Poultry dresser - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7183 Poultry farm worker - agric. md. 

7113 Poultry farmer - agric. md. 

2131 Poultry field inspector - any md. 

8226 Poultry grader - any md. 

8226 Poultry inspector - poultry prod. md. 

1116 Poultry inspector - regulatory serv. 

8228 Poultry killer - meat & poultry prod. ind. 

8228 Poultry picker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8228 Poultry plucker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7183 Poultry plucker - n.e.c. 

2131 Poultry scientist- any md. 

7196 Poultry sexer - any md. 

7180 Poultry technician - poultry serv. 

7183 Poultry worker - agric. md. 

7113 Poultry worker, egg farmer - agric. md. 

7113 Poultry worker, meat farmer - agric. md. 

7183 Poultry-yard cleaner - any md. 

8561 Pounder - footwear md. 

6119 Poundkeeper - govt. serv, md. 

8151 Pourer - glass & glass prod. md. 

8298 Pourer - leather tanneries 

8573 Pourer - plastic prod. md. 

8137 Pourer - primary metal md. 

8137 Pourer-off - primary metal md. 

8161 Powder blender - other chem. prod. md . 

8179 Powder cutter - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8179 Powder maker - any md. 

8161 Powder mixer - other chem. prod. md . 

8227 Powder mixer - soft drink md. 

8223 Powdered-milk maker - dairy prod. md. 

8239 Power barker - any md. 

9531 Power dispatcher - elec. power syst. md. 

2144 Power systems engineer - any md. 

pow 
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9315 Power trucker - any md. 

9311 Power-crane operator - any md. 

8711 Power-grader operator - const. md. 

8331 Power-hammer operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

9531 Power-plant attendant - any md. 
9531 Power-plant engineer - any md. 

1149 Power-plant manager - any md. 

9531 Power-plant operator - any md. 

9512 Power-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

7513 Power-saw operator - logging md. 

8353 Power-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork End. 

8584 Power-sewing-machine adjuster - any md. 

8334 Power-shear operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8711 Power-shovel operator - const. md. 

9531 Power-station operator - any md. 

7711 Power-tong operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9315 Power-truck driver - any End. 

9539 Powerhouse firer - any md. 

8589 Powerhouse oiler - any md. 

9531 Powerhouse operator - any irid. 

9531 Powerhouse runner - any md. 

9531 Powerhouse tender - any md. 

8736 Powerline patroller - elec. power syst. md. 

3134 Practical nurse - health & 50C. serv. md . 

6115 Pre-boarding security guard - airport operations md. 

2731 Pre-school teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 

2511 Preacher - religious org. 

8155 Precast moulder - concrete prod. End. 

2739 Preceptor/preceptress - elementary & sec. educ. 

8113 Precipitator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8167 Precipitator operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8315 Precision honer - tab. metal prod. md. 

8526 Precision instrument inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8313 Precision machinist - any md. 

8315 Precision-grinder operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8313 Precision-lathe operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8373 Precision-lens grinder - ophthalmic goods md. 

8373 Precision-lens polisher - ophthalmic goods md. 

7315 Predatory hunter - any md. 

7113 Pregnant-mare urine farmer - agric. md. 

8295 Preparer - leather tanneries 

8275 Preparer - textile prod. End.; primary textile End. 

3151 Prescriptionist - any md. 
9550 Presentation officer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8221 Preserver - can. & presv. fruit & veg. End. 

1130 President - fin. & insce. md. 

1113 President, Canadian Transport Commission - govt, 
serv. md. 

1113 President, National Research Council - govt. serv. End. 

9591 Presplice operator - motion pic. lab, & video prod. 
facilities 

1179 Pressagent - anyind. 

8355 Press carver - sash, door & millwork md. 

8159 Press charger - clay prod. End. 

4169 Press clipper - any md. 

8159 Press feeder - clay prod. md. 

9518 Press feeder - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8598 Press feeder - paper box & bag End. 

8179 Press feeder - soap & cleaning compounds md. 

9512 Press fitter - comb. pub. & print. End. 

8330 Press foreman/woman - stamped, press. & coat. metal 
prod. 

8334 Press hand - fab. metal prod. md. 

8569 Press hand - footwear md.; luggage, purse & handbag 
md. 

8295 Press hand, processing - leather tanneries 

8299 Press operator - adhesives md. 

8225 Press operator - cane & beet sugar md. 

9512 Press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8227 Press operator - distillery prod. md. 

8539 Press operator - elec. & electron. prod. End. 

8334 Press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8217 Press operator - fish prod. ind. 

8155 Press operator - glass & glass prod. md. 

8215 Press operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8179 Press operator - mixed fertilizer md.; other chem. prod. 
End. n.e.c. 
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8593 Press operator - paper box & bag md. 

8173 Press operator - plastic prod. md. 

8253 Press operator - pulp & paper md. 

8179 F'ress operator - refined petrol, prod. md. 

8579 Press operator- rubber prod. md. 

8355 Press operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8293 Press operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8229 Press operator - Other food prod. md. 

8599 Press operator, button - any md. 

8163 Press operator, filter-press - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

4169 Press reader - any md. 

9510 Press room foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8331 Press smith - tab. metal prod. md. 

9512 Press tender - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8275 Press tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

3351 Press writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9317 Presser - asbestos prod. md, 

8179 Presser - chem. & chem. prod. nd.; salt mines 

8155 Presser - clay prod. md.; glass & glass prod. md. 

8561 Presser - footwear md. 

6165 Presser - laundries & cleaners 

8295 Presser - leather tanneries 

8569 Presser - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 

9517 Presser - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. ind. 

6165 Presser - primary textile md.; clothing md. 

6165 Presser - retail trade md.; hotels & motor hotels 

8293 Presser - tobacco prod. md. 

8578 Pressroom worker - tire & tube md. 

8221 Pressure cook - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

9539 Pressure gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol. & 
nat. gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 

9539 Pressure regulator - refined petrol. prod. md .; pipeline 
trans. md. 

9539 Pressure-plant engineer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9539 Pressure-still gauger - pipeline trans. md.; petrol. & 
nat. gas md.; refined petrol. prod. md . 

3339 Prestidigitator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2311 Price analyst - any md. 

4179 Price clerk - any md. 

2311 Price economist - any md. 

4199 Price marker - retail trade md. 

2511 Priest - religious org. 

8529 Primer - chem. & chem. prod. md. 

8595 Primer sprayer - motor veh. nd.; aircraft & parts md. 

7199 Primer, tobacco - agric. md. 

1133 Principal - elementary & sac. educ. 

8595 Print applier - any md. 

9519 Print cutter - paper & allied prod. md. 

9591 Print finisher - any md. 

9591 Print washer - photographers 

8534 Printed circuit board etcher - commun. & other 
electron. equip. md . 

9512 Printer - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8223 Printer - dairy prod. md. 

9519 Printer - floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 

9512 Printer - hosiery ind. 

9519 Printer - leather & allied prod. md. 

9591 Printer - motion plc. audio & video prod. 

9511 Printer devil - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8584 Printing machinery mechanic - other mach. & equip. 
md. 

8223 Printing-machine operator - dairy prod. md. 

9519 Printing-machine operator - n.e.c. 

8313 Printing-press machinist - any md. 

9512 Printing-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9510 Printing-shop foreman/woman - any md. 

3311 Printmaker, artist - any md. 

2513 Prior/prioress - religious org. 

8379 Prism cleaner - ophthalmic goods md. 

8379 Prism measurer - ophthalmic goods md. 

6115 Prison keeper - correctional serv. 

6115 Prison officer - correctional serv. 

1113 Prison warden - correctional serv. 

6117 Private - defence serv. 

8736 Private branch exchange inspector - telecom. carriers 
md. 
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8735 Private branch exchange installer - telecom. carriers 
md. 

4175 Private branch exchange operator - any md. 

8735 Private branch exchange repairer - telecom. carriers 
md. 

4170 Private branch exchange supervisor - any md. 

9173 Private chauffeur - private households 

6113 Private detective - security & investigation serv 

1142 Private investigation and security service district 
manager - security & investigation serv. 

6113 Private investigator - security & investigation serv. 

2739 Private school teacher - elementary & sec. educ. 

4111 Private secretary - any md. 

3373 Prize fighter - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2341 Probate judge - courts of law 

2331 Probation officer - any md. 

2339 Probation worker - any md. 

4197 Process clerk - any md. 

2147 Process engineer - motor veh. parts & access. 

2142 Process engineer - plastic & syn. resin md.; refined 
petrol. prod. md . 

8160 Process foreman/woman - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8176 Process inspector - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8179 Process operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8165 Process refiner - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8179 Process worker - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8221 Processor - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8179 Processor - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. 
prod. md. 

8215 Processor - meat & poultry prod. md. 

3111 Proctologist - health & soc. serv. ind 

1175 Procurement officer - any md. 

5191 Produce buyer - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 

5130 Produce buyer supervisor - whlse. trade md. 

5135 Produce clerk - retail trade md. 

8226 Produce grader - any md. 

1116 Produce inspector - regulatory serv. 

5130 Produce shipper supervisor - whise. trade md. 

3330 Producer - theatrical & other staged entertainment 

serv.: radio & tv. broadcast.; motion plc. & video 
prod. 

4151 Production assistant - any md. 

4151 Production chaser - any md. 

4151 Production checker - any md. 

2142 Production chemical engineer - any md. 

4151 Production clerk - any md. 

4151 Production co-ordinator - any md. 

2145 Production engineer - any md. 

2145 Production expert - any md. 

9539 Production gauger - refined petrol. prod. md .; petrol. & 
nat. gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 

2163 Production illustrator - aircraft & parts md. 

1143 Production manager - any md. 

2145 Production planner - any md. 

4151 Production scheduler - any md. 

1143 Production superintendent - any md. 

8510 Production-line foreman/woman - motor veh. md. 

2144 Professional radio and television engineer - any md. 

5199 Professional shopper - retail trade md. 

3370 Professional sports scout - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2711 Professor - univ. educ. 

8313 Profiler - tab. metal prod. md. 

8313 Profiling-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

3330 Program director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2519 Program director - religious org. 

3351 Program listings editor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

1130 Program manager - any md. 

3359 Program research officer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

4179 Program schedule clerk - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

4190 Program supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Program writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

5174 Program-time salesperson - advertising serv. 

2183 Programmer - any md. 

4151 Progress clerk - any md. 

8311 Progressive die maker - metal dies, moulds & patterns 
md. 

2143 Project engineer - const. md. 

9591 Projection printer - any md. 
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9557 Projection room operator - any md. 

9557 Projectionist - any md. 

8527 Projector assembler - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

9557 Projector operator - any md. 

1137 Promotion manager - any md. 

3339 Prompter - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

8591 Pronger - jewel. & precious metal md. 

4135 Proof clerk - banks & other intermed. 

9512 Proof press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4135 Proof teller - deposit accepting intermed. md. 

4199 Proofreader - any md. 

8526 Propeller inspector- aircraft & parts md. 

8515 Propeller installer - aircraft & parts md. 

8582 Propeller mechanic - aircraft & parts md. 

8580 Propeller-repair foreman/woman - air trans. md. 

4155 Properties custodian - motion plc. & video prod.; 
telecom. broadcast. md.; theatrical & other staged 
entertainment ser 

3339 Property handler - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv. 

1149 Property manager - govt. serv. md.; insce. & real 
estate agen. 

4159 Property recorder - mining md. 

5172 Property supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 

6143 Proprietor - barber & beauty shops 

5190 Proprietor - caterers 

6141 Proprietor - funeral serv. 

6130 Proprietor - lodging houses & residential clubs 

3315 Proprietor - photographers 

5130 Proprietor - prescription drugs & patent medicine 
stores 

8561 Proprietor - shoe repair 

6130 Proprietor - tourist courts & cabins: guest houses & 
tourist homes 

5130 Proprietor art gallery - art galleries & artists supp. 
stores 

1133 Proprietor, business college - post-sec. non-univ. 
educ. 

8580 Proprietor, garage - motor veh. repair shops 

1133 Proprietor, private school - educ. serv. md . 

6198 Proprietor, shoeshine stand - other pars. & hhld. serv. 
n.e.c. 

8553 Proprietor, tailoring shop - men's clothing stores; 
women's clothing stores 

2343 Prosecuting attorney - any md. 

2343 Prosecutor - any md. 

2159 Prospector - serv. md. incid. to crude petrol. & nat. gas 

2119 Prospector - serv. md. incid. to mining 

2119 Prospector, geophysical surveys - any md. 

3113 Prosthetic dentist - any md. 

3169 Prosthetist-orthotist - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

3113 Prosthodontist - any md. 

6113 Protective signal operator - security & investigation 
serv. 

8736 Protective-signal inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Protective-signal installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Protective-signal repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

2133 Protozoologist - any md. 

1113 Provincial-municipal affairs secretariat director - govt. 
serv. md . 

1133 Provost, college - educ. serv. md . 

3135 Psychiatric aide - any md. 

3131 Psychiatric nurse - any md. 

2331 Psychiatric social worker - any md. 

3111 Psychiatrist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Psychoanalyst - any md. 

2315 Psychologist - any md. 

3119 Psychotherapist - any mod. 

1171 Public accountant - accounting & bookkeeping serv. 

1119 Public assistance advisor - govt. serv. md . 

3169 Public health analyst - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3113 Public health dentist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Public health doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 

3131 Public health nurse - any md. 

3130 Public health nursing supervisor - health & 50C. serv. 
md. 

1116 Public health officer - health admin. 

1137 Public information director - any md. 

1119 Public official - govt. serv. ind. 
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1179 Public relations counsellor - any md. 

1137 Public relations director - any md. 

1137 Public relations manager - any md. 

1179 Public relations officer - any md. 

1179 Public relations representative - any md. 

1179 Public relations supervisor - any md. 

2731 Public school teacher - elementary educ. 

4111 Public stenographer - any md. 

1119 Public trustee - govt. serv. md . 

1132 Public welfare director - any md. 

2333 Public welfare worker - any md. 

1116 Public works inspector - federal govt. serv. md . 

1113 Public Works superintendent - govt. serv. md . 

8535 Public-address servicer - any md. 

9559 Public-address-equipment operator - any md. 

3351 Publications director - any md. 

3351 Publications editor - any md. 

3351 Publicist - any md. 

1179 Publicity agent - any md. 

1137 Publicity director - any md. 

1179 Publicity expert - any md. 

1137 Publicity manager - any md. 

3351 Publicity writer - any md. 

1149 Publisher - pub. md. 

8131 Puddler - primary metal md. 

8153 Pug miller - clay prod. md. 

8153 Pug-mill operator - clay prod. md. 

8119 Pug-mill operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin.; metal 
mines 

8298 Puller - leather tanneries 

8238 Puller - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8131 Puller out - primary metal md. 

8561 Puller over - footwear md. 

7719 Pulley maintainer - mining md. 

9133 Pullman conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

8251 Pulp cook - pulp & paper ind. 

8258 Pulp drawer - pulp & paper md. 

8256 Pulp grader - pulp & paper md. 

8256 Pulp inspector - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Pulp maker - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Pulp mixer - pulp & paper md. 

8258 Pulp piler - pulp & paper md. 

8250 Pulp plant foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 

8256 Pulp tester - pulp & paper md. 

8250 Pulp tester foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Pulp-drier-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 

8253 Pulp-press tender - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Pulp-refiner operator - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Pulp-washer operator - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Pulper - pulp & paper md. 

8135 Pulpit operator - primary metal md. 

7513 Pulpwood cutter - logging md. 

7513 Pulpwood harvester operator - logging md. 

8153 Pulverizer - lime md. 

8171 Pulverizer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 

8523 Pump assembler - mach. ind. (exc. elec. mach.) 

5145 Pump attendant - gasoline serv. stations 

8523 Pump fitter - mach. i. (exc. elec. mach.) 

9916 Pump inspector - any md. 

8589 Pump installer - any md. 

9539 Pump operator - other utility md. 

8584 Pump repairer - any md. 

9539 Pump runner - pipeline trans. md.; petrol. & nat. gas 
md.; refined petrol. prod. md . 

8176 Pump tester - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

9539 Pump-station operator - pipeline trans. md. 

8225 Pumper - cane & beet sugar md. 

8215 Pumper - meat & poultry prod. md. 

9539 Pumper - n.e.c. 

8584 Pumper - non-fec. metal smelt. & refin. 

9539 Pumphouse engineer - water syst. md. 

9539 Pumphouse operator - water syst. md. 

9539 Pumping engineer - mining md. 

8334 Punch operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8334 Punch-press operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8599 Punch-press operator - other mfg. prod. md . 
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4143 Punched-card equipment operator - any md. 

4143 Punched-card operator - any md. 

8551 Puncher - clothing md. 

8593 Puncher - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

8334 Puncher - tab. metal prod. md. 

8131 Puncher - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8593 Puncher - paper & allied prod. md. 

8356 Puncher - sash, door & millwork md.; sawmills, plan. & 
shingle mills 

9313 Puncher - water trans. md. 

7717 Puncher operator - mining md. 

3339 Puppeteer - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

1141 Purchasing agent - any md. 

4155 Purchasing clerk - any md. 

1141 Purchasing director - any md. 

1141 Purchasing manager - any md. 

1141 Purchasing materials manager - any md. 

1175 Purchasing officer - any md. 

8163 Purification operator - chem. & chem. prod. md. 

8179 Purification operator - plastic prod. md. 

8165 Purification operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

9539 Purification plant operator - water syst. md. 

9530 Purification plant operator, engineer - water syst. md. 

8211 Purifier - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8163 Purifier - water syst. md. 

8563 Purler - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8569 Purse maker - luggage, purse & handbag md. 

6145 Purser - air trans. md. 

4159 Purser - fishing md. 

9151 Purser - water trans. md. 

1141 Purveyor - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 

7718 Pusher operator - mining md. 

8131 Pusher operator - primary metal md. 

8295 Putter-out - leather tanneries 

8548 Puflier - furn. & fixture md. 

8595 Putty glazer - motor veh. md. 

8161 Putty maker - paint & varnish md. 

8146 Pyrometer operator - primary metal md. 

8586 Pyrometer tester - any md. 

8599 Pyrotechnic assembler - chem. & chem. prod. ind. 

8599 Pyrotechnist - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
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2111 Quality control chemist - any md. 

2145 Quality control engineer - mfg. md. 

2165 Quality control technician - any md. 

2164 Quantity surveyor - any md. 

1116 Quarantine officer - health admin. 

7717 Quarner - quarry & sand pit md. 

7710 Quarry boss - quarry & sand pit md. 

9155 Quartermaster - water trans. md. 

2343 Queen's Counsel - govt. serv. md .; off. of lawyers & 
notaries 

8133 Quenching-machine operator - primary metal md. 

8265 Quill winder - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8265 Quill-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8265 Quiller - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8563 Quilting-machine operator - any md. 

2511 Rabbi - religious org. 

7113 Rabbit breeder - agric. md. 

3315 Racetrack-finish photographer - other amuse. & rec. 
serv. 

3373 Racing-car driver - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9318 Rack loader - pipeline trans. md.; refined petrol. prod. 
md . 

3375 Racker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9319 Racker bev. md. 

8528 Racker - other metal fabricating md. 

8148 Racker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8599 Racquet stringer - sporting goods & toy md. 

2144 Radar engineer - any md. 

8535 Radar mechanic - commun. & other electron. equip. 
md . 

9559 Radar operator - any md. 

8353 Radial-arm-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8371 Radial-drill operator - concrete prod. md.; clay prod. 
md. other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 

8313 Radial-drill-press operator - fab. metal prod. ind. 

7717 Radial-machine operator - mining md. 

8581 Radiator cleaner - motor veh. repair shops 

8791 Radiator installer - oonst. md. 

8513 Radiator installer - motor veh. md. 

8511 Radiator maker - motor veh. parts & access. 

8581 Radiator mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

8582 Radiator repairer - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 

8791 Radiator setter - const. md. 

8526 Radiator tester - motor veh. parts & access.; motor 
veh. md. 

8530 Radio and television repair foreman/woman - elec, & 
electron. prod. md . 

3337 Radio and television sportscaster - radio & t.v. 
broadcast. 

6119 Radio dispatcher - govt. serv. md . 

9179 Radio dispatcher - trans. md. 

3351 Radio editor - radio & t.v. broadcast.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

8537 Radio electrician - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8535 Radio electrician - n.e.c. 

8537 Radio installer - n.e.c. 

8534 Radio installer - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

8534 Radio maker - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

8537 Radio mechanic - any md. 

9551 Radio operator - any md. 

3335 Radio performer - any md. 

6112 Radio police officer - police serv. 

9555 Radio recorder - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8595 Radio refinisher - any md. 

8537 Radio repairer - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8535 Radio repairer - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

8537 Radio technician - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8534 Radio tube maker - any md. 

6112 Radio-division captain - police serv. 

9113 Radio-flight officer - trans. ind, 
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1175 Radio-time buyer - any End. 

3113 Radiodontist - any md. 

3155 Radiographer - health & soc. serv. md . 

3155 Radioisotope technician - health & soc. serv. md . 

3155 Radiological technician - health & soc. serv. End. 
3111 Radiologist - health & soc. serv. End. 

9553 Radiophone operator - any md. 

9553 Radiotelegraph operator - any End. 

9553 Radiotelephone operator - any End. 

7517 Raft drifter - logging md. 

7517 Rafter - logging md. 

8256 Rag checker - pulp & paper End. 

8278 Rag collector - textile prod. End.; primary textile md. 

8251 Rag cutter- pulp & paper md. 

5130 Rag pedlar - other waste materials whise. 

8258 Rag picker - pulp & paper md. 

9318 Ragsorter - anyind. 

8261 Rail filler or setter - textile prod. End. 

8393 Rail grinder - any md. 

9918 Rail sander - urban transit syst. End. 

8533 Rail transport electrician - railroad rolling stock md. 

8715 Rail-lifter machine operator - railway trans. md. 

9133 Railroad conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

1145 Railroad construction supervisor - railway trans. serv. 
End. 

6113 Railroad detective - railway trans. serv. End. 

4193 Railroad express agent - railway trans. serv. md. 

1176 Railroad inspector - railway trans. serv. End. 

8583 Railroad mechanic - any End. 

1141 Railroad purchasing agent - railway trans. serv. End. 

2161 Railroad surveyor - railway trans. serv. md . 

7513 Railroad tie cutter - logging md. 

4153 Railroad-car checker - railway trans. serv. md . 

8586 Railroad-car inspector - railway trans. serv. md .; 
railroad rolling stock md. 

4193 Railroad-passenger agent - trans. md. 

9131 Railway engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

4193 Railway express clerk - railway trans. serv. md. 

8710 Railway gang foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. 
End. 

8715 Railway gang labourer - railway trans. serv. md. 

8523 Railway-car liner - railroad rolling stock End. 

7713 Raise driller - mining End. 
7717 Rake runner - mining End. 

8155 Ram-press-operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

9113 Rampagent - airtrans. md. 

7180 Ranch foreman/woman - agric. md. 

7183 Ranch hand - agric. End. 

7183 Ranch worker - agric. End. 

7113 Rancher - agric. End. 

7113 Rancher, cattle - agric. End. 

7113 Rancher, sheep - agric. End. 

8561 Rand sewer - footwear md. 

8561 Rand wheeler - footwear End. 

7511 Ranger - logging & forestry md. 

2181 Rate analyst- any End. 

4135 Rate checker - insce. & real estate agen. 

4153 Rateclerk - anyind. 

4199 Rate marker - telecom. carriers md. 

1116 Rating officer- regulatory serv. 

8549 Rattan weaver - wooden box & pallet End. 

8599 Rattler - fab. metal prod. End. 

8599 Rattler operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8279 Raveler - textile prod. End.; primary textile End. 

8273 Raw-stock dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Rayon winder - textile prod. End.; prmmary textile End. 

8393 Razor grinder - any End. 

8393 Razor sharpener - any ind. 

8293 Re-drying-machine operator - leaf tobacco End. 

8165 Reactor operator - refined petrol. prod. End. 

9175 Ready-mix-truck operator - trans. ind. 

8553 Ready-to-wear tailor - any End. 

8113 Reagent tender - mining md. 

5172 Real estate agent - insce. & real estate agen. 

5172 Real estate appraiser - any End. 

5170 Real estate broker - insce. & real estate agen. 
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1149 Real estate commissioner - real estate operator md. 
(exc. devprs.) 

2343 Real estate lawyer - any md. 

1149 Real estate manager - any md. 

5172 Real estate officer - insce. & real estate agen. 

5172 Real estate representative - insce. & real estate agen. 

5172 Real estate sales agent - insce. & real estate agen. 

5170 Realtor - insce. & real estate agen. 

8593 Ream cutter - any md. 

8793 Reamer - const. md. 

8315 Reamer - tab. metal prod. md. 

8592 Reamer - shipbldg, & repair md. 

6116 Rear Admiral 	defence serv. 

8265 Rebeamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8571 Recapper - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general 
repairs) 

9553 Receiver - telecom. carriers md. 

6169 Receiving checker - laundries & cleaners 

4153 Receiving checker - n.e.c. 

6169 Receiving clerk - laundries & cleaners 

4153 Receiving clerk - n.e.c. 

6160 Receiving clerk supervisor - laundries & cleaners 

4150 Receiving clerk supervisor - n.e.c. 

6169 Receiving inspector - laundries & cleaners 

4153 Receiving-room clerk - any md. 

4171 Reception clerk - any md. 

4171 Receptionist - any md. 

4170 Receptionist supervisor - any md. 

8161 Reclaimer - rubber prod. md. 

4155 Reclamation clerk- any md. 

2143 Reclamation engineer - any md. 

8580 Reclamation foreman/woman - air trans. md. 

8110 Reclamation foreman/woman - primary steel md.; non-
ter. metal smelt. & ref in. 

4199 Record clerk - any md. 

8393 Record finisher - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

2351 Record librarian - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8573 Record maker - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

2139 Record of performance inspector - any md. 

2139 Record of performance tester - any md. 

4199 Record searcher - mnsce. & real estate agen. 

8576 Record tester - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

4141 Recordak machine operator - any md. 

4141 Recordak projector operator - any md. 

1113 Recorder of deeds - govt. serv. md . 

1113 Recorder of wills - govt. serv. md . 

3332 Recording artist - any md. 

9555 Recording engineer - radio & iv. broadcast.; motion 
pic., audio & video prod. 

1173 Records management specialist - any md. 

1173 Records systems analyst - any md. 

8167 Recovery operator - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8163 Recovery operator - pulp & paper md. 

8163 Recovery-equipment operator - soap & cleaning 
compounds md. 

8165 Recovery-plant operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

1136 Recreation director - any md. 

1136 Recreation executive - any md. 

2333 Recreation leader - any md. 

1136 Recreation manager - any md. 

2333 Recreation supervisor - any md. 

6139 Recreational camp attendant - accom. food & bev. 
serv. md . 

3138 Recreational therapist - health & SOC. serv. md . 

8227 Rectifier - distillery prod. md. 

9531 Rectifier operator - elec. power syst. md. 

8165 Rectifier operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8227 Rectifying attendant - distillery prod. md. 

1133 Rector - educ. serv. md . 

2511 Rector - religious org. 

6135 Red cap - railway trans. serv. md . 

2333 Red Cross worker - any md. 

8113 Red-mud-thickener operator - mining md.; primary 
metal md. 

8265 Redraw operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
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8161 Reducer - paint & varnish md. 

8261 Reducer - textile prod. md. 

8131 Reduction-furnace operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & 
ref in. 

8110 Reduction-plant foreman/woman - non-fer. metal 
smelt. & refin. 

8278 Reed cleaner - textile prod. md. primary textile md. 

8267 Reed repairer- primary textile md. 

8549 Reed worker - wooden box & pallet ind. 

8265 Reel tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Reel winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8179 Reeler - asphalt roofing md. 

8265 Reeler- textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8179 Reeler operator - plastic prod. md. 

8265 Reeler tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Reeling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

3371 Referee - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2331 Referee, juvenile court - courts of law 

2351 Reference librarian - any md. 

8225 Refiner - cane & beet sugar md. 

8179 Refiner - chem. & chem. prod. md .; salt mines 

8591 Refiner - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8163 Refiner - meat & poultry prod. md.; veg. oil mills (exc. 
corn oil) 

8131 Refiner - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in 

8179 Refiner - rubber prod. md. 

8113 Refiner - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8171 Refiner mill tender - rubber prod. md. 

8165 Refinery operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

1143 Refinery superintendent - any md. 

2151 Refining and metal working engineer - any md 

2799 Reform school supervisor - correctional serv. 

6115 Reformatory guard - correctional serv. 

8782 Refractory-brick repairer - primary metal md. 

9539 Refrigerating-machine operator - any md. 

9539 Refrigeration engmneeer, stationary - any md. 

9530 Refrigeration foreman/woman - other utility md. n.e.c. 

8580 Refrigeration foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. 
md. 

8531 Refrigeration insulator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8533 Refrigeration mechanic - any md. 

9539 Refrigeration operator - any md. 

9539 Refrigeration plant operator - any md. 

2147 Refrigeration systems design engineer - any md. 

8536 Refrigerator inspector - comm. refrig. & air-condit. 
equip. nd.; major appl. md. 

8533 Refrigerator installer - any md. 

8215 Refrigerator packer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8533 Refrigerator repairer- any md. 

9318 Refrigerator-car icer - railway trans. serv. md . 

1176 Refrigerator-service inspector- railway trans. sew. md. 

2157 Regional planner - any md. 

3131 Registered nurse - any md. 

3151 Registered pharmacist - any md. 

3131 Registered public health nurse - any md. 

4139 Registrar - health & soc. sew. md . 

1149 Registrar - n.e.c. 

1133 Registrar - post-sec. non-univ. educ.; univ. educ. 

1113 Registrar of deeds - govt. serv. md . 

1113 Registrar of wills - govt. sew. md . 

4139 Registrar-clerk - any md. 

8527 Regulator - clock & watch md. 

8131 Regulator - iron foundries 

8599 Regulator - musical instrument & sound recording md. 

2399 Rehabilitation coordinator - any md. 

2399 Rehabilitation counsellor - any md. 

2399 Rehabilitation technician - any md. 

2399 Rehabilitation worker - any md. 

8793 Reinforcing-rod layer - const. md. 

8793 Reinforcing-steel tier - const. md. 

8713 Reinforcing-wire-mesh worker - const. md. 

8561 Relaster - footwear md. 

2144 Relay engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

8736 Relay tester - elec. power syst. md. 

4193 Relief agent - railway trans. sew. md. 
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2333 Relief officer - health & SOC. serv. md. 

4175 Relief operator - telecom. carriers ind. 

2519 Religious education director - religious org. 

2519 Religious worker - religious org. 

2795 Remedial teacher- educ. serv. md . 

8131 Remelter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4135 Remittance-account clerk - banks & other intermed. 

3156 Renal technician - medical lab. 

8215 Renderer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

4135 Renewal checker - insce. & real estate agen. 

5172 Rental agent - any md. 

4199 Rental clerk - other serv. md. 

4192 Repair clerk - any md. 

8553 Repair dressmaker - n.e.c. 

8563 Repair dressmaker - plastic prod. md. 

8580 Repair foreman/woman - industrial mach. equip. & 
supp., whlse. 

8580 Repair foreman/woman - motor veh. repair shops 

8580 Repair foreman/woman - off. & store mach., equip. & 
supp. whise. 

8582 Repairer - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8537 Repairer - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8584 Repairer - chem. & chern. prod. md . 

8587 Repairer - clock & watch md. 

8584 Repairer - const. md.; mining md. 

8731 Repairer - elec. power syst. md. 

8563 Repairer - glove md. 

8591 Repairer - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8533 Repairer - major appi. md. 

8581 Repairer - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 

8585 Repairer - off., store & bus. mach. 

8579 Repairer - plastic prod. md. 

8561 Repairer - shoe repair 

8583 Repairer - urban transit syst. md.: railway trans. serv 
md.; railroad rolling stock md. 

8730 Repairer foreman/woman - elec. power syst. nd.; 
telecom. carriers md.; const. md. 

8735 Repeater installer - telecom. carriers md. 

3351 Reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

5174 Representative - advertising serv. 

1179 Representative - bus. assoc.; prof. membership 
assoc.; labour org. 

5179 Representative - educ. serv. md . 

5133 Representative - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 

5141 Representative - non-store retail md. 

5173 Representative - security brokers & dealers 

1142 Representative, club, lodge or society - civic & frat. 
org . 

1142 Representative, public administration - govt. serv. md . 

4141 Reproducing machine operator - any md. 

8353 Resaw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8353 Resawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 

7719 Rescuer - mining md. 

2131 Research agriculturist - govt. serv. md . 

2719 Research assistant - univ. educ. 

2111 Research chemist - any md. 

1131 Research manager - refined petrol, prod. md. 

3152 Research nutritionist - any md. 

3111 Research physician - health & soc. serv. md . 

2135 Research technician, life sciences - any md. 

2117 Research technician, physical sciences - any md. 

2339 Research worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

9919 Research worker - n.e.c. 

4193 Reservation agent - trans. md. 

4194 Reservation clerk - accom. serv. md . 

4193 Reservation clerk - trans. ind. 

4190 Reservations supervisor - air trans. md. 

4153 Reshipping clerk - any md. 

5191 Resident buyer - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

2143 Resident civil engineer - any md. 

3111 Resident doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 

8799 Resilient floor layer - const. md. 

8599 Respirator servicer and fitter - any md. 

3162 Respiratory technologist - hospitals 

8265 Respooler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6191 Rest-room attendant - any md. 

6149 Rest-room supervisor - any md. 

RES 
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4131 Restaurant clerk - accom. food & bev. serv. md . 	 3375 Ride attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

1116 Restaurant inspector - govt. serv. md. 

1176 Restaurant inspector - n.e.c. 

1142 Restaurant manager - any md. 

8331 Restrike-hammer operator - lab. metal prod. md. 

2144 Results engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

5135 Retail clerk - retail trade md. 

5130 Retail dealer, merchant - retail trade md. 

1137 Retail department manager - retail trade 

8295 Retanner - leather tanneries 

8131 Retort cooler - primary metal md. 

8217 Retort operator - fish prod. md. 

8221 Retort operator - fruit & veg. md. 

8215 Retort operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8165 Retort operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8131 Retort-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

8571 Retreader - tires & tubes, whlse. 

1113 Revenue officer - federal govt. serv. md . 

8131 Reverberatory skimmer - primary metal md. 

8131 Reverberatory-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

2511 Reverend - religious org. 

3351 Reviewer - comb. pub. & print, md. 

1171 Reviewer - govt. serv. md. 

8265 Rewarper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8593 Rewinder - paper box & bag md. 

8253 Rewinder - pulp & paper md. 

8265 Rewinder - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md. 

8253 Rewmnder operator - pulp & paper md. 

3351 Rewriter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2113 Rheologist - any md. 

3111 Rhmnologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8515 Rib assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8515 Rib fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8271 Rib knitter - clothing md. 

8215 Rib sawyer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Ribber - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8271 Ribber operator - clothing md. 

8568 Ribboner - clothing md.; primary textile md.  

3375 Ride operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9317 Rider - hosiery md. 

7519 Rider - logging md. 

9193 Rider - mining md. 

9539 Rider - pipeline trans. md. 

7199 Riding and boarding stables operator - agric. md. 

3370 Riding instructor - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3370 Riding master - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8251 Riffler tender - pulp & paper md. 

8793 Rig builder - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8793 Rig repairer - petrol. & nat. gas md, 

1149 Rig superintendent - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8515 Rigger - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8592 Rigger - boatbldg. & repair md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 

8569 Rigger - canvas & rel. prod. md. 

8738 Rigger - elec. power syst. md. 

9311 Rigger - fab. metal prod. md.; primary metal md. 

7517 Rigger - logging md. 

9311 Rigger - petrol. & nat. gas md.; const. md. 

8735 Rigger - telecom. carriers md. 

9310 Rigger foreman/woman - const. md. 

9310 Rigging foreman/woman - const. md. 

7517 Rigging maker - logging md. 

7517 Rigging slinger - logging md. 

1175 Right-of-way agent - any md. 

1175 Right-of-way buyer - any md. 

4199 Right-of-way clerk - elec. power syst. md. 

6113 Right-of-way inspector - security & investigation serv. 

3339 Ring conductor - other amuse. & rec. serv. 

8591 Ring maker - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8263 Ring spinner - primary textile md. 

8263 Ring-frame operator - primary textile md. 

8263 Ring-frame spinner - primary textile md. 

7513 Ringer - logging md. 

8273 Rinser - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8295 Ripper - leather tanneries 

7718 Ripper - mining md. 
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8353 Ripsaw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8371 Ripsaw operator, stonework - other non-metallic mm. 
prod. 

8353 Ripsawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8371 Ripsawyer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

7513 River - logging md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

2143 River and canal works engineer - const. md. 

7510 River boss - logging & forestry hid. 

7517 River driver - logging md. 

9151 River pilot - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8515 Rivet bucker - aircraft & parts md. 

8793 Rivet bucker - power boiler & heat exchanger md. 

8793 Rivet bucker - shipbldg. & repair hid.; const. hid. 

8793 Rivet catcher - const. md. 

8793 Rivet driver - power boiler & heat exchanger hid 

8549 Rivet header - wooden box & pallet hid. 

8133 Rivet heat-treater - primary metal md. 

8133 Rivet heater - any md. 

8133 Rivet heater, electric - railroad rolling stock md. 

8133 Rivet heater, gas - any hid. 

8331 Rivet maker - fab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8334 Rivet maker - n.e.c. 

8793 Rivet passer - const. md. 

8793 Rivet passer - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8598 Rivet sticker - n.e.c. 

8793 Rivet sticker - railroad rolling stock md. 

8793 Rivet sticker - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. hid. 

8596 Rivet tester - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8793 Rivet thrower - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 

8793 Rivet tosser - shipbldg. & repair md.; const. md. 

8569 Riveter - canvas & rel. prod. md .; clothing md. 

8561 Riveter - footwear md. 

8591 Riveter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8793 Riveter - power boiler & heat exchanger md.; shipbldg. 
& repair md.; const. md. 

8780 Riveter foreman/woman - const. md. 

8780 Riveter foreman/woman - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8710 Road boss - high., st. & bridge main. md. 

7519 Road builder - logging md. 

7718 Road cleaner - mining md. 

1145 Road commissioner - any md. 

2143 Road engineer - const. md. 

9131 Road engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8710 Road foreman/woman - const. md. 

9130 Road foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

9133 Road freight conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

9131 Road freight engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8711 Road grader - any md. 

8796 Road inspector - const. md. 

8796 Road inspector - high., St. & bridge main. md. 

9131 Road passenger engineer - railway trans. serv. hid. 

5133 Road salesperson - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 

8718 Road worker - high., St. & bridges 

8713 Road-form setter - const. md. 

8713 Road-mixer operator - any hid. 

9175 Road-oiling-truck driver - trans. md. 

8713 Road-roller operator - any md. 

8526 Road-test mechanic - motor veh. md.; retail trade md. 

7519 Roadmaker - logging md. 

7718 Roadmaker - mining md. 

8718 Roadmaker - n.e.c. 

1145 Roadmaster - railway trans. md. 

8151 Roaster - hydraulic cement md. 

8131 Roaster - primary metal md. 

8213 Roaster - Other food prod. md. 

8115 Roaster operator - mining hid. 

7717 Robber - mining hid. 

7718 Rock breaker - quarry & sand pit md. 

8153 Rock crusher - non-metal mines (exc. coal); const. 
md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

8150 Rock crusher foreman/woman - non-metal mines (exc. 
coal); const. hid.; quarry & sand pit hid. 

7717 Rock cutter - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; const. 
md. 

7713 Rock driller - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

9315 Rock dumper - mining md. 
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7718 Rock duster - mining md. 

8784 Rock lather - const. md. 

7717 Rock miner - mining md.; quarry & sand pt md. 

7718 Rock picker - mining md. 

8231 Rock sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8153 Rock-crusher operator - quarry & sand pit md.; const. 
md.; non-metal mines (exc. coal) 

8159 Rock-wool operator - asbestos prod. md. 

8298 Rocker - leather tanneries 

8799 Rod buster - const. md. 

8799 Rod placer - const. md. 

8798 Rod puller - concrete prod. md.; const. md. 

7711 Rod puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8251 Rod-machine operator - pulp & paper md. 

3155 Roentgen technologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 Roentgenologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8135 Roll catcher - primary metal md. 

9317 Roll finisher - pulp & paper md. 

8584 Roll grinder - flour, cereal food & feed ind. 

9315 Roll hauler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

9318 Roll hauler - pulp & paper md. 

8256 Roll inspector - pulp & paper md. 

8173 Roll operator - plastic prod. md. 

8135 Roll setter - primary metal md. 

8211 Roll tender - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

8315 Roll turner - fab. metal prod. md. 

8279 Roll turner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8331 Roll-forger - lab. metal prod. md. 

8396 Roll-grinding inspector - rubber prod. md. 

8593 Roll-machine operator - paper box & bag md. 

8253 Roll-machine operator, processing - pulp & paper md. 

8135 Roll-table operator - primary metal md. 

8135 Roller - jewel. & precious metal md.; primary metal md. 

8295 Roller - leather tanneries 

8563 Roller - other textile prod. md. 

8593 Roller - paper box & bag md. 

8179 Roller - rubber prod. md. 

8213 Roller - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

8293 Roller - tobacco prod. md. 

8278 Roller cleaner - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

9514 Roller engraver, hand - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

8396 Roller inspector - primary textile i.; textile prod. md. 

8135 Roller leveler - primary metal md. 

7313 Roller operator - fishing md. 

8393 Roller polisher - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8589 Roller repairer - mining md. 

8391 Roller repairer, textile - fab. metal prod. md.; textile 
prod. md. 

3370 Roller skating instructor - any md. 

9315 Roller-bed operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8713 Roller-compactor operator - const. md. 

8295 Roller-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8171 Roller-mill operator - paint & varnish md. 

8293 Roller, hand - tobacco prod. md. 

8331 Rolling-machine operator - fab. metal prod. ind. 

8275 Rolling-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8275 Rolling-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8130 Rolling-mill foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8135 Rolling-mill operator - primary metal md. 

8213 Rolling-Machine operator - sugar & chocolate 
confectionery md. 

8785 Roof painter - any md. 

7718 Roof trimmer - mining md. 

8787 Roofer - const. md. 

8780 Roofer foreman/woman - const. md. 

8787 Roofer, wood shingle - const. md. 

7710 Room boss - mining md. 

6133 Room cleaner - hotels, motels & tourist courts; lodging 
houses & residential clubs 

4194 Room clerk - accom. serv. md. 

6130 Rooming-house keeper - lodging houses & residential 
clubs 

8227 Root-beer maker - any md. 

8265 Rope coiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Rope reeler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
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9193 Rope rider - mining md. 

8263 Rope twister - primary textile md. 

7517 Roper - logging md. 

8179 Roper operator - plastic prod. md. 

7115 Rose grower - agric. md. 

9315 Ross-carrier driver - wood md. 

7513 Rosser - loggingmnd. 

8238 Rosser - wood md. 

7711 Rotary driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8131 Rotary-furnace operator - primary metal md. 

8151 Rotary-kiln operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

9510 Rotogravure foreman/woman - comb. pub. & print. 
md. 

9512 Rotogravure-press operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9512 Rotoprinter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8531 Rotor assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8161 Rouge maker - any md. 

8761 Rough carpenter - any md. 

8393 Rough grinder - tab. metal prod. md. 

8561 Rough rounder - footwear md. 

8561 Rougher - footwear md. 

8135 Rougher - primary metal md. 

8549 Rougher - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8575 Rougher - tire & tube md. 

7719 Roughneck - petrol. & nat. gas kid. 

8561 Rounder - footwear kid. 

9517 Rounder - platemakg.. type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. kid. 

8580 Roundhouse foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. 
md . 

9517 Rounding machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9918 Roustabout - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

7719 Roustabout - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7710 Roustabout foreman/woman - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

5143 Route carrier - retail trade md. 

4153 Route clerk - any md. 

5193 Route driver - any md. 

5190 Route foreman/woman - any md. 

5190 Route inspector - any md. 

5190 Route superintendent - any md. 

5190 Route supervisor - any md. 

4153 Route-delivery clerk - any md. 

8315 Router - aircraft & parts md. 

9519 Router - comb. pub. & print. kid. 

8355 Router - sash, door & millwork md. 

8313 Router operator - aircraft & parts md. 

8355 Router operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

4153 Routing clerk - any md. 

8261 Rover - textile prod. md. 

8278 Roving hand - textile prod. md.; primary textile md, 

8278 Roving hauler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Roving inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Roving sizer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8265 Roving-frame tender - textile prod. kid.; primary textile 
md. 

8265 Roving-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

5170 Royalty broker - other financial intermed. md. 

8595 Rubber - turn. & fixture md. 

8573 Rubber boot maker - other rubber prod. md. 

8575 Rubber buffer - rubber prod. md. 

8173 Rubber coater - rubber prod. md. 

8571 Rubber coatmaker - any md. 

8161 Rubber compounder - rubber prod. md. 

8161 Rubber mixer - rubber prod. md. 

8573 Rubber moulder - rubber prod. md. 

8573 Rubber shoemaker - other rubber prod. md. 

8575 Rubber trimmer - other rubber prod. md. 

8578 Rubber worker - rubber prod. md. 

8571 Rubber-belt maker - any md. 

8161 Rubber-cement mixer - rubber prod. md. 

8573 Rubber-stamp maker - any md. 

8373 Rubber, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

6169 Rug cleaner - any md. 

8275 Rug clipper - textile prod. md. primary textile md. 

3313 Rug designer - carpet, mat & rug md. 

6169 Rug dyer - laundries & cleaners 
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8569 Rug hooker - any md. 

6169 Rug inspector - laundries & cleaners 

8569 Rug maker - any md. 

6169 Rug renovator - laundries & cleaners 

8263 Rug setter - carpet, mat & rug md. 
6169 Rug shampooer - laundries & cleaners 

6169 Rug sizer - laundries & cleaners 

6169 Rug steamer - laundries & cleaners 

6169 Rug washer - laundries & cleaners 

8267 Rug weaver - any md. 

9519 Ruler - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9519 Ruling-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md.  

8599 Rumbler - any ind. 

8599 Rumbler operator - any md. 

6196 Runner - accorn., food & bev. serv. md . 

4177 Runner - deposit accepting intermed. ind. 

8228 Runner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
7718 Runner - mining md. 

9151 Runner, dredging - water trans. md. 

2144 Rural electrification engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

2157 Rural planner - any md. 

4172 Rural-mail carrier - postal serv. md. 

7718 Rustler - mining md. 

8595 Rustproofer - motor veh. md. 
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8225 Saccharate-mixer - cane & beet sugar md. 

9317 Sack filler - food stores 

2519 Sacristan - religious org. 

8551 Saddle cutter - leather & allied prod. md. 

8569 Saddle maker - any md. 

8569 Saddle worker - any md. 

8569 Saddler - any md. 

8589 Safe and vault servicer - any md. 

8529 Safe maker - other metal fabricating md. 

2145 Safety analyst - any md. 

2145 Safety co-ordinator - mfg. md. 

4135 Safety deposit box attendant - banks & other intermed 

4135 Safety deposit boxes custodian - any md. 

2153 Safety director - mining md. 

2145 Safety director - n.e.c. 

2153 Safety engineer - mining md. 

2145 Safety engineer - n.e.c. 

1176 Safety inspector - mining md.; railway trans. md. 

1116 Safety inspector- regulatory serv. 

7719 Safety mining inspector - mining md. 

8780 Safety supervisor - const. md. 

2145 Safety supervisor - mfg. md. 

6112 Safety-patrol officer - police serv. 

8155 Sagger maker - clay prod. md. 

8153 Sagger preparer - clay prod. md. 

8563 Sail finisher - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

9151 Sailing master - water trans. md. 

9151 Sailing officer - water trans. md. 

8569 Sailmaker - any md. 

9155 Sailor - water trans. md. 

6129 Salad maker - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

5133 Sales agent - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 

5173 Sales agent - security brokers & dealers 

5170 Sales agent supervisor - insce. & real estate agen. 

5133 Sales associate - whlse. trade md. 

1171 Sales auditor - any md. 

5135 Sales clerk - retail trade md.; whise. trade md. 

1137 Sales co-ordinator - any ind. 

2311 Sales consultant - bus. serv. md . 

1137 Sales director - any md. 

5193 Sales driver - any md. 

5131 Sales engineer - any md. 

2797 Sales instructor - any md. 

1137 Sales manager - any md. 

1179 Sales organizer - any md. 

1179 Sales promoter - any md. 

1179 Sales promotion co-ordinator - mfg. md. 

5174 Sales representative - advertising serv. 

5131 Sales representative - elec. power syst. md. 

5133 Sales representative- mig. md.; whise. trade md. 

5173 Sales representative - security brokers & dealers 

5177 Sales representative - trans. md.; ticket & travel agen.; 
commun. md. 

5179 Sales representative, correspondence courses - educ. 
serv. md . 

2181 Sales statistician - any md. 

5130 Sales supervisor - retail trade md.; whise. trade md. 

5130 Sales-barn operator - whise. trade md., retail trade md. 

4169 Sales-correspondence clerk - any md. 

5193 Salesperson - bakery prod. md. 

5179 Salesperson - grain elev. nd.; truck trans. md. other 
storage & warehousing md. 

5193 Salesperson - soft drink md.; dairy prod. md. 

5135 Salesperson - whlse. trade md. 

5193 Salesperson-driver . any md. 

5135 Salesperson, any store - retail trade md. 

5133 Salesperson, office machines - whlse. trade md. 
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5135 Salesperson, parts - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

5145 Salesperson, service station - gasoline serv. stations 

8178 Salt lifter - salt mines 

7717 Salt miner - salt mines 

8179 Salt processor - any md. 
8179 Salt refiner - any md. 

8226 Salt tester - dairy prod. md. 

8228 Salter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8217 Salter - fish prod. md. 

8215 Salter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

2159 Salvage engineer - any md. 

9918 Salvage sorter - any md. 

7517 Salvager - logging md. 

2511 Salvation Army captain - religious org. 

2511 Salvation Army division commander - religious org. 

2519 Salvation Army field worker - religious org. 

2511 Salvation Army officer - religious org. 

2519 Salvationist - religious org. 

7719 Sample bucker - mining ind. 

8596 Sample clerk - paper box & bag md. 

8256 Sample clerk - pulp & paper md. 

4199 Sample clerk - whise. trade md. 

4177 Sample distributor - any md. 

7710 Sample foreman/woman - mining md. 

8276 Sample inspector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8296 Sample inspector - tobacco prod. md. 

8271 Sample knitter - clothing md. 

8395 Sample maker - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8395 Sample maker - plastic prod. md. 

8351 Sample maker - sash, door & millwork md. 

9317 Sample packer any md. 

7719 Sample picker - mining md. 

8550 Sample room foreman/woman - textile prod. md. 

4155 Sample selector - any md. 

7719 Sample taker - mining md. 

8267 Sample weaver - primary textile md. 

8176 Sampler - chem. & chem. prod. md .; refined petrol. 
prod. md.  

7719 Sampler - mining md. 

8146 Sampler - primary metal md. 

8526 Sampler - SCm. & prof. equip. md . 

2181 Sampling expert - any md. 

8798 Sand and gravel wheeler - any md. 
8153 Sand conditioner - primary metal md. 

8148 Sand cutter - primary metal md. 

7719 Sand drier - mining md. 

8718 Sand hog - const. md. 

8153 Sand mixer - primary metal md. 

8137 Sand moulder - primary metal md. 

8153 Sand screener - any md. 

7718 Sand shoveler - mining md. 

9918 Sand shoveler - n.e.c. 

8158 Sand sprinkler - clay prod. md. 

2117 Sand technician - any md. 

8137 Sand thrower - iron foundries 

9918 Sand wheeler - any md. 

8153 Sand-cutter operator - primary metal md. 

8153 Sand-mill operator - primary metal md. 

8137 Sand-slinger operator - iron foundries 

9175 Sand-spreader operator - trans. md. 

8373 Sandblast operator, stonework - other non-metallic 
mm. prod. 

8799 Sandblaster - const. md. 

8149 Sandblaster - n.e.c. 

8373 Sandblaster - railroad rolling stock md.; glass & glass 
prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8373 Sander - clay prod. md. 

8799 Sander - const. md. 

9919 Sander - n.e.c. 

8357 Sander - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8356 Sanding inspector - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

8357 Sanding-machine operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

6129 Sandwich maker - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8275 Sanforizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md, 

2143 Sanitary civil engineer - any md. 

9318 Sanitary engineer, garbage collector - any md. 



9530 Sanitary foreman/woman - local govt. serv. md . 

1116 Sanitary inspector - environment admin. 

3169 Sanitary technician - hospitals 

7185 Sanitation worker - agric. md. 

9318 Sanitation worker - other utility md. n.e.c. 

3335 Santa Claus - any md. 

6117 Sapper - defenceserv. 

8546 Sash and door inspector - sash, door & millwork md. 

8781 Sash fitter - const. md. 

8781 Sash installer - const. md. 

8333 Sash maker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8595 Satin finisher - furn. & fixture md. 

8179 Saturator - asphalt roofing ind. 

8273 Saturator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8173 Saturator tender - asphalt roofing md.; floor tile, 
linoleum & coat. fabric md. 

8228 Sausage linker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Sausage maker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Sausage stuffer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7510 Saw boss- logging & forestry md. 

8238 Saw feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8393 Saw filer - any md. 

8393 Saw fitter - any md. 

8393 Saw grinder - any md. 

8393 Saw repairer - any md. 

8393 Saw setter - any md. 

8393 Saw sharpener - any md. 

8238 Saw taller - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8319 Saw-knife miller - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Sawing-machine operator - tab, metal prod. ind. 

8353 Sawing-machine operator - sash, door & millwork mci. 
8319 Sawmaker - any md. 
8239 Sawmill worker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8319 Sawsmith - any md. 

8315 Sawyer - tab. metal prod. md. 

7513 Sawyer - logging md. 

8231 Sawyer - primary textile md. 

8353 Sawyer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8599 Sawyer, button - any md. 

8793 Scaffold builder - const. md. 

8793 Scaffold erector - const. md. 

8221 Scalder - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8228 Scalder - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8527 Scale adjuster - off., store & bus. mach. 

8586 Scale inspector - any md. 

8527 Scale maker - any md. 

8588 Scale mechanic - any md. 

8588 Scale repairer - any md. 

8586 Scale tester - any md. 

4157 Scaler - meat & poultry prod. md.; dairy prod. md. 

8148 Scaler - primary metal md. 

4157 Scaler - railway trans. serv. md . 

8598 Scaler - shipbldg. & repair ind. 

9157 Scaler - water trans. md. 

7510 Scaler supervisor - logging & forestry md. 

8563 Scallop binder - canvas & rel. prod. ind. 

7313 Scallop dredger - any md. 

8563 Scalloper - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8563 Scalloper - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

6143 Scalp doctor - any md. 

6143 Scalp specialist - any md. 

7513 Scalper - logging md. 

8215 Scalper - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8561 Scarfer - footwear md. 

6198 Scavenger - logging md. 

9918 Scavenger - n.e.c. 

3339 Scene shifter - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

8781 Scenery builder - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3311 Scenery painter - any md. 

4151 Schedule clerk - motor veb. md.; comb. pub. & print. 
md. 

4199 Schedule clerk - trans. md. 

4150 Schedule clerk supervisor - motor veh. md.; comb. 
pub. & print. md. 

4199 Schedule marker - trans. md. 

9110 Scheduling supervisor - air trans. md. 
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1116 School attendance officer - educ. serv. md . 

9171 School bus driver - public passenger transit syst. md. 

9171 School bus operator - public passenger transit syst. 
md. 

1113 School commissioner - educ. admin. 

1113 School director - educ. admin. 

6115 School guard - any md. 

1116 School inspector - educ. serv. md . 

3131 School nurse - educ. serv. md . 

1133 School superintendent - elementary & sec. educ.; post-
sec. non-univ. educ. 

6115 School-crossing guard - any md. 

3314 Scientifk artist - any irid. 

3355 Scientific documents translator - any md. 

3314 Scientific illustrator - any md. 

3315 Scientific photographer - any md. 

3351 Scientific writer - any md. 

8393 Scissors grinder - any md. 

9315 Scoop driver - any md. 

8718 Scoop dumper - const. md. 

8718 Scoop filler - const. md. 

9315 Scoop operator - any md. 

7717 Scoop tram operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

3375 Scoreboard operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8593 Scorer - paper box & bag md. 

8593 Scoring-machine operator - paper box & bag md. 

8295 Scourer - leather tanneries 

8261 Scourer - textile prod. md. 

8260 Scouring foreman/woman - man-made fibre & fil. yarn 
md. 

2154 Scout - petrol. & nat. gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 

1132 Scout commissioner - civic & frat. org . 

2333 Scout executive - civic & frat. org . 

9159 Scow captain - water trans. md. 

9159 Scow deckhand - water trans. md. 

8148 Scrap breaker - primary metal md. 

5130 Scrap metal collector - waste materials, whlse. 

9918 Scrap picker - any md. 

9918 Scrap piler - any md. 

8568 Scrap sorter - footwear md. 

9918 Scrap sorter - n.e.c. 

8149 Scrap sorter and baler - primary steel md.; non-fer. 
metal smelt. & refin. 

7718 Scraper - coal mines 

8228 Scraper - fishing md. 

8541 Scraper - furn. & fixture ind. 

7717 Scraper - salt mines 

8711 Scraper operator - const. md. 

8258 Screen cleaner - pulp & paper md. 

8163 Screen operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8113 Screen operator - primary metal md. 

9519 Screen printing paster - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

8153 Screen tender - clay prod. md.; hydraulic cement md. 

8251 Screen tender - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Screen-room operator - pulp & paper md. 

8163 Screener - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8153 Screener - clay prod. md. 

8113 Screener - coal mines 

8251 Screener - pulp & paper md. 

8315 Screw cutter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Screw threader - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Screw-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

3351 Script editor - any md. 

3351 Script reader - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Script supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Script writer - radio & U. broadcast. 

8353 Scroll-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

6191 Scrubber - n.e.c. 

6198 Scrubber - trans. md. 

8153 Scrubber tender - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8295 Scudder - leather tanneries 

6198 Scullery attendant - any md. 

3311 Sculptor - any md. 

2792 Sculpturing teacher - any md. 

8261 Scutcher - textile prod. md. 
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7319 Seal hunter - fishing md. 

8534 Sealer - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

7319 Sealer - fishing md. 

9317 Sealer - food md., bev. md. 

1116 Sealer of weights and measures - regulatory serv. 

8534 Sealing-machine operator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

9317 Sealing-machine operator - food md.; bev. md. 

8593 Sealing-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

8561 Seam closer - footwear md. 

8563 Seamer - hosiery md. 

8578 Seamer - rubber prod. md. 

8334 Seamer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8334 Seaming-machine operator - food md.; stamped, press. 
& coat. metal prod.; bev. ind. 

9599 Searchlight operator - any md. 

8295 Seasoner - leather tanneries 

8299 Seasoning mixer - leather tanneries 

8513 Seat assembler - motor veh. md. 

8596 Seat belt fabrication inspector - motor veh. fabric 
access. md. 

8562 Seat builder - turn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

8513 Seat framer - motor veh. md. 

8562 Seat maker - turn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

8562 Seat mender - railroad rolling stock md. 

8562 Seat springer - turn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

7319 Seaweed harvesting machine operator - fishing md. 

3375 Second - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8253 Second hand - pulp & paper md. 

7517 Second rigger - logging md. 

2733 Secondary-school teacher, general - sec. educ 

6113 Secret-service investigator - bus. serv. md . 

6113 Secret-service operator - security & investigation serv 

4111 Secretarial stenographer - any md. 

1149 Secretary-treasurer - any md. 

4111 Secretary, clerical - any md. 

7710 Section foreman/woman - mining md. 

8710 Section foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

8715 Section labourer - railway trans. sew. md . 

5130 Section supervisor - retail trade md. 

5173 Securities adviser - security brokers & dealers; banks 
& other mntermed. 

1171 Securities analyst - investment intermed. md.; other 
financial intermed. md. 

4135 Securities clerk - banks & other intermed.; investment 
intermed. md. 

5170 Securities trader - security brokers & dealers 

6115 Security guard - any md. 

6112 Security police officer - police serv. 

5177 Security services sales representative - bus. serv. md . 

8226 Sediment tester - dairy prod. md. 

2135 Seed analyst - any md. 

7197 Seed cleaner - any md. 

7518 Seed cone picker - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

2135 Seed expert - any md. 

7115 Seed farmer - agric. md. 

7115 Seed grower - agric. md. 

9919 Seed picker - whlse. trade md. 

2131 Seed processor - whlse. trade md. 

2135 Seed tester - any md. 

3339 Seer - amuse. & rec. sew. md . 

7313 Seine fisherman/woman - any md. 

2169 Seismic computer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2165 Seismic observer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2154 Seismic prospecting supervisor - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2169 Seismograph computer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7711 Seismograph driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2165 Seismograph operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7715 Seismograph shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2112 Seismograph supervisor - any md. 

2165 Seismographer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2112 Seismologist- any md. 

2165 Seismometer technician - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8376 Selector - clay prod. md. 

8156 Selector - glass & glass prod. md. 

8296 Selector - leaf tobacco md. 

8715 Section hand - railway trans. sew. md . 	 8276 Selector - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
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4133 Self-serve gas bar attendant - gasoline serv. stations 

4130 Self-serve gasoline station supervisor - gasoline serv. 
stations 

9135 Semaphore operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

1111 Senator - federal govt. serv. md . 

4175 Senior operator - telecom. carriers md. 

4170 Senior supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

8278 Separator - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 

8293 Separator feeder - tobacco prod. md. 

8163 Separator operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8211 Separator operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

6117 Sergeant - defence serv. 

6112 Sergeant-at-Arms - police serv. 

2131 Sericulturist - any md. 

2133 Serologist - any md. 

6142 Servant - private households 

6125 Server - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

4199 Service clerk - any md. 

4199 Service dispatcher - elec. power syst. md. 

2144 Service engineer - elec. & electron. prod. md.; elec. 
power syst. md. 

8730 Service foreman/woman - elec. power syst. md.; 
telecom. carriers md.; const. md. 

1176 Service inspector - railway trans. serv. md. 

8736 Service inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8782 Service opening builder - const. md. 

4199 Service representative - elec. power syst. md.; 
telecom. carriers md. 

5133 Service representative - whise. trade md. 

8583 Service restorer, emergency - railroad rolling stock 
md. railway trans. serv. nd.; urban transit syst. md 

8580 Service supervisor - motor veh. repair shops 

8526 Service-and-flight inspector - aircraft & parts md. 

7711 Service-rig operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

5145 Service-station attendant - any md. 

5130 Service-station operator - gasoline serv. stations 

5130 Service-station supervisor - gasoline serv. stations 

5174 Servmcer - advertising serv. 

8537 Servicer - appl., tv., radio & stereo repair  

8731 Servicer - elec. power syst. md. 

8533 Servicer - major appl. md. 

8585 Servicer - off., store & bus. mach. 

8735 Servicer - telecom. carriers md. 

8780 Set builder - const. md.; amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3313 Set costume director - any md. 

3313 Set design director - any md. 

3313 Set designer - any md. 

9193 Set rider - mining md. 

8151 Setter - clay prod. md. 

8591 Setter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8295 Setter - leather tanneries 

8599 Setter - n.e.c. 

8593 Setter - paper box & bag md. 

8267 Setter - primary textile md. 

8231 Setter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8549 Setter-up - other wood md. 

1171 Settlement officer - any md. 

2333 Settlement worker - health & soc. serv. md . 

2143 Sewage disposal engineer - any md. 

9539 Sewage-plant operator - other utility md. 

8563 Sewer - asbestos prod. md.; furn. & fixture md. 

8563 Sewer - clothmng md. 

8561 Sewer - footwear md. 

8563 Sewer - luggage, purse & handbag md. 

8563 Sewer - motor veh. md. 

8563 Sewer - other textile prod. md. 

8563 Sewer - sporting goods & toy md.; other mfg. prod. md . 

8782 Sewer bricklayer - any md. 

8791 Sewer cleaner - any md. 

8718 Sewer digger - any md. 

1116 Sewer inspector - environment admin. 

8796 Sewer inspector - waterworks & sewage syst. 

8782 Sewer paver - const. md. 

8553 Sewer, corset - women's clothing stores 

8555 Sewer, fur - fur goods md. 

5199 Sewing demonstrator - any md. 

8526 Sewing machine tester - major appi. md. 
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2799 Sewing teacher - correctional serv. 

2797 Sewing teacher - educ. serv. md . 

8584 Sewing-machine adjuster - any ind. 

8523 Sewing-machine assembler - major appl. md. 

8584 Sewing-machine fixer - any md. 

8584 Sewing-machine mechanic - any md. 

8563 Sewing-machine mender - clothing i. primary textile 
md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - asbestos prod. nd.; carpet, 
mat & rug md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - canvas & rel. prod. md .; 
tobacco prod. md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - clothing md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - coffin & casket md.: turn. & 
fixture md. 

8561 Sewing-machine operator - footwear md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - motor veh. md.; retail trade 
md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - nat. fibres process. & felt 
prod. md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - other leather & allied prod. 
md. 

8563 Sewing-machine operator - sporting goods & toy md.; 
other mtg. prod. md. 

8584 Sewing-machine repairer - any md. 

6199 Sexton - religious org. 

8799 Shade installer - retail trade md.; const. md. 

8276 Shade matcher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8595 Shader - turn. & fixture md. 

8161 Shader - paint & varnish md. 

8276 Shader - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

7713 Shaft driller - mining md. 

7719 Shaft mechanic - mining md. 

7719 Shaft repairer - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

7719 Shaft tender - mining md. 

7513 Shake cutter - logging md. 

8113 Shaker operator - coal mines 

8298 Shaker-out - tobacco prod. md. 

8148 Shaker-out worker - primary metal md. 

6198 Shaker, tlatwork - laundries & cleaners 

6143 Shampooer - barber & beauty shops 

8561 Shank cementer - footwear md. 

8551 Shank cutter - footwear md. 

8551 Shank rounder - footwear md. 

8315 Shaper - tab. metal prod. md. 

8561 Shaper - footwear md. 

8541 Shaper - turn. & fixture md. 

8399 Shaper - plastic prod. md. 

8355 Shaper - sash, door & millwork md. 

8315 Shaper operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8355 Shaper operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8569 Shaper, artificial flower - glove md. 

8551 Shaper, except hosiery - clothing md. 

8275 Shaper, hosiery - hosiery md. 

7115 Share cropper - agric. md. 

8295 Shaver - leather tanneries 

8228 Shaver - meat & poultry prod. ind. 

8359 Shaver - wooden box & pallet md. 

8296 Shaving inspector - leather tanneries 

8295 Shaving-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8334 Shear operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8339 Shear scrap sorter - tab. metal prod. ind. 

8334 Shearer - fab. metal prod. md. 

8295 Shearer - leather tanneries 

7717 Shearer - mining md. 

8275 Shearer - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8275 Shearing-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile ind. 

8275 Shearing-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

9310 Shed foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

7113 Sheep breeder - agric. ind. 

8226 Sheep grader - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7183 Sheep herder - agric. md. 

8215 Sheep killer - any md. 

8215 Sheepknocker - anyind. 

7183 Sheep shearer - agric. md. 

8133 Sheet annealer - any md. 
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8131 Sheet heater - primary metal md. 

8333 Sheet iron worker - any md. 

8233 Sheet layer - veneer & plywood md. 

8333 Sheet metal assembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8333 Sheet metal cabinet maker - any md. 

8333 Sheet metal cornice maker - const. md. 

8333 Sheet metal cutter - any md. 

8135 Sheet metal doubler - primary metal md. 

8333 Sheet metal erector - any md. 

8333 Sheet metal fitter - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8333 Sheet metal former - aircraft & parts md. 

9916 Sheet metal inspector - any md. 

8333 Sheet metal installer - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. 
& repair md. 

2799 Sheet metal instructor - correctional serv. 

2797 Sheet metal instructor - n.e.c. 

2791 Sheet metal instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2733 Sheet metal instructor - sec. educ. 

8333 Sheet metal mechanic - any md. 

8787 Sheet metal roofer - const. md. 

8333 Sheet metal worker - any md. 

8330 Sheet metal worker foreman/woman - any md. 

8135 Sheet roller - primary metal md. 

8135 Sheet rougher - primary metal md, 

8146 Sheet steel inspector - any md. 

4153 Sheet writer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8799 Sheeter - const. md. 

8213 Sheeter feeder - bakery prod. md. 

8399 Sheeter operator - plastic prod. md. 

8529 Shell assembler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8137 Shell coremaker - iron foundries 

8529 Shell filler - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

7313 Shell fisherman/woman - any md. 

8529 Shell maker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8137 Shell moulder - iron foundries 

8161 Shellac maker - paint & varnish md. 

8595 Shellac sprayer - furn. & fixture md. 

8228 Shellfish shucker - fish prod. md. 

7313 Shellfish-harvester operator - fishing md. 

7183 Shepherd - agric. md. 

6112 Sheriff - police serv. 

8110 Shift adjuster - primary metal md. 

7710 Shift boss - mines, quarries & oil wells 

7710 Shift foreman/woman - mines, quarries & oil wells 

7710 Shift leader - mining md. 

7719 Shifter - mining md. 

9317 Shingle assembler - asbestos prod. md. 

8371 Shingle cutter - asbestos prod. md. 

8231 Shingle cutter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8371 Shingle maker - asbestos prod. md. 

8231 Shingle maker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

9317 Shingle packer - any md. 

9318 Shingle piler - any md. 

9317 Shingle presser - asbestos prod. md. 

8787 Shingle roofer, wood - any md. 

8231 Shingle sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8159 Shingle stiffener - asbestos prod. md. 

9317 Shingle weaver - any md. 

7513 Shingle-bolt cutter - logging md. 

8371 Shingle-machine operator - asbestos prod. md. 

8787 Shingler, asbestos - const. md. 

8787 Shingler, wood - any md. 

5179 Ship broker - trans. md. 

8592 Ship carpenter - any md. 

6198 Ship cleaner - any md. 

2163 Ship draughter - any md. 

8533 Ship electrician - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & 
repair md. 

8592 Ship erector - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8592 Ship fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8592 Ship fitter improver - shipbldg. & repair md. 

1176 Ship inspector - water trans. md. 

8592 Ship joiner - shipbldg. & repair md. 

9313 Ship loader - any md. 

9151 Ship officer - water trans. md. 

1147 Ship owner - water trans. md. 
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9151 Ship pilot - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8592 Ship rigger - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8590 Ship-rigger foreman/woman - shipbldg. & repair md.; 
boatbldg. & repair md. 

6121 Ship's cook - water trans. md. 

9151 Shipmaster - water trans. md. 

9317 Shipments marker - any md. 

4153 Shipping agent- any md. 

4153 Shipping checker - any md. 

4153 Shipping clerk - any md. 

4150 Shipping foreman/woman - any md. 

8592 Shipwright, metal - any md. 

8592 Shipwright, wood - any md. 

8563 Shirrer - textile prod. md. 

6169 Shirt folder - laundries & cleaners 

8563 Shirt maker - clothing md 

8581 Shock absorber repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

8513 Shock-absorber adjuster - motor veh. md. 

8571 Shoe cementer - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Shoe cleaner - footwear md. 

5135 Shoe clerk - retail trade md. 

8561 Shoe cobbler - any md. 

8551 Shoe cutter - footwear md. 

8561 Shoe dresser - footwear md. 

8561 Shoe dyer - shoe repair 

8561 Shoe finisher - footwear md. 

5135 Shoe fitter - retail trade md. 

8561 Shoe parts fastener - footwear ind. 

8561 Shoe polisher - footwear md. 

8561 Shoe repairer - footwear md.; shoe repair 

6198 Shoe shiner - other pers. & hhld. serv. 

8561 Shoe stitcher - footwear md. 

8561 Shoe tinter - shoe repair 

8561 Shoe freer - footwear md. 

8561 Shoe trimmer - footwear md. 

8575 Shoe varnisher - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Shoe-repair finisher - shoe repair 

8561 Shoe-repair stitcher - shoe repair 

8561 Shoemaker - footwear nd.; shoe repair 

8561 Shoemaker, orthopedic - footwear md.; shoe stores 

2519 Shohet - religious org. 

7715 Shooter - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
nd. 

7715 Shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9918 Shop worker - any ind. 

6113 Shopping investigator - security & investigation serv. 

8781 Shorer - const. md. 

6121 Short-order cook - any md. 

3351 Short-story writer - any md. 

4111 Shorthand reporter - any md. 

7513 Shortwood harvester operator - logging md. 

7715 Shot charger - mining md. 

7715 Shot firer - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

7710 Shot foreman/woman - mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

7715 Shot lighter - const. md.; mining md.; quarry & sand pit 
md. 

8149 Shotblaster - primary metal md. 

8215 Shoulder boner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Shoulder chopper - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8215 Shoulder trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

7710 Shovel foreman/woman - mining md.; quarry & sand 
pit md. 

8589 Shovel oiler - any md. 

7717 Shovel operator - mining md. 

8711 Shovel operator - n.e.c. 

8711 Shovel runner - any md. 

7718 Shoveler - mining md. 

9318 Shoveler - water trans. md. 

3314 Show card letterer - any md. 

3314 Show card writer - any md. 

3339 Show horse driver - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3339 Show person - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

3313 Showcase dresser - any md. 

8258 Shredder feeder - pulp & paper md. 

8171 Shredder operator - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 
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8359 Shredder operator- other wood md. n.e.c. 

8293 Shredder operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8275 Shrinker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md.; 
clothing md. 

8275 Shrinking-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8215 Shrouder - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8217 Shucker - fish prod. md.; fishing md. 

9193 Shuttle dinkey operator - mining md. 

8267 Shuttle fixer - primary textile md. 

8278 Shuttle hand - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8783 Sidewalk layer - const. md. 

8213 Sifter - bakery prod. md. 

8211 Sifter operator - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

6144 Sightseeing guide - any md. 

5174 Sign and display salesperson - advertising serv. 

8599 Sign assembler - any md. 

8781 Sign carpenter - any md. 

3314 Sign designer - any md. 

8799 Sign erector - any md. 

8799 Sign hanger - any md. 

8799 Sign installer - any md. 

3314 Sign letterer - any md. 

8599 Sign maker - any md. 

3314 Sign painter - any md. 

8533 Sign wirer - any md. 

3314 Sign writer - any md. 

2144 Signal engineer - any md. 

8735 Signal fitter - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md . 

8730 Signal foreman/woman - railway trans. md. 

8736 Signal inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

8735 Signal installer - railway trans. serv. md.; urban transit 
syst. md. 

9135 Signal operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

4199 Signal operator - security & investigation serv. 

8735 Signal service repairer - railway trans. serv. md . 

8730 Signal supervisor - railway trans. md. 

4190 Signal supervisor - security & investigation serv. 

9135 Signal-tower operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

8711 Signaller - const. md. 

7517 Signaller - logging md. 

9318 Signaller - n.e.c. 

9135 Signaller - railway trans. serv. md . 

9318 Signaller, hoisting - const. md. 

6165 Silk finisher - laundries & cleaners 

9519 Silk printer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8263 Silk spinner - any md. 

8261 Silk spreader - textile prod. md. 

8391 Silk-screen etcher - other mfg. prod. md . 

9519 Silk-screen printer - any md. 

9519 Silk-screen tender - any md. 

8563 Silker - glove md. 

7185 Silo filler - agric. md. 

9539 Silo tender - hydraulic cement md. 

8391 Silver chaser - any md. 

8143 Silver plater - any md. 

8379 Silverer - ophthalmic goods md. 

8591 Silversmith - any md. 

6198 Silverware cleaner - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8391 Silverware engraver - any md. 

8591 Silverware finisher - any md. 

2139 Silviculturist - any md. 

6198 Simonizer - motor veh. md.; motor veh. repair shops 

2183 Simulation systems analyst - any md. 

8275 Singe-machine operator - hosiery md. 

8228 Singer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8275 Singer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md.; hosiery 
md. 

3332 Singer, vocal - any md. 

2792 Singing teacher - any md. 

8315 Single-spindle-drill-press operator - fab. metal prod. 
md. 

7719 Sinker - mining md. 

8115 Sintering-machine operator - primary steel nd.; non-
fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

2513 Sister - religious org. 

2157 Site planner - any md. 
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8258 Sixth hand - pulp & paper md, 

8161 Size maker - pulp & paper md. 

8275 Size maker - textile prod. End.; primary textile md. 

9317 Size marker - any End. 

8276 Size tester - hosiery md. 

8156 Sizer - clay prod. md. 

8569 Sizer - footwear End. 

8276 Sizer - hosiery md. 

8591 Sizer - jewel. & precious metal End. 

8275 Sizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Sizing-machine operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8599 Skate maker - any md. 

3373 Skater - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3370 Skating instructor - any End. 

8275 Skein drier - textile prod. End.; primary textile md. 

8273 Skein dyer - textile prod. End.; primary textile md. 

8265 Skein spooler - textile prod. End.; primary textile End. 

8273 Skein washer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Skein winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8265 Skeiner - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

3311 Sketcher, artist - any md. 

3370 Ski instructor - any End. 

8599 Ski maker - any md. 

6119 Ski patroller- amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3375 Ski-lift attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

3375 Ski-tow operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3155 Skiagrapher - health & soc. serv. End. 

7513 Skid adzer - logging md. 

7517 Skid tender - logging md. 

7519 Skid-road builder - logging md. 

7517 Skidder - logging md. 

7517 Skidder driver - logging md. 

7510 Skidder foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 

7517 Skidder operator - logging md. 

7517 Skidder rigger- logging End. 

7313 Skiff man woman, purse seine fishing - any md. 

8227 Skimmer - distillery prod. md.; wine md. 

8131 Skimmer - primary metal End. 

6199 Skin diver - any End. 

8515 Skin fitter - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 

8296 Skin grader - leather tanneries 

3111 Skin specialist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8135 Skin-pass operator - primary metal End. 

8515 Skinner - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 

9199 Skinner - logging End. 

8215 Skinner - meat prod. End. (exc. poultry) 

8296 Skins shader - leather tanneries 

7717 Skip loader - mining End. 

7717 Skip miner - mining md. 

9311 Skip operator - primary metal md. 

7717 Skip tender - mining md. 

9311 Skip-hoist engineer - const. md. 

7311 Skipper - fishing md. 

9151 Skipper - water trans. md. 

8563 Skirt maker - clothing md. 

8561 Skiver - footwear md. 

8575 Skiver - tire & tube End. 

8561 Skiver operator - footwear md. 

6135 Skycap - air trans. End. 

8178 Slabber - soap & cleaning compounds End. 

8228 Slacker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8148 Slag dumper - primary metal ind. 

8131 Slag skimmer - primary metal md. 

8137 Slag tapper - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8718 Slasher - const. md. 

8575 Slasher - plastic prod. End. 

8275 Slasher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8231 Slasher operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8275 Slasher tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile End. 

8275 Slasher-machine operator - textile prod. i.; primary 
textile End. 

8238 Slat picker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7717 Slate blocker - quarry & sand pit md. 

7718 Slate picker - mining md. 
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8787 Slate roofer - any md. 

8215 Slaughterer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

6130 Sleeping-car conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

6135 Sleeping-car porter - railway trans. serv. md . 

8563 Sleeve setter - clothing ind. 

8563 Sleever - clothing md. 

8549 Sleigh maker - sash, door & millwork ind. 

3339 Sleight-of-hand artist - any md. 

8229 Slicer - bakery prod. md. 

8229 Slicing-machine operator - bakery prod. ind. 

8215 Slicing-machine operator - meat & poultry prod. ind. 

8599 Slide-fastener maker - any md. 

8118 Slime remover - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8228 Slirner - fish prod. md. 

9311 Slinger - any md. 

7517 Slip feeder - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8718 Slip filler - const. md. 

7517 Slip tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8563 Slip-cover sewer - retail trade md. 

8562 Slip-seat coverer - turn. & fixture md. 

8561 Slipper maker - footwear md. 

8179 Slitter - asphalt roofing md. 

5593 Slitter - paper box & bag md. 

8593 Slitter and cutter setter - paper box & bag md. 

8399 Slitter operator - plastic prod. md. 

8334 Slitter operator - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8334 Slitting-machine operator - stamped, press. & coat. 
metal prod. 

8261 Sliver lapper - textile prod. md. 

9311 Slope engineer - mining md. 

9311 Slope tender - mining md. 

8711 Sloper - const. md. 

8315 Slotter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Slotter operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8315 Slotter-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8261 Slubber - textile prod. md. 

8261 Slubber hand - textile prod. md. 

8261 Slubber tender - textile prod. md.  

8113 Sludge worker - mining md. 

8113 Sludge-mill operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

7719 Sluice tender - mining md. 

8111 Slurry control tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

7717 Slusher operator - mining md. 

3115 Small animal veterinary specialist - any md. 

8215 Small-stock facor - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8267 Smash fixer - primary textile md. 

8267 Smash hand - primary textile md. 

8267 Smash piecer - primary textile md. 

8267 Smasher - primary textile nd. 

8131 Smelter charger - primary metal md. 

8131 Smelter feeder - primary metal md. 

8130 Smelter foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8118 Smelter labourer - any md. 

8782 Smelter liner - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

2151 Smelting engineer - any md. 

8331 Smith - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

2147 Smoke abatement engineer - any ind. 

7511 Smoke chaser - logging & forestry md. 

1116 Smoke inspector - firefighting serv. 

2117 Smoke tester - any md. 

8217 Smoker - fish prod. md. 

8215 Smoker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8355 Smoking-pipe maker - any md. 

8599 Smoking-pipe repairer - any md. 

8158 Smoother - glass & glass prod. md. 

8373 Smoother - ophthalmic goods md. 

8211 Smutter - flour, cereal food & feed md. 

5393 Snag grinder - tab. metal prod. md. 

8393 Snagger - fab. metal prod. md. 

9199 Snaker, teamster - logging md. 

9193 Snapper - mining md. 

8551 Snipper - footwear md. 

8799 Snow-fence erector - any md. 

9199 Snow-removal equipment operator - any md. 

8523 Snowblower assembler - mach. mnd. (exc. elec. mach.) 

8589 Snowblower repairer - any md. 
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8523 Snowmobile assembler - motor veh. md. 

8526 Snowmobile inspector - mach. ind. (exc. elec. mach.) 

8581 Snowmobile repairer - trans. equip. md . 

9199 Snowplough operator - any ind. 

7711 Snubbing-unit operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8293 Snuff drier - tobacco prod, md. 

8293 Snuff grinder - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Snuff-blending-machine operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8275 Soaker - textile prod. in, primary textile md. 

8178 Soap chipper - soap & cleaning compounds md. 

8179 Soap cutter and stamper - soap & cleaning compounds 
md. 

8161 Soap maker - soap & cleaning compounds md. 

8161 Soap mixer - soap & cleaning compounds md. 

8160 Soap processing foreman/woman - soap & cleaning 
compounds md. 

8273 Soap tender - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8273 Soaper - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

2333 Social contact worker- health & soc. serv. md . 

6145 Social director - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2313 Social ecologist - any md. 

2311 Social economist - any md. 

2319 Social scientist - any md. 

1132 Social service director - any md. 

2331 Social worker - any md. 

3351 Society editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3351 Society reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2313 Sociologist - any md. 

8271 Sock knitter - any md. 

7115 Sodfarmer - agric. md. 

7195 Sod layer - nursery prod. 

6125 Soda clerk - food & bev. serv. md . 

8251 Soda cooker - pulp & paper md. 

8163 Soda dialyzer - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

6120 Soda fountain supervisor - any md. 

6125 Soda jerker - food & boy. serv. md . 

8179 Soda maker - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8227 Soda mixer - soft drink md. 

SQL 

8176 Soda tester - pulp & paper md. 

8227 Soda-water maker - any md. 

7195 Sodder - nursery prod. 

8227 Soft-drink maker - any md. 

8275 Softener - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

2183 Software systems programmer - any md. 

2111 Soil chemist - any md. 

2131 Soil scientist - any md. 

2135 Soil technologist - any md. 

2111 Soils and rocks analyst - any md. 

2143 Soils engineer - any md. 

2147 Solar heating and cooling engineer - any md. 

8130 Solder maker foreman-woman - any md. 

8591 Solderer - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8335 Solderer - n.e.c. 

8551 Sole cutter - footwear md. 

8575 Sole cutter - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Sole layer- footwear md. 

8561 Sole leveler - footwear md. 

8551 Sole maker - footwear md. 

8575 Sole maker - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Sole rougher - footwear md. 

8561 Sole rounder - footwear md. 

8561 Sole sewer - footwear md. 

8566 Sole sorter - footwear md. 

8561 Sole splitter - footwear md. 

9317 Sole stamper - rubber prod. md.; footwear md. 

8561 Sole trimmer - footwear md. 

8561 Soler - footwearind. 

2343 Solicitor - off. of lawyers & notaries 

5141 Solicitor, canvasser - non-store retail md. 

3332 Soloist - any md. 

8161 Solution maker - man-made fibre & f ii. yarn md. 

8161 Solution mixer - other mfg. prod. md.; leather tanneries 

8161 Solution mixer - plastic & syn. resin md. 

8161 Solution mixer - primary textile md. 

8113 Solution operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8161 Solvent mixer - plastic & syn. resin md. 
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3331 Song writer - any md. 

3332 Soprano - any End. 

8226 Sorter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8226 Sorter - fish prod. End.; fishing md. 

8566 Sorter - footwear md. 

8156 Sorter - glass & glass prod. md. 

6169 Sorter - laundries & cleaners 

8296 Sorter - leather tanneries 

7718 Sorter - mining md. 

8176 Sorter - plastic & syn. resin End. 

4173 Sorter - postal serv. End. 

8256 Sorter - pulp & paper md. 

8238 Sorter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8276 Sorter - textile prod. End.; primary textile md. 

4153 Sorter - truck trans. End, 

8569 Sorter, except hosiery - clothing ind. 

8279 Sorter, hosiery - hosiery End. 

4141 Sorting-machine operator - any End. 

4143 Sorting-machine tender - any End. 

8786 Sound applicator - const. End. 

9555 Sound cutter - motion pic., audio & video prod.; radio 
& t.v. broadcast.; theatrical & other staged 
entertainment ser 

9555 Sound editor - motion pic., audio & video prod.; radio 
& tv. broadcast.; theatrical & other staged 
entertainment ser 

2144 Sound engineer - any md. 

8786 Sound proofer - const. md. 

8535 Sound technician - any md. 

3330 Sound-effects supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast.; 
theatrical & other staged entertainment serv. 

9555 Sound-effects technician - radio & tv. broadcast.; 
motion pic., audio & video prod. 

8537 Sound-equipment servicer - any End. 

9555 Sound-recording-equipment operator - radio & t.v. 
broadcast.; motion pic., audio & video prod. 

6121 Soup chef - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

1179 Space officer - radio & tv. broadcast. 

8213 Spaghetti maker - any md. 

8515 Spar assembler - aircraft & parts End. 

8515 Spar builder - aircraft & parts md. 

8515 Spar fitter - aircraft & parts End. 

6191 Spare hand - janitorial serv. 

9919 Spare hand - n.e.c. 

8592 Sparmaker - shipbldg. & repair md. 

6113 Special agent, railway - railway trans. serv. End. 

6113 Special constable - security & investigation serv. 

2795 Special education teacher - educ. serv. md . 

3330 Special events coordinator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

6113 Special officer - security & investigation serv. 

5133 Special representative - mfg. ind.; whise. trade irid. 

4172 Special-delivery mail carrier - postal serv. End. 

4172 Special-delivery messenger - postal serv. End. 

6121 Specialist chef - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8339 Specialist in coinage - govt. serv. End. 

3351 Specifications writer - any End. 

8273 Speck dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8279 Specker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8373 Spectacles truer - ophthalmic goods End. 

2117 Spectroscopist - tab. metal prod. md. 

3136 Speech clinician - health & soc. serv. ind. 

3136 Speech pathologist - any md. 

3136 Speech therapist - any End. 

8263 Speeder tender - primary textile ind. 

8527 Speedometer maker - any md. 

8587 Speedometer repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

8229 Spice grinder - any ind. 

8229 Spice miller - any md. 

8229 Spice mixer - any End. 

8331 Spike-machine feeder - tab. metal prod. md. 

9199 Spike-team driver - mining End. 

8355 Spindle carver - sash, door & millwork ind. 

8263 Spinner - primary textile md. 

8263 Spinner tender - primary textile End. 

8334 Spinner, except wire - fab. metal prod. End. 

8141 Spinner, wire - wire & wire prod. ind. 

8179 Spinneret cleaner - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

8179 Spinning-bath patroller - man-made fibre & f ii. yarn End. 
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8263 Spinning-frame tender - primary textile md. 

8334 Spinning-lathe operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8263 Spinning-mule tender - primary textile md. 

8260 Spinning-room foreman/woman - primary textile md.; 
textile prod, ind. 

8179 Spinning-room worker - man-made fibre & fil. yarn md. 

9517 Spiral binder - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8113 Spiral runner - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8571 Splice pounder - tire & tube md. 

8739 Splicer - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md. 

8339 Splicer - tab. metal prod. md. 

8279 Splicer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8571 Splicer - tire & tube md. 

8315 Spliner operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8295 Splitter - leather tanneries 

8215 Splitter - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8575 Splitter - rubber prod. md. 

8353 Splitter - sash, door & miliwork ind. 

8239 Splitter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8279 Splitter - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. nd.; primary 
textile md. 

8295 Splitting-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8575 Splitting-machine operator - rubber prod. md. 

8213 Sponge maker - bakery prod. md. 

8213 Sponge setter - bakery prod. md. 

6213 Sponger - bakery prod. md. 

8371 Sponger - clay prod. md. 

8275 Sponger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md.; 
clothing md. 

8278 Spool carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

7517 Spool tender - logging md. 

8265 Spool winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8149 Spooler - elec. & electron, prod. md.; wire & wire prod. 
md. 

8265 Spooler - primary textile md. textile prod. md. 

8149 Spooling-machine operator - elec. & electron, prod. 
mci.; wire & wire prod. md. 

8265 Spooling-machine tender - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. irid. 

3337 Sports announcer - radio & t.v. broadcast.  

3311 Sports cartoonist - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3370 Sports director - n.e.c. 

3330 Sports director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Sports editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8599 Sports equipment repairer - any md. 

2333 Sports instructor - health & soc. serv. md . 

3370 Sports instructor - n.e.c. 

2333 Sports organizer - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3370 Sports organizer - n.e.c. 

2333 Sports supervisor - health & SOC. serv. md . 

3370 Sports supervisor - n.e.c. 

3351 Sports writer - any md. 

3337 Sportscaster - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3379 Sportsman/woman - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8275 Spot proofer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8335 Spot welder - any md. 

3339 Spotlight operator - comm. spectator sports 

9599 Spotlight operator - motion pic., audio & video prod.; 
telecom. broadcast. md .; theatrical & other staged 
entertainment ser 

6162 Spotter - laundries & cleaners 

7513 Spotter - logging ind. 

7718 Spotter - mining md. 

8373 Spotter - ophthalmic goods md. 

8541 Spotter - sash, door & miliwork md.; turn. & fixture md. 

9179 Spotter - trans. md. 

9318 Spout positioner - flour, cereal food & teed md. 

9193 Spragger - mining md. 

8595 Spray finisher - turn. & fixture md. 

8785 Spray painter - const. md. 

7197 Sprayer - agnc. md. 

8595 Sprayer - air trans. md.; aircraft & parts md.; railroad 
rolling stock md. 

8298 Sprayer - leather tanneries 

8595 Sprayer - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. md. 

8143 Sprayer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8275 Sprayer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8595 Sprayer, button - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 

8785 Sprayer, paint - const. md. 
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8569 Spreader - clothing md. 

8173 Spreader operator - rubber prod. ind. 

8293 Sprigger - tobacco prod. md. 

8562 Spring assembler - turn. & fixture md. 

8562 Spring builder - turn. & fixture md. 

8334 Spring coiler - tab. metal prod. md. 

8331 Spring fitter - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8331 Spring forger - lab. metal prod. i. welding 

8527 Spring layer - clock & watch md. 

8527 Spring maker, assembling - clock & watch md. 

8339 Spring maker, shaper - turn. & fixture md.; wire & wire 
prod. md. 

8336 Spring tester - wire & wire prod. md.; turn. & fixture 
md. 

8339 Spring weaver - wire & wire prod. md. 

8561 Springer - footwear md. 

8562 Springer - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 

8331 Springmaker, forging - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

6162 Sprinkler- laundries & cleaners 

8267 Sprinkler - primary textile md. 

9199 Sprinkler driver - logging md. 

8791 Sprinkler fitter - any md. 

8267 Sprinkler tender - primary textile md. 

8791 Sprinkler-system installer - const. md. 

9175 Sprinkling-truck driver - any md. 

7711 Spud driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

2161 Spud setter - mining md. 

8278 Squeezer operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8711 Stabber - gas & oil pipelines 

8165 Stabilizer operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

7160 Stable boss - agric. md. 

7180 Stable foreman/woman - agric. md. 

7183 Stable worker - other amuse. & rec. serv. 

9318 Stacker - any md. 

9315 Stacker driver - any md. 

6112 Staff inspector, police - police serv. 

1174 Staff training officer - any md. 

8781 Stage builder - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8533 Stage electrician - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9919 Stage mechanic- any md. 

3339 Stage supervisor - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv. 

3313 Stage-scenery designer - any md. 

3339 Stagehand - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

9514 Stager - comb. pub. & print. md. 

3330 Staging director - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv.; t.v. broadcast. md . 

8595 Stain dipper - turn. & fixture md. 

8161 Stain maker - paint & varnish md. 

3311 Stained glass artist - any md. 

3311 Stained glass window designer - any md. 

8795 Stained-glass glazier - const. md. 

8561 Stainer - footwear md. 

8595 Stainer - turn. & fixture md. sash, door & millwork md. 

8295 Stainer - leather tanneries 

9517 Stainer - platemakg., type. & bind. md.; comb. pub. & 
print. md. 

8781 Stair builder - const. md. 

2169 Stake driver, surveying - any md. 

8527 Staker - clock & watch md. 

8295 Staker - leather tanneries 

2169 Staker, surveying - any md. 

8527 Staking-machine operator - clock & watch md. 

5130 Stamp collector-dealer - coin & stamp dealers 

8595 Stamper - clay prod. md. 

8591 Stamper - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8111 Stamper- mining md.; primary metal md. 

9317 Stamper - rubber prod. md.; footwear md. 

8391 Stamper - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8551 Stamper - women's clothing md.; other textile prod. 
md. 

9317 Stamper and labeler - any md. 

9519 Stamper operator - platemakg. type. & bind. md.; 
comb. pub. & print. md. 

8399 Stamper, buttons - other mfg. prod. md . 

8334 Stamping-press operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8561 Stapler - footwear md. 
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8549 Stapler operator - wooden box & pallet md. 

8599 Stapling-machine operator - any md. 

8213 Starch maker - sugar & chocolate confectionery md. 

6169 Starch maker, mixer - primary textile md. textile prod. 
md. 

8229 Starch presser- Other food prod. md. 

6169 Starcher - laundries & cleaners; primary textile md.; 
textile prod. md. 

3371 Starter - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9179 Starter - interurban & rural transit syst. md.; taxicab 
md. 

7717 Starter - mining md. 

9199 Starter- urban transit syst. md. 

8396 Static balancer - any md. 

4193 Station agent - trans. md. 

6112 Station duty officer - police serv. 

9555 Station engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

4193 Station gate attendant - railway trans. serv. md. 

8736 Station inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

1147 Station manager - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9130 Station master - railway trans. serv. md . 

9531 Station operator - elec. power syst. md. 

8735 Station repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

9531 Station tender - elec. power syst. md. 

9539 Stationary diesel-engine operator - any md. 

9539 Stationary engineer - any md. 

9530 Stationary engineer foreman/woman - any md. 

2181 Statistical actuary - any md. 

2181 Statistical analyst - any md. 

4137 Statistical clerk - any md. 

4130 Statistical clerk supervisor - any md. 

2181 Statistical engineer - any md. 

1131 Statistical services director - any md. 

2189 Statistical technician- any md. 

2181 Statistician, business and economics - any md. 

8355 Stave jointer - sash, door & millwork md. 

8548 Stave leveler - other wood md. 

7517 Stave-block roller - logging md. 

8355 Stave-machine operator - wooden box & pallet md. 

8353 Stave-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8593 Stay-machine operator - any md. 

8563 Stayer - clothing md.; primary textile md. 

8599 Stayer - n.e.c. 

8581 Steam cleaner - motor veh. md. 

8229 Steam drier - Other food prod. md. 

7713 Steam driller - const. md. 

9539 Steam engineer - any md. 

8791 Steam fitter - any md. 

8275 Steam gigger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8228 Steam scalder - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8275 Steam sponger - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8228 Steam tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 

9193 Steam-dinkey operator - any md. 

9530 Steam-engineer foreman/woman - any md. 

8780 Steam-fitter foreman/woman - any md. 

8331 Steam-hammer operator - any md. 

8791 Steam-heating installer - const. md. 

9311 Steam-hoist operator - any md. 

8221 Steam-kettle operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. ind. 

6165 Steam-press operator - hotels & motor hotels 

8713 Steam-roller operator - const. md. 

6198 Steam-room attendant - any md. 

8711 Steam-shovel engineer - any md. 

9539 Steam-shovel firer - any md. 

8711 Steam-shovel operator - any md. 

6125 Steam-table attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

8799 Steamblaster - const. md. 

8179 Steamer - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8569 Steamer - clothing md. 

8293 Steamer - leaf tobacco md. 

8275 Steamer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8275 Steamer tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

4193 Steamship agent - water trans. md. 

1176 Steamship inspector - water trans. md. 

1147 Steamship manager - water trans. md. 

1147 Steamship superintendent - water trans. md. 

9311 Steel charger - primary metal md. 
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8393 Steel chipper - tab. metal prod. md. 

8793 Steel constructor - const. md. 

8335 Steel cutter - const. md. 

8315 Steel cutter - tab. metal prod. md. 

2151 Steel engineer - primary metal md.; fab. metal prod. 
md. 

8391 Steel engraver - any ind. 

8793 Steel erector - const. ind. 

8592 Steel erector - shipbldg. & repair md. 

8146 Steel expert - any md. 

8793 Steel fitter - const. md. 

8529 Steel fitter - n.e.c. 

8592 Steel fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. 

9313 Steel handler - any md. 

8133 Steel hardener - any md. 

8131 Steel heater - primary metal md. 

9311 Steel hooker - primary metal md. 

8146 Steel inspector - any md. 

8149 Steel maker - primary metal md. 

8137 Steel moulder - any md. 

8799 Steel placer - const. md. 

8137 Steel pourer - primary metal md. 

8334 Steel puncher - any md. 

8135 Steel roller - primary metal md. 

8135 Steel rougher - primary metal md. 

8793 Steel sash erector - const. md. 

8568 Steel setter - clothing md. 

8793 Steel setter - const. md. 

8393 Steel sharpener - any md. 

8310 Steel shop foreman/woman - any md. 

8135 Steel straightener - primary metal md. 

8146 Steel tester - any md. 

8793 Steel tier - const. md. 

8133 Steel treater - any md, 

8793 Steel worker - const. md. 

8149 Steel worker - primary metal md. 

8391 Steel-die engraver - any md. 

8793 Steel-door setter - const. md. 

8787 Steel-plate caulker - const. md. 

8787 Steel-plate caulker - power boiler & heat exchanger 
md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 

9515 Steel-plate engraver - any md. 

7517 Steel-spar-machine operator - logging md. 

8568 Steeler - clothing md. 

8229 Steep-tank tender - Other food prod. md. 

8799 Steeplejack - any md. 

8293 Stem cutter - leaf tobacco md. 

8527 Stem fitter - clock & watch md. 

8536 Stem inspector - commun. & other electron. equip. ind. 

8534 Stem maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8293 Stem roller - leaf tobacco md. 

8534 Stem-machine operator - elec. & electron, prod. md. 

8293 Stemmer - leaf tobacco md. 

8578 Stemmer - tire & tube md. 

8293 Stemming-machine operator - leaf tobacco irid. 

8395 Stencil cutter - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8551 Stenciler - clothing md. 

8595 Stenciler - furn. & fixture md. 

9317 Stenciler - n.e.c. 

4111 Stenographer - any md. 

4111 Stenotype operator - any md. 

4111 Stenotype-machine operator - any md. 

4111 Stenotypist - any md. 

9513 Stereotype caster - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9513 Stereotype moulder - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

9513 Stereotyper - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

8229 Sterilizer - bakery prod. md.; wine md. 

8221 Sterilizer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8279 Sterilizer - other turn. & fixture md. 

8179 Sterilizer - pharm. & medicine ind. 

8229 Sterilizer operator - bakery prod. md.; wine md. 

8221 Sterilizer operator - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8229 Sterilizing-machine operator - bakery prod. md. 

9313 Stevedore - any md. 

9310 Stevedoring foreman/woman - any md. 

6125 Steward/stewardess - accom., food & bev. serv. mnd. 
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8215 Sticker - meat & poultry prod. ind. 

8355 Sticker hand - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8355 Sticker operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

9317 Sticker-attacher operator - any md. 

8159 Stiffener - asbestos prod. md. 

8178 Still cleaner - mfg. md. 

8165 Still operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8227 Still operator - wine md. 

6125 Still room attendant - accom.. food & bev. serv. md. 

8227 Still runner - distillery prod. md. 

8165 Still tender - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8213 Stirrer - bakery prod. md. 

8563 Stitcher - clothing md. 

9517 Stitcher - comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

8561 Stitcher - footwear md. 

8563 Stitcher - other leather & allied prod. md. 

8593 Stitcher - paper box & bag md. 

8549 Stitcher operator - wooden box & pallet md.; sash, 
door & millwork md. 

8599 Stitcher, broom - any md. 

9517 Stitching-machine setter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8278 Stock blender - primary textile irid.; textile prod. md. 

5170 Stock broker supervisor - security brokers & dealers 

4151 Stock chaser - any ind. 

4155 Stock checker, clerk - any md. 

8355 Stock checker, firearms - other metal fabricating md. 
n.e.c. 

5135 Stock clerk - motor veh. parts & access., whlse.; 
automotive parts & access. stores 

4155 Stock clerk - n.e.c. 

4155 Stock control clerk - any md. 

4150 Stock control supervisor - any md. 

8551 Stock cutter - footwear md. 

7513 Stock cutter - logging md. 

8353 Stock cutter - sash, door & millwork md. 

5173 Stock dealer - security brokers & dealers 

7113 Stock farmer, livestock farming - agric. md. 

8551 Stock fitter- footwear md.  

4150 Stock foreman/woman - any md. 

9539 Stock gauger - refined petrol. prod. md., petrol. & nat. 
gas md.; pipeline trans. md. 

8596 Stock grader - furn. & fixture ind. 

8549 Stock grader - sash, door & miliwork md. 

9318 Stock handler - any md. 

8298 Stock hanger - leather tanneries 

7183 Stock herder - any md. 

4159 Stock inspector - any md. 

8238 Stock picker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

4153 Stock receiver - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8251 Stock runner - pulp & paper md. 

4150 Stock supervisor - n.e.c. 

5130 Stock supervisor - retail trade md. 

4155 Stock taker - any md. 

7183 Stock tender - any md. 

4151 Stock tracer - any md. 

8148 Stocker - primary metal md. 

8271 Stocking mender - any md. 

8271 Stocking ribber - hosiery md. 

8563 Stocking seamer - hosiery ind. 

8563 Stocking stitcher - hosiery ind. 

4155 Stockkeeper - any md. 

4155 Stockkeeper clerk - any ind. 

4155 Stockroom attendant - any md. 

4155 Stockroom clerk - any ind. 

5130 Stockroom supervisor - whlse. trade md.; retail trade 
md. 

8293 Stogie maker - tobacco prod. md. 

9317 Stogie packer - tobacco prod. md. 

9539 Stoker - n.e.c. 

9157 Stoker - water trans. md. 

8589 Stoker erector - any md. 

8589 Stoker repairer - any md. 

8153 Stone breaker - non-metal mines (exc. coal); quarry & 
sand pit md.; const. md. 

8371 Stone carver - any md. 

8153 Stone crusher - const. md.; quarry & sand pit md.; 
non-metal mines (exc. coal) 
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8371 Stone cutter - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

7717 Stone cutter - stone quarries 

8371 Stone decorator - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8371 Stone dresser - any md. 

8373 Stone finisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8376 Stone grader - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8782 Stone layer - const. md. 

8371 Stone letterer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8379 Stone mechanic - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8371 Stone moulder - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

5782 Stone paver - const. md. 

8371 Stone planer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8373 Stone polisher - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8370 Stone polishers foreman/woman - concrete prod. md.; 
clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8379 Stone repairer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8373 Stone rubber - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8371 Stone sawyer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8782 Stone setter - const. md. 

8371 Stone sharpener - any md. 

8371 Stone splitter tender - clay prod. md.; hydraulic cement 
md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 

8371 Stone trimmer - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8171 Stone-mill tender - paint & varnish md. 

8713 Stone-spreader operator - const. md. 

8591 Stonecutter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8782 Stonemason - any md. 

8780 Stonemason foreman/woman - any md. 

8591 Stoner - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8295 Stoner - leather tanneries 

8591 Stonesetter - jewel. & precious metal md. 

7713 Stope driller - mining md. 

7710 Stope foreman/woman - mining md. 

7719 Stope leader - mining md. 

7718 Stope scraper - mining md. 

7713 Stoper - mining md. 

8373 Stopper grinder - glass & glass prod. md. 

8155 Stopper maker - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

9319 Storage inspector - any md. 

9313 Storage worker - any md. 

8539 Storage-battery charger - any md. 

5135 Store clerk - retail trade md. 

6113 Store detective - retail trade md. 

9314 Store hand - retail trade md. 

1137 Store manager - retail trade 

4155 Storehouse attendant - railway trans. serv. md . 

5130 Storekeeper - retail trade md. 

4155 Storeroom attendant - any md. 

4155 Storeroom keeper - any md. 

4150 Stores-and-receiving supervisor - any md. 

4155 Stores-supply clerk - any md. 

3335 Story teller - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

3351 Story writer - any md. 

8529 Stove assembler - any md. 

8529 Stove builder - iron foundries; major appl. md. 

8529 Stove maker - iron foundries; major appl. md. 

8589 Stove mechanic - any md. 

8529 Stove mounter - any md. 

8533 Stove repairer - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8589 Stove repairer - n.e.c. 

8131 Stove tender - primary metal md. 

9318 Stower - anyind. 

9315 Straddle-truck operator - any mnd. 

8334 Straightener - tab. metal prod. ind. 

8135 Straightener operator - primary metal md. 

8334 Straightening-press operator - any md. 

8163 Strainer tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8339 Strander - elec. & electron. prod. md .; wire & wire 
prod. md. 

8135 Strander - primary metal md. 

8339 Stranding-machine operator - elec. & electron. prod. 
md.; wire & wire prod. md. 

8575 Strap maker - other rubber prod. md. 

8561 Strapper - footwear hid. 

2112 Stratigrapher - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8549 Straw weaver - wooden box & pallet md. 
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7719 Straw-boss - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 

9191 Street car conductor - urban transit syst. md. 

9190 Street car dispatcher - urban transit syst. md. 

9190 Street car inspector - urban transit syst. md. 

9191 Street car operator - urban transit syst. md. 

9199 Street car starter - urban transit syst. md. 

9918 Street cleaner, manual - any md. 

9910 Street cleaning foreman/woman - any md. 

2143 Street engineer - const. md. 

9175 Street flusher operator - trans. md. 

8796 Street inspector - high. st . & bridges 

8713 Street paver - high. St. & bridges 

3315 Street photographer - photographers 

9175 Street Sprinkler - trans. md. 

9918 Street sweeper, manual - any md. 

9199 Street-sweeper operator - any md. 

2155 Stress engineer - aircraft & parts md. 

2143 Stress engineer - const. md. 

2159 Stress engineer - n.e.c. 

8295 Stretcher - other mig. prod. md .; leather tanneries 

8275 Stretcher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6162 Stretcher operator - laundries & cleaners 

8141 Stretcher operator - primary metal md. 

8295 Stretching-machine operator - leather tanneries; other 
mfg. prod. md . 

8295 Strike-out - leather tanneries 

8331 Striker - tab. metal prod. md.; welding 

8549 Stringed instrument maker - musical instrument & 
sound recording md. 

8599 Stringer - sporting goods & toy md. 

8595 Striper - aircraft & parts md.: motor veh. md. 

8561 Striper - footwear md. 

8595 Striper - turn. & fixture md. 

9512 Striper - paper & allied prod. md. 

8113 Stripper - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8593 Stripper - paper box & bag md. 

9515 Stripper - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

8279 Stripper - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8293 Stripper - tobacco prod. md. 

9514 Stripper, except photoengraving - platemakg., type. & 
bind. md. 

2163 Structural draughter - any md. 

2143 Structural engineer - any md. 

8796 Structural steel inspector - const. md. 

8793 Structural-iron erector - const. md. 

8793 Structural-iron worker - const. md. 

8793 Structural-metal erector - const. md. 

8780 Structural-metal erector foreman/woman - const. md. 

8793 Structural-metal worker - const. md. 

8793 Structural-steel erector - const. md. 

8793 Structural-steel worker - const. md. 

8784 Stucco mason - any md. 

8784 Stucco plasterer - any md. 

8784 Stucco worker - const. md. 

2349 Student - off. of lawyers & notaries 

1171 Student accountant - any md. 

3152 Student dietitian - any md. 

3131 Student nurse - hospitals 

1171 Student of accounts - off. of chartered & certified 
accountants 

4175 Student operator - telecom. carriers md. 

3339 Studio attendant - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9551 Studio control operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8533 Studio electrician - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9555 Studio engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast.: motion plc., 
audio & video prod. 

9555 Studio technician - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion plc., 
audio & video prod. 

1130 Study director - any md. 

8295 Stuffer - leather tanneries 

8215 Stuffer - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8148 Stuffer - primary metal ind. 

8215 Stuffing-machine operator - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8562 Stuffing-machine operator - other turn. & fixture md.; 
motor veh. md. 

7513 Stumper - logging md. 

8165 Styrene operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
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8515 Subassembler - aircraft & parts md. 

8513 Subassembler - motor veh. md. 

2157 Subdivision planner - any md. 

5141 Subscription agent - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4161 Subscription clerk - comb. pub. & print. md. 
9531 Substation operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9531 Substation tender - elec. power syst. md. 

9191 Subway-train conductor - urban transit syst. md. 

9190 Subway-train dispatcher - urban transit syst. md. 

9191 Subway-train operator - urban transit syst. ind. 

8293 Suction roller - tobacco prod. md. 

8295 Sueding-wheel tender - leather tanneries; other mfg. 
prod. md . 

7115 Sugar beet farmer - agric. md. 

8225 Sugar boiler - cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Sugar cook - cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Sugar cutter - cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Sugar drier - cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Sugar filterer - cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Sugar mixer - cane & beet sugar md. 

8225 Sugar refiner - cane & beet sugar md. 

8226 Sugar sampler - cane & beet sugar md. 

1116 Sugar sampler - regulatory serv. 

8551 Suit cutter - any md. 

3373 Sulky driver - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8251 Sulphate cooker - pulp & paper md. 

8251 Sulphite cooker - pulp & paper md. 

8253 Super-calender operator - pulp & paper md. 

8261 Super-draft tender - textile prod. md. 

4153 Supercargo clerk - water trans. md. 

8580 Supercharger- repairer foreman/woman - air trans. 
md.; aircraft & parts md. 

1146 Superintendent - agric. md. 

1149 Superintendent - elec. power syst. md.; gas distribution 
syst. md.; water syst. md. 

1132 Superintendent - health & soc. serv. md . 

2350 Superintendent - library serv. 

1147 Superintendent - other serv. ind. incid. to water trans. 

1149 Superintendent - serv. incid. to fishing 

1134 Superintendent of nurses - hospitals 

1133 Superintendent, Board of Education - educ. serv. md . 

2513 Superior - religious org. 

1147 Supervising agent - railway trans. serv. md. 

9530 Supervising engineer - serv. mncid. to water trans. 

2131 Supervisor - forestry serv. md. 

8780 Supervisor - high., St. & bridge main. md. 

6160 Supervisor - laundries & cleaners 

3360 Supervisor - motion pic., audio & video prod. 

2333 Supervisor - other amuse. & rec. serv. 

3315 Supervisor - photographers 

9130 Supervisor - railway trans. serv. md , 

5130 Supervisor - retail trade md. 

9170 Supervisor - truck trans. md.; public passenger transit 
syst. md.: other trans. md. 

6190 Supervisor of char service - any md. 

4140 Supervisor of office-machine operators - any md. 

4160 Supervisor of records - any md. 

3311 Supervisor of scenic painting - theatrical & other 
staged entertainment serv.; t.v. broadcast. md . 

9310 Supervisor, country grain elevator - grain elev. md. 

9550 Supervisor, engineering services - radio & t.v. 
broadcast. 

2350 Supervisor, film rental services - any md. 

8710 Supervisor, highway maintenance - const. md. 

1173 Supervisor, organization and methods analyst - any 
md. 

8553 Supervisor, tailoring shop - men's clothing stores; 
women's clothing stores 

4190 Supervisory clerk - any md. 

5179 Supply agent - any md. 

2739 Supply teacher - elementary & sec. educ. 

9318 Supply worker - mfg. md. 

4155 Supply-room clerk - any md. 

7710 Surface boss - mining md. 

8783 Surface finisher - const. md. 

7710 Surface foreman/woman - mining md. 

8313 Surface grinder - fab. metal prod. md. 

7718 Surface labourer - mining md. 
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8355 Surface operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

1149 Surface superintendent - mining md. 

7719 Surface worker - mining md. 

8313 Surface-grinder operator - tab, metal prod. md. 

8373 Surface-plate finisher - concrete prod. md.; clay prod. 
md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8373 Surfacer - ophthalmic goods md. 

3111 Surgeon. general - health & SOC. serv. md. 

8527 Surgical instrument maker - any md. 

3111 Surgical pathologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

3130 Surgical ward supervisor- hospitals 

8569 Surgical-belt maker - any md. 

8569 Surgical-dressing maker - any md. 

8588 Surgical-instrument repairer - any md. 

2341 Surrogate - courts of law 

2181 Survey statistician - any md. 

8527 Surveying-instrument maker - any md. 

2161 Surveyor - any md. 

7711 Swabber - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8331 Swager - tab. metal prod. md. 

6129 Swamper - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

7513 Swamper - logging md. 

9193 Swamper - mining md. 

9313 Swamper - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8276 Swatch checker - primary textile md.; textile prod. md 

8295 Sweater - leather tanneries 

8271 Sweater knitter - any ind. 

8163 Sweater operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8137 Sweep moulder - iron foundries 

6191 Sweeper - n.e.c. 

6198 Sweeper - trans. md. 

9918 Sweeper, manual - other utility md. n.e.c. 

3370 Swimming instructor - any md. 

8799 Swimming-pool installer - const. ind. 

8799 Swimming-pool servicer - any md. 

8226 Swine grader - any md. 

7517 Swing engineer - logging md. 

8393 Swing grinder - tab. metal prod. md. 

8278 Swing tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile ind. 

8531 Switch assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

9131 Switch engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

9130 Switch foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

8736 Switch inspector - elec. power syst. md. 

8583 Switch repairer - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 
syst. md. 

9193 Switch tender - mining md. 

9135 Switch tender - railway trans. serv. md . 

8735 Switch-box installer - telecom. carriers md. 

8531 Switchboard assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Switchboard builder - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8736 Switchboard inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8733 Switchboard installer - const. md. 

8735 Switchboard installer - telecom. carriers md. 

9531 Switchboard operator - elec. power syst. md. 

4175 Switchboard operator - n.e.c. 

8735 Switchboard repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

9193 Switcher - mining md. 

9539 Switcher - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9551 Switcher - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9135 Switcher - railway trans. serv. md . 

8531 Switchmaker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8229 Syrup blender - Other food prod. md. 

8229 Syrup filterer - Other food prod. md. 

8229 Syrup mixer - any md. 

2183 Systems analyst - any md. 
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8541 Table assembler - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
miliwork End. 

6125 Table attendant - accom., food & bev. serv. End. 

3375 Table attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8541 Table maker - turn. & fixture nd.; sash, door & 
millwork End. 

8135 Table operator - primary metal md. 

8113 Table tender - mining End. 

8334 Table-punch operator - shipbldg. & repair i. 
boatbldg. & repair End. 

8315 Table-saw operator - fab. metal prod. End. 

8179 Tablet maker - pharm. & medicine End. 

4137 Tabulating clerk - any End. 

4140 Tabulating supervisor - any md. 

4143 Tabulating-machine operator - any Id. 

8585 Tabulating-machine servicer - any End. 

8334 Tack maker - any md. 

8334 Tacker - fab. metal prod. End. 

8561 Tacker - footwear End. 

8278 Tacker - hosiery md. 

8295 Tacker - leather tanneries 

8562 Tacker - other furn. & fixture End. 

8561 Tacking-machine operator - footwear End. 

4199 Tag clerk - any End. 

8278 Tagger- hosiery End. 

9193 Tail end rider - mining End. 

8231 Tail sawyer - any md. 

9193 Tail-rope rider - mining End. 

7517 Taller-in - logging End. 

8118 Tailings labourer - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal 
smelt. & refin. 

8553 Tailor - any End. 

8553 Tailor coatmaker - any End. 

8553 Tailor suit maker - any End. 

8598 Take-off worker - paper & allied prod. End. 

8148 Take-off worker - primary metal md. 

8578 Talcer - tire & tube md. 

8215 Tallow maker - meat & poultry prod. End. 

8215 Tallow refiner - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8718 Tamper - const. End. 

7715 Tamper - mining End. 

8713 Tamping-machine operator - const. End. 

8135 Tandem-mill operator - primary metal End. 

8225 Tank attendant - cane & beet sugar End. 

8227 Tank attendant - distillery prod. End. 

8793 Tank builder, metal - const, md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9918 Tank cleaner - any End. 

9175 Tank driver - petrol. prod., whlse. 

8579 Tank liner - rubber prod. md. 

8131 Tank puller - primary metal End. 

9175 Tank representative - petrol. prod., whise. 

8335 Tank solderer - motor veh. parts & access. 

9916 Tank tester - any md. 

9918 Tank washer - any End. 

8586 Tank-car inspector - any End. 

8583 Tank-car repairer - railway trans. serv. End, railroad 
rolling stock md. 

8227 Tank-house operator - bev. md. 

9175 Tank-truck driver - trans. md. 

9175 Tank-truck operator - trans. End. 

8228 Tanker - meat & poultry prod. md. 

8178 Tanker - refined petrol. prod. End. 

9155 Tanker pumper - water trans. End. 

8110 Tankhouse foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & 
refin. 

8118 Tankhouse labourer - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

8161 Tankroom tender - man-made fibre & tEl. yarn md. 

8295 Tanner - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
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8290 Tannery foreman/woman - leather tanneres; other 
mfg. prod. md . 

8299 Tannery grinder - leather tanneries 

8298 Tannery worker - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. 
md. 

3334 Tap dancer - any md. 
9555 Tape duplicator - other mfg. prod. md . 

8531 Taper - elec. & electron. prod. md.: motor veh. md. 

8278 Taper - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8531 Taping machine tender - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8563 Taping-machine operator - clothing md.; primary textile 
md. 

8563 Taping-machine operator - other textile prod. md, 

8227 Tapper - brewery prod. md. 

8179 Tapper - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8153 Tapper - hydraulic cement md. 

8137 Tapper - primary metal md. 

8511 Tappet adjuster - motor veh. parts & access. 

8315 Tapping-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8334 Tapping-machine operator - motor veh. md. 

8787 Tar boiler - const. md. 

8787 Tar heater - const. md. 

8787 Tar roofer - any md. 

9918 Tar worker - railway trans. serv. md . 

4139 Tariff clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 

2343 Tariff counsel - govt. serv. md . 

1176 Tariff inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

8551 Tarpaulin cutter - any ind. 

8278 Tassel maker - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

6149 Tattoo artist - any md. 

6149 Tattooer - any md. 

8295 Tawer - leather tanneries 

1171 Tax analyst - any md. 

1116 Tax assessor, except income tax - taxation admin. 

2343 Tax attorney - govt. serv. md.; off. of lawyers & 
notaries 

1171 Tax auditor - any md. 

1113 Tax collector - taxation admin. 

2311 Tax economist - any md. 

1171 Tax evaluator - any md. 

1171 Taxexaminer -anyind. 

1113 Tax recovery officer - taxation admin. 

5179 Taxi agent - other trans. md. 

9179 Taxi cab starter - trans. md. 
9179 Taxi dispatcher - trans. md. 

9173 Taxi driver - taxicab md. 

9170 Taxi driver and chauffeur foreman/woman - trans. md. 

9170 Taxi owner - taxicab md. 

2353 Taxidermist - any md. 

2133 Taxonomist - any md. 

8227 Tea blender - any md. 

3339 Tea-cup reader - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

6120 Tea-room supervisor - any md. 

3370 Teacher - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

2799 Teacher - correctional serv. 

2733 Teacher - sec. educ. 

2711 Teacher - univ. educ. 

2795 Teacher, mentally handicapped persons - educ. serv. 
md . 

2795 Teacher, physically-handicapped persons - educ. serv. 
md . 

2793 Teacher's training college instructor - post-sec. non-
univ. educ. 

2793 Teacher's training college teacher - post-sec. non-
univ. educ. 

1133 Teachers' training college principal - post-sec. non-
univ. educ. 

2739 Teaching consultant - elementary & sec. educ. 

9190 Team boss - trans. md. 

9199 Team driver - trans. md. 

7180 Team foreman/woman - agric. md. 

9199 Teamster - trans. md. 

9190 Teamster boss - trans. md. 

8275 Teasel-gig operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

8151 Teaser - glass & glass prod. md. 

2131 Technical agriculturist - any md. 

3330 Technical director - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

3351 Technical editor - any md. 
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3314 Technical illustrator - n.e.c. 

2163 Technical illustrator - off. of architects; oft. of 
engineers 

2165 Technical supervisor - petrol. & flat. gas ind. 

3351 Technical writer - any md. 

1179 Technical-service consultant - any md. 

8537 Technician - appi., tv. radio & stereo repair 

3156 Technician - medical & other health lab. 

2165 Technician - other rolled, cast & extruded non-fer. 
metal prod. md. 

2117 Technician - plastic & syn. resin md. 

9551 Technician - radio & tv. broadcast. 

8735 Technician - telecom. carriers md. 

2719 Technician - univ. educ. 

2117 Technician, pulp and paper - any md. 

3156 Technologist - hospitals 

9551 Telecasting engineer - radio & tv. broadcast. 

9551 Telecasting technician - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

2144 TelecommunicationS engineer - any md. 

9553 Telegraph agent, operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

9553 Telegraph dispatcher - any md. 

2144 Telegraph engineer - any md. 

8736 Telegraph inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Telegraph installer - telecom. carriers md. 

4177 Telegraph messenger - any md. 

9553 Telegraph operator - any md. 

9550 Telegraph operator supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

8730 Telegraph supervisor - any md. 

8735 Telegraph-repeater installer - telecom. carriers md. 

4139 Telegraph-service rater - telecom. carriers md. 

9553 Telegrapher - any md. 

4113 Telegraphic-typewriter operator - any md. 

8534 Telephone assembler - commun. & other electron. 
equip. md. 

4171 Telephone clerk - any md. 

8735 Telephone electrician - telecom. carriers md. 

2144 Telephone engineer - any md. 

8735 Telephone facilities evaluator - telecom. carriers md. 

8536 Telephone inspector and tester - telecom, equip. md. 

8735 Telephone installer - telecom. carriers md. 

4177 Telephone messenger - any md. 

4175 Telephone operator - any md. 

8735 Telephone repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

4179 Telephone service observer - telecom. carriers md. 

5199 Telephone shopper - retail trade md. 

5149 Telephone solicitor - any md. 

8735 Telephone station installer - telecom. carriers md. 

4170 Telephone supervisor - any md. 

2797 Telephone system teacher - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Telephone technician - telecom. carriers md. 

4175 Telephone-answering-service operator - bus. serv. md . 

7513 Telephone-pole cutter - logging md. 

8735 Telephone-repeater attendant - telecom. carriers ind. 

4175 Telephone-switchboard operator - any md. 

4113 Teleprinter - telecom. carriers md. 

2183 Teleprocessing programmer - any hid. 

8735 Teletype installer - telecom. carriers md. 

9511 Teletype operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4113 Teletype operator - n.e.c. 

8735 Teletype repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

9511 Teletyper - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 Teletypesetter monitor - comb. pub. & print. md. 

9511 Teletypist - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4113 Teletypist - n.e.c. 

9510 Teletypist supervisor - comb. pub. & pnnt. md. 

4110 Teletypist supervisor - n.e.c. 

8534 Television assembler - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

3351 Television assignment editor - t.v. broadcast. md . 

8595 Television cabinet refinisher - any md. 

5179 Television cable service sales representative - cable 
t.v. md. 

8537 Television electrician - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 

8535 Television electrician - n.e.c. 

3351 Television film production editor - t.v. broadcast. md . 

8537 Television installer - n.e.c. 

8534 Television installer - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

8534 Television maker - record player, radio & t.v. md. 
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8537 Television mechanic - appl., tv., radio & stereo repair 

9551 Television operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8535 Television repairer - commun. & other electron, equip. 
md. 

8537 Television servicer - appi., tv.. radio & stereo repair 

9551 Television studio and field microphone operator - radio 
& t.v. broadcast. 

8537 Television technician - appl., tv. radio & stereo repair 

8534 Television tube maker - any md. 

3351 Television writer and editor - t.v. broadcast. md . 

8539 Television-antenna installer - appl., t.v., radio & stereo 
repair 

5199 Television-set rental salesperson - bus. serv. md . 

1175 Television-time buyer - any md. 

8534 Television-tuner maker - any md. 

9511 Telex operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

4113 Telex operator - n.e.c. 

4133 Teller- banks & other intermed. 

8223 Temperature regulator - dairy prod. md. 

8179 Temperature-control inspector - man-made fibre & fil. 
yarn md. 

8227 Temperature-controller - bev. ind. 

8165 Temperature-controller - chom. & chem. prod. md . 

8151 Temperer - glass & glass prod. md. 

8295 Temperer - leather tanneries 

8133 Temperer - primary metal md. 

8395 Template and jig maker - motor veh. nd.; aircraft & 
parts md. 

8396 Template checker - fab. metal prod. md. 

8333 Template cutter - fab. metal prod. md. 

8333 Template fitter - aircraft & parts md. 

8333 Template layout marker - aircraft & parts ind. 

8311 Template maker - mach. shop md. 

8395 Template maker - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8395 Template maker - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & 
repair md. 

8395 Template maker and designer - aircraft & parts md. 

9159 Tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 

8583 Tender-truck repairer - railroad rolling stock md. 

3375 Tennis court attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. ind. 

3373 Tennis player - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

8599 Tennis-ball maker - any md. 

8569 Tennis-net maker - other textile prod. md. 

8599 Tennis-racquet stringer - any md. 

8355 Tenoner - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8355 Tenoner operator - sash, door & millwork md. 

8569 Tent finisher - canvas & rel. prod. md. 

8569 Tent maker - canvas & rel. prod. md . 

8275 Tenter-frame operator - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

8275 Tenter-machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary 
textile md. 

9159 Terminal attendant - water trans. md. 

9539 Terminal gauger - pipeline trans. md.; refined petrol. 
prod. md .; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9170 Terminal supervisor - trans. md. 

6199 Termite exterminator - dismnfecting & exterminating 
serv. 

8782 Terra-cotta mason - any md. 

8782 Terra-cotta setter - any md. 

8783 Terrazzo finisher - const. md. 

8783 Terrazzo layer - const. md. 

8783 Terrazzo polisher - const. ind. 

8783 Terrazzo worker - const. md. 

8783 Terrazzo-polishing-machine operator - const. md. 

9916 Test carrier - primary metal md. 

8526 Test driver - motor veb. md. 

2155 Test engineer - aircraft & parts md. 

4175 Test operator - telecom. carriers md. 

9111 Test pilot - aircraft & parts md.; air trans. md. 

7713 Test-hole driller - mining md. 

7711 Test-hole driller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8736 Test-table operator - telecom. carriers md. 

8736 Testboard analyzer - telecom. carriers md. 

8226 Tester - brewery prod. md. dairy prod. md. 

8176 Tester - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8736 Tester - elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers md. 

8156 Tester - glass & glass prod. md. 

8596 Tester - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
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8276 Tester - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8256 Tester - pulp & paper md. 

8176 Tester - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 

8536 Tester - sign & display md. 

9916 Tester, magnetic - any md. 

9916 Tester, ultrasonic - any md. 

8735 Testing and regulating worker - telecom. carriers md. 

2159 Testing engineer - n.e.c. 

2144 Testing engineer - off. of engineers 

1149 Textile Association manager - any md. 

8279 Textile cable maker - any md. 

2111 Textile chemist - any md. 

3313 Textile designer - any md. 

8273 Textile dyer - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md. 

2159 Textile engineer - any md. 

9515 Textile engraver - any md. 

9519 Textile printer - any md. 

8263 Textile rope maker - any md. 

8263 Textile rope splicer - any md. 

8563 Textile sewer - mfg. md. 

8263 Textile spinner - primary textile md. 

2117 Textile technician - any md. 

2117 Textile technologist - any md. 

8267 Textile weaver - any md. 

8279 Textile worker - textile prod, md.; primary textile md. 

6141 Thanatologist - funeral serv. 

6149 Theatre attendant - any md. 

3360 Theatre supervisor - any md. 

1179 Theatrical agent theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv. 

3335 Theatrical performer - any md. 

2113 Thermal physicist - any md. 

8335 Thermit welder - any md. 

8527 Thermometer maker - any md. 

8586 Thermostat inspector - any md. 

8533 Thermostat repairer - any md. 

8113 Thickener - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & 
ret in  

8161 Thinner - paint & varnish md. 

8179 Thiokol operator - plastic prod. md. 

8253 Third hand - pulp & paper md. 

7518 Third rigger - logging md. 

3111 Thoracic surgeon - health & soc. serv. md . 

8259 Thrasher feeder - pulp & paper md. 

8315 Thread cutter - tab. metal prod. ind. 

8265 Thread doubler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8313 Thread grinder - other mach. & equip. md. 

8276 Thread inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8561 Thread laster - footwear md. 

8315 Thread miller - fab. metal prod. md. 

8263 Thread spinner - primary textile md. 

8265 Thread spooler - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 

8265 Thread winder - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8534 Threader - commun. & other electron, equip. md. 

8315 Threader - tab. metal prod. md. 

8271 Threader - hosiery md. 

8315 Threading machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

7197 Thresher - agric. md. 

8178 Thresher - paint & varnish ind. 

8298 Thresher - tobacco prod. md. 

7197 Threshing-machine operator - agric. md. 

8263 Thrower - primary textile ind. 

8735 Ticker installer - telecom. carriers md. 

9553 Ticker operator - any md. 

4133 Ticket agent - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

4193 Ticket agent - trans. md. 

4193 Ticket clerk - trans. md. 

9133 Ticket collector - railway trans. serv. md . 

9159 Ticket collector - water trans. md. 

4193 Ticket examiner - railway trans. serv. md . 

4199 Ticket marker - any md. 

9512 Ticket printer - any md. 

4133 Ticket seller - n.e.c. 

4193 Ticket seller - trans. md. 

8563 Ticket sewer - any md. 
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9519 Ticket stamper - hosiery md. 

6199 Ticket taker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9519 Ticketer - hosiery End. 

7517 Tie carrier - logging End. 

7513 Tie cutter - logging md. 

7513 Tie hacker - logging End. 

8236 Tie inspector - logging md. 

8715 Tie inspector - railway trans. serv. End. 

8271 Tie knitter - any End. 

7513 Tie maker - logging md. 

8563 Tie maker - textile prod. md. 

8715 Tie-cutting machine operator - railway trans. md. 

9317 Tier - any md. 

8267 Tier-in - primary textile md. 

7199 Tier, tobacco - agric. md. 

8151 Tile burner - clay prod. md. 

9519 Tile decorator - clay prod. End. 

3313 Tile designer - clay prod. md. 

8782 Tile layer - const. md. 

8155 Tile maker - clay prod. md. 

8782 Tile mason - const. End. 

8155 Tile moulder - clay prod. md. 

8159 Tile paster - clay prod. md. 

8787 Tile roofer - any md. 

8151 Tile setter- clay prod. End. 

8782 Tile setter - const. md. 

8156 Tile sizer - clay prod. md. 

8131 Tilting-furnace operator - iron foundries 

7516 Timber cruiser - logging md.; forestry serv. End. 

7513 Timber cutter - logging md. 

8353 Timber cutter - mining md. 

7516 Timber estimator - logging md. 

7510 Timber foreman/woman - logging & forestry md. 

7710 Timber foreman/woman - mining md. 

7719 Timber framer - mining md. 

7516 Timber grader - any md. 

7513 Timber hand - logging End. 

7516 Timber inspector - any md. 

7719 Timber packer - mining End. 

7516 Timber rider - logging md. 

7516 Timber scaler - any md. 

8785 Timber sprinkler - metal mines 

8235 Timber-treating tank operator - wood preservation End. 

7517 Timberjack operator - logging End. 

4131 Time checker - any md. 

4131 Time clerk - any md. 

7710 Time foreman/woman - mining md. 

5174 Time salesperson - advertising serv. 

8587 Time-clock repairer - any End. 

8587 Time- lock expert - any md. 

8735 Time-signal wirer - telecom. carriers End. 

2145 Time-study analyst - any md. 

2145 Time-study engineer - any md. 

2181 Time-study statistician - any End. 

4131 Timekeeper - any md. 

8143 Tin plater - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8135 Tin roller - primary metal md. 

8787 Tin roofer - const. md. 

9918 Tin sorter - any ind 

8333 Tin-shop worker - any md. 

8333 Tinker - any End. 

8143 Tinner - any End. 

8599 Tinsel maker - any End. 

8333 Tinsmith - any md. 

8787 Tinsmith roofer - any End. 

9515 Tint-layer - platemakg., type. & bind. End. 

8161 Tinter - paint & varnish End. 

8569 Tipper - clothing End.; primary textile End. 

9517 Tipper - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8569 Tipper - other mfg. prod. End. n.e.c. 

9539 Tipple engineer - mining md. 

7710 Tipple foreman/woman - mining md. 

8589 Tipple greaser - coal mines 

7719 Tipple inspector - mining mod. 

8584 Tipple mechanic - coal mines 

8589 Tipple oiler - coal mines 
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9539 Tipple operator - mining md. 

8584 Tipple repairer - coal mines 

7718 Tippler - mining md. 

4192 Tire adjuster - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8578 Tire bagger - tire & tube md. 

8579 Tire buffer - tires & tubes, whlse.; garages (general 
repairs) 

8571 Tire builder - tire & tube md. 

8589 Tire changer - motor veh. repair shops 

8576 Tire classifier - tire & tube ind. 

8573 Tire curer - tire & tube md. 

8576 Tire examiner - tire & tube md. 

8595 Tire finisher - rubber prod. md. 

8576 Tire inspector - tire & tube md. 

8571 Tire maker - tire & tube md. 

8578 Tire preparer - tire & tube md. 

8571 Tire rebuilder - tires & tubes, whise.; garages (general 
repairs) 

8571 Tire recapper - tires & tubes, whise.; garages (general 
repairs) 

8571 Tire repairer - tire & tube md. 

8573 Tire shaper - tire & tube md. 

8578 Tire stripper - tire & tube md, 

8576 Tire tester - tire & tube md. 

8573 Tire vulcanizer - any irid. 

8571 Tire-breaker operator - tire & tube md. 

2343 Title attorney - any md. 

2349 Title clerk - refined petrol. prod. md.; pipeline trans. 
md. 

2349 Title examiner - insce. & real estate agen. 

2343 Title lawyer- any md. 

4199 Title searcher - insce. & real estate agen. 

8293 Toaster operator - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Tobacco blender - tobacco prod. md. 

5135 Tobacco clerk - retail trade mnd. 

8296 Tobacco cutler- leaf tobacco md. 

7185 Tobacco curer - agric. md. 

8293 Tobacco curer - leaf tobacco md. 

7185 Tobacco cutter - agric. md. 

8293 Tobacco cutter - tobacco prod. md. 

7115 Tobacco farmer - agric. md. 

8293 Tobacco flavourer - tobacco prod. md. 

8298 Tobacco forker - tobacco prod. md. 

8296 Tobacco grader - tobacco prod. md. 

7115 Tobacco grower - agric. md. 

8298 Tobacco hander - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Tobacco roller - tobacco prod. ind. 

8296 Tobacco sampler - tobacco prod. md. 

8298 Tobacco shaker - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Tobacco shredder - tobacco prod. md. 

8298 Tobacco spreader - tobacco prod. mod. 

7185 Tobacco stripper - agric. md. 

8293 Tobacco stripper - tobacco prod. md. 

7185 Tobacco worker - agric. md. 

8293 Tobacco worker - tobacco prod. md. 

8293 Tobacco-drier operator - leaf tobacco md. 

5130 Tobacconist - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8561 Toe former - footwear md. 

7517 Toggler - logging md. 

8298 Toggler lumper - leather tanneries 

4133 Toll collector - any md. 

8736 ToIl line inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

4175 Toll operator - telecom. carriers ind. 

4170 Toll supervisor - telecom. carriers md. 

8736 Toll tester - telecom. carriers md. 

4133 Toll-bridge operator - any md. 

4133 Toll-gate keeper - any md. 

8735 Toll-line repairer - telecom. carriers md. 

7115 Tomato farmer - agric. md. 

8782 Tombstone erector - any md. 

8782 Tombstone setter - any md. 

7517 Tonger - logging md. 

7517 Tongs hooker - logging md. 

9311 Tongs hooker - n.e.c. 

7517 Tongs unhooker - logging md. 

4139 Tonnage-compilation clerk - water trans. md. 

6143 Tonsorial artist - any md. 

TON 
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8316 Tool and die inspector- mach. shop md. 

8311 Tool and die maker - any md. 

8311 Tool and die repairer - any md. 

6311 Tool and jig builder- motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts 
md. 

9918 Tool chaser - any md. 

8316 Tool checker - mach. shop md. 

4155 Tool checker - n.e.c. 

4155 Tool clerk - any md. 

4150 Tool clerk foreman/woman - any md. 

4155 Tool cribber - any md. 

2165 Tool designer - any md. 

8331 Tool dresser - any md. 

2147 Tool engineer - any md. 

8395 Tool fitter - motor veh. md.; aircraft & parts md. 

8393 Tool grinder - any md. 

8133 Tool hardener - primary metal md. 

8316 Tool inspector - mach. shop md. 

4155 Tool keeper - any md. 

6315 Tool lapper - lab. metal prod. ind. 

8313 Tool machinist - any md. 

2145 Tool planner - aircraft & parts md., motor veh. md. 

6313 Tool presetter, numerical control - mach. shop md. 

7710 Tool pusher - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

6311 Tool repairer - any md. 

8313 Tool setter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8599 Tool setter - n.e.c. 

8393 Tool sharpener - any md. 

8311 Tool straightener - any md. 

4155 Tool tender - any md. 

8310 Tool-and-die foreman/woman - mach. shop md. 

4155 Tool-crib attendant - any md. 

4150 Tool-crib foreman/woman - any md. 

4150 Tool-crib supervisor - any md. 

8310 Tool-grinding foreman/woman - any md. 

4150 Tool-keeper foreman/woman - any md. 

8313 Tool-room machinist - any md. 

8311 Toolmaker - any ind.  

8331 Toolsmith - any md. 

8315 Tooth grinder - lab. metal prod. md. 

3161 Tooth maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8599 Tooth-brush maker - any md. 

7717 Top cager - mining md. 

8271 Top knitter - clothing md. 

7717 Top lander - mining md. 

7517 Top loader - logging md. 

8561 Top maker - footwear md. 

8113 Top-precipitator operator - mining md.; primary metal 
nd. 

2169 Topographic computer - any md. 

2161 Topographic surveyor - any md. 

2143 Topographical engineer - any md. 

8213 Topper - bakery prod. md. 

8271 Topper - clothing md. 

7513 Topper - logging md. 

8593 Topper - paper box & bag md. 

8335 Torch shearer - any md. 

8335 Torch welder - any md. 

7715 Torpedo shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8595 Touch-up finisher - aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md. 

8250 Tour foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 

4193 Tourist agent - travel serv. 

6144 Tourist booth attendant - any md. 

6130 Tourist cabin keeper - tourist courts & cabins 

6139 Tourist camp worker - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

6144 Tourist guide - any md. 

6130 Tourist-camp supervisor - hotels, motels & tourist 
courts 

9315 Tow-motor driver - any md. 

9315 Tow-motor operator - any md. 

9175 Tow-truck driver - trans. md. 

9175 Tow-truck operator - motor veb. repair shops 

8793 Tower builder - const. md.; elec. power syst. md. 

8793 Tower erector - const. md.; elec. power syst. ind. 

9135 Tower guard - railway trans. serv. md . 

8165 Tower operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 
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9135 Tower operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

7511 Tower worker - logging & forestry md. 

8178 Tower worker - pulp & paper md. 

1113 Township clerk - local govt. serv. md . 

1113 Township supervisor - local govt. serv. md . 

2133 Toxicologist - any md. 

8590 Toy assembly foreman/woman - sporting goods & toy 
md. 

3313 Toy designer - sporting goods & toy md. 

8596 Toy inspector - sporting goods & toy md. 

8599 Toy maker - any md. 

4199 Tracer clerk - any md. 

2163 Tracer, drawings - any md. 

8735 Tracer, servicer - telecom. carriers md. 

8715 Track dresser - railway trans. serv. md.: urban transit 
syst. md. 

8715 Track fitter - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md . 

8710 Track foreman/woman- urban transit syst. md.; 
railway trans. serv, md. 

8715 Track greaser - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md. 

8715 Track inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

8715 Track labourer - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 
syst. md. 

8715 Track layer - any ind. 

8715 Track patroller - railway trans. serv. md . 

7719 Track repairer - mining md. 

8715 Track repairer - railway trans. serv. md .; urban transit 
syst. md. 

8715 Track sweeper - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md. 

8715 Track worker - urban transit syst. md.; railway trans. 
serv. md . 

8715 Track-aligner operator - railway trans. md. 

9199 Trackmobile operator - railway trans. serv. md. 

8523 Tractor assembler - agric. impl. md . 

8584 Tractor mechanic - any md. 

7197 Tractor operator - agric. md. 

9315 Tractor operator - n.e.c. 

8584 Tractor repairer any md  

9311 Tractor-crane operator - any md. 

2311 Trade economist - any md. 

2799 Trade instructor - correctional serv. 

2733 Trade instructor - sec. educ. 

2791 Trade school instructor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2791 Trade school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

9317 Trade-mark stamper - any md. 

5179 Traffic agent - n.e.c. 

5177 Traffic agent - trans. md. 

2181 Traffic analyst - any md. 

4137 Traffic checker - any md. 

4139 Traffic chief - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

1147 Traffic chief - telecom. carriers md. 

2144 Traffic circuit engineer - telecom. carriers md. 

4153 Traffic clerk - n.e.c. 

4199 Traffic clerk - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

4199 Traffic clerk - telecom. carriers md. 

9113 Traffic controller - serv. ind. incid. to air trans. 

2341 Traffic court magistrate - courts of law 

2143 Traffic engineer - const, md.; railway trans. md. 

2159 Traffic engineer - local govt. serv. md . 

6112 Traffic inspector - police serv. 

8736 Traffic inspector - telecom. carriers md. 

1147 Traffic manager - any md. 

4179 Traffic observer - telecom. carriers md. 

6112 Traffic officer - police serv. 

5179 Traffic representative - ne.c. 

5177 Traffic representative - trans. md. 

6112 Traffic sergeant - police serv. 

9190 Traffic supervisor - trans. md. 

4139 Traffic worker - trans. md. 

7517 Trailer - logging md. 

9175 Trailer driver - trans. md. 

6130 Trailer park managing supervisor - accom., food & bev. 
serv. md. 

8513 Trailer-frame assembler - motor veh. md. 

4199 Train clerk - railway trans. serv. md . 

9133 Train conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 
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9135 Train director - railway trans. serv. md . 

9135 Train dispatcher - railway trans. serv. md . 

9130 Train foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

3131 Trained nurse - any md. 

3370 Trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9199 Tram driver - mining md. 

9311 Tram operator - mining md.; sawmills, plan. & shingle 
mills 

7710 Trammer boss - mining md. 

4113 Transcriber operator - any md. 

4113 Transcribing-machine operator - any md. 

8585 Transcribing-machine servicer - any md. 

9919 Transcription attendant - any md. 

9550 Transcription manager technician - radio & t.v. 
broadcast. 

5179 Transfer agent - any md. 

9135 Transfer and turntable operator - railway trans. serv. 
md . 

4199 Transfer clerk - any md. 

8271 Transfer knitter - hosiery md. 

8315 Transfer machine tender - tab. metal prod. md. 

9515 Transfer operator - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

9315 Transfer tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8158 Transferer - clay prod. md. 

9514 Transferer, hand - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8271 Transferrer - clothing md. 

8531 Transformer assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Transformer builder - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Transformer fitter - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8531 Transformer maker - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8534 Transistor assembler - commun. & other electron. 
equip. md . 

2161 Transit operator - const. md. 

3355 Translator - any md. 

2144 Transmission engineer - elec. power syst. md.; 
telecom. carriers md. 

9551 Transmission engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9551 Transmission operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8581 Transmission repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

8526 Transmission tester - motor veh. md.; mach. in (exc. 
elec. mach.) 

8736 Transmission tester - telecom. carriers md. 

8735 Transmitter attendant - telecom. carriers md. 

9551 Transmitter engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

8536 Transmitter tester - commun. & other electron. equip. 
md . 

9551 Transmitting operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9175 Transport driver - trans. ind. 

9111 Transport pilot - air trans. md. 

4193 Transportation agent - trans. ind. 

2143 Transportation engineer - any md. 

1176 Transportation inspector - any md. 

8580 Transportation repair foreman/woman - any md. 

7718 Trapper - mining md. 

7315 Trapper - trapping 

3379 Trapping guide - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

4193 Travel agent - travel serv. 

4193 Travel clerk - any md. 

4190 Travel clerk supervisor - any md. 

4193 Travel counsellor - travel serv. 

6144 Travel guide - travel serv. 

5133 Travelling agent - mfg. md.; whise. trade md. 

1171 Travelling auditor - any md. 

2143 Travelling engineer - any md. 

5177 Travelling freight agent - trans. md. 

5177 Travelling passenger agent - trans. md. 

5133 Travelling representative - mfg. md.; whlse. trade md. 

7313 Trawl-net fisherman/woman - fishing md. 

8228 Tray handler - bakery prod. md. 

6129 Tray handler - hospitals 

8575 Tread cutter - tire & tube md. 

1135 Treasurer - any md. 

7711 Treater - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8235 Treating engineer - wood preservation md. 

8230 Treating plant foreman/woman - wood preservation 
md. 

5141 Tree agent - non-store retail md. 

7195 Tree budder - nursery prod. 
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7195 Tree expert - nursery prod. 

7513 Tree taller - logging md. 

7195 Tree grafter - nursery prod. 

7513 Tree harvester operator - logging md. 

7513 Tree marker - logging md. 

7518 Tree planter - forestry serv. md. 

7195 Tree pruner - nursery prod. 

7511 Tree puller - logging & forestry End. 

7516 Tree sorter - logging End.; sawmills, plan. & shingle 
mills 

7511 Tree spacer - logging & forestry End. 

7195 Tree sprayer - nursery prod. 

7195 Tree surgeon - nursery prod. 

8739 Tree trimmer - elec. power syst. End.; telecom. carriers 
md. 

7513 Tree trimmer - n.e.c. 

8561 Treer - footwear End. 

8718 Trench digger - const. md. 

8711 Trencher operator - const. md. 

8711 Trenching- machine operator - any End. 

2341 Trial court judge - courts of law 

2343 Trial examiner - govt. serv. md . 

8353 Trim sawyer - sash, door & millwork End. 

8353 Trim-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork End. 

8515 Trimmer - aircraft & parts End. 

8158 Trimmer - clay prod. md. 

8562 Trimmer - coffin & casket md.; turn. & fixture End. 

8561 Trimmer - footwear End. 

8295 Trimmer - leather tanneries 

8551 Trimmer - luggage, purse & handbag End. 

8215 Tnmmer• meat & poultry prod. End. 

8562 Trimmer - motor veh. md. 

8593 Trimmer - paper box & bag ind. 

8253 Trimmer - pulp & paper End. 

7718 Trimmer - quarry & sand pit md. 

8528 Trimmer - railroad rolling stock End. 

8231 Trimmer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

8598 Trimmer sportn goods & tor' ind 

8333 Trimmer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

8575 Trimmer - tire & tube md. 

9313 Trimmer - water trans. End. 

8569 Trimmer, artificial flowers - any End. 

8599 Trimmer, broom - any End. 

8569 Trimmer, umbrella - any End. 

8353 Trimming-machine operator - sash, door & millwork 
End. 

8231 Trimming-machEne operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle 
mills 

9193 Trip rider - mining ind. 

8333 Trip-hammer operator - aircraft & parts md. 

8331 Trip-hammer operator - tab. metal prod. End.; welding 

8586 Triple tester - railroad rolling stock md. 

8583 Triple valve mechanic - urban transit syst. End.: railway 
trans. serv. End.; railroad rolling stock md. 

8583 Triple valve operator - railroad rolling stock End.; urban 
transit syst. End.; railway trans. serv. ind. 

8583 Triple valve repairer - railroad rolling stock End.; urban 
transit syst. md.; railway trans. serv. End. 

8586 Triple-valve tester - railroad rolling stock End. 

7313 Troller - fishing End. 

9171 Trolley-bus driver - public passenger transit syst. End. 

9171 Trolley-bus operator - public passenger transit syst. 
End. 

9191 Trolley-car operator - urban transit syst. End. 

6117 Trooper - defence serv. 

4199 Trouble dispatcher - elec. power syst. End.; telecom. 
carriers End. 

8730 Trouble foreman/woman - elec. power syst. End.; 
telecom. carriers md.; const. End. 

4175 Trouble operator - telecom. carriers End. 

8731 Trouble seeker - elec. power syst. End. 

8735 Trouble seeker - telecom. carriers md. 

8582 Trouble shooter - aircraft & parts md. 

8731 Trouble shooter - elec. power syst. End. 

8791 Trouble shooter - gas distribution syst. End. 

8581 Trouble shooter - motor veh. repair shops; motor veh. 
End. 

9539 Trouble shooter - pipeline trans. End. 

8735 Trouble shooter - telecom. carriers End. 
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1116 Truant officer - educ. serv. md . 

9318 Truck bracer - any md. 

9179 Truck dispatcher - trans. md. 

9179 Truck driver - courier serv. ind. 

6111 Truck driver - firefighting serv. 
9175 Truck driver - n.e.c. 
4172 Truck driver - postal serv. md. 

7115 Truck farmer - agric. md. 

8589 Truck greaser - any md. 

9179 Truck hostler - trans. md. 
9313 Truck loader - any md. 

8581 Truck mechanic - any md. 

8589 Truck oiler - any md. 

9170 Truck owner - truck trans. md. 

8581 Truck repairer - any md. 

9313 Truck striker - truck trans. md. 

9313 Truck swarnper - any md. 

9313 Truck unloader - any md. 

6198 Truck washer - any md. 

9311 Truck-crane operator - any md. 

9175 Trucker - const. md. 

9315 Trucker - railway trans. serv. md . 

9313 Trucker - storage & warehousing md.; water trans. md. 

9313 Trucker, hand - mfg. md. 

9170 Trucking boss - trans. md. 

9170 Trucking contractor - truck trans. md. 

9170 Trucking foreman/woman - trans. md. 

3332 Trumpeter - any md. 

8563 Truss maker - any md. 

1171 Trust officer - trust companies 

5173 Trust representative - trust companies 

1171 Trustee - any md. 

9193 Tub rider - mining ind. 

8273 Tub tender - other clothing & apparel md. 

8339 Tube bender - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8334 Tube bender - fab. metal prod. md. 

8573 Tube builder - tire & tube md. 

9918 Tube cleaner - any md. 

8315 Tube cutter - tab. metal prod. md. 

8141 Tube drawer - primary metal md. 

8576 Tube examiner - tire & tube md. 

8575 Tube finisher - tire & tube md. 

8131 Tube heater - primary metal md. 
8576 Tube inspector - tire & tube md. 

8571 Tube Joiner - tire & tube md. 

8534 Tube mounter - record player, radio & t.v. md. 

4133 Tube operator, cashier - retail trade md. 

7711 Tube puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8135 Tube roller - primary metal md. 

8575 Tube skiver - tire & tube md. 

8579 Tube sorter - rubber prod. md. 

8571 Tube splicer - tire & tube md. 

8536 Tube tester - commun. & other electron. equip. md . 

8579 Tube wrapper - tire & tube md. 

8334 Tube-bending-machine operator - aircraft & parts nd.; 
motor veh. md. 

8334 Tube-bending-machine operator - power boiler & heat 
exchanger md.; shipbldg. & repair md. 

8593 Tube-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

8179 Tuber-machine operator - rubber prod. md.; plastic 
prod. md. 

8526 Tubing inspector - aircraft & parts md. 

8265 Tubing-machine operator - textile prod. i. primary 
textile md. 

8563 Tucking-machine operator - textile prod. md. 

8562 Tufter - other turn. & fixture md. 

8562 Tufter operator - other turn. & fixture md. 

9151 Tugboat captain - water trans. md. 

9153 Tugboat engineer - water trans. md. 

9151 Tugboat mate - water trans. md. 

9151 Tugboat operator - water trans. md. 

9311 Tugger - mining md. 

9311 Tugger operator - mining md. 

7115 Tulip grower - agric. md. 

6162 Tumbler operator - laundries & cleaners 

8599 Tumbler operator - n.e.c. 

8579 Tumbler operator - plastic prod. md. 
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8393 Tumbling-barrel tender - tab. metal prod. md. 

8599 Tumbling-mill operator - mfg. md. 

8581 Tune-up mechanic - motor veh. repair shops 

8787 Tunnel caulker - const. md. 

2143 Tunnel engineer - const. md. 

8799 Tunnel worker - const. md. 

7719 Tunnel worker - mining md. 

8151 Tunnel-kiln operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

9531 Turbine engineer - elec. power syst. md. 

8511 Turbine fitter - turbine & mechanical power 
transmission equip. md. 

9531 Turbine operator - elec. power syst. hid. 

3584 Turbine repairer - elec. power syst. md. 

7113 Turkey farmer - agric. md. 

6198 Turkish-bath attendant - any md. 

8561 Turn laster - footwear md. 

8561 Turn sewer - footwear md. 

8278 Turner - hosiery md. 

8591 Turner - jewel. & precious metal md. 

8569 Turner - other textile prod. md. 

8279 Turner - primary textile md.; nat. fibres process. & felt 
prod. md. 

8355 Turner - sash, door & millwork md. 

8158 Turner, brick and tile - clay prod. md. 

8599 Turner, button - any md. 

8371 Turner, pottery and porcelain - clay prod. md. 

8569 Turning-machine operator - other textile prod. md. 

8355 Turning-machine operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

6115 Turnkey - correctional serv. 

9135 Turntable operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

8165 Turpentine distiller - any md. 

8165 Turpentine maker - any md. 

8315 Turret-lathe hand - any md. 

8315 Turret-lathe operator - any md. 

3319 Tuscher - comb. pub. & print. md. 

2791 Tutor - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2711 Tutor - univ. educ. 

7718 Twin keeper - mining md.  

8263 Twine maker - any md. 

8293 Twist maker - tobacco prod. md. 

8334 Twister - other metal fabricating md. 

8263 Twister - primary textile md. 

8293 Twister - tobacco prod. md. 

8263 Twister operator - asbestos prod. md. 

8263 Twister tender - primary textile md. 

8267 Twister-in - primary textile md. 

8263 Twisting-frame operator - primary textile md. 

8539 Twisting-machine operator - elec. & electron. prod. md . 

8334 Twisting-machine operator - tab. metal prod. hid. 

9317 Tying-machine operator - any md. 

9511 Type caster - comb. pub. & print. ind. 

8137 Type caster - primary metal md. 

9511 Type compositor - any md. 

9511 Typesetter - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8137 Typesetter - primary metal md. 

9511 Typesetter operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8525 Typewriter aligner - off., store & bus. mach. 

8526 Typewriter inspector - off., store & bus. mach. 

8585 Typewriter mechanic - any md. 

8585 Typewriter servicer - any md. 

4110 Typing supervisor - any md. 

4110 Typing-pool supervisor - any md. 

4113 Typist - anyind. 

4113 Typist-clerk - any md. 

9511 Typographer - any md. 

8571 Ultrasonic plastic welder operator - plastic prod. md. 

3169 Ultrasound technologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

8569 Umbrella finisher - any hid. 

8569 Umbrella maker - any md. 

8599 Umbrella mender - any md. 

8599 Umbrella repairer - any hid. 

8563 Umbrella sewer - any hid. 

8569 Umbrella tipper - any md. 

3371 Umpire - amuse. & rec. serv. ind. 

1113 Under-secretary of State - govt. serv. md . 
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8595 Undercoater - motor veh, repair shops; gasoline serv. 
stations 

7513 Undercutter - logging md. 

7717 Undercutter - mining md. 

3131 Undergraduate nurse - hospitals 

7710 Underground foreman/woman - mining md. 

7718 Underground labourer - mining md. 

1149 Underground superintendent - mining md. 

7710 Underground supervisor - mining md. 

6141 Undertaker - funeral serv. 

8563 Underwear maker - clothing md. 

1119 Unemployment-insuranCe appeals referee - govt. serv 
md. 

1119 Unemployment-insurance claims investigator - govt. 
serv. md . 

1179 Union organizer - bus. assoc.; prof. membership 
assoc.: labour org. 

1179 Union representative - bus. assoc.; prof. membership 
assoc.; labour org. 

1133 University department head - univ. educ. 

1133 University or college president - post-sec. non-univ. 
educ.; univ. educ 

2711 University proctor - univ. educ. 

2719 University program co-ordinator - univ. educ. 

2711 University teacher - Univ. edUC. 

8227 Unloader - brewery prod. md. 

7517 Unloader - logging md. 

9319 Unloader - n.e.c. 

9313 Unloader - water trans. md. 

8541 Upfitter - coffin & casket md.; furn. & fixture md. 

8562 Upholsterer - any ind. 

8551 Upholstery cutter - any md. 

8562 Upholstery repairer - any md. 

8563 Upholstery seamer - motor veh. md. 

8563 Upholstery sewer - any md. 

8561 Upper cementer - footwear md. 

8551 Upper cutter - footwear md. 

8561 Upper stitcher - footwear md. 

8561 Upper trimmer - footwear md. 

8571 Upperer - other rubber prod. md. 

8331 Upset operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8331 Upsetter - any md. 

8331 Upsetting-machine operator - tab. metal prod. md. 

8263 Uptwister - primary textile md. 

2157 Urban planner - any md. 

3111 Urologist - health & soc. serv. md . 

5135 Used car salesperson - retail trade md. 

6149 Usher/usherette - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

4197 Utility clerk - any md. 

9531 Utility operator - elec. power syst. md. 

9919 Utility worker - any ind. 

2145 Utilization engineer - any md. 
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8533 Vacuum-cleaner repairer - any md. 
5141 Vacuum-cleaner salesperson, door-to-door - non-store 

retail md. 

6191 Vacuum-cleaner worker - any md. 

8167 Vacuum-pan operator - chem. & chem. prod. md.; salt 
mines 

6142 Valet - pars, & hhld. serv. md . 

4135 Valuation clerk - insce. & real estate agen. 

5179 Valuator-appraiser - whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 

8578 Valve fitter - tire & tube md. 

8315 Valve grinder - any md. 

9539 Valve inspector - water syst. md. 

8589 Valve repairer - n.e.c. 

8583 Valve repairer - urban transit syst. md.; railroad rolling 
stock md.; railway trans. serv. md . 

8315 Valve-grinding-machine operator - motor veh. parts & 
access.; aircraft & parts md. 

8578 Valver - tire & tube md. 

8551 Vamp blocker - footwear ind. 

8561 Vamp liner - footwear md. 

8571 Vamp maker - other rubber prod. md. 

5561 Vemp seamer- footwear md. 

8561 Vamp stitcher - footwear md. 

8561 Vamp trimmer - footwear md. 

8561 Vamper - footwear md. 

9175 Van driver - trans. md. 

9313 Van loader - anyind. 

8179 Vapourizer - plastic prod. md. 

8353 Variety-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

4113 Varitype operator - any md. 

4113 Varitypist - any md. 

8595 Varnish dipper - turn. & fixture md. 

8163 '/arnish filterer - paint & varnish md. 

8167 Varnish maker - paint & varnish md. 

8167 Varnish melter - paint & varnish md. 

8161 Varnish mixer - paint & varnish md. 

8295 Varnisher - leather tanneries 

8575 Varnisher - rubber prod. md. 

8179 Vat operator - refined petrol. prod. md . 

8273 Vat tender - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md. 

8228 Vat unloader - meat & poultry prod. md. 

9918 Vat washer - any md. 

4135 Vault attendant - banks & other intermed. 

4135 Vault custodian - banks & other intermed. 

8221 Vegetable boiler - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8221 Vegetable canner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8228 Vegetable cleaner - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8221 Vegetable cook - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

6121 Vegetable cook - n.e.c. 

8221 Vegetable drier - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

7115 Vegetable farmer - agric. md. 

8226 Vegetable grader - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

7196 Vegetable grader- n.e.c. 

7115 Vegetable grower - agric. md. 

8226 Vegetable inspector - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

1116 Vegetable inspector - regulatory serv. 

7199 Vegetable packer - agric. md. 

7185 Vegetable picker - any md. 

8221 Vegetable pickIer - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8228 Vegetable soaker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8226 Vegetable sorter - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

7185 Vegetable thinner - any ind. 

8211 Vegetable-oil extractor - veg. oil mills (exc. corn oil); 
Other food prod. md. 

6165 Velvet steamer - laundries & cleaners 

8525 Vending-machine assembler - off., store & bus. mach. 

5193 Vending-machine attendant - vending mach. operators 

5193 Vending-machine collector - vending mach. operators 

8589 Vending-machine mechanic - any md. 
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8233 Veneer clipper - veneer & plywood md. 

8233 Veneer cutter- veneer & plywood md. 

8235 Veneer drier - veneer & plywood md. 

8233 Veneer gluer - furn. & fixture md.; veneer & plywood 
md. 

8236 Veneer grader - any md. 

8233 Veneer jointer - (urn. & fixture md.; veneer & plywood 
md. 

8233 Veneer matcher - veneer & plywood md. 

8541 Veneer patcher - turn. & fixture md. 

8541 Veneer repairer - turn. & fixture md. 

8357 Veneer sander - turn, & fixture md. 

8353 Veneer sawyer - any md. 

8233 Veneer taper - veneer & plywood md. 

8233 Veneerer - veneer & plywood md. 

6191 Venetian blind cleaner and repairer - other serv. md. 

8799 Venetian blind installer - retail trade md.; const. md. 

8599 Venetian blind maker - any md. 

9539 Ventilating and heating maintainer - any md. 

2147 Ventilating engineer - any md. 

2147 Ventilating expert - any md. 

9539 Ventilation attendant - other utility md. n.e.c. 

7710 Ventilation boss - mining md. 

7719 Ventilation controller - mining md. 

3339 Ventriloquist - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

6199 Verger - religious org. 

4143 Verifier operator - any md. 

6199 Vermin exterminator- any md. 

5179 Vessel broker - trans. md. 

8563 Vest maker - clothing md. 

8563 Vest operator - clothing md. 

8563 Vest sewer - clothing md. 

3115 Veterinarian - any md. 

3169 Veterinarians assistant - any ind. 

3115 Veterinary dentist - any md. 

1116 Veterinary inspector - regulatory serv. 

2511 Vicar - religious org. 

2511 Vicar-general - religious org. 

1113 Vice Consul - federal govt. serv. md . 

3315 Video camera operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9551 Video control engineer - radio & tv. broadcast. 

9551 Video control operator - radio & t.v. broadcast. 

9551 Video operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 

9551 Video studio operator - radio & tv. broadcast. 

1113 Village clerk - local govt. serv. md . 

7115 Vine grower - agric. md. 

8229 Vinegar maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 

8549 Violin maker - musical instrument & sound recording 
md. 

8549 Violin repairer - any md. 

2792 Violin teacher - any md. 

3332 Violinist - any md. 

2133 Virologist - any md. 

2739 Visiting teacher - elementary & sec. educ. 

2333 Visitor - health & soc. serv. md . 

2739 Visual education director - elementary & sec. educ. 

2131 Viticulturist - any md. 

3332 Vocal artist - any md. 

2792 Vocal teacher - any md. 

3332 Vocalist - any md. 

2391 Vocational adviser - any md. 

2391 Vocational counsellor - any md. 

2315 Vocational psychologist - any md. 

1133 Vocational school director - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2791 Vocational school instructor - post-sec. non-univ. 
educ. 

2791 Vocational school teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2791 Vocational training teacher - post-sec. non-univ. educ. 

2112 Volcanologist - any md. 

4131 Voucher clerk - any md. 

8573 Vulcanizer - any md. 
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2311 Wage analyst - govt. serv. ind. 

9199 Wagon driver - any md. 

7713 Wagon-drill operator - const. md. 

8563 Waist maker - clothing md. 

8563 Waist operator - clothing ind. 

6120 Waiter captain - accom., food & bay. serv. ind. 

6125 Waiter/waitress - any md. 

8798 Wall steamer - any md. 

6191 Wall washer - any ind. 

7719 WaIler - mining md. 

9519 Wallpaper examiner - any md. 

9519 Wallpaper inspector - any md. 

9512 Wallpaper printer - paper & allied prod. md. 

8798 Wallpaper remover - any md. 

9519 Wallpaper tester - any md. 

3139 Ward aide - any md. 

3139 Ward assistant - any md. 

3135 Ward attendant - any md. 

6191 Ward cleaner - any md. 

4197 Ward clerk - hospitals 

3131 Ward nurse - hospitals 

3130 Ward supervisor - hospitals 

7511 Warden - logging & forestry md. 

3339 Wardrobe attendant - theatrical & other staged 
entertainment serv. 

8158 Ware carrier - clay prod. md. 

8158 Ware cleaner - clay prod. md. 

8155 Ware former - clay prod. md. 

8158 Ware washer - clay prod. md. 

4155 Warehouse checker - any md. 

9310 Warehouse foreman/woman - any md. 

1149 Warehouse manager - any md. 

4153 Warehouse receiver - any ind. 

4155 Warehouse stock-clerk - any md. 

1149 Warehouse superintendent - any md. 

9310 Warehouse supervisor - any md. 

9313 Warehouse worker - any md. 

8267 Warp changer - primary textile md. 

8278 Warp damper - primary textile nd.; textile prod. mnd. 

8279 Warp coiler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Warp drawer - primary textile md, 

8265 Warp dresser - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. md.; 
textile prod. md. 

6273 Warp dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8267 Warp preparer - primary textile md. 

8263 Warp spinner - primary textile md. 

8279 Warp splitter - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md.; 
primary textile md. 

8267 Warp tier - primary textile md. 

8267 Warp twister - primary textile ind. 

8263 Warp-twister tender - primary textile md. 

8267 Warp-tying-machine tender - primary textile md. 

8267 Warper - primary textile md. 

8267 Warper tender, automatic - primary textile md.; 
asbestos prod. md. 

6117 Warrant Officer - defence serv. 

4159 Warranty clerk - any md. 

8229 Washer - dairy prod. md. 

8228 Washer - fish prod. md. 

8295 Washer- leather tanneries 

8179 Washer - plastic prod. md. 

8279 Washer - primary textile nd.; textile prod. md. 

8239 Washer - wooden box & pallet md. 

8273 Washer, bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile 
md. 

9539 Washery engineer - mining md. 

7710 Washery foreman/woman - mining md. 

8531 Washing-machine assembler - elec. & electron. prod. 
md. 
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6162 Washing-machine operator - laundries & cleaners 

8533 Washing-machine servicer - any md. 

6162 Washing-machine tender - laundries & cleaners 

6191 Washroom attendant - any md, 

8261 Waste carder - textile prod. md. 
9318 Waste collector - any md. 
9918 Waste picker - any md. 

9918 Waste sorter - any md. 

7718 Waste sweeper - mining md. 

9919 Wastepaper sorter - any md. 

9539 Watch engineer - any md. 

8587 Watch repairer - any md. 

8527 Watchmaker - clock & watch md. 

7718 Water bailer - mining md. 

9918 Water carrier - any md. 

2111 Water chemist - any md. 

9539 Water filterer - water syst. md. 

7718 Water hauler - mining md. 

9199 Water hauler, teamster - any md. 

8799 Water heater installer - const. md. 

1116 Water inspector - environment admin. 

9539 Water pumper - any md. 

8598 Water sander - any md. 

6129 Water server - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 

9159 Water tender - serv. incid. to water trans. 

7199 Water tender - water syst. md. 

9157 Water tender - water trans. md. 

8791 Water-meter installer - water syst. md. 

8791 Water-pipe installer - any md. 

9539 Water-pump operator - any md. 

2117 Water-purification technician - water syst. md. 

9539 Water-station pumper - any md. 

9159 Water-taxi operator - water trans. md. 

7713 Water-well driller - any md. 

9539 Water-well pumper - any md. 

8787 Waterproofer - const. md. 

8575 Waterproofer - rubber prod. md. 

8275 Waterproofer - textile prod. nd.; primary textile md.  

2143 Waterworks and water supply engineer - const. md. 

9539 Waterworks inspector - water syst. md. 

1149 Waterworks superintendent - any md. 

9519 Wax caster - comm. print. md . 

9515 Wax engraver - comb. pub. & print. md. 
8163 Wax maker - any md. 
8163 Wax pumper - refined petrol. prod. ind. 

8595 Waxer - turn. & fixture md. 

8275 Waxer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8253 Waxing-machine operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

8715 Way inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 

2114 Weather forecaster - any md. 

2117 Weather observer - any md. 

8787 Weather stripper - const. md. 

2117 Weather-chart plotter - any md. 

2117 Weather-chart preparer - any md. 

8787 Weather-strip installer - const. md. 

8267 Weaver - carpet, mat & rug md.; asbestos prod. md. 

8339 Weaver - fab. metal prod. md. 

8267 Weaver - primary textile md. 

8549 Weaver - wooden box & pallet ind. 

8260 Weaving foreman/woman - primary textile md.; textile 
prod. md. 

8276 Weaving inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. 
md. 

9512 Web press operator - paper & allied prod. md. 

7199 Weed eradicator - agric. md. 

1116 Weed inspector - regulatory serv. 

4157 Weigher - any md. 

8275 Weighter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

1116 Weights and measures inspector - regulatory serv. 

1116 Weights and measures superintendent - regulatory 
serv. 

7313 Weir fisherman/woman - fishing md. 

5199 Welcome-wagon agent - advertising serv. 

8335 Welder - any md. 

8330 Welder foreman/woman - any md. 

2151 Welding engineer - any md. 

8336 Welding inspector - any md. 
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2799 Welding instructor - correctional serv. 

2797 Welding instructor - n.e.c. 

2733 Welding instructor - sec. educ. 

2791 Welding instructor, vocational school - post-sec. non- 
univ. educ. 

8584 Welding-equipment mechanic - any md. 

8335 Welding-machine operator - any md. 

1132 Welfare agency official - any md. 

2333 Welfare agency supervisor - any md. 

1119 Welfare and compensation officer - govt. serv. md . 

2331 Welfare case worker - any md. 

2333 Welfare department interviewer - any md. 

2333 Welfare interviewer - any md. 

2333 Welfare investigator - any md. 

1132 Welfaremanager - anyind. 

1132 Welfare organization manager - health & soc. serv. md . 

2333 Welfare supervisor - any md. 

2333 Welfare visitor - any md. 

2333 Welfare worker - any md. 

7711 Well acidizer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7719 Well blower - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7711 Well cementer - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7711 Well cleaner - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

8718 Well digger - const. md. 

7711 Well puller - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7715 Well shooter - petrol. & nat. gas md. 

7713 Well-drill operator - const. md. 

8799 Well-point pump operator - const. md. 

8799 Well-point setter - const. md. 

8551 Welt cutter - footwear md. 

8551 Welt maker - footwear md. 

8561 Welt rougher - footwear md. 

8551 Welt rounder - footwear md. 

8561 Welt sewer - footwear md. 

8551 Welt trimmer - clothing md. 

8561 Welt trimmer - footwear md. 

8561 Welt wheeler - footwear md. 

8275 Wet finisher - textile prod. md.: primary textile md. 

8393 Wet grinder - any md. 

8598 Wet sander - any md. 

8295 Wet shaver - leather tanneries 

8251 Wet-machine tender - pulp & paper md. 

8113 Wet-plant tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & ref in. 

7319 Whale fisherman/woman - fishing md. 

9310 Wharf foreman/woman - water trans. md. 

9313 Wharf tender - any md. 

4139 Wharfinger - water trans. md. 

7115 Wheat farmer - agric. md. 

8581 Wheel adjuster - motor veh. repair shops: motor veh. 
md. 

8581 Wheel aligner - motor veh. repair shops: motor veh. 
md. 

8315 Wheel borer - railroad rolling stock md. 

6198 Wheel cleaner - any md. 

8315 Wheel cutter - sci. & prof. equip. md . 

8583 Wheel fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 

8523 Wheel gauger - railroad rolling stock md. 

8586 Wheel inspector - railroad rolling stock md. 

8137 Wheel moulder - iron foundries 

8523 Wheel mounter - railroad rolling stock md. 

8228 Wheel operator - other food prod. md. n.e.c. 

8581 Wheel repairer - motor veh. md.: motor veh. repair 
shops 

8528 Wheel roller - railroad rolling stock md. 

8315 Wheel-lathe operator - railroad rolling stock md. 

8523 Wheel-press operator - railroad rolling stock md. 

8253 Wheelabrator operator - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8561 Wheeler - footwear md. 

7718 Wheeler - mining md. 

9313 Wheeler - n.e.c. 

9155 Wheelsman/woman - water trans. md. 

8581 Wheelwright - motor veh. repair shops 

8584 Wheelwright - n.e.c. 

9311 Whirley operator - any md. 

8137 White metal caster - any md. 

8171 White-lead grinder - paint & varnish md. 

8171 White-lead maker - paint & varnish md. 
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8295 Whitening-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8785 Whitewasher - any md. 

5130 Wholesaler - whise. trade md. 

8549 Wicker worker - wooden box & pallet md. 

4173 Wicket-postal clerk - any md. 

8599 Wig maker - any End. 

8261 Willow operator - textile prod. End. 

8261 Willower - textile prod. md. 

8523 Winch assembler - mach. End. (exc. elec. mach.) 

9311 Winch operator - any md. 

8179 Winder - asphalt roofing md. 

8531 Winder - elec. & electron. prod. End. 

8584 Winder fixer - textile prod. md.; primary textile End. 

8253 Winder operator - pulp & paper End. 

8265 Winder, automatic - primary textile md.; asbestos prod. 
End.: textile prod. End. 

8584 Windmill repairer - any md. 

8787 Window caulker - const. md. 

6191 Window cleaner - n.e.c. 

6198 Window cleaner - railway trans. serv. md .; motor veh. 
End. 

3313 Window decorator - any md. 

3313 Window dresser - any md. 

6191 Window washer - window cleaning serv. 

8795 Window-glass installer - any md. 

8781 Window-sash installer - any md. 

8799 Window-shade installer - retail trade md.; const. End. 

8569 Window-shade maker - any md. 

8795 Windshield repairer - motor veh. repair shops 

4155 Wine clerk - accom., food & boy. serv. End. 

8227 Wine fermenter - wine md. 

8227 Wine maker - any End. 

8227 Wine pasteurizer - wine ind. 

6125 Wine steward/stewardess - accom., food & boy. serv 
End. 

8226 Wine tester - wine End. 

8515 Wing assembler - aircraft & parts End. 

8515 Wing fitter - aircraft & parts End. 

8526 Wing inspector - aircraft & parts End. 

8515 Wing installer - aircraft & parts End. 

9918 Wiper - n.e.c. 

6198 Wiper - serv. End. EncEd. to railway trans. 

9157 Wiper - water trans. md. 

8133 Wire annealer - primary metal End. 

8137 WEre bender - iron foundries 

8149 Wire braider - elec. & electron, prod. nd.; wire & wire 
prod. End. 

8730 Wire chief - telecom. carriers End. 

8339 Wire cloth finisher - wire & wire prod. ind. 

2144 Wire communications engineer - any md. 

8531 Wire connector - elec. & electron. prod. md , 

9919 Wire cutter - any md. 

8591 Wire drawer - jewel. & precious metal End. 

8141 Wire drawer - n.e.c. 

8141 Wire finisher - wire & wire prod. md. 

8146 Wire inspector - wire & wire prod. md. 

8533 Wire installer-repairer - motor veh. End. 

8533 Wire installer-repairer - railroad rolling stock End. 

8735 Wire installer-repairer - telecom. carriers End. 

8784 Wire lather - const. End. 

8141 Wire maker - any End. 

8733 Wire puller - const. End. 

8148 Wire puller - primary metal End. 

8339 Wire rope splicer - any End. 

8371 Wire sawyer, stonework - other non-metallic mm. prod. 

8592 Wire splicer - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair 
md. 

8739 Wire splEcer - telecom. carriers md. 

8135 Wire straightener - wire & wire prod. End. 

8339 Wire strander - any End. 

8133 Wire temperer - any End. 

8589 Wire tender - clay prod. md. 

8143 Wire tinner - any ind. 

8339 Wire twister - any End. 

3339 Wire walker - theatrical & other staged entertainment 
serv. 

8339 Wire weaver - any End. 

8335 Wire wekier - any End. 
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8713 Wire worker - const. md. 

8334 Wire-crimping-machine operator - fab. metal prod. md. 

8130 Wire-drawing foreman/woman - primary metal md. 

8311 WIre-drawing maker - wire & wire prod. md. 

8799 Wire-fence erector - const. md. 

8339 Wire-fence maker - any md. 

9559 WIre-photo operator, news - telecom. carriers md. 

8339 Wire-rope maker - any md. 

8339 Wire-screen maker - any md. 

8339 Wire-screen weaver - any Hid. 

8143 Wire-tinning-machine tender - any md. 

9919 Wired music operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

9553 Wireless operator - any md. 

9553 Wireless telegrapher - any md. 

8531 Wirer - elec. lighting md.; other metal fabrkating md. 

8731 Wirer - elec. power syst. md. 

8515 Wireworker - aircraft & parts md. 

8733 Wiring electrician - const. md. 

8258 Wood backer - pulp & paper md. 

8549 Wood carver - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
millwork md. 

8355 Wood carver, machine - any md. 

8592 Wood caulker - shipbldg. & repair md. 

7513 Wood chopper - logging md. 

7513 Wood cutter - logging md. 

8355 Wood driller - sash, door & miliwork md. 

9199 Wood driver, teamster - any md. 

9514 Wood engraver- comb. pub. & pnnt. md.; primary 
textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8595 Wood finisher - any md. 

8781 Wood framer - railroad rolling stock md. 

8541 Wood furniture assembler - any md. 

8541 Wood furniture maker - any md. 

8541 Wood furniture repairer - any Hid. 

8595 Wood grainer - turn. & fixture md.; sash, door & 
miliwork md. 

8258 Wood handler - pulp & paper md. 

9199 Wood hauler, teamster - any md. 

8784 Wood lather - const. md. 

8356 Wood machining inspector - turn. & fixture md.; sash, 
door & miliwork md. 

8359 Wood machinist - any md. 

8351 Wood patternmaker - any md. 

8541 Wood picture framer - any md. 

9318 Woodpiler - anyind. 

8595 Wood polisher - turn. & fixture md. 

9318 Woodpuller - anyind. 

8357 Wood sander - sash, door & millwork md. 

8353 Wood sawyer - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8231 Wood sawyer - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 

7516 Wood scaler - any md. 

3311 Wood sculptor - any md. 

2135 Wood technologist - any md. 

8355 Wood turner - sash, door & millwork Hid. 

3311 Wood-block artist - comb. pub. & print. md. 

8355 Wood-carving-machine operator - any md. 

8393 Wood-saw filer - any md. 

8353 Wood-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 

8787 Wood-shingle roofer - any md. 

8781 Wood-tile layer - any hid. 

8596 Wooden boats inspector - shipbkig. & repair md.; 
boatbldg. & repair md. 

8549 Wooden-basket maker - any md. 

8549 Wooden-box maker - any md. 

8549 Wooden-hoop maker - any md. 

8541 Wooderiware assembler - turn. & fixture md.; sash, 
door & millwork md. 

8258 Woodroom labourer - pulp & paper md. 

7510 Woods boss - logging & forestry md. 

7519 Woods setter - logging Hid. 

1149 Woods superintendent - logging md. 

8781 Woodworker - const. md. 

8549 Woodworker - n.e.c. 

8355 Woodworking-machine operator - sash, door & 
miliwork md. 

8273 Wool dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Wool grader - mfg. md. 

8261 Wool mixer - textile prod. md. 
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8261 Wool scourer - textile prod. md. 

8261 Wool sorter - textile prod. md. 

2135 Wool technologist - any md. 

8261 Wool washer - textile prod. md. 

4143 Word-processing machine operator - any md. 

1173 Work-study analyst - any md. 

8227 Wart maker - bev. md. 

9317 Wrapper-any md. 

9317 Wrapping clerk - any md. 

9317 Wrapprng-machmne operator any md. 

3313 Wreath designer - any md. 

8569 Wreath maker - other mfg. prod. md , n.e.c. 

8583 Wrecker - railroad rolling stock md. 

8581 Wrecker - waste materials, whlse. 

8799 Wrecker and salvager - wrecking & demolition 

8780 Wrecking foreman/woman - const. md. 

3373 Wrestler - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 

8298 Wringer - leather tanneries 

8275 Wringer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8163 Wringer operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8275 Wringer operator - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8298 Wringing-machine operator - leather tanneries 

8561 Wrinkle chaser - footwear md. 

9591 X-ray developer - any md. 

3155 X-ray operator - health & SOC. serv. md . 

2117 X-ray operator- n.e.c. 

3155 X-ray photographer - health & soc. serv. md . 

3111 X-ray physician - health & soc. serv. md . 

2113 X-ray physicist - any md. 

3111 X-ray specialist - health & SOC. serv. md. 

3155 X-ray technician - health & soc. serv. md . 

2117 X-ray technician - n.e.c. 

5179 Yacht broker - trans. md. 

9133 Yard conductor - railway trans. serv. md . 

9191 Yard conductor - urban transit syst. md. 

9133 Yard coupler - railway trans. md. 

9131 Yard engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 

9130 Yard foreman/woman - railway trans. serv. md . 

9918 Yard hand - any md. 

8791 Yard mechanic - refined petrol. prod. md . 

9133 Yard switcher - railway trans. md. 

7517 Yard tender - logging md. 

7719 Yard worker - mining md. 

9135 Yard worker - railway trans. serv. md . 

7510 Yarder boss - logging & forestry md. 

7517 Varder engineer - logging md. 

7517 Varder operator - logging md. 

7517 Yarder puncher - logging kid. 

9130 Yardmaster - railway trans. serv. md . 

8273 Yarn bleacher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8278 Yarn carrier - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8265 Yarn doubler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Yarn dyer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Yarn examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8275 Yarn finisher - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Yarn inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8275 Yarn mercerizer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Yarn poler - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8265 Yarn rewinder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Yarn scourer - textile prod. i. primary textile md. 

8261 Yarn soaker - textile prod. md. 

8279 Yarn sorter - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8279 Yarn splicer - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8276 Yarn tester - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

4157 Yarn weigher - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 

8265 Yarn winder - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 

8273 Yarn-dyeing-machine tender - textile prod. md.; 
primary textile md. 

8227 Yeast maker - distillery prod. md. 

8223 Yogurt maker - dairy prod. ind. 

8563 Yoke setter - clothing md. 

8563 Yoke sewer - clothing md. 

8563 Yoker - clothing md. 

2333 Youth Club supervisor - any md. 

6130 Youth hostel supervisor - accom., food & bev. serv. 
md. 
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9515 Zinc etcher - platemakg., type. & bind. md. 

8143 Zinc galvanizer - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 

7717 Zinc miner - silver-lead-zinc mines 

8113 Zinc tank operator - mining md.; primary metal md. 

8599 Zipper assembler - any md. 

8596 Zipper inspector - any ind. 

8599 Zipper maker - any md. 

8599 Zipper repairer - any md. 

8563 Zipper sewer - clothing md. primary textile md. 

1137 Zone manager - retail trade md. 

2143 Zoning engineer - regional planning & devpt. admin. 

7199 Zoo caretaker - any md. 

1131 Zoo director - any ind. 

8396 Zyglo inspector - any md. 
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COMPARISON TABLE 1980 SOC TO 1971 0CM 

This table identifies the significant differences 
between the 1980 Standard Occupational Classification 
(SOC) and the 1971 Occupational Classification Manual 
(0CM) when the comparison is based on the occupations 
in the 1980 SOC. 

The differences between the SOC and the 0CM are 
listed in 1980 unit group order. A blank in the 1971 
column indicates that the occupational title in question 
does not appear in the 0CM. Within each unit group, 
occupational titles are arranged alphabetically first for 
those that appear only in the SOC followed by those that 
appear in both manuals. 

Included are differences caused by the addition of 
occupational titles to those of the 1971 0CM or by 
transfers of titles between unit groups. Changes in  

industrial designation (e.g., 8315 File Cutter - Hard-
ware, Tool and Cutlery industries in 1980 from 8315 File 
Cutter - Cut Tools Manufacturers in 1971), and 
changes within an occuapational title (e.g., 9131 Diesel 
Engineer, Locomotive in 1980 from 9131 Diesel Engineer 
(Locomotive Engineer) in 1971) are not listed. Also 
excluded from the table are changes in occupational titles 
resulting from their being desexed (e.g., 8585 Dictaphone 
Repairer in 1980 from 8585 Dictaphone Repairman in 
1971) and from the elimination of the class of worker 
designation (e.g., 1149 Publisher in 1980 from 1149 
Publisher (E) in 1971), to which reference is made in the 
SOC introduction. 

For information pertaining to differences between 
the 1971 0CM and the 1980 SOC, based on the 1971 
occupational titles, reference should be made to the 
comparison table in the following section. 
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COMPARISON TABLE 1980 SOC TO 1971 0CM 

1971 
0CM 

1980 
Soc 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

MAJOR GROUP 11 

liii 	Minister 	govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Chief passport officer - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Chief statistician - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Clerk of the House of Commons - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Comptroller General of Canada - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Director of fire department - any md. 
1113 	Director of police department - any md. 
1113 	External activities co-ordinator - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Penitentiary director - correctional serv. 
1113 	President, Canadian Transport Commission - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	President, National Research Council - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Provincial-municipal affairs secretariat director - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Under-secretary of State - govt. serv. md . 
1113 	Fire marshal - firefighting serv. 
1113 	Police commissioner 	police serv. 
1113 	Prison warden - correctional serv. 
1113 	Assessor - taxation admin. 
1115 	Postal offices manager - govt. serv. md . 
1116 	Boiler inspector - govt. serv. md . 
1116 	Building inspector - regulatory serv. 
1116 	Driver inspector - govt. serv. md . 
1116 	Driver's licence examiner - regulatory serv. 
1116 	Flood damage inspector - govt. serv. md. 
1116 	Inspecting engineer - govt. serv. md , 
1116 	Motor vehicle inspector - regulatory serv. 
1116 	Restaurant inspector - govt. serv. md . 
1116 	Fish inspector - govt. serv. md . 
1119 	Arbitrator - govt. serv. md . 
1119 	Bilingual service co-ordinator - govt. serv. md . 
1119 	Claims adjudicator - govt. serv. md . 
1119 	Conciliator - govt, serv. md. 
1119 	Housing project interviewer - housing admin. 
1119 	Labour concmlliator - govt. serv. md . 

1119 
1119 
1119 
4131 
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COMPARISON TABLE 1980 SOC TO 1971 0CM 

1980 1971 
SOC OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 0CM 

1119 Mediator — govt. serv. md . 
1119 Medical health officer - health admin. -- 
1119 Ombudsman - regulatory serv. 
1119 Public assistance advisor - govt. serv. i. 
1119 Public trustee - govt. serv. i. 
1119 Unemployment-insurance appeals referee - govt. serv. i. 
1119 Unemployment-insurance claims investigator - govt. serv. ind. -  
1119 Welfare and compensation officer - govt. serv. i. 
1130 Division head - any md 
1130 Program manager - any i. 
1130 Study director - any md. -- 
1130 Chief — anyind. 1113 
1130 Director - n.e.c. 1113 
1130 Division head — any md. 1149 
1131 Architectural services manager - any md. 
1131 Change control environment manager - any md. 
1131 Data processing and systems analysis manager - any i. - 
1131 Mathematical services manager - any md. - 
1131 Statistical services director - any i. - 
1132 Community centre director - health & soc. serv. i. 
1132 Library director - library serv. 
1132 Museum director - museums & archives 
1132 Art gallery manager - museums & archives 1149 
1132 Chief librarian - library serv. 2350 
1132 Museum director - museums & archives 2350 
1133 Headmaster - elementary & sec. educ. 
1133 Registrar - post-sec., non-univ. educ,; univ. educ. 
1133 University-department head - univ. educ. 
1134 Administrative medical officer - health & SOC. serv. i. 
1134 Dietetics director, non-government - health & 5O. serv. md . - 
1134 Health record administrator - hospitals - 
1134 Director of occupational therapy - health & soc. serv. md . 3137 
1134 Nutrition director - any md. 3152 
1135 Branch manager - consum. & bus. fin. intermed. i. 
1135 Finance manager — any i. 
1135 Accounting-department manager - any md. 1171 
1135 Auditing-firm manager - any md. 1171 
1136 Employee relations manager - 	ny i. 
1137 Export sales manager - anyind. 
1137 Public relations manager - any md. 1149 
1137 Publicity manager - any md. 1149 
1137 Director of information - any md. 1179 
1137 Promotion manager - any md. 1179 
1137 Public information director - any md. 1179 
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1980 1971 
SOC OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 0CM 

1137 Public relations director - any md. 1179 
1137 Publicity director 	any md. 1179 
1137 Clothing store manager - any md. 5130 
1137 Manager - service station 5130 
1137 Parts manager - other motor veh. parts & access., whise: tire, battery, parts & access. 5130 

stores 
1137 Retail department manager - retail trade 5130 
1137 Store manager - retail trade 5130 
1141 Purchasing materials manager - any i. 
1142 Cemetery manager - any md. 
1142 Health studio manager - amuse. & rec. serv. i. -- 
1142 Janitorial services branch manager - other pers. & hhld. serv. 
1142 Laundry and dry cleaning area manager - power laundries and/or dry cleaners 
1142 Lodging house manager - accom., food & bev. serv. i. 
1142 Manager of building cleaning establishments - janitorial serv. 
1142 Private investigation and security service district manager - security & investigation serv. 
1142 Restaurant manager - any md. 6120 
1142 Hotel keeper - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 6131 
1142 Hotel manager - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 6131 
1142 Motel manager - accom.. food & bev. serv. md . 6131 
1142 Motel operator - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 6131 
1145 Construction manager - bldg., developing & general contr. md. 
1145 Excavations manager - bldg.. developing & general contr. i. 
1145 General construction superintendent - bldg., developing & general contr. i. 
1145 Roadmaster 	railway trans. md. - 
1146 Farm manager - agric. md. 7131 
1146 Manager — agric.ind. 7131 
1146 Superintendent 	agric. md. 7131 
1147 Airline manager 	air trans. i. 
1147 Airport manager - air trans. ind.  
1147 General yardmaster - railway trans. i. 
1147 Port warden - trans. & commun. admin. 1119 
1147 Harbour master - any md. 6112 
1149 Association manager - any md. 
1149 Band manager 	any i. 
1149 Irrigation district manager 	water syst. md. - 
1149 Land manager - petrol. & nat. gas md.; mining md. 
1149 Manager of public utility - elec. power syst. i. 
1149 Office manager - any md. 
1149 Property manager - govt. serv. md .; insce. & real estate agen. 
1149 Real estate manager - any md. 
1149 Textile association manager - any i. 
1171 Financial analyst - fin. & insce. i. 
1171 Foreign exchange trader - banks & other intermed. -- 
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1980 1971 
SOC OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 0CM 

1171 Investment analyst - fin. & insce. i. 
1171 Student accountant - any md, 4131 
1171 Automobile underwriter - insce. i. 5171 
1171 Bond underwriter - insce. md. 5171 
1171 Insurance underwriter - insce. md. 5171 
1171 Liability underwriter - insce. md. 5171 
1173 File systems analyst - any md. 
1173 Forms analyst - any i. 
1173 Forms designer - any md. 
1173 Forms management analyst - any md. 
1173 Organizational analyst - any i. 
1173 Records management specialist - any i. 
1173 Records systems analyst - any md. - 
1173 Supervisor, organization and methods analyst - any md. 
1173 Work-study analyst - any i. 
1173 Management analyst - any md. 2145 
1173 Management consultant - any md. 2145 
1173 Management engineer - any md. 2145 
1173 Methods and procedures analyst - any md. 2145 
1176 Beauty salon inspector - beauty shops 
1176 Performance controller - any md. 
1179 Association secretary manager - other bus. serv. i. 
1179 Technical-service consultant - any i. 
1179 Agent 	bus. assoc.: prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 
1179 Director - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 
1179 Employees representative - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 
1179 Labour representative - labour org. 1142 
1179 Official - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 
1179 Organizer - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 
1179 Representative - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 
1179 Union organizer - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 
1179 Union representative - bus. assoc.; prof. membership assoc.; labour org. 1142 

MAJOR GROUP 21 

2111 	Paint chemist - any md. 
2111 	Pharmaceutical chemist - n.e.c. 	 3151 
2112 	Aeronomist — anyind. 
2112 	Exploration geophysicist - any i. 
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1971 
0CM 

1980 
SOC OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

2112 Glaciologist 	any md. 
2113 Atomic and molecular physicist - any md. 
2113 Fluids physicist - any md. 
2113 Health physicist - any md. 
2113 Laser scientist - any md. 
2113 Optics physicist - any md. 
2113 Thermal physicist - any md. 
2113 Astronomer - any md. 
2117 Geological technologist - any md. 
2117 Geophysical technician - any md. 
2117 Hydrology technician 	any md. 
2117 Pollution control technician - any md. 
2117 Water-purification technician - water syst. md. 
2119 Metallographer - any md. 
2131 Farm management specialist - govt. serv. md . 
2131 Food scientist - any md. 
2133 Anatomist - any md. 
2133 Aquatic biologist - any md. 
2133 Environmental biologist - any md. 
2133 Microwave health hazard physiologist - any md. 
2133 Biochemist - any md. 
2133 Biological chemist - any md. 
2135 Agricultural technician - any md. 
2135 Biological technologist - any md. 
2135 Botanical technologist - any md. 
2139 Forest agrologist - forestry serv. md. 
2139 Forest examiner - forestry serv. md. 
2139 Forest pathologist - forestry serv md. 
2139 Forester - forestry serv. md. 
2139 Silviculturist - any md. 
2139 Record of performance inspector - any md. 
2139 Record of performance tester - any md. 
2141 Landscape architect - any md. 
2141 Fertilizer product engineer - any md. 
2142 Petrochemical process design engineer - any md. 
2142 Production chemical engineer - any md. 
2143 Environmental engineer - any md. 
2143 Pollution control engineer - any md. 
2144 Avionics instrumentation design engineer - any md. 
2144 Computer communications traffic engineer - any md. 
2144 Digital circuit engineer - any md. 
2144 Electrical and electronic research engineer 	any md. 
2144 Instrumentation and control engineer - any md. 
2144 Power systems engineer - any md. 

2119 

2151 

2111 
2111 

2131 
2131 
2131 
2131 
2131 
2169 
2169 
2159 
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1971 
0CM 

1980 
SOC 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

2144 	Telecommunications engineer - any md. 
2145 	Industrial hygiene engineer - any md. 
2145 	Instrumentation and control engineer - n.e.c. 
2145 	Manufacturing engineer - any md. 
2145 	Industrial hygienist - any md. 
2146 	Consulting agricultural engineer - off. of engineers 
2146 	Dairy plant engineer - any md. 
2146 	Drainage engineer - agric. md. 
2146 	Irrigation specialist - any md. 
2146 	Irrigationist 	any md. 
2146 	Agricultural engineer - any md. 
2147 	Gas dynamics engineer - any md. 
2147 	Heating systems design engineer - any md. 
2147 	Refrigeration systems design engineer 	any md. 
2147 	Solar heating and cooling engineer - any md. 
2151 	Hydrometallurgist 	any md. 
2151 	Hydromettalurgical engineer - any md. 
2155 	Aerospace engineer - any md. 
2155 	Aircraft weight analyser —any md. 
2156 	Atomic energy reactor supervising engineer - any md. 
2156 	Nuclear power plant design engineer 	any md. 
2156 	Atomic process engineer - any md. 
2156 	Nuclear engineer - any md. 
2157 	Consultant planner - any md. 
2157 	Environmental planner - any md. 
2157 	Land planner - any md. 
2157 	Municipal planner - any md. 
2157 	Regional planner - any md. 
2157 	Rural planner - any md. 
2157 	Site planner - any md. 
2157 	Subdivision planner - any md. 
2157 	Community planner - any md. 
2157 	Urban planner — any md. 
2159 	Forest engineer - logging and forestry md. 
2159 	Corrosion engineer - any md. 
2159 	Geological engineer - any md. 
2160 	Architectural and engineering technologists and technicians supervisor 
2160 	Draughters supervisor - any md. 
2160 	Mechanical engineering technologist supervisor - any md. 
2161 	1-lydrographic surveyor - any md. 
2163 	Auto-body design detailer - motor veh. md. 
2163 	Heating system designer - any md. 
2163 	Detailer - furn. & fixture md.; motor veh. md. 
2164 	Architectural technologist 	any md. 

3159 

2131 
2131 
2159 

2157 
2157 

2159 
2159 
2143 
2144 
2153 

any md. 

9318 
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1971 
0CM 

1980 
SOC 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

2164 Inspector of plans - govt. serv. md . 
2164 Quantity surveyor - any md. 
2164 Architectural technician - any md. 
2165 Quality control technician - any md. 
2165 Tool designer - any md. 
2183 Data processing consultant - any md. 
2183 Numerical control tool programmer - any md. 
2183 Simulation systems analyst - any md. 
2183 Software systems programmer - any md. 
2183 Teleprocessing programmer - any md. 
2189 Statistical technician - any md. 

MAJOR GROUP 23 

2311 Development economist - any md. 
2311 Econometrician 	any md. 
2315 Clinical psychologist - any md. 
2315 Engineering psychologist - any md. 
2315 Graphics psychologist - govt. serv. md . 
2333 Youth club supervisor - any md. 
2333 Placement secretary - health and soc, serv. md. 
2349 Paralegal - any md. 
2350 Chief-display officer - museums & archives 
2351 Conservator - any md. 
2351 Film librarian - any md. 
2351 Health record librarian - hospitals 
2351 Library consultant - any md. 
2351 Reference librarian - any md. 
2353 Anthropology technician - museums & archives 
2353 Archaeology technician - museums & archives 
2353 Artifact and fossil restorer 	any md. 
2353 Conservation and restoration technician - any md. 
2353 Document restorer - any md. 
2359 Exhibit designer 	museums & archives 
2359 Information service worker for encyclopedia 	library serv. 
2391 Group development worker - any md. 
2399 Employment specialist - govt. serv. md . 
2399 Mental retardation counsellor - health & soc. serv. md . 

2165 

2339 
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1980 	 1971 
SOC 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 	 0CM 

MAJOR GROUP 25 

2511 Moderator - religious org. 
2511 Vicar-general - religious org. 
2519 Cantor - religious org. 
2519 Hazzan - religious org. 
2519 Imam - religious org. 

MAJOR GROUP 27 

2711 Lecturer - univ. educ. 
2711 Tutor - univ. educ. 
2711 University proctor - univ. educ. 
2719 Demonstrator, laboratory - univ. educ. 
2719 Extension work instructor - univ. educ. 
2719 Graduate assistant - univ. educ. 
2719 Laboratory assistant - univ. educ. 
2719 Research assistant - univ. educ. 
2719 University program co-ordinator - univ. educ. 
2731 Day care teacher 	day-care & nursery school serv. 
2731 Nursery aid teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 
2731 Pre-school teacher - day-care & nursery school serv. 
2733 Arts teacher - sec. educ. 
2733 High-school teacher - sec. educ. 
2733 Secondary-school teacher, general - sec. educ. 
2739 Visiting teacher - elementary & sec. educ. 
2791 Commercial-art teacher - post-sec., non-univ. educ. 
2791 Community-college teacher - post-sec., non-univ. educ. 
2791 Embalming teacher - post-sec., non-univ. educ. 
2792 Arts and crafts teacher - post-sec., non-univ. educ. 
2792 Painting teacher - post-sec., non-univ. educ. 
2795 Remedial teacher - educ. serv. md . 
2795 Special education teacher - educ. serv. md . 
2795 Teacher, physically-handicapped persons - educ. serv. md . 
2797 Corporate training specialist - educ. serv. md . 
2797 Direct sales instructor - any md. 
2797 Human resources development consultant - educ. serv. md . 
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1980 	 1971 
SOC 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 	 0CM 

2799 	Course co-ordinator - educ. serv. i. 
2799 	Educator, television - educ. serv. md . 
2799 	Invigilator - educ. serv. i. 

MAJOR GROUP 31 

3111 Cardiovascular surgeon - health & soc. serv. i. 
3111 Endocrinologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
3111 Family doctor - health & SOC. serv. i. 
3111 Forensic medicine specialist - health & soc. serv. i. 
3111 Geriatrist - health & soc. serv. md . 
3111 Neonatologist - health & soc. serv. i. 
3111 Otologist - health & soc. serv. i. 
3111 Resident doctor - health & soc. serv. md . 
3111 Thoracic surgeon - health & soc. serv. ind.  
3113 Endodontist - health & soc. serv. md . 
3113 Paedodontist - health & soc. serv. md . 
3119 Pediculist - any md. 
3130 Day nurse supervisor - hospitals 
3130 Evening and night nurse supervisor - hospitals 
3130 Physiotherapy supervisor - health & soc. serv. md . 
3130 Public health nursing supervisor - health & soc. serv. i. 
3131 Nurse consultant - non-institutional health serv. - 
3131 Nurse practitioner - health & soc. serv. md . 
3131 Occupational health nurse - health & soc. serv. md . 
3131 Outpost nurse - health & soc. serv. i. 
3131 Nurse-in-training - hospitals 3133 
3131 Student nurse - hospitals 3133 
3131 Undergraduate nurse - hospitals 3133 
3132 Nursing orderlies - health & soc. serv. i. 
3132 Orderly 	health & soc. serv. md . 3135 
3134 Licensed nursing assistant - health & soc. serv. in 
3134 Midwife - health & soc. serv. md . 3135 
3134 Practical nurse - health & soc. serv. md . 3135 
3136 Speech clinician - health & soc. serv. md . 
3136 Speech pathologist - any i. 
3136 Audiologist - any md. 3137 
3136 Hearing therapist - any md. 3137 
3136 Oral therapist - any md. 3137 
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3136 Speech therapist - any md. 3137 
3138 Manual-arts therapist - health & soc. serv. md . 
3138 Musical therapist 	health & soc. serv. md . 3137 
3138 Occupational therapist - any md. 3137 
3138 Recreational therapist - health & soc. serv. md . 3137 
3139 Child-care attendant, school - health & soc. serv. md . 
3139 Health aide - health & soc. serv. ind. -  
3139 Home-health aide - health & soc. serv. i. 
3139 Hospital recreation worker - hospitals 
3139 Nursery-school attendant - health & soc. serv. i. 
3139 Occupational-therapy aide - health & soc. serv. md . 
3139 Operating-room technician - hospitals 
3139 Audiometrist - health & soc. serv. md . 3156 
3151 Pharmaceutical chemist - retail trade md.; whise. trade ind.  
3152 Research nutritionist - any i. 
3154 Dispensing optician - health & soc. serv, md.; opticians shops 
3154 Eyeglass fitter - opticians shops 
3155 Nuclear medicine technician - health & soc. serv. md . 
3155 Roentgen technologist - health & soc. serv. i. -- 
3156 Biochemistry technologists - medical lab. 
3156 Cardiac catheter laboratory technician - medical lab. 
3156 Cytology technician - medical lab. 
3156 Cytotechnologist - medical lab. 
3156 Hematology technician - medical lab. 
3156 Medical-laboratory technologist 	medical lab. 
3156 Microbiology technologist - medical lab. - 
3156 Renal technician - medical lab. 
3157 Denturist - any i. 
3158 Chair assistant - any md. 3157 
3158 Dental assistant - any md. 3157 
3158 Dental hygienist - any md. 3157 
3158 Dental nurse - any md. 3157 
3158 Dental-chair assistant - any md. 3157 
3158 Dentist's assistant - any md. 3157 
3158 Hygienist - any md. 3157 
3158 Oral hygienist 	any md. 3157 
3161 Caster and moulder, dental ceramics 	sci. & prof. equip. i. 
3161 Dental-prosthesis maker 	sci. & prof. equip. i. 
3161 Denture finisher - sci. & prof. equip. i. 
3161 Denture packer - sc 	& prof. equip. i. 
3161 Orthodontic technician - sc 	& prof. equip. i. 
3161 Ceramist - health & soc. serv. md . 3157 
3161 Dental ceramist - sd. & prof. equip. i. 3157 
3161 Dental laboratory worker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 3157 
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3161 Dental mechanic - any md. 3157 

3161 Dental plate maker - any md. 3157 
3161 Dental technician - any md. 3157 

3161 Tooth maker - sd. & prof. equip. md . 3157 

3162 Cardiopulmonary technician - hospitals 
3162 Respiratory technologist - hospitals - 
3162 Inhalation technician 	hospitals 3159 

3162 Oxygen-equipment technician - hospitals 3159 

3162 Oxygen-therapy technician - hospitals 3159 

3169 Anaesthetic technician - health & soc. serv. i. - 
3169 Artificial-eye maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . -- 
3169 Biomedical technician - sci. & prof. equip. i. 
3169 Formula-room worker - health & soc. serv. i. 
3169 Heart lung technician - health & soc. serv. i. - 
3169 Orthoptist - health & soc. serv. i. 
3169 Prosthetist-orthotist - sci. & prof. equip. i. 
3169 Ultrasound technologist - health & soc. serv. md . 
3169 Cardiograph operator - any md. 3159 

3169 Cardiographer - any md. 3159 

3169 Craniologist - health & soc. serv. md , 3159 

3169 Electrocardiograph technician - hospitals 3159 

3169 Electroencephalograph technician - hospitals 3159 

3169 Encephalographer - hospitals 3159 

3169 Healer — any md. 3159 
3169 Health-program specialist - any md. 3159 

3169 Herbalist — anyind. 3159 

3169 Laboratory aide 	health & soc. serv. md . 3159 

3169 Laboratory worker - health & soc. serv. md . 3159 

3169 Magnetic healer - any md. 3159 
3169 Medical missionary - health & soc. serv. md . 3159 

3169 Mental healer - any md. 3159 

3169 Public health analyst - health & SOC. serv. md . 3159 

3169 Sanitary technician -- hospitals 3159 
3169 Veterinarian's assistant 	any md. 3159 
3169 Artificial-limb assembler - sd. & prof. equip. md . 8399 
3169 Artificial-limb maker - sci. & prof. equip. md . 8399 
3169 Finisher, lens 	sci. & prof. equip. md . 8399 
3169 Fitter - ophthalmic goods md. 8399 
3169 Orthopedic mechanic - sci. & prof. equip. md . 8399 

3169 Orthopedic technologist and technician - sci. & prof. equip. md . 8399 
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MAJOR GROUP 33 

3311 Printmaker, artist - any i. 
3311 Wood sculptor - any md. 
3311 Wood-block artist - comb. pub. & print. md. 8391 
3313 Exhibition and display designer - any i. 
3313 Fashion co-ordinator - retail trade i. -- 
3313 Garment designer - any md. 
3313 Home-decorating consultant - retail trade md. 
3313 Package designer — any md. 
3313 Stage-scenery designer - any i. 
3314 Advertising art supervisor - any i. 
3314 Graphic artist - any i. 
3315 Chief photographer - any md. 
3315 Medical photographer - any i. 
3315 Racetrack-finish photographer - other amuse. & rec. serv. - 
3315 Scientific photographer - any md. 
3330 Audio-visual co-ordinator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . - 
3330 Audio-visual producer - amuse. & rec. serv. ind.  
3330 Motion picture producer - amuse. & rec. serv. i. - 
3331 Bandconductor — anyind. 3332 
3331 Band leader — any md. 3332 
3331 Choir director - any md. 3332 
3331 Chorus master - any md. 3332 
3331 Music arranger — any md. 3332 
3331 Music composer - any md. 3332 
3331 Music conductor — any md. 3332 
3331 Music director - any md. 3332 
3331 Music writer - any md. 3332 
3331 Orchestra conductor - any md. 3332 
3331 Orchestra leader — any md. 3332 
3331 Orchestration - any md. 3332 
3331 Song writer - any md. 3332 
3332 Baritone - any i. 
3332 Carillonneur - any i. 
3332 Maestro - any ind.  
3332 Soprano - any i. 
3333 Entertainer, musical - any md. 3332 
3333 Head of music serv. - radio & t.v. broad. 3332 
3333 Musical-program builder - radio & t.v. broad. 3339 
3334 Tap dancer - any md. 
3334 Choreographer - any md. 3333 
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3334 Dancer - any md. 3333 
3335 Santa claus 	any md. -- 
3335 Story teller 	amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
3337 Fashion show commentator - retail trade md.; amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
3339 Prestidigitator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
3351 Specifications writer - any md. 
3351 Adwriter — anyind. 3352 
3351 Advertising copy writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Advertising editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Advertising writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Art critic - any md. 3352 
3351 Art editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Associate editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Author/authoress - any md. 3352 
3351 Biographer — anyind. 3352 
3351 Bookcritic — anyind. 3352 
3351 Book editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Book reviewer - any md. 3352 
3351 Columnist - any md. 3352 
3351 Commentator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; retail trade md. 3352 
3351 Commercial writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Continuity editor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Continuity reader - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Continuity writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Copy editor — any md. 3352 
3351 Copy reader - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Copywriter — anyind. 3352 
3351 Correspondent - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Court reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Critic - any md. 3352 
3351 Cub reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Drama critic - any md. 3352 
3351 Dramatist — any md. 3352 
3351 Editor — any md. 3352 
3351 Editorial writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Feature reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Feature writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Fiction writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Film editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Financial reporter - any md. 3352 
3351 Financial writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Foreign correspondent - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Free-lance writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Ghostwriter — anyind. 3352 
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3351 Handbookwriter — anyind. 3352 
3351 Headline writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Humorist - any md. 3352 
3351 Information specialist - any md. 3352 
3351 Journalist - any md. 3352 
3351 Law reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Lexicographer — any md. 3352 
3351 Literary editor - comb, pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Literary writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Magazine editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Magazine writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Manuscript editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Marine reporter - any md. 3352 
3351 Market editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Microphone publicity editor - any md. 3352 
3351 News analyst - any md. 3352 
3351 News commentator - any md. 3352 
3351 News editor - comb. pub. & print. md.; radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 News reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 News writer - comb. pub. & print. md.; radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Newspaper correspondent - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Newspaper critic - any md. 3352 
3351 Newspaper editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Newspaper reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Newspaper writer - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Novelist - any md. 3352 
3351 Photo editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Playwright - any md. 3352 
3351 Poet - any md. 3352 
3351 Political reporter - radio & t.v. broadcast.; comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Press writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Program listings editor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Program writer - radio & t,v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Publications director - any md. 3352 
3351 Publications editor - any md. 3352 
3351 Publicist — any md. 3352 
3351 Radio editor - radio & t.v. broadcast.; comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Reviewer - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Rewriter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Scientific writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Scripteditor — anyind. 3352 
3351 Script reader - radio & tv. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Script supervisor - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
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3351 Script writer - radio & t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Short-story writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Society editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Society reporter - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Sports editor - comb. pub. & print. md. 3352 
3351 Sports writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Story writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Technical editor - any md. 3152 
3351 Technical writer - any md. 3352 
3351 Television assignment editor - t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Television film production editor - t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3351 Television writer and editor - t.v. broadcast. 3352 
3355 Foreign-broadcast translator - any i. 
3355 Scientific documents translator - any i. 
3359 Cross-word-puzzle maker - comb. pub. & print. i. 
3359 First reader - comb. pub. & print. i. 
3360 Bowling-alley operator - any md. 9910 
3360 Foreman/woman 	amuse. & rec. serv. md . 9910 
3360 Juke-box operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 9910 
3360 Operator - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 9910 
3360 Supervisor - motion pic., audio & video prod. 9910 
3360 Theatre supervisor - any md. 9910 
3370 Football team coach - amuse. & rec. serv. i. - 
3370 Hockey team coach - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
3370 Hockey trainer - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
3370 Judo instructor - amuse. & rec. serv. i. 
3370 Professional sports scout - amuse. & rec. serv. i. -- 
3370 Riding master - amuse. & rec. serv. md. 
3371 Clocker - amuse. & rec. serv. i. - 
3371 Starter - amuse. & rec. serv. i. 
3373 Athlete - amuse. & rec. serv. i. 
3373 Sulky driver - amuse. & rec. serv. i. 
3375 Athletic-equipment custodian - amuse. & rec. serv. md . - 
3375 Bowling-alley attendant - amuse. & rec. serv. i. - 
3375 Racker - amuse. & rec. serv. i. - 
3379 Alpine guide - amuse. & rec. serv. i. 
3379 Animal caretaker - amuse. & rec. serv. i. -- 
3379 Animal groom - amuse. & rec. serv. i. - 
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MAJOR GROUP 41 

4110 	Teletypists supervisor - n.e.c. 
4111 
	

Secretary, clerical - any md. 
4113 
	

Magnetic card typewriter operator 	any md. 
4130 
	

Cashiers supervisor - any md. 
4130 
	

Self-serve gasoline station supervisor - gasoline serv. stations 
4130 
	

Statistical clerk supervisor - any md. 
4130 
	

Head teller - banks & other intermed. 	 4133 
4131 
	

Assessing clerk - taxation admin. 
4133 
	

Self-serve gas bar attendant - gasoline serv. stations 
4135 
	

Foreign exchange clerk - banks & other intermed. 
4135 
	

Safety deposit box attendant 	banks & other intermed. 	 4199 
4135 
	

Safety deposit boxes custodian - any md. 	 4199 
4135 
	

Vault attendant - banks & other intermed. 	 4199 
4135 
	Vault custodian - banks & other intermed. 	 4199 

4139 
	Attendance checker - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 

4139 
	

Tonnage-compilation clerk - water trans. md. 
4139 
	Demurrage clerk - railway trans. md.; water trans. md. 	 4131 

4139 
	

Tariff clerk - railway trans. md. 	 4199 
4141 
	Cryptographic-machine operator - any md. 

4143 
	

Console operator - any md. 
4143 
	

Sorting-machine tender - any md. 
4143 
	Word-processing machine operator - any md. 

4150 
	Material clerks supervisor - any md. 

4150 
	

Receiving clerks supervisor - n.e.c. 
4150 
	

Schedule clerks supervisor - motor veh. md.; comb. pub. & print. md. 
4151 
	Production co-ordinator - any md. 

4151 
	Production scheduler - any md. 

4,53 
	

Supercargo clerk - water trans. md. 	 4159 
4155 
	

Laboratory clerk - any md. 
4155 
	Linen-supply clerk - any md. 

4155 
	

Properties custodian - motion pic. & video prod.; teleconi broadcast. md. 
4157 
	Highway-scale operator - govt. serv. md . 

4159 
	

Warranty clerk - any md. 
4160 
	Correspondence clerk supervisor - any md. 

4160 
	

File clerk supervisor - any md. 
4160 
	

Library clerk supervisor - any md. 
4161 
	

Bookmobile clerk - any md. 
4161 
	Health record technician - hospitals 

4161 
	Library clerk - any md. 

4161 
	

Medical-record clerk - hospitals 
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4170 Messengers supervisor - any md. 
4170 Receptionists supervisor - any ind. -  
4173 Wicket-postal clerk - any md. - 
4175 Directory-assistance operator - telecom. carriers i. 
4175 Telephonc-answering-service operator - bus. serv. md . 
4179 Envelope stuffer - any md. 
4190 Claims adjuster supervisor - any md. 
4190 Collection clerk supervisor - any md. 
4190 Hotel clerk supervisor 	accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
4190 Travel clerk supervisor - any i. 
4193 Booking agent - travel serv. 
4193 Ticket clerk - trans. i. 
4193 Travel clerk - any md. 
4193 Travel counsellor - travel serv.. 
4197 Hospital clerk - hospitals 4113 
4197 Ward clerk - hospitals 4113 
4199 Fire-alarm operator, except fire fighter - govt. serv. i. 
4199 Maintenance service clerk - any md. 
4199 Catalogue compiler - any md. 4137 
4199 Directory compiler - any md. 4137 

MAJOR GROUP 51 

5130 Door-to-door salesperson supervisor - retail trade i. 
5130 Proprietor - prescription drugs & patent medicine stores 3151 
5131 Sales representative - elec. power syst. md. 5179 
5133 Salesperson, office machines - whlse. trade md. 
5135 Counter clerk, parts -- whlse. trade md.; retail trade md. 
5135 Parts clerk - retail trade md.; whlse. trade i. 
5135 Salesperson - whlse. trade md. 
5135 Salesperson, any store - retail trade i. 
5135 Bakery sales clerk - food stores 5137 
5135 Candy bar attendant - any md. 5137 
5135 Cigar clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Cigarette vendor - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Counter clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Delicatessen clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Desk salesperson - whise. trade md.; retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Drug-store clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
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5135 Fruit-store clerk 	retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Glove fitter - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Grocery-store clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Hardware salesperson 	retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Hat fitter— retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Meat clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Newsstand clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Produce clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Retail clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Sales clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Sales clerk - whlse. trade md. 5137 
5135 Shoe clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Store clerk 	retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Tobacco clerk - retail trade md. 5137 
5135 Grocery clerk self-service stores - retail trade md. 9919 
5149 Cigarette vendor 	taverns, bars & night clubs 
5170 Advertising sales occupations supervisor - bus. serv. md . 
5173 Broker's floor representative - security brokers & dealers - 
5173 Floor trader - stock exchanges - 
5174 Sign and display salesperson - advertising serv. 
5177 Collection-agency salesperson - bus. serv. md . 
5177 Credit bureau sales representative - bus. serv. md . 
5177 Financial-services salesperson - bus. serv. md . - 
5177 Hotel services sales representative - accomm. serv. i. 
5177 Security services sales representative - bus. serv. i. - 
5179 Correspondence-school agent - educ. serv. i. 
5179 Dancing instructions salesperson - dance halls, studios & schools 
5193 Amusement-machine route driver - amuse. & rec. serv. i. - 
5193 Vending-machine attendant - vending-mach. operators 
5199 Television-set rental salesperson - bus. serv. md . 
5199 Appraiser - retail trade md.; whlse. trade md. 5179 

MAJOR GROUP 61 

6111 Fire-fighter - any md. 
6112 Dance-hall police officer - police serv. 
6112 Harbour police officer - police serv. 
6112 Mounted police constable - govt. serv. 
6112 Patrol officer - police serv. 
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6112 	Security police officer 	police serv. 
6113 	Polygraph examiner - bus. serv. md .; govt. serv. md . 
6113 	Floorwalker - retail trade md. 
6115 	Matron - govt. serv. md . 
6115 	Pre-boarding security guard - airport operations md. 
6116 	Admiral - defence serv. 
6116 	Commander - defence serv. 
6116 	Commissioned officer - defence serv. 
6116 	Commodore - defence serv. 
6116 	Rear admiral - defence serv. 
6117 	Bombardier - defence serv. 
6117 	Fusilier - defence serv. 
6117 	Gunner - defence serv. 
6117 	Sapper 	defence serv. 
6117 	Trooper - defence serv. 
6119 	Ski patroller - amuse. & rec. serv. md . 
6120 	Maitre d'hotel - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6121 	Chef patissier - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6121 	Domestic cook - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
6121 	First cook - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6123 	Bartender. tap - accom., food & bev. serv. md . 
6125 	Cafeteria/buffet attendant - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6125 	Cocktail waiter/waitress - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6125 	Wine steward/stewardess - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6125 	Bus boy/girl 	accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6130 	Lodge supervisor - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6130 	Sleeping-car conductor - railway trans. md, 
6130 	Trailer park managing supervisor - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6130 	Youth hostel supervisor - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6130 	Boarding-house keeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 
6130 	Housekeeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 
6130 	Keeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 
6130 	Keeper - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist homes 
6130 	Managing supervisor-- lodging houses & residential clubs 
6130 	Managing supervisor - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist homes 
6130 	Owner - lodging houses & residential clubs 
6130 	Owner - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist homes 
6130 	Proprietor - lodging houses & residential clubs 
6130 	Proprietor - tourist courts & cabins; guest houses & tourist homes 
6130 	Rooming-house keeper - lodging houses & residential clubs 
6130 	Tourist cabin keeper - tourist courts & cabins 
6139 	Industrial campsite attendant - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6139 	Recreational camp attendant - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 
6139 	Tourist camp worker - accomm., food & bev. serv. md . 

5130 

6198 

6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
6131 
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6141 	Cremator - any md. 
6141 	Thanatologist - funeral serv. 
6141 	Crematory operator 	any md. 
6142 	Day worker - private households 
6142 	Domestic couple - private households 
6142 	Personal servant - private households 
6142 	Servant - private households 
6142 	Butler - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
6142 	Companion 	private households 
6142 	Domestic - private households 
6142 	Domestic servant - private households 
6142 	I-lead housekeeper - private households 
6142 	Hired boy/girl - private households 
6142 	Hired worker - private households 
6142 	House servant - private households 
6142 	House worker - private households 
6142 	Housekeeper - private households 
6142 	Housekeeping day worker - private households 
6142 	Personal attendant - private households 
6142 	Valet - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
6143 	Esthetician 	pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
6143 	Hair weaver - pers. & hhld. serv. md . 
6144 	Tourist booth attendant - any md. 
6147 	Infant day-care worker - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
6147 	Child-care attendant - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
6147 	Children's nurse - private households; other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
6147 	Foster parent - other pers. & hhld. serv. n.e.c. 
6147 	Nursery attendant - private households 
6149 	Labourer - private households 
6160 	Receiving clerks supervisor - laundries & cleaners 
6162 	Coin wash attendant - laundries & cleaners 
6162 	Fur blower - laundries & cleaners 
6162 	Laundromat attendant 	laundries & cleaners 
6162 	Tumbler operator - laundries & cleaners 
6165 	Fur ironer 	laundries & cleaners 
6165 	Mangle operator - laundries & cleaners 
6169 	Minor repairer - laundries & cleaners 
6191 	Venetian blind cleaner and repairer - other serv. md. 
6191 	Furnace cleaner - any md. 
6198 	Porter - hospitals 
6198 	Porter - mfg. md.; banks & other intermed. 
6199 	Cleaner, laboratory equipment - other serv. md. 
6199 	Verger - religious org. 
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7113 Beef cattle breeder 	agric. md. 
7113 Beef cattle farmer - agric. md. 
7113 Cat breeder - agric. md. 
7113 Cattle raiser - agric. i. 
7113 Dairy cattle breeder - agric. md. 
7113 Duck farmer 	agric. md. 
7113 Feedlot finisher - agric. i. 
7113 Feedlot operator - agric. md. 
7113 Goat breeder - agric. md. 
7113 Hog breeder - agric. ind. -  
7113 I-log farmer - agric. md. - 
7113 Horse worker, show - agric. i. -- 
7113 Pheasant breeder 	agric. md. 
7113 Pigeon fancier - agric. i. 
7113 Poultry breeder, egg farmer - agric. i. 
7113 Poultry breeder, meat farmer - agric. md. 
7113 Poultry worker, egg farmer - agric. md. 
7113 Poultry worker, meat farmer - agric. i. 
7113 Pregnant-mare urine farmer - agric. md. 
7113 Rabbit breeder - agric. i. - 
7113 Rancher, cattle 	agric. md. 
7113 Rancher, sheep - agric. md. 
7113 Sheep breeder - agric. md. 
7113 Turkey farmer - agric. md. 
7113 Apiarist 	honey & other apiary prod. farms 7112 
7113 Beekeeper - honey & other apiary prod. farms 7112 
7113 Cattle farmer - agric. md. 7112 
7113 Chicken farmer - agric. md. 7112 
7113 Dairy farmer - agric. md. 7112 
7113 Dog breeder - other animal specialty farms 7112 
7113 Fox farmer - furs & skins, ranch 7112 
7113 Fur farmer - furs & skins, ranch 7112 
7113 Hog raiser - agric. md. 7112 
7113 Horse breeder - horses & other equine farms 7112 
7113 Livestock farmer - agric. md. 7112 
7113 Mink rancher - furs & skins, ranch 7112 
7113 Poultry farmer - agric. md. 7112 
7113 Rancher — agric.ind. 7112 
7113 Stock farmer, livestock farming - agric. md. 7112 
7113 Bird breeder - agric. md. 7199 
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7113 Bird keeper - agric. md. 
7115 Apple grower - agric. md. 
7115 Barley grower 	agric. md. 
7115 Bean-sprout grower - agric. md. 
7115 Berry grower - agric. md. 
7115 Cherry grower - agric. md. 
7115 Corn grower 	agric. md. 
7115 Crop farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Ginseng grower - agric. md. 
7115 Hop grower - agric. md. 
7115 Onion farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Orchardist - agric. md. 
7115 Peach grower 	agric. md. 
7115 Pedigreed seed grower - agric. md. 
7115 Potato farmer 	agric. md. 
7115 Potato grower 	agric. md. 
7115 Rose grower - agric. md. 
7115 Seed farmer 	agric. md. 
7115 Sod farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Tobacco grower - agric. md. 
7115 Tomato farmer 	agric. md. 
7115 Tulip grower - agric. md. 
7115 Beet farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Flower grower 	greenhouse prod. 
7115 Fruit farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Fruit grower - agric. md. 
7115 Grain farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Greenhouse florist - agric. md. 
7115 Greenhouse gardener - agric. md. 
7115 Market gardener 	agric. md. 
7115 Mushroom grower - agric. md. 
7115 Nut grower - agric. md. 
7115 Seed grower - agric. md. 
7115 Share cropper - agric. md. 
7115 Sugar beet farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Tobacco farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Truck farmer - agric. md, 
7115 Vegetable farmer - agric. md. 
7115 Vegetable grower - agric. md. 
7115 Vine grower - agric. md. 
7115 Wheat farmer 	agric. md. 
7119 Christmas tree grower - agric. md. 
7119 Custom operator farm machinery - agric. md. 
7119 General farmer - agric. md. 

1971 
0CM 

7199 

7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
7112 
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7119 Maple-syrup maker - agric. md. 
7119 Nursery farmer - agric. md. 
7119 Mixed farmer — agric. md. 7112 
7119 Custom combining - agric, md. 7197 
7119 Custom grafter - agric. md. 7199 
7119 Custom pruner - agric. md. 7199 
7119 Custom sprayer - agric. md. 7199 
7180 Artificial inseminator supervisor - agric. md. 
7180 Dairy-farm foreman/woman - agric. i. 
7183 Bee farm worker - agric. i. - 
7183 Breaker, draft horse - agric. i. -- 
7183 Breaker, harness-racing horse - agric. md. -- 
7183 Breaker, saddle-racing horse - amuse. & rec. serv. i. 
7183 Cattle brander - agric. md. 
7183 Cattle ranch worker - agric. i. 
7183 Dairy farm worker - agric. ind.  
7183 Farm worker, hogs - agric. ind. -  
7183 Fur-farm worker - agric, md. 
7183 Hatchery worker - agric. md. 
7183 Livestock labourer - agric. md. 
7183 Milking-machine tender - agric. md. 
7183 Mink flesher - agric. md. 
7183 Pheasant farm worker - agric. md. 
7183 Poultry farm worker - agric. md. - 
7183 Ranch hand - agric. i. - 
7183 Shepherd - agric. md. 
7183 Barn worker - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Cattle dehorner - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Cattle driver - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Cattle feeder - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Cowpuncher - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Dairy hand - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Driver, livestock - meat prod. i. (exc. poultry); agric. md. 7182 
7183 Groom — anyind. 7182 
7183 Herder - meat prod. i. (cxc. poultry); other serv. i. incid. to trans. n.e.c.; agric. md. 7182 
7183 Horse breaker - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Incubator tender - poultry serv. 7182 
7183 Livestock caretaker - any md. 7182 
7183 Poultry plucker - n.e.c. 7182 
7183 Poultry worker - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Poultry-yard cleaner - any md. 7182 
7183 Ranch hand — agric. md. 7182 
7183 Sheep herder - agric. md. 7182 
7183 Sheepshearer — agric.ind. 7182 
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7183 Stable worker - other amuse. & rec. serv. md . 7182 
7183 Stock herder — any md. 7182 
7183 Stock tender - any md. 7182 
7185 Crop farm labourer - agric. md. 
7185 Farm worker, fruit - agric. in 
7185 Farm worker, grain - agric. md. 
7185 Farm worker, mushroom - agric. md. - 
7185 Farm worker, rapeseed - agric. md. 
7185 Farm worker, soybean - agric. md. -- 
7185 Farm worker, sugar beet - agric. md. - 
7185 Farm worker, tobacco - agric. md. 
7185 Farm worker, vegetable - agric. i. 
7185 Fruit thinner - agric. md. 
7185 Mushroom picker-cutter - agric. md. -- 
7185 Nut gatherer - agric. md. 
7185 Orchard worker - agric. i. 
7185 Potato harvester - agric. md. 
7185 Potato planter - agric, i. -- 
7185 Potato shipper - agric. md. 
7185 Sanitation worker - agric. md. 
7185 Tobacco worker - agric. md. 
7185 Apple picker - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Berry picker - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Fruit picker - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Gardener - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Grafter - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Greenhouse labourer - any md. 7182 
7185 Greenhouse worker - any md. 7182 
7185 Harvest hand - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Hothouse worker - any md. 7182 
7185 Silo filler - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Tobacco curer - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Tobacco cutter - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Tobacco stripper - agric. md. 7182 
7185 Vegetable picker - any md. 7182 
7185 Vegetable thinner - any md. 7182 
7185 Orchard pruner - agric. md. 7199 
7185 Orchard sprayer - agric. md. 7199 
7195 Park caretaker - govt. serv. i. 
7195 Plant doctor - agric. i. 
7195 Sodder - nursery prod. 
7195 Tree budder - nursery prod. 7199 
7195 Tree expert - nursery prod. 7199 
7195 Tree grafter - nursery prod.. 7199 
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7195 Tree pruner - nursery prod. 7199 
7195 Tree sprayer - nursery prod. 7199 
7195 Tree surgeon - nursery prod.. 7199 
7195 Grave digger - cemeteries & crematoria 8718 
7196 Blood tester, poultry - agric. md. 7199 
7196 Chicken culler - any md. 7199 
7196 Chickensexer — anyind. 7199 
7196 Egg candler — any md. 7199 
7196 Egg grader — any md. 7199 
7196 Egg inspector - any md. 7199 
7196 Egg tester — any md. 7199 
7196 Poultry culler - any md. 7199 
7196 Poultry sexer — any md. 7199 
7196 Fruit examiner - n.e.c. 9916 
7196 Fruit grader - n.e.c. 9916 
7196 Fruit sorter - n.e.c. 9916 
7196 Grain sampler - any md. 9916 
7196 Vegetable grader - n.e.c. 9916 
7197 Cropsprayer machine operator - agric. i. 
7197 Farm machinery operator - agric. i. 
7197 Harvesting-machine operator - agric. md. 
7197 Aerial crop duster - agric. md. 7199 
7197 Crop duster - any md. 7199 
7197 Sprayer - agric. md. 7199 
7199 Aquarist - agric. md.; amuse. & rec. serv. ind.  
7199 Christmas tree cutter - agric. i. 
7199 Farm worker, general - agric. i. 
7199 Fruit packer - agric. i. 
7199 Irrigator, sprinkler system - agric. i. 
7199 Irrigator, wheel-line system - agric. md. 
7199 Kennel attendant - agric. i. 
7199 Pet groomer - agric. i. 
7199 Primer, tobacco - agric. md. 
7199 Riding and boarding stables operator - agric. i. 
7199 Tier, tobacco - agric. i. 
7199 Vegetable packer - agric. i. 
7199 Chore hand - agric. md. 7182 
7199 Farm hand — agric. md. 7182 
7199 Farm labourer — agric. md. 7182 
7199 Hired hand - agric. md. 7182 
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MAJOR GROUP 73 

7311 	Boatswain - fishing md. 	 7313 
7313 	Danish seine fisherman/woman - fishing md. 
7313 	Hoopnetter - fishing i. 
7313 	Long line fisherman/woman - fishing i. 
7313 	Shellfish-harvester operator - fishing i. 
7313 	Skiff man/woman, purse seine fishing - any i. 
7313 	Weir fisherman/woman - fishing i. 
7319 	Fish farm worker - fishing i. 
7319 	Fish tagger — fishing i. 	 - 
7319 	Oyster grower - fishing i. 
7319 	Sealer - fishing md. 
7319 	Seaweed harvesting machine operator - fishing md. 	 -- 

MAJOR GROUP 75 

7510 Hook tender - logging & forestry i. - 
7510 Scaler supervisor - logging & forestry i. - 
7511 Aerial observer - logging & forestry md. 
7511 Tree puller - logging & forestry md. - 
7511 Tree spacer - logging & forestry md. 
7513 Delimber and buncher operator - logging i. -- 
7513 Feller buncher operator - logging i. 
7513 Pulpwood harvester operator - logging md. - 
7513 Shortwood harvester operator - logging md. 
7513 Tree harvester operator - logging md. 
7513 Logger — logging md. 7519 
7516 Tree sorter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; logging md. 
7516 Cruiser - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 7519 
7516 Estimator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 7519 
7516 Land cruiser - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 7519 
7516 Land examiner - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 7519 
7516 Land inspector - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 7519 
7516 Timber cruiser - logging md.; forestry serv. md. 7519 
7516 Timber estimator - logging md. 7519 
7516 Timberrider — loggingind. 7519 
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7517 	Cargo-carrier operator - logging i. 
7517 	Carry-lift operator - logging i. 	 - 
7517 	Choke hooker - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 	 - 
7517 	Dozer-boat operator - logging i. 	 - 
7517 	Grapple-yarder operator - logging i. 
7517 	Hydraulic auger operator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
7517 	Log dumper — logging md. 	 - 
7517 	Logging-tractor operator - logging md. 
7517 	Steel-spar-machine operator - logging i. 	 -- 
7517 	Yarder operator - logging md. 
7518 	Post peeler - logging i. 	 - 
7518 	Seed cone picker - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 
7519 	Jack-ladder operator - forestry serv. md.; logging md. 

MAJOR GROUP 77 

7711 	Down-hole tool operator - petrol. & nat. gas md. 
7711 	Power-tong operator - petrol. & nat. gas ind.  
7711 	Service-rig operator 	petrol. & nat. gas i. 
7711 	Snubbing-unit operator 	petrol. & nat. gas md. 
7713 	Airtrack driller - const. md.; mining md. 
7713 	Jackleg operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 	 - 
7717 	Dragline engineer - mines, quarries & oil wells 
7717 	Dragline operator - mines, quarries & oil wells 
7717 	Dragline runner - mines, quarries & oil wells 
7717 	Peat moss cutting machine operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 	 -- 
7717 	Peat moss gathering machine operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 	 -- 
7717 	Rock cutter - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; const. i. 	 - 
7717 	Scoop tram operator - mining md.; quarry & sand pit i. 	 - 
7717 	Stone Cutter - stone quarries 	 -- 
7717 	Cobber - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 	 8118 
7718 	Grizzly worker - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 	 7719 
7719 	Dredge engineer - mines, quarries & oil wells 
7719 	Dredge operator - mines, quarries & oil wells 
7719 	Haul-pack driver - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 
7719 	Oil pipe inspector - petrol. & nat. gas md. 	 -- 
7719 	Brattice builder - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md. 	 8799 
7719 	Ventilation controller - mining md. 	 8799 
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MAJOR GROUP 81/82 

8110 Reclamation foreman/woman - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8110 Reduction-plant foreman/woman - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8111 Crusher control room operator - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. - 
8111 Slurry control tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. - 
8113 Baghouse attendant - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. - 
8113 Classifier operator - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8113 Cottrell operator - primary metal md. 8119 
8113 Dewaterer tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8113 Stripper - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8113 Thickener - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8113 Wet-plant tender - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8115 Calciner - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8115 Limestone burner - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8115 Sintering-machine operator - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8116 Iron-pellet-hardness tester - primary steel i. 
8116 Mica classifier - non-metallic min. prod. i. - 
8116 Mineral sampler - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; non-metallic mm. prod. i. - 
8118 Tailings labourer - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8119 Alumina-recovery equipment operator - primary metal i. 
8119 Aluminum-briquetting-equipment operator - primary metal md. 
8119 Aluminum-cell tender 	primary metal i. 
8119 Aluminum-oxide control operator - primary metal md. 
8119 Drier operator - mining i. 
8119 Mica trimmer - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8119 Mica-laminating-machine tender - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8119 Mica splitter - other non-metallic mm. prod. md. 8379 
8130 Electroplating foreman/woman - stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. md. 
8130 Metalizing foreman/woman - stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. i. 
8135 Plugger - primary steel i. - 
8137 Metal reclaimer - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8137 Shell coremaker - iron foundries 
8137 Shell moulder - iron foundries -- 
8137 Casting-machine operator - elec. & electron. prod. md .; fab. metal prod. md. 8531 
8137 Grid caster - elec. & electron, prod. md. 8531 
8137 Grid moulder - dec. & electron. prod. md . 8531 
8143 Electrogalvanizer - stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. i. 
8143 Sprayer - stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. i. 
8143 Zinc galvanizer - stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. i. 
8143 Acid dipper, metal cleaner - stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. md. 8149 
8143 Casting pickIer - iron foundries 8149 
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8143 Pickier - primary metal md. 8149 

8143 PickIer operator 	any md. 8149 

8146 Metal inspector - non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 
8146 Molten metal sampler - primary metal in 
8146 Sheet-steel inspector - any md. 9916 

8146 Steel expert - any md. 9916 

8146 Steel inspector - any md. 9916 

8146 Steel tester - any md. 9916 

8148 Casting cleaner - primary metal i. 
8148 Marker - iron foundries 
8149 Scrap sorter and baler - primary steel md.; non-fer. metal smelt. & refin. 

8150 Foreman/woman - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8150 Glass furnace foreman/woman - glass & glass prod. i. 
8150 Mixing plant foreman/woman - any i. 
8151 Rotary-kiln operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
8151 Tunnel-kiln operator - non-metallic min. prod. md . 

8153 Abrasive mixer - non-metallic min. prod. i. 
8153 Clay-slip mixer - non-metallic mm. prod. i. - 
8153 Lime slaker - non-metallic mm. prod. i. - 
8153 Scrubber tender - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8155 Abrasive-wheel moulder - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8155 Brick and tile making machine operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. 

8155 Potter - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8155 Ram-press-operator - non-metallic mm. prod. md. - 
8155 Stopper maker - non-metallic mm. prod. i. -- 
8156 Fibregalss tester - man-made fibre & fil. yarn i. - 
8156 Pottery-and-porcelain ware inspector - non-metallic mm. prod. i. -- 

8158 Kiln labourer - non-metallic mm. prod. md. -- 
8158 Mould stripper - non-metallic mm. prod. i. 
8158 Glassware finisher - glass & glass prod. md. 8155 

8158 Smoother 	glass & glass prod. md. 8373 

8158 Bank cleaner - clay prod. md. 9918 

8158 Casting trimmer - clay prod. md. 9918 

8159 Fettler 	non-metallic mm. prod. md. 
8160 Calendering foreman/woman - plastic & syn. resin i. - 
8160 Clarification foreman/woman - chem. & chem. prod. i. 
8160 Soap processing foreman/woman - soap & cleaning compounds i. -- 

8161 Banbury-mixer operator - plastic & syn. resin md.; industrial chem. md. n.e.c. 
8161 Compounder - soap & cleaning compounds i. 
8161 Dope mixer, chemicals - leather tanneries; plastic & syn. resin i. 
8161 Kettle operator, mixer or blender - chem. & chem. prod. md . 

8161 MVA-reactor operator - chem. & chem. prod. md . 8179 

8161 Soap maker - soap & cleaning compounds md. 8179 

8163 Boiling-tub tender - chem. & chem. prod. i. 
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8163 Dehydrating press tender 	plastic & syn. resin ind.  
8163 Desulphurizer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 
8163 Oil reclaimer 	chem. & chem. prod. i. - 
8163 Poacher operator - chem. & chem. prod. i. - 
8163 Strainer tender - chem. & chem. prod. i. 
8165 Acetylene-plant attendant 	chem. & chem. prod. md . - 
8165 Alum evaporator - chem. & chem. prod. i. - 
8165 Crystallizer tender - chem. & chem. prod. md . - 
8165 Temperature-controller - chem. & chem. prod. i. - 
8165 Clay-plant treater - refined petrol. prod. md . 8179 
8167 Autoclave operator - chem. & chem. prod. i. -- 
8167 Bone drier operator - adhesives md.; feed i. 
8167 Digester operator - paint & varnish i. 
8167 Polymerization-kettle operation - chem. & chem. prod. ind.  
8167 Precipitator operator 	chem. & chem. prod. md . 8165 
8171 Breaker tender - refined petrol. & coal prod. i. 
8171 Crusher tender 	floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric i. 
8171 Grinder tender - chem. & chem. prod. i. 
8171 Pulverizer operator - refined petrol. & coal prod. md. 
8171 Stone-mill tender - paint & varnish ind. -  
8173 Saturator tender - asphalt roofing md.; floor tile, linoleum & coat. fabric md. 
8178 Coating-machine feeder 	any md. 
8178 Paint pourer - other mfg. prod. md . 9919 
8179 Soap cutter and stamper - soap & cleaning compounds md. 
8179 Presser 	chem. and chem. prod. md . 8299 
8210 Candy making foreman/woman - sugar & chocolate confectionery i. 
8210 Cellarmaster - wine md. 
8210 Coffee roasting foreman/woman - bev. i. 
8210 Distilling foreman/woman - bev. i. 
8210 Fish freezing and storage foreman/woman - fish prod. md. 
8210 Milk production foreman/woman - dairy prod. i. 
8211 Blender 	flour, cereal food & feed i. 
8211 Bolter 	flour, cereal food & feed i. 
8211 Burr miller - flour, cereal food & feed i. - 
8211 Flake miller - flour, cereal food & feed i. 
8211 Vegetable-oil extractor - veg. oil mills (exc. corn oil); other food prod. md. 
8213 Chewing-gum machine tender - chewing gum i. 
8213 Frosting maker - bakery prod. i. 
8213 Nut roaster - other food prod. md. 8229 
8213 Peanut blancher - other food prod. md. 8229 
8213 Peanut roaster - other food prod. md. 8229 
8213 Peanut-roaster operator - other food prod. md. 8229 
8213 Roaster - other food prod. md. 8229 
8215 Animal eviscerator - meat & poultry prod. md. 
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8215 Dehairing-machine tender - meat & poultry prod. md. 
8215 Enzyme injector - meat & poultry prod. md. 
8215 Head trimmer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
8215 Meat mixer - meat & poultry prod. md. 
8215 Shrouder - meat & poultry prod. md. 
8215 Animal skinner - meat & poultry prod. md. 
8217 Fish cake maker - fish prod. md. 
8221 Mincemeat maker - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
8221 Vegetable pickier - can. & presv. fruit & veg. md. 
8223 Instantizer tender - food md. 
8223 Yogurt maker - dairy prod. md. 
8225 Brown sugar maker - cane & beet sugar md. 
8225 Corn sugar crystallizer operator - cane & beet sugar md. 
8225 Beet flumer - cane & beet sugar md. 
8225 Flu mer - cane & beet sugar md. 
8226 Food packaging inspector - food md. 
8226 Honey grader 	food md. 
8226 Wine tester - wine md. 
8227 Beer pasteurizer - brewery prod. md. 
8227 Tank-house operator - bev. md. 
8227 Wort maker - bev. md. 
8228 Shellfish shucker - fish prod. md. 
8228 Dropper - meat & poultry prod. md. 
8229 Corn-syrup maker - food md. 
8229 Peanut-butter maker - food md. 
8229 Drier operator, any food except milk - food md. 
8230 Lumber grading foreman/woman - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8230 Lumber yard foreman/woman - sash, door & miliwork md. 
8230 Treating plant foreman/woman - wood preservation md. 
8231 Block splitter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8231 Cut-off-saw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8231 Edger tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8231 Head-saw operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8231 Planer operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8231 Trimming-machine operator - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8233 Hot plate press tender - veneer & plywood md. 
8233 Hot press operator - veneer & plywood md. 
8233 Panel patcher - veneer & plywood md. 
8233 Panel sanding machine operator - veneer & plywood md. 
8233 Patcher operator - veneer & plywood md. 
8233 Plywood panel assembler - veneer & plywood md. 
8233 Veneer matcher 	veneer & plywood md. 
8233 Veneer taper - veneer & plywood md. 
8235 Chip-mixing machine tender - other wood md. 

8299 

9319 
9319 

8215 

8228 
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8235 Fuel log maker 	wood preservation md. 
8235 Timber-treating tank operator - wood preservation md. 
8236 Pole inspector - wood md. 
8236 Lumber measurer, inspecting - wood md. 8239 
8238 Lumber sorter - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8239 Chip screen tender 	any md. 
8239 Sawmill worker - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills 
8250 Paper machine foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. - 
8250 Pulp plant foreman/woman - pulp & paper md. 
8250 Pulp tester foreman/woman - pulp & paper i. 
8250 Tour foreman/woman 	pulp & paper i. 
8251 Brown-stock washer - pulp & paper md. 
8251 Continuous-digester tender - pulp & paper md. 
8251 Pulp-refiner operator - pulp & paper md. 
8251 Pulp-washer operator 	pulp & paper i. 
8253 Combiner-machine operator - paper & allied prod. i. 
8253 Paper coater - pulp & paper md. 
8253 Pulp-press tender - pulp & paper md. -- 
8253 Rewinder - pulp & paper i. 
8253 Trimmer - pulp & paper i. 
8253 Waxing-machine operator - paper & allied prod. i. -- 
8256 Fibrous-wallboard inspector - pulp & paper md. 
8256 Paper inspector 	pulp & paper i. 
8256 Pulp inspector - pulp & paper i. 
8256 Rag checker - pulp & paper md. 
8256 Film inspector - sci. & prof. equip. md . 8296 
8256 Film sampler 	sci. & prof. equip. md . 8296 
8258 Screen cleaner - pulp & paper i. 
8258 Bark skinner - pulp & paper md. 8238 
8260 Bleaching foreman/woman 	primary textile md.; textile prod. i. 
8260 Calendering foreman/woman - primary textile md.; textile prod. i. -- 
8260 Scrouring foreman/woman - man-made fibre & fil. yarn i. 
8261 Blending-machine tender - textile prod. i. 
8261 Garnett-machine tender - textile prod. i. 
8261 Willow operator - textile prod. md. -- 
8261 Yarn soaker - textile prod. md. 
8261 Card stripper - textile prod. md.; asbestos prod. md. 8279 
8261 Willower - textile prod. md. 8279 
8261 Fur-fibre-mixing-machine operator - textile prod. md. 8557 
8263 Rope twister - primary textile i. 
8263 Framer - primary textile md. 8265 
8265 Rope coiler - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
8265 Rope reeler - primary textile md.; textile prod. i. 
8265 Roving-frame tender - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 8261 
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8265 Roving-machine operator - primary textile md.: textile prod. md. 8261 
8267 Drop pinning machine operator - primary textile i. 
8267 Warper tender, automatic - asbestos prod. md.; primary textile i. 
8267 Weaver - primary textile md. 
8271 Hosiery-knitting-machine tender - hosiery md. 
8273 Dye-range operator - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
8273 Rinser - primary textile md.; textile prod. i. 
8275 Breaker tender - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
8275 Tenter-machine tender - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. - 
8276 Fabric examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. i. 
8276 Fibre examiner - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 
8276 Roving sizer - primary textile md.; textile prod. i. 
8276 Swatch checker - primary textile md.; textile prod. i. 
8276 Weaving inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. i. 
8278 Doffer - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 8279 
8279 Felt press machine tender - textile prod. md.; primary textile md. 
8279 Measurer - clothing md. 8278 
8290 Fur dressing foreman/woman - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
8290 Hide house supervisor - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. i. 
8293 Granulating-machine tender - tobacco prod. i. - 
8295 Sueding-wheel tender - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. i. 
8295 Fur blender - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 8555 
8295 Fur plucker 	other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 8555 
8295 Fur pointer - other mfg. prod. ind. m.e.c. 8555 
8295 Pelt plucker - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. ind. n.c.e. 8555 
8295 Plucker - other mfg. prod. md . n.e.c. 8555 
8296 Hogshead inspector - tobacco prod. i. 
8296 Drug inspector - pharm. & medicine md. 8176 
8296 Classer - tobacco prod. md. 8293 
8296 Matcher - leather tanneries 8295 
8296 Leather sorter - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 9916 
8298 Dampener - leather tanneries 
8298 Feather washer-and-dryer - furn. & fixture i. 
8298 Leather processing labourer - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 
8298 Tannery worker - leather tanneries; other mfg. prod. md . 8299 
8299 Asbestos liner - other non-metallic mm. prod. 
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MAJOR GROUP 83 

8310 	Metal machining inspection foreman/woman - mach. shop md. 
8311 	Carbide tool maker - hand tool & impi. md. 
8311 	Diamond tool maker - hand tool & impl. md. 
8311 	Progressive die maker - metal dies, moulds & patterns md. 
8311 	Wire-drawing maker 	wire & wire prod. md. 
8313 	Jig borer - lab. metal prod. md. 
8313 	Lathe setter 	fab. metal prod. md. 
8313 	Machine tool set-up operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
8313 	Machine tool setter - fab. metal prod. md. 
8313 	Main bearing borer - fab. metal prod, md. 
8313 	Numerical-control-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
8315 	Connecting rod borer - motor veh. parts & access. 
8315 	Threading machine operator 	fab. metal prod. md. 
8315 	Transfer machine tender - fab. metal prod. md. 
8315 	Honer - any md. 
8316 	Gauge checker - fab. metal prod. md. 
8316 	Gauge inspector - lab. metal prod. md. 
8319 	Deburrer - sci. & prof. equip. md . 
8319 	Key cutter - lab. metal prod. md. 
8319 	Saw-knile miller 	fab, metal prod. md. 
8319 	Bench hand - mach. shop md. 
8319 	Key maker 	fab. metal prod. md. 
8319 	Sawmaker - any md. 
8319 	Sawsmith - any md. 
8330 	Headwelder - fab. metal prod. md. 
8330 	Metal shaping and forming inspectors foreman/woman - any md. 
8331 	Press smith - lab. metal prod. md. 
8331 	Roll-forger 	lab. metal prod. md. 
8331 	Spike-machine feeder - fab. metal prod. md. 
8334 	Bending-machine tender - stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. md. 
8334 	Key maker - n.e.c. 
8334 	Spring coiler - fab. metal prod. md. 
8334 	Wire-crimping-machine operator - lab. metal prod. md. 
8335 	Brazing-machine operator 	lab. metal prod. md. 
8335 	Gas brazer - lab. metal prod. md. 
8336 	Metal fabricating inspector - any md. 
8337 	Plate-shear operator - lab. struct. metal prod. md.; ornamental & architectural metal 

prod. md. 

8313 
9916 
9916 

8313 
8334 
8339 
8339 
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8339 Netting-machine operator - wire & wire prod. md. 
8339 Wire cloth finisher - wire & wire prod. i. 
8350 Framing mill foreman/woman - sash, door & miliwork md. 
8350 Planing foreman/woman - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 
8351 Model maker - sash, door & miliwork md. 
8351 Sample maker - sash, door & millwork i. -- 
8351 Hat-block maker 	sash, door & miliwork md. 8359 
8353 Radial-arm-saw operator - sash, door & millwork md. - 
8353 Variety-saw operator - sash, door & miliwork md. 
8355 Dado-saw operator - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork i. 
8355 Stock checker, firearms - other metal fabricating md. n.e.c. 
8355 Smoking-pipe maker - any md. 8359 
8356 Sanding inspector - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork i. 
8356 Wood machining inspector - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork i. 
8357 Lathe sander - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork i. 
8359 Oar maker - sash, door & miliwork i. - 
8370 Glass-cutting foreman/woman - glass & glass prod. i. 
8370 Stone polishers foreman/woman - concrete prod. md.; clay prod. md.; other non-metallic 

mm. prod. 
8371 Boring-mill operator - concrete prod. md.; clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 
8371 Clayware driller - clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. n.e.c. 
8371 Radial-drill operator - concrete prod. md.; clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. 

n.e.c. 
8371 Stone splitter tender - hydraulic cement md.; clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. -- 

prod. n.e.c. 
8373 Glassware grinder - glass & glass prod. i. 
8373 Lensomiter operator - ophthalmic goods i. 
8373 Surface-plate finisher - concrete prod. md.; clay prod. md.; other non-metallic mm. prod. -- 
8376 Glass inspector - glass & glass prod. i. 
8376 Lens-grinding inspector - ophthalmic goods i. 
8390 Plastic-products bulling foreman/woman - any i. 
8391 Engraving-machine operator - jewel. & precious metal md.; fab. metal prod. i. 
8391 Impressing-machine tender 	fab. metal prod. md. 
8391 Pantograph engraver - jewel. & precious metal md.; fab. metal prod. md. -- 
8391 Roller repairer, textile - fab. metal prod. md.; textile prod. md. 9514 
8393 Degreaser - any md. 
8393 Metal cleaner, immersion - any md. 
8393 Plast ic- products buffer - any i. 
8393 Polishing machine operator - any i. 
8393 Tumbling-barrel tender - fab. metal prod. i. 
8395 Plastic-jig and form builder - any i. 
8395 Plastics, patternmaker - plastic prod. md., n.e.c. 
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8395 	Sample maker - jewel. & precious metal i. 
8395 	Sample maker 	plastic prod. md. 	 8579 
8396 	Roller inspector - primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 	 9519 

MAJOR GROUP 85 

8510 	Agricultural and farm equipment foreman/woman 	agric. imp!. i. 	 - 
8510 	Aircraft assembly foreman/woman - aircraft & parts i. 
8510 	Business and commercial machines assembly foreman/woman - off., store & bus. mach. 
8510 	Engine assembly foreman/woman - mach. in (exc. elec. mach.); trans. equip. i. 
8511 	Clutch rebuilder - motor veh. parts & access. 
8511 	Turbine fitter - turbine & power transmission equip. md. 
8513 	Go-cart assembler - trans. equip. i. 
8513 	Mobile-home assembler - motor veh. i. 
8513 	Trailer-frame assembler - motor veh. i. 
8515 	Aircraft sealer - aircraft & parts i. 	 -- 
8523 	Compressor assembler - compressor, pump & industrial fan i. 
8523 	Crane assembler - const. & mining mach. & materials handling equip. md. 
8523 	Locomotive builder - railroad rolling stock i. 
8523 	Railway-car liner - railroad rolling stock i. 	 - 
8523 	Sewing-machine assembler - major appl. md. 
8523 	Snow-blower assembler - mach. in (exc. elec. mach.) 
8523 	Snowmobile assembler - motor veh. i. 
8523 	Tractor assembler - agric. impl. i. 
8523 	Winch assembler - mach. in (exc. elec. mach.) 
8525 	Keyboard machines adjuster - off., store & bus. mach. 
8525 	Typewriter aligner - off., store & bus. mach, 	 - 
8525 	Vending-machine assembler - off., store & bus. mach. 
8526 	Agricultural-equipment inspector - agric. impl. i. 
8526 	Automobile inspector and tester - motor veh. md.; retail trade i. 	 - 
8526 	Business-machines tester - off., store & bus. mach. 
8526 	Road-test mechanic - motor veh. md.; retail trade i. 	 - 
8526 	Sewing machine tester - major app!. i. 	 - 
8526 	Snowmobile inspector - mach. i. (exc. elec. mach.) 	 - 
8526 	Transmission tester - motor veh. md.; mach. i. (exc. elec. mach.) 
8526 	Typewriter inspector - off., store & bus. mach. 
8526 	Cable tester - wire & wire prod. md. 	 9916 
8527 	Clock and watch assembler - clock & watch md. 
8527 	Photographic equipment assembler - sc & prof. equip. i. 	 - 
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8527 	Pneumatic controls installer 	sci. & prof. equip. md . 
8527 	Stacking-machine operator - clock & watch md. 
8529 	Aluminum door and window assembler - metal door & window md. 
8529 	Magnaform operator - fab. metal prod. md. 
8529 	Metal furniture assembler - furn. & fixture md. 
8530 	Appliance assembly foreman/woman - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
8530 	Electric-motor testing foreman/woman - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
8530 	Radio and television repair foreman/woman - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
8531 	Air-conditioning-unit assembler - comm. refrig. & air-condit. equip. md .; major app!. md. 
8531 	Dry cell and battery assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
8531 	Electrical appliances assembler - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
8531 	Taping machine tender - elec. & electron. prod. irid. 
8531 	Washing-machine assembler - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
8531 	Electrical assembler 	aircraft & parts md.; motor veh. md. 
8533 	Electric sign repairer 	sign & display md. 
8533 	Electrical appliance servicer - small elec. appl. md .; major appl. md. 
8532 	Electrical repairer - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
8533 	Major appliance repairer - major appl. md. 
8533 	Marine equipment electrician - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair md. 
8533 	Rail transport electrician - railroad rolling stock md. 
8534 	Electron tube assembler - electron. components md. 
8534 	Picture Lube assembler - electron. components md. 
8535 	Alarm systems installer - electron. components md. 
8535 	Hearing-aid repairer - electron. components md. 
8536 	Generator tester - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
8536 	Household appliance inspector - elec. & electron. prod. md . 
8536 	Motors and controls tester - elec. & electron, prod. md. 
8536 	Telephone inspector and tester - telecom. equip. md . 
8536 	Transmitter tester 	commun. & other electron. md. 
8538 	Dry-cell remover - elec. & electron. prod. md , 
8539 	Encapsulator - dec. & electron. prod. md . 
8539 	Aerial erector - appi., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
8539 	Aerial installer - app!., tv., radio & stereo repair 
8539 	Antenna erector - appl., tv., radio & stereo repair 
8539 	Antenna installer - appl., t.v., radio & stereo repair 
8539 	Television-antenna installer - app!., tv., radio & stereo repair 
8540 	Box maker foreman/woman - wooden box & pallet md. 
8540 	Furniture inspector foreman/woman - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork md. 
8541 	Laminating-press tender - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork md. 
8541 	Woodenware assembler - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & millwork md. 
8546 	Sash and door inspector - sash, door & millwork md. 
8546 	Furniture inspector - wood md. 
8549 	Bench hand - wooden box & pallet md. 
8549 	Guitar maker - musical instrument & sound recording md. 

8533 

8537 
8537 
8537 
8537 
8537 

8596 
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8549 Stringed instrument maker - musical instrument & sound recording md. 
8549 Wood carver - furn. & fixture md.; sash, door & miliwork md. 
8549 Hand carver - sash, door & miliwork md. 8359 
8550 Dressmaker foreman/woman - clothing md.; retail trade i. - 
8550 Glove making foreman/woman 	clothing i. -- 
8550 Patternmaking foreman/woman - clothing md. 
8550 Sample room foreman/woman - textile prod. md, 
8555 Sewer, fur - fur goods md. 8563 
8557 Hat binder - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 8563 
8557 Hat sewer - other clothing & apparel md. n.e.c. 8563 
8557 Cap trimmer - other clothing & apparel md. 8569 
8561 Gang-punch operator - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Groover and turner - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Insole rounder - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Outsole rounder - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Rounder - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Scarfer - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Shoe trimmer - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Skiver 	footwear md. 8551 
8561 Skiver operator - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Sole rounder - footwear md. 8551 
8561 Sole splitter - 	footwear md. 8551 
8563 Quilting-machine operator 	any i. 
8563 Repair dressmaker - plastic prod. i. 
8566 Leather grader - clothing i. 
8568 Perforating machine operator - clothing i. 8551 
8568 Perforator - clothing md. 8551 
8568 Pinker - clothing md. 8551 
8568 Pinking-machine operator - clothing md. 8551 
8569 Fish net finisher - other mfg. prod. i. 
8569 Machine operator - canvas & rel. prod. i. 
8569 Matcher - footwear md. 
8569 Net repairer - other mfg. prod. md. 
8569 Pairer - footwear md. 
8570 Fibreglass plastics foreman/woman - plastic prod. md. 
8571 Heat sealing machine tender - plastic prod. i. -- 
8571 Ultrasonic plastic welder operator - plastic prod. i. 
8571 Belt maker - rubber prod. md. 8579 
8573 Extruding machine operator - plastic prod. md.; rubber prod. md. 
8573 Fire-hose curcr - rubber prod. md. 
8573 Injection machine operator - plastic prod. md.; rubber prod. i. 
8573 Plastics-press operator - plastic prod. md. 
8575 Cutting machine operator - rubber prod. md.; plastic prod. i. 
8575 Plexiglass assembler - aircraft & parts md.; plastic prod. md. 8399 
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8575 Plexiglass former - plastic prod. md.; aircraft & parts md. 8399 
8575 Plexiglass repairer - aircraft & parts md.; plastic prod. md. 8399 
8576 Footwear sorter - other rubber prod. i. 
8576 I-lose inspector and tester - rubber prod. i. 
8576 Linoleum inspector - floor tile, linoleum and coat. fabric md. 8296 
8579 Life-raft repairer - rubber prod. i. 
8580 Foreman/woman, construction machinery mechanics and repairers 	other mach. & 

equip. md. 
8581 Emergency-road servicer - motor veh. i. 
8581 Hovercraft engine repairer - trans. equip. i. - 
8581 Snowmobile repairer - trans. equip. i. - 
8581 Steam cleaner - motor veh. i. 
8583 Air-brake fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 8791 
8583 Pipe fitter - railroad rolling stock md. 8791 
8584 Crane repairer - const. & mining mach. & materials handling equip. md. 
8584 Cutting machine fixer - textile prod. i. 
8584 Dairy equipment repairer - agric. impl. i. - 
8584 Printing machinery mechanic - other mach. & equip. i. 
8585 Photocopy machine servicer - off., store & bus. mach. 
8585 Tabulating-machine servicer - any md. 8535 
8586 Meter inspector - any md. 9916 
8586 Meter tester - any md. 9916 
8586 Thermostat inspector - any md. 9916 
8588 Measuring instrument repairer - sci. & prof. equip. i. 
8589 Chain-saw repairer - any i. 
8589 Snow blower repairer - any i. 
8589 Pump installer - any md. 8523 
8589 Lawn-mower repairer - any md. 8584 
8589 Motorboat mechanic - any md. 8584 
8589 Outboard-motor repairer - any md. 8584 
8589 Tire changer 	motor veh. repair shops 9918 
8590 Inspection foreman/woman - mfg. i. 
8590 Jewellery and silverware workers foreman/woman - jewel. & precious metal md. 
8590 Toy assembly foreman/woman - sporting goods & toy i. -- 
8591 Diamond sorter - jewel. & precious metal i. 
8592 Aluminum boat builder - shipbldg. & repair i. 
8592 Laminator - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair i. 
8592 Pipe fitter - shipbldg. & repair md. - 
8592 Pipe installer - shipbldg. & repair md. - 
8592 Marine pipe fitter - any md. 8791 
8592 Marine plumber - any md. 8791 
8592 Marine steamfitter - any md. 8791 
8593 Double backer - paper & allied prod. iod. - 
8593 Platen press operator - paper & allied prod. md. 
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8593 	Core cutter - pulp & paper md. 
8595 	Baker 	stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
8595 	Enamel burner - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
8595 	Kiln tender - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
8595 	Paint baker - furn. & fixture md.; fab. metal prod. md. 
8595 	Paint baker - sporting goods & toy md. 
8595 	Painter - n.e.c. 
8595 	Rustproofer - motor veh. md. 
8595 	Baker - stamped, press. & coat. metal prod. 
8595 	Oven tender - furn. & fixture md. 
8596 	Jewellery inspector 	jewel. & precious metal md. 
8596 	Painting and finishing inspector - any md. 
8596 	Seat belt fabrication inspector - motor veh. fabric access. md. 
8596 	Toy inspector - sporting goods & toy md. 
8596 	Wooden boats inspector - shipbldg. & repair md.; boatbldg. & repair md. 
8599 	Artificial turf maker - any md. 
8599 	Respirator servicer and fitter - any md. 
8599 	Lens mounter 	ophthalmic goods md. 

MAJOR GROUP 87 

8710 Captain, dredging - high. & heavy const. 
8710 Dredge captain - const. md. 
8710 Dredge master - const. md. 
8710 Dredge mate - const. md. 
8711 Air lock tender - const. md. 
8711 Cat operator - const. md. 
8711 Cat skinner - const. md. 
8711 Dredge deckhand - const. md. 
8711 Dredge engineer 	excavating & grading 
8711 Dredge operator - const. md. 
8711 Heavy-duty equipment operator - any md. 
8711 Mole operator - const. md. 
8711 Pay loader operator - any md. 
8713 Chip-spreader tender - const. md. 
8713 Chuck tender - high., st. & bridges 
8713 Curb builder - const. md. 
8713 Rein forci ng-w ire- mesh worker 	const. md. 
8713 Road-form setter - const. md. 

1971 
0CM 

4155 

8151 
8599 

8373 

9151 
9151 
9151 
9151 
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8713 Roller-compactor operator - const. i. 
8713 Cement paver - const. md. 8783 
8715 Ballast-regulator operator - railway trans. md. 
8715 Rail-lifter machine operator - railway trans. i. 
8715 Tie-cutting machine operator - railway trans. i. 
8715 Track-aligner operator - railway trans. i. -- 
8715 Line inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 8719 
8715 Tie inspector - railway trans. serv, md. 8719 
8715 Track inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 8719 
8715 Way inspector - railway trans. serv. md . 8719 
8715 Lamp trimmer - railway trans. serv, md. 9918 
8718 Labourer - excav. & grading 
8718 Slasher - const. md, 
8730 Electric power inspector and tester supervisor - elec. power syst. i. 
8730 Signal foreman/woman - railway trans. md. 8530 
8730 Signal supervisor - railway trans. md. 8530 
8731 Emergency service line maintainer - elec. power syst. i. 
8733 Master electrician - const. i. 
8733 Meter installer - elec. work 
8735 Fire-alarm mechanic - any md. 
8735 Frame wirer, telephones - telecom. carriers md. 
8735 Telephone facilities evaluator - telecom. carriers i. 
8736 Cable tester - telecom. carriers i. 
8736 Powerline patroller - elec. power syst. md. 8731 
8739 Tree trimmer 	elec. power syst. md.; telecom. carriers i. 
8780 Construction inspector foreman/woman - const. md. 
8780 Insulator foreman/woman - const. i. 
8780 Painter foreman/woman - const. md. 
8780 Roofer foreman/woman - const. i. 
8780 Structural-metal erector foreman/woman - const. i. 
8781 Exterior cladder - const. i. -- 
8781 Framer - const. i. 
8783 Grouter - const. i. 
8784 Dry-wall finisher - const. i. 
8784 Dry-wall installer - const. i. 
8784 Fireproofing plasterer - const. i. 
8784 Joint filler - const. md. 8713 
8784 Acoustical-tile installer - const. md. 8786 
8785 Painter - const. i. 
8785 Bill poster - bus. serv. md . 9919 
8791 Fire-protection installer - const. i. 
8791 Drain cleaner - any md. 9918 
8791 Sewer cleaner - any md. 9918 
8793 Reinforcing-rod layer - const. md. 8799 
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8793 Reinforcing-steel tier - const. md. 8799 
8793 Steel tier - const. md. 8799 
8796 Building construction inspector - const. md. 
8798 Demolition labourer - const. md. 
8798 Concrete wheeler 	any md. 9318 
8799 Building wrecker - const. md. 
8799 Cement mixer - const. i. 
8799 Swimming-pool installer - const. md. 
8799 Swimming-pool servicer - any md. 
8799 Water heater installer - const. md. 
8799 Snow-fence erector - any md. 9918 

MAJOR GROUP 91 

9110 Air traffic control chief - airport operations md. 
9110 Chief navigator - air trans. md. 
9113 Crew scheduler - air trans. md. 
9113 Ramp agent - air trans. md. 
9119 Aerial-spraying assistant - air trans. md. 
9119 Commissary agent - air trans. md. 
9119 Commissary attendant - air trans. md. 
9119 Load planner - air trans. md. 
9119 Airport attendant 	serv. ind. incid. to air trans. 
9119 Attendant - serv. ind. incid. to air trans. 
9131 Railway engineer - railway trans. serv. md . 
9135 Car distributor - railway trans. serv. md . 
9151 Coast guard officer - govt. serv. md . 
9151 Dredge captain - water trans md. 
9151 Dredge master 	water trans. md. 
9151 Dredge mate 	water trans. md. 
9151 Deck officer cadet - water trans. md. 
9155 Dispatcher - water trans. md. 
9159 Cable-ferry operator - water trans. md. 
9159 Terminal attendant - water trans. md. 
9159 Water-taxi operator - water trans. md. 
9170 Bus driver foreman/woman - public passenger transit syst. md. 
9170 Taxi driver and chauffeur foreman/woman - trans. md. 
9175 Tow-truck driver - trans. md. 
9179 Contract mail carrier - courier serv. md. 

9113 
9113 

4199 

9155 
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9179 Courier - courier serv. md. 
9179 Mail carrier - courier serv. md. 
9179 Mail-truck driver - courier serv. md. - 
9179 Truck driver - courier serv. md. 
9179 Truck hostler - trans. md. 
9179 Motor vehicle dispatcher - trans. md. 4199 

9179 Bus dispatcher - public passenger transit syst. md. 9170 

9199 Snow-plough operator - any md. 
9199 Snow-removal equipment operator - any md. 
9199 Trackmobile operator - railway trans. serv. md . 

9199 Street-sweeper operator - any md. 9175 

MAJOR GROUP 93 

9310 Stevedoring foreman/woman - any md. 

9313 Liquid loader - any i. 
9314 Alley attendant - food stores 9918 

9314 Caddy— food stores 9918 

9314 Car attendant - food stores 9918 

9314 Car hop 	food stores 9918 

9314 Cart attendant - food stores 9918 

9314 Grocery carrier - food stores 9918 

9314 Parcel carrier - retail trade md. 9918 

9314 Parcel clerk - retail trade md. 9918 

9314 Store hand - retail trade md. 9918 

9315 Bin attendant - mining md.; quarry & sand pit md.; petrol. & nat. gas md. 

9315 Jack-ladder tender - sawmills, plan. & shingle mills; veneer & plywood md. 

9315 Palletizer operator - any i. 
9315 Straddle-truck operator - any md. 
9317 Bottling-line attendant - any md. 
9317 Blueprint assembler - any md. 4153 

9317 Blueprint cutter - any md. 4153 

9317 Blueprint trimmer - any md. 4153 

9317 Filler - bev. md. 8227 

9317 Filling-machine operator - bev. md. 8227 

9318 Material handler - any md. 9319 

9318 Labourer, sanitary service - other utility md. n.e.c. 9918 

9318 Rag sorter - any md. 9918 
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MAJOR GROUP 9 

9510 Cloth printing foreman/woman 	wool, yarn & woven cloth md. 
9510 Photoengraving foreman/woman 	comb. pub. & print. md.; platemakg., type. & bind. 

md. 
9510 Rotogravure foreman/woman 	comb. pub. & print. md. 
9510 Teletypists supervisor - comb. pub. & print. in - 
9511 Telctypesetter monitor - comb. pub. & print. i. 
9511 Telex operator - comb. pub. & print. i. - 
9512 Flexographic-press operator - paper & allied prod. md.; comb. pub. & print. i. 
9512 Press tender - comb. pub. & print. i. 
9512 Job printer - any md. 9511 
9512 Printer 	comb. pub. & print. md. 9511 
9513 Cylinder-impresser operator - comb. pub. & print. i. 
9514 Etcher, hand - comb. pub. & print. i. -- 
9514 Plate engraver, hand - comb. pub. & print. i. 
9514 Wood engraver - comb. pub. & print. md.; primary textile md.; textile prod. md. 8391 
9515 Photolithographer - comb. pub. & print. md. 9514 
9515 Plate grainer - comb. pub. & print. md.; stamped, pressed & coat. metal prod. md. 9519 
9517 Book-sewing-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. i. 
9517 Gathering-machine setter - comb. pub. & print. i. -- 
95 I 7 Head-bander-and-liner operator - comb, pub. & print. i. 
9517 Spiral binder 	comb. pub. & print. i. 
9517 Stitching-machine setter - comb. pub. & print. i. 
9519 Cheque printer - comb. pub. & print. i. 
9519 Braille-machine operator - comb. pub. & print. md. 4141 
9531 Hydro-relief operator 	elec. power syst. i. 
9531 Hydroelectric-station operator - elec. power syst. i. 
9531 Nuclear-reactor operator 	elec. power syst. i. 
9539 Air conditioning operator - any i. -- 
9539 Labourer - water syst. md. 
9550 Telegraph operator supervisor - telecom. carriers i. 
9551 Switcher - radio & t.v. broadcast. 
9553 Wireless operator - any md. 9551 
9553 Wireless telegrapher - any md. 9551 
9555 Tape duplicator 	other mfg. prod. i. 
9555 Sound-effects technician - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion plc., audio & video prod. 3339 
9555 Audio engineer - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion pic., audio & video prod. 9551 
9555 Audio operator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion pic., audio & video prod. 9551 
9555 Audio studio operator - radio & t.v. broadcast.; motion pie., audio & video prod. 9551 
9559 Wire-photo operator, news - telecom. carriers i. 
9590 Film developer foreman/woman - any md. 



COMPARISON TABLE 1980 soc TO 1971 0CM 

1980 	 1971 
SOC 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 	 0CM 

9591 	Film mounter - any md. 	 -- 
9591 	Film processor - any i. 
9591 	Presplice operator - motion pie. lab. & video prod. facilities 	 - 
9599 	Densitometrist - any md. 
9599 	Spotlight operator - theatrical & other staged entertainment serv.; staged serv.; telecom. 

broadcast. 

MAJOR GROUP 99 

9916 	Tester, magnetic - any md. 
9916 	Tester, ultrasonic - any md. 
9919 	Inventor - any md, 3319 
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COMPARISON TABLE 1971 0CM TO 1980 SOC 

This table identifies the significant differences 
between the 1971 Occupational Classification Manual 
(0CM) and the 1980 Standard Occupational Classifica-
tion (SOC) when the comparison is based on the 
occupations in the 1971 0CM. 

The differences between the 0CM and the SOC are 
listed in 1971 unit group order. A blank in the 1980 
column indicates that the occupational title in question 
does not appear in the SOC. Within each unit group, 
occupational titles are arranged alphabetically first for 
those that appear only in the 0CM followed by those that 
appear in both manuals. 

Included are dilTerences caused by the deletion of 
specific titles from the 1971 0CM or by transfers of titles 
between unit groups. Changes in industrial designation  

(e.g., 8315 File Cutter - Cut Tools Manufacturers in 
1971 to 8315 File Cutter - Hardware, Tool and Cutlery 
Industries in 1980), and changes within an occupational 
title (e.g., 9131 Diesel Engineer (Locomotive Engineer) 
in 1971 to 9131 Diesel Engineer, Locomotive in 1980) are 
not listed. Also excluded from the table are changes in 
occupational titles resulting from their being desexed 
(e.g., 8585 Dictaphone Repairman in 19 1 1 to 8585 
Dictaphone Repairer in 1980) and from the elimination 
of the class of worker designation (e.g., 1149 Publisher 
(E) in 1971 to 1149 Publisher in 1980), to which 
reference is made in the SOC introduction. 

For information pertaining to differences between 
the 1980 SOC and the 1971 0CM, based on the 1980 
occupational titles, reference should be made to the 
comparison table in the previous section. 
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COMPARISON TABLE 1971 0CM TO 1980 SOC 

1971 	 1980 
0CM 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 	 SOC 

MAJOR GROUP 11 

1111 Alderman (City) - local admin. 
1113 Official - board of health - 

1113 Town clerk - local admin. 
1113 Chief - govt. board, bureau or dept. II 30 
1113 Director - public. admin. 1130 
1115 Postmistress - post office -- 
1116 Health officer - board of health 
1116 Inspector — board of health 
1119 Warden -- jail or prison 
1119 Firemarshal — anyind. 1113 
1119 Police commissioner - public admin. 1113 
1119 Prison warden - public admin. 1113 
1119 Port warden — publicadmin. 1147 
1130 Director - any md. 
1135 Manager, credit and collection 	any md 
1137 Circulation man - print, and pub. 
II 37 Circulation roadman - print, and pub. - 

1141 Elevator manager - country grain elevators (except in prairie prov.) 
1141 Grain buyer - country grain elevators (except in prairie prov.) - 

1141 Manager - country grain elevators (except in prairie prov.) - 

1142 Manager - misc. services (md. 899) 
1142 Superintendent - cemetery 
1142 Agent - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Director - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Employees representative - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Field representative - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Labour representative - labour union 1179 
1142 Official - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Organizer - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Representative 	labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Union organizer - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1142 Union representative - labour org. or trade assoc. 1179 
1147 General yardmaster - rail, trans. 
1147 Manager - trans. md. - 



COMPARISON TABLE 1971 0CM TO 1980 SOC 

1971 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

1149 Manager - dec. power, gas and water utilities 
1149 Manager - forestry; logging 
1149 Manager - other storage and warehousing 
1149 Manager - terminal elevator 
1149 Operator (e or oa) - grain elevator 
1149 Division head - any md. 
1149 Director - art gallery 
1149 Manager - art gallery 
1149 Public relations manager - any md. 
1149 Publicity manager - any md. 
1171 C.P.A. - any md. 
1171 Credit man - any md. 
1171 Professional bondsman - any invest. 
1171 Accounting dept. manager - any md. 
1171 Auditing dept. manager - any md. 
1174 Industrial relations man - any md. 
1174 Labour relations man - any md. 
1174 Personnel man - any md. 
1175 Cattle buyer - any md. 
1175 Food buyer (w) - food services 
1175 Fruit buyer (w) - any ind. exc. trade 
1175 Fuel buyer (w) - any md. 
1175 Hog buyer (w) - any md. 
1175 Landman 	petrol. or gas wells 
1175 Livestock buyer (w) - any md. 
1175 Log buyer - sawmills 
1175 Lumber buyer - mfg. 
1175 Ore buyer - any md. 
1175 Pulpwood buyer 	mfg. 
1175 Purchaser - any md. 
1175 Purchasing buyer - any md. 
1175 Right-of-way man - any, exc, rail. trans 
1175 Space buyer - any md. 
1175 Timber buyer (w) - any md. 
1175 Time buyer - any md. 
1175 Tobacco buyer - tobacco processing 
1175 Fur buyer (w) - any md. 
1176 Safety inspector 	rail trans. 
1179 Advance man - theatre & rec. ser.; radio & t.v. broad. 
1179 Advertising man - any md. 
1179 Leaseman (e or oa) - petrol. or gas wells 
1179 Public relations man - any md. 
1179 Publicity man - any md. 
1179 Sales promotion man - any md. 

1980 
SOC 

1130 
1132 
1132 
1137 
1137 

1135 
1135 
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COMPARISON TABLE 1971 0CM TO 1980 SOC 

1971 1980 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE SOC 

1179 Director of information - any md. 1137 
1179 Promotion manager - any md. 1137 
1179 Public information director - any md. 1137 
1179 Public relations director - any md. 1137 
1179 Publicity director - any md. 1137 

MAJOR GROUP 21 

2111 Colourist 	mfrs. of indust. chem. 
2111 Pharmacognosist - any md. 
2111 Biochemist — anyind. 2133 
2111 Biological chemist - any md. 2133 
2114 Forecaster - weather bureau 
2114 Weatherman - any md. 
2119 Astronomer — anyind. 2113 
2131 Agricultural research man - dept. of agric.; exper. farm 
2131 Animal husbandman -- any md. 
2131 Dairy husbandman - any md. 
2131 Demonstrator 	dept. of agric.; exper. farm 
2131 Field husbandman - any md. 
2131 Poultryman (prof.) - any i. 
2131 Scientist - dept. of agric. 
2131 Forest agrologist - forestry serv. 2139 
2131 Forest examiner - forestry serv. 2139 
2131 Forest pathologist - forestry serv. 2139 
2131 Forester - forestry serv. 2139 
2131 Silviculturist - any md. 2139 
2131 Irrigation specialist - any md. 2146 
2131 Irrigationist - any md. 2146 
2142 M.V.A. supervisor 	mfrs. of plastics and syn. resins -. 
2143 Forest engineer - any md. 2159 
2144 Corrosion engineer - any md. 2159 
2145 Waste-elimination man - any md. 
2145 Management analyst - any md. 1173 
2145 Management consultant - any md. 1173 
2145 Management engineer - any md. 1173 
2145 Methods procedure analyst - any md. 1173 
2147 Design engineer - aircraft, motor vehicle mfrs. 
2147 Diesel engineer (prof.) - any md. 
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1971 1980 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE Soc 

2147 Jet engineer (prof.) - any i. 
2147 Maintenance engineer (prof.) - mfg. 
2151 Metallographer - any md. 2119 
2153 Geological engineer 	any md. 2159 
2155 Aerial engineer (prof.) - air trans. 
2157 Atomic process engineer - any md. 2156 
2157 Nuclear engineer - any md. 2156 
2159 City planner— local admin. 
2159 Landscape architect - any md. 2141 
2159 Agricultural engineer - any md. 2146 
2159 Community planner - any md. 2157 
2159 Urban planner - prof. & kin. 2157 
2161 Instrument man - public admin. 
2161 Instrument man - rail trans. 
2161 Levelman - eke. power - 
2161 Levelman - surveying - 
2161 Transit man - surveying - 
2163 Checker (draughtsman) - any i. 
2163 Detail man 	motor vehicle mfr. 
2163 Draughtsman's apprentice - any md. 
2163 Tracer - engin. & scient. ser. - 
2165 Seismograph man - petrol. or gas well 
2165 Tool designer - any i. 
2165 Architectural technician 	any md. 2164 
2169 R.O.P. inspector - any i. 
2169 R.O.P. tester - any i. - 
2169 Survey rodman - any i. 
2169 Tapeman, surveying - any i. 
2169 Record of performance inspector - any md. 2139 
2169 Record of performance tester - any md. 2139 
2181 Rate analyst— dec. power and gas dist. 

\1JOR (,ROLIP 23 

2311 Sales-research maLi 	any md. 
2333 Director - community centre 
2333 Official - boy scouts; girl guides 
2333 Official - canadian red cross 
2333 Official communit 	chest 

s) 



COMPARISON TABLE 1971 0CM TO 1980 SOC 

1971 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

2333 Visitor, welfare agency - any md. 
2333 Worker, welfare agency - any md. 
2339 Placement secretary, welfare agency - any md. 
2343 Counsellor (lawyer) - any md. 
2349 Articled clerk - law office 
2350 Chief librarian 	library 
2350 Director - museum 
2350 Museum director - any md. 

MAJOR GROUP 25 

2513 	Prior - religion 
2519 	Shochet - religion 

MAJOR GROUP 27 

2711 Instructor, n.s. - Univ. or college (except business) 
2731 Home economist - elementary schools 
2733 Department head - secondary schools 
2733 Home economist - secondary schools 
2739 Community teacher - indian schools 
2739 Instructor, n.s. - school, n.s. 
2739 Sister (teacher) - church or convent 
2791 I.B.M. mechanic teacher - any md. 
2791 Instructor - industrial school (not reformative or corrective inst.) 
2791 Teacher - industrial school (not reform. or corrective institution) 
2791 Trade instructor - industrial school (not reform. or corrective inst.) 
2797 P. B. X. teacher - tel. system 
2799 Instructor - industrial school (reform. or corrective institution) 
2799 Tutor - any, except univ. or college 

1980 
SOC 

2333 

1132 

1132 
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1971 	 1980 
0CM 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 	 SOC 

MAJOR GROUP 31 

3111 Doctor (M.D.), n.s. - any i. 
3111 Medical referee - insurance carriers 
3111 Pathologist (M.D.) - health serv. -- 

3113 Assistant dentist - any i. 
3113 Pedodontist — anyind. 
3115 Horse doctor - any md. 
3115 Veterinary - any md. - 

3119 Mental hygiene consultant 	any i. 
3131 Male registered nurse - any md. 
3131 Sister (nurse)(graduate) - any i. 
3133 Nurse (sister)(in-training) - hospital 
3133 Nurse apprentice - hospital 
3133 Psychiatric nurse-in-training - hospital 
3133 Pupil nurse - hospital -- 
3133 Sister (nurse)(in-training) - hospital 
3133 Nurse-in-training - hospital 3131 

3133 Student nurse — hospital 3131 

3133 Undergraduate nurse - hospital 3131 

3135 Attendant - asylum -- 
3135 Attendant (not prof.) - hospital - 

3135 First-aid man - any i. -- 
3135 Psychiatric nurse (not prof.) - any i. -- 
3135 Orderly — any md. 3132 
3135 Midwife — any md. 3134 

3135 Practical nurse - any md. 3134 
3137 Therapist - hospital or institution 
3137 Director of occupational therapy - any md. 1134 

3137 Audiologist - hospital 3136 

3137 Hearing therapist - any md. 3136 

3137 Oral therapist - any md. 3136 

3137 Speech therapist - any md. 3136 

3137 Musical therapist - any md. 3138 

3137 Occupational therapist - any md. 3138 

3137 Recreational therapist - any md. 3138 

3139 Doctor's assistant - any md. 
3139 Ward helper - any i. 
3151 Pharmaceutical chemist - any md. 2111 

3151 Proprietor (oa) - retail drug store 5130 

3152 Nutrition director - any md. 1134 

3154 Optician (w) - any i. 
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1971 1980 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE SOC 

3156 Audiometrist 	medical ser. 3139 
3157 Dentist's attendant - any md. 
3157 Helper - dentist's office 
3157 Mechanical dentist -- any i. 
3157 Nurse, n.s. - dentist's office 
3157 Office nurse - dentist's office 
3157 Technician - dental laboratory 
3157 Chair assistant 	dentist's office 3158 
3157 Dental assistant - any md. 3158 
3157 Dental hygienist - any md. 3158 
3157 Dental nurse - any md. 3158 
3157 Dental-chair assistant - dentist's office 3158 
3157 Dentist's assistant - any md. 3158 
3157 Hygienist - dental office 3158 
3157 Oral hygienist 	dental office 3158 
3157 Ceramist - other health ser. 3161 
3157 Dental ceramist - scien. and prof. equip. mfrs. 3161 
3157 Dental lab. worker - scien. and prof. equip. mfrs. 3161 
3157 Dental mechanic - any md. 3161 
3157 Dental plate maker - any md. 3161 
3157 Dental technician - any md. 3161 
3157 Tooth maker - scien. & prof. equip. mfrs 3161 
3159 Apprentice - drugs (retail or whole.) 
3159 Druggist's apprentice - any md. 
3159 Laboratory man 	medical scr. 
3159 Medicine man - any ind.  
3159 Venereal disease investigator - medical ser. 
3159 Industrial hygienist - any md. 2145 
3159 Inhalation therapy technician - hospital 3162 
3159 Oxygen-equipment technician - hospital 3162 
3159 Oxygen-therapy technician - hospital 3162 
3159 Cardiograph operator - any md. 3169 
3159 Cardiographer — anyind. 3169 
3159 Craniologist 	medical ser. 3169 
3159 Electrocardiograph technician - hospital 3169 
3 159 Electroencephalograph technician - hospital 3169 
3159 Encephalographer - hospital 3 169 
3159 Healer — anyind. 3169 
3159 Health-program specialist - any md. 3169 
3159 Herbalist - any i. 3169 
3159 Laboratory aide - medical ser. 3169 
3159 Laboratory worker - medical ser. 3169 
3159 Magnetic healer - any md. 3169 
3159 Medical missionary (not m.d.) - any md. 3169 
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1971 1980 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE SOC 

3159 Mental healer - any md. 3169 
3159 Public health analyst - medical ser. 3169 
3159 Sanitary technician - hospital 3169 
3159 Veterinarian's assistant - any md. 3169 

MAJOR GROUP 33 

3311 Painter - statuary mfrs. 
3313 Cloth designer - any md. 
3313 Decorator - window decorating serv. 
3313 Designer, n.s. - any i. 
3313 Display man - retail trade 
3313 Florist (floral designer) - retail trade 
3314 Advertising lay-out man - any md. - 
3314 Commercial artist's apprentice - any md 
3314 Lay-out man 	advertising ser. 
3314 Proprietor (e or oa) - commercial art studio 
3314 Sign painter's apprentice - any i. 
3315 Camera girl - any md. 
3315 Cameraman - radio & tv. broad. - 
3315 Photo-finish man - other rec. ser. 
3315 Photographer's apprentice - any i. 
3315 Television cameraman - radio and t.v. broad. 
3315 Video cameraman - radio & t.v. broad. 
3319 Inventor — anyind. 9919 
3330 Producer - motion picture & rec. ser. 
3330 Program manager - radio or t.v. broad. 
3332 Arranger - music 
3332 Band master - any i. 
3332 Cantor - synagogue 
3332 Choirmaster - any md. - 
3332 Composer - music 
3332 Supervisor - music 
3332 Bandconductor — anyind. 3331 
3332 Band leader - any md. 3331 
3332 Choir director - any md. 3331 
3332 Chorus master - any md. 3331 
3332 Music arranger — any md. 3331 
3332 Music composer - any md. 3331 
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1971 1980 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE SOC 

3332 Music conductor - any md. 3331 
3332 Music director - any md. 3331 
3332 Music writer - any md. 3331 
3332 Orchestra conductor - any md. 3331 
3332 Orchestra leader - any md. 3331 

3332 Orchestration - any md. 3331 
3332 Songwriter — anyind. 3331 
3332 Entertainer, musical - any md. 3333 
3332 Head of music serv. - radio and t.v. broad. 3333 
3333 Choreographer - any md. 3334 

3333 Dancer - any md. 3334 
3335 Television actor - t.v. broad. -- 
3339 Master of ceremonies - theatres & rec. ser. - 
3339 Showman - theatres & rec. ser. 
3339 Musical- program builder - radio or t.v. broad. 3333 
3352 Ad-copy writer - any md. 
3352 Desk man - print. & pub. 
3352 Free-lance author - md. 899 
3352 Journalist (e or oa) - md. 899 
3352 Newspaper man - print. & pub. 
3352 Radio and t.v. news editor - radio and t.v. broad. 
3352 Radio and t.v. script writer - radio and t.v. broad. 
3352 Script manager - radio & t.v. broad. 
3352 Slot man - print. & pub. 
3352 Telegraph editor - print. & pub. 
3352 Ad writer - any md. 3351 
3352 Advertising editor - any md. 3351 
3352 Advertising writer - any md. 3351 

3352 Advertising-copy writer - any md. 3351 
3352 Art critic - any md. 3351 
3352 Arteditor — anyind. 3351 
3352 Associate editor - print. & pub. 3351 
3352 Biographer — any md, 3351 
3352 Book critic - any md. 3351 
3352 Book editor - any md. 3351 
3352 Book reviewer - any md. 3351 
3352 Columnist - any md. 3351 
3352 Commentator - radio & tv. broad. 3351 
3352 Commercial writer - radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Continuity editor - radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Continuity reader - radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Continuity writer - radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Copy editor — any md. 3351 
3352 Copy reader - print. & pub. 3351 
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1971 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

3352 Copy writer - any md. 
3352 Correspondent - print. & pub. 
3352 Court reporter - print. & pub. 
3352 Critic - any md. 
3352 Cub reporter - print. & pub. 
3352 Drama critic 	any md. 
3352 Dramatist - any md. 
3352 Editor - any md. 
3352 Editorial writer 	any md. 
3352 Feature reporter - print. & pub. 
3352 Feature writer - print. & pub. 
3352 Fiction writer - any md. 
3352 Film editor - any md. 
3352 Financial reporter 	any md. 
3352 Financial writer - any md. 
3352 Foreign correspondent 	print. & pub. 
3352 Free-lance writer - md. 899 
3352 Ghost writer - any md. 
3352 Handbook writer - any md. 
3352 Headline writer - print. & pub. 
3352 Humorist - any md. 
3352 Information specialist - any md. 
3352 Journalist (w) - any md. 
3352 Law reporter - print. & pub. 
3352 Lexicographer 	any md. 
3352 Literary editor - print. & pub. 
3352 Literary writer - any md. 
3352 Magazine editor 	print. & pub. 
3352 Magazine writer - any md. 
3352 Manuscript editor - any md. 
3352 Marine reporter - any md. 
3352 Market editor - any md. 
3352 Microphone publicity editor - any md. 
3352 News analyst - any md. 
3352 News commentator - any md. 
3352 News editor 	print, and pub.; radio and t.v. broad. 
3352 News reporter - print. & pub. 
3352 News writer - print, and pub.; radio and tv. broad. 
3352 Newspaper correspondent - print. & pub. 
3352 Newspaper critic - any md. 
3352 Newspaper editor - print. & pub. 
3352 Newspaper reporter - print. & pub. 
3352 Newspaper writer - print. & pub. 
3352 Novelist - any md. 

1980 
SOC 
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1971 1980 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE SOC 

3352 Photoeditor — anyind. 3351 
3352 Play writer - any md. 3351 
3352 Playwright - any md. 3351 
3352 Political reporter - print, and pub.; radio and t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Press writer - radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Program listings editor - radio and t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Program writer 	radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Publications director - any md. 3351 
3352 Publications editor - any md. 3351 
3352 Publicist - any md. 3351 
3352 Radio commentator 	radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Radio editor 	print, and pub.; radio and t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Reporter - news syndicate 3351 
3352 Reporter - print. & pub. 3351 
3352 Reviewer 	print. & pub. 3351 
3352 Scientific writer - any md. 3351 
3352 Script editor - any md. 3351 
3352 Script reader - radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Script writer - radio & t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Short-story writer - any md. 3351 
3352 Society editor - print. & pub. 3351 
3352 Society reporter - print. & pub. 3351 
3352 Sports editor - print. & pub. 3351 
3352 Sports writer - any md. 3351 
3352 Story writer 	any md. 3351 
3352 Technical editor - any md. 3351 
3352 Technical writer - any md. 3351 
3352 Television assignment editor - t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Television film production editor - t.v. broad. 3351 
3352 Television writer and editor, n.s. - t.v. broad. 3351 
3359 Publicity writer - any md. 3351 
3370 Physical director (instructor) - any md 
3370 Riding master - riding school 
3370 Sports manager - any i. - 
3370 Teacher (not in school) - physical training 
3375 Caddie master - golf club 
3375 Golf course patrolman - any i. 
3375 Pin boy - bowling alley - -- 
3375 Racker, rack boy - rec. ser. 
3379 Employee - bowling alleys, etc. 
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1971 	 1980 
0CM 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 	 SOC 

MAJOR. GROUP 41 

4113 	Dictaphone-mach. oper. 	any md, 
4113 	Ediphone-mach. oper. - any md. 
4113 	Stencil cutter (typist) - any md. 
4113 	Hospital clerk - any md. 	 4197 
4113 	Ward clerk - hospital; health ser. 	 4,97 
4130 	Assistant paymaster - rail. trans. 
4131 	Accountant's apprentice - any md. 
4131 	Accountant's helper - any md. 
4131 	Articled clerk - chartered accountant's office 
4131 	Articled student - chartered accountants office 
4131 	Estimator - any, exc. const., elect, power, logging 
4131 	Tax assessor (income tax) 	fed. govt. 
4131 	Tax clerk - any md. 
4131 	Assessor - income tax 	 1113 
4131 	Student accountant - any md. 	 1171 
4131 	Demurrage clerk - rail. trans. 	 4139 
4133 	Carrier girl (cashier) - ret. trade 
4133 	Checker (cashier) - ret. trade 
4133 	Head teller - banking 	 4130 
4135 	Bond cage clerk - bank & finance 
4137 	Catalogue compiler - any md. 	 4199 
4137 	Directory compiler 	any md. 	 4199 
4139 	Registrar - hospital 
4141 	Blueprint man - any md. 
4141 	Bookkeeping equipment oper. - any md. 
4141 	Calculating equipment oper. - any md. 
4141 	Duplicating equipment oper. - any md. 
4141 	E.S.M. operator - any md. 
4141 	Equipment oper. (office appliance oper.) - any md. 
4141 	Hectograph operator - any md. 
4141 	Office composing equip. oper. - any md. 
4141 	Braille-mach. oper. - print. & pub. 	 9519 
4143 	I.B.M. operator - any md. 
4143 	I.B.M. puncher - any md. 
4143 	Verifying-mach. oper. - any md. 
4150 	Stockroom manager - any, except ret. or whole. motor vehicle parts 
4151 	Production controller (clerk) - any md. 
4153 	Car checker (freight) - rail. trans. 
4153 	Cutter - blueprinting ser. 
4153 	Dispatcher - trade 
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1971 1980 
0CM OCCUPATIONAL TITLE SOC 

4153 Distributing clerk - any md. - 
4153 Floorman 	water trans. - 
4153 Load checker - any, except elect. power 
4153 Receiver (clerk) - any, except laundry, clean, and press. 
4153 Receiving inspector - any, exc. laund., clean, and press. - 
4153 Shipper (w) — any i. 
4153 Shipping-clerk assistant - any i. 
4153 Blueprint assembler - any md. 9317 

4153 Blueprint cutter 	any i. 9317 

4153 Blueprint trimmer - any md. 9317 

4155 Lumber tallyman - saw or plan. mill 
4155 Parts man - any, exc. ret. or whole. motor vehicle parts - 
4155 Stock tender (stock clerk) - any md. 
4155 Stockkeeper's helper - any md. 
4155 Stockman - trade -- 
4155 Stockroom man - any md. 
4155 Storekeeper 	any, except ret. trade 
4155 Storeman (stock clerk) - any i. -- 
4155 Stores clerk 	any md. 
4155 Supply clerk (stock clerk) - any md. 
4155 Supply-house man - any i. 
415.5 Tally boy - saw or plan. mill 
4155 Tool room man — any md. 
4155 Tool-crib man - any hid. 
4155 Toolman - any md. 
4155 Wine cellarman - hotel & rest. 
4157 Check weighman - mine 
4157 Check-docking boss - mine 
415 1  Scaleman (weigher) - any md. 
415 7  Weighman - any md. 
415' Weighmaster - any md. 
4159 Yard clerk (stores) - any md. 
4159 Supercargo - water trans. 4153 

4161 Classifier (clerk) - any md. 
4161 Filer (file clerk) - any md. -- 
4161 Librarian (file clerk) - print. & pub. 
4161 Library helper - any md. 
4169 Credit-system clerk - any md. 
4170 Supervisor (female), n.s. - tel. system 
4171 Doorkeeper (receptionist) - educ., relig., or welfare Inst. 
4172 Delivery boy - post office - 
4172 Deliveryman - post office - 
4172 Mail driver (oa) - mail delivery service 
4172 Mail driver (w) - post office - 	-. 
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4172 Mailman — postoffice 
4172 Parcel-post deliveryman - post office 
4172 Postman - post office 
4172 Rural-mail carrier (oa) - mail delivery ser. 
4173 Messenger - express 
4173 Railway-mail clerk - post office - 
4175 Telephone agent (operator) - tel. system 
4175 Telephone oper. apprentice - tel. system - 
4177 Cash girl (not cashier) - ret. trade -_ 
4177 Errand boy or girl - any md. 
4177 Mailboy — anyind. - 
4177 Office boy — any md. 
4177 Office girl - any md. 
4179 Board boy - finance - 
4191 Bill collector - trade or finance - 
4191 Bill distributor - elec. power; gas dist. - 
4192 Adjustment supervisor - laund. clean, and pressing - 
4192 Claim agent - any, not ins. 
4193 Agent - water trans. 
4193 Baggageman - trans. 
4193 Expressman - trans. 
4197 Girl friday - any i. 
4199 Checker (clerk) - any, exc. laund., clean. & press. - 
4199 Clerk, n.s. - any, exc. ret. trade 
4199 Copy man - print. & pub. -- 
4199 Meterman (meter reader) - any md. - 
4199 Office assistant - any, exc. doctor's or dentist's office 
4199 Recorder (clerk) - any md. 
4199 Vault keeper, man - banking 
4199 Safety deposit box attendant - banking 4135 
4199 Safety deposit boxes custodian - any md 4135 
4199 Vault attendant - banking 4135 
4199 Vault custodian - banking 4135 
4199 Tariff clerk - rail. trans. 4139 
4199 Car distributor - rail. trans. 9135 
4199 Motor vehicle dispatcher - any md. 9179 
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MAJOR GROUP 51 

5130 Attendant (e or oa) - gasoline service station 

5130 Clothing store manager - any md. 1137 

5130 Collector of junk, scrap metal, waste paper (e or oa) - whole. scrap dealing 

5130 Concession man (e or oa) - retail trade; rec. ser.; refreshment stand 

5130 Concessionaire (e or oa) - retail trade; rec. set.; refreshment stand 

5130 Distributor (e) - whole. trade 
5130 Filling station attendant (e or oa) - gasoline service station -- 

5130 Floor lady - ret. trade 
5130 Floor man - ret. trade 
5130 Floor manager - ret. trade 

5130 Food buyer (e or oa) - food buying, wholesale 

5130 Fruit buyer (e or oa) - fruit buying 

5130 Fur buyer (e or oa) - fur whole. 

5130 Gas station attendant (e or oa) 	gasoline service station 

5130 Grain buyer (e or oa) - grain whole. 

5130 1-log buyer (e or oa) - hog buying 

5130 Jeweller (e or oa) - jewellery whole. -- 

5130 Junk buyer (e or oa) - junk dealings 

5130 Junk pedlar (e or oa) - junk dealing 

5130 Junkman (e or oa) - junk dealing ---V  

5130 Livestock buyer (e or oa) 	livestock dealing whole. 

5130 Manager - service station 1137 

5130 Manager - whole. & retail trade cxc. repair shops and pharmacies 

5130 Manager of parts dept. - retail or wholesale auto parts - 
5130 Manager of retail dept. - ret. trade - 
5130 Operator (e or oa) - coin or vending machine - 
5130 Partner (e or oa) - whole. trade - 
5130 Parts man (e or oa) - retail or whole, motor vehicle parts 

5130 Parts manager - retail or wholesale auto parts 1137 

5130 Peddler (cot oa) - whole. scrap materials 
5130 Rag collector (e or oa) - rag collection 

5130 Rag picker (e or oa) - rag collection 
5130 Ragman (e or oa) - rag collection 
5130 Retail dept. manager - ret. trade 1137 

5130 Sales supervisor - whole. trade 

5130 Scrap metal buyer (e or oa) - scrap metal whole. 

5130 Service-station attendant (e or oa) - gasoline ser. station 

5130 Shipper (e or oa) - whole. trade 
5130 Stock dealer (e or oa) - livestock dealing whole. 

5130 Store manager - ret. trade, n.e.c. 1137 
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5130 Waste paper buyer (e or oa) - waste paper dealing 
5130 Floorwalker 	retail trade 
5133 Commercial salesman 	mfg.; whole, trade 
5133 Detail man - drugs mfg.: whole. trade 
5133 Drummer - mfg.; whole. trade 
5133 Dry goods salesman - whole, trade 
5133 Pharmaceutical-detail man - mfg.; whole. trade 
5133 Traveller (travelling man) - mfg.; whole. trade 
5133 Travelling salesman - mfg.; whole. trade 
5135 Parts man (w) 	ret. or whole, motor vehicle parts 
5137 Clerk, n.s. - ret. trade, exc. mail order house 
5137 Counterman - ret. trade 
5137 l-lelper (female), n.s. 	ret. trade 
5137 Salesgirl - any store 
5137 Salesman (sales clerk) - ret. or whole. trade 
5137 Saleswoman (sales clerk) 	ret. or whole. trade 
5137 Bakery sales clerk 	bakery; ret. trade 
5137 Candy bar attendant - any md. 
5137 Cigar clerk - ret. trade 
5137 Counter clerk - ret. trade 
5137 Delicatessen clerk - ret. trade 
5137 Drug clerk (sales clerk) - any md. 
5137 Florist (sales clerk) - florist shop 
5137 Fruit clerk (sales clerk) 	ret. trade 
5137 Glove fitter - ret. trade 
5137 Grocery clerk - ret. trade (non-self- ser. stores) 
5137 Hat fitter - ret. trade 
5137 Meat clerk (sales clerk) - ret. trade 
5137 Newsstand clerk - ret. trade 
5137 Produce clerk (sales clerk) - ret. trade 
5137 Retail clerk - retail trade 
5137 Sales clerk - any store 
5137 Sales clerk 	newsstand 
5137 Shoe clerk 	ret. trade 
5137 Store clerk - ret. trade 
5137 Tobacco clerk - ret. trade 
5141 Corsetier (house-to-house saleswoman) - garment mfg. 
5141 Fishman (pedlar) - ret. trade 
5141 Fruitman (pedlar) - ret. trade 
5141 News agent (w) 	steam rail 
5141 Peddler - any, exc. whole, scrap materials 
5141 Vendor(pedlar) - any md. 
5143 Newsboy - newspaper 
5143 Newspaper salesman - newspaper 

1980 
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5135 
5135 
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5143 Newspaper-delivery boy - newspaper 

5143 Paper boy - newspaper 

5145 Employee - gasoline service station 

5145 Helper, n.s. - gasoline service station 

5145 Service boy - gasoline service station 

5145 Service man 	gasoline service station 

5149 Beauty consultant - ret. trade 

5149 Beauty counsellor - ret. trade 

5170 Agent (e) 	real estate 

5170 Bondsman (e) - any invest. 

5170 Broker (e) - financial inst. 

5170 Broker (e) - real estate 

5170 Dealer (e) - real estate 

5170 Grain trader (e) - grain whole. 

5170 Insurance agent (e) - insurance 

5170 Insurance salesman (e) - insurance 

5170 Investment salesman (e) - investment 

5170 Real estate agent (e) - real estate 

5170 Real estate salesman (e) - real estate 

5170 Salesman (e) - real estate, insurance, financial inst. 

5170 Security salesman (e) - invest. 

5170 Solicitor (e) - any security salesman 

5170 Stock dealer (e) - any invest. 

5170 Trader (e) - any invest. 

5171 Annuity salesman - govt. ser. 

5171 Broker (oa & w) - insurance 

5171 Examiner (not medical) - insurance 

5171 Field man - insurance 

5171 Insurance broker (oa & w) - insurance 

517! Insurance inspector - insurance 

5171 Insurance interviewer - any salesman 

5171 Insurance salesman (oa & w) - any md. 

5171 Insurance writer - any md. 

5171 Salesman (oa & w) - insurance 

5171 Service representative - insurance 

5171 Solicitor (salesman) - insurance 

5171 Automobile underwriter - insurance 

5171 Bond underwriter - insurance 

5171 Insurance underwriter - any md. 

5171 Liability underwriter - insurance 

5171 Underwriter - insurance 

5172 Agent (oa & w) - real estate 

5172 Broker (oa & w) - real estate 

5172 Building agent - any md. 

1980 
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5172 Dealer (oa & w) - real estate 
5172 Inspector - land or estate 
5172 Real-estate broker (oa & w) - real estate 
5172 Real-estate salesman (oa & w) - real estate 
5172 Realtor (oa & w) - real estate 
5172 Salesman (oa & w) - real estate 
5173 Bond broker (oa & w) - any invest. 
5173 Broker (oa & w) - investment dealers 
5173 Commission broker (oa & w) - securities 
5173 Curb broker (oa & w) - finance 
5173 Financial broker (oa & w) 	invest. 
5173 Investment banker (oa & w) - invest. 
5173 Investment broker (oa & w) - invest. 
5173 Investment salesman (oa & w) - invest. 
5173 Member - stock exchange 
5173 Mining broker (oa & w) - finance 
5173 Mortgage broker (oa & w) - finance 
5173 Salesman (oa) - investment dealers 
5173 Security salesman (oa & w) - invest. 
5173 Solicitor (oa & w) - any securities salesman 
5173 Stock broker (oa & w) - any invest. 
5174 Advertising salesman - any md. 
5174 Sales representative - radio and t.v. broad. 
5174 Salesman - print. & pub. 
5174 Salesman - radio & tv, broad. 
5174 Solicitor - advertising agency 
5177 Freight salesman - trans. 
5177 Representative, n.s. - tel. co . 
5177 Sales representative 	telecommunications 
5179 Agent - correspondence schools 
5179 Film broker - film exchange 
5179 Grain broker (oa or w) - grain whole. 
5179 I.C.S. representative - education 
5179 Laundry salesman (solicitor) - laundry 
5179 Librarian - ret. trade 
5179 Outside shopper - ret. trade 
5179 Rental library clerk 	retail trade 
5179 Sales clerk - lending or rental library 
5179 Salesman - elect. power 
5179 Solicitor (canvasser) - hotel & rest. 
5179 Solicitor (canvasser) - tel. co . 
5179 Traffic man - any, exc. coal mine, trans 
5179 Valuer (appraiser) - whole. & retail 
5179 Sales representative - elect. power 5131 
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5179 	Appraiser - whole. & retail 	 5199 
5190 	Route manager 	any md. 
5191 	Fruit buyer (w) - ret. or whole. trade 
5193 	Breadman - bakery 
5193 	Dairy-route salesman - dairy 
5193 	Deliverer - dairy 	 -- 
5193 	Deliveryman 	bakery 
5193 	Deliveryman - dairy 	 -- 
5193 	Deliveryman - ice 
5193 	Deliveryman - laund., clean. & press. 	 -- 
5193 	Driver - ice 	 -- 
5193 	Laundry routeman - laundry 
5193 	Milk deliveryman - dairy 
5193 	Milkman - dairy 	 -- 
5193 	Route salesman 	bakery 
5193 	Route salesman - dairy 
5193 	Routeman - bakery 
5193 	Routeman - dairy 
5193 	Routeman - laund., clean. & press. 	 - 
5199 	New-corner hostess - welcome wagon ser. 
5199 	Welcome-wagon hostess - welcome ser. 

MAJOR GROUP 61 

6111 	Callman - fire dept. 
6111 	Fire fighter - any, except forestry 
6111 	Fireman (fire prot.) - any md. 
6111 	Foreman 	fire dept. 
6111 	Patrol fireman - fire prot. 
611 1 	Truckman — firedept. 
6112 	Dance-hall policeman - public admin. 
6112 	Harbour policeman - govt. serv. 
6112 	Motorcycle patrolman - public admin. 
6112 	Mounted policeman - public admin. 
6112 	Patrolman (policeman) - govt. police ser 	 -- 
6112 	Traffic patrolman - public admin. 	 -- 
6112 	Wagon patrolman - public admin. 
6112 	Harbour master - any md. 	 1147 
61 13 	Investigator - detective agency 
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6115 Caretaker (guard) - any md. 
6115 Crossing flagman - rail. trans. 
6115 Crossing gateman - rail. trans. 
6115 Crossing watchman - rail. trans. 
6115 Engine watchman - rail. trans. 
6115 Gate watchman - any md. 
6115 Gateman - any, n.e.s. 
6115 Head matron - police dept. 
6115 Keeper 	jail 
6115 Matron — police dept. 
6115 Night watchman - any md. 
6115 Plant patrolman - any md. 
6115 Roundsman - elec. power 
6115 Watchman - any md. 
6120 Cafeteria director - any md. 
6120 Cafeteria supervisor - any md. 
6120 Conductor (dining car) - rail. trans. 
6120 Dining-car steward - rail. trans. 
6120 Head waitress - any md. 
6120 Kitchen supervisor - any md. 
6120 Manager of soda fountain 	any md. 
6120 Restaurant manager - any md. 
6121 Cook, n.s. - any. n.i.f. 
6121 Cook, n.s. - log., mining, const., or in other camp 
6121 Relief cook - any, n.i.f. 
6121 Roundsman (cook) - hotel & rest. 
6123 Barman - hotel, rest. & tavern 
6123 Tapman (dispenser) - hotel, rest. & tavern 
6125 Bar maid - hotel & rest 
6125 Counter girl - cafeteria; lunchroom; coffee shop 
6125 Counter waitress - cafeteria; lunchroom; coffee shop 
6125 Counterman - cafeteria; lunchroom; coffee shop 
6125 Curb boy - restaurant 
6125 Curb girl - restaurant 
6125 Dining-car waiter 	rail. trans. 
6125 Dining-room hostess - hotel & rest. 
6125 Dining-room maid - any md. 
6125 Fountain man - lunchroom; coffee shop 
6125 Hostess - restaurant 
6125 Mess boy - water trans. 
6125 Mess man - water trans. 
6125 Steward, stewardess 	hotel & restaurant 
6125 Still room maid - hotel & rest. 
6125 Still room man - hotel & rest. 

1980 
SOC 
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6125 Waiter - any md. 
6130 Forelady - hotel & rest. 
6130 Head bellboy - hotel 
6130 Inspectress - hotel & rest. 
6131 Hotel keeper - hotel 1142 
6131 Hotel manager — any md. 1142 
6131 Landlady - boarding or lodging house 
6131 Landlord - boarding or lodging house 
6131 Manager - boarding or lodging house - 
6131 Manager - tourist cabins; tourist home 
6131 Motel manager - hotel & rest 1142 
6131 Motel operator - motel 1142 
6131 Boarding-house keeper - boarding house 6130 
6131 Housekeeper (e or oa) - boarding or lodging house 6130 
6131 Keeper (e or oa) - boarding or lodging house 6130 
6131 Keeper (e or oa) - rooming house 6130 
6131 Owner (e or oa) - boarding or lodging house 6130 
6131 Owner (e or oa) - rooming house 6130 
6131 Owner (e or oa) - tourist cabins; tourist honie 6130 
6131 Proprietor (e or oa) - boarding or lodging house 6130 
6131 Proprietor (e or oa) - rooming house 6130 
6131 Proprietor (e or oa) - tourist cabins; tourist home 6130 
6131 Rooming-house keeper - rooming house 6130 
6131 Tourist cabin keeper - any md. 6130 
6133 Hall boy. man - hotel & rest. 
6135 Baggageman - hotel -- 
6135 Bellboy - hotel 
6135 Bellman - hotel 
6139 Helper. n.s. - hotel & rest. 
6143 Make-up artist - theatres & rec. ser. 
6143 Make-up man - theatres & rev. ser. 
6145 Airplane hostess - air trans. - 
6145 Airplane stewardess - air trans. 
6145 Flight steward - air trans. 
6145 Hostess - any, except restaurant 
6145 Parlour matron - hotel & rest. 
6145 Steward, n.s. - air & water trans. -- 
6145 Stewardess - any md. cxc. food serv. - 
6149 Blind-man attendant - any i. -- 
6149 Child care attendant - education 
6149 Club boy - club 
6149 Footman - private household -- 
6149 Governess - private family 
6149 Home-maker - personal serv. 
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6149 House boy, girl, man - private household 
6149 Housemaid - any md. 
6149 Locker boy - any md. 
6149 Maid - any md. 
6149 Masseur apprentice - any md. 
6149 Masseuse - any md. 
6149 Matron - rest room operation 
6149 Parlour maid - any md. 
6149 Program boy - theatres & rec. ser. 
6149 Program girl 	theatres & rec. ser. 
6149 Rest-room matron 	any md. 
6149 Usherette - theatres and rec. serv. 
6149 Utility maid - any md. 
6149 Butler - any md. 
6149 Companion - private household 
6149 Day worker - private household 
6149 Domestic - any md. 
6149 Domestic servant - any md. 
6149 Head housekeeper - private household 
6149 House servant - any md. 
6149 House worker - any md. 
6149 Housekeeper - private household 
6149 Valet - any md. 
6149 Child-care attendant - pers. ser., n.e.c 
6149 Children's nurse - private household 
6149 Guardian, children - any md. 
6162 Laundress (oa or w) - any md. 
6162 Laundry woman (oa or w) - any md. 
6162 Laundryman (oa or w) - any md. 
6162 Washerwoman - any md. 
6165 Ironer - hat and cap mfg, 
6165 Ironer - hosiery mills 
6165 Ironer - tailor shop 
6165 Mangler; mangle girl 	laund. 
6165 Presser - garment mfg. 
6165 Presser - hat and cap mig. 
6165 Presser - tailor shop 
6169 Cleaner and presser - hotel 
6169 Counterman 	laund., clean. & press. 
6169 Employee - laund., clean. & presser 
6190 Operator (e or oa) - parking lot 
6190 Supervisor charwoman - any md. 
6191 Attendant 	rest room 
6191 Building superintendent (janitor) - any md. 
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6191 Charwoman 	any md. 
6191 Clean-up man - any store or restaurant 
6191 Clean-up man - any, exc. trans. 
6191 Clean-up man - manufacturing -- 
6191 Cleaner (charworker) - any md. 
6191 Cleaner - any office, hospital, hotel, theatre or house 
6191 Cleaner - janitorial, exc. trans 
6191 Cleaner - manufacturing, n.e.s. 
6191 Cleaning girl 	any md. - 
6191 Custodian (janitor) - any ind.  
6191 Dryman - mining 
6191 Janitress, building - any i. - 
6191 Maintenance engineer (cleaner) - mfg. 
6191 Porter -- mfg.; warehouse - 
6191 Scrub girl - any md. -- 
6191 Scrub woman - any i. 
6191 Scrubber - manufacturing 
6191 Sweeper - manufacturing 
6191 Tub boy - any md. 
6191 Porter - office bldg., bank, school or rest. 6198 
6191 Verger — church 6199 
6193 Elevator boy - any i. 
6193 Elevator girl - any md. 
6198 Attendant, n.s. - hospital - 
6198 Bar boy - hotel & rest. 
6198 Bus girl - any i. 
6198 Checkroom girl - any md. 
6198 Checkroom man - any md. 
6198 Clean-up man - transportation 
6198 Door boy, man - club or hotel - 
6198 Floor cleaner - transportation 
6198 Floor sweeper - transportation 
6198 Kitchen boy, girl, man - any i. 
6198 Kitchen maid - any i. 
6198 Labourer - personal services, exc. private household 
6198 Shoe-shine boy - per. ser. 
6198 Furnace cleaner - any md. 6191 
6199 Doorman - theatres & rec. ser. 
6199 Gateman - theatres & rec. ser. 
6199 Parking-lot yardman - any i. 
6199 Sexton, n.s. - any i. 
6199 Yardman - parking lot operation 
6199 Crematory operator - any md. 6141 
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MAJOR GROUP 71 

7112 Agriculturist (farmer) (e or oa) - agric - 

7112 Bee man (e or oa) - beekeeping 
7112 Dairyman (e or oa) - dairy farming 
7112 Farm tenant (e or oa) - farming 
7112 Farmer (e or oa) - farming 
7112 Farming (e or oa) - farm 
7112 Floriculturist (e or oa) 	flower growing 
7112 Horticulturist (e or oa) - horticulture - 

7112 Nurseryman (e or oa) 	flower nursery - 

7112 Owner (breeder) - dog breeding 
7112 Owner (farmer) - farming - 

7112 Planter (e or oa) - agric. 
7112 Poultryman (e or oa) - poultry farming 
7112 Proprietor (e or oa) - farming 
7112 Stockman (e or oa) - livestock farming 
7112 Tenant (e or oa) - farm, ranch, orchard 
7112 Apiarist (e or oa) - apiary 7113 
7112 Beekeeper (e or oa) - beekeeping 7113 
7112 Cattle farmer (e or oa) - cattle ranch 7113 
7112 Chicken farmer (e or oa) - chicken farming 7113 
7112 Dairy farmer (e or oa) - dairy farming 7113 
7112 Dog breeder (e or oa) - dog breeding 7113 
7112 Fox farmer (e or oa) - fox farming 7113 
7112 Fur farmer (e or oa) - fur farming 7113 
7112 I-log raiser (e or oa) - hog raising 7113 
7112 Horse breeder (e or oa) - horse breeding 7113 
7112 Livestock farmer (e or oa) - livestock farming 7113 
7112 Mink rancher (e or oa) - mink ranch 7113 
7112 Poultry farmer (e or oa) - poultry farming 7113 
7112 Rancher(eoroa) — ranch 7113 
7112 Stock farmer (e or oa) - livestock farming 7113 
7112 Beet farmer (e or oa) 	beet farming 7115 
7112 Florist (flower grower) (e or oa) - flower growing 7115 
7112 Fruit farmer (e or oa) - fruit farming 7115 
7112 Fruit grower (e or oa) - fruit farming 7115 
7112 Grain farmer (e or oa) - grain farming 7115 
7112 Greenhouse florist (e or oa) - greenhouse 7115 
7112 Greenhouse gardener (e or oa) - greenhouse 7115 
7112 Market gardener (e or oa) - market gardening 7115 
7112 Mushroom grower (e or oa) - mushroom growing 7115 
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7112 Nut grower (eoroa) - nut growing 7115 
7112 Seed grower (e or oa) - seed growing 7115 
7112 Share cropper (e or oa) - agric. 7115 
7112 Sugar beet grower (e or oa) - sugar beet growing 7115 
7112 Tobacco farmer (e or oa) - tobacco farming 7115 
7112 Truck farmer (e or oa) - truck farming 7115 
7112 Vegetable farmer (e or oa) - vegetable farming 7115 
7112 Vegetable grower (e or oa) 	vegetable farming 7115 
7112 Vinegrower(eoroa) — vineyard 7115 
7112 Wheat farmer (e or oa) - wheat farming 7115 
7112 Mixed farmer (e or oa) - mixed farming 7119 
7131 Farm manager - any md. 1146 
7131 Manager — agric.ind. 1146 
7131 Superintendent - agric. md. 1146 
7182 Beekeeper (w) - beekeeping 
7182 Beet worker - beet farming 
7182 Chore boy 	agric. - 	 - 

7182 Cowboy - agric. - 	 -- 
7182 Curer - leaf tobacco processing - 

7182 Curing-room man - leaf tobacco processing 
7182 Dairyman (w) - dairy farming 
7182 Herder - agric. 
7182 Herdsman 	agric. - 

7182 Hog driver - meat prod. i. 
7182 Horseman - dairy; bakery 
7182 Hostler - dairy; bakery 
7182 Hostler - livery or riding stable 
7182 Labourer - chicken hatchery 
7182 Market gardener (w) - market gardening 
7182 Stableboy — anyind. - 

7182 Stableman - any i. -- 
7182 Stockman (w) - agric. 
7182 Stockman - livery stable - 

7182 Stripper - tobacco farming - 

7182 Tree trimmer - agric. 
7182 Cattle dehorner - agric. 7183 
7182 Cattle driver - meat prod. md.; stockyard 7183 
7182 Cattle feeder - any md. 7183 
7182 Cowpuncher — agric. 7183 
7182 Dairy hand - agric. 7183 
7182 Driver - meat prod. md. 7183 
7182 Groom — anyind. 7183 
7182 Herder - meat prod. md.; stockyards 7183 
7182 Horse breaker (w) - agric. 7183 
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7182 Livestock caretaker - any md. 7183 
7182 Poultry plucker - any exc. nifg. 7183 
7182 Poultry-yard cleaner - any md. 7183 
7182 Sheepshearer — anyind. 7183 
7182 Shepherd; sheep herder - agric. 7183 
7182 Stock herder - agric. 7183 
7182 Stock tender - agric. 7183 
7182 Apple picker — any md. 7185 
7182 Berry picker — any md. 7185 
7182 Fruitpicker — anyind. 7185 
7182 Gardener (w) - market gardening 7185 
7182 Grafter - agric.; hortic. 7185 
7182 Greenhouse labourer - any md. 7185 
7182 Greenhouse worker - any md. 7185 
7182 Harvest hand - agric. 7185 
7182 Hothouse worker - any md. 7185 
7182 Silo filler - silo filling 7185 
7182 Tobacco cutter - tobacco farming 7185 
7182 Tobacco stripper - tobacco farming 7185 
7182 Vegetable picker - any i. 7185 
7182 Vegetable thinner - any md. 7185 
7182 Farmhand — anyind. 7199 
7182 Farm labourer - any md. 7199 
7195 Employee - park 
7195 Gardener (w) - any, exc. market gardening 
7195 Greensman - any md. 
7195 Groundsman - cemetery, golf course, park - 

7195 Labourer - landscape gardening 
7195 Landscape gardener - any md. - 

7197 Custom thresher (e or oa) - custom threshing 
7197 Custom combining (e or oa) - custom combining 7119 
7199 Barnman - any, except agric. 
7199 Custom work (e or oa) - agric. 
7199 Ditcher - irrigation - 

7199 Operator (oa or w) - egg grading station - 

7199 Owner (breeder) - bird breeding 
7199 Tree doctor - any md. 
7199 Bird breeder, fancier (e or oa) - agric. 7113 
7199 Bird keeper, raiser (e or oa) - agric. 7113 
7199 Custom grafter (e or oa) - custom grafting 7119 
7199 Custom pruner (e or oa) - custom pruning 7119 
7199 Custom sprayer (e or oa) - custom spraying 7119 
7199 Orchard sprayer - any md. 7185 
7199 Tree budder 	any md. 7195 
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7199 Tree expert — any md. 7195 
7199 Tree grafter — any md. 7195 
7199 Tree pruner - any md. 7195 
7199 Tree sprayer - any md. 7195 
7199 Treesurgeon — anyind. 7195 
7199 Blood tester - poultry farming 7196 
7199 Chicken culler - any md. 7196 
7199 Chicken sexer - any md. 7196 
7199 Egg candler—any md. 7196 
7199 Egggrader —anyind. 7196 
7199 Egg inspector - any md. 7196 
7199 Egg tester — any md. 7196 
7199 Poultryculler — anyind. 7196 
7199 Poultry sexer - any md. 7196 
7199 Aerial crop duster (not pilot) - any md 7197 
7199 Crop duster (not pilot) - any md. 7197 
7199 Sprayer - agric. 7197 

MAJOR GROUP 73 

7313 	Clam fisherman - any i. 
7313 	Fishermans helper - any md. 
7313 	Lineman - fishing 
7313 	Oysterman - fishing 
7313 	Trap fisherman - fishing 
7313 	Waterman - fishing 
7313 	Boatswain — fishing 	 7311 
7319 	Fish hatchery man - any i. 
7319 	Hatchery man - fish hatchery 
7319 	Hunter - seal hunting 
7319 	Net repairman - fishing 
7319 	Scaler - fishing; fish prod. md.; trade 
7319 	Seal fisherman - any md. 
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MAJOR GROUP 75 

7511 Fire patrolman (forest) - forestry ser. 
7513 Axeman - logging 
7513 Bush man - logging 
7513 Gopherman - logging 
7513 Gutterman - logging 
7517 Bell boy 	logging 
7517 Bowman 	logging 
7517 Cant-hook man - logging 
7517 Catchman - logging 
7517 Drum man - logging 
7517 Engineer - logging 
7517 Grab-jack man - logging 
7517 Groundman - logging 
7517 Landing man - logging 
7517 Leverman - sawmills 
7517 Lineman - logging 
7517 Pondman - pulp & paper mills 
7517 Raftsman - logging 
7517 Rigger man - logging 
7517 Rigging man - logging 
7517 Riverman 	logging; sawmill 
7517 Riverman - pulp & paper mill 
7517 Rollway man - logging 
7517 Signal boy - logging 
7517 Signalman - logging 
7517 Skidder leverman - logging 
7517 Skidderman - logging 
7517 Skidway man - logging 
7517 Skidway man - saw or plan. mills 
7517 Slip man - sawmill 
7517 Squirrel man - logging 
7517 Tongsman - logging 
7518 Chainman - logging 
7518 Chokerman - logging 
7518 Deckman - logging 
7519 Dam attendant - logging 
7519 Lumberman - logging 
7519 Roadman - logging 
7519 Timberman - forest.; log. 
7519 Woodsman - logging 
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7519 Logger (oa or w) - logging 
7519 Cruiser 	forest.; log. 
7519 Estimator - forest.; log. 
7519 Inspector cruiser - forest., log. 
7519 Land cruiser - forest.; log. 
7519 Land examiner - forest.; log. 
7519 Land inspector - forest.; log. 
7519 Timber cruiser - forest.; log. 
7519 Timber estimator - forest.; log. 
7519 Timber rider - forest.; log. 

MAJOR GROUP 77 

7710 Bank foreman - coal mine 
7710 Boss, n.s. 	mine; quarry; petrol. well 
7710 Driller (e) 	petrol. or gas wells 
7710 Drilling foreman 	petrol. or gas well 
7710 Mine overman - mine 
7710 Overman - mine; quarry; petrol. well 
7710 Producer (e) - oil or gas well 
7710 Section man - coal mine 
7710 Shiftman - mine; quarry; petrol. well 
7710 Tallyman - metal mine 
7710 Traffic man - coal mine 
7711 Casing man - petrol. or gas well 
7711 Clean-out driller - petrol. or gas well 
7711 Clean-out man - petrol. or gas well 
7711 Floorman - petrol. or gas well 
7711 Rodman - petrol. or gas well 
7711 Rotary derrickman - petrol. or gas well 
7711 Rotary driller's helper - petrol. or gas well 
7713 Driller - quarry 
7713 Driller - water well 
7713 Raiseman - mine 
7713 Well driller (water) - any md. 
7715 Chargeman - const. 
7715 Chargeman - mine; quarry 
7715 Dynamite man - const.; mine; quarry 
7715 Nitro man - petrol. or gas well 

1980 
SOC 

7513 
7516 
7516 
7516 
7516 
7516 
7516 
7516 
7516 
7516 
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7715 Powderman - const., mine, quarry 
7717 Banksman - mine 
7717 Bottom man 	mine 
7717 Cageman - mine 
7717 Company miner 	mine 
7717 Conveyor man - mine 
7717 Dragman - mine 
7717 Headman - coal mine 
7717 Loader, n.s. - mine 
7717 Machine man - mine 
7717 Miner - sand, slate, stone 
7717 Quarryman - quarry 
7717 Rockman - coal mine, quarry 
7717 Shaft headman - mine 
7717 Slusher man - mine 
7718 Bankhead man - coal mine 
7718 Barman 	metal mine 
7718 Bruno man - metal mine 
7718 Cageman's helper - mine 
7718 Carman - coal mine 
7718 Cleaner - asbestos 
7718 Company man 	coal mine 
7718 Deckman - mine 
7718 Ditchman 	mine 
7718 Doorboy — mine 
7718 Doorman - mine 
7718 Flagman - coal mine 
7718 Gateman - mine 
7718 Gripman - coal mine 
7718 Groundman 	coal mine 
7718 Jerry man - coal mine 
7718 Labourer - quarry 
7718 Pick boy - coal mine 
7718 Plateman - coal mine 
7718 Platform man - coal mine 
7718 Pluggerman - metal mine 
7718 Tally boy 	mine 
7718 Tram man - mine 
7718 Truckman - metal mine 
7718 Waterman - coal mine 
7719 Contractor - mine 
7719 Contractor man - mine 
7719 Fireman - mine 
7719 Gas man - coal mine 

1980 
SOC 
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7719 Gopherman - metal mine 
7719 Grizzlyman 	mine 
7719 Lamp man — mine 
7719 Lamphouse man - mine 
7719 Mine patrolman - metal mine 
7719 Sandman - mine 
7719 Shaftman - mine 
7719 Sluiceman - metal mine 
7719 Stopeman - mine 
7719 Sumpman - mine 
7719 Timberman - mine 
7719 Timberman's helper - metal mine 
7719 Tippleman - coal mine 
7719 Grizzly worker - mine 

MAJOR GROUP 8 1/82 

8111 BalI millman - mine; ore milling 
8111 Crusher man - mine; ore milling 
8111 Millman - mine; ore milling 
8111 Millman's apprentice - mine; ore milling 
8111 Sample crusher - metal mine 
8111 Starnpman - mine; ore milling 
8113 Agitator man - ore milling 
8113 Cone man - mine; ore milling 
8113 Filter-press man - mine; ore milling 
8113 Filterman - mine; ore milling 
8113 Flotation man - mine; ore milling 
8113 Leacher - smelt. & refin. 
8113 Plateman - ore milling 
8113 Rougher man - mine; ore milling 
8113 Screenman - coal mine 
8113 Solution man - mine; ore milling 
8113 Table runner - coal mine 
8113 Table tender - coal mine 
8113 Tableman - coal mine 
8113 Tankhouse man - smelt. & refin. 
8113 Vanncr operator - mine; ore milling 
8118 Labourer 	ore milling 

1980 
SOC 

7718 
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8118 Cobber - asbestos prod. mfg. 
8119 Cottrell operator - metal processing 
8130 Coremaking-department foreman - foundry 
8131 Air-furnace man - foundry 
8131 Bessemer-converter man 	metalworking 
8131 Converter man - metalworking 
8131 Cupola fireman - metalworking 
8131 Cupola man - metalworking 
8131 Electric-furnace man - metalworking 
8131 Furnaceman - metalworking, exc. ship & boat bldg 
8131 Hegeler roaster - smelt. & refin. 
8131 Hot-blast man - metalworking 
8131 Kettleman - smelt. & refin. 
8131 Lead blower - paint & varnish mfg. 
8131 Pipeman - metalworking 
8131 Smelterman - metalworking 
8133 Annealer 	metal processing 
8133 Heat-treating furnace man - metal processing 
8133 Heater - const. 
8133 Heater boy - const. 
8133 Parkerizer - firearms mfg. 
8135 Barman - metal processing 
8135 Guideman - metal processing 
8135 Poke-in - metal processing 
8135 Pony rougher - metal processing 
8135 Pulpit man - metal processing 
8135 Roller 	metalworking 
8135 Rolling-mill man 	metal processing 
8135 Stranner - metal processing 
8135 Table leverman - metal processing 
8135 Tableman - metal processing 
8137 Caster - metal processing exc. jewellery 
8137 Copper tapper - smelt. & refin. 
8137 Core maker 	foundry 
8137 Core ovenman - foundry 
8137 Core setter - foundry 
8137 Core-oven fireman - foundry 
8137 Ladle man - metal processing 
8137  Mould maker - foundry 
8141 Bar drawer - wire mfg. 
8 143 Core dipper - motor vehicle parts mfg. 

143 Dipper - tinware mfg. 
8143 Vatman - electroplating 
8146 Iron sampler - metalworking 

1980 
SOC 

7717 
8113 

& repair 
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8146 Sampleman - primary metal i. 
8148 Bloom boy - metalworking 
8148 Buggy boy - metalworking 
8148 Buggyman - metalworking 
8148 Cellarman - smelt. & refin. - 
8148 Door boy - metalworking 
8148 Scrap boy - metalworking 
8148 Slagman - metal processing 
8148 Stockman - metal processing 
8148 Tongsman - metalworking 
8149 Foundryman — anyind. 
8149 Hotbed leverman - metal processing 
8149 C.asting pickier - foundry 8143 
8149 PickIer - metal processing 8143 
8149 Pickling operator - metal processing 8143 
8151 Bisque kilnman - pottery & porc. rnfg. 
8151 Burner man - brick & tile mfg. 
8151 Burner man - cement mfg. - 
8151 Drawer 	glass mfg. 
8151 Drier fireman - cement mfg. 
8151 Enamel burner - enameiware mfg. 
8151 Finisher - glass mfg. - 
8151 Furnaceman - glass mfg. 
8151 Glazer - glass mfg. 
8151 Heater 	glass rnfg. 
8151 Kiln fireman - brick & tile; pottery & porc. -- - -- 
8151 Kiln tender - enameiware mfg. - 
8151 Kilnman - brick & tile; pottery & porc. 
8151 Kilnman 	glass mfg. 
8151 Kiinman - lime mfg. 
8151 Lehr man - glass mfg. 
8151 Tankman 	glass mfg. 
8151 Baker - enamelware mfg. 8595 
8153 Batch mixer - glass mfg. 
8153 Crusher man - quarry; const.; non-metallic mm. 
8153 Millman - brick & tile mfg. 
8153 Mixer - pottery & porc. mfg. 
8153 Sand-control man - metal processing 
8155 Caster - pottery & porc. mfg. 
8155 Jiggerman - pottery & porc. mfg. - 
8155 Moulder - clay works 
8155 Presser - glass mfg. 
8155 Saggerman - dec. equip.; pottery & porc 
8155 Glassware finisher - glass mfg. 8158 
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8156 	Classifier - brick and tile mfg. 	 -- 
8156 	Inspector - glass mfg. 
8158 	Bumper - brick & tile mfg. 
8158 	Clay dauber - brick & tile mfg. 	 - 
8158 	Drier man 	brick & tile mfg. 
8158 	Kiln cleaner - lime mfg. 
8158 	Kilnworker - glass mfg. 
8158 	Tosser brick & tile mfg. 	 - 
8158 	Transferrer - pottery & porc. mfg. 
8158 	Trimmer - brick & tile mfg. 
8159 	Machine oper. 	glass & glass prod. mfg. 
8159 	Machine operator - other non-metallic mineral prod. 	 - 
8161 	Bakelite mixer - plastics & plastic prod 
8161 	Bath mixer - synthetic textile mill 
8161 	Blender - explosives mfg. 	 - 
8161 	Blender - glue mfg. 
8161 	Blender - petrol refin. 
8161 	Blender oper. - plastics & plastic prod. 
8161 	Caustic man - pulp & paper mill 
8161 	Causticiser - pulp and paper mill 
8161 	Causticiser man - chem. & chem. prod. 	 -- 
8161 	Chargeman - rubber reclaim. 	 - 
8161 	Churn man - synthetic textile mill 
8161 	Colour matcher - paint and varnish mfg. 
8161 	Colour mixer - leather tanneries 
8161 	Colour mixer - textile & knitting mills 
8161 	Colour mixer 	window shade mfg. 
8161 	Compounder - petrol. refin. 
8161 	Compounder rubber goods mfg. 	 - 
8161 	Dope mixer - explosives mfg. 	 - 
8161 	Dope mixer - leather tanneries 	 - 
8161 	Dope mixer - plastics & plastic prod. 
8161 	Dope mixer - textile mill 
8161 	Dye mixer - leather tanneries; fur dressing & dyeing 	 -- 
8161 	Dye mixer - textile and knitting mills 
8161 	Extract maker - leather tanneries 	 - 
8161 	Leachman - leather tanneries 	 - 
8161 	Liquor man - pulp & paper mill 	 - 
8161 	Millman - paint & varnish mfg. 	 -- 
8161 	Millman - rubber goods mfg. 
8161 	Mixer — rubber goods mfg. 
8161 	Mixer - synthetic textile mill 
8161 	Mixer man - chem. & chem. prod. 
8161 	Mixer man - synthetic textile mill 	 - 
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8161 Mixer operator - synthetic textile mill 
8161 Mixer, bakelite - plastics & plastic prod. mfg. 
8161 Neutralizer - soap, oils and fats prod. 
8161 Reclaim millman - rubber reclaim. 
8161 Solvent man - synthetic textile mill 

8163 Centrifuge man - petrol. refin, 

8163 Filter operator - petrol refin. 
8163 Filter operator - synthetic textile mill 

8163 Filterman - chem. & chem. prod. 
8163 Filterman 	petrol. refin. 
8163 Filterman - synthetic textile mill 
8163 Mud man - rubber reclaim. 
8163 Sweater man - petrol. refin. 
8163 Wax man - petrol. refin. 
8165 Caseman 	petrol. refin. 
8165 Chamberman - smelt. & refin. 
8165 Control man - petrol. refin. 
8165 Heater - petrol. refin. 
8165 Houseman - petrol. refin. 
8165 Retort man - petrol. refin. 
8165 Still fireman - petrol. refin. 
8165 Stillman - chem. & chem. prod. 

8165 StilIman - petrol. refin. 
8165 Precipitator - chem. & chem. prod. 
8167 Boiler - soap mig. 
8167 Burner man - petrol. refin. 
8167 Burner operator - petrol. refin. 
8167 Cooker 	glue mfg. 
8167 Cooker - soap mfg. 
8167 Drier - salt md. 
8167 Evaporator man - chem. & chem. prod. 

8167 Fireman - pulp & paper mill 
8167 Furnaceman - chcm. & chem. prod. 
8167 Grainer - explosives mfg. 
8167 Incinerator fireman - pulp & paper mill 

8167 Incinerator man - pulp & paper mill 

8167 Ovenman - plastics & plastic prod. 
8171 Corning oper. - ammunition; explosives mfg. 

8171 Grinder - plastics & plastic prod. 
8171 Grinder - rubber reclaim. 
8171 Lithopone miliman - paint & varnish mfg. 
8171 Miller - fertilizer mfg. 
8173 Calender man - rubber goods mfg. 
8173 Sheeter - rubber goods mfg. 

8167 
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8221 Sterilizing man - can. & preserv. 
8221 Vegetable packer - veg. can. & preserv. - 
8223 Cutting-mach. oper. - ice cream mfg. - 
8223 Dairyman - dairy prod. 
8223 Freezer man 	ice cream mfg. 
8223 Separator man - dairy prod. -- 
8225 Blow-up man - sugar refin. 
8225 Crusher man - sugar refin. 
8225 Granulator man - sugar refin. 
8225 Liquor man - sugar refin. 
8225 Millman 	sugar refin. 
8225 Pumpman - sugar refin. - 
8226 Babcock tester 	dairy prod. 
8226 Grader - dairy prod. 
8226 Inspector - beverage mfg. 
8226 Inspector - food mfg., cxc. dairy prod. 
8226 Tester - dairy prod. 
8227 Filterman 	distilled liquors 
8227 Kettleman - breweries 
8227 Press operator - wineries 
8227 Stillman 	breweries 
8227 Stillman 	distilled liquors - 
8227 Yeast man 	distilleries 
8227 Filler - beverage mfg. 9317 
8227 Filling-mach. oper. - beverage mfg. 9317 
8228 Bread dumper - bake. prod. 
8228 Cooler man - fruit & veg. canners & preservers 
8228 Drier man 	meat prod. i. 
8228 Flesher man - meat prod. md. 
8228 Linker man - meat prod. i. 
8228 Pan boy - bake. prod. 
8228 Panman - bake. prod. 
8228 Sausage twister - meat prod. md. - 
8228 Washer - meat prod. i. 
8228 Washerman - meat prod. i. 
8228 Dryer operator - meat prod. md. 8229 
8229 Bone grinder - meat prod. i. 
8229 Dairy expert (not prof.) - any md. 
8229 Oven roaster - nuts mfg. - 
8229 Pressman - corn prod. 
8229 Sterilizer - wineries 
8229 Sterilizer operator - wineries -- 
8229 Nut roaster - nuts mfg. 8213 
8229 Peanut blancher - nuts mfg. 8213 
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8161 Mixer operator - synthetic textile mill 
8161 Mixer, bakelite - plastics & plastic prod. mfg. 
8161 Neutralizer 	soap, oils and fats prod. 
8161 Reclaim millman - rubber reclaim. 
8161 Solvent man - synthetic textile mill 
8163 Centrifuge man - petrol. refin. 
8163 Filter operator - petrol refin. 
8163 Filter operator 	synthetic textile mill 
8163 Filterman - chem. & chem. prod. 
8163 Filterman - petrol. refin. 
8163 Filterman - synthetic textile mill 
8163 Mud man - rubber reclaim. 
8163 Sweater man - petrol. refin. 
8163 Wax man - petrol. refin. 
8165 Caseman - petrol. refin. 
8165 Chamberman - smelt. & refin. 
8165 Control man - petrol. refin. 
8165 Heater - petrol. refin. 
8165 Houseman - petrol. refin. 
8165 Retort man - petrol. refin. 
8165 Still fireman - petrol, refin. 
8165 Stillmari - chem. & chem. prod. 
8165 Stillman 	petrol. refin. 
8165 Precipitator - chem. & chem. prod. 
8167 Boiler - soap mfg. 
8167 Burner man - petrol. refin. 
8167 Burner operator - petrol. refin. 
8167 Cooker 	glue mfg. 
8167 Cooker - soap mfg. 
8167 Drier - salt md. 
8167 Evaporator man - chem. & chem. prod. 
8167 Fireman 	pulp & paper mill 
8167 Furnaceman - chem. & chem. prod. 
8167 Grainer - explosives mfg. 
8167 Incinerator fireman 	pulp & paper mill 
8167 Incinerator man - pulp & paper mill 
8167 Ovenman - plastics & plastic prod. 
8171 Corning oper. - ammunition; explosives mfg. 
8171 Grinder - plastics & plastic prod. 
8171 Grinder - rubber reclaim. 
8171 Lithopone miliman - paint & varnish mfg. 
8171 Miller - fertilizer mfg. 
8173 Calender man - rubber goods mfg. 
8173 Sheeter - rubber goods mfg. 

1980 
SOC 

8167 
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8173 Spreader - rubber goods mfg. 
8176 Gas tester - petrol refin. 
8176 Inspector - plastic & synthetic resins 
8176 Sampler - petrol. refin. 
8176 Tester 	paint and varnish mfrs. 
8176 Tester - plastic & synth. resin mfrs. 
8176 Drug inspector - drugs and medicines mfg. 
8178 Lithopone charger - paint & varnish mfg. 
8179 Autoclave operator - chemicals mfg. 
8179 Clay treater - petrol. refin. 
8179 Extruder operator - rubber goods mfg. 
8179 Filler - comp. & liquified glass 
8179 Jet man - synth. textile mills 
8179 Machine oper. - petrol. & coal prod. 
8179 Moulder - toilet prod. 
8179 Press operator - fertilizer mfg. 
8179 Pressman - salt md. 
8179 Process man - chem. & chem. prod. 
8179 Process man - petrol. refin. 
8179 Process man 	synthetic textile mill 
8179 Processor - petrol. refin. 
8179 Processor - synthetic textile mill 
8179 Silk spinner - synthetic textile mill 
8179 Spinner - synthetic textile mill 
8179 Spinner tender - synthetic textile mill 
8179 Spinneret man - synth. textile mills 
8179 Spinning-room man - syn. textile mill 
8179 Synthetic textile spinner - any md. 
8179 Synthetic yarn spinner - any md. 
8179 Thread spinner - synthetic textile mill 
8179 M.V.A. operator - chem. & chem. prod. 
8179 Soap maker - soap mfg. 
8179 Clay-plant treater - petrol. refin. 
8210 Brewer (e) - brewery 
8210 Master brewer - breweries 
8211 Blender - grain mills 
8211 Bolter - grain or feed mill 
8211 Burr miller - grain or feed mill 
8211 Burr-mill operator - grain or feed mill 
8211 Grinder man - grain or feed mill 
8211 Meal man - grain or feed mill 
8211 Miller - custom mill 
8211 Millman - breweries; distilleries 
8211 Millman - grain or feed mill 

1980 
SOC 

8296 

8161 
8161 
8165 
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8211 Rollerman - grain or feed mill 
8213 Baker - food processing & preparing 
8213 Baker 	hospital 
8213 Baker - hotel or rest. 
8213 Baker - logging 
8213 Cake maker - food processing & prep. 
8213 Cook 	cereal mfg. 
8213 Cook - confect. mfg. 
8213 Doughnian 	bakery 
8213 Machine operator - confect. mfg. 
8213 Mixer — confect. mfg. 
8213 Mixerman - bakery 
8213 Mixing-mach. oper. - confect. mfg. 
8213 Ovenman 	bakery 
8213 Pieman - any md. 
8213 Proofer - bakery 
8213 Rollerman - bakery 
8215 Beef sawman 	any md. 
8215 Benchman - meat prod, md. 
8215 Chicken drawer - meat prod. md. 
8215 Curing man - meat prod. md. 
8215 Dry-cure man 	meat prod. md. 
8215 Freezer man - meat prod. md. 
8215 Hog sawman - any md. 
8215 Kettleman - meat prod. md. 
8215 Meat cutter's apprentice - any md. 
8215 Pork sawmari - any md. 
8215 Pressman - meat prod. md. 
8215 Pumpman - meat prod. md. 
8215 Rumper - meat prod. md. 
8215 Tallow man - meat prod. md. 
8215 Dropper - meat prod. md. 
8217 Chink man - fish prod. md. 
8217 Chink operator - fish prod. md. 
8217 Fish handler - fishing; fish prod. md.; trade 
8217 Fish maker - fishing; fish prod. md. 
8217 Freezer man - fish prod. md. 
8217 Iron-chink man 	fish prod. md. 
8217 Iron-chink operator 	fish prod. md. 
8217 Retort man - fish prod. md. 
8221 Brineman - can. & preserv. 
8221 Canneryman - fruit & veg. canners & preservers 
8221 Freezer man - fruit & veg. canners & preservers 
8221 Retort man - fruit & veg. canners & preservers 

1980 
SOC 

8228 
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8221 Sterilizing man - can. & preserv. 
8221 Vegetable packer - veg. can. & preserv. 
8223 Cutting-mach. oper. 	ice cream mfg. 
8223 Dairyman - dairy prod. - 
8223 Freezer man - ice cream mfg. -- 
8223 Separator man - dairy prod. 
8225 Blow-up man - sugar refin. 
8225 Crusher man - sugar refin. - 
8225 Granulator man - sugar refin. 
8225 Liquor man - sugar refin. - 
8225 Millman - sugar refin. 
8225 Pumpman 	sugar refin. 
8226 Babcock tester - dairy prod. 
8226 Grader - dairy prod. 
8226 Inspector -- beverage rnfg. 
8226 Inspector - food mfg., exc. dairy prod. 
8226 Tester - dairy prod. 
8227 Filterman 	distilled liquors -- 
8227 Kettleman - breweries 
8227 Press operator - wineries 
8227 Stillman - breweries 
8227 Stiliman - distilled liquors 
8227 Yeast man - distilleries 
8227 Filler - beverage mfg. 9317 
8227 Filling-mach. oper. 	beverage mfg. 9317 
8228 Bread dumper 	bake. prod. 
8228 Cooler man - fruit & veg. canners & preservers 
8228 Drier man - meat prod. md. 
8228 Flesher man 	meat prod. i. - 
8228 Linker man - meat prod. i. 
8228 Pan boy - bake. prod. -- 
8228 Panman - bake. prod. - 
8228 Sausage twister 	meat prod. md. 
8228 Washer - meat prod. md. 
8228 Washerman 	meat prod. md. 
8228 Dryer operator - meat prod. md. 8229 
8229 Bone grinder 	meat prod. i. 
8229 Dairy expert (not prof.) - any md. 
8229 Oven roaster - nuts mfg. 
8229 Pressman - corn prod. 
8229 Sterilizer - wineries 
8229 Sterilizer operator - wineries 
8229 Nut roaster - nuts mfg. 8213 
8229 Peanut blancher - nuts mfg. 8213 
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8229 Peanut roaster - nuts mfg. 
8229 Peanut-roaster operator - nuts mfg. 
8229 Roaster - nuts mfg. 
8231 Carriage man - sawmills 
8231 Trimmer man - sawmills 
8235 Dry-kiln man - woodworking 
8235 Kilnman - woodworking 
8236 Grader - wholesale lumber 
8238 Bark peeler - pulp & paper mills 
8238 Barker - pulp & paper mills 
8238 Block passer 	saw or plan. mills 
8238 Rosser - saw or plan. mills 
8238 Bark skinner 	pulp & paper mills 
8239 Green chainman - sawmills 
8239 Tripper - sawmills 
8239 Lumber measurer - woodworking 
8251 Beaterman - pulp & paper mill 
8251 Breaker-beater man - pulp & paper mill 
8251 Broke-beater man - pulp & paper mill 
8251 Chipperman - pulp & paper mills 
8251 Digester man - pulp & paper mill 
8251 Screenman - pulp & paper mill 
8251 Sulphite man - pulp & paper mill 
8251 Tankman - pulp & paper mill 
8253 Calender man - pulp & paper mill 
8253 Loft drier - pulp & paper mill 
8253 Plater man - pulp & paper mill 
8258 Broke boy 	pulp & paper mills 
8261 Card room worker - textile mill; asbestos 
8261 Cardman - textile mill; asbestos 
8261 Classer (fibre) - textile mill 
8261 Fibre mixer - textile mill 
8261 Picker man - textile mill 
8261 Shoddy-mill man - textile mill 
8261 Washer (fibre) - textile mill 
8261 Roving-frame tender - textile mill 
8261 Roving-mach. oper. 	textile mill 
8263 Spinner's apprentice - textile mill, exc. syn. textiles 
8263 Twister - synthetic textile mill 
8263 Twisting-mach. oper. - syn. textile mill 
8263 Yarn spinner (exc. syn. yarn) - any md. 
8265 Cone winder - synthetic textile mill 
8265 Coner - synthetic textile mill 
8265 Doubler, n.s. - textile & knitting mills 

1980 
SOC 

8213 
8213 
8213 

8258 

8236 

8265 
8265 
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8265 Reeler 	cordage and twine 
8265 Reeling oper. - syn. textile mill 
8265 Tuber - textile mill 
8265 Framer - textile mill 
8267 Doup man 	textile mill 
8267 Fixer, n.s. - textile mill; asbestos 
8267 Harness boy - textile mill 
8267 Harness man - textile mill 
8267 Weaver 	asbestos 
8267 Weaver 	textile mill 
8273 Dye-house man - textile & knitting mills 
8273 Dyer - hat and cap mfg. 
8273 Fabric washer - textile mill 
8273 Kettleman 	textile, carpet and rug mfg. 
8273 Kierman - textile and knitting mills 
8273 Vatman - textile and knitting mills 
8275 Beetle-mach. oper. - textile mill 
8275 Calenderer; calender man - textile mill 
8275 Coater - textile mill 
8275 Drier - synthetic textile mill 
8275 Drier operator - synthetic textile mill 
8275 Dry-room man - textile mill 
8275 Drying-mach. oper. - syn. textile mill 
8275 Extractor operator - textile mill 
8275 Teaseler - textile mill 
8275 Waterproof man - textile mill 
8276 Examiner (fabric or n.s.) - textile mill 
8276 Examiner (fibre) - textile mill 
8276 Examiner - knitting mills 
8276 Fabric examiner - textile mill 
8276 Fabric inspector - textile mill 
8276 Fibre examiner - textile mill 
8276 Fibre grader - textile mill 
8276 Fibre inspector - textile mill 
8276 Finishing inspector - textile mill 
8276 Sample girl - textile mills 
8276 Sorter - synthetic textile mill 
8276 Test-room man - textiles 
8278 Alley man - textile mills 
8278 Back boy - textile mills 
8278 Battery girl, man - textile mills 
8278 Beam carrier 	textile mills 
8278 Beam man - textile mills 
8278 Bobbin boy, girl - textile & knitting mills 

1980 
SOC 

8263 
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8278 Can man - textile mills 
8278 Card boy - textile mills 
8278 Cone boy - textile mills -- 

8278 Cone man - textile mills - 
8278 Creel man - textile mills - 
8278 Folder - hosiery mill 
8278 Kier boy - textile mills 

827$ Spool boy, girl - textile & knitting mills 

827$ Yarn boy - textile & knitting mills 
8278 Yarnman - textile & knitting mills 

8278 Measurer - garment mfg. 8279 

8279 Band maker - textile mill 
8279 Cloth doubler - textile mill 
8279 Coiler man 	textile mill - 
8279 Doffer 	synthetic textile mill -- 
8279 Doubler (cloth) - textile mill 
8279 Felt maker, worker - textile mill 

8279 Machine operator, n.s. - textile mill 

8279 Mixer, n.s. - textile and knitting mills 

8279 Plater - textile mill 
8279 Roller setter - textile mill 

8279 Roller varnisher - textile mill 

8279 Card stripper - textile mill 8261 

8279 Willower - textile mill 8261 

8279 Doffer - textile & knitting mills 8278 

8290 Formula man - leather tanneries 

8293 Fillerman - tobacco prod. i. -- 

8293 Flavour man - tobacco prod. mfg. 
8293 Leaf-house man - leaf tobacco processing 

8293 Tobacco wetter - leaf tobacco processing 

8293 Classer - tobacco 8296 

8295 Beam-house man - leather tanneries 

8295 Bleach doper - leather tanneries; fur dressing & dyeing 

8295 Colouring man - leather tanneries 

8295 Drum man 	leather tanneries 

8295 Leather ironer - leather tanneries -- 

8295 Leather toggler 	leather tanneries - 
8295 Pumicer - leather tanneries 
8295 Matcher - leather tanneries 8296 

8296 Hide examiner - meat prod. i. 
8296 Leaf-sample man - leaf tobacco processing 
8296 Pickle sorter - leather tanneries 
8296 Film inspector - photo film mfg. 8256 

8296 Film sampler - photo film mfg. 825 
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8296 Inspector - linoleum mfg. 
8298 Blower feeder - tobacco 
8298 Broke sorter - any md. 
8298 Hauler - leather tanneries 
8298 Hide man - leather tanneries 
8298 Leather counter - leather tanneries 
8298 Pitcher - leather tanneries 
8298 Rockerman - leather tanneries 
8299 Ice grinder - any md. 
8299 Liner - asbestos 
8299 Presser - glue mfg. 
8299 Press operator - glue mfg. 
8299 Presser - soap mfg. 
8299 Animal skinner - any md. 
8299 Tannery worker 	leather tanneries; fur dressing & dyeing 

MAJOR GROUP 83 

8311 Die assembler - metalworking 
8311 Die cutter 	metalworking 
8311 Die grinder - any md. 
8311 Die maker 	metalworking 
8311 Die trimmer - metalworking 
8311 Die-trouble man - metalworking 
8311 Jigman - metalworking 
8311 Tool-salvage man - any md. 
8313 Jobber - machine shop 
8313 Machine-set-up man - metalworking 
8313 Machinist improver - any md. 
8313 Model maker - foundry 
8313 Set-up man - metalworking 
8313 Hone operator - any md. 
8313 Honing mach. oper. - any md. 
8313 Bench hand - machine shop 
8315 Axle turner - any md. 
8315 Barrel driller 	firearms mfg. 
8315 Barrel turner - firearms mfg. 
8315 Boring-mill hand - metalworking 
831 5 Centering-mach. oper. - metalworking 

1980 
SOC 

8576 

8179 
8179 
8215 
8298 

8315 
8315 
8319 
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8315 	Counter-sink operator - metalworking 

	

8315 	Crankshaft grinder - motor vehicle ser. 

	

8315 	Cut-off man - metalworking 

	

8315 	Fly-cutter operator - metalworking 

	

8315 	Grooving-mach. oper. - motor vehicle mfg 

	

8315 	Hot-saw man - metalworking 

	

831 5 	Lathe operator - metalworking 

	

8315 	Nuttapper — anyind. 

	

31:5 	Planer hand - metalworking 

	

8315 	Sawman (sawing-mach. oper.) - metalworking 

	

8315 	Shaft grinder - any md. 

	

8315 	Wheel-boring-mach. oper - rail, car shop 

	

8319 	Pointer - metal processing 	 -- 

	

8331 	Air-hammer man - forging 

	

8331 	Angle furnaceman - forging 

	

8331 	AngIe-press operator - forging 

	

8331 	Bar pointer 	metalworking 

	

8331 	Drill dresser - any md. 

	

8331 	Drop hammerman - any ind.  

	

8331 	Flange turner - any metalworking 

	

8331 	Forgeman - forging 	 -- 

	

8331 	Gang-press operator - any md. 

	

8331 	Hammerman - forging 	 -- 

	

8331 	Proprietor - blacksmith shop 	 -- 

	

8331 	Slabman 	ship & boat bldg. & repair 

	

8333 	Assemblyman - sheet metal mfg. 

	

8333 	Beam man - aircraft mfg. 

	

8333 	Coach trimmer - rail. car shop 

	

8333 	Layout man - sheet metal mfg. 

	

8333 	Sheet-metal flanger - motor vehicle mfg. 

	

8333 	Sheet-metal layout man - aircraft mfg. 

	

8333 	Shell liner - smelt. & refin. 

	

8334 	Nail-mach. oper. - nail mfg. 

	

8334 	Pipe straightener - metalworking 

	

8334 	Pressman - metalworking, exc. elec. prod. mfg. 

	

8334 	Punch man 	metalworking 

	

8334 	Seaming-mach. oper. - tinware mfg. 	 -- 

	

8334 	Shearman - metalworking 

	

8334 	Key maker - key mfg. 	 8319 

	

8335 	Acetylene burner - any i. 

	

8335 	Bar welder - any i. 

	

8335 	Flash welder - any md. 

	

8335 	Rail bonder - mine 

	

8335 	Shotweld operator -- aircraft mfg. 
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8335 Torchman - any md. 
8337 Assemblyman - boilermaking 
8337 Boikrhouse repairman - any md. 
8337 Fit-up man - boilermaking 
8337 Hot bender - ship & boat bldg. & repair 
8337 Lay-out man - rail, car shop 
8337 Layer-out - const. 
8337 Layer-out - foundry 
8337 Layout man - foundry 
8339 Bench mover - metalworking 
8339 Cable splicer's helper - const. 
8339 Filament cutter - elec. prod. mfg. 
8339 Rivet maker - any, exc. forging 
8339 Rope maker (wire) - any md. 
8339 Weaver - bedspring mfg. 
8339 Sawmaker - any md. 
8339 Sawsmith 	any md. 
8351 Loftsman - ship or boat bldg. & repair 
8351 Loftsman's apprentice - ship or boat bldg. & repair 
8353 Bolterman - woodworking 
8353 Cut-off man - woodworking 
8353 Edger man - woodworking 
8353 Jump sawyer - woodworking 
8353 Jump-saw operator - woodworking 
8353 Knot sawyer 	woodworking 
8353 Prop Cutter - mining 
8355 Carver - woodworking 
8355 Driller (wood) - woodworking 
8355 Gainer operator - furn. & fixtures mfg. 
8355 Machine operator 	wood products 
8355 Millman's apprentice 	woodworking 
8355 Planerman - woodworking 
8355 Sticker man - woodworking 
8359 Hog man - woodworking 
8359 Machinist (wood) - any md. 
8359 Millman - woodworking 
8359 Wood carver, hand - any md. 
8359 Hat-block maker - any md. 
8359 Smoking-pipe maker - any md. 
8359 Carver, hand - woodworking 
8371 Cutter - stonework 
8371 Dresser man 	stonework 
8371 Driller - pottery & porc. mfg. 
8373 Benchman - optical goods 

1980 
SOC 

8319 
8319 

8351 
8355 
8549 
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8373 Beveler - optical goods 
8373 Buffer - stonework -- 
8373 Chipper - glass mig. - 
8373 Lay-out man - optical goods -- 
8373 Marble polisher - const. 
8373 Mounter - optical goods 
8373 Sandblast man - stonework 
8373 Sandblaster - stonework 
8373 Stone polisher - stonework 
8373 Smoother - glass mfg. 8158 

8373 Lens mounter - optical goods 8599 

8376 Inspector - stonework 
8379 Mica splitter - mica prod. mfg. 8119 

8391 Chaser - firearms mfg. 
8391 Engraver - optical goods 
8391 Engraving mach. oper. - engraving 
8391 Etcher - cutlery & tool mfg. -- 
8391 Etcher - engraving - 
8391 Etcher - iron foundry -- 
8391 Etcher - jewellery; silverware mfg. 
8391 Wood-block artist - any md. 3311 

8391 Wood engraver - print. & pub.; textile mfg. 9514 

8393 Axle roller - rail, car shop 
8393 Axle-bearing polisher - rail, car shop 
8393 Body finisher (filer) - any i. -- 
8393 Disk-grinder operator - any i. -- 
8393 Door finisher (filer) 	motor vehicle mfg. -- 

8393 Fender finisher (filer) 	motor vehicle mfg. 
8393 Polisher - motor vehicle mfg. 
8393 Refrigerator finisher (filer) --- refrigerat. equip. mfg. 
8393 Sawman (saw filer) - any i. 
8393 Wheelman - motor vehicle mfg. 
8395 Jig builder - aircraft, motor vehicle mfg. -- 
8395 Layout man - motor vehicle mfg. - 
8395 Layout man - sign mfg. - 
8395 Linesman - aircraft mfg. - 
8395 Linesman 	ship or boat bldg. & repair - 
8395 Loftsman's apprentice - aircraft mfg. - 
8395 Mock-up man - aircraft mfg. -- 
8395 Model maker - jewellery mfg. 
8395 Model maker, terra cotta - brick & tile mfg. 
8395 Mould loftsman - aircraft mfg. - 
8395 Mould maker - glass mfg. - 
8395 Mould maker - jewellery mfg. - 
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8395 Mould maker - pottery & porc. mfg. 
8395 Patternmaker - sign mfg. 
8395 Patternmaker - stonework 
8395 Patternmaker's apprentice - any md. 
8395 Template man - aircraft mfg. 
8396 Balancing-machine set-up man - any md. 
8399 Machine-set-up man - except metalworking 
8399 Smoking - pipe repairer - any md. 
8399 Artificial-limb assembler - any md. 
8399 Artificial-limb maker 	any md. 
8399 Finisher 	artificial limb mfg. 
8399 Fitter 	surgical app. mfg. 
8399 Orthopedic mechanic - any md. 
8399 Orthopedic technician - any md. 
8399 Plexiglass assembler - aircraft mfg.; plastics & plastic prod. 
8399 Plexiglass former - aircraft mfg.; plastics & plastic prod. 

MAJOR GROUP 85 

8511 Piston pinner - motor vehicle mfg. 
8511 Tappet assembler - motor vehicle mfg. 
8513 Bench hand - motor vehicle mfg. 
8513 Body setter - motor vehicle mfg. 
8513 Frame builder - motor vehicle mfg. 
8513 Glueman 	motor vehicle mfg. 
8513 Paneler 	motor vehicle mfg. 
8513 Vent man - motor veh. & parts mfg. 
8515 Assemblyman - air trans.; aircraft mfg. 
8515 Detail man - aircraft mfg. 
8515 Dural fitter - aircraft mfg. 
8515 Dural mechanic 	aircraft mfg. 
8515 Fuselage assemblyman - aircraft mfg. 
8515 Installation assembler - aircraft mfg. 
8515 Pipeman - aircraft mfg. 
8515 Skin man - air trans.; aircraft mfg. 
8523 Pump installer - any md. 
8525 Typesetter - typewriter mfg. 
8526 Assembly inspector - agric. equip. mfg. 
8526 Car inspector - motor vehicle mfg. 

1980 
SOC 

3169 
3169 
3169 
3169 
3169 
3169 
8575 
8575 

8589 
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8526 Engine inspector 	motor vehicle mfg. 
8526 Engine tester - motor vehicle mfg. 
8526 Sampleman 	photo. equip. mfg. 
8527 Assemblyman - clock or watch mfg. -- 
8527 Instrument maker - any, cxc. cc. prod. mfg. 
8527 Instrument maker - scient. inst. mfg. 
8527 Kodak maker - any md. 
8528 Body hanger - motor vehicle mfg. 
8529 Assemblyman - misc. metal prod. -- 
8529 Ironworker's apprentice - manufacturing - 
8530 Supervisor of signals - rail. trans. - 
8530 Signal supervisor - rail. trans. 8730 
8531 Assemblyman - elec. appliances mfg. - 
8531 Pumpman - sign mfg. 
8531 Wireman - dec. prod. i. 
8531 Wireman - lighting fixtures mfg. 
8531 Casting-mach. oper. - elec. prod. md . 8137 
8531 Grid caster - dec. prod. md . 8137 
8531 Grid moulder - dec. prod. md . 8137 
8533 Batteryman 	any md., n.e.s. 
8533 Controller man - rail. trans. or car shop; urban transit systems 
8533 Electric-truck repairman - any md. - 
8533 Ignition man - motor veh. repairing 
8533 Ignition mechanic - air trans. 
8533 Neon-sign repairman - any md. 
8533 Refrigerator serviceman - any md. 
8533 Stove serviceman - dec. prod. 
8533 Vacuum-cleaner serviceman - any ind.  
8533 Washing-machine repairman - any i. 
8533 Wireman - urban transit systems 
8533 Electrical assembler - aircraft, motor vehicle mfg. 853 
8534 Assembler - comm. equip. mig. 
8534 Assemblyman - comm. equip. mfg. 
8534 Base brander - electronics 
8534 Base filler - dec. prod. mfg. 
8535 Radio technician (repair) - radio & t.v. broadcasting 
8536 Coiler - dec. prod. mfg. 
8537 Radio maint. man - radio & t.v. repair 
8537 Radio serviceman - any md. 
8537 Radiotrician - radio & t.v. repair shops; ret. trade 
8537 Television maint. man - radio & t.v. repair 
8537 Television repairman - any md. 
8537 Aerial erector - radio & t.v. repair shops; ret. trade 8539 
8537 Aerial installer - radio & t.v. repair 8539 
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8537 Antenna erector - radio & t.v. repair shops; ret. trade 8539 
8537 Antenna installer - radio & t.v. repair shops; ret, trade 8539 
8537 Television-antenna installer - radio & Lv. repair shops; ret. trade 8539 
8538 Labourer - electronic prod. mfg. - 
8539 Pressman - elec. prod. mfg. 
8541 Alteration man - furn. & fixtures mfg. 
8541 Assembler - sash & door mfg. - 
8541 Cabinet maker (wood or n.s.) - any md. 
8541 Cabinet worker (wood or n.s.) - any md. 
8541 Gluer - furn. & fixtures mfg. - 
8541 Inlayer 	woodworking 
8541 Refrigerator cabinet maker (wood) - any md. 
8541 Upfitter - furn. & fixtures mfg. 
8549 Basket maker (woven) - any md. 
8549 Glueman - woodworking 
8549 Last repairman - leather i. 
8549 Pail maker (wood) - any md. 
8549 Set-up man - cooperage 
8549 Stitcher operator - woodworking - 
8551 Button marker - boot and shoe mfg. 
8551 Buttonhole marker - garment & knitting mills 
8551 Carver - harness mfg. 
8551 Cutter - hat and cap mfg. 
8551 Designer & template maker - aircraft mfg - 
8551 Glove cutter (leather) 	any md. 
8551 Marker - garment and knitting mills -- 
8551 Marker 	leather glove mfg. 
8551 Patternmaker - fur goods i. - 
8551 Sole stripper - boot and shoe mfg. 
8551 Turner and groover - boot and shoe mfg. 
8551 Gang-punch operator - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Groover and turner - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Insole rounder - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Outsole rounder - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Rounder — boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Scarfer - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Shoe trimmer - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Skiver - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Skiver operator - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Sole rounder - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Sole splitter - boot and shoe mfg. 8561 
8551 Perforating mach. oper. - hat & cap mfg. 8568 
8551 Perforator - hat and cap mfg. 8568 
8551 Pinker - garment and knitting mills 8568 
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8551 Pinking-mach. oper. 	garment & knitting mills 8568 
8553 Alteration woman 	any, n,i.f. 
8553 Bushelman 	clothing industries; ret. trade 
8555 Fur blender - fur dressing and dyeing 8295 

8555 Fur plucker - fur dressing and dyeing 8295 

8555 Fur pointer 	fur dressing and dyeing 8295 

8555 Pelt plucker 	leather tanneries; fur dressing and dyeing 8295 

855-4 1 Plucker - fur dressing and dyeing 8295 

8557 mach. oper. 	hat and cap mfg. 
8557 mach. oper. - hat and cap mfg. 
8557 Coner - hat and cap mfg. -- 
8557 Hydraulic man - hat and cap mfg. 
8557 Fur-fibre-mixing-mach. oper, - hat & cap mfg. 8261 

8561 Benchman - shoe repair shops 
8561 Button girl - boot and shoe mfg. 
8561 Jackman - shoe repair shops -- 
8561 Niggerhead-mach. oper. - boot & shoe mfg - 
8561 Shoe repairer 	shoe repair shops - 
8561 Shoe repairman - shoe repair shops 
8561 Shoe-repair brushman 	shoe repair shops 
8561 Shoemaker - shoe repair shops 
8562 Finisher - mattresses and springs mfg. -- 
8562 Trimmer - furn. & fixtures mfg. 
8563 Bag sewer - asbestos prod. mfg. -- 
8563 Bag sewer - leather goods mfg. 
8563 Binder - glove (md. leather) mfg. 
8563 Binder 	hat and cap mfg. 
856.3 Binder - knitting mills 
8563 Blanket seamstress - any i. 
8563 Buttonhole worker (machine) - garment & knitting mills 
8563 Closer - glove (mci. leather) mfg. 
8563 Drapery seamstress - any md. 
8563 Fancy worker (machine) - any md. - 
8563 Feller (machine) - garment & knit. mills - 
8563 Fur seamstress - fur goods md. 
8563 Joiner - glove (md. leather) mfg. 
8563 Joiner - knitting mills 
8563 Lining maker - textiles 
8563 Machine oper. - textile, exc. canvas goods mfg. 
8563 Machine operator - leather garment mig. 
8563 Machine operator - leather glove mfg. 
8563 Mender (machine) - hotel & restaurant 
8563 Seamstress (textile) - any md. - 
8563 Seamstress - fur goods i. 
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8563 Sewer - furniture mfg. 
8563 Sewer - garment (inic. leather) mfg, 
8563 Sewer 	knitting mills 
8563 Sewer - motor vehicle mfg. 
8563 Sewer - umbrella mfg. 
8563 Sewing - mach. oper. 	artificial flower mfg. 
8563 Sewing - mach. oper. - canvas goods mfg. 
8563 Sewing - mach. oper. 	garment (mci. leather) mfg. 
8563 Sewing - mach. oper. 	glove (md. leather) mfg. 
8563 Sewing - mach. oper. - matress mfg. 
8563 Sewing - mach. oper. - tobacco mfg. 
8563 Sewing mach. oper. - carpet, mat and rug mfg. 
8563 Sewing-mach. oper. (textile) - any md. 
8563 Sewing-mach. oper. - furniture mfg. 
8563 Sewing-mach. oper. 	hat and cap mfg. 
8563 Sewing-mach. oper. - knitting mills 
8563 Sewing-mach. oper. 	ret. trade 
8563 Sewing-mach. oper. - umbrella mfg. 
8563 Slip-cover seamstress 	ret. trade 
8563 Stitcher - hat and cap mfg. 
8563 Upholstery seamstress 	any md. 
8563 Sewer 	fur goods md. 
8563 Hat binder - hat and cap mfg. 
8563 Hat sewer - hat and cap mfg. 
8566 Examiner 	canvas goods mfg. 
8566 Examiner 	garment mfg. 
8566 Examiner 	leather glove mfg. 
8566 Examiner 	leather goods 
8566 Inspector - canvas goods mfg. 
8566 Inspector 	garment mfg. 
8568 Oiler - harness mfg. 
8569 Assembler 	leather goods nifg. 
8569 Case maker (leather) 	any md. 
8569 Dampener - leather tanneries 
8569 Eyelet 	mach. oper. - knitting mills 
8569 Finisher (seamstress) - any, n.i.f. 
8569 Flower maker 	artif. flower mfg. 
8569 Liner 	leather glove mfg. 
8569 Machine operator - garment mfg. 
8569 Machine operator - hat and cap mfg. 
8569 Matcher - garment mfg. 
8569 Net repairman - net mfg. 
8569 Pairer - garment mfg. 
8569 Purse maker (textile) 	any md. 

1980 
SOC 

8555 
8557 
8557 
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8569 	Rand sorter - boot and shoe mfg. 
8569 	Riveter 	garment mfg. 
8569 	Sewer (textile) 	any, n.i.f. 	 - 
8569 	Sleeve maker garment mfg. 	 - 
8569 	Spotter - garment mfg. 
8569 	Cap trimmer - hat and cap mfg. 	 8557 

8571 	Cementer - rubber tire & tube mfg. 
8571 	Cord-tire builder - tire & tube mfg. 
8571 	Flap-building-mach. oper. 	tire & tube mfg. 
8571 	Raincoat maker (rubber) - any i. 
8573 	Bead presser - tire & tube mfg. 
8573 	Curing man - tire & tube mfg. 
8573 	Heater man - tire & tube mfg. 
8573 	Moulder - fibreglass prod. 
8573 	Moulder oper. - plastics & plastic prod. 
8575 	Tire trimmer - tire & tube mfg. 	 -- 
8578 	Bead buffer 	rubber tire & tube mfg. 
8578 	Bead splicer 	rubber tire & tube mfg. 
8578 	Bead stripper 	rubber tire & tube mfg. 
8578 	Rubber worker - tire & tube mfg. 	 -- 
8578 	Shoeworker (rubber) - rubber footwear mfg. 
8579 	Assembler - tire and tube mfg. 
8579 	Tube beader - tire & tube mfg. 
8579 	Tube roller - tire & tube mfg. 
8579 	Sample maker 	plastics & plastic prod. 	 8395 

8579 	Belt maker - rubber products 	 8571 

8580 	Garageman (e) 	motor veh. repair shop 
8580 	Keeper (e) - motor veh. repair shop 
8581 	Auto bodyman - motor veh. repairing 	 - 
8581 	Body man - motor veh. & parts mfg.; repairing 
8581 	Body-and-fender man - motor veh. & parts mfg.; repairing 
8581 	Body-and-fender repairman 	motor veh. & parts mfg. & repairing 
8581 	Carburetor man 	motor veh. repairing 	 -- 
8581 	Dentman - motor veh. & parts mfg.; repairing 	 -- 
8581 	Fender repairman - motor veh. & parts mfg.; repairing 
8581 	Garageman (oa) - auto repair shop 
8581 	Garageman (w) - any md. 
8581 	Motor scooter repairman 	any md. 
8581 	Motor vehicle repairman - any md. 
8581 	Motorcycle repairman - any md. 
8581 	Proprietor (oa) - auto repair shop 
8581 	Radiator man - motor veh. repairing 
8581 	Radiator repairman - motor veh repairing 
8581 	Serviceman (mechanic) - motor veh. & parts mfg.; repairing 
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8582 	Aerial engineer (not prof.) - air trans. 
8582 	Carburetor man - air trans. 	 - 
8582 	Engine serviceman 	air trans.; aircraft mfg. 
8582 	Engineman - air trans.; aircraft mfg. 	 - 
8582 	Propeller repairman - air trans. 
8582 	Reclamation man - air trans. 	 - 
8583 	Car knocker - rail, car shop 
8583 	Carman's apprentice - rail, car shop 
8583 	Carman's helper - rail. trans. 
8583 	Pitman - rail. trans. or roundhouse 
8583 	Street car repairman - any md. 	 - 
8583 	Trouble man - rail, car shop 
8584 	Feitman - pulp and paper mill 
8584 	Fixer (n.s.) - knitting mills 
8584 	Gas engine mechanic - any md. 
8584 	Tractor serviceman - any md. 
8584 	Motorboat mechanic - any md. 	 8589 
8585 	Adding-machine repairman - any md. 	 - 
8585 	Business-machine repairman - any md. 
8585 	Calculating-machine repairman - any md. 
8585 	Cash-register serviceman - any md. 	 - 
8585 	Dictaphone serviceman - any md. 
8585 	Dictating-machine serviceman 	any i. 
8585 	Office-mach. mechanic's apprentice - any md. 
8585 	Office-machine repairman - any md. 
8585 	Service representative (mechanic) 	office machines 
8585 	Typewriter repairman - any md. 
8586 	Air-brakie inspector - rail, car shop 
8586 	Brake inspector - rail. car shop 
8586 	Car checker (on repairs) 	rail. trans. 
8586 	Car inspector - coal mine 	 - 
8586 	Car inspector 	petrol refin. 	 -- 
8586 	Car inspector - rail. trans. or roundhouse 
8586 	Engine inspector - rail. trans. or roundhouse 
8586 	Triple tester - rail. trans. or roundhouse 	 - 
8586 	Wheel inspector 	rail. trans. or roundhouse 	 -- 
8587 	Meter man (meter repairman) - any md. 
8587 	Meter serviceman - any md. 
8587 	Repairman - clock or watch 
8588 	Instrument serviceman - air trans.; aircraft mfg. 
8589 	Car greaser - service station 	 - 
8589 	Car lubricator - service station 
8589 	Coin-machine repairman - any i. 	 - 
8589 	Dopeman - rail. trans.; car shop 	 - 
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8589 	Greaser 	mine; quarry 
8589 	Oil man - rail. trans. 
8589 	Oil-burner repairman - any md. 
8589 	Oiler - const. 
8589 	Stoker serviceman - any i. 	 - 
8589 	Stove serviceman - any, exc. elec. prod. 
8591 	Forgeman - jewellery; precious metals mfg. 
8591 	Jeweller (e or oa) - jewellery repair shop 
8591 	Press hand —jewellery 
8592 	Assemblyman - shipbuilding 
8592 	Docking man - ship & boat bldg. & repair 
8592 	Dockman - ship & boat bldg. & repair 	 - 
8592 	Dollyman - ship & boat bldg. & repair 
8592 	Heater boy - ship & boat bldg. & repair 
8592 	Rigger's helper 	shipbuilding 
8592 	Shiptitter's helper - any i. 
8593 	Bag maker (metal foil) - any md, 
8593 	Bag maker (paper) - any i. 
8593 	Bag maker (synth. materials) - any i. 
8593 	Box maker (fibreboard) - any i. 
8593 	Box maker (paper) - any md. 
8593 	Cutter - plastic paper mfg. 
8593 	Drill-punch operator - paper goods mfg. 	 -- 
8593 	Lamp-shade maker (parchment) - any md. 
8593 	Layboy tender 	print. & pub. 
8593 	Layboy tender - pulp and paper mills 
8593 	Machine operator - paper box mfg. 
8593 	Pressman - paper box, bag mfg. 
8593 	Slitter - plastic paper mfg. 
8593 	Slitter - pulp & paper mill 
8593 	Trimmer 	paper box mfg. 
8595 	Buffer - woodworking 
8595 	Car painter - railroad cars 
8595 	Decalcomania girl any md. 	 - 
8595 	Decorator - bricks and tiles; pottery and porc. 
8595 	Decorator - glass mig. 
8595 	Decorator 	jewellery mfg. 
8595 	Decorator - toys and games mfg. 
8595 	Dipper - found. 
8595 	Dope sprayer - aircraft mfg.; motor vehicle mfg. 
8595 	Enameler - railroad cars 
8595 	Enameller - jewellery 
8595 	Painter - mfg., n.e.s. 	 -- 
8595 	Painter - shipbldg. & repair 
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8595 Sprayer 	railroad cars 
8596 Inspector 	furn. & fixtures mfg. 
8596 Furniture inspector - furn. & fixtures mfg. 8546 
8598 Catcher - paper goods mfg. 
8598 Labourer - paper box and other paper prod. -- 
8598 Tailer - paper goods mfg. 
8599 Assorter - button mfg. - 
8599 C.utter - button mfg. 
8599 Gas-mask maker (n.s.) - any md. 
8599 Moulder - button mfg. 
8599 Ovenman - furn. & fixtures mfg. - 
8599 Press operator - button mfg. 
8599 Pressing-mach. oper. 	button mfg. -- 
8599 Pressman - skate mfg. 
8599 Stapling - mach. oper. 	paper goods mfg. 
8599 Oven tender 	furn. and fixtures mfg. 8595 

MAJOR GROUP 87 

8710 Boss (foreman) - highway maint. 
8710 Excavator (e) - excavating 
8710 Foreman - highway maint, 
8710 Labour-gang foreman - const. exc, buildings 
8710 Labour-gang foreman - highway & bridge maint. 
8710 Road foreman - highway & bridge maint. 
8711 Blade man - const. 
8711 Dragline shovelman 	any md. 
8711 Dredge leverman - any md,, exc. mining 
8711 Duck - bill operator - coal mine 
8711 Graderman - const. 
8711 Road-grader operator 	any md. 
8711 Steam-shovel runner - any md. 
8711 Steam-shovelman - any md. 
8711 Tower-excavator operator 	any md. 
8713 Black-top man - const. 
8713 Joint filler - const. 
8715 Sectionman - rail. trans. 
8715 Trackman - any md. 
8718 Beltman - const. 

8784 
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8718 Labourer - road gang 
8718 Road builder 	any, except togging 
8718 Grave digger - any md. 
8719 Engineer - pile driving 
8719 Jackhammer man - const. 
8719 Rockman - const. 
8719 Line inspector - rail. trans. 
8719 Tie inspector - rail. trans. 
8719 Track inspector - rail. trans. 
8719 Way inspector - rail. trans. 
8730 Cable-splicing foreman - elec. power; tel. & teleg. systems 
8730 Chief equipment man 	tel. systems 
8730 Chief switchman - tel. & teleg. systems 
8730 Electrical foreman - const. 
8730 Foreman - comm. (md. 543-548) 
8730 Supervisor (male), n.s. 	tel. system 
8731 Lineman - rail. trans. 
8731 Lineman's apprentice - dec. power 
8731 Trouble man - elec. power 
8733 Electric-sign wireman - const. 
8733 Electrical wireman - const. 
8733 Inside wireman - const. 
8733 Interior wireman - const. 
8733 Mine wireman - mine 
8733 Wireman (electrician) 	any md. 
8733 Wireman - const. 
8735 Combination man - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Equipment man - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Inside troubleman - tel. systems 
8735 Installer and maint. man - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Lineman - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Lineman's apprentice - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Outside troubleman - tel. systems 
8735 Repairman's helper - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Repeater man 	tel. systems 
8735 Signal repairman - rail. trans.; urban transit systems 
8735 Signal serviceman - rail. trans.; urban transit systems 
8735 Signal wireman - rail. trans.; urban transit systems 
8735 Switchboard man - tel. systems 
8735 Switchboard troubleman - tel. systems 
8735 Switchman's helper - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Telegraph lineman - any md. 
8735 Toll lineman - tel. & teleg. systems 
8735 Trouble man - tel. & teleg. systems 

1980 
SOC 

7195 

8715 
8715 
8715 
8715 
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8736 Test man - tel. & teleg. systems 
8739 Cable repairman - elec. power; tel. & teleg. systems 
8739 Groundman - elec. power; tel. & teleg. systems 
8780 Boss (foreman) 	bridge maint. 
8780 Building-const. contractor (e) - const. 
8780 Foreman - bridge maint. 
8780 Riveting foreman - const. 
8780 Riveting foreman - ship & boat bldg. & repair 
8780 Wrecker (e) - buildings or houses 
8781 Builder (oa or w) - building const. 
8781 Contractor (oa or w) 	carpentry 
8782 Liner (bricklayer) - found.; iron & steel; smelt. & refin. 
8782 Permastone man - any md. 
8782 Tile layer's helper - any md. 
8783 Cement finisher's helper - any md. 
8783 Concrete finisher - const. 
8783 Concrete gunman - any md. 
8783 Concrete-finisher's apprentice - const. 
8783 Terrazzo finisher's helper - any md. 
8783 Terrazzo worker's helper - any md. 
8783 Cement paver - const. 
8785 Calciminer 	any md. 
8785 Contractor (oa or w) - decorating 
8785 Contractor (oa or w) - paperhanging 
8785 Decorator (oa or w) - decorating 
8785 Painter 	any, n.e.s. 
8785 Painter's helper 	any md. 
8785 Paperhanger's apprentice - any md. 
8786 Acoustical insulator - any md, 
8786 Asbestos worker's apprentice - const.; ship & boat bldg. & repair 
8786 insulation hoseman - const. 
8786 Insulation man - const. 
8786 Pipe coverer's apprentice - any md. 
8786 Acoustical-tile installer - const. 
8787 Caulker - const. 
8787 Contractor (oa or w) - roofing (wood, shingle or sheet metal) 
8787 Roofer's assistant - any md. 
8791 Air brakeman 	rail. car shop 
8791 Gas fitter 	construction 
8791 Gas fitter's helper - any md. 
8791 Installer - sprinkling system 
8791 Pipe assemblyman - shipbldg. 
8791 Pipe fitter's helper - any md. 
8791 Pipe-fitter's apprentice - const.; shipbldg. 

1980 
SOC 

8713 
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8791 Pipeman 	const.; shipbldg. 
8791 Pipeman 	gas works 
8791 Pipcman - rail, car shop - 
8791 Plumber's helper - any md. - 
8791 Steam fitter's helper - any i. 
8791 Trouble man - gas works 
8791 Air-brake fitter - rail. car shop 8583 
8791 Pipe fitter - rail, car shop 8583 
8791 Marine pipe fitter - any md. 8592 
8791 Marine plumber - any md. 8592 
8791 Marine steamfitter 	any md. 8592 
8793 Bucker - boilermaking 
8793 Bucker - const. 
8793 Bucker - motor vehicle mfg. 
8793 Bucker - ship & boat bldg. & repair - 
8793 Bucker-up 	const. 
8793 Cradleman - ship & boat bldg.; const. 
8793 Dollyman 	const. - 
8793 Hammerman - const. - 
8793 Holder-on - const. 
8793 Rivet bucker - const. 
8793 Rivet bucker - motor vehicle mfg. 
8793 Rivet forgeman - const. 
8793 Rivet forgeman - ship & boat bldg. & rep 
8793 Rivet sticker 	const. -- 
8793 Rivet thrower 	const. 
8793 Rivet tosser 	const. 
8793 Tank erector (metal) 	const.; petrol. or gas 
8795 Glazier's helper 	any md. 
8796 Bridge inspector 	const. i. -- 
8796 Highway inspector - highway & bridge maint. - 
8796 Inspector 	const. i. 
8796 Inspector - highway & bridge maint. - 
8796 Road-construction inspector 	const. 
8796 Waterworks inspector - waterworks const. or repair 
8798 B and B gang worker - rail. trans. 
8798 Brickmason's helper - any md. 
8798 Carpenter's assistant - any i. 
8798 Concrete man - const. - 
8798 Groundman - const. - 
8798 Labourer - bridge const. & maintenance 
8798 Paperhanger's assistant - any md. 
8799 Barman - const. 
8799 Braddish man - mine 
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8799 Bridge builder, n.s. - any md. 
8799 Ceiling installer (metal) - const. 
8799 Ceiling worker (metal) - const. 
8799 Constructor (w), n.s. 	const. 
8799 Contractor (oa or w) 	building const. 
8799 Highway patrolman - road maint. 
8799 Mixer oper. (cement or concrete) - any md. 
8799 Mixing-mach. oper. (cement or concrete) - any md. 
8799 Pipe liner - gas works 
8799 Rod-tie man - const. 
8799 Steel rodman - const. 
8799 Reinforcing-rod layer - const. 
8799 Reinforcing-steel tier - const. 
8799 Steel tier - const. 

MAJOR GROUP 91 

9111 Airplane pilot - crop dusting 
9111 Pilot - crop dusting 
9113 Airport attendant - any md. 
9113 Attendant - airport 
9130 Assistant yardmaster 	rail. trans. 
9130 Foreman - rail. trans. operating 
9131 Engineer (locomotive engineer) - log. 
9131 Engineer (locomotive) - rail. trans. 
9131 Fireman (engine) - any md. 
9131 Fireman (locomotive) - any md. 
9131 Industrial locomotive fireman - any md. 
9131 Locomotive engineman - any md. 
9131 Locomotive fireman - any md. 
9131 Locomotive-crane fireman - any md. 
9131 Motorman - rail. trans. 
9131 Road fireman 	rail. trans. 
9131 Road freight fireman - rail. trans. 
9131 Road freight motorman - rail. trans. 
9131 Road motorman - rail. trans. 
9131 Road passenger fireman - rail. trans. 
9131 Steam-locomotive fireman - any md. 
9131 Yard fireman - rail. trans. 

8793 
8793 
8793 

9119 
9119 
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9131 Yard motorman 	rail. trans. 
9133 Car rider - any, except mine 
9133 Freight brakeman - rail. trans. 
9133 Locomotive brakeman - any, except mine 
9133 Passenger brakeman - rail. trans. 
9133 Railroad brakeman - rail. trans. 
9133 Railway freight brakeman - rail. trans. 
9133 Road freight flagman - rail. trans. 
9133 Trainman - any, except mine 
9133 Yard brakeman 	any md. 
9135 Caller and dispatcher (train & engine crews) 	rail. trans. 
9135 Signalman - rail. trans. 
9135 Towerman - rail. trans. 
9135 Turntable man - rail. trans. 
9139 Call boy or girl - rail. trans. 
9151 Towing business (e or oa) - tugboat 
9151 Tugboat master - water trans. 
9151 Captain —dredging 
9151 Dredge captain 	const. 
9151 Dredge master - const. 
9151 Dredge mate - const. 
9153 Engineer - fishing 
9153 Marine engineman 	water trans. 
9155 A.B. seaman 	any, except navy 
9155 Deck boy - water trans. 
9155 Sailor's apprentice 	any, except navy 
9155 Seafaring man - any, except navy 
9155 Seaman (watchman) - any, except navy 
9155 Seaman 	any, except navy 
9155 Seaman's apprentice - any, except navy 
9155 Deck cadet - water trans. 
9159 Bargcman - water trans. 
9159 Boatman - water trans. 
9159 Bridgeman - trans. 
9159 Canal man 	canal operation 
9159 Collector (ticket) - ferry 
9159 Ferryman - water trans. 
9159 Floatman - water trans. 
9159 Launchman - any md. 
9159 Lock man - canal operation 
9159 Scowman 	water trans. 
9159 Towpath walker 	canal operation 
9159 Waterman - canal operation 
9170 Bus inspector (not mech.) - urban trans. 

1980 
SOC 

8710 
8710 
8710 
8710 

9151 
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9170 	Contractor (e) 	motor trans. 
9170 	Delivery manager - any md. 
9170 	Dispatcher - bus trans. 
9170 	Mover (e) 	cartage & transfer. 
9170 	Proprietor (e) - taxi cab operation 
9170 	Transfer man (e) - cartage and storage 
9170 	Trucker (e) 	trucking md. 
9170 	Bus dispatcher - any md. 	 9179 
9173 	Drive-away man - auto. mfg. 
9173 	Proprietor (oa) 	taxi cab operation 
9175 	Delivery boy - ret. or whole, trade 
9175 	Delivery-truck driver (not salesman) 	any md. 
9175 	Deliveryman - coal 
9175 	Expressman (truck driver) - any md. 
9175 	Mover (truck driver) - cartage & storage 
9175 	Proprietor (oa) 	truck transport 
9175 	Salesman - oil co. 
9175 	Tank-truck salesman - oil wholesale 
9175 	Transfer man (oa or w) - cartage & storage 
9175 	Trucker (truck driver) (oa) - trucking 
9175 	Truckman 	const. 
9175 	Street-sweeper operator 	any md. 	 9199 
9190 	Depot manager 	trans. 
9191 	Street car motorman - elec. street rail. 
9193 	Brakeman 	mine 
9193 	Car hooker - mine 
9193 	Compressed-air motorman - any md. 
9193 	Dinkey brakeman - any md. 
9193 	Dinkey man - any md. 
9193 	Dinkey motorman - any md. 
9193 	Dinkey skinner - any md. 
9193 	Hook tender - coal mine 
9193 	Larry man 	mine; mill; smelt. & refin. 
9193 	Locomotive brakeman - mine 
9193 	Mine motorman 	coal mine 
9193 	Motor oper. - any, exc. rail. trans., urban transit systems 
9193 	Motorman - any, exc. rail. trans., urban transit systems, rail, express or canal operation 
9193 	Ropeman — mine 
9193 	Steam-haulage engineer - coal mine 
9193 	Train brakeman - mine 
9193 	Trainman 	mine 
9199 	Carter (teamster) - any md. 
9199 	Cartman (teamster) - any md. 
9199 	Driver, n.s. - mine 
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9199 	Expressman (tea mster) 	any md. 
9199 	Mover (teamster) 	cartage & storage 
9199 	Packer (carrier) 	pack-train 
9199 	Team driver - mine 
9199 	Teamster -- mine 

MAJOR GROUP 93 

9310 Car-unloading foreman 	trans. 
9310 Contractor (e) - storage, warehousing 
9310 Elevator agent 	country grain elevator (prairie prov.) 
9310 Foreman - warehousing, material handling 
9310 Labour-gang foreman 	storage 
9310 Manager - country grain elevator (prairie prov.) 
9311 Acid craneman - metalworking 
9311 Bridge-crane man - any md. 
9311 Bridgeman - metalworking 
9311 Craneman 	any md. 
9311 Derrickman - any, exc. petrol. or gas well 
9311 Drum man - mining 
9311 Electric craneman - any md. 
9311 Hoisting engineman - any md. 
9311 Hoistman - any md. 
9311 Locomotive craneman - any md. 
9311 Mill craneman - any md. 
9311 Mixer craneman - any md. 
9311 Overhead-crane man - any md. 
9311 Pit craneman 	metalworking 
9311 Puffer tender 	mine; quarry 
9311 Rigger's helper - material handling 
9311 Slingerman - any md. 
9311 Slope man - mine 
9311 Steam-crane operator 	any md. 
9311 Steel craneman - any md. 
9311 Winchman - any md. 
9311 Yard craneman - any md. 
9313 Cargo man - air trans. 
9313 Cargo man - water trans. 
9313 Dockman - water trans. 
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9313 Dumpman - any, n.e.s. 
9313 Storage man - storage & warehousing 
9313 Trucker - warehouse - 
9313 Truckman (w) - water trans. - 
9313 Warehouseman (w) - any md. 
9313 Wharfman — anyind. - 
9315 Catman — anyind. - 
9315 Chute man - mine 
9315 Dumpman - mine; ore milling 
9315 Elevator man (helper) - country grain elevator (prairie prov.) 
9315 Quencher man — coke prod. mig. - 
9315 Tipman - coal mine 
9315 Tractor driver - any, exc. agric. - 
9315 Truckman - rail, express 
9317 Bander - bakery prod. 
9317 Box boy - food stores 
9317 Brandboy — anyind. - 
9317 Bundle boy - food stores 
9317 Filler - petrol refin. 
9317 Filling - mach. oper. - paint and varnish mfg. 
9317 Filling - mach. oper. - petrol refin. 
9317 Label girl - any md. 
9317 Stamper - shoe mfg. 
9317 Tie-up man - saw or plan. mills 
9317 Tier (wrapper) - any md. 
9318 Ash hoistman - rail. trans. 
9318 Ash passer - rail. trans. 
9318 Billet boy - metalworking -- 
9318 Billet man - metalworking 
9318 Coal passer - any, exc. coal mine or water trans. 
9318 Disposal man - sanitary services - 
9318 Garbageman — anyind. 
9318 Labourer (material handling) - wholesale or retail trade 
9318 Pass boy - metalworking 
9318 Signal boy - metalworking 
9318 Signalman - mine 
9318 Stock boy - any i. 
9318 Detailer - furn. mfg. 2163 
9318 Concrete wheeler - any md. 8798 
9319 Pigment man - rubber reclaim. 
9319 Beet flumer - sugar refin. 8225 
9319 Flumer - sugar refin. 8225 
9319 Material handler - any md. 9318 
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MAJOR GROUP 95 

9511 Casterman - print. & pub. 
9511 Floorman 	print. & pub. 
9511 Lock-up man - print. & pub. 
9511 Make-up man 	print. & pub. 
9511 Job printer - any md. 
9511 Printer - print. & pub. 
9512 Copper-plate printer 	any md. 
9512 Cylinder pressman - print. & pub. 
9512 Galley boy - print. & pub. 
9512 Offset pressman - print. & pub. 
9512 Plate printer's apprentice - any md. 
9512 Platen pressman - print. & pub. 
9512 Power pressman - print. & pub. 
9512 Press tender - print. & pub. 
9512 Pressman - print. & pub. 
9512 Printing pressman - print. & pub. 
9513 Electrotyper's apprentice - print. & pub 
9514 Plate man - print. & pub. exc. photoengraving 
9514 Stone engraver - print. & pub. 
9514 Transfer man - print. & pub. 
9514 Photolithographer 	print. & pub. 
9515 Composer's apprentice - print. & pub. 
9515 Die maker - textile mfg. 
9515 Etcher - print. & pub. 
9515 Photoengraver's apprentice - print & pub 
9515 Plate cutter - textile mfg. 
9515 Zinc-plate cutter - textile mfg. 
9517 Binder's apprentice - print. & pub.; bookbinding 
9517 Bindery girl - print. & pub; bookbinding 
9517 Bookbinder's apprentice - any md. 
9519 Block printer - textile mill 
9519 Embosser - print. & pub. 
9519 Embosser 	wallpaper mfg. 
9519 Embosser operator - paper goods mfg. 
9519 Embosser operator - wallpaper mfg. 
9519 Embosser's apprentice 	print. & pub. 
9519 Gatherer - bookbinding 
9519 Grainer - print. & pub. 
9519 Index marker - print. & pub. 
9519 Lead caster - printing office 

9512 
9512 

9515 
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9519 Mat roller - print. & pub. 
9519 Roller inspector - textile mfg. 8396 
9519 Plate grainer - print. & pub. 9515 
9530 Boss (foreman) 	heating plant 
9530 Boss foreman - elec. power i. 
9530 Plant foreman 	gas distribution 
9530 Plant foreman - heating plant 
9530 Steam-plant foreman - any md. 
9531 Auxiliary man - elec. power 
9531 Power-plant floorman - elec. power 
9531 Powerhouse engineer (not elec. engineer) - any md. 
9531 Powerman — anyind. 
9531 Switch boy - elec. power 
9531 Switchman - elec. power 
9539 Boiler fireman - any i. 
9539 Boiler fireman's helper 	any md. - 
9539 Boiler-room helper - any i. - 
9539 Boilerhouse fireman - any i. -- 
9539 Boilerman (fireman) - any md. - 
9539 Compressor operator - chemical mfg. - 
9539 Compressor operator 	const. 
9539 Dam tender 	any, except logging 
9539 Engine-house helper 	any md. 
9539 Fan runner - coal mine 
9539 Furnace man (boiler fireman) - any md. 
9539 Incinerator fireman - any, exc. pulp & paper mills 
9539 Incinerator man 	any, exc. pulp & paper mills - 
9539 Inspector - heating plant 
9539 Inspector - pipeline operation - 
9539 Jack-line man - petrol. or gas well 
9539 Lineman 	pipe lines 
9539 Lock man - elec. power 
9539 Pumpman - const. 
9539 Refrigerating engineer - any i. 
9539 Refrigeration engineman - any md. 
9539 Stationary engineman - any i. 
9539 Stationary fireman - any md. 
9539 Steam engineman - any i. 
9539 Tipple fireman - coal mine - 
9539 Troubleman - pipe lines - 
9539 Watch engineman - any i. 
9539 Water pumpman - any md. -- 
9551 Control-room man - radio & t.v. broad. 
9551 Radio operator's apprentice - any md. 
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9551 Radio telegrapher - any md. 
9551 Wireless operator - any md. 9553 
9551 Wireless telegrapher - any md. 9553 
9551 Audio engineer - radio & t.v. broad. 9555 
9551 Audio operator - radio & t.v. broad. 9555 

9551 Audio studio oper. - radio & t.v. broad. 9555 
9553 Operator - news syndicate 
9553 Operator 	telegraph & cable systems 
9553 Telegrapher's apprentice - any md. 
9555 Sound man 	radio & t.v. broad.; theatre 
9557 Cinema oper. - motion picture & rec. ser 
9557 Projectionist - radio & t.v. broad. -- 
9557 Stereoptician - motion picture & rec. ser. - 
9559 Service observer 	telegraph & cable systems - 
9591 Darkroom girl - any i. 
9591 Darkroom man - any md. 
9591 Developer - photo processing 
9591 Employee - photographic studio 
9591 Photographer's assistant - any i. 
9591 Photographer's helper - any i. 
9591 Photographic aide 	any i. 
9591 Technician - photographic laboratory 

MAJOR GROUP 99 

9910 	Labour-gang foreman - mfg., n.s. 
9910 	Manager 	motion picture and rec. ser. 
9910 	Mechanical supervisor - any i. 
9910 	Theatre manager 	any i. 
9910 	Bowling-alley operator - any md. 	 3360 
9910 	Juke-box oper. (e or oa) - juke-box operation 	 3360 
9910 	Operator (e or oa) 	juke-box operation 	 3360 
9916 	Baggage inspector 	rail. trans. 
9916 	Boilerhouse inspector - any i. 
9916 	Building inspector - any, n.e.s. 
9916 	Clothing examiner - any i. 
9916 	Clothing inspector - any i. 
9916 	Delivery inspector - any md. 
9916 	Electronic inspector - any i. 
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9916 Grader - woodworking 
9916 Hide examiner 	any, except mfg. 
9916 Inspector - woodworking 
9916 Laboratory sampler - mfg., n.s. 
9916 Laboratory tester - mfg., n.s. 
9916 Leather grader - any md. 
9916 Leather inspector - any md. 
9916 Machine inspector - any md. 
9916 Mechanical inspector - any md. 
9916 Metal inspector 	any md. 
9916 Rayon tester - any md. 
9916 Sample boy - manufacturing 
9916 Sampler - metalworking 
9916 Stone inspector - any md. 
9916 Wool grader - any, exc. mfg. 
9916 Fish inspector - any, except fishing or fish canning 
9916 Fruit examiner - any, except fruit canning 
9916 Fruit grader - any except fruit canning 
9916 Fruit sorter - any except fruit canning 
9916 Grain sampler - any md. 
9916 Vegetable grader - any, exc. veg. can. 
9916 Sheet-steel inspector - any md. 
9916 Steel expert 	any md. 
9916 Steel inspector 	any md. 
9916 Steel tester - any md. 
9916 Leather sorter 	any md. 
9916 Gauge checker - any md. 
9916 Gauge inspector - any md. 
9916 Cable tester - any md. 
9916 Meter inspector - any md. 
9916 Meter tester - any md. 
9916 Thermostat inspector - any md. 
9918 Asbestos worker's helper 	any md. 
9918 Ashman - any md. 
9918 Boiler scaler - any, exc. water trans. 
9918 Buggy boy - food stores 
9918 Carry-out boy - food stores 
9918 Casting cleaner - any, n.e.s. 
9918 Cinder man 	any md. 
9918 Fire builder - rail. trans. 
9918 Fire cleaner - rail. trans. 
9918 Floor girl 	manufacturing 
9918 Helper (male) (n.s.) - ret. trade exc. ser. station 
9918 Helper 	mfg., n.e.s. 

1980 
SOC 

1116 
7196 
7196 
7196 
7196 
7196 
8146 
8146 
8146 
8146 
8296 
8316 
8316 
8526 
8586 
8586 
8586 
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9918 Helper - transportation 
9918 Joiner's helper - any, n.e.s. -- 
9918 Labourer (not material handling) - wholesale or retail trade 
9918 Labourer - employment agencies and personnel suppliers 
9918 Labourer - metalworking -- 
9918 Labourer - misc. recreational services 
9918 Lamp man - rail. trans. - 

9918 Lamplighter - rail. trans. 
9918 Machinist's helper - any, n.e.s. 
9918 Mechanic's helper - any, n.e.s. - 

9918 Mould cleaner - any i. 
9918 Odd-job man (w) 	any md. 
9918 Parcel boy - ret. trade 
9918 Scrapman - any md. 
9918 Scrapper - metalworking 
9918 Sewer man - any md. 
9918 Shoveler 	any, exc. mine or water trans 
9918 Sorter - metalworking -- 
9918 Street worker - any md. 
9918 Switch cleaner - urban transit systems 
9918 Tie loader - rail. trans. 
9918 Tool boy 	any i. 
9918 Wasteman 	any, except coal mine 
9918 Waterman - any, exc. fishing, coal mine or canal 
9918 Yard labourer - any, n,e.s. 
9918 Yardnian - any, cxc. coal mine, parking lot operation or rail. trans. 
9918 Labourer - private household 6149 

9918 Casting trimmer 	any, n.e.s. 8158 

9918 Tire changer - motor veh. repairing 8589 

9918 Lamp trimmer 	rail. trans. 8715 

9918 Drain cleaner - any, n.e.s. 8791 

9918 Sewer cleaner - any md. 8791 

9918 Snow-fence erector - any md. 8799 

9918 Caddy -- food stores 9314 

9918 Carhop — foodstOreS 9314 

9918 Grocery carrier - food stores 9314 

9918 Parcel carrier - ret. trade 9314 

9918 Parcel clerk - ret. trade 9314 

9918 Store hand - ret. trade 9314 

9918 Labourer - sanitary ser.; waterworks 9318 

9918 Rag sorter - any md. 9318 

9919 Barrel washer - any i. 
9919 Grease remover - any md. 
991 &) Monitor boy - 	 rec. scr. -- 
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1971 
0CM 	OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 

9919 Nickelodeon operator - rec. ser. 
9919 Right-of-way man 	rail. trans. 
9919 Signalman - any, exc. logging, mine, rail. trans. or hoisting 
9919 Stripper - any, n.e.s. 
9919 Grocery clerk - ret, trade (self-service stores) 
9919 Paint pourer - floor covering prod. 
9919 Bill poster - any md. 

1980 
SOC 

5135 
8178 
8785 
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